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PREFACE
Traditionally the site of this conference has rotated from Asia to Europe to North America.
In keeping with this tradition, this 13th Conference on Magnetically Levitated Systems and Linear
Drives is being held at Argonne National Laboratory in the United States. The 11th and 12th
Conferences, Maglev '89 and Maglev '92, were held in conjunction with the 5th and 6th World
Conferences on Transportation Research in Yokohama, Japan and Lyon, France. Anticipating
greater participation this year, Maglev '93 was organized as an independent conference. Indeed, for
the first time in many years, U.S. investigators joined their Japanese and German colleagues in
contributing the majority of the manuscripts received. In addition to these papers, we were gratified
to receive contributions from China, Korea, Russia, Ukraine, Italy, Canada, and the United
Kingdom. The many papers from countries around the world confirms the continued and renewed
worldwide interest in this topic. It is as a result of your efforts that we have been able to assemble
this program and organize this conference.
After a brief period in which the Japanese MLU-002 was rebuilt and changes were made to
the Transrapid test track at Emsland, testing is resuming at both sites and this conference finds
renewed activity and interest in maglev technologies. The substantial growth in U.S. participation is
due to the R&D program supported by the National Maglev Initiative in 1991 and 1992, and the
anticipation that a National Maglev Prototype Development Program will begin later this year.
We have been honored to serve this conference as co-chairmen and hope that you will find
it to be intellectually stimulating and rewarding. At the conference dinner, and on the dinner cruise
aboard the Spirit of Chicago on Lake Michigan, you will have an opportunity to become acquainted
with your maglev colleagues from other countries. We look forward to visiting with our old maglev
friends and colleagues and to meeting those of you whom we do not yet know.
Donald M. Rote

Howard T. Coffey
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Development of Maglev Transportation in Japan :
Present State and Future Prospects

Eisuke Masada
Department of Electrical Engineering, The University of Tokyo
Hongo, Tokyo 113. Japan

Abstract - The present state of developments is overviewed on the maglev transportation systems and the
related technologies in Japan. Both EDS and EMS systems
are at the final stage of development for practical
applications. Their prospects are explained for future
application fields in relation with their own features.
I. Introduction
The railway systems have been well developed in Japan
as the mass transports for public. The urban networks
withsubways and suburban systems have covered over many
large cities. The Shinkansen system has extended with
longer than 1,800km track connecting cities over our
main land with highspeed as 270km/h. They have
contributed to support socio-economical activities in
Japan and assist industrial growth.
Our land is narrow and long extended over 2000km from
north-east to south-west. The need for superspeed
ground transportation system is considered as the
growth of the demand of the Shinkansen system,
especially for the connection between Tokyo and Osaka.
However, the rail system has its own limit of operational velocity due to maintenance efforts to keep it
with high reliability and environmental influences on
the area along its track. The problem is more severe in
the metropolitan area.
Therefore the developments of the maglev transports
were considered and started in late 60's, in order to
solve the limits of the wheel and rail system. Begining
with the basic research on the new concepts and the
realization of necessary components, the developments
have taken more than 20 years and are at their final
stage for the practical applications.
II. Short History of Developments
At early 70's, after basic researches in institutes and
universities, the Ministry of Transport, Japan (MOT),
the Japan Air Lines (JAL) and the Japanese National
Railways (JR) were interested on the maglev system as
transports in future in different application fields
respectively, and started practical development for
their cwn purposes. MOT wished to solve the problem of
public acceptance for the construction of new urban
transportation systems needed from the rapid increase
of the population in large cities with the reduction of
environmental infringement due to the operation of
transportation systems based on the principle of
contactless maglev system. JAL intended to introduce a
new high speed transport mean to connect airports
with city centers in short time, in order to keep up
with expansion of the domestic air network. JR concentrated to develop the superconducting maglev system,
which could operate at the velocity up to 500-600km/h
and was applicable as the next generation inter-city
system replacing the Shinkansen.
MOT constructed a 166m test track at Tsukimino near
Tokyo. A test vehicle EML-50 of 1.8t with the electromagentic suspension system (EMS) was made and operated.
It verified the technical feasibility of the maglev
system, but the original concept was based on too heavy
vehicle for the urban application. The council for the
transportation
technologies
of MCT
approved
the
necessity
of
the
urban
maglev
transports
and
reconrnended their staged development in cooperation
with HSST project.

In 1973 JAL completed a 1.3km test track in Higashiohgishima,
Kawasaki
and
carried
out
operational
experiments of the High Speed Surface Transport (HSST)
system with test vehicles HSST-01 and 02. HSST is based
on the concept of the combined lift and guide type of
EMS system utilizing U-shaped magnets and U-shaped rail
in their cross section. The technical feasibility of the
system was established with operational tests at the
velocity up to 308km/h. The vehicle can be lightweighted due to rather simple EMS structure and is
considered
to be applicable to urban
transports
practically.
MOT supported further development of HSST for the
urban transport. Then HSST-03 was demonstrated on 400m
track in Expo'85 in Tsukuba for public. It satisfied
more than 600,000 passengers with its excellent riding
comforts and very low operational audible noise. It impressed them as a promising future transport in urban
area. Continuously demonstrations of HSST-03 in Expo186
in Vancouver and HSST-04 in Saitama attracted interests
of many peoples. In 1989 on the occasion of Yokohama
fair, HSST-05 was licenced for revenue service by MOT on
the basis of operational results before as a demonstration transport operable up to 60km/h. Practical development for the urban transport is taken over by the
project in Nagoya based on its success in Yokohama.
After the basic research on the principle of the
superconducting electrodynamic suspension system and the
superconducting magnets in Railway Technology Research
Institute, JR constructed a 7km long test track in 1977
in Hyuuga, Miyazaki. ML-500 vehicle recorded the highest
velocity of 517km/h in 1979 and verified the technical
feasibility of the system. The guideway was modified
into U-shape in 1980 and the manned operation was
carried
out
thereafter
with
MLU-001
vehicle
successfully. Though its operational velocity was
limited due to original dimension of the guideway, it
attained at the speed of 401km/h. Improvement of superconducting magnets was done to increase their reliability and better their characteristics to realize applicable ones to practical system.
Though JR was separated and put into private managements in 1987, the development was continued and
transfered to RTRI. The prototype vehicle MLU-002 with
the half size of the practical model and equipped with
bogietracks, was introduced. Operational characteristics
of superconducting magnets agaist complicated dynamic
motion of bogies coupled with car body were measured and
evaluated for the design of the full-scale train. On the
basis of the concept of this this system, JR Central
Japan proposed the Linear Express Project in 1989, which
would connect Tokyo with Osaka in about an hour as a
future system to measure the growth of demand in the
21st century. It was approved as a candidate system for
the Chuoh Shinkansen Project which reinforthes Tokaido
Shinkansen as a trunk line for the Tokyo-Osaka corridor.
To prove the technical readiness of the superconducting
system for the project, a new large scale test track was
decided to be constructed in the south east of Koufu,
Yamanashi in 1990 by MOT.(1)
III. Superconducting Maglev System
In order to evaluate technical completion to be
applied to a practical system with the operational speed
up to 500km/h, and clarify the economical basis of the
investment,
the
Yamanashi
test
track
is
under

construction. Technical studies are carried out continuously in the Miyazaki test track for the design of
the facilities in Yamanashi and improvement of the system. The final decision for the practical application
will be done until March 1998 with the results of construction and operational tests in the new test track.
A. Linear Express Project
The ridership of Tokaido Shinkansen has grown steadily and the number of passengers per day has attained up
to 360,000. It is foreseen that its transportation
capacity will not be able to cope with the demand in
the 21st century. The second connection between Tokyo
and Osaka passing over mountainous area straight has
planned as the Chuoh Shinkansen from this reason.
JR Central Japan proposed to introduce the superconducting maglev systaii into this connection and named it
"Linear Express". (2) It is considered to connect
Tokyo, Nagoya and Osaka with the operational velocity
of 500km/h. 10 trains with 12-16 cars will operate per
hour at most. It will share the passengers in Tokaido
corridor with Tokaido Shinkansen and carry more than
200,000 passengers per day. The profitability of Linear
express is estimated good, if it operates alone.

current to each train, and a depot for trains.

42.8km
Kofu
tunnel
Ohtsuki

Mt. Fuji
Fig.2

Yamanashi Test Track

The project was started in 1990. The construction
began in 1991 and the operation will be carried out
from 1995. The total amount of the project budget is
346 BV. JR group shares main part of it. JR Central
Japan invests 196 BV. The government supports about 20%
of it. 12% of it will be spent for the technical development program.
C. Definition of New System

Fig.l

Linear Express Project

MOT instructed JR Central Japan and Railway Construction Corporation to investigate geographical and geological condition of the route for Chuoh Shinkansen on
the basis of both conventional Shinkansen and linear
express in 1990. The work will be completed in 1997.
With the test results on the characteristics of the
superconducting maglev system obtained at Yamanashi
Test Track, the final decision for the realization of
Linear Express project will be done in 1998.
B. Yamanashi Test Track
After ten years of basic develoments and operational
tests in Miyazaki Test Track, MOT and JR groups decided
to construct a full scale test track for the practical
realization of the superconducting maglev system in
1989. The objectives of the project are:
- to complete the system technology necessary for
practical application
- to evaluate economical feasibility of the system
as a superspeed transportation system
To carry out enough operational tests to achieve these
objectives, a new test track is needed, which has the
length of about 40km, double tracks, tunnel and bridge,
as well as steep gradient and curves. From three alternatives, Yamanashi Test Track located south east of
Kofu was chosen. If the successful results will be got
there and favorable decision will be given to the
superconducting inaglev system, the test track will be
utilized as a part of the track of the linear express
line.
The length of the test track is 42.8km, 35km of which
is tunnel. Its central area of 24km is double track
with a high speed switch. The highest gradient is 4%.
The smallest radius of the curved track is 8,000m. The
space between the center of double tracks is 5.8m. It
has two
substations, which feed variable frequency

On the definition of the system realized in Yamanashi
the following improvements of the system characteristics are taken into account for practical application.
- reduction of energy consumption
- increase of system reliability
Then such modificatios are taken over the system used
in Miyazaki test track before as:
- introduction of the sidewall levitation scheme
- two layer coil arrangement for the long stator of
linear synchronous motor
- GTO inverter for the drive system
- coupled bogie structure for multi-section train
The basic design of Yamanashi Test Track was carried
out on these concepts.
1) guideway:
The long stator ceils and levitation
coils are installed on the side of the U-shaped guideway. In order to suppress disturbances in the magnetic
field generated with the long stator and to increase
operational reliability of superconducting magnets, the
stator coils are equipped in two layers. The levitation
coils are installed over them as shown in Fig. 3.
Three kinds of coil fixing structure and three types
of beam structure of guideway will be tested in the new
track for the study of economical construction of
guideways. ( 6 combinations )
2) concept of train: Two train sets with 3 and 5 cars
will be manufactured. The length and weight of the
front car are 28m and 30t. Those of intermediate cars
are 21.6m and 20t. The maximum operational velocity is
supposed to be 550km/h. A superconducting magnet with 4
coils is installed in each side of a coupled bogie. Its
magnetmotive force is 700kAT.
3) power supply station:
Two power supply stations
will be constructed, which can supply current independently for each train, as well as transfer powerfeed to
a train between them. They have different capacity. The
smaller one is equipped with a forced cemmutated
converter
to
suppress
disturbances
to
utility
network. To supply variable frequency current to the
long stator to accelerate or deaccelerate a train, the
voltge source type, pulse-width modulated GTO inverter
is utilized.

D. Technical Development Program
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guidance force required wiring between each coil, the
scheme is adopted for the practical system to reduce
operational costs.
Several spans of guideways of Miyazaki have modified
into this arrangement and operational tests showed
successful results. Method of construction and practical installation of coils of this scheme were also
studied with mock-up guideway models.
3) MLU-002N vehicle: Soon after the fire of MLU-002,
MOT approved to restore it. A new vehicle MLU-002N was
brought into Miyazaki at the end of December 1992 and
has been operated from January 1993. Its basic configuration is the same as MLU-002, but countermeasures
against fire are taken. Its features are as follows;
- aerodynamic brake is installed
- cabin material is Aluminium alloy
- without front windows
- no seats for passengers
- double frame, link coupled bogie
- 14-inch tire with the disk brake
- inframable hydraulic oil
- heat resistant piping
- sensor for inner pressure of tires
- guarding wheels

Total Structure of Ground Coifc (Side View)
(240-degree 2-laytr alternative pole structure)

Fig. 3

Ground coil arrangement

Parallely with the construction of the new test track,
RTRI has modified the facilities of Miyazaki Test Track
and carried out operational tests to verify new concept
and design.
1) improvement of superconducting magnets: In order
to reduce the probability of quench of superconducting
magnets, the mechanism of the generation of losses in
them is analyzed in details. Both mechanical vibration
tests and simulated vibration tests due to electromagnetic forces generated in the guideway were carried
out at the bench test equipments with full size magnets
in RTRI and manufacturers. Then it became clear that
- mechanical losses due to vibration in superconducting coils
- eddy current losses in the structure of the magnet
caused by vibration
were influential to quench phenomena. New construction
scheme is introduced to suppress these effects.
First bogie installed new designed magnets were equipped to MLU-002 and put into operation in June 1991.
However, due to the interaction with the other old
bogie, operational results of it were limited. The
second new bogie was equipped in October 1991. Unfortunately on the first day of the operation of the new
arrangement, the vehicle had a fire because of mechanical failure in a wheel and was completely distroyed.
2) sidewall levitation scheme:
With EDS system,
enough lift force cannot be obtained at low speed as
less than 200km/h. The wheeled operation with rubber
tires is required in this velocity range. If the levitation coils are installed on the surface of the base
of the track, as in the original arrangement in Miyazaki, induction current flows in these coils even
in wheeled operation and causes much energy losses due
to low speed.
A new scheme to install these coils on the sidewall
of the guideway is
introduced to improve operational
energy efficiency and named "sidewall levitation". If
the superconducting magnet is positioned at the center
of the 8-shaped levitation coil on the sidewall under
wheeled operation, no induction current flows because
of the null-flux principle. Then no losses are generated in them. Though the null-flux connection between
coils on both sides of the guideway to provide lateral
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E. Future Prospects
The future of the application of the superconducting
maglev system depends strongly upon the results of construction and operational tests in Yamanashi Test Track
for this several years. Though high speed rail developments are being carried out in Japan too and operation
over 350km/h has been realized, their emission of audible noise to the environment is considered to be difficult to be solved for practical application. Also the
problem related to the increase of air traffics over
Japan should be taken into account. The superconducting
maglev system has high potential as the future transportation system with larger capacity, better environmental influences and higher safety. The extension of
Linear Express to further west to Fukuoka, the airport
connection in Sapporo and others have been considered
by local governments for possible application of the
system.
IV. HSST Project
As the first stage of application of HSST, many local
governments have been interested to use it for urban
transports in city center. The maximum operational
velocity less than lOOkm/h is considered to be enough,
but negotiation with small radius curves and steep
gradient track are required to be realizable. The con-

struction and operation costs should be evaluated in
details. For its practical construction and operation,
the official legislation and technical standardization
should be established. The Nagoya project has been
introduced for these aims.
A. Nagoya Project
For the evaluation of HSST system as an urban transport, HSST Co. (a subsidery of JAL), Nagoya Railways
Co. and Aichi Prefecture formed a joint venture of
Chubu HSST Development Co. (CHSST) in 1989. It constructed a new test track of 1.6km long in Nagoya,
Aichi, utilizing an existing line of Nagoya Railways
connecting One with Nagoya Port in the south part of
the city.
Various components needed for the realization of an
urban transport with HSST have been installed and
tested for two years.
1) guideway:
The test track is constructed with a
main single track and a short branch line connected
with a bending switch. The main track has both elevated and grounded guideways. The latter part is used for
the test section of various types of guideway construction and supporting rail fixings. Features of the main
track are as follows:
- two gradient parts of 6% and 7%
- curving parts with radius of 100, 300, 1500m
- two elevated exl stations
- a depot for the vehicle maintenance
The short branch line has a curve of very small radius
of 25m, which should be negotiated with the operation
of the vehicle in the case that the elevated guideway
is constructed along the roads in urban area, using
their right of way to make land acquisition for the
track easy.
6% gradient

7% gradient

draulic brake is also operable as a back-up system and
in very low velocity. The maximum acceleration and deceleration is 4.5km/h/s, but the latter can be increased up to 5.3km/h/s in emergency. The maximum
operational velocity is llOkm/h. The propulsion is
automatically regulated based on the pre-programmed
operation pattern. The protection of train operation is
done with ATS and ATO.
3) Electrical system:
The electrical power to the
vehicle is supplied with 1500 v.d.c. from a substation
at the end of the track. AL/SUS solid contact rails are
equipped along a side of guideway beam. Through sliding
collector the current is fed to the vehicle.

Photo 2.

HSST Nagoya Test Track

It should be noted that the whole project is strongly
intended to keep operational and technical compatibility with the conventional urban transportation system,
as being understood from above explanation.
B. Operation and Tests in Nagoya Track
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2) vehicle: Assuming the application in the center of
cities, a train unit with two cars (2-section vehicle)
of rather small size has been tested. It is modeled as
a half unit of the practical train unit, which consists
of 4 cars and is applicable to the urban transport in a
local city. The basic features of the train unit are:
- dimensions: 8.5m(L)x2.6m(W)x3.3m(H) per section
- weight of train: 18t(empty), 30t{max. allowable)
- no. of seats: 24 seats per section
- no. of passengers: 44 per section (normal)
67 per section (max.)
HSST is based on the combined lift and guide EMS system
and the short stator linear induction motor propulsion,
which are integrated into a structure called "module".
The basic features related to the module arc:
- vertical gap length: 8mm
- 3 modules per side per section
- each module equipped with 4 magnets, a SLIM landing
skids, hydraulic brakes and sensors
- modules in both sides of section are coupled each
other through beams
- connected to the cabin with air springs
- max. lift force 5t
The propulsion of the vehicle is controlled with a
GTO variable frequency variable voltage inverter, which
regulates the stator current of 6 LIM's in each
section. Both regenerative and reverse phase braking
are applied directly to the vehicle by LIM's. The hy-
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Aims of Operation and Tests in Nagoya

The operation and tests in Nagoya have two objectives. Aichi prefecture has made a study on the
technical evaluation of readiness as a practical system
and the application field in it on the HSST, in cooperation with CHSST Co. MOT has carried out an investigation on the technology and safety of the EMS maglev
system as the public transport. The program of tests
was considered to satisfy both. The operation has been
done by CHSST, as well as the main part of tests. The
research institute on transportation safety of MOT has
shared the tests related to the safety and influences
on the environments.
The results of both studies are evaluated by the committee of academics and specialists respectively. The
reports are completed at the end of March 1993.
C. Readiness for Application
The technology of HSST is decomposed into more than
140 items to evaluate its technical completion level
and necessary investment costs to construct it as a
practical system.
Since May 1991, the operational tests with HSST-100
were carried out to gather needed data for the evaluation stated above. After that the continuous operation
test has been continued to attain the total length of
more than 35,000km of operation. During the tests, seme
modifications are made both for the vehicle and guideways to improve the characteristics of the system and
satisfy the requirements. The construction efforts on
site and the maintenance experiences are analyzed in
details to estimate expenses, too.
No important modification was needed in relation
with the maglev system, other than the reinforcement of
the fixing of the levitation rails.
The conclusion of the evaluation is as follows.
The only one item, the consumption of the skid for the
emergency landing, is evaluated to be improved before
the construction of the practical system. Other items
are evaluated as technically enough completed.
On the basis of the results, the investment and
operational costs of the system are calculated and
compared with those of the monorail and the people
mover, in relation with an assumed system of 19km long.
The results show that the costs are less in the case of
HSST than others, though the profits from revenue
service will be obtained in longer time than the monorail due to the governmental supporting system in
Japan.
Due to the higher velocity and the flexibility to
negotiate smaller radius curves and higher gradients,
the application fields of HSST-100 is considered to be
mainly in the system, which has rather longer track as
more than 10km and connects the city center to suburban residential area. Such characteristics of HSST
are stressed as preferable urban transports compared
with other alternative systems:
- smaller travelling time
- better riding comforts
- less audible noise to environments
- higher safety due to no-derailing structure
- robustness to weather conditions
It is also noted that the operation after the stacking
of snow up to 4cm was also successfully experienced ard
proven to be satisfactory.
D. Evaluation as Public Transports
As a part of the technical investigation on the EMS
maglev transport, MOT evaluates the technology and
safety of HSST as a public transportation system. For
this purpose, technical items, which are considered to
be essential of the system, are listed up and related
to necessary characteristics of the components, subsystem and system. These items are evaluated on the
basis of test results, simulational studies, and theo-

retical studies. Mainly the matters on the safety and
environment are studied in details.
The lateral guidance with magnets based on the combined lift and guide principle is a key itan related to
HSST, as an example. It is evaluated with the guidance
characteristics in operation;
- performances at the irregular arrangement of rails
- operation over curved track with various velocity
- variation of gap length in normal operation
The experimental results and theoretical analysis of
the motion of the module over small radius curves are
examined. Then the item is decided acceptable as the
public transport.
A few items related to the life of skid and brake materials are considered to be tested further before the
practical application case, but the HSST is evaluated
to be applicable as a public transportation system.
Even though HSST technology is considered to be
applicable, it should also be based on the reasonable
investment and operational costs. Then two practical
cases of public transports are chosen and the costs
related to HSST are calculated. The results show that
HSST can also be axistructed and oeprated in these
cases with reasonable costs.
As a whole, MOT has concluded that HSST is applicable to practical transportation and is acceptable to be
licenced as a public transport with operational velocity under lOOkm/h. In the case of the system with
higher speed as 200km/h, further study as this project
would be needed.
E. Prospects for Application in Fuiure
Aichi prefecture studies eagerly to construct a HSST
system in it on the basis of operational tests and
results of the Nagoya project. As a possibility, a
connection between a housing complex in the suburb and
a metro station, or a transportation system from the
city center to the planned expo sita, both in Nagoya,
is considered. HSST Co. studies also applications in
urban area near Yokohama and an airport connection in
Hiroshima. Hopefully one project might be realized
before the turnover of the century.
V. Related Systems
The public interests on the new type of transportation system is much in Japan, but there exist some uncertain feeling on the technology. Then it is considered to be important to show publics its component
technology practically and make them convince step by
step. In this sense, as an intermediate stage to future
transportation system, it is important to utilize its
component technologies in conventional transportation
system.
A. Linear Metro
The transportation authorities of metropolitan area
both in Tokyo and Osaka have introduced the linear
motor drive system in their subway systems. With the
application of the short-stator, single-sided linear
induction motor, though the basic configuration of the
vehicle is basically same with the conventional inverter driven cars of the subway, the cross section of the
tunnel is made small and the construction costs are
reduced. The projects were also supported by MOT.
Before practical utilization, similarly as the case of
HSST, the operational tests of the system had been
carried out with test track long time.
Though the influences of the normal forces cause by
SLIM's on the wheels, the operational results in both
systems have been satisfactory. Various types of the
secondary of linear motors are also tested to evaluate
their operational characteristics and costs. The
successful operational experience of both systems have

given publics the applicability of linear drive system
clearly.
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B. Transportation Systems with Permanent Magnets
Other systems with magnets were demonstrated and
under development too.
1) CIM:
The continuous transportation system with
magnets is the people mover, which is installed with
permanent magnets on board and driven with moving ferro
magnetic belts. The attractive force between magnets
and the belt provides propulsive force to vehicle supported with rubber tires. Compared with people mover
driven by the rope as the Otis system, it is considered
to have more flexibility. A model system was tested in
Yokohama. Another demonstration system was constructed
and operated in the flower fair in Osaka in 1990.
2) ALPS: The rather shorter stator section version
with electromagnets of EDS system had been also studied
by RTRI.

Photo 3.

Linear Metro in Osaka

The conceptions study of the suburban transportation
system based on it was carried out as ALPS. The system
utilizes rubber tires to lift and guide the vehicle. A
new version with permanent magnets is also under study.
VI. Conclusion
The development of maglev transports are at their
final stage for
the practical application. The
conclusion of the technical evaluation of systems based
on the data obtained at test tracks are positive. The
realization before the 21st century is expected
hopefully in Japan. Some experiences obtained already
with hybrid systems with conventional systems have
given good results and proven as a good example.
Though the introduction and extension of high speed
rail are also planned and developed, the maglev
transport has high potential as the future system in
the operational velocity, riding comforts and environmental influences, which are important features for the
active society in the next century.
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Ahstrmct - Stoce l»7t\ JapaMw Nationl Raaways have couth*,
ued to promoted RADorastyercoadMtt^MaglevsyateM. Tfcc
epock-Haklftg eveat for this lyateaa caaw hi MM what M galaed
Oie states of a MtloM^-fiuMlcd project iaJapM. The govcrmMat
authorized a 42S km teat MM to YaanuMcM Prefcctare aad RAD
entered • new phaac. The date for coMpktfcm ht set fcr the flacal
year of 1997. Ow aahi objective if to apgrade the aewteftlhw's
reliability and iteMMy, awl atoo to aware coMerdal viaMtty.
Thai paper ahaws torn* backgroMd oa R*D, the brief deacripnoa of newly contracted teat MM aad the (Mm outlook of thai
system.

gained the status of a national-funded project in Japan. The GovernrrieMaudK)rizeda42^kmtestlineinYAXMNASHIpreiecture. R * D entered a new phase. The project team consists of
Railway Technical Research Institute, the Central Japan Railway
Company and die Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation, was organized. The date for completion is set fcr the Fiscal
year of 1997. Our main objective is to upgrade the new test laae's
reliability and stability, and also to ensure conwncial viabiiiiy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to create a railway system which would fir exceed the
Shinkansen in speed, it was necessary to seek a new one. The
maglev was born in the course of groping after the successor to
the Shinkansen.

The concept of a superconducting maglev system was advocated in the paper of ASME by Dr. Gorden Danby and Dr. James
Powell of Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1966. We are
most thankful for their pioneering work on this system.
Since 1970, Mr. Kyotani and his colleagues of Japanese National Railways have continued to promoted R & D of this system. He worked vigorously to establish the principle of maglev
which means magnetic kvitatkm system, by conducting many
experiments from basic ones to more complex ones including the
test of MLU001. His work confirmed the feasibility of this system.
The epoch-making event for maglev came in 1990 when it
Manuscript received March 15,1993. The development of the superconducting miglev system his been financially supported by (he Ministry of
Transport of Japan.

n. DETAILS OF DEVELOPMENT

The following are the reasons why it has been examined.
(l)Fortrerxaintorunatahighspc^beyoridSOOknVh,itis
suspected that the conventional railway is limited by the adhesive
force between rails and wheels.
(2)AdrjptingLira^IixkKtionMoiOT(LIM)ttte
er by Linear Synchronous Motor (LSM), will make it needless to
mount a heavy motor on the vehicle.
(3) The height of leviiation of about 100 mm ensures this system against earthquake.
(4) Because of non-contact, it is advantageous in maintenance.
(5) Noise and ground vibration caused by train are smaller and
they are favorable for the preservation of environment
Around 1967, the first experimental facilities that had a small
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vehicle using permanent magnets and a short track with electro- guidance of the vehicle instead of as roils for propulsion.
magnets were installed on the premises of the RTRI. It was the
The side-wall levitaiion method has already been set up on
fust step for the development. In 1972, marking the Railway some sections in MIYAZAKI lest track, and the data about the
Centennial in Japan, a vehicle of LIM system firstly succeeded in vehicle motion, riding comfort, etc. were collected.
levitated running.
This will be adopted in all sections of the newly constructed
In order to prove the possibility of 500 km/h running, a test lest line in YAMANASHI prefecture.
track with length of 7 km was constructed in MI YAZAK1 prefecIV. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF NEW TEST LINE CONSTRUCTION
ture, south-west of Japan, about 1,000 km away from TOKYO,
in 1975.
In order to put the vehicle to more practical use as means of
In December 1979, an unmanned vehicle named ML-500 attained a maximum speed record of 517 km/h surpassing the tar- railway, a new lest line which has the sufficient facilities to proget speed, which demonstrates the feasibility of high speed run- moie the technological development related to the maglev will be
ning. Subsequently, it was found that the straddled type vehicle needed in future. This is due to the facts mat me MIYAZAKI lest
had to be changed into more practical box type one to secure a track is only 7 km in length with a single track and me structures
room for the passengers, and the inverted-T shaped guideway consist of only viaducts and bridges, that k is impossible lo carry
was transformed into U shape. The manned vehicle named out a running tests in tunnel sections.
MLU001 after that transformation successfully attained a speed
Japan Ministry of Transport (MOT) made investigations and
of 400.8 km/h in 1987.
studies on the site suited for construction of a new test line and
The next vehicle MLU002 debuted in the same year, and the the step of pursuing the technological development for its reallatest car MLU002N unveiled in January 1993. The tests of dura- ization.
bility for YAMANASHI test line or practical use in future have
Meanwhile, MOT set up an internal committee called T h e
been continued.
Superconducting Magnetically Levitated Train Study Committee'' (chairman: Prof. Dr, Eng. Yoshiji MATSUMOTO, Science
University of TOKYO) in 1988.
m. COMPARISON OF MAGNETICALLY LEVITATED VEHICLES
The requirements for the new test line agreed upon by the
The magnetically levitated train system HSST of Japan and Committee are as follows;
(1) There shall be a continuous straight section.
TRANSRAPID of Germany are levitated by attractive force us(2) There shall be a curve.
ing electromagnets, but the JR type maglev uses repulsive force
(3) There shall bca steep slope section.
using with superconducting magnets.
(4) There shall be structures such as tunnels and viaducts.
In MIYAZAKI test track, we have had the facing levitation
(5) Besides fulfilling the above requirements, the lest line shall
method with the ground coils for levitation arranged on the slab
of viaduct But it was decided to change the levitation method have an overall length of some 40 km or so.
from the facing to the side-wall type to reduce the magnetic resisAfter the discussion being made concerning the lest line contance. In the side-wall levitation method, a ground coil for levita- struction site, the Committee selected YAMANASHI prefecture
tion ("8"-figiired coil) formed by transposed connecting the small as the best one from the view point of feasibility of achieving the
upper one with the lower one is set up on the side-wall of the lest objects, effective use in future and obtaining the cooperation
guideway.
of local authority concerned.
Though the magnetic resistance which influences electric conThe plan for development of fundamental technology and the
sumption in running increases at low speed, the side-wall system, plan of YAMANASHI test line construction are approved by the
which is superior inefficiency of levitation force to the facing Minister of Transport in June 1990, and these plans are being
one, may reduce the electric drag.
pursued.
Besides, there is merit that the high voltage at null-flux cables
The YAMANASHI test line has a length of 42.8 km including
will be cut down by using the side-wall levitation coils for lateral about 35 km length of tunnel sections, partially with double
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tracks. And it has some sections with maximum gradient of 40
permillage (4 percent), and with minimumradiusof curvature of
8,000 m. The distance between the centers of tracks is 5.8 m.
The following are main items to be tested;
(1) Stable run at 500 km/h with safety and comfort
(2) Reliability and durability of vehicles including superconducting magnets and ground facilities.
(3) Structural standards specifying a minimum radius of curvature, the steepest gradient, etc.
(4) Distance between both guideways talcing account of two
trains passing each other.
(5) Vehicle performance related to tunnel cross section and to
the pressurefluctuationin a tunnel.
(6) Turnout performance.
(7) Control system between substations.
(8) Multiple train operation control system.
(9) Safety operation system.
(10) Environmental preservation.
(11) Technical standards on maintenance.
(12) Investigation of cost performance, and grasp of construction and operation cost
V. CONDITION OF PROCEEDING

In September 1991, the ground-breaking ceremony was held
for east-side section of KUKI Tunnel in Tsuni-City, which is to
be about 1,670 m long, it was the first phase of the constructions.
And now, the excavations in 9 tunnel sections are in process by
the Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation and the Central Japan Railway Company. At open section, theworks for infrastructures such as bridge and viaduct will be started in already
prepared section.
But progress in the works delayed about a year because of a
difficulty inright-of-waypurchase. Otherwise, with the improvements of specifications achieved such as boosting the blocking
voltage in the ground coil for propulsion and enlarging the capacity of GTO inverter, a higher acceleration can be set in the runcurve.

In order to begin early the running test in some section where
the construction wasfinished,it was concluded that "The Priority
Section" which had a length of 18.4 km set up at midpoint including the main installations such as a substation, a lest center and a
car shed was constructed on priority basis. Although a lest will
remain for stability and durability over long period, prospects for
the technology development have been confirmed by the running
test in the priority section, with the stationary test and some simulations, will have to be planned with Fiscal Year 1997 target
unchanged.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have beenresearchingand developing a superconducting
maglev system for 24 years. And we now are highly honored lo
be conducting a "national project" of this magnitude. But, several obstacles must be overcome before we have a commercially
viable system. Two main ones arc;
First, we have to ensure reliability and durability of the magnet
system as well as thetotalsystem when it is running at super-high
speeds for a long time. In order for us lo do this plan lo perform
as many tests as possible at super-high speeds on the new YAMANASHI test line.
Second is the issue of cost In order to reduce the running-cost
we made a major improvement by shifting levhation ground
coils from the floor of the U-shape track lo side-wall, thus, reducing the running resistance. And we are also making an effort lo
reduce the construction costs of the total system.
The construction of the YAMANASHI test line is going on.
Our anticipated success on this test line will be a major step towards building a "CENTRAL LINEAR EXPRESS" linking TOKYO and OSAKA. Because of this, the focus of much of our
work is the national YAMANASHI test line project
We are convinced that the superconducting maglev system
will be an important transportation system in the next century.
After all, it is an ideal system offering super-speed service, high
energy efficiency and the least pollution of environment
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The Development of the Superconducting Maglev system
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Abstrmcl - Today, in Yamanashi Prefecture la Japan, we are
constructing a 42.8km test line using a superconducting Maglev
system wboae technology b baled cm the best remits achieved by
the efforts of the defunct Japanese National Railways (JNR) and
Railway Technical Research Institute (RTRI). The new test Mae,
having as many useful Instaaatlons as possible to operate the revenue service, will be used for evaluating the practicability of a superconducting maglev system.
This system features aa electrodynamk levltatkm system
(EDS) which enables a superhigh speed running without aay special control device for levitating a coach as well as guiding one.
Using this fundamental method, we developed and designed a
aew test line, which ht maialy composed of vehicle, guMeway, linear synchronous motor (LSM) and so on. To be a practical transport means In the 21st century for high speed operations, the maglev system requires high running stability and perfect safety, including the friendliness to the environment, even If It may involve
all the possible risks which originate from outer disturbances or
any other troubles. To fulfill these requirements, we conducted
many laboratory works and full-scale running tests. Through
these efforts, we have identified the problems, devised countermeasures to solve them, and developed subsystems. The design of
the Yamanashi test line Is based on these achievements so far
gained. Today, the development is coming into a more practical
phase of assessing the reliability, the durability, and the economic
efficiency using a new long test line.

Manuscript received March IS. 1993. The development of the superconducting maglev system has been financially supported by the Ministry of
Transport of Japan.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two years before Bullet Train of Tokaido Shinkansen came
into being, JNR started bask research on super-high speed railway systems in 1962, which has led to the present superconducting maglev system composed of both LSM and EDS. During the past 30 years, the technology has made great advances;
for example, superconductors, power electronics, engineering
plastics, to name a few. This progress has made the manufacturing subsystems easier and more reliable. In the early stage,
based on the experiments, we pursued feasibility studies vigorously. But, now, we are struggling with the problems concerning the manufacture, the maintenance and the environment
In 1987, JNR was privatized and divided into seven Japan
Railway companies (JRs) and so on. RTRI took over the work
of R & D and also all the matters concerning the MAGLEV
system from JNR. In 1990, the Government authorized constructing a 42.8km test line in Yamanashi Prefecture. To push
ahead with this plan, a project team, which is composed of
RTRI, Central Japan Railway Company (JRQ and Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation (JRCC) was organized.
Now, this team is held responsible for the construction of the
Yamanashi test line.
The facilities in the test line will be made using the best technology available and all the necessary equipment for the commercial maglev service will be furnished as far as possible.
Using this test line, we shall evaluate the serviceability of this
superconducting maglev system, that is, JR maglev system.
As for the Miyazaki test track, full-scale lest runs using it will
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be kept up, and the results thereof will bereportedto the committee of the Yamanashi project team.
II. JR MAGLEVS FEATURE AND PRINCIPLE

JR magle v system, using a superconducting magnet (SCM),
features a super high speed running without any control process, which is achieved by the EDS. The utility of this system
will be confirmed through the running tests on Yamanashi test
iine.
The principle of a superconducting maglev system is as follows:
An onboard SCM can be moved by a travelling magnetic
field caused by the current of ground coils for propulsion.
Thus a maglev train runs synchronized with the ground travelling magnetic field of a linear synchronous motor (LSM). A
moving SCM produces an induced current in the ground coils
for levitation, which generates a repulsive force between the
ground coils and SCMs. This is an electrodynamic levitation
system (EDS). As the train speeds up, the levitation force increases. But, at low speeds, the induced levitation force is not
enough to lift a maglev train, which then needs rubber tires to
support itself. A guidance force can be obtained by the current
induced in the levitation ground coils, linking both side levitation coils by a null-flux cable. When a vehicle runs on the
center of the guideway, no guidance current is induced. But,
when it runs leaning to one side, a guidance current will be
generated, which makes a guiding force. This is a null-flux
guidance.
As for the braking, JR maglev normally uses a strong powerregenerative braking. However, against any trouble in the
ground facilities or the vehicle, some safeguards will be available, such as a coil short-circuit braking, an aerodynamic braking and a wheel disc braking.
The running stability of SCM has been studied sufficiently.
But, in the case of a quenching trouble with loss of the magnetomotive force of SCM, a null-flux guidance generates an unnecessary guidance force. To avoid this unnecessary force,
both side pairing SCM will be discharged promptly. And besides, the onboard stopper wheel is provided to protect the side
of the car body against abrasion. Even in this case, we can
move the maglev train up to a safe place using other energized
SCMs.

As a quenching trouble influences the system reliability, we
performed stationary vibration tests using an electromagnetic
field, in a simulation test. This equipment can generate an
electromagnetic field which is equivalent to the actual electromagnetic field to which the running SCM is exposed on account of energized track coils. Through testing, we have acquired good prospects.
III. JR MAGLEVS TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES

Aiming at the revenue service, we need to confirm the ability of the 14 subsystems, which are scheduled to be introduced
in Yamanashi test line as many as possible (see Table 1).
Table 1 reveals what is peculiar to JR maglev and what is different from the conventional iron-wheel system though it may
look similar to the conventional system at a glance. Besides,
the technology which is common to all systems is listed.
To commercialize JR maglev, not only the performance of
each subsystem, but also its environmental compatibility,
safety, reliability, durability and economic efficiency have to
be well balanced and perfect. The Yamanashi project team is
making efforts to put together all subsystems into an integrated
well-balanced system, i.e., the best system.
Concerning the conventional rail-wheel system, we have
sufficient know-how and standards. On the other hand, as for
the superconducting maglev system, I regret to say, inexperienced matters remain. So, we are now making a review covering a wide area, such as all the design specifications, advance
survey of the weak points in each part, the system safety in all
the cases of failures which may occur. We have used some
effective means of the failure mode and effect analysis
(FMEA), the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and so on.
IV. MAJOR RESULTS To BE UTILIZED
IN YAMANASHI TEST LINE

In the following, we present major results to be implemented in Yamanashi test line -the results derived from R & D
up to now in vehicles, guideway, driving system and so on.
Progress is remarkable, especially in the stability and the efficiency of JR maglev system.
A. Development in the field of vehicles
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TABLE 1
CONFIGURATION OF THE JR MAGLEV SYSTEM
Similar technology between new
and conventional lyilemi

Subsystem

Peculiar technology to JR maglev

Running operation

Generating a running curve

Traffic control

Traffic control pursuing a train
movement

Telecommunication!

Inductive wires for inductive radio
transmission

Train position detector

Inductive wires for inductive radio
transmission

Train position detector

Power supply and driving

Driving control
Propulsion coil
Feeder section switch
boundary section switch

Power convener
Feeder

Suspension and guidance

Coils for Icvitalion and guidance
Null flux cable

Guideway

Running way
Guiding way

Station

Platform

Vehicle

SCM
Magnetic shielding
Auxilliary guiding wheel
Auxiiliary supporting wheel
Onboard power supply

Cabin facilities

Car depot

Common technology between new
and conventional systems
Supervision of operation
Management of diagram
Control of route

Blocking control
Train speed coMiol with
monitoring
Leakage coaxial cable
Information system

Turnout

Tunnel
Viaduct
Bridge
Information

Track
Onboard conrol unit
Onboard braking equipment
Coupling device

Car body

Ventilation facilities

Broadcasting
Accommodation
Onboard equipment

pooling system
Exciter

Distribution

Distributing
Charger

Ground equipment

Protection for overrun
Protective equipment
Preventing disasters

Maintenance wagon

We have made some test vehicles which are listed in Table
2, in which we introduce the main results. Among the listed
vehicles, the test vehicle coded ML-100 is one exclusively using the linear induction motor (L1M), having an onboard reaction plate and running on the active track. Other vehicles are
driven by LSM. The car named ML-500R is the first one having an onboard refrigerator which re-liquefies the recovered

mpccuon wagon
Service wagon

evaporated helium gas. The truck of the car named ML-500 is
applied to the car named ML-SOOR, whose car body has been
made newly for the onboard refrigerator. As a more practical
testing car with a box type cabin, we made a train set named
MLU001 composed of three motor cars having 8 SCMs to one
car. Running tests with a single car and with a train set have
been carried out. Unfortunately, the car named MLU002 was
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TABLE 2
TteTfeSTVBWCLSS OP J R M A O L B V AND RESULTS

Year
manufactured

Names of test
vehicle

Typical reiulo

1972

LSM200

Running by LSM

1972

ML-100

Verification of EDS

1975

ML-100A

Prototype of JR Maglev

1979

ML-500

Confinnation of high speed running at
500 k m *

1979

ML-500R

Onboard refrigerator

1986

MLU001

Running of train lets
Testing of train motion

1987

MLU002

Concemraied arrangement of SCM on
truck

1993

MLU002N

Elastic suspension of SCM

spoiled by a fire on last October 3rd in 1991. Using a new car
named MLU002N which has two aerodynamic braking sets,
test runs on Miyazaki test track have been resumed in Jan. '93.
Up to the present, we have developed a simpler I-type SCM;
a lighter concentrated arrangement of SCM using a truck; a
downsize onboard refrigerator to re-liquefy the evaporated helium gas; a track brake system with sliding factional shoes for
high speed running; an aerodynamic brake and so on.
Now, using MLU002N, we are completing with an elastic
suspension truck system, a wheel disc braking which is available at a high speed of 500 km/h. These products are to be
implemented in (he new test cars for Yamanashi test line.
B. Development in the field ofguideway
We began with a test using ML-500 on an inverted-T type
guideway in Miyazaki test track in 1977. In 1980, the guideway was changed to a U-type and the testing car was changed
to MLU001. Recently, we changed a normal flux levitation
system to a null flux magnetic suspension system which re-

duces magnetic drag and increases levitation ability, which has
been verified mainly by MLU002 since 1988. This change has
borne fruits, which make it possible to simplify the maintenance work ofguideway, that is, the re-alignment work is restricted to one face of the side-wall, having levitation coils and
propulsion coils. Besides, the side-wall has become a "beam"
fabricated to high precision as a precast concrete beam. Then
manufacturing a side-wall beam has become much simpler,
that is, we can manufacture side wall beams in a yard near the
construction site. In the same yard, we can also set up all the
ground coils. Therefore, with high accuracy and without laborious work, we can build a maintenance-free structure, that is, a
side wall beam.
In the development of a turnout, we developed two different
types, one of which is a traverse type for high speed running
and the other is a side-wall concrete traversing one for a car
depot.
C Development in the field of propulsion system
The propulsion system is composed of a train position detector, an LSM propulsion control equipment, a power converter,
a feeder, a feeder section switch, a propulsion coil and so on.
The system configuration of a propulsion system is presented
in Fig.l. When running on the guideway, a vehicle issues a
signal. This makes it possible for us to know where the train is
running using an inductive wire for inductive radio transmission. Using this position data, the LSM propulsion control
equipment outputs which section must be energized and what
power, that is, propulsion current must be supplied. A power is
supplied to the appointed feeding section using a feeder section
switch. This switch changes over as every train passes. As its
frequency is very high being equal to the running frequency,
we W e developed a much more durable switching gear, for
example, can be switched 300,000 times.
Even when a maglev train is crossing over the feeding section, to propel a train smoothly we have used a two-power converter system in Miyazaki test track. To improve the fault tolerability of the power supply system, we have decided to adopt
a three-power converter system in Yamanashi test line. Using
this system, we can drive a maglev train when one power converter fails. Besides, the total capacity of the power supply
equipment will be reduced to three-fourths of a two-power
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Transmission line

Capacitor

Changeover switch
1 Coil for propulsion
Inductive wires
with transposition
Leakage coaxial cable
Fig. 1. Power supply syMcm of Miyazaki l o t Imdc

A

B

B

A

Two-power convener system

C

B

A

Three-power converter system

Fig. 2. Feeding Arrangement for propulsion coili

converter system.
The development of the power converter equipment is underway as follows:
At Miyazaki test facility, we have used a cyckxonverter
with a thyristor element As this is a direct conversion type
without intermediate direct current (DC) circuit, a characteristic of the load may influence the electric power system. Therefore, in the early stage, we have used a rotary type power converier with a motor-generator set as the first converter. The
next converter is a circulating current type cycloconverter
without a frequency convener as a motor-generator set, its capacity being 16 MVA. Even this type needs many capacitors
to improve the power factor. And in an area with low power
capacity, the cross influence between the load and the power
system through the cycloconverter is undesirable.
Meanwhile, today, the technology of the large power gate
turn-off thyristor (GTO thyristor) has progressed remarkably.
So, we decided to develop a large power pulse width modulation (PWM) inverter as a power converter with DC circuit.
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Using this type, unacceptable cross influence will not occur,
being eliminated by intermediate DC circuit. After authorization of Yamanashi test line, we have installed a PWM inverter
in Miyazaki test facility for testing, whose capacity is 10
MVA. The data derived from this inverter set are available for
designing the new large inverter of Yamanashi test line, whose
capacities are 20 MVA and 38 MVA.
V. Testing items in Yamanashi test line
As for the details of equipment installed in the new test line
which are presented in the poster session, we have simplified
the description. The technical assessment concerning the
equipment is conducted in three steps as follows:
First, the basic running performance of each of two train sets
is confirmed, such as the acceleration and the deceleration
when running on a curve section, a gradient section, a tunnel

section.
Second, considering the revenue service, the overall running
performance is confirmed, such as passing each other test runs,
substation cross-over test runs, simultaneous multiple trains
operation tests, test runs with artificial failures.
Third, the continuous test run at high speeds is confirmed to
assess the reliability and the durability of the total system.
In parallel with these tests, we conduct other tests concerning the passenger physiology, the influence on the environment, the economic efficiency, the maintenance specifications
and so on.
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Outline of HSST-100 System
and Test Line in Nagoya
Masaaki Fujino
Managing Director, Engineering
Chubu HSST Development Corporation (CHSST)

Abstract - HSST-100 is an urban transit version
of Maglev - HSST (High Speed Surface Transport) system, which has been tested for the sooner
practical use by CHSST (Chubu HSST Development Corporation).
This paper reports HSST-100 system and its
test runs on the test line in Nagoya, Japan.
I. General and History of HSST
A.

HSST Development before CHSST

HSST is nomvheeled maglev vehicle system which is supported and guided by attraction forces between electromagnets and iron rails, and propelled by LIM, Linear Induction Motor.
HSST development work was started by Japan Airlines
in 1974, and has been succeeded by HSST Corporation
since 1986.
Before CHSST establishment, five HSST vehicles from
HSST-01 to HSST-05 were built, tested and operated.
Especially, HSST-05 was operated on the first maglev
commercial line with Railroad license in Japan though it
was a temporary operation at low speed in '89 Yokohama
Expo site.
B.

CHSST

C. HSST development after CHSST
CHSST decided the specification of test line, then constructed it in Nagoya City. Two-year long HSST-100 test
runs started in April 1991.
The special committee to evaluate HSST-100 System
was organized by Aichi Pref. It consists of Chairman
Prof. Masada and other professors, government specialists (Ministries of Transport and Construction, and Aichi
Pref.) and engineers of manufacturing companies (vehicle, electric systems, signal systems etc) and construction
companies. The committee also gives advices regarding
test plans and test items.
Ministry of Transport (Japan) has formed another committee which discusses how to revise transportation regulations etc for the practical use of Maglev (normal conducting) systems.
II.
A.

Outline of HSST Test Line in Nagoya

General

Nagoya test line is 1530 m long single lane track including
a track switch (turnout). Fig.l shows a plan and profile of
the test line that is capable to make all types of test runs
for HSST-100 system and is equipped with steep slopes,
small curves and a track switch. Maximum (design) speed
is 110 kph for this line.
Table.l shows major specifications of HSST-100 system
and Nagoya test line.

HSST demonstrated its maglev operations at six expos
(two International expos included), however, the operations were made at low speed due to limited track lengths
B. Test Vehicle and Test Facilities
available and the conditions were not enough for the complete system test.
1) Vehicle: The test train consists of two HSST-100
To be certified as the public transit system, HSST has cars which are called MCI and MC2 respectively as shown
to demonstrate its system performance for safety, relia- in Fig.2, and the car bodies are made of aluminum alloy.
bility, economy, etc through the repeated runs on the test
Modules are HSST's essential parts that are similar to
line with sufficient length, necessary curves and slopes.
the truck bogies of conventional train, and contain all of
CHSST was founded in 1989 by Aichi Prefecture (a levitation magnets, LIMs, brake system etc. Each car has
local government), Nagoya Railroad Company and HSST six modules which are connected to the car body with air
Corporation to conduct test runs of HSST-100 system.
springs and slide tables. Fig. 3 shows Modules.
Aichi Pref. conceives a plan to construct the 10km
LIM output (drive and brake forces) is controlled by
HSST commercial line in east of Nagoya City.
VVVF Inverter (Variable Volt./ Variable Freq.) loaded
1
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on MC2 car.
Normal brake system is LIM/Hydro-combined type
with vehicle load compensation function, and it consists of
LIM brake (Regenerative/Reverse phase) and Hydraulic
(mechanical friction) brake which is applied in case of insufficient LIM brake.
2)

Guideway and its structure: Test line has minimum

curve of 100 m radius (3 degrees of cant angle or superelevation angle) on main line and 25 m radius on a branch
line beyond a switch.
Main line has two steep slopes with 70/1000 and
60/1000 gradients respectively.
1000 m radius vertical curves are incorporated to
smoothe the gradient change points.
Fig.4 shows a guideway structure for standard portion.
Each rail has an inversed U-shape cross section and is covered with aluminum reaction plate on its upper surface.
Rails are bolted onto PC girders with H-shaped steel cross
arms in 1.20 m pitches.
Various combinations have been constructed to test the
characteristics in the cost, maintenability, etc.
They are Rail installations onto :

A.

General of test ivns

The purpose of the test runs is to collect the demonstration data which verify HSST-100 system is complete for
the practical use. More than 100 items of test runs in
various range have been conducted in these two years.
Major test items are:
a. Characteristics of Vehicle, Guideway, Electrical
Power, Signal systems for levjtation/guidance

c. Safety and Capability for operations in case of system
failure, rescue of failed vehicle, etc.

- PC girder with PC Cross arms
- PC girder with Steel Bracket (not Cross arm)
directly

HI. Test Runs

b. Measurement to establish the design load conditions
on guideway

- PC girder with Steel Cross arms (Basic)

- PC/Steel
girder
arm/Bracket)

4) Signal Facilities: Dual functions are provided for
end station overrun protection. One is multi-step ATP
(Automatic Train Protection) which activates an emergency brake in case of a train overrun condition detected,
and the other is the normal automatic brake activation
based on the normal operation pattern prior to an emergency brake.
Train detection is based on the continuous checkin/check-out method. Speed measurement is made
through counting and processing pulses on the pattern
belt (signal cable).

(without

Cross

One track switch is installed on the test line, and it is
3-segmented level turn type. Major switch structure consists of one Main moving beam, two Dependent beams,
Beam locking mechanisms and Transition rails.
Dependent beams are linked to the main beam in series,
and all beams are driven electrical (AC) motor through
link mechanism. Beam locking mechanism is to lock the
moving rails in each switched position. Transition rails
are provided to make rail cnnecting angles smoother. One
switch operation from one position to another can be done
within 15 seconds.
3) Electric power supply facility: A substation located

along the test line supplies 1500 V DC to the trolley rails,
and it is equipped with a power absorber unit which disposes energy regenerated by LIM brake.
Trolley rails are Aluminum-Stainless Steel combined
rigid type with side contact surface, and two rails are
installed on both sides of girder respectively.

d. Levitation characteristics and Ride quality to establish guideway precision tolerances (test for bad conditions)
e. Measurement of Ride quality, Noise, Vibration on
ground, Mag field leakage, Electric field intensity
f. Measurement of Power consumption, Parts' wear,
Maintenability, etc.
g. Endurance and Reliability of Vehicle system and
Switch for long period/repeated operations
h. Operations in adverse weather conditions (wind,
snowfall)
B. Schedule of Test Runs
Test runs began with preliminary test including unit car
test and speed-up test, then the planned items were tested
with both empty and fully loaded vehicles. Abnormal
and bad conditions' tests and the long period run tests
followed to check the system performance in safety, environmental aspect, reliability, maintenability, economy
etc including emergency cases. Fig.5 shows the test run
schedule.
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Prior to vehicle test run, the function of power collector
unit was tested at a speed over 100 kph with a rotating
disc test machine.
In speed up test, speed was increased, step by step,
up to 100 kph while confirming the safety and basic performance, and correcting discrepancy as necessary. After
completion of speed up test in early October '91, to lessen
yawing motions of vehicle, an oil damper was installed
near the coupler portion between cars. Then, more than
100 items advised by the committee were started to test.
From March '92, tests of guideway, mainly for the onground (not elevated) experimental girders, including 100
m radius curve and a track switch, were conducted with
both normal (levitated) and nonlevitated runs (sliding
with skids).
Last test items with fully loaded train from August
1992 to September, were passing through the guideway
in abnormal conditions such as displaced rail connection
(with wide gaps in vertical/lateral) etc to obtain the data
necessary to confirm the guideway precision tolerance (requirement).
The long period run tests through the days from morning to night for Endurance and Reliability, were started in
October '92, and will be completed in June '93, targetting
20,000 km of train run distance (grand total 32,000 km).
The track switch was successfully completed 50,000
times' continuous operation tests, and the test is planned
to last up to end of March '93 (estimated 80,000 times).
Ministry of Transport of Japan (MOT) has formed a
special team to establish the standards for Maglev transit including HSST system, and Traffic Safety/Nuisanse
Research Institute of MOT has conducted 7 times of evaluation test/measurements on HSST-100 since September
'91.
IV.
A.

Vehicle

Results of Tests (part)

(Levitation/Guidance)

5) Levitation gap and Guidance gap: At 100 kph run
with full loaded weight, a levitation gap fluctuation was
normally ± 2 mm, and ± 3 mm of peak values observed on
passing through the rail connecting point with maximum
tolerable rail displacement intentionally set. So they are
well within ±6 mm of mechanical moving range and there
is no possibility of contact with rails during runs.
Maximum lateral oscillation observed was 12 mm of a
full amplitude (6 mm per side) and it is within lateral
movable range (15 mm, contact with guidance skid).
6) Levitation characteristics for running speed: Fig.6
shows levitation gap fluctuations for various speeds (coast
operation) with full loaded weight. RMS values (average

of fluctuations at forward and aft of module) are proportional to square root of speed. At 100 kph, RMS of
fluctuation is 0.8 mm, and a peak value is 3 mm or approximately 4 times of RMS.
Fig.7 shows magnet power consumption that is calculated from magnet resistance and measured magnet currents.
At 100 kph run, it is 0.88 kW/each tonne of train weight
that is 1.3 times of power at zero speed.
B.

Signal (function and noise characteristics)

Fig.8 shows the signal system of the test line. It consists
of Normal Brake Pattern (similar to ATC indication) indicated to the train corresponding to the absolute train
position, and Automatic Train Protection (ATP) system
by equipment provided along the track.
Reliable and fail-safe speed detection for Overrun Protection is made by counting pulses on twisted loops of
pattern belt (signal cable).
7) Normal Brake Pattern function test: It was verified
that Brake Apply/Release actions were taken in 1.4" (design : 1.3") of response delays in both signal and actuation
systems when the overspeed occurred.
8) ATP Emergency Brake function test: It was also verified to function in 1.3" (design : 1.6").
With both Normal and Emergency brake functions,
Overrun Protection was verified as satisfactory.
9) Noise characteristics test: Pattern belt (signal cable on the girders) and antennas of signal system may inevitably pick up noises emitted by the potential onboard
noise source equipment (levitation coil, LIM, power collector, electric cable, etc.), however, the measurement verified that the effects by equipment noises are within the
acceptable range, for example, noise level in Train Detection system is below —60 dBv, or with 13 dB of reserved
margin for the minimum required level.
C.

Infrastructure and Guideway

Measurements were made mainly to establish the design
load coditions and to check details of structure. Measured
items were displacements, stresses (strains), acceleration,
etc of rails and sturctures for both dynamic (vehicle test
run) and static (temperature effect) conditions on nine
(9) girders, four (4) piers and a track switch.
10) Temperature effect: Temperature of rail surface
was highly corelated with the ambient temperature, as
shown Fig.9 and below:
RailTemp.fC) = AmbientTemp.(0C)x2.644 - 43.80
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During daytime, the temperature on sunny side rail surface is hotter than on shaded side by 2 - 3 °C, and almost
none of temperature difference at night.
Five (5) mm of the daily vertical displacement at mid
point of 20 m span PC girder was observed (without
train load, convex in daytime/36.3 °Cmax, and concave at
night/25.1 °Cmin, due to difference of heat propagation
for rail/PC girder).
11) Dynamic load test: As typical sample of tests to
establish the load condition for structural design, Impact
load factor is shown here.
In contrary to the wheeled systems, HSST is supported
by levitation magnets with distributed load along almost
full train length.
Train impact load (vertical) is defined as the product
of Train load (max weight) and Impact load factor,i.

i

=

(d-s)/s

while,
d : stress'or displacement by dynamic load
s : stress or displacement by static load
Fig.ll shows Impact load factor, i, calculated with the
equation above and the measured stress and displacement

of PC girder of test line, and also shows Impact load factors used for HSST test line design and for the design
standard of other transit systems.
As shown, HSST's Impact load factors observed in test
are much less than the standards of other transit systems.
V.

Maturity of HSST-100

The evaluation committee has evaluated test results, item
by item, and almost all items have been marked as "A"
on A, B, C, D, E Scale. So far, none of serious technical
problems have been left, and HSST-100 is evaluated to
be acceptable for the practical use.
VI.

Future Plan

The long period test run for endurance will be completed
by the end of June 1993, and it is planned attain approximately 35,000 km of total run distance.
Further system improvement may be made according
to experiences obtained during test runs, especially for
better maintenability.
January 1993, HSST Development Corporation was
founded by Japan Airlines, Nagoya Railroad, etc for the
stronger formation to expedite the development for sooner
practical use.

Nagoya Railroad
Tokonaie Line
H S S T C u i d sway
Matoya Railroad
Chikko (Port) tine
East Nacoya Port Sta

Curve «»300« (984ft)
Curve R>100n (328ft)
Curve K'ZSi (82ft)

Cuideway Length-: 1500« (4S2O ft)

PROFILE

Switching i Branch Line
\

6 X Slope

Fig.l

7 X Slope

Plan and profile of test line
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Mel
Fig;. 2
Tab.l

Mc2
HSST-100 vehicle used for test

Specification of Test systems

Items

specification

VEHICLE
Formation
Dimensions
Train Wcl(hti
(per two cars)
Capacity

Two-car train (MC1-MC2)
«.5a(L)/car. 2.Sa(W). 3.3a(H)
Estpty
It .000 kg
Maximum
30.000 kg
44 (24 scats) per car (noatlnal)
ST (24 seats) " " (peak load)
Passenger Door one bl-partlng slide door
per each side of car
six (or 3 pair*) per car
Modules
In 2.5a pitch
by attraction forces, of
Levl talon i>
U-shaped
elctr&aagncts
Guidance
Lcvltat. Height sma (magnetic gap)
Power received 1500 V DC (By power collectors)
six Linear Induction Motors/ear
Propulsion
"
control one V W F Inverter per train
Aux. power unit one DC-DC Converter per train
Brake systeai
Regular
LIH{Rcgcneratlvc/Rcvcrsc phase)
and Hydraulic brake (LIM-Nydro
combined * Load compensated)
Hydraulic brake
Emergency
Cooler/Heater
Air condition
Ends: none
Couplers
Between: Rod type coupler
ATP(Auto. Train Protection)
Train control
Manual
(with Auto, function)
Train operation

TRAIN PERFORMANCE
Maximum speed
Acceleration
Deceleration
Regular(max)
Emergency
GUIDEWAY
Tescllne length
Girder structur
Rail gauge
Mln curve radii
(horizontal)
(vertical)
Max Cant angle
Max Gradient
Switch

Slide TableAir Sprlug-^LaMlag i

Thrust Rod

ckup lollerJ
>-mH lr«k«

*Fk

'

T

Gap Seasor

V

Levltatlon Magnets

Fir.3 Module structure

Pattern Bait
(Signal Cable)

l w

(

m

)

Reaction Plate

110 kph
4.5 km/h/sec (maximum)
4.5 km/h/sec
S.3 ka/h/sec

I-«vltatlon/Guldanc«
Rail

1530 a In total
Single Beaa
PC or Steel
1.70 a (between rail centers)
100 a (aaln line). 25 a (branch)
1000 a
& degrees
7 *
3-segaent. horizontal turn type

Trolley Rail

PC Girder

SIGNAL SYSTEM
Train control
Switch control
Train Overrun
Protection

ATP (Automatic Train Protection)
Relay Interlocking

ELECTRIC POWER
Trolley lines

AL/SUS Combined rigid rails (2)

limited by phased speed celling

Fir.4

Cross section of tuldeway (standard)
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HIGH-SPEED MAGNETIC LE VITATION TRAIN TRANSRAPID,
PLANNING OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM UNTIL 1995
AND PROSPECTS OF UTILIZATION IN THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Ulrich WIESCHOLEK
Dipl.-Ing.
Fed. Ministry for Research and Technology. Ref. 514
D-5300 Bonn - GERMANY

Willi J.MAYER
Phys.-Ing.
Dormer GmbH. DeptPBPE
D-7990 Friedrichshafen - GERMANY
Abstract - The TRANSRAPID is a new high-speed
transport system using levitation technology for speeds up to
500 km/h. It is supported and tracked by electromagnets. A
synchronised linear motor provides the levitated propulsion.
In 1970, the development of a high speed magnetic
train was begun in Germany. After more than 20 years of
development, and after extensive investigations of the
system, the TRANSRAPID was granted readiness for
application by Deutsche Bnndcsbahn, at the end of 1991.
The first operational route in Germany was selected
after an extensive selection process from five different
routes in the new German slates and three routes between
Bom and Berlin. The investigations showed the
economically most promising results for the Berlin •
Hamburg link which connects the two largest German cities,
thereby permitting the close interconnection of these two
industrial centers. It was therefore incorporated in the
German transportation plan. An decision about the financing
concept is expected in 1993. After completion of the
planning phase, the construction of the operational route can
begin in early 1996.

1. STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
1.1 Overview of the First Years of Development
The origins of electromagnetic levitation
technology date back to the 193O*s with Hermann Kemper, a German inventor and engineer - who was already
researching the possibilities of using electro-magnetic
levitation technology for high-speed transport. The first
form of electronic gap control to maintain electromagnets in
a condition of levitation is accredited to him.
At the beginning of the 19701!, the German
Ministry for Research and Technology launched an

Dieter ROGG
Dipl.-Ing
Dormer GmbH, Dept PBPE
D-7990 Priedrichshafca-GERMANY
extensive development programme for tracked high-speed
transport systems. The electromagnetic, dectrodyumic and
levitation saethods as wen as aircashion technology were researched for weir suitability in
the Me of high-speed tarns. In 1977.
investigations of the system and
electromagnetic levitation method usJaf synchronised linear
motors was selected as the definite development Mae. Two
years later, the TRANSRAPID 5 - an cxperisaetal
demonstration train in f lorimaiagaetic location wchaotogy
- transported over 40,000 visitors at the Iteraatioaal
Transport Exhibition in Hamburg over a 1 km long stretch
of track. Pudhermore, the contraction of the large scale
TRANSRAPID test facility was started, m the same year, in
theEmsland((TVE).

1.2 Testing on the TRANSRAPID Test Facility in the
Emsland (TVE)
This was the world's first MAGLEV test facility
which enabled the full-scale testing of ail principal
components and of the complete system at high speeds aad
continuous operation. Main TVE components are the
guideway, a high-speed straight section win guidewayloops
on both ends, with an overall length of 31 km and win three
switches; 2 vehicles, the TRANSRAPID 06 and 07, with a
capacity of approximately 200 passengers each; the lest
center, power supply and the operations control system (fig.
1 and 2). The construction of the facility was begun in 1979
by an industrial consortium and started operations in 1984.
One year later it was taken over by the Versuchs- und
PlanungsgeaeUschaft for Magnetbahnsysleme (MVP), a
company founded by the Deutsche Bundesbahn, Lufthansa
and IABG with the aim of testing the TRANSRAPID from
an operator's point of view.
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This was initiated by the German Ministry for
Research and Technology together with the Ministry of
Transport and specifically designed to furnish proof of an
adequate state of development The Central Office of the
Federal German Railway (BZA) was charged with testing
and it presented at the end of 1991 the final report
concluded as follows:
The criteria
to be considered for technical
readiness for application of the TRANSRAPID High Speed
Maglev Train are satisfactorily fulfilled. That means, that
* the prerequisites for implementing the legal
planning procedures are given;
* system risks and safety risks overall and in the
subsystems are not present.

Fig. 1: Test vehicle TRANSRAPID 07
Testing was not without its technical setbacks,
which, however, were almost never attributable to specific
components of the magnetic levitation system. The
objectives, however, were attained. Top speed could be
increased from the design value of 400 km/h to 435 km/h.
Extrapolations show that there are no limitations to this
speed and that the system design is sufficient for operation
at 500 km/h. In several endurance test campaigns, a total
mileage of approximately 135,000 km was reached. The
mileage record for a single day was about 2,500 km.
The tests included the qualification of the main
hardware components of a complete new transport system in
a prototype stage. The mechanical and electrical designs had
to be scrutinized. But also software concepts and procedures
which are necessary to operate a tracked high speed
passenger transport system safely and economically have
been included into the testing as far as possible. Special
importance was attached to the gaining of data which are
relevant for an operator of a revenue system, such as
verification of safety, investment costs, maintenance, energy
consumption, aerodynamic behavior, riding comfort and
noise emission.
The overall results were as follows: The principle
advantages of the TRANSRAPID could be confirmed to full
extent. Fundamental redesigns have in no case been
necessary. All problems arising during the test phase could
be solved satisfactorily. A number of possibilities for further
optimization could be brought to light. Continuation of the
endurance testing is still necessary in order to complete and
to corroborate the test results.
1.3 Qualification of Readiness for Application

This also applies to technical solutions which have
not yet been demonstrated for individual problems for which
solution approaches exist and are being assessed.
Supplementary information and suggestions are
given for the additional development work with regard to
application.

Fig. 2: TRANSRAPID Test Facility Emsland
(TVE), vehicle TRANSRAPID 07

2. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 1991 to 1995
The BZA expertise has provided an exactly defined
development state so that development work which has still
to be performed could be specified. In the negotiation of the
coalition parties of the German Federal Parliament in
January 1991, it was basically agreed to carry out the final
development As soon as these prerequisites had been
settled, the final program was started. It will be executed in
the 1991 to 1995 timeframe and consists of the main
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Fig. 3: TRANSRAPID, develop! a* program 1991 to 1995, planning and construction of a first application track
in Germany
program parts (fig. 3):

underneath on the magnetic armature nils on the track. The
attracting forces lead to a stable levkation condition by
* Final technological optimization
with the means of an electronic gap control adjusted to the high
keypoints high speed aerodynamics, utilization of the acceleration and breaking ability.
technological progress in electronics, farther improvement
The function of the linear motor corresponds to a
of the availability and of the data which are relevant for conventional synchronous machine. For TRANSRAPID, the
environmental influ
windings are accommodated on the track which, driven from
a stationary substation with variable tension and frequency,
• Endurance testing on the TVE under all specified generate travelling magnetic Melds. The desired propulsion
operating conditions, in order to gain more experience in forces are generated through the interaction with the
operation and maintenance, with the aim to define and electromagnets on the vehicle.
validate the regulations and operation instructions for
On-board power is transmitted inductively to the
revenue lines;
vehicle via linear generator windings; the power is supplied
and buffered in on-board batteries. The levitation, guidance,
• Employment and testing of optimized components, propulsion and brakes as well as the power transmission to
especially for the vehicle, propulsion and signalling/control the vehicle occur completely contact-free, i.e. without
system and of auxiliary operation devices on the TVE;
mechanical contact with the track. This provides some
particularly good features compared to conventional rail
• Basic research and companion studies and systems. The resulting advantages of this design permit
assessments.
efficient and ecologically reasonable operation throughout
the whole speed range:

3. TRANSRAPID - Characteristics and
Application Fields
With electromagnetic tevitation methods, the
electromagnets act on both sides of the vehicle, from

* Low wear and maintenance cost
* Low guideway loads
* Comparatively low emission of noise and vibra-
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tion, particularly in the speed range used for entering urban
areas
* Comparatively low energy consumption because
of low vehicle weight and complete aerodynamic fairing
* Flexible routing parameters

Germany by 2010 and almost triple die amount of transit
passenger traffic
* Within Germany, freight traffic between West and
East will increase more than seven fold, passenger
traffic
almost eight fold

* Minimum interference with the landscape due to
easy adaptation of die route to die topography

* The number of can will increase to over 45 million
•at die moment diere are more than 36 million cars.

* Economical operation due to short vehicle
travelling time per cycle

In order to cope widi diis traffic volume wim
regard for die economy and die environment, the extensive
reshaping of public transport is a priority goal alongside die
intended extension of die road network.
Therefore die 1992 Transportation Plan sets a new
investment strategy to solve environmental and mobility
problems by combining all die different transport means into
one coordinated transport system.
In this plan, the TRANSRAPID has to play an
important role. It should reduce, for economic and
ecological reasons, undesirable short-range flights and long
distance private vehicle traffic, as well as provide free
capacities in die rail network for freight traffic.
To identify suitable lines for a first TRANSRAPID
application the Federal Ministry of Research and
Technology and die Federal Ministry of Transport started
investigations in summer 1991.

* High acceleration and deceleration by virtue of
low vehicle mass and high propulsion power in dwse
sections of die track where it is necessary. As a result, a high
average speed can be achieved even when diere are short
distances between stops.
* High payload, nearly constant over die whole
speed range
* Propulsion and braking systems are independent of
wheather and friction
Short travelling times, high ride quality and high
safety combined widi competitive tares and an appealing
image play a vital role in a passenger's choice of a transport
system. As die TRANSRAPID fully meets all of diese
criteria, it can contribute to making public passenger
transport systems more attractive.

4.
4.1

Application of the TRANSRAPID System
German Transportation Plan

As a result of die German Federal cabinet's decision
on 15th July 1992, a new Transportation Plan for bom East
and West Germany with a fixed programme up until 2010
has been submitted. This first Transportation Infrastructure
Plan for die whole of Germany was consequential to die
unification of the two parts of Germany and will improve
die transport network in die direction East-West within die
next twenty years.
The traffic forecasts carried out in die course of die
Transportation Plan show a considerable increase in die
traffic volume in die coming years.
The Federal Ministry of Transport calculated die
following increases (reference year 1988):

4.2 Selection of Routes
In die selection process die following aspects had
to be considered:
An established need for transport and a sufficient
traffic volume; preferably no selection of routes that already
yield high gains within die existing railroad network;
preferably selection of routes widi only a small effect or
none at all on planned conventional rail links, prospects for
subsequent extension, possibility of realising a
TRANSRAPID track in successive construction phases;
above all die TRANSRAPID should upgrade service in areas
which ao far have been underserviced.
Widi diese criteria in mind die Federal Ministry of
Transport proposed that die following links be analysed
(fig.4):
Tl:Hannover - Halle - Leipzig
T2:Hamburg - Berlin
T3:Hamburg - Parchim Airport - Berlin

* In total 80% more freight traffic and 30% more
passenger traffic;
'Doubling of the transit freight traffic through

T4:Berlin - Berlin Slid Airport - Dresden
T5:Stuttgart - Nurnberg - Dresden
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TRANSRAPID links in investigation with regard to the German traffic infrastructure planning
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Fig.5: Alternative TRANSRAPID routes Bonn -Berlin.
* service planning;
In response to a recommendation by parliamentary
working groupc a link between Bonn and Berlin was also
selected for detailed investigation (fig.5).
4.3 Procedure

* dimensioning of the infrastructure;
* calculation of investment costs;
* calculation of operating costs;

The propoied routes were studied in a step by step
analysis according to the general evaluation procedure
which has to be perfonned before infrastructure projects
can be included into the general traffic infrastructure
planning-

• environmental impact assessment; such as use of
land, segregation, noise emission
* alignment; with special regard for the environment
as well as the topography and with the aim to attain a
binding with existing infrastructure (rail and roads)

* determination of effects on the existing passenger
and freight transport network;
* evaluation of the effect on the whole national
economy;
* evaluation of effects on the profitability of the
German Rail.
The benefit/cost ratio resulting from these
evaluations is decisive for the inclusion into the
infrastructure planning.

* forecast of passenger transport volume;
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4.4 Results of two selected Routes
4.4.1 Hamburg - Berlin
The Hamburg - Berlin route is of particular interest
from the transport and economic point of view. First and
foremost, this intercity line is to link the two biggest
German cities as a kind of metroUner.
The length of the Hamburg - Berlin link is 287 km;
travelling time is around 55 minutes. At a fixed cycle of
one TRANSRAPID train every 10 minutes, the service
would comprise 95 four-section trains with 332 seats each
per day and direction.
The transport volume is estimated at about 15
million passengers and more than 4 billion passenger
kilometres per year. The TRANSRAPID takes around half
of these from sir and road traffic, thus relieving ike
pressure on the environment The increase in the capacity
of freight trains on the existing railway lines was calculated
to be some 430 million ton kilometres. The total invesnaeat
costs for the infrastructure (guideway, energy supply,
operation and maintenance facilities) amount to 6,700
million DM, the investment costs for the rolling stock to
600 million DM. The total yearly amount of the operating
costs was estimated at 190 million DM. With a rare 30%
higher than the Intercity Railway standard and 15% higher
than the ICE-tariff the yearly revenues amount to
approximately 800 million DM. The revenues can be
further improved through optimisation of the offer. The
completed overall economic evaluation for the German
Transportation Plan showed a benefit-cost ratio of 2.8. The
favourable result* led lo this route being upheld in the
Transportation Plan.
4.4.2 Bonn - Berlin
Three tracks for this link have been studied:

Assuming a travelling time of 3 horn, a traffic
volume of about 40 million passengers can be expected
according lo estimates with respect to the first version of
the Bonn - Berlin link. Version 3 would offer die shortest
travelling time of about 2 noun.
The Bom -Hamburg- Berlin route can, with ike
transferral of die German parliament to Berlin, prove its
worn.
4.5

Time Schedule for the fmpleaientaiion
TRANSRAPID Application Tracks

of

The Hamburg • Berlin connection was
incorporated • Ike German Transportation Plan as Ike first
TRANSRAPID application Hack in Osrmany. New fcnw
of operation a n to be studied far ike new transport system,
Ike TRANSRAPID. The project should, as o r as poanbie,
be financed through private means. At pnaent, under n*e
mcoTDorutiQU) Qf industry and vuascs, aBDVODnute onandnl
concepts are being developed. Following a decision on Ike
financing and operator concept, which is still awaited in
1993, Ike legal pawning procedures can be ntniaied. In ink
case ike construction work auy start is 1996. If all goes
well, the TRANSRAPID can take up revenue service
between Hamburg and Berlin around the year 2000.
A first step is hereby takes towards a promising
new transport system which helps to avoid traffic
congestion on the ground as well as in the air, and which
^fflf*f less damage to the environment than other means of
transport In the future transport plan in Germany and
Europe, me present demand forecasts and Ike
comprehensive allocation of external coats of air and road
traffic have to be taken into consideration. In particular, the
political opening in eastern Europe and me expected longterm industrial development give ate TRANSRAPID
substantial opportunities, since large distance have to be
covered and the infrastructure is still poorly developed.

Bonn - Cologne/Bonn Airport - DOsaeldorf Airport
- Essen -Dortmund - Paderbona - Kassd - Leipzig - Berlin
Airport -Berlin Central Station (710 km);
Bonn - western Ruhr area - Bremen - Hamburg Berlin (750 km);
Bonn - Kassel - Berlin (direct route) (S48 km)
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Analysis of Prospective Transrapid Applications
Hans Georg Raschbichler
Luitpold Miller
Manfred Wackers
Thysaen Industrie AG Henschel, Anzmger Stnuse 11,8000 Mttncben 80, Federal Republic of Germany

I. Introductioa
For more than 15 y e w , Thywen Henschel bat been involved
in the development of magnetic levitatkn technology. Beginning with the first test vehicles for electromagnetic suspension
(EMS), Tbysseo has provided the leadership in consequently
developing and optimizing this completely new transportation
system.
In December 1991, a working group of experts from the
Deutsche Bundesbahn (German Federal Railroad) m cooperation with renowned universities approved the technical readiness for application of the Transrapid.
That was one of the most important prerequisites for die German Federal Carjuiet to include OK magnetic levitation system
in the new Federal Transportation Master Plan in 1992. The
Cabinet also approved the route Berlin-Hamburg to be the first
application of Transrapid in Germany, but with the condition of
private or partially private financing. Three different financing
models have been developed with the condition of relieving the
public budget and presented to the Government.
The current project plan foresees the construction phase beginning in 1995/96.
II. System Description and Characteristics
The high speed transportation system Transrapid is a trackbound system, capable of revenue operation at speeds of 400 to
500 km/h(250to3l2mph). The principleof attractive magnetic
force is used for me suspension and guidance of the vehicle and a
synchronous linear motor provides the propulsion and braking.
An overview of the system characteristics is shown in Table I.
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Abstraet - The high apeed maglev ivrtem Traoarapid will compieinenttheexi«tingtimn»po(«ioaiiotwodc»in«co*«fl»ctive«id«ovironmemaUyaccerrtabtowiy.Accottiing«oexpertopinJon,n» bask development it concluded and the readinea» for application in revenue
service of the Transrapid system it achieved. The paper describes the
features of the Transrapid technology and i d major advantages in futuie field* of application. The bade data have been verified by extensive testing of the TR07 vehicle in long term operation amounting to
more than 130000km (80000milei) at apeedi of iy»o436knvh (280
mph) at the Transrapid lest Facility inEmsUnd. A first analysis of die
financial scheme of die most advanced German Transrapid project, the
link between Berlin and Hamburg, shows the high elEciency and profitability of the Transrapid system.

Loag distasce opwMioa

A. Vehicle
Transrapid trainsett are composed of up to ten vehicle sections with each section having a length of 25.5 meters (84.2
feet). They are designed to transport passengers or superior express goods at speeds of op to 500 tan/h (312 mph).
Flux-coupled electromagnets arranged in a redundant configuration and controlled in two degrees of freedom are used to
levitate and guide the vehicle. A safe-life power supply for the
vehicles is provided by linear generators independent of any external power supply. These generators convert part of the vehicles' kinetic energy into electrical energy. The safe-life behavior is achieved through sufficiently Ughredundaocy. Allow
speeds (less than 80 km/h or 50 mph), the on-board power supply network is buffered by batteries.
Eddy-current brakes using modular design are provided to
assure the safe-life braking function of the vehicle.
Skids are used to support me vehicle on the guideway at stand-
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still and to stop the vehicle in the evert the electromagnetic levitation system is deactivated.
The structure and design of the cabin correspond to the latest
technological development and are comparable to modem railway coaches.

- Single or double track at-grade guideways for tunnels, cuttings, bridges, and areas where this isrequiredfor better general acceptance

The propulsion system is realized by a synchronous long stator linear motor. It consists of stator packs with a three-phase
winding installed under me guideway (comparable to the stator
of a rotating motor) and electromagnets mounted on the vehicle
(corresponding to the rotor of a rotating motor).

For guideway switching, bendaUe switches with maximum
vehicle turnout speeds of 100km/h (62mph) and 200krrtfi
(125 mph) have been developed and tested.
Table II gives an overview of the guideway alignment data
and parameters which are technically allowed. The land surface
areareflectsthefoundationsrequired for anelevated or at-grade
guideway route. The land required (right of way) and me excavations are baaed on various representative reference alignments.

C. Automatic Train Control

E. Availability

The communication and control system is folly automated. It
maintains the trainset speed within the operating specifications
(safe speed enforcement) and provides a safe and unobstructed
travel path (route integrity). The system relies mainly on microprocessors which are designed and verified with fail-tare, failactive, and fault-tolerant techniques.

High availability of all subsystems is essential to ensure that
the Transrapid system maintains a high level of operating performance in revenue service.

B. Propulsion System

D. Guideway
Various types of guideway structures are available for route
planning withregardto cost efficiency and environmental concerns:
- Single or double track elevated guideways using steel or piestressed concrete beams mounted on 5 meter (16feet) high
piers (normal height)

This is achieved through:
- EiTOr-toteraritbebavior,i.e.niissk«accoinplishmentevenin
case of multiple component failures
- On-line diagnostics
- Automatic deactivation of components in caw of failure and
on-line self-diagnosis including reactivation routines
- Easy handling and maintainability
- Computer-aided equipment for preventive and corrective
maintenance
- Intfnsitivity to fmHrnnmfntal inflwmcf* (wrtskfr * T " » ture, winter conditions, lightning, crotswind, and earthquakes)

TABLEn
Track Alignment Dal*
1.5 m/a1

Lateral Accthrattsn
Vertical Accttaratfea

0.6 nv»2
(crest)

OamidirtctioMl Jark

1.2 nVa2

Development models of computer-aided equipment for preventive and corrective maintenance have been installed in the
Transrapid Test Facility and undergo continuous testing in daily
operation. The target data for reliability and availability have
been verified during the long term operation at the test facility.
The summary of the operation performance at the test facility
is given in Table TO.

1.0 nya3
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1,200 km
42 %
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F. Safety
TABLE IV

The Transrapid high speed transportation system has been
subjected to a detailed and comprehensive safety analysis and
evaluation. The memodology and procedures in the safety
assessment relied on developed and verified techniques applied
to analyze complex systems such as railways, air transportation
networks, and chemical and power plants.
On the basis of quantitative criteria to decide acceptance or refusal of risk, safety measures have been defined andevaluated in
a closed loop processing of risk assessment and evaluation. The
end of die iterative process results in a final safety specification.
A comparison with other transportation systems demonstrates the high level of safety of the Transrapid.Using the number of fataUtiesperbilUonpassenger-kilometersasameasure of
safety, die Transrapid system is safer man air travel by afactor of
20, than conventional railroad by 250, and than road travel by
700.
The high level of safety in dw Transrapid system can be explained as follows:
- As a new transportation system, the Transrapid profits from
the experiences with existing systems, by avoiding from die
outset known accident risks.
- The technique of magnetic levitation used in the Transrapid
system does not introduce any new risks. It guarantees safe
operation on die basts ofthe adopted technical and design
measures.
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Specificrequirementsfor application in the U.S. were inves- - toredoc«auisingspeedwhenpassingnciaeaensitrveareMor
tigated through a U.S.-German cooperation, carried out by die
in tight curves without significant impact on overall travelling times
Federal Railroad Administration and TUV Rhemland. In this
cooperation, project specific data and U.S. statistics were gathered and used as input for die safety analysis and evaluation, as
The environmental data and performance characteristics givwell as for die definition of specific regulations for Transrapid en in Tabte IV are derived from the evaluation of measweaMats
applications in die U.S.
of test rides at me Tnmsrapid Test FacilitymEmslaiid and fro«
data provided by the \eamdm- and PlaasagsgewUschaft flkr
G. Environmental Compatibility and Performance
MagnetbahMystemembH(MVP).
Characteristics
The calculation of me vehicle specific data is baaed on atypical traincet configuration with eight vehicle sections and 702
Environmental acceptability has become more and more im- seats. The seccodaiy energy contunptionrefers to seat and kiloportant for die implementation of transportation systems. Align- meter when iiding at constant speed and/or toarefeience travel
ment parametets for the ma^lev train Transrapid are extremely cycle, i.e. standstill - acceleration - constant speed - braking favorable. Due to die vehicle's ability to climb steep gradients standstill.
and travel tight curves, die guideway can be flexibly adapted to
die landscape and co-located closely with existing roads and H. Economic Efficiency
railroad tracks. Elevated or at-grade.the guidewayrequiresless
ground area than other transportation systems.
The investment costs correspond to thoserequiredfor a modTransrapid is matchless in terms of quietness, especially em high speed train. The operating costs are significantly lower
within the range of those speeds utilized in densely populated due to reduced expenditure for maintenance and repair.
areas or when approaching stations.
The non-contact technical concept and aerodynamic optimization of the vehicles lead to tower drag coefficients which reThe high acceleration and deceleration ability permits die sult for example in about 30 % lower energy consumption in
system:
comparison with modem railroads.
- to serve as a commuter train in lightly populated areas
These characteristics enhance the opportunity for profitable
operation at competitive ticket prices.
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m. The German lYawrapid Project between
Berlin aod Hamburg
As the world's first magnetic levitation train system, the
Transrapid stands application-ready for me. The German government has recognized that the magneti.-, levitatioo train Transrapid, due to its innovative technology, can play an economically aodenvinnnientaUysencibien^m overcoming tbecoatiouously growing traffic volume in western Europe.
After the German reunification, the federal government investigated various magnetic levitatioo train routes in conjunction with Uie w w iederal states. The route Berim - Hamburg
showed itself to be particularly attractive. It was included in the
federal cabinet's Federal Transportation Matter Plan 1992 with
the condition that private/partially private finaadog models be
investigated for die fi"ft~^"f of the route.
Since then, the corporations Thyssen Industrie AG, Siemens
AG, and Daimler Benz AG/AEG AG in conjunction with the
Deutsche Bank and the Kreditanttalt rtaVWederaufbau (Credit
Institute for Reconstruction), have developed three financing
model alternatives for the government Industry serves m the
general contractor in all three models and is responsible for fulfilling the work to schedule and within budget while also guaranteeing the functionality of the system. This goes far beyond
the historical role of industry in realising public railroad projects. The risks though, which result from public approval processes or Kts of God, must be canied by tte public authorities.
This also goes for the political risks due to traffic politics, fares
etc.

A. Route Alignment and Operation Data
1) Route Alignment: The base case for the economic calculations is the planning case,
Berlin Wtsttaeu^HainburgHaoptbahnbof (Main t r a
The suggested alignment route utilizes land areas in use in the
existing traffic corridors. To avoidfarmercatting up of Ibe landscape, the route win travel along the highway connecting the
two csties, Berkn and Hamburg.
CH«OM« o>liberatioi» rxant towaid having central and peripheral stopping points in Berlin and in Hamburg. The estabtof aninteraaediate stop is also planned in one of Ae new
federal states wiikii are passed through by tte route, such a* near
Schwerin, the state capital of Meckkobaag-A^qKNUMin.
2) OperationandB*teDaia:Tbt significant results of the opcrational plans have been determined for the base case on the basis of the route specific traffic demand prognoses. These are
shown in Table V.
B. Initial Data for the Profitability Calculation
The profitability calculation uses the following project data
as a basis:
Route data:
Berlin VVfestkreuz-Han*urgHa««ptbahnhof
283 tan, 53 minutes trip time

TABLEV
Operation and B » e D*U

Traffic VehMK1
Traffic P e r f w » T i

Time period under review:

14.5 million paMenfen/year
4.1 billion ptMenaeF-kaVjicar

Naaber «f trala tripe

feUclettcti*
pertrainaet

Operatlowil spctd

400 km/h

TripttaM
Opwatt—I p e r t w u c i

Ticket rates (basis 1992):

4
283 km

1

0,39DM/km
0,26DM/km

Three financing models have been developed:
ttt-kmfytm
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Areragt tratawt

1st class
2nd class

C. Financing Models

53 minwtet
6.6 billion

210 million DM p.a.

Operation costs:

19

Route leagtfc

7.2 billion DM

Investment cost (Basis 1989):

10

N—btroftrahmli

1993-1995
1995-2002
2002
2002-2042

Approval process
Construction
Commissioning
Operation

63 %

BaatcOeselUchaftfVrTrmport-.Uinwelt-.Koninwiiikationunalyie mbH

1. Use reimbursement model
2. Capital market model
3. Structural reform model
Using different methods, these models achieve through the financing of the magnetic levitation train route Berlin - Hamburg
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the following desired effects:

the project through its own equity and outside capital. An industrial consortium would be contracted as general contractor. The
project corporation would own the magnetic levitation train
- an expeditious realization of the project
route and would carry the economic risk. An operator corpora- a shifting of clearly defined risks onto die private economy
- an involvement of the public authorities in the risk while si- tion, such as the Deutsche Bundesbahn (German Federal Railroad) or Lufthansa, would be trusted with operating the route.
multaneously relieving to a great extent the public budget
The operator will transfer the proceeds from operating the route,
1) Use Reimbursement Model: In the use reimbursement minus the costs, to the project corporation. After subtraction of
model, the project will be realised through a private, non-profit all expenses, me remaining free cash flow is available for diviproject corporation. This corporation will receive the conces- dend distribution.
sion to build and operate the magnetic levitation train from the
The following preconditions will be necessary in order to
federal states involved, will apply in its own name for me required capital fkKntrje banks, aal will contract an industry con- raise the owned equity on the capital market:
sortium as general contractor for the construction. Immediately
after completion, the construction and the equipment will be - a division of risk between industry and the public authorities
transferred to the public sector. With the start of operation, or at - a convincing concept for operating the route with the possithe latest, with the start of the debt service, me complete project
bility of a route extension
costs not related to the operation, will be amortized through over - additional incentives for private and institutional investors
bine distributed, use reimbursement payments. These use reimbursement payments will be paid for by the sale of travel tickets.
Such an additional incentive could be achieved through the
These operation and traffic volume independent, use reimburse- earning of a stock connected, guaranteed minimum return in the
ment payments will be insured through a utilization contract form of a PUT option. This gives the stockholder the right bewith the public authorities. Thus the credit risk for the capital tween the start of operation and the distribution of the first divimarket is given de facto to the public authorities. This type of dend, within a specific time-limit, to offer the stock to the public
government assurance is normal for privately-financed large authorities. The minimum return can be assessed as less than
projects that have public significance and is already in practice. that of riskless investments (forex. federal bonds of equal maturity).
The results of die profitability investigation based on the capiThe project is divided into three phases:
tal market model are: The funding necessary in the capital marto rnodd is less m comparison to the use reimburseinent model,
- preparation phase
because of the availability to the project corporation of non-in- planning and construction phase
terest-bearing equity for the financing prior to the employment
- operation phase
of outside capital. Dividend payments commence according to
After system acceptance, the operating corporation will begin theplaninthe third year of operation and result in comparatively
operation and fare collection. If the operating and use reim- good, rising returns over the time period considered. In addition
bursement costs are not completely covered by the fares, then to tax revenues which are larger than those foreseen in the use
foreseen is that the federal government will guarantee the differ- reimbursement model, the public authorities receive as stockence through a subsidy. The project corporation performs its holder, their portion of die dividends distributed.
debt service through the use reimbursement fees.
The capital market model also offers the possibility, to disThe profitability analysis yields: the magnetic levitation train tribute the budget load over a longer time period due to the indiconnection Berlin - Hamburg is self supporting. The fares are vidual participation of various corporate bodies (federal and
sufficient during the entire life of the project to cover the operat- state).
ing costs andreimbursementfees. That means that demands on
the public authorities and therefore a strain on the public budget
3) Structural Reform Model: This financing model correwould not occur. Moreover the tax receipts would constitute a sponds to the future structure of the German railroad, which
considerable sum. The financal resources will be supplied en- foresees a division between the railroad track (guideway) and
tirely through bank credit.
the operation. The investments for the guideway fall in this case
on the government. Thus the size of the investment costs differ2) Capital Market Model: As an alternative to the use reim- entiates thisfinancingmodel from the others. The guideway will
bursement model, the capital market model differentiates itself be created by an organized, legally private guideway corporamainly through the grounding of a stock corporation as project tion under direct and exclusive government participation.
carrier which would be listed on the exchange. It will receive the Through this is assured that the public legal approval process
grant from the federal states for the construction and operation can be accomplished quickly. This corporation leases the guideconcession. The shareholders of the corporation would be pub- way to a likewise organized, legally private operations corporalic stockholders, public authorities, states, etc. and interested in- tion for a use-dependent reimbursement. This reimbursement,
dustrial companies. The project stock corporation will finance which will begin with the commissioning, will correspond to

the guideway depreciation rate. Interest expenses for the guideway corporation which could occur under certain circumstances, will not be calculated into the use-dependent reimbursements.
The profit-oriented operation! corporation will aquire all of
the magnetic levitation train economic goods, other than the
guideway, required for operation and will operate the route in its
own name and expense. It will carry the full economic operating
risk. The operating costs and the funds to service its own equity
and the outside capital will be acquired through the operation
proceeds (ticket sales). The operations corporation will finance
thereby its allocated investment volume with approximately 20
% owned equity and 80 % outside captial. Other than in the previous models, only the profitability of die operations corporation will be considered in the structuralreformmodel. The operations corporation can support itself using the assumptions for
the base case. In me case of a stock corporation and with the assumed development, the stock could be placed into the capital
market The operations corporation generates taxes for the public authorities at a level well above mat for the use reimbursement model.

IV. Summary
The system characteristics and advantages of the magnetic
levitation train Transrapid are well documented. With its readiness for application and the final development stage currently in
progress, the time has come to integrate the system into the overall transportation network. As with the innovative technology
used in the Transrapid, thefinancingrequired to achieve the success of me project will also break new ground for infrastructure
projects.
The models presented here offer financing alternatives which
relieve the public budget in different ways. They differentiate
tb<msdvesfnndairrntallyfromtheprevioiisnnar^ngofr<ublic
infrastructure projects. In all cases tbovgfi, the paNic authorities
must assume definite risks which can not be transferred to the
private sector.
Intended is the stimulation of discussions between me private
ecoriomicseaor arid iherwbuc authorities as to how the magnetic levitation train connection Berlin - Hantmrg is to be financed.
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RESULTS ON THE OPERATION OF THE TRANSRAPID TEST FACILITY IN EMSLAND,
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1. DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY
The decision to continue to investigate only the electromagnetic levitation
system was linked to the decision for a
large-scale test facility for the TRANSRAPID.
The task of this facility was initially
the qualification of the magnetic levitation
technology under realistic application
conditions. The Emsland test facility thus
created the possibility to travel at high
speeds and to prove the running qualities
uphill and in bends and the feasibility of
switches. Adapted to the financial conditions and the factors pertaining to the site,
the test facility was built as follows.
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The test route consists of two loops,
connected by a fairly straight stretch. The
design speed on the straight is more than
400 km/h, for the two loops 280 and 200
km/h. The guideway is basically elevated,
but there are sections with a height of 13
m and some ground level gutdeway. The
longitudinal tilt is up to 3.5%, the maximum
banking angle up to 12 degrees. There are
three switches as part of the test facility
with lengths between 67 and 150 meters.
The test centre contains a traverser with
stabling facility in addition to a ha* for
maintenance and repair.
The overall length of the gutdeway is
31.5 km; a complete circuit gives a distance of 38.7 km, whereby the straight between the two loops is covered twice.
About 10 km of the route is steel guideway, 21.5 km concrete guideway. The
vehicles available are the TRANSRAPID
06 (TR 06) and the TRANSRAPID 07 (TR
07). The basic test runs in recent years
were undertaken with the TR 07, the
newer vehicle. The TR 06 has been used
for tests of individual components (e.g.
tests on the runner surface). The propulsion is provided by a substation accommodated in the test facility. The control
and safety of the test operation is undertaken from the control centre in the central
test building.

Switch I
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2. QUALIFICATION OF THE TRANSRAPID SYSTEM

CtiKrett GuMevi
fl • 1000 m. Vd^i* 200 fenrti

Fig. 1 Test Facility in Emsland

As has already been mentioned, the
first important aim of the central test facility
was the qualification of the magnetic levitation system. This was undertaken in the
meantime in a convincing manner, even if
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there were problems over a longer period
of time with the availability of the guideway. These guideway problems are not
Maglev-specific
but
concern
the
conventional part. They can be put down
to the disregard of construction and engineering principles and will be corrected in
accordance with the availability of funds by
1993.
The general qualification was the
essential basis for the assessment of service readiness which the Bundesbahnzentralamt Munchen (Federal Railway
Central Office in Munich) confirmed as the
independent assessor in 1991. 1.000 km
per operating day were covered in an
intensive operational phase for one month.
The longest non-stop journey was 1.050
km. The longest journey in a day was
2.476 km. About 10% of the journeys were
covered at top speeds over 400 km/h. In
the course of this month, over 23.000 km
were covered. In all the total distance
covered with the magnetic levitation
system amounts to 135.000 km. It should
be noted that currently the aim is not to
achieve as much distance as possible but
lies in the achievement of selected test
journeys for individual measurements.
The top speed achieved on the test
route to date was 435 km/h.
About 25.000 visitors have travelled
on Maglev as part of the qualification tests.
It has to be stated here that, due to the
priority accorded to tests, the runs with
visitors have been handled very sparingly.

centre operation as a further development
of the TR 06 and a second generation of
command and control technology is
currently being integrated and tested. In
the following is be given a brief overview of
the tests to date back and their results.
Gukteway
As has already been mentioned,
differing guideway constructions have
been compared at the test centre. This
refers not only to the steel and concrete
designs but also to the single span and
two span girders. An important but also
surprising result of the tests at the test
facility in Emsland was the fact that the
temperature differences between the
upper and lower booms of the guideway
girders were considerably higher than was
specified in the generally applicable
construction regulations (e.g. for road
bridges). These temperature differences
lead to guideway deformations, which
have considerable effects on the follow-up
behaviour on the support and guidance
systems. As part of the service readiness
assessment, in 1990 and 1991, both a
steel and concrete two span girder were
erected and tested positively at the test
centre. In this case the girder deformations
under temperature and load flows
correspond to the specified loads. Actual
the two span girder is envisaged for an
application route.

3. INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT FUNC
TIONS

The construction form of the single
span
girder,
reveals
unfavourable
characteristics. Therefore in the last year
started at the test facility a long term test
with special absorption elements at a
single span concrete girder. The previous
results suggested an essential better
behaviour.

Besides the qualification of the general functionality of the magnetic levitation
technology, the individual subsystems,
vehicle,
guideway,
propulsion
and
operational
control
system
were
intensively tested at the test centre. The
results from these detailed investigations
have already led to optimisations of the
components originally used at the centre.
In 1989 the TR 07 was integrated into test

A further result obtained from the
test centre operations led in the new two
span girder to a new fixture for the long
stator on the guideway girder, which differs from the stator fixtures to date both in
dimensions and by an additional redundant fixture. Already positive load qualifications have been carried out. Solely the
question of resonances has to be considered in great detail in an optimisation
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phase. Unfortunately, due to the given
installation measures, it was not possible
to incorporate this stator fixture in the
other test centre girders.
Vehicle
As part of the vehicle tests to date,
the speed range up to 435 km/h was
tested. The magnetic support and guidance systems were tested positively concerning stability, sequential behaviour and
failure tolerance in numerous test runs.
Particular
attention
was
paid
to
experimental function qualifications of the

support and guidance systems at unusual
guideway curvature points. Detailed investigations into the behaviour of various
malfunctions were taken into consideration
for the qualification of failure tolerance.
These were in particular magnet failures
and board network failures.
The faultless interaction with the
other subsystems (propulsion, guideway
and command and control) was proven in
all essential points in comprehensive
series of tests.

Fig. 2:
Test Center in the Emsland
with the TR 07 in front
of the hall

The interaction between contactless
energy transmission and on board energy
supply in the TR 07 could also be positively evaluated experimentally in comprehensive tests at the test centre.
Technical qualification of the braking
concept, in particular with the eddy current
brake system, which is applied as an
emergency brake given a propulsion failure, were conducted as were design loads
for support, guidance and propulsion forces.
In particular as part of the intensive
long-term test operation, the optimisation
potential of the support magnets was
developed, which were implemented with
the fitting of modified support magnets.
The fitting of new magnets is planned to
take place in Summer 1993.

Propulsion
The development of the propulsion
has advanced since the initial introduction
of the test facility in Emsland. The staggered arrangement of motor windings has
been realised instead of the leapfrog
method for the relaying of guideway sections and the digital propulsion control instead of the analog system on the test
facility as on-going concepts.
All subsystems of the propulsion run
satisfactorily over the whole speed range.
The newly installed subsystems digital
propulsion control and staggered arrangement of motor windings run without fault
under operating conditions. In connection
with the digital propulsion control, several
vehicle position detection systems were
tested. The investigations into the rotor
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displacement angle start support and slip
suspension detection could be concluded
positively. Currently work is being carried
out on an improvement in the braking
precision. In the course of the investigations and development it has proved advantageous to set up simulation models for
the propulsion system. For this purpose,
experimental protective elements for the
data to be collected in the simulation are
implemented.

Operational Control System
An adaptation to the state-of-the-art
has been undertaken in operations control.
This new operational control system
corresponds to electronic controlling unit
technology for wheel-on-rail systems. The
data transmission is undertaken with 40
GHz radio. As operations control has to
accept the full safety responsibility for the
test operations, not only the technical
functions have to be proven in this
instance but also the overall certification
procedures for safety technology be
completed. The technical functions have
reached a satisfactory status after
comprehensive tests. The certification
process will take until the end of 1993.
Magnetic FMd Strength

Fig. 3: Magnetic Field Strength
The results of the measurements of
the magnetic field strength are shown in
Fig. 3. The magnetic field of Transrapid
lies near that of the natural earth magnetic
field. So the influence is so slight that any
negative effect even on passengers with
heart pacemakers is completely ruled out.

Sound Measurements
The
acceptance
of
modern
highspeed trains is highly dependent on
low noise emission. To achieve a quiet
vehicle the knowledge of the dominant
noise sources and their mechanism is
necessary. Furthermore their position and
strength have to be known to perform
reliable calculations of the estimated noise
immiskxi for the area along a highspeed
track.
In contrast to conventional rail/wheel
systems there exists
no
primary
knowledge of noise sources for the magiev
train TRANSRAPID.
Especially
the
strength of localized turbulence noise -'
and their position - with respect to the
areal boundary layer noise is unknown.
Therfore an experimental setup has been
developed
and
installed
at
the
TRANSRAPID test facility for the
investigation of these questions.
On
the
basis
of
these
measurements, the inclusion of the
magnetically levitated system in Acoustics
03 - a public and legally recognised
evaluation of acoustic radiation of rail
systems - is still being worked on.
Fig. 4 shows a typical measurement
of the noise source distribution for a
velocity of 400 km/h in the frequency
range 250-3150 Hz. Dominant noise
emission occurs only at the lower part of
the vehicle where the flaps are located
which cover the propulsion and guiding
magnets. They consist of segments with a
basic length of 3 m which can move
independently from each other to provide
an optimum guide along the track. It is
supposed that the edges of the flaps
cause local aerodynamic turbulences
leading to noise emission (a significant
contribution of the propulsion system itself
can be excluded for the high velocity
range). The dominant peak occurs in the
very front of the vehicle and is caused by a
turbulence at the nose of the vehicle. The
upper part of the vehicle (passenger
cabin) which has a smooth surface without
edges shows a much lower noise
emission.
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Fig. 4:
Noise emission of
the maglev train TRANSRAPID
during passby with 400 km/h.
(running direction right to left)

So one result of the noise
measurement
is
that
aerodynamic
boundary layer noise is not the dominant
noise source.

system was similarly comprehensively
investigated and corresponding modifications were undertaken.
Operational Observations

Aerodynamics
With the help of a measurement
panel erected for this purpose parallel to
the gukteway on the test facility, the experimental pre-requisites for the assessment
of two-way behaviour of two Maglev
vehicles at high speed in accordance with
recognised procedures.
The nose and tail of the TR 07 were
investigated for this. As part of the aerodynamic measurements, the nose design
of this vehicle was optimised. Experimentally secured statements for the pressure
loads of the windows at high speeds also
exist.
The most important topic for high
speed vehicles of the positioning of inlet
and outlet openings for the air conditioning

Parallel to the individual investigations and functional qualifications, the
behaviour of the individual components is
supervised and documented under operating conditions in order to be able to use
the experience obtained on the test facility
for the operation of a test route.
The aim of the observations on the
test facility is to investigate procedures
and actions for operations in terms of their
rational sequence and handling, included
here are the maintenance of the system
and the individual measures and the
procedures concerned. There is considerable experience where this point is
concerned. This has been implemented as
realistic measures and procedures (e.g.
maintenance vehicles for the guideway).

Fig. 5:
Maintenance vehicles
at the test facility
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Intensive observations of the longterm behaviour and reliability of the individual components will only be possible
when the test facility gukJeway is again
fully available.
Overall it has to be stated that the
experience and results of the test operation at the test centre have confirmed the
course taken.

4. FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
The practicable applications and the
tests conducted at the test centre in
conjunction with the positive confirmation
of service readiness show that all the basic
factors for a decision for the use of the
high-speed magnetic train in Germany
have been created.
It is obvious that the Maglev
developments will be carried on, in the
course of which precise analyses of the
transport market will be made, detailed
operational concepts drawn up and
optimisation of the system engineering will
be undertaken.
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Abstract - Korean Ministry of Science and
Technology initiated a small R&D project in 1989 to
assess the possibility of developing a magnetically
levitated train system. This government project is
closed to the end of its 1st phase in which the
possibility was shown and a good progress was
made toward the next phase. The project office is
preparing for the 2nd phase which is more
commercialization oriented.
The government project not only proved the
possibility but also triggered the interest of Korean
industry giants such as Hyundai and Daewoo, and
they are now actively pursuing programs of their
own. As a result, Hyundai is building a 40 person
vehicle to exhibit during the Daejon Expo'93 and
Daewoo is testing a similar size vehicle at the
moment. The main focus of these programs is low
to mid speed maglev technologies based on
Electro-Magnetic Suspension (EMS) and Linear
Induction Motor (LIM) drive. These maglev teams
are in the process of forming a consortium to
accelerate the development and commercialization
efforts.
The Korean maglev program when successful will
find its prime applications as urban guided transit.
Korean government is conducting feasibility studies
for a number of urban guided transit routes to

alleviate traffic congestions in large cities. The
prime candidate for the maglev application is
connecting downtown Seoul and New International
Airport under construction. The target date for the
new airport transit operation is year 2001.

I . Introduction
Much of the previous interest in magnetically
levitated train has centered on high speed systems
but advantages of low friction and noise, and high
reliablity showed promise for low speed applications
such as urban transits also. The successful service
of Birmingham People Mover (BPM) at Binningham
airport proved this possibility and recent development
of HSST program to low speed applications provides
a renewed hope for the future of the low speed
maglev.
The government program started without clear
target for application nor clear picture of system
choice. During its 1st year (1989-1990), the program
office compared various maglev systems and
assessed them in terms of technical difficulties and
available resources, and application.
High Speed
Systems of MLU (Japan) and TRANSRAPID
(Germany), and mid to low speed systems of HSST,
BPM and M-Bahn were looked into.
From
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application side, possibility of Seoul-Pusan Corridor
(high speed) and urban transits for Seoul suburb
(low speed) were assessed. It became immediately
clear. The technology requirements for the high
speed systems were to high and there were to many
problems to slove for the time and resources
available to this program. Furthermore, government
(Ministry of Transportation) was pursuing
construction of high speed train system
(wheel -on-rail) with foreign technology and thus did
not want any form of distraction. The only available
choice for the government maglev team was
low-to-mid speed system for urban transit
application.
The large cities of Korea are experiencing aweful
traffic and pollution problems due mainly to the rapid
increase of automobiles during last decade and
government is seriously considering various guided
transit systems as a solution. This situation also
played a role in the choice of system and application.
Another factor contributed to this system choice. At
the time of program formulation, Korean government
was applying to hold an international exposition in
1993. A group of maglev people, which later formed
the government maglev team, suggested maglev
exhibition in the Exposition and this idea was
adopted. Both Hyundai and Daewoo showed interest
in the exhibition but the task was awarded to
Hyundai while the government team was selected to
supervise and coordinate the task in behalf of the
Expo organizing committee. Daewoo continued their
maglev program and developed a 40 person vehicle.
The program started with little maglev experience
in the team. The team is composed of people from
three government supported labs , Korea Inst. of
Machinery and Metals(KIMM), Korea Electrotechnology Research Inst.(KERI) and Korea Research
Inst. of Ships and Ocean Engineering(KRISO) with
the project office installed in KIMM. The project
office took responsibility of the system engineering
and integration, and vehicle dynamics. Levitation
and propulsion tasks were given to KERI. Guide
way designs and construction was assigned to
KRISO which had years of experiences v.ith large
precision metal works.

n . System Choice
From the early stage of the project it was decided
that Electromagnetic Suspension and UM drive
would be only possible choice of the system. Two
test proven systems of HSST and BFM were used
as models in the designs of levitation/propulsion
modules.
During the 1st year, two small scale (—1/2 scale)
modules were built, one after HSST and the other
after BPM. The 1st one used staggered magnets
with transverse magnetic flux paths and 2nd one
used longitudinal flux paths.
Some of the important features of the modules are;
1st

2nd

No. of Magnet

8

4

No. of LIM

2

1

Weight

1.0 ton

2 ton

Length

1.2 m

2.3 m

Gap

6 mm

8 mm

Guideway

15 m

15 m

Levitation Control

Analog

Analog

Power Collection

AC 220 V DC 600 V

The modules executed the basic functions of
levitation and propulsions successfully.
The
objective of these modules were to evaluate the
design concepts and technical problems associated
with them. These modules revealed many technical
problems which we did not fully aware of. After
the test of these modules, magnet arrangement with
transverse flux paths is selected mainly from the
guidance consideration.
Eventhough EMS/LIM drive was chosen early in
the stage, we didn't have a good picture of full
vehicle or components. Table 1 shows some of the
ideas we had at the time of system choice. The
arrow sign show the directions of progress.
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Table 1 System Ideas
Levitaiton Control :
Propulsion Control:
Power Conversion :
Track
:

Analog-»Digital
Constant Slip-^Speed pattern
Power TR-»IGBT-<3TO
Single Beam
Steel - • Concrete

ID. Research and Development so far

2nd Module
Weight •' 2.5 tons
Length : 2.5 m
Gap
: 9 mm
Design Speed : 50 km/hr
Levitation Control : Dieital
Inverter : speed pattern control KJBT (10 KHz)
Chopper : IGBT (10 KHz)
Power Collection : DC 600V

The scale model tests provided some real insight
into the maglev and the direction of future work.
The tests with scale models couldn't provide much
of the quantitative informations and problems
associated with speed. The needs of full scale test
was strongly raised.
The project office decided to construct full scale
test bed. The full scale test bed was designed with
the following concept.
1. Include as may test features as possible
2. Test track simulation to commercial one and
room for extensions
3. Room for upgrade
The test bed includes :
1. 2 different size test modules
2. 100 m track with curved guideway
3. DC power supply facility
The two modules were orginally designed with the
following specifications.
1st Module
Weight : 4 tons
Length : 3.7 m
Gap
: 11 mm
Design Speed : 40 km/hr
Levitation Control : Analog
Inverter : Power TR (1 KHz)
Chopper : Power TR (2 KHz)
Power Cellection : DC 600V

Fig. 1 Shows the Track and a Module
There was 9 months time separation between the
two modules. Several changes were made in the
2nd module reflecting the progresses. Along with
change of module length, new methods in levitation
and propulsion controls were introduced and high
frequency power conversion equipments were
employed. Change of module length were made to
investigate the curve negotiating characteristics of
the modules. Digital levitation control made the
management of control parameters during tests much
easier.
Various mode controls such as active
guidance control, pitching control in addition to
levitation were possible
High frequency power
conversion equipments were introduced mainly to
reduce the noise generated from to tow frequency
switching but new transistors allowed compact
equipment design also.
Due to the length of the track, the maximum
speed possible is only 10 knvhr, however, a smooth
ride was noted for each of the modules. A 36
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channel data acquisition system is being uesd to
store all the test data For the two-module tests,
the 1st module will be upgrade with control and
power equipments similar to those of the 2nd module.
Hyundai's Expo'93 Exhibition Program : Hyundai is
the first to start maglev oriented research in Korea,
1965. This program was carried by small team of 3
-4 people until 1990. After small scale proof-ofprinciple test for levitation and LIM propulsion, they
built 2 ton vehicle with 3 modules and demonstrated
to public in January, 1991. This team was expanded
to take up the development tasks of Expo maglev
exhibition vehicle. This program is in its final stage
with vehicle test coming up in April. Figure 2
shows the Expo track (520 m) with pyramid shaped
Maglev pavillion behind and Table 1 shows
specification of the vehicle. The exhibition will last
3 month (August 6 - November 10) and is expected
to carry 1/4 million people.

Daewoo's Maglev vehicle : Daewoo's maglev
program is reported separately in this conference(PS
1~2). A short remark may be made here. Starting
from scratch, Daewoo developed a full size vehicle in
shortest t i m e ( ~ 2 Year) and demonstrated
successfully on 100m track. This vehicle is shown
in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Daewoo's Full size Vehicle
IV. Future Research and Development
Eventhough Korean maglev teams made
remarkable progress in short time, major portion of
the work remains for the future. The problem
areas and future tasks are :

Fig. 2 Hyundai's Expo Track
Table 2. Expo Vehicle Specification
Vehicle
Weight
No. of Seats
Max. Speed
Levitation
Propulsion
Air Gap
Track
Levitalion
Control

L 17.6 m x w 3.0 m x H 3.8 m
28 tons
40
50 km/hr
Attractive Magnets
Single-sided LIMs
12 mm
520 m
Analog

Power Conversion Equipments : The EMS/LIM
driven maglev employs choppers and inverters to
power magnets and LIM, respectively. Reliability of
these equipments became major source of trouble
during the tests. These equipments were not
designed for vehicle mount and frequent failures of
elements occured. These failures are caused due to
the lack of protection circuits and exessive vibration
during the tests. Our team of power electronics is
working with selected equipment manufactures to
improve the reliability.
Test Track : A vehicle can not be completed without
proving its performance at the speed and track
conditions similar to the commercial one. The test
track we have is grossly inadequate for the land of
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tests required for the commercialization. The project
office applied for the special funding for the
construction of 1 km test track in 1992 and it was
approved. The plan calls for completion of track in
3 years starting from 1993. Some of the important
features of the track includes :
-

Total length 1 km
400 m straight section
Smallest radius of 60 m
Two switchings
Slopes between 3 % and 6 %
Vertical curvatures of 1 Ian

This track, when completed will allow to test the
vehicle up to a speed of 70 km/hr and various curve
negotiating characteristic. The straight section of
this track may be extented for higher speed later.

Magnetically Levitated Train for Seoul-New
International Airport Transit" is being prepared by
the consortium organizers.
VI. Conclusion
A development task of maglev scale can not be
successful without clear picture of application and
support from the user. Korean maglev program is
not an exception. The users (government) want
make sure the system is in applicable form before
making any application decision but the system can
not become fully applicable until the application
picture is provide by the user. The future of Korean
maglev program depends on how soon the government
fully commits to the maglev application.

Test Vehicle : Two test vehicle are being designed
and will be tested on the new test track from later
part of 1995.
These vehicles are going to be
manufactured by Daewoo and Hyundai and tested as
a train. These vehicles will reflect all the research
and upgrade work done up to the end of 1994.
Non-Contacting speed detection : To operate
maglev vehicle with given speed pattern, accurate
speed detection through now-contacting method is
required. Various tehnologies are under evaluation
and a small scale test will be conducted later part of
1993.

V. Consortium
The remaining work for the Korean maglev teams
to reach the commercialization level is too much for
any one team to carry. It is thus a consortium is
being formed to share the burden in a way the
strength of each team can be best utilized. The
basic research and, test and evaluation will be
responsibility of the government team and vehicle
design and manufacuring will be carried by the
industrial t e a m s .
T h e first action of the
consortium will be proposal writing to the
government
A proposal "Application of
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A General Survey of Chinese Maglev Train
J.S. Lian. J.W^hou. K.L. Zhang, and H. Jiang
Dcpanmcni of Electrical Engineering, Southwest Xiaotong University
Chengdu. Sichuan. China. 610031
Abstract - China's present transportation
status is briefly introduced in the paper first,
which shows the heavy traffic in large cities
and their suburbs and in some railway districts.
Then, the necessity of developing a maglev
train in China is proposed in detail. The
scheme and status of research and development
of the maglev system in China are described.
I.

INTRODUCTION

China's economy has developed rapidly with the reform
and opening in the last ten years. The gross national
product increased by 12% in 1992, and the per capita
income increased by 10%. Prediction shows that the
increase in 1993 will be even higher than that of 1992.
But the communications and transportation have not caught
up with the rapidly developing situations. Hence, the
Chinese government gives the first priority to
communication and transportation systems in its seven
emphasized investment fields in 1993. It is well known
that China's transportation system depends mainly on the
railway which makes up about 60-70% of the total
transport capacity and this situation can not be changed
thoroughly within a relatively long period. Most of this
60-70% of the total freight volume is concentrated in the
coastal area of east China, where heavy traffic results from
the rapidly developing economy. Therefore, it is an
important task to solve the problem of heavy cargo
passenger traffic in this area.
Table 1 lists the railway districts that have a relatively
higher density of passenger-cargo traffic on the basis of
prediction for the year of 2000. The predicted carrying
capacity required in these districts are shown in Table II.
One can see from these Tables that the districts have a large
and stable passenger flow. In order to meet the transport
quotas in 2000, the carrying capacity must be enhanced.
However, the conventional high-speed railway can not
satisfy such a requirement because it occupies a lot of land
which is not available in those areas.
The annual railway passenger traffic of China is about a
billion person-trips at present. It is predicted that by the
end of this century, the annual passenger traffic will reach
1.6 billion person-trip. In fact, passenger trains are often
overloaded by 50-70% on the heavy trunk lines. One can
hardly find a place to stand in the passenger train during the
traditional Chinese Spring Festival
Metropolises all over the world are suffering from
crowded traffic at present. There are 31 cities in China
with a population of more than I million. The urban
population increases very quickly along with the
construction of satellite towns. Taking Beijing for
example, the passenger traffic is now 6.86 times that of

1975. However, the number of vehicles is only 4.84 times
that of 1975. The conventional city traffic causes
environmental pollutions. For instance, in the city proper
of Shanghai, the traffic noise accounts for 35% of the total
environmental noise. In the busy section of Shanghai, the
traffic noise level can reach 85 db.
The traffic character of large cities in China is the large
number of bicycles. The number of bicycles in the whole
country is nearly 400 millions and the number is
increasing annually. Large numbers of bicycles result in a
lot of problems. The ratio of the road area occupied by the
bicycles to that occupied by the passenger bus is 12. The
city roads are congested with bicycles which lead to traffic
jams and increasing accidents. For example, the bus
running speed in Chinese cities has dropped from 20 km/h
in 1960*5 to 10 km/h at present. People take a long travel
time to go to work and back home. This is not only waste
of time, but also of vigor, and leads to low work
efficiency. The large number of bicycles causes a marked
increase of traffic accidents. Statistics show that the
mortality rate is 4-6 people per thousand bicycles per year
in Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjing.
II

NECESSITY OF DEVELOPING MAGLEV TRAIN
IN CHINA.

The unreasonable structure of the transportation system in
China is the main cause of crowded traffic and the difficulty
to lake trains or buses, whether looking at the traffic stale
in some railway district on the trunk lines or in the large
cities. Passenger and freight transport should be separated,
and special high-speed passenger transport railways should
be constructed. The number of bicycle should be reduced in
large cities. It is not realistic to drive a private car to go to
work because of the large population. It is also difficult to
increase the number of buses because the the roads have
already been saturated with vehicles. There are subways,
light-rail vehicles and maglev trains that can be chosen as
solutions. The maglev train has some special advantages
over other two means, such as large volume of traffic,
reduced pollution, high speed, safety and comfort,
beautification of cities, and relatively low costs. Subway,
buses on surface, and elevated maglev railway together
form a three-dimensional transport network which can
relieve the traffic tension in large cities.
China is now a developing country, its economy and
technology are still weak. However, the problem of
communications and transportation is extremely serious.
The Chinese government makes every effort to find a
solution that tallies with the actual situation. From the
longer viewpoint, it is rather favorable to consider the
maglev train as a solution whether inside large cities or
inter-cities. We chose the suburb of Beijing (Boijmg-
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Changping) to do the feasibility study in order to develop
maglev train in China.
Beijing is the political, economic, cultural and
transport center of China. It covers an area of 16800 square
kilometers, in which the city proper covers 68 km 2 . It has
a population of more than ten million, about six million
live in the city proper. The four center districts of the city
have a population of 2.4 million, and the population
density is nearly thirty thousand people per square
kilometers. Beijing served as the capital of past successive
dynasties in Chinese history, which left many historical
sites and scenic views. Every year many domestic and
foreign visitors come to the city. So the floating
population is fairly considerable (about several hundred
thousand each day\ and in recent years, the satellite towns
have flourished, all of which increase the load of
transportation. Because of the shortage of land and other
limited conditions in Beijing, the problem cannot be solved
well if the traditional transport system is employed. But it
is fairly suitable to adopt the maglcv train.
According to the imagination of overall city plan, the
total railway length of the Bcijing-Changping district is
about 40 km. There are many world famous scenes and
four satellite towns along the railway line. These towns
are the center of light and textile industry, the center of
heavy industry, the center of higher education and research,
and the center of tourism, respectively. Each town has
about a half million people. On account of traffic, it is not
convenient to travel from satellite towns to the city proper
because the travel time is too long. Many people try very
hard to move back to the city proper again although
measures have been adopted to encourage people to live in
the satellite town. Clearly, people would enjoy living in
the satellile towns if the travel time could be controlled
within a half-hour. Therefore, it is necessary to build a
maglcv railway to disperse the population in the city
proper and promote prosperity in the satellite towns.
III. APPROACH TO BEIJING-CHANGPING MAGLEV
RAILWAY
To plan a maglev railway with busy passenger traffic,
the first thing to do is to analyze the passenger volume
between the start and the end of the line. The next is to
choose a suitable mathematic model to predict the traffic in
future years. These are the primary conditions to decide the
alignment of the line, station scale, number of cars in
trains, operation management, and required numbers of
facilities. These are also the important bases for the further
appraisal of investment business income, business costs
and the financial and economic analysis of the project.
There are highways and railways between Beijing and
Changping. The transportation mainly relies on the
highway which accounts for 95% of the total traffic. It
takes about two hours to go from Beijing to Changping
and vice versa. If the maglev train is adopted, the roundtrip travel lime will only be about a half-hour.
Table III shows the passenger traffic in BcijingChangping district from 1978 to 1987. According to it the
graph of passenger traffic on time sequence can be acquired,

as shown in Fig. I. Based on the preliminary regularity of
Fig. 1, a quadratic polynomial model is adopted to do the
prediction and analysis with the aid of a computer.
The prediction on the basis of the mathematical model
shows that the passenger traffic will reach forty six million
in Bcijing-Changping district in the year 2000.
The passenger turnover volume is the product of
passenger traffic and the average mileage of passengers
completed in a certain time. It includes the factor of
mileage and can reflect the passenger traffic well. It is one
of the main quotas on the passenger transport operation,
and also (he main basis of calculating and analyzing the
cost and income of passenger transport, and the labor
productivity. Passenger's average mileage can be obtained
from the ratio between the total turnover volume and the
total passenger traffic of each year. In the BeijingChangping district, the passenger's a very no mileage is 30
km.
To predict the turnover volume of the maglcv train in
the future, it is assumed that the absorb coefficient of the
maglev train is 60%. Table IV shows the annual turnover
volume of the district in the next ten years.
There are a number of maglev routes that can be
chosen for the Beijing-Changping district. Two routes
have been carefully compared. One is from Xizhimcn to
the north of Changping through the Summer Palace,
having a total length of 42.1 km. The second is from
Dcshcngmen to Changping, the total length being 38 km.
Both routes can cooperate with the Beijing subway and
other public traffic systems very well, making the traffic
convenient for the residents, and ensuring enough passenger
traffic. The railway is easy to built because of the smooth
terrain along the railway line and a small amount of house
movement. The first route begins at Xizhimcn and goes
through the city proper, but it is curvilincal and needs
considerable investment. The second route begins at
Dcshcngmcn and goes a very short distance through the
city proper. This line, being mostly straight, requires a
smaller investment and should be adopted.
After the maglcv route is determined, the organization
of the uain operation should be planned, the carrying
capacity and other relative quotas should be checked or
calculated in detail.
When planning the organization of the maglcv train
operation, the annual passenger traffic shown in Table IV
should be considered first. The second to be considered is
the unbalanced coefficient of the whole day passenger traffic
to that of peak hours. According to the statistics of
Beijing traffic, the peak hour accounts for 12% of the
whole day passenger traffic in Beijing, i.c the unbalanced
coefficient is 1.2. The operating hours of each day and the
minimum interval time of trains should be decided on this
basis. The organization of operating plan is as following:
- operating 18 hours everyday (5 am to 11 pni):
- Minimum interval time of trains: 3 minutes;
- Requirement of traffic:
• single directional carrying capacity in year
2000: 27.5 million passengers
• single directional carrying capacity per
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day: 76.7 thousand passengers
• carrying capacity in each peak hour:
11.5 thousand passengers.
- Parameters of the maglev train:
200
running speed (km/ti)
acceleration (m/s2)
1
acceleration in starting (m/s2)
0.7
2
deceleration in braking (m/s )
0.8
starting time (s)
79.4
distance of starting (m)
2205
braking time (s)
69.5
distance of braking (m)
1929
There will be two stations between Beijing and
Changping: the Qinghe station and the Shane station. The
running time from the Deshengmen station to the Qinghe
station is 4.48 minutes, and 5.1 minutes from Qinghe to
Shane or from Shahe to Changping. The detention time in
each station is one minute. We have compared the single
line with the double line. The results are listed in table V.
The construction of the Beijing-Changping maglev
railway will remedy the crowded surface traffic greatly,
decrease pollution, improve the environment, reduce traffic
accidents, and more importantly save travel time. If the per
capita income of Beijing residents is 1.2 yuan per personhour, each person saves 1.5 hour travel time every day, and
the daily average passenger traffic is 76.7 thousand
passenger-time in 2000, then the value of the time saved is
50 million yuan/each year. On the contrary, if the same
passenger traffic is completed by buses, and if it is assumed
that the average running speed is 30 km/h, then 60 buses
need to be added every day even if each bus can hold 150
persons. If we consider the cost of buying buses and
auxiliary facilities, widening the roads and so on, the
investment will not be less than that of the maglev
railway. Therefore, from the point of social and economic
benefits, it is favorable to build a maglev railway between
Beijing and Changping. Of course, the economy and
technology of China are still fairly weak, and the study of
the maglev train is just in the beginning. It seems
necessary to import the foreign investment and technology
to build the maglev railway.

holding 46 passenger, with a 500-meter long track, and
running at a speed of 50 km/h. The maglcv vehicle will be
tested in 1995 at the loop—track experiment base of
Railway Science and Technology Institute (RSTt) in
Beijing. The RSTI will be in charge of the project.
Changchun Passenger Coaches Manufacture Plant will
make the train. Southwest Jiaotong University is
responsible for the basic research work.
V. CONCLUSION
As a result of the reform and opening, the Chinese
economy has developed quickly in the last 14 years. The
passenger and freight traffic have increased year by year.
The intense state of communication and transportation is
quite out standing. It needs to find a new transport means
to relax the heavy traffic loads in large cities or between
large cities and their satellite towns. It is an effective
measure to adopt the overhead maglev train, which can
satisfy the passenger traffic demands of China after 2000
year. According to the present economic and technological
status of China, this paper presents the idea of giving first
priority to developing the Beijing-Changping maglev
railway.
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IV RESEARCH STATUS OF CHINESE MAGLEV
TRAIN.
China began to study maglev trains in the early
1980's.
Southwest Jiaotong University is a key
comprehensive University which has a history of 97 years,
and has brought up a large number of railway technical
personnel. It began to study maglev trains in 1987, and
has already successfully conducted experiments on maglev
model. Then, in 1990 it began to develop a maglev train
weighting one ton and holding 2-4 passengers on a 42
meter-long track. The assembly work is expected to be
finished this year.
In 1991, the Chinese Science and Technology
Committee made the maglev train a key item of China's
8th Five-Year Plan and appointed the Railway Ministry to
organize and develop a maglcv train weighting 14 ton,
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Fig. 1. Passenger traffic on time sequence
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TABLE t
Higher density railway districts in China in 2000.
Passenger traffic density, up Freight taffic density, up
going (million person)/down going (million ton)/down
going (million person)
going (million ton)

District

Mileage
(km)

Beijing-Tianjinc

137

26. 48/28. 47

40. 66/61. 00

Nanjing-Changzhou

144

28. 00/27. 63

21. 30/51. 00

Chanzhou-Shanghai

167

29. 42/29. 26

21.10/47. 00

Shanghai-Hangzhou

189

24. 62/24. 64

23. 95/27. 00

TABLE I
Required carrying capacity in some districts
Required number Required capacity in the simultaneous
of pairs of trains operation diagram
District

Train
Passenger Freight
Passenger Freight
succession
train'
train'
train
train
(minute)

Beijing-Tianjing

65

73

Nanjing-Changzhou

64

61

Changzhou-Shanghai

67

56

Shanghai-Hangzhou

56

41

10
8
10
8
10
8
10
8

Total
capacity

90
95
75
80
69
74
51
54

130
163
128
160
134
168
112
140

220
258
203
240
203
242
163
194

a. The passenger train is calculated in 1200 person/each train.
The freight train is calculated in 5000 ton/each train.

TABLE •
The passenger traffic in Beijing-Ctiangping district from 1978—1987
Passenger traffic
(thousand person-time)

Year

Passenge traffic
(thousand person-time)

1978

6358. 6

1983

10634.0

1979

7648. 2

1984

12291. 1

1980

7862. 7

1985

13695.5

1981

8501.8

1S86

13499.9

1982

9706. 6

1987

16737. 9

Year
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TABLE IV
Turnover volume in the future
Year

Total passenger
traffic of single direction
(thousand person-time)

2000
2002

4 6634. 0
53045. 7

60X

2004
2006
2008

75026. 2

605*

30

2706. 9432

2010

83278. 6

soy.

30

2998. 0296

Average
mileage
(km)

Bi-directional
turnover volume
(million person kilometer)

60K

30
30

1678. 8240
1909. 6452

59918.4

60tf

30

2157. 0624

67234. 6

sox

30

2420. 4456

Ahcnrh

TABLE V
Comparison of single and double lines

^^==:=:::::==c^-^----Jr^*
QuoT^^^^^I^^

Operating quotaes
of single tine.

Whole day passenger traffic (thousand people)

76.7

76.7

11.5

11.5

Mashalling number and
operating pairs of trains.

14 pairs, 10 cars
in each train

58 pair*,4 cars
in each train

Average interval

17 (minute)

4 (minute)

Operating pairs of trains of whole day

64
17 (minute)

7 (minute)

Passenger traffic

In the year of 2000

Overload rate

Peak hour
(morning
or dusk)

Normal houi

Average interval of whole day

Operating quotaes
of double line

65«

192

Necessary number of cars

40

30

Necessary number of staffs

200

330

Apprised investment (billion yuan)*

1.5

22

Recovery time of investment (years)

10

14

a. One yuan equals about Va dollar
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Present Status of Research for Maglev in Italy
G.Martinelli and A.Morini
Department of Electrical Engineering - University of Padova
Via Gradenigo 6/a - 35131 PADOVA (Italy)

Abstract - In Italy the researches in (be field of magnetic
levitation transport systems are late as regards other
industrialized countries: at present there is no MAGLEV
practical realization. In the frame of the Progetto Finalizzato
Trasporti 2, promoted by the National Research Council and at
present operating, a research project has been financed to
study MAGLEV systems driven by long-stater linear
synchronous motors. The three-year research, begun in the
second half of 1992, involves the Universities of Padova,
Bologna, Palermo and the Polytechnic of Milan.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Italian transportation system presents to-day
heavy drawbacks, owing mainly to the following reasons:
•

•

•
•

extreme concentration of goods traffic in the roads with
consequent congestion of the main routes because of the
low competitiveness of the rail transport and the
increasing demand in transportation;
deficiencies in the services of both the railroad and the
harbors, due also to bureaucratic procedures not
compatible with an operative management;
high traffic congestion of the main airports, nearly
saturated;
high congestion of the great urban areas, because of the
inadequate quality of the public utilities and of the
absence of integration between individual and public
transportations.

It is therefore plain that the social and economic
growth of the country demands a more efficient transport
system, both for passengers and goods, as well as a reexaminntion of the transport policy in order to find more
satisfactory solutions.
The importance and urgency of the problem were
acknowledged by the National Research Council (CNR),
which promoted and financed the Progetto Finalizzato
Trasporti 2 (PFT2), following and completing the Progetto
Fin;;lizzalo Trasporti. The main aim of the project is to seek
for the most appropriate means of increasing the efficiency
of the Kalian transport system and of suitably responding to
the rising demand in transportation. The attainment of such
a target needs also the development of new technical
solutions and from this point of view the chance of
investigating the prospects of MAGLEV applications in

Manuscript received March 15, 1993. This wwk w « supported by the
Progcllo I'inalizzalo CNR Trasporti 2.

Italy, as components of a balanced and integrated transport
system, has been acknowledged. It follows that in the frame
of the PFT2 a research on the high-speed MAGLEV
systems driven by long-stator linear synchronous motors has
been funded.

II. STUDY OF HIGH-SPEED MAGLEV SYSTEMS IN THE
FRAME OF THE PROGETTO FINAUZZATO TRASPORT12

The Progetto Finalizzato Trasporti 2 is a five-year
project: it began in the second half of 1992 and has been
initially funded by the CNR with about 290 thousand
million lire. The main targets of the Progetto are:
•

•

•
•
•
•

to increase the efficiency of the transport system with
regard to the technical and economic aspect, as well as
to the fulfilment of the demand of transportation;
to increase the harmonization between the territorial
and transport policies in order to rationalize the
movement of population;
to protect the environment;
to increase the safety and reliability and to reduce the
vulnerability of the transport system;
to improve the competitiveness of the transport
industries;
to contribute the creation of technical abilities in the
field.

For the attainment of such purposes the strategy
adopted by the PTF2 consists in the following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•

development of system innovations;
development of component innovations;
transfer of advanced technologies to the field of
transportation;
incentive to the basic research and to the creation of
specialized abilities;
advice and support to the economic planning;
methodological support to the planning, management
and control of the transportation system.

Such strategy is followed by means of six subprojects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Management of mobility and Tools for planning
Vehicles
Support technological systems and Substructures
Urban transportation
Goods transportation
International programs
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In the frame of the sub-preyed "Vehicles" the
research topic "Guideway vehicles with non conventional
sustentation and/or propulsion" is included; one of the
research projects of lliis topic is entitled "Study of
innovatory transportation systems with long-stator linear
synchronous motors and magnetic levitation obtained by
means of superconducting and/or conventional coils".
The aims of this three-year research project are:
•
•
•

to study the high-speed MAGLEV systems with longstator linear synchronous motors (LSM);
to investigate on their possible applications in Italy;
bearing in mind the results of the international
researches on high-speed MAGLEV systems, to
coagulate the Italian experiences and resources in the
field in order to make actual proposals for such systems
also in Italy.
The research is divided into the following points:

•

•
•

•
•
•

technical and economic analysis of the MAGLEV
systems, both electromagnetic (EMS-MAGLEV) and
elcctrodynamic (EDS-MAGLEV);
prospects of their application in Italy;
design criteria of the levitation magnets as well as of
the LSM windings, both in the case of superconducting
field coils and in the case of conventional coils and iron
core;
design criteria of the supply and control system of the
vehicle;
preliminary design of a prototype and of the related
supply and control systems;
construction of a LSM model.

The final target is therefore the acquisition of
specific abilities on the design criteria of high-speed
MAGLEV systems and of their components (in particular
the LSM) and the availability lo transfer such criteria to
national users for possible applications.
Four operating groups take part in the research
program:
•
•
•
•

Department of Electrical Engineering of the University
ofPadova;
Institute of Eleclrolechnics of (he University of
Bologna;
Department of Electrical Engineering of the University
of Palermo;
Department of Electrotechnics of the Polytechnic of
Milan.

The activities of the research groups are closely connected
and coordinated.

III. PRESENT STATUS OF THE RESEARCH

The technical and economic analysis on the
prospects of application of the high-speed MAGLEV
systems in Italy is still under preparation. The first results
seem to point out that such systems could be utilized for
intercity travels, as an alternative to high-speed on-rail
trains and to short-haul flights; they could also be utilized
for shorter distances, to realize speedy connections between
airports and downtown or between neighbouring towns.
In comparison with on-rail high-speed trains,
MAGLEV systems offer the advantage of reduced travel
time; such advantage is maintained in Italy also versus
medium-haul aircraft flights (4OO*-80O km), bearing in
mind the check-in and check-out operations, the airport
congestions and the transferring times between airport and
downtown.
Although detailed indications on the cost-competitivity of
MAGLEV will be available only after the operation of the
first commercial lines, nevertheless the preliminary analyses
show that, in comparison with high-speed railways,
MAGLEV systems should have lower operating costs and
comparable capital costs [1,2].
In comparison with air transportation, the advantage of
MAGLEV is given by lower specific energy consumptions
and by the reduction in sky and airport congestion; due lo
the financing costs to construct a MAGLEV system, the cost
comparison between MAGLEV and air flights must be done
on the basis of the trip length and number of
passengers/day.
For short distances, the advantage of MAGLEV versus
motor cars is given by lower specific consumptions, by the
reduction in road traffic (very congested in Italy) and by
reduced travel times.
As regards a strictly technical point of view, the
activities of the operating groups have been initially directed
towards the comparative analysis of the functional and
structural characteristics of the proposed high-speed
MAGLEV systems (EMS and EDS systems) |3,4J.
An integrated and coordinated set of calculation codes has
also been defined and implemented; the codes are of
different kind and characteristics (analytical and numerical
methods, two- and three-dimensional methods, PC and
workstation codes) and are to be utilized in the comparative
analysis and calculation of the magnetic field and forces.
In particular, an analytical three-dimensional method has
been proposed to calculate the magnetic field and the
levitation, drag and propulsion forces acting in EDSMAGLEV systems with superconducting coils for both
levitation and LSM field; the method takes into account the
most general coil arrangement [5,6].
At present the activity mainly concerns the
definition of the design criteria and the optimization of the
performance of the inverter-LSM drive, as well as the study
of the dynamic stability of the system.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

For the time being there is no practical realization
of MAGLEV systems in Italy.
A three-year research program on high-speed
MAGLEV systems is under development, funded by the
National Research Council in the frame of the Progetto
Finalizzato Trasporti 2.
The scientific activity of the first months of the
research mainly concerns the implementation of a set of
calculation programs which will be utilized in the definition
of the design criteria of the system and of its components.
The first results of the technical and economic
analysis show that MAGLEV systems could be utilized in
Italy for intercity travels, as an alternative to high-speed onrail trains and to short-haul flights; they could also be
utilized for shorter distances, to realize speedy connections
between airports and downtown or between neighbouring
towns.
A practical obstacle to the realization of intercity
high-speed MAGLEV systems in Italy seems to be the
difficult integration of such systems with the on-rail highspeed systems, particularly in view of a European railway
network.

innovative systems may be taken into account. In particular,
the MAGLEV systems may be proposed as components of a
balanced and integrated transport system, with the object of
rationalizing the movement of population and increasing
the high-technology know-how of the national transport
industry.
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History of research and development

Abstract
This paper describes the development and technical
detail of Daewoo Maglev System 0MV. £ M W O O Magnetically Levitated Vehicle).
Some experimental results are
also shown.
Introduction
OaeWbo Heavy Industries commenced a research and
development program in 1969 with the objective of
providhg a new mass transportation system by means of
magnetically levitated vehicles.
In October 1992 three full size maglev vehicles were
successfully produced which passed all performance
criteria measured on the test track in the DaeWoo plant.
Reliability trials are continuing to obtain life data and
develop ride quality.
Initial trials were carried out on a one-third scale
prototype model.
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Brief Specification of DaeWoo MagLtv
3000
»» —

Typical
Vehicle

Track

Speed

Legation

specvicaiion

ran
Length x Width x Hcigf

1Smx3mx3m

Weight IGross)

18 ton

Number of seats

40

Length

straight-single
Mde

Width

23 m

nemjnr

*•

U i

jesgneo max. speco

110KM/h

Operation speed on
XWM test track

15KM/h

System

uecrro-nagnenc
Suspension

Air gap

HIM

Power conversion

Chopper
t Controller

•

• -

RCflNO

100a

Fig. 3. Sectionat View ef the System

System

Single sided Linear
nductkm Motor

tower conversion
lethod

VariaUe Voltage
Variable Frequency

Propulsion

Power Supply

DC 600 V

Guide Way
The heighr of the taim is 14m and the dbtance between coUmns is 12m. Two kinds of guide r a l are used.
one KM long and the other Z4m long.
These are
arranged in zig-zag formation.
The mass produced method would probably cntal
an extrusion, a welded structure was used for the
development track.

Fig, 2. DaeWoo Maglev vehicle
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He. 4. hrtriir Dtmjn

Tar

a m / 7Jn*n

The structure of the car body and end sections are
mainly welded aluminium alloy covered with FRP.
Three large boxes under the cabin contain the electrical
eojupments (converter, nverters and choppers), hydraulic
equipment and emergency back-up battery.
Interior trim is FRP-plated and there are two
sUtfng doors on each side.

is supported by six Modules tack i f which Is
wMi four magnets, a linear induction moter. tar hydraulic
lifting mechanisms and emergency skids.
AMi-rtU bars link pairs of modules to control rite
quality _
_
Secondary susscnswi is prowled by four pneumatic
dampers mounted on each module.
In emergency situations, rollers are hvdrauUcally
actuated to engage the raft and make the vehicle safe

Magiev Module
Modules are aluminium alloy fabrications. The car body

Spring Equalizer

Linear Bearing

Slide Table

Magnet
Gap Sensor

linear (nducrion Motor

Magnet

Hg. 5. Module Assmbly

Fig. 7. Secondary Suspension
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Secondary Suspension
IDCMOV

Four pneumatic dampers per nodule provide support in
the vertical dfochon.
Lateral wove—nr of the car body is allowed for by the
the slide table and linear bearing to which the dampers
are connected
Lateral movement of fhe module end of the damper is
restricted by a spring equalizer.
The slide table is connected to the module frame by
means of a thrust rod so enabling the transfer of the
thrust force from the linear induction motor to the car
body.
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Levitation System
The levitation system comprises six modules. To control
a module, four gap sensors, four accelerometers. two
magnet drivers and two analog type levitation controllers
are used.
A magnet driver controls two magnets each of
which is laterally offset from the center line of
the linear induction motor by 6 mm.
Each levitation controller unit uses four sensor signal
inputs and provides two outputs.
Using four gap sensors per module,
the vehicle can
slide smoothly over the r a l . even at the joint of two
consecutive rals providng there is no deference in height.
A Programmable Logic Controller f l O actuates the

mwr

rwGNEr

mav

I P^WB
li-gBK |—'

1

WEI

—| i-iUMR |

i

MDME

fig. 9.

Levitation System

levitation sequence in intervals of one second to reduce
power consumption.
CAP 1 ,
PC

GAP 2

Vxc

cwnm

FITER
Z-WOKW

Rg. 8. Levitation Controller Mock Diagram

Propulsion System
Two V W F inverters using transistor modules as power
switching devices are used to regulate six linear induction
motors.
Each inverter controls three linear induction
motors which are connected in scries.
The linear induction motor is designed for a maximum
speed range of HO Km/h.
Due to the limit of track
length the actual operating speed is 15 K m / h on the
experimental trade
The propulsion power of the linear induction motor is
2KN/UM. The nominal airgap between the primary and
secondary side of the linear induction motor is 13 mm.
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Driving sequence of DaeWoo Mag/Lev System

30 6600V
The OMV can be driven h automatic or Manual modes.
Except for levitarion and landtag, which have to be
operated manually, all other sequences are able to be
carried out in eather mode.
Manual operation is as follows : On actuating the levitatkn switch, the P I C sends "ready" signals to the
choppers and receives 'ready completion" in return ; if no
response signal is received a warning signal is actuated.
On receipt of Hie "ready completion" signals, triggering
commands are passed to the le vital on controller which
allows the choppers to drive the levitation sequence.
On completion of levitation. the levitation controller
signals the PiX. which starts the inverters. The driver
can then move the vehicle by regulating the linear induction motors.

VACUUM CRCLIT WEAKER
7ZKV/400A
OVER CURRENT RELAY

A )

TRANSFORMER
3# 7S0KVA
6.6KV/U0V

MR CROIT BREAKER REMOTE CONTROL
G0OA
FROM
1
TEST TRACK

y \
•¥-/

RECTHER
600KVA/0C600V

Speed Displayer
Current Meter

REMOTE
CONTROL BOX
TROLLEY BAR ttOOA x 2P

Fig. I t Power System Schematic

Test results of magnet forces

Control
Switches
Hydraulic Brake
Controller

Speed
Controller

Fig. 10. The Arrangement of Dashboard

The magnet of the OHV system has two wirings which
are connected h parallel Serial connection was tried but
parallel connection proved to provide better control
The lifting and guidmg forces of the magnet were simulated with a computer program, and after manufacturing
a sample magnet, the forces were measured using a test
bed.
Six load cells - four for lifting force, two for gudng
force - were used to measure the forces of the magnet.
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Fig. 12 Overview of ttte OaeWoo Maglev Vehicle

Fig. 13. denotes the simulated and the measured
lifting forces of a magnet in several air gap conditions.
The measured force of the magnet is about 8 0 % of
the simulated force.
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Future Plans
The DaeWoo Maglev system IDMV-'92) is designed for
an intercity commuter service, such as between suburbs
and city centers or between outlying airports and dries.
Reliability trials are under way and studtes are being
carried out on increased seat capacity to be provided by
multi-units and/or lightweight vehicles.
Commencing in 1995 a 150 seat capacity vehicle will be
manufactured as a two car system and this w i l be
applied to a commercial operation.
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Fig 13. Magnet Lifting Force
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New Structure Electro-magnetic Guideway for Maglev
Shunsuke Fujiwara, Kazuo Sawada
Railway Technical Research Institute
Hirotaka Natsuhara
Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation
Nobuhito Uchiyama
Central Japan Railway Company
Yukio Saitou
Hitachi Ltd.

Yoshitaka Kobayashi
Toshiba Corp.

Shigeya Oohama
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1. IN THE BEGINNING

Superconductive Maglev aims to be a super speed
transportation system, that speed conventional rail
system can never attain. One of the reason of superconductive Maglev's super speed ability is the large clearance between vehicle and the guideway, which is about
100 mm.
So, it is very important for superconductive Maglev
to select the magnetic propulsion, levitation and guidance system.
In the process of superconductive Maglev development, We have changed the structure of guideway from
inverted T type to U type. And in the U shaped guideway, we changed repulsive levitation to null-flux levitation. As for propulsion, we are now examining new
structure. Recent tests in Miyazaki test track are directory related to the design of Yamanashi test line.
This paper describes the changes of electro-magnetic
guideway in Miyazaki test track, the characteristics of
the new structure which is now under examination and
the prospect of the future including Yamanashi test
line.

2. INVERTED T TYPE GUIDEWAY

Superconductive Maglev's test run started at 1977 on
Miyazaki test track. At that time, guideway structure
was inverted T type. Propulsion coils were installed on
the both side walls of the center beam, and repulsive
levitation coils were laid on track.
The peculiar point of this structure is the combined
propulsion and guidance system which is attained by
connecting the corresponding propulsion coils of both
sides of center beam using "null flux cable." If vehicle
shifts from the center line of the guideway, interlink
fluxes of both side coils become different. So, currents
are induced between the two coils, and which generates
the guidance force.
To get a sufficient guidance force, the difference of
interlink fluxes of both side coils must be enough large
for the vehicle's displacement from the center of
guideway. However in inverted T system, not only the
distanc? between the coils of both sides but that between the superconducting magnets of both sides are
also small. So inevitably the difference of interlink
fluxes are few for certain displacement of the vehicle, if
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the superconducting magnets oi both sides are excited
in the same polarity. Therefore both side magnets must
be excited in opposite polarity. (Fig. 1)
As both side coils were fed from one feeder, and the
corresponding SCM's polarities are opposite, two coils
of both side must have opposite winding to generate
the propulsion force of the same direction. That is
"open" type and "cross" type.

propulsion and guidance coil

3. U SHAPED GUIDEWAY
nut flux cable

We adopted the inverted T type structure in order to
minimize the air drag force, and to act the propulsion
or guidance force near the center of gravity of the vehicle. This allowed high acceleration-deceleration or high
speed run, so test vehicle recorded 517 km/h in spite of
short test track length of 7 km. However, we had conceived that inverted T type to be inferior to U type for
practical use. Because, the cross section area of commercial vehicle in inverted T type is larger than that in
U type. As there will be many and long tunnel sections
in Japanese revenue service line, it is very important for
the cross section area of vehicle to be small to reduce
the construction cost.
So we decided to change the guideway to U shape after completing the inverted T type examination. We
used the existing propulsion and Ievitation coils again
for U type guideway's ground coils to save the conversion cost.
In U type, the distance between coils of both side are
large, so the polarity of SCM doesn't have large effect
upon the guidance characteristics. But as the propulsion coils of both side walls were different i.e. "open
type" and "cross type", SCMs of both side had to have
opposite polarity. (Fig. 2)
propulsion and guidance coil

Fig. 2. U type guideway

With opposite polarity excitation, the magnetic flux
is vertical on the center of floor, so the flux density of
the cabin is rather large up to 200 gauss in Miyazaki
test vehicle.
4. NULL FLUX LEvrrATiON SYSTEM
Null flux levitation and guidance system was invented by RTRI in 1988. In this system, "8" figured coils
are installed on the side wall, and corresponding coils
of both side walls are connected by null flux cable to
generate a guidance force.
Compared with repulsive levitation, the characteristics are as follows,
1) Lower magnetic drag force: It is almost zero during
the wheel running, on the contrary, there is a drag peak
at low speed range in repulsive levitation system.
2) Larger levitation force.
3) Harder magnetic suspension: It means the vehicle is
less sensitive to load weight, and means that more
regularity of the guidev/ay is required to gain the same
ride quality.

superconducting magnet

4) Easier installation: All of the ground coils are installed on the side walls, so it is easier to get the guideway regularity than repulsive system.
null flux cable

\evitation

Fig. 1. Inverted T type guideway

coil

5) Lower voltage guidance system: Levitation coil can
function as guidance one. So the voltage of guidance
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system is lower than that of combined propulsion and
guidance system.

5 . DOUBLE LAYERED PROPULSION COIL

At Miyazaki test track, propulsion coils are single
layered and are installed every 120* electrical angle on
the both side walls. This type is simple, but it became
evident that the large harmonic magnetic field produced by single layered propulsion coils induces considerable temperature rise inside the superconducting
After comparing above-mentioned merits and de- magnets.
merits, we have decided to choose the null flux levitaIt is no matter for short run time operation like
tion system. We have appreciated especially the follow- Miyazaki test vehicle, but as for long revenue service
ing two points, lower magnetic drag forces and larger line, the operation will be difficult if the heat generated
levitation force.
inside the superconducting magnet is larger than the
Since 1989, we have remodeled Miyazaki test track capacity of on-board refrigerators.
into null-flux levitation successively. Recently, 1.5 km
So, we have tried to improve the magnetic fields
length track have completed and null-flux levitation produced by propulsion coils, by using bigger coils and
section is now about 2.0 km.
double layered installation. One coil covers 180* electric
So far there haven't been observed large difference angle, and coils are installed every 120* pitch along the
between null-flux levitation and repulsive levitation as side wall. The composite magnetic field produced by
for ride quality. On the contrary, we can observe the those double layered coils is as Fig. 4. The harmful
clear difference of drag force between the two systems. change of magnetic field is reduced remarkably. As the
(Fig. 3) We will check the drag force characteristics of distance from the superconducting magnet is different
null-flux levitation system at high speed range by new between the front propulsion coil and the back one, it is
test vehicle MLU002N.
necessary to adjust the windings of coils between them.
6) As for levitation coils and installation equipment,
it is important to examine the strength, because the direction of the levitation force is different from the repulsive system, and the difference is estimated to be
harder for them.
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Fig. 3. The difference of magnetic drag
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Fig.4 Double layered installation
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So far propulsion coils at Miyazaki test track have
been made of SMC molding, double layered propulsion
coils are made of epoxy resin molding, which is applicable to future system's high voltage coils.
About 1 km section has been remodeled to double
layered propulsion coils at Miyazaki test track, and we
are now examining the characteristics of it using
MLU002N.

the more simplified propulsion coil system partly.
Considering the magnetic field in the cabin, the polarity of superconducting magnet of both side is
changed to same. Therefore propulsion coils of both
side walls are also same.
As the pole pitch changes from Miyazaki system, basic dimension of coil changes correspondingly.
According to the power up of LSM system, the voltage
level of propulsion coil increases to 22 kV or 11 kV.

6. BEAM OR PANEL SYSTEM
8. CONCLUSIONS

In the new structure of guideway, triple layered coils
are installed along the both side walls, that are null-flux
levitation coil and double layered propulsion coils. It is
fairly difficult to install the coils exactly in runnel or on
bridge. So we are examining another way, that is to
make concrete beam or panel with high precision and
install coils to them successively in a plant, then bring
them to the point they should be installed. We have installed 6 beams and 2 panels on trial at Miyazaki test
track, and had good result.
7. ELECTRO-MAGNETIC GUIDEWAY OF YAMANASHI TEST
LINE

The electro-magnetic guideway of Yamanashi test
line is constructed based on the recent development in
Miyazaki test track. That are double layered propulsion
coils and null-flux combined levitation and guidance
coil, and beam or panel system. But according to the recent advance on superconducting magnet, we will try

We have showed the recent development of electromagnetic guideway in Miyazaki test track. These are all
adopted in Yamanashi test line. This structure is considered to be suitable for rather large capacity LSM system, in which long trains will be operated frequently.
Besides this, RTRI is developing various type electromagnetic guideways. As it is estimated that electromagnetic guideway cost will occupy the large proportion of Maglev system construction cost, to choose the
most suitable guideway structure considering the characteristics of proper revenue service system is very important.
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Fig. 5. Null-flux levitation + double layered propulsion system
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Electrodynamic Forces of the Cross-Connected Figure-Eight
Null-Flux Coil Suspension System
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Abstract - This paper analyzes the cross-connected
figure-eight null-flux coil suspension system for
maglev vehicles on the basis of dynamic circuit
theory.
The equivalent circuits and general
magnetic force expressions for the system are
developed.
Simple analytical formulas for the
magnetic force partitions on the basis of
harmonic approximation are presented, and
numerical results are also included.

L represents a single loop of the null-flux coil. The coupling
between the upper and lower loops is described by the mutual
inductance M, 2 , and the couplings between the moving SCM
and the upper and lower loops of (he null-flux coil are
modeled by two time- and space-dependent voltage sources ej
and ej, respectively. In Fig. 1, I t and I 2 stand for the currents
flowing in the upper and lower loops, and i <=I1=-I2> is the
current circulating in the null-flux coil.

z

I. INTRODUCTION
The cross-connected null-flux coil suspension system has
been under development in Japan for several years [1-3]. The
system consists of two arrays of figure-eight-shaped null-flux
coils mounted on the side walls of the guideway, each coil on
the left side wall being cross-connected with another one on
the right side wall to form a combined levitation and guidance
system. Both the null-flux levitation and the null-flux
guidance forces are generated from the interaction between two
rows of superconducting coils, or superconducting magnets
(SCMs), aboard the vehicle and two rows of null-flux coils on
the guideway. The concept has become very popular in both
Japan and the United States because of its several unique
features, including high lift-to-drag and guidance-to-drag
ratios, high suspension stiffness, and very low magnetic drag
at low speed.
This paper discusses the elccirodynamic performance of
the cross-connected null-flux coil suspension system on the
basis of the dynamic circuit model. The equivalent circuits of
the system are presented, and the general expressions for the
determination of magnetic forces acting on the SCMs and the
current induced in the null-flux coils are derived. Closed-form
formulas for the magnetic forces are derived using a harmonic
approximation. These formulas are valuable for the design of
maglev systems and for vehicle dynamic studies. The paper is
organized into several sections: (1) introduction, (2) the
equivalent circuit model, (3) harmonic circuit model, (4)
numerical example and discussion, and (5) conclusion.
II. THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL
A. The Equivalent Circuit for a SCM Interacting with a
Null-Flux Coil
The simplest model for a figure-eight null-flux coil
interacting with a SCM can be described by an equivalent
circuit containing one mesh with two branches, as shown in
Fig. 1. Each branch having a resistance R and an inductance

1

Is

z

X

- •
V

2
Fig. 1

Equivalent Circuit of a Single SCM Interacting
with a Null-Flux Coil

Letting I s and v be the current and speed of the SCM, and
M,i and M,2 be the mutual inductances between the SCM
and the upper and lower loops of the null-flux coil,
respectively, one can express e ( and &i as ;
e,=-I,v

3M

"(x-y'z)
dx

0)
(2)

The voltage equation for the system is:
2Ri + 2(

(3)

The three components of time-dependent magnetic forces fx,
fy, fz existing between the moving SCM and the null-flux
coil are

e)x

(4)
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3y

3y

^ i i.dM.2
— +W2——

dz

dz

3y

3y

\ dz

dz

(1) to (6) can only be solved step by step numerically because
M5J (i=l,2) is time- and space-dependent. The electrodynamic
performance of the system is then predicted on the basis of the
system solution. It is seen from (3) to (6) that the three
components of magnetic force are proportional to the product
of the circulating current i, SCM current I s , and the difference
of the mutual inductance derivatives between the SCM and
upper and lower loops. Clearly, they vanish as the SCM
moves to the equilibrium position (z=0).
B.

The Equivalent Circuit Model for the Cross-Connected
Null-Flux Coil Suspension

A pair of SCMs aboard the vehicle interacting with figureeight null-flux coils that are cross-connected and mounted on
the two sides of the guideway shown in Fig. 2 can be modeled
by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, each
branch having a resistance R, an inductance L, and a voltage
source e represents a single loop of the null-flux coil. The
mutual inductance M J2 between loops 1 and 2 equals the
mutual inductance M 34 between loops 3 and 4. Ij (i=l,4) and

across the guideway, and it contributes to the null-flux
guidance. In Fig. 3, the resistance and inductance of the
crocs-connected cables are neglected. Similar to (1) and (2),
the voltages induced in the loops 3 and 4 can be expressed in
terms of the mutual inductances M s3 and M s4 between the
SCM and loops 3 and 4, respectively:
.3M.3
3x

(7)

(8)

dx

Figure 3 can be simplified by eliminating the mutual
inductances, M 12 , between the upper and lower loops. Using
Kirchhoffs voltage law, one can write voltage equations in
terms of mesh currents for Fig. 3:
i! + 2(L-Mn) ^L - Ri2 dt

- e2

(9)
e2 - e3

-Rii - (L-Mw) ^J- + 2Ri2 + 2L#* - R13 dt
dt

(10)

-R12 - (L-Mi2) &• + 2R«3 +
dt

- e*

(11)

After solving mesh currents from (9) to (11), one can
determine the three components of magnetic forces acting on
the moving SCM:
fx =

i
j-i

dx

3x

3x

3x /

(12)

3x

Fig. 2 Cross-Connected Figurc-Eijht Null-Flux Coils for M*|lev
Leviution and Guidance

By

I t 3yi

3yi /

+ i i a * k . 3Mj3] + . /3
I 3yi

j-i

3y2 /

(B)

\

3z

3z

Fig. 3 Equivtlent Circuit for the Cross-Connecied Null-Flux Coil
Suspension Sysiem

e { <i=l,4) are the currents flowing in the loop, and the
voltages induced in the loop, respectively. The mesh currents
flowing in the circuit are i l t i 2 , and i3. In particular, i 2
represents the current flowing in the cross-connecting cable

3z

dz

3z

dz

(14)

where the relations between the mesh and branch currents,
I,=ij, I2=i3-ii, I3=i3-i2. and l4=-i3, were used. Two different
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lateral coordinates needed for the two lateral air gaps are
specified by yj and y 2 in (13). Comparing (12) to (14) with
(4) to (6), one notes that the three components of magnetic
force in the cross-connected null-flux coil suspension system
depend upon the current i 2 flowing between the two figureeight null-flux coils. At the lateral equilibrium position, no
current flows between the two figure-eight null-flux coils. In
this case, the cross-connected null-flux coil suspension
system becomes two independent conventional null-flux coil
suspension systems. The guidance force of the crossconnected null-flux coil suspension system consists of two
parts: one due to cross-connection, which follows the nullflux suspension principle, and the other due to the individual
null-flux coils and the air gap difference. The latter can be
determined from (4) to (6). To obtain the guidance force
resulting from the cross-connection, one can first simplify
Fig. 3 by eliminating the mutual inductances between the
upper and lower loops, and then find a Thevenin equivalent
circuit by eliminating meshes 1 and 3, as shown in Fig. 4.

2M,2

3M.3J
dyi

It should be noted that (16) and (17) represent only the
guidance force resulting from the current flowing in the crossconnecting cable O2), while (13) gives a total guidance force.
Equations (9) to (IS) can be numerically solved to obtain
the transient currents induced in the null-flux coils and the
time-dependent magnetic forces acting on the SCMs using an
approach similar to that discussed previously [4-5J.
III. HARMONIC APPROXIMATION
Exact solutions of (9) to (14) require a numerical approach
because of the time- and space-dependence of the mutual
inductances between the moving SCMs and the null-flux
coils. It is difficult to gain physical insight and to conduct
vehicle dynamic stability studies with numerical solutions.
Thus, (9) to (14) are further developed on the basis of a
harmonic approximation to obtain simplified analytical
expressions that are very useful for preliminary system
design. Because a maglev vehicle usually consists of several
groups of SCMs, each of which has several SCMs arranged in
one row with alternating polarities, the flux linkage through
the null-flux coils varies its direction as the SCM row moves
forward. It is a good approximation to express the mutual
inductance between a group of SCMs and a null-flux coil by a
harmonic function whose fundamental wave is:
M,j = MPj(y,z) cos 2-x = MPj(y,z) cos cot

Pig. 4 Simplified Equivalent Circuit for Determining Null-Flux
Guidance Force

Figure 4 shows that the voltage e, has the same polarity as
&2, and e 3 has the same polarity as e 4 . The null-flux guidance
force will be generated when the condition ei+e2 * 63-1-64, or
I1+I2 * I3+I4, is true. The current flowing in the crossconnecting cable between the two null-flux coils can be
determined from Fig. 4 in terms of the voltage equation:
Ri2 +

dt

= 1{(C] + e2) - (e3 + CA)]
2
.

(15)

(17)

3v2 J

j=l,4

(18)

where Mpj is the peak value of the mutual inductance between
one SCM and the jlh loop of the null-flux coil. It depends
upon only displacements in the vertical (z-axis) and lateral (yaxis) directions, x is the pole pitch of the SCMs, and to=7iv/T
is the radian frequency. It should be noted that (18) is only an
approximation, and high-order harmonics may be added to (18)
for a higher accuracy.
Substituting (1), (2), (7), (8), and (18) into (9) to (11), one
can solve for the sinusoidal current i2 flowing in the crossconnecting cable:

The cross-connection part of the null-flux guidance force is:
(19)
f whcrc

Because the null-flux suspension system usually operates near
vertical equilibrium, it is a good approximation to assume
that the derivatives of the mutual inductance MsJ with respect
to Y] is equal to that of M$2 with respect to y t . Similarly,
one may assume that the derivatives of mutual inductances
M s3 and Ms4 with respect to y 2 arc also equal. Thus, (16) is
simplified:

<f>2= t a n

• 1 cot(L+Mi2)

R

(20)

and
(21)
It is seen from (19) that i 2 depends only upon the lateral
displacement. The current will flow through the crossconnecting cable as long as (E,+E 2 ) is not equal to

6<

or there exists a lateral displacement Mesh currents ij and i 2
are found to be
n =•

2YR2+<o2(L-Mt2f

sinfcot -

f + J-12

2

(22)

where F z l l and F l 2 2 are the null-flux levitation forces from
the interaction between the SCMs and the left- and right-hand
side null-flux coils, respectively, when two coils are not
cross-connected. They are given by:
- MP2

and
i3 =

E3-E4
sin(wt - 4i) + -^2
2
2VR2+0)2(L-Mi2)2

(26)

4 v* + v& L-M12
(23)
Fi22 !

where

Will

(27)

\

(24)
Equations (22) and (23) show that the currents flowing
through the figure-eight null-flux coil 1 and coil 2 consist of
two parts: the first part resulting from the vertical
displacement, and the second part due to the lateral
displacement. At a vertical equilibrium position ( E j ^ and
E 3 =E 4 ), both ij and i 2 equal half of i 2 . In this case, there
still exists a null-flux guidance force as long as i 2 exists.
This force does not exist in a conventional side wall null-flux
suspension system, in which all magnetic forces vanish at
vertical equilibrium even though there exists a lateral shift,
while in a cross-connected null-flux coil system, magnetic
forces disappear only at both lateral and vertical equilibrium
positions.

and F z l 2 and F^, are the additional levitation forces produced
by the left- and right-hand side figure-eight null-flux coils
resulting from the cross-connection:
I?
v2
(M P n-Mp2)-(M p3 +Mp4)
8 v* + v&
L+M12

f3MpI

in

<»

L+M12
[dMp3

8Mp4|

\1T IT)
It should be noted that F z l j and F z 2 2 are the dominant terms,
and F^, and F z l 2 are very small because the derivatives of the
mutual inductances M t l and M s 2 with respect to vertical
displacements have different signs, and so do those of M^ and
M, 4 . The last terms of (28) and (29) are small. Similarly,
one can group the magnetic drag:
Fx =

(30)

where F x ] , and F x 2 2 are the magnetic drag produced by the
left- andright-handside figure-eight null-flux coils when they
are not cross-connected:

Fig 5 Cross-Sectional View of the Side-Will Null-Flux
Suspension System

Substituting (19), (22) and (23) into (12) to (14) and taking
the integral with respect to time over a period, one can
determine the time-average forces in terms of dynamic circuit
parameters. Those forces can be grouped according to
physical insight and the positions on which the forces act, as
shown in Fig. S. The time-average null-flux levitation force,
F z , between a pair of SCMs and a pair of cross-connected
figure-eight null-flux coils is:
Fzl2 + Fz22 + FZ2I

Fxl2 + FX22 + F,21

(25)

Wei
2

4 V + Vcl

F,22 = - ! S -

w/c(Mpi - M p2 ) 2
L-M12

Wcl

4 V*
v2 +

Vc'l

L-M12

(3D

(32)

and F x l 2 (=F x2I ) is the additional drag resulting from the
cross-connection:
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Notice that since F l]2 =F l21 , there is no torque in the yaw
direction caused by this drag force component. The guidance
force can also be grouped as:
Fy = Fyll + Fyl2 + Fy22 + Fy21

(34)

where F y ,, and F y 2 2 are the guidance forces produced by the
figure-eight null-flux coils on the left- and right-hand sides,
respectively, when the two coils are not cross-connected:
(M p l -M p 2 ) /3Mpi
4 v2-

3Mp2l
(35)

L-Mu

L-M12

(36)

\

F y l 2 and F y 2 , are the guidance forces resulting from the
cross-connection; they are the major guidance forces,
depending upon the lateral displacement and following the
principle of null-flux suspension. F y l 2 and F y21 are given by
. I?
8

v

2

(Mpi + MP2 -

L+Mi2

V 2 + VC22

dyi

Fy21 =

v2

3yi

(37)

(M p i + MP2 -

2

8 v +v| 2

L+M12

dyi

(38)

In (26) to (38), v c , and v^ are the characteristic speeds, which
are defined as the speeds at which the magnetic drags F x ] I ,
F x22 , and F l l 2 , Fx2\ approach their peaks, respectively. Due
to cross-connection, there exist two major drag forces: one
associated with the vertical displacement and characterized by
v c l , and another associated with lateral displacement and
characterized by vc2. They are
Vcl =

7t(L-Mi2)

(39)

and
Vc2 =

TR

Jt(L + M12)

Up to now all magnetic forces for the cross-connected nullflux suspension system have been derived in terms of the
dynamic circuit parameters on the basis of harmonic
approximation. Clearly, these relations are straightforward
and easy to use, because they are not a function of time. One
needs only to determine the mutual inductances between one
SCM and one loop of the null-flux coil at a fixed longitudinal
coordinate, or at a plane transverse to the motion, and to
determine the derivatives of the mutual inductance with
respect to the lateral and vertical displacements.
IV. EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION
To better understand the performance of the cross-connected
figure-eight null-flux coil suspension system, it is necessary
to consider a numerical example. Table 1 lists the
dimensions and other parameters used for the example, which
are similar to those used in paper [3].
Table 1 D»u Used for ihe Example
Superconducting Maf net
Length (m)
Heitht(n>>
Current (kA)
Figure-Eight Null-Flux Coil
Length (m)
Heif hi/Loop (m)
Cron-Section/Conductor(cm2)
Number of Tumi
Vertical Space between the
Two Loop Centers (m)
Conductivity of Al (m"1*!"1)
Resistance/Loop R (mil)
Inductance/Loop L (mH)
Mutual Inductance between
Upper and Lower Loops (uH)

1.7
0.5
700
0.55
0.31
1
36
0.42
3xl07
20.64
0.88
-65.8

Assuming a pole pitch of 2 m for the SCM and a vehicle
speed of 138 m/s, one obtains v c] =13.9 m/s and v c2 =16.1
m/s. The time constant of the coil is about 42.6 ms. Figure
6 shows the dependence of the null-flux lift force components
on the vertical displacement with a lateral shift of -5 cm and
an effective air gap of 20 cm. One can see that the lift forces
F z l l and F z 2 2 are dominant, and F z ] 2 and F z 2 l > resulting
from the cross-connection, are relatively small. It should be
noted that Fzi I is much larger than Fz22 because the lateral
shift makes the air gap on the left-hand side decrease to 15
cm, and that on the right-hand side increase to 25 cm.
Clearly, such a large force difference between two null-flux
coils could lead to a roll motion. The cross-connection
between the two figure-eight coils may reduce such roll
motion because F z ! 2 is negative and F z 2 i is positive. The
dimensions of the figure-eight null-flux coil and SCM may be
designed to increase F z , 2 and F z2I and to improve vehicle
stability. The lateral shift could be encountered while making
a turn with the center of curvature to the right. The induced
roll is in (he correct direction for passenger comfort.

(40)
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The guidance force as a function of vertical displacement at
a lateral shift of -5 cm is illustrated in Fig. 7, where one can
see that a guidance force of about 5 kN (F y i 2 +F y2 i) resulting
from the cross-connection is obtained at zero vertical offset.
It should be noted that the main advantage of the crossconnected null-flux coil suspension system over a
conventional null-flux suspension system is that it provides
null-flux guidance for a large range of vertical displacement,
including the vertical equilibrium position. The guidance
forces, F y l , and F y22 , resulting from the difference of air gap
without cross-connection depend upon the vertical
displacement. They are relatively small at a small vertical
displacement and increase rapidly at a large vertical
displacement. Both guidance forces reach the same value at a
vertical offset of about S cm. Because a maglev vehicle
usually operates at a relatively small vertical offset, such as 2
to 4 cm, one can conclude that the guidance forces resulting
from the cross-connection are dominant for normal maglev
operations.

<

Total lift and guidance forces, lift-to-drag ratio, and guidanceto-drag ratio as a function of vertical displacement at a lateral
shift of 5 cm are illustrated in Fig. 8, where it is interesting
to note that the lift-to-drag ratio has a maximum value of 140
at about 2 cm, while the maximum value of the guidance-todrag ratio appears at a zero vertical offset. Figure 9 shows the
dependence of the lift-to-drag ratio on vertical displacement
with lateral displacement as a parameter. It is seen from
Figure 9 that the lift-to-drag ratio decreases monotonically as
the lateral displacement increases, regardless of the vertical
displacement. On the other hand, for a fixed value of lateral
displacement the ratio goes through a maximum value as the
vertical displacement increases. That is, at small vertical
displacements, as the vertical displacement approaches zero
the drag force increases in magnitude relative to the lift force.
Only in the case where the lateral displacement is zero does
the drag force decrease relative to the lift force as the vertical
displacement approach zero. This is in contrast to the case
where no cross-connection exists. In the later case the drag
force diminishes in magnitude relative to the lift force as the
vertical displacement approaches zero, regardless of the lateral
displacement.
Guidance force as a function of lateral displacement with
vertical offset as a parameter is shown in Fig. 10, where one
can see that guidance force and lateral stiffness increase as the
vertical offset increases. Maximum guidance forces are about
13 kN for a zero vertical offset and about 20 kN for a 3-cm
vertical offset. Figure 11 shows the dependence of lift and
guidance forces acting on each SCM on lateral displacement at
a vertical offset of 3 cm, where a large change in lift can be
observed as the maglev vehicle displaces laterally, while the
guidance force changes are rather small. This implies that the
lateral stiffnesses of the two forces are very different.
Assuming a coil pitch of 0.7 m for the figure-eight nullflux coil, one obtains a pitch ratio (SCM pitch over coil
pitch) of 3. Thus, the total lift force from the interaction
between a pair of SCMs and two rows of cross-connected
figure-eight null-flux coils would be three times larger than
thai discussed above. Thus, according to Fig. 8, the lift force

acting on a pair of SCMs at a vertical offset of 3 cm is about
51 kN. Twelve such SCMs can lift 31 metric tons at a
vertical offset of 3 cm and 21.5 metric tons at a vertical offset
of 2 cm. The guidance force associated with the twclve-SCM
vehicle at a lateral shift of S cm is about 13 metric tons for a
3-cm vertical offset and 11 metric tons for a 2-ctn vertical
offset
V. CONCLUSIONS
A simple dynamic circuit model for the cross-connected
figure-eight null-flux coil suspension system has been
developed. The model can be used for the determination of
both transient and steady-state performance of the crossconnected null-flux coil levitation and guidance system. The
closed-form expressions for the magnetic force components
are obtained on the basis of a harmonic approximation. These
simple relations are useful for vehicle dynamic stability
studies. Numerical results show that a cross-connected nullflux suspension system has many advantages over the
conventional null-flux coil levitalion system. In particular,
such a system can provide null-flux guidance at any vertical
offset. On the other hand, in contrast to the non-crossconnecied system, there is only one point where the drag force
goes to zero; namely, when both the lateral and vertical
displacements are zero.
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Fig. 6 Null-Flux Lift Force Components as a Function of
Vertical Displacement Speed: 138 m/s; Effective Gap: 20 cm;
Lateral Shift: S cm. (See Table 1 for Other Parameters)

Fig. 9 Lifl-to-Draj Ratio Profile as a Function of Vertical
Displacement with Lateral Offset as a Parameter.
Speed: 138 m/s; Effective Gap: 20 cm. (Ref Table 1)
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Fig. 7 Guidance Force Components vs Vertical Displacement.
(See Table 1 and Fig. 6 for Other Parameters)

Fig. 10 Total Guidance Force vs Lateral Displacement with
Vertical Offset as a Parameter. Speed: 138 m/s; Effective Gap:
20 cm; Vertical Offset: 3 cm. (Rcf. Table 1)
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Fig. 8 Total Lift, Total Guidance, Lift/Drag, and Guidance/Drag
as a Function of Vertical Displacement.
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Fig. 11 Lift and Guidance Force Acting an Left- and RighiHand Side SCMs as a Fund ion of Laicral Disphuerm-ni
Speed: 138 m/s; Effective Gap: 2(1 cm; Vertical OHMM: ? cm.
(Also see Table 1 Un Oilier PaTamctcisi
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Self Nulling Hybrid Maglev Suspension System
Richard Herbermann
Grumman Corp
BclhpagcN.Y. 11714
Abstracts - Tkis paper describes a tjtttm
for Ming
a superconducting coll on an lroa core for the
levitation
of a Maglev
vehicle
Ming the
electromafoetic or attractive suspension
tjtttm
(EMS). The control system outliaed here overcomes
the superconducting coil's inherent inability to
tolerate rapid changes in current.
I. INTRODUCTION
This design evolved from the need for a higher
magnetomotive force (MMF) in an iron cored magnet than
was possible with normal conducting coils. This requirement
was generated by the desire to increase the air gap in an EMS
Magiev system in order to reduce the tolerance requirements
on the guideway. This concept was applied to the Grumman
conceptual design in order to increase the air gap between the
pole face and the iron rail from 1 to 4 cm [1]
The obvious solution to increasing the MMF driving the core
was to use a superconducting coil. However, this was at
conflict with the requirement for a 10 Hz bandwidth in order
to control the gap width, of the inherently unstable EMS
system, and give acceptable ride quality. Superconductors
simply do not like high values of di/dt This design concept
allows the superconducting coil to supply most of the MMF
and relegates the rapidly changing currents to normal copper
coils. A technique was developed to allow the flux through
the superconducting coil to change as the current in the
normal coils is varied. In addition at a low bandwidth, which
the superconductors can tolerate, the current in the
superconductors is varied in such a manner as to drive the
current in the normal coils to zero. This minimizes power
dissipation in the normal coils while retaining the ability to
rapidly vary the flux in the gap.
EBACKGROUND

The EMS suspension system for a Maglev vehicle has been
demonstrated by the German Transrapid system [2]. This
approach has several advantages over the electrodynamic
(EOS) or repulsive system. The vehicle is levitated at all
speeds, the magnetic fields in the cabin and external to the
vehicle are extremely low, owing to the fact that almost all of
the flux is confined to the iron core and as a consequence of
the flux confinement the mechanical force and flux density at
the coil of the magnet are also very low. The latter fact
makes these magnets extremely well suited for excitation by a
* Manuscript received March 15, 1993. This work was
performed as part of the EMS Maglev System Concept
Definition study supported by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers under contract DTFR-92-C-000 04

superconducting coil. With the flux confined to the warm
iron core all the lifting forces for the vehicle are reacted in the
core which can be supported by heavy warm structure. With
little or no force on the coil itself it can be supported by light
cold structure thereby minimizing the neat leak from the cold
coil to ambient A second benefit of the low flux at the coil
is a greater stability margin in the superconducting coil.
Transrapid uses normal copper coils to create the MMF for
their magnets, lite problems of power consumption and coil
heating force them to have a relatively small air gap between
the core and the iron rail (« 1 cm). This in turn causes two
other problems. First the guideway surface smoothness is
driven by the small gap and second the small gap dictates an
extremely stiff control system to prevent losing control
authority. The latter condition mandates a secondary
suspension system which is heavy and costly. Replacing the
copper coils with superconducting coils permits a much
higher MMF and consequently a much larger air gap (- 4
cm). This larger air gap reduces the requirements on guideway
tolerances and allows an adaptive control system which gives
an acceptable ride quality without the need for a secondary
suspension system.
m MAGNETIC CALCULATIONS

Let us assume that we have a normal copper coil magnet with
the necessary lifting force to support our vehicle at an air gap
of 1 cm. The lifting force as defined in (1) [3] is determined
by B 2 assuming A and po remain constant

0>
Where A is flux density, A is the total pole face area, no is
the permeability of air and F is the force generated between
the pole faces. Therefore in order to increase the gap and
maintain the same lifting force all that is necessary is to keep
the flux density in the gap constant. This can be
accomplished by increasing the MMF supplied by the driving
coil. A first order approximation indicates that all the MMF
in a magnetic circuit with a large air gap is dropped across
the gap. Assuming the reluctance of the gap is linear with
distance (in fact as the distance gets large, leakage fluxes
makes the reluctance go up even faster) then the MMF will
go up directly as the ratio of the air gap increase. If we were
to increase the Transrapid 1 cm air gap to the desired 4 cm air
gap it would require 4 times the MMF presently used. This
would greatly increase the weight and power consumption of
the lifting magnets. A parametric study was made to evaluate
the saving when using a superconducting coil. The weight
summary for the two options is summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

PARAMETER
Lift per pole
SC coil weight
Cooling plant weight
Normal coil weight
Power consumption
per pole
Power cond. weight
Tola! weight

problems the normal coil option will look even less
attractive.

UNI
T

AL

CU

Kg

1,470

1,470

KK
KK
KK

kW

N/A
87
3.3

N/A
190
3

KK
KK

66
153

60
250

SC

However, stabilizing an inherently unstable attractive system
requires that the current in the coil vary at rates of 10 or
higher Hz. Rapid current changes at this rate causes heating
in the superconductor which, at best, greatly increases the
cooling requirements and which, at worst, quenches the
magnet

1,470

22
20

.35

IV. HYBRID MAGNET AND CONTROL SYSTEM

10
52

Both aluminum and copper conductors were considered for the
normal coils. This study also included the weight of the
cryogenic system and the weight of the power conditioning
systems for both the normal and superconducting coils. The
power conditioning was based on a weight of 20 Kg/kW.
The superconducting coil option (on the basis of overall
weight is a factor of 3 lighter than a aluminum coil and a
factor of 5 lighter than a copper coil. In addition to the
weight increase it would also be necessary to transfer
additional power to the vehicle (264 kW for aluminum coils
and 240 kW for copper coils). It is difficult to transfer this
amount of power inductively at all speeds. The high power
dissipation and confined locations of the normal coils would
require them to be actively cooled. This cooling would
require additional power consumption and add even more
weight. It is estimated that in light of the cooling and power

The hybrid magnet and control system shown in Fig. 1
allows the superconducting coil to supply most of the MMF
necessary lo levitate the vehicle while allowing the rapid flux
variation necessary to stabilize the vehicle. The
supeicoiKluctmgcoUisnwuntedontnelowerarmofthecore
and two normal copper coils are mounted on the legs. Two
power supplies are provided. One is for the copper coils and
the other is for the superconducting coil. The supply driving
the superconducting coils is a constant current power supply.
This type supply will automatically adjust it's output voltage
to maintain load current constant in the face of large changes
in load impedance. Looking at the supply from the load it
looks like an infinite impedance. The copper coils are driven
by a conventional regulated supply whose output current is
set by a gap sensor which drives the gap to the desired
spacing. There is a current sensor in the leads driving the
copper coils and it's output is fed through a low pass filler to
control the set point of the constant current power supply
driving the superconducting coil.

ironrai

normal col

normal col

•upweonduding
coil

dynamic
pnww supply

conMarH currant
powrtupply

Figl
Hybrid magnet control system allows the superconducting coil to supply most of the MMF for lifting the vehicle while at the same time permitting the
rapid flux changes required lo stabilize the inherently unstable BMS system
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The operation of the system is as follows. Upon energizing
V. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
the system the current set points of both supplies is zero.
The gap sensor detects a larger than desired gap and starts The system was modeled using a single degree of freedom
current flowing in the normal copper coils. At the same time (DOF) analysis to estimate the effect of a 3 cm (1.2 in) gap
the current sensor in the copper coil leads detects a current step closure on the rail. This type of disturbance is
flow and commands current to flow in the superconducting represented by a ramp input to the servo since each magnet
coil. When sufficient MMF is generated by the copper and module (4 magnets) sees the step accruing consecutively over
superconducting coils the vehicle will begin to levitate and time intervals of 0.022 seconds for a vehicle traveling at 134
the gap sensor will begin to indicate correct gap. This will m/s(300mph).
cause the current in the copper coils to diminish to maintain
the correct distance. At this point the entire MMF will be The results of this run arc presented in Fig. 2 which
supplied by the superconducting coil and no current will flow demonstrates that for a ramp input disturbance of 3 cm (1.2
in the copper coils. Should a disturbance such as an in) the gap error does not exceed 2.S cm (1 inch). At the
additional weight be placed on the vehicle the gap will begin same time the control coil current does not exceed IS kaT,
to open and the sensor will detect the change. This will cause well within it's allowable short time limit, and the
an immediate increase in the copper coil current maintaining superconducting coil current does not exceed 6 kaT, which is
the required lifting force. At the same time the current sensor approximately 12% variation on the nominal SO kaT. This is
will detect this current and begin to increase the current in the the result of thn 1 Hz band pass filter. The reason that the
superconducting coil. The increased MMF will then begin to currents in the normal control coil and the superconducting
close the gap and the detector will start to lower the current in coil do not have to go higher is because, as the gap closes,
the copper coils until eventual equilibrium restored and no the increase in attractive force approaches a constant value
current is flowing in the copper coils and the current in the equivalent to che saturation level of the iron core. If this
analysis were performed on a 5 DOF nonlinear simulation the
superconducting coils increased.
results would be expected to be even less severe because each
magnet module sees the disturbance in a consecutive manner
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Fig. 2
Demonstration of effectiveness of control system in subilizing vehicle in response to a step change in gap without requiring large npid current
changes in superconducting coil current
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implying that by the time the last magnet has seen the
disturbance the first one will already have recovered. From
this analysis we can conclude that the system is very tolerant
to extreme conditions like a 75% step closure in gap
clearance.

[2] Dr.-Ing. Klaus Hcinrich, Dipl.-Ing. Rolf Kretzschmar,
Transrapid MagLev System, Hestra-Vverlag, Darmstadt
[3] William H. Timbe and Vannevar Bush, Principles of
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Flux Canceling Maglev Suspension
Richard D. Thornton
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Abstract - This paper discusses the fundamental efficiency
limits of EDS maglev and describes a new flux canceling system
that achieves high efficiency for suspension and guidance In addition to rapid attenuation of field with distance and tow ac
losses in the superconductor. It has a drag peak that is relatively
small and occurs at low enough speed that the vehicle can operate at speeds below 5 mis.
INTRODUCTION
This paper starts with a discussion of the theoretical issues
that determine lift efficiency and a comparison of the efficiency of existing designs. The theory leads to a new flux
canceling EDS system that requires a minimum volume of
guideway conductors for a given efficiency. Guidance and
propulsion are also discussed.
EDS DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Two dimensional field model
It is important to understand the fundamental limitations
and tradeoffs that are inherent in Electro Dynamic
Suspensions. There are several important limits, and they can
be understood from analysis of relatively simple models.
Fig. 1 shows a two dimensional model which assumes all
vehicle magnets are long and neglects any performance
degradation from coil end turns. The vehicle magnet is represented as a pair of superconducting wires carrying current
i v and interacting with a corresponding pair of guideway
conductors carrying current ig. The vertical suspension force
Fy is produced by the z-directed component of the magnetic
field in the vicinity of the guideway conductors, Bg, interacting with the x directed component of the current in the
guideway conductors, ig. To maximize the field, the best we
can do is space the vehicle conductors far enough apart so
that the field in the guideway conductors is determined only
by the nearest vehicle current element
Considering only the field of the nearest vehicle wire, the z
directed field Bg, the vertical force per unit length Fy, and the
suspension power loss per unit length Pa are

~A

Eliminating Bg, the suspension loss per unit mass is
F

y _ Ho

A

t K
c i.

The design compromise is evident in (2). The first factor is
a material property lhat offers very few options; copper has
60% of the resistivity of aluminum, but on a per unit cost basis it is more expensive, so most EDS designs use aluminum
for the suspension components. The second factor shows the
desirability of a large area of guideway conductor and close
spacing between vehicle and guideway. The third factor
shows the desirability of a high ratio of vehicle current to
guideway current. Clearly, the desire for efficiency is in direct conflict with a desire for light vehicle magnets and low
cost guideways with a wide gap suspension.
Inductance model
To complete the analysis we use the inductance model illustrated in Fig. 2 with the vehicle and guideway conductors
modeled by closed loops carrying currents iv and ig, and with
inductances used to model the magnetic energy storage. In
Fig. 2 the coils are shown in a vertical plane with the vehicle
assumed to be in motion in the x direction. The vehicle coil is
assumed to be a port superconducting coil and the guideway
coil is assumed to be mounted on the side of the supporting
girder. The analysis can be extended to deal with more complex coils in any other plane,, but the chosen model is a good
representation of our preferred design.
We want to determine the currents and forces when the vehicle is moving at a uniform velocity in the x direction,. The
key problem is to determine y directed forces produced by induced currents in the guideway coil.

V.

(1)
FIG. 2"

superconducting
vehicle coils

(2)

(

guideway conductors with total area A
g
FIG. I. TWO DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF EDS."

"ANCE MODEL OF EDS.

Later we will consider the effect of the resistivity pg for the
guideway coil, but for now assume the guideway conductor
has no resistance. Then the model includes a vehicle coil self
inductance Lv, a guideway coil self inductance/^, u mutual
inductance between them LVg, the vehicle coil current iVi and
the guideway coil current ig, and the flux linkages Xv and kg.
The directions of the currents were assigned such that in
normal operation iv and ig have the same sign. Thus Lvg has
a negative value and is assumed to be a function of y, the
vertical displacement between the two coils. The important
matrix relation is

Manuscript received March 15, 1993. This work was supported by the MTT
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, and by ihe U.S.
Department of Transportation via a contract from Bechtel Corporation.
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(3)

If there is no resistance in either inductor, the flux linkages
can not change from their initial value. The currents, however, will change and we can calculate them as functions of
the flux linkages. Knowing the currents, we can calculate (he
total stored magnetic energy W, and from that compute the
vertical suspension force Fy by computing the change in energy caused by a change in the vertical displacement

[it\(4)

By
The vehicle flux linkage is set when the vehicle magnet is
"fluxed" (this seems to be a more appropriate term than
"charged"!) and if we assume the persistent current does not
change, Xv will never change. The guideway current is totally
an induced current, so Xg = 0, and we have the important result

The effect of loss
We can compute lift efficiency by modeling guideway loss
as a perturbation of the inductance model. If we define the
guideway coil resistance as Rg then
(6)
In (6) the negative sign indicates the force is in the direction of decreasing magnitude of Lug., i.e. a repulsive force.
The first factor on the right is the electrical lime constant of
the guideway coil when there is no vehicle present. The
second factor is the per unit change in mutual inductance with
changes is vertical position between vehicle and guideway.
The only way to achieve high efficiency is to make one or
both of these factors large.
Time constant of guideway coil
Consider first the problem of designing a guideway coil
with a large electrical time constant. Assume that both coils
in Fig. 2 are long in the x direction and neglect the effect of
end turns and model the coils as transmission line as shown
in Fig. 3 The inductance and resistance calculations are given
by (7).

(5)
Three important facts are conveyed by (5).
• The ratio of guideway current to vehicle current is the ratio of the mutual inductance between vehicle and guideway
coils to the self inductance of the guideway coil.
• The force is twice the product of the stored energy in the
guideway inductance and the per unit dependence of mutual
inductance on position. Storing more energy costs more, either in terms of using a larger and heavier guideway inductor
or creating more loss in the real guideway coil which has finite resistance.
• Small LVg is essential for low superconducting magnet
power loss due to ac currents. For a given vertical oscillation,
due for example to guideway bumps, the ac current induced
in the vehicle magnet is proportional to this inductance and ac
loss varies as the square of the induced ac current.
If we could construct a guideway with superconductors,
then the forces could be computed exactly as described. With
a superconducting guideway we would construct a maglev
system comprising a configuration of coils on both sides of
the vehicle and a guideway such that the vector sum of all
forces produces stable equilibrium in the y and z directions
and neutral equilibrium in the x direction. This is possible because the currents can change with relative position of the
vehicle on the guideway, so Earnshaw's theorem is not applicable. This type of stable superconducting system has been
given the name "Magnetic Potential Well" or MPW, but
clearly any EDS system with stable suspension for moving
vehicles becomes an MPW system if the guideway is constructed with superconductors. The principal virtue of the
MPW idea is that it can help in the design and analysis of a
practical system.

R G . 3. TRANSMISSION USE MODEL OF GUIDEWAY COILS.

£.= —

-+i.:
a +b
(7)

To first order the inductance per unit length depends only
on the perimeter of the wire and there is very little difference
whether the cross section is round, square, or rectangular. In a
practical design we would usually make the cross section
rectangular with b somewhat greater than a in order to minimize the distance from the center of the guideway conductor
to the center of the vehicle conductor. Since the dependence
on d is only logarithmic, there is very little possibility to increase L. by increasing d. The only way to increase the time
constant significantly is to reduce the resistance by using
more conductor.
The conductors can be made with either aluminum or copper. These two materials cost about the same per unit mass,
and if the mass or cost is specified aluminum will produce a
coil with a larger electrical time constanL For the suspension
system the use of aluminum will normally lead to lower cost,
but in cases where there is a limited space for the winding,
such as in slots in an iron core machine, copper is better.
Assuming aluminum conductors:
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with a - 0.02 m, * = 0.03 m, d = 0.35 m:
pt = 0.0282 jiohm -m,Rf = 47.0 iiohms/m,

(8)

L, = 1.378 | i h / m, T, = ^ - = 29.3 msec.
When end turns are considered, a practical guideway inductance time constant is in the range 15 to 30 msec.
The relation between efficiency and stiffness
We set an objective of realizing at least 1 Newton of lift for
each watt of dissipation. This gives a lift power dissipation of
9.8 kW per tonne of vehicle mass and a lift to drag ratio of
135 for a vehicle velocity of 135 m/s. To achieve this lift efficiency, and assuming a guideway time constant of 25 ms,
we need

R, L,t dy

(9)

if-*-= 0.025 sec, — — - 2 - =-40 m"1.
Rt
L,t dy

low time constant coils all act to increase both efficiency and
stiffness.
SUSPENSION AND GUIDANCE ALTERNATIVES
There are three basic choices for guideway conductor configuration:
• Continuous sheets;
• Discrete coils, both overlapping or non overlapping;
• Ladders.
All of these have been described in the technical literature,
and their important attributes are discussed briefly in the following sections.
Continuous sheet
The original and new Magneplane [2], and other proposed
designs [3], use aluminum sheets on the guideway to carry
the induced currents that produced the levitation force. The
idea, shown in Fig. 5, is to use a relatively thick and wide
sheet of conductor under the vehicle suspension magnets. The
induced guideway current flows primarily under the vehicle
conductors and very near the surface of the conductor.

There arc two generic types of EDS systems, ones that use
a direct repulsion between opposing coils and ones that use
the "shear" force between two sets of coils, that "slide" :in
"
parallel planes. This is shown by the two plots of Fig. 4.
FK3. 5. CURRENT PATTERN FOR CONTINUOUS SHEET E D S .

slope = stiffness

(a) Repulsive force.

The low efficiency of a continuous sheet is due to a skin
effect phenomena. The flux density B and current density J
both decay exponentially with depth with characteristic
length S. If the resistivity of the conductor is pg and the frequency of the induced current is/, then
0.0845

(b) Shear force.

(alum., 2 0 ° C , / i n Hz).

(11)

FIG. 4. TWO TYPES O F STIFFNESS THAT ARE POSSIBLE.

Repulsive force designs, such as the original and new
Magneplane and the Japanese MLU series, have a nonlinear
force vs. displacement curve, as shown in Fig. 4a, and can not
produce a negative force. Most shear force designs that are
under development, such as the Japanese sidewall null flux
design and our flux canceling design, have a nearly linear
force vs. displacement curve, as shown in Fig. 4b, and can
produce negative or hold-down forces. Linear shear force designs can be much stiffer for a given clearance between vehicle and guideway, and because of the hold-down force capability are preferable if all other factors are equal.
For all EDS systems the force vs. displacement curve can
be linearized and an apparent offset dy defined as shown in
Fig. 4. If FQ is the equilibrium force, combining (1) and (6)
gives

dF y

_

7
"2£

(10)
'

K

Ty
High efficiency implies high stiffness. High flux density,
larger guideway conductors, low resistivity conductors, and

For an excitation frequency of 60 Hz the skin depth in aluminum 9.77 mm (0.38 in).
The force density is JxB, and both fields attenuate with distance at the same rate, so everywhere in the conductor the ratio of force to power is the same. A more detailed derivation
shows that the maximum possible ratio of suspension force to
guideway power dissipation is

Axfp

= i p (alum., 20°C,/inHz).
V/

Equation (12) gives the highest efficiency which is theoretically possible. When end turns, harmonic currents, guidance
requirements, and other non ideal attributes are added the efficiency can be still lower. For example, with a 2 meter long
magnet the fundamental frequency of induced current is
33.25 Hz at 135 m/s, so the maximum lift efficiency is 0.324
N/w or 30 kW/tonne. In order to achieve this small a loss the
sheet must be more than 15 mm thick and in practice the loss
will be 40 to 50 kW/tonnc.
In summary, an important design objective is to maximize
the lift efficiency FylPg, but the continuous levitation strip
does not allow independent control of B and J and the efficiency depends only on material properties and the frequency
of the induced current. Stronger vehicle magnets lead to
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greater levitation height or more lift per magnet, and wider
and thicker levitation strips will allow one to come close to
the theoretical limit, but to exceed it we must create a fundamentally different design.
The efficiency limit can be derived with an inductance
model, but this model is confused by the distributed nature of
the currents. Roughly speaking, there is a high mutual inductance between the vehicle and guideway conductors and a
low self inductance of the guideway, so there is no way to
achieve a low ratio of guideway current to vehicle current.
The reputation of low efficiency for EDS was one of the
reasons the German Maglev project adopted the EMS approach in 1975, and is our principal reason for rejecting continuous sheets. We have rejected continuous sheets for the
following additional reasons:
• The low efficiency leads to high drag at low speeds and
can cause overheating of the guideway near stations where
low speed operation is common.
• The high guideway currents create a strong reaction field
which, in turn, creates substantial ac losses in the superconducting magnets when the vehicle is subjected to high speed
operation over a realistic guideway that is not perfectly
smooth.
• The high drag at low speeds makes it impossible to design
a practical system without using wheels at speeds below
about 30 m/s (67 mph). Wheels create reliability problems
and all sections of the guideway must be capable of supporting the concentrated load a wheel creates.
• The continuous sheet poses difficult mounting problems
because of thermal expansion, and it does not appear to lead
to lower cost guideways than oiher designs.
• It is not possible to produce downward directed forces,
and the suspension force is substantially nonlinear. These attributes create significant stability and ride quality problems.
Discrete coils
The continuous sheet can be replaced by a sequence of discrete coils, each one connected in a closed loop so as to allow
circulating currents. The effect is similar to the continuous
sheet except that the current density in the wire is constant
and the wire can be located in regions of high field. This type
of guideway fits the inductance model very well.
The Japanese MLU guideway used discrete coils and their
design is at least as efficient as it would be with sheets except
that the mass of conductor is reduced by a substantial factor.
But they were not able to take full advantage of stronger vehicle magnets because of the relatively high mutual inductance between vehicle magnets and guideway coils. Also, the
discreteness of the coils, as compared to sheets, led to a
bumpy ride at low speeds, and also to an attendant high
power loss in the cryogenic magnets due to the pulsating
fields.
With reference to (6), the lift efficiency is the product of
the guideway time constant and the per unit variation of mutual inductance with position. For all practical coil configurations, if the distance between vehicle and guideway coils is c,
we find
1 1 dLyg 2
(13)
c<Lg By
c
The narrow range indicated by (13) is due to the inverse
polynomial behavior of the mutual inductance with distance.
Using typical values

forc = 0.14m, ^ - = 0.03 sec, - — J S . = M m - » ;
R
Lt dy
c
F
98
04)
-*- = 0.321 N/W, orP,= -^- = 30.5kW/tonne
Pt
* 0.321
at 135 m / s -*- = 135-0.321 = 43
The discrete coil approach offers about a factor of two improvement over a sheet guideway and, most important, there
is a possibility for further improvement
Although there are still limits imposed by practically realizable values of LJRg, the discrete coil design offers more
options for increasing lift efficiency than does the continuous
strip design. There may be some increase in cost with a discrete coil design, but the extent of Die cost increase does not
appear to be large. Large air core inductors can be manufactured in an automated factory with labor costs that are small
compared to material cost. The coils do not really have to be
wound from wire, they only have to create a structure with
constant current density and negligible eddy current loss. For
example, we can try to emulate the cast aluminum rotor of the
squirrel cage induction motor, albeit with much thinner conducting paths. The installation might actually be less expensive than for a continuous strip because there would be no
need to use welded connections between large aluminum
plates. Another good feature of discrete coils is the fact that
frequency does not play as major a role, so shorter vehicle
coils could be used and it is easier to use the same vehicle
magnets for both suspension and propulsion.
Sidewall Null Flux
The newest Japanese EDS design uses a horizontal gap and
the magnetic force is a shear force between vertical surfaces
of a null flux system. This is a variation of the original null
flux system proposed by Danby and Powell in 1966 [1]. This
design is more efficient, but not less expensive, than the discrete coil design. A 2-dimensional model is shown in Fig. 6.
The key idea is to increase efficiency by reducing the mutual inductance between the vehicle coils and the guideway
coils. This is done by using a Figure-8 coil, and when the coil
is symmetrically located with respect to the vehicle coil, there
is no flux linking it and no current. There is a very rapid increase of mutual inductance with position, a feature required
for high efficiency; see (6).

Persistent current in
superconductors

Induced current
in guideway
conductors

\
Arrows show
force on vehicle,
F varies as 1/r
FIG. 6. 2-D MODEL OF SIDEWALL NULL-FLUX EDS.
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One virtue of the null flux design is that he current in the
coil can be controlled by design and we can make almost any
tradeoff we like between various parameters, limited only by
the theoretical limits discussed earlier. However, this efficiency advantage comes at the expense of using more guideway conductor material and there are more difficult fabrication, mounting and alignment problems. Practical lift power
loss is in the range 10 to 20 kW/tonne, or less than half the
loss of a simple coil or sheet.
Ladders
Imagine that in the model of Fig. 1 the conductors shown
are the rails of a ladder and that there are cross connecting
conducting rungs. This is a cross between a coil and a sheet,
and is somewhat analogous to the rotor of a squirrel cage induction motor that has been cut and rolled flat. Unfortunately,
unlike the squirrel cage motor, there are high magnetic fields
in the aluminum conductors, so the conductor must be constructed in a special way to achieve any advantage over a
continuous sheet. The only possible advantage of a solid ladder is the reduced aluminum required as compared with a
sheet. However, a laminated ladder can be more efficient than
a discrete coil, and can be used with flux canceling suspensions.
FLUX CANCELING E D S

Flux Canceling Suspension
Flux Canceling EDS combines many of the best attributes
of other systems with fewer disadvantages. In Fig. 7 the upper and lower rows of magnets on the vehicle create a field
that falls off rapidly with distance, but is still on the order of
1 Tesla in the vicinity of the guideway conductors. The suspension conductors on the guideway are arranged as a ladder
with the rails providing the vertical lift and the rungs cutting
the flux and producing the induced current. The ladder is
laminated in a unique way that eliminates skin effect
problems.
The result is a system that:
• Produces high efficiency through rapid rate of change of
mutual inductance,
• Creates rapid attenuation of fields with distance,
• Makes efficient use of guideway conductors,
• Is susceptible to a range of design compromises,
• Reduces ac losses in vehicle magnets because of reduced
guideway currents and mutual inductance,
• Permits a large vertical gap between vehicle and guideway,
• Allows guidance and propulsion using the same vehicle
coils.

Most notably there are few disadvantages and improvements are still being made.
Analysis of Flux Canceling Suspension
A two dimensional model is shown in Fig. 8.

BJb,c)

Bz(-b,c)

FIG. 8. 2 - D MODEL OF FLUX CANCELING SUSPENSION.

The vehicle coils are modeled by three conductors that are
long in the x direction, and with current 2iv in the center
conductor and -iv in the upper and lower conductors. The
guideway is modeled by two long conductors with current ig
in the upper conductor and -in in the lower conductor. The
dimensions are given in Fig. 7 and application of Maxwell's
Equations allows calculation of the z component of B at the
location y = b and z = c:

_ Hpi, f

2b

a-b
(a-bf+c1

a +b

\

(15)

The design problem is to determine the vehicle current iv
and the three dimension a, b, and c so as to achieve the highest possible Bz.
The vehicle current is determined by a variety of factors,
and for a typical design is 400 kA-turns. This is a compromise between desires for a high field at the guideway but low
vehicle magnet weight and low fields in the vehicle.
Assuming the vehicle is displaced vertically from the
symmetry position, there will be large currents induced in the
guideway conductors by virtue of the motion of the vehicle.
In Fig. 8 the induced currents are +ig and -ig in the upper and
lower guideway rails. The displacement o f the vehicle from
the symmetry position is so slight that there is no perceptible
change in Bz.
We would like to make c as small as possible, but this dimension is constrained by mechanical clearance, cryogenic
insulation thickness, and suspension conductor size. The design problem is to pick a and & so as to maximize Bz for a
specific choice of c. This optimization can be done analytically leading to
a = 2b, 9b* -Wb2c2

- 3 c 4 = 0 , so —=1.1648
c

(16)

B,= 1.2182

2itc
Although there are optimum values of a and b, there is relatively little variation over a wide range of parameters.
FIG. 7. FLUX CANCELING SUSPENSION.

Superconducting magnets
The basic vehicle magnet module is the octapole of 4 coils
shown in Fig. 9. Arrays of these modules provide the field for
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a Flux Canceling Suspension. Several modules are placed
end-to-end under nearly the whole length of vehicle so as to
create a distributed load with a large number of magnetic
poles for the LSM.

tl

400 kaN
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150T

•

400 kaS

0.3 m
T

0.7 n
400 kaS

"*

2.0 m

*"

100 « • " *

150

FIG. 9. OCTAPOLE MODULE.
FIG. 12. LTD AND LIFT FOR I-COIL MODULE.

If the only problem were to create a set of magnets with a
specified total energy storage, we would use a small number
of relatively powerful magnets. Unfortunately, this would
lead to a concentrated load on the guideway and a more expensive linear motor. Our compromise is to make every effort
to reduce the size and weight of the magnet, and use magnets
under most of the vehicle length.
Several oclapole modules are physically integrated, end to
end, to form a vehicle bogie, and then several bogies are used
to provide the primary vehicle suspension. In a typical design
the coils are spaced on 1 meter centers. Then a speed range of
50 to 150 m/s implies an electrical frequency of induced currents of 25 to 75 Hz. From theoretical efficiency calculations
we know we need on the order oi 50 cm* suspension area,
but for frequencies of 25 to 75 Hz. it is difficult to create uniform current density over the entire area due to the skin effect
discussed earlier. Thus we resort to either discrete coils constructed from many strands of fine wire, or use laminated
conductors with the flux direction parallel to the laminations.
The most effective use of material is achieved with a ladder
as shown in Figs. 10. The ladder uses thin aluminum sheets
that are bonded together and slit so as to allow the desired
currents to flow but with minimum unwanted eddy currents.

.rails

rungs
end view

side view

FIG. 10. SIMPLIFlfiD DETAIL OP SUSPENSION LADDER.

Typical performance
A system concept design was created using flux canceling
suspension and guidance and linear synchronous motor
propulsion. AH guideway conductors were mounted on the
upper sides of a box beam guideway [4] and the vehicle had a
vertical gap of at least 100 mm The basic suspension module
had the characteristics given in Table 2.
The design described in Table 2 led to performance calculations shown in Fig. 12. Over the normal operational speed
range the lift loss was less than 10 kW/tonne and the lift to
drag ratio was 140 at 120 m/s. This lift loss can be halved by

Table 2. Typical flux canceling designVehicle
Coils per module
8
Modules per vehicle
12
Horizontal magnetic gap
145
Horizontal mechanical gap
50
Vertical offset, high speed
15.7
Coil pitch
1
Coil length
0.79
Coil width
0.3
Guideway ladder
Rungs per meter
6
Rail width
30
Rung width
50
Thickness
40

4 on each side

mm

mm
mm
m
m

m

mm
mm
mm

doubling the guideway aluminum mass or by increasing the
vehicle coil current by *$2 .
The curves in Fig. 12 signify a drag peak at 17 m/s, and at
the peak the drag is 20% of the high speed lift. The vehicle is
levitated down to 10 m/s by allowing the vehicle to settle up
to 8 centimeters below the zero-force position. With high
temperature superconductors it will be possible to use superconducting ladders in stations to provide stable levitation at
zero speed. In our system concept design we used air bearings for emergency stopping on the guideway, with the intent
of providing magnetic suspension down to 0 speed for scheduled stops.
Although the ladder provides the most efficient use of
aluminum, it is not necessarily the best approach. We are exploring discrete coil designs that may be less expensive to
fabricate and install.
FLUX CANCELING GUIDANCE
The suspension system provides some guidance, but for the
design described above the guidance force is only about 10%
of the suspension force. It would be possible to design a flux
canceling suspension system that produced greater guidance
force, but there is a disadvantage of making the guidance
force proportional to suspension force. In the interest of increasing efficiency and minimizing interaction between suspension and guidance we developed a separate guidance system.
The guidance system is subject to the same laws that govern the suspension system, we used a flux canceling guidance
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system with many of the attributes of the suspension system.
The key is to use cross coupling between coils on opposite
sides of the guideway so that when the vehicle is centered
there is no force and no power loss. This is reminiscent of the
guidance system being used in the new Japanese design, except that the guidance is almost totally decoupled from the
suspension.
When the vehicle is centered horizontally the voltages induced in the opposite-side coils cancel, so there is no current
flow and no lateral force. If the vehicle shifts to one side of
the guideway then the induced voltages do not cancel and the
resulting current produces a push on one side of the vehicle
and a pull on the other side. Within limits the coils can be designed to achieve any desired lateral stiffness, and the stiffness is almost independent of vertical position. The cross
coupling achieves high efficiency because there is only power
flow when a restoring force is needed. This is in contrast to
TR07 which, at high speeds, produces greater power dissipation in the guidance rails than is used for suspension.
A key feature of the design is the relative independence of
guidance and suspension forces, so that guidance is effective
even if the vehicle is in the zero force position on the suspension ladder. The operation of the guidance can also be
explained in terms of the flux pattern shown in Fig. 13. The
flux linking the upper and lower coils adds and produces a
large voltage when the vehicle is moving. If there is lateral
offset, so that current flows in the coils, then the current in
the middle legs of the coils interacts with the vertical flux
lines to produce a horizontal force.

Fig. 14. Guidance coil flux pattern.
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Abstract - This report describes maglev suspension
systems in combination with linear drives for maglev
transportation of all speed ranges. The function of
suspension is separated from the function of propulsion.
These special configurations of magnets and motors
minimize the force-interactions between the suspension
and the propulsion system. The controlled permanent
magnet provides inherent stable forces either in the
support or in the guidance direction. Demonstration
vehicles show the application of controlled permanent
magnets and digital gap controls. The linear
synchronous motors are directly attached to the
levitation system and designed either as a short stator or
as a long stator type. A three-dimensional analysis of
the magnetic field was carried out to obtain the forces.
Computing models reflecting dynamic and nonlinear
properties of the magnets and the motors were
developed. The dynamic behaviour in various situations
was simulated.
I. INTRODUCTION

forces are generated corresponding to the amplitude of
the stator current and the load angle. The vehicle speed
corresponds directly to the propagation rate of the
travelling wave. The orientation of the field vector
necessary for a field-orientated control of the motor is
measured by a position sensor. The reactive power can
be adjusted by the electric or the permanent magnetic
excitation.
The layout of a levitation vehicle is mainly
determined by the characteristics of the active
components for suspension and propulsion. An
improved design of the magnet and the motor according
to power demand, magnetic forces, weight and
mechanical construction is the aim of this work.
II. SEMISTABLE MAGNET CONFIGURATIONS

The controlled permanent magnets presented in this
paper provide inherent stable forces either in the
support or in the guidance direction. The reluctance
forces at opposite pole cores in displaced position
provide stable force characteristics. With a steep
characteristic in the stable direction a position control in
this direction is unnecessary and the total amount of
control equipments is reduced. The steepness rises with
the flux density in the air gap and with the width of the
pole cores. A flux density of 1 T and a pole width to
air gap ratio of 2 provides sufficient forces for
transportation purposes.

The attractive magnetic forces of electromagnetic
suspension systems arise from the Maxwell stress in the
air gap of a soft iron core which is split between an
exciter on the vehicle and a yoke on the track. A
sufficient flux, density and hence a resulting force
density is generated by a few ampere turns. The
levitation magnets are excited solely by an electric
current or a controlled permanent magnet as described
in [ 1]. To achieve a stable levitation state the attractive A. Magnet with Stable Support Force
magnetic forces are electronically controlled. The
control units necessary for stabilizing the magnets
A cross-section of a stable magnet arrangement
consist of sensors, controllers, inverters and power called "magnet with stable support force" is shown in
supplies.
Fig. 1 together with its flux plot. The flux excited by
The propulsion forces of linear synchronous the high-energy permanent magnets (NdFeB) closes its
machines arise from the interaction of a stator current path via the narrow pole edges of the magnets and the
sheet with an exciting field. The driving or braking double C-shaped rail. A vertical displacement of the
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vehicle is levitated by tour magnets capable of carrying
75 kg each.
B. Magnet with Stable Guidance Force

t

| Permanent magnet

[XJ Control coil

Fig. 1. Magnet with stable support force

magnet produces restoring reluctance forces which first
rise proportional to the diplacement and then fall
beyond a maximum point. In the stable range the
characteristic is analogous to that of a mechanical
spring. The magnet responds immediately to track
disturbances with restoring forces and has a faster
dynamic response than conventional electromagnets,
which react with a significant delay caused by the
control procedure. Due to the spring characteristic of
the support force, the system has to be damped by
damper elements in the vehicle bogie which are
neccessary anyway.
In a vertical displaced position with increased force
the flux is lower than in the centre position, hence the
magnet can be designed for large flux densities at the
operating point. The flux density is only limited by the
saturation of the soft iron parts. Support force to
magnet weight ratios of ten are possible.
Horizontally the system has to be stabilized in the
same way as conventional attractive levitation systems.
An additional excitation with control coils strengthens
or weakens the magnetic field to obtain the desired
stabilization. The control coils of both sides are
connected in series. Only the difference between the
normal forces which compensate each other in the
symmetrical position results in the guidance force. The
magnetic design near the saturation point of iron does
not restrict the controlability of the magnets.
A small scale demonstration vehicle built by the
IEM shows the possibility of a surface mounted track
and the restricted expense of a digital control. The

The magnetic field of the magnet arrangement
shown in Fig. 2 is generated losslessly by the ferrite
magnet placed in the centre of the magnet unit [2]. The
flux path runs symmetrically through the soft iron poles
of the magnet and the L-shaped rails. The flux
squeezing configuration increases the flux density in the
air gap to a value higher than the remanent flux density
of ferrite. The leakage at the flanks of the permanent
magnet is small as a result of the large magnet height
and the outer downwards shifted air-gaps.
During the process of force dimensioning an
overload factor and a control range allowing
compensation of disturbances were taken into account.
After optimization of the mechanical dimensions a
lifting force to magnet weight ratio often was achieved.
The design is a compromise between the conflicting
aims of high forces, small magnet weight, the
maximum current density of the control coil and the
magnet's dynamic response.
The attractive forces are controlled by an electric
current supplied to a control coil. The control current
increases or reduces the permanent magnetic flux as
required. Energy is consumed only to compensate for
track disturbances. At lateral displacements the
magnetic forces retract the magnet to the centre
position. The inherent stable guidance force amounts to
more than 30% of the lift force.

1 t | Permanent magnet

^Control coil

Fig. 2. Magnet with stable guidance force
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Fig. 3. Demonstration vehicle with four magnets

The ferrite magnet material has an average
remanent flux density of 0.4 T. During operation the
value of the flux density varies only in the linear range
of the B-H-characteristic of ferrite and demagnetization
cannot occur. The unipolar configuration of the system
allows an additional magnetization in the assembled
state to achieve the maximum remanence of the
material.
A full-size demonstration vehicle (Fig. 3) was built
using "magnets with stable guidance forces." The
levitation magnet was developed to provide a lifting
force of 7.5 kN for a 3 t vehicle with four magnets
which support the vehicle bogie via springs and
dampers. The two magnets on each side mechanically
form a levitation unit. The vehicle stands on the
levitation units and does not embrace the guideway. A
mechanical bearing with transverse swinging arms
allows the magnets to move only in the vertical
direction, although pitching of the levitation units is

possible. This degree of freedom is important for the
"edge-control concept."
Each magnet is stabilized by its own control unit
shown in Fig. 4. The gap between the rail and the
magnet is detected by a sensor which provides an input
signal for the controller. A digital control algorithm
running on a transputer proccesses this gap signal and
delivers a control signal to a four-quadrant chopper.
At the nominal operating point the control current is
negligible and the total power consumption of the
vehicle is mainly determined by the switching losses of
the choppers.
The homopolar transverse flux arrangement
produces homogeneous flux densities in the longitudinal
direction. Minimized force-interactions with the
propulsion system allow for combinations with various
types of linear drives to form compact units.
C. Simulation Model and Results
A simulation model of the magnets and the vehicle
was investigated to examine the behaviour of the
vehicle at high speeds and to improve the control
methods. The magnet model contains the nonlinear
characteristics of the magnetic forces and of the coil
inductance. The inhomogeneous flux distribution in the
air-gap was taken into consideration in all directions.
This includes pitching of the magnets and the
unevenness of the rails.
All the most relevant quantities are obtained by a

2000

500

1000.
t

Fig. 4. Control units of the demonstration vehicle

1500

2000

Cms]

Fig. 5. Simulation results of a start-up procedure
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numerical evaluation of the derivatives of the magnetic
Reaction nil
flux with respect to all the state variables. The
introduced state variables are the vertical, the lateral
and the rotational positions of the magnet unit, the
corresponding velocities and the control currents. They
appear in the differential equations with inhomogeneous
constants.
The simulation results of a start-up procedure are
Short stator
shown in Fig. 5. The control currents ( I d , l c 2) and the
air-gaps (zl, z2) of a magnet unit were plotted over the
• Spacer
time. The magnet 2 (dashed lines) is started, after
magnet 1 (solid lines) reached its nominal gap. At this
Soft iron pole
time the magnet unit is pitching and magnet 2 is able to
start-up with less current. Only in the start-phase
energy is consumed for a short moment. The
Fig. 6. Transverse flux sbort-stator motor
interactions between the magnets by pitching of the unit
are small. A control algorithm with both air-gaps as
input values reduces this influence even more.
increase of the thrust is then only possible with an
enlarged layout of the motor.
III. LINEAR MOTOR CONFIGURATIONS
A transverse flux arrangement enables small pole
pitches without disadvantages in the design of the
The linear synchronous motors presented in this motor. Fig. 6 shows the double C-shaped stator and the
paper provide propulsion forces with negligible normal passive reaction parts. The reaction parts consist of
forces. The motors were developed considering high small iron packets which are mounted on the rails at
efficiency, low normal forces and force characteristics constant intervalls. The stator consists of a stack of
adapted to transportation duties. A short-stator type laminated iron packets and nonmagnetic spacers.
offers advantages for the maglev transportation in the Several stacks are joined together by the stator coil to
medium speed range with its small power. The small form a single-phase module.
machine power can be installed on the vehicle and the
The stator current flowing in the longitudinal axis of
drive energy can be transferred via current collectors to the motor generates a magnetic flux in the transverse
the vehicle. A long-stator type is favourable for the plane (Fig. 7). The leakage in the window and at the
layout of a vehicle in high speed applications which heading of the coil is small. So the flux mainly closes
require a higher propulsion power.
its path via the reaction parts according to their
longitudinal position (Fig. 8). A movenu .t of the stator
A. Transverse Flux Short-Stator Motor
modulates the flux and hence the forces.
The motive forces arise by reluctance effects at the
The short-stator motor was developed as propulsion
system with a high thrust and a low weight for the
medium speed range. The main characteristics of the
motor which are advantageous for this application are
the small pole pitch of about 0.05 m and the transverse
flux arrangement.
In general the thrust of a motor rises with a
decreasing pole pitch, if the mechanical power output
remains constant. The minimum pole pitch of
conventional motors is limited by the leakage and the
maximum stator frequency. An air-gap of 0.01 m as
Reaction rail (Xl Stator coil
usual in electromagnetic levitation systems leads to a
optimal pole pitch of about 0.2 m. An additional
Fig. 7. Flux plot of reluctance motor in cross-section
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corrects the phase position in the field weakening range.
In this way a rise of the thrust can be achieved without
increasing the inverter power.
The normal forces in the opposite air-gaps
compensate each other in the symmetrical position
which is controlled by the suspension system. The
remaining influences do not disturb the function of
levitation.

Sutor

B. Permanent Excited Long-Stator Motor

Stator

•

Iron pole

Q Spacer

Fig. 8. Flux plot of reluctance motor in longitudinal-section

edges of the marked poles of the stator and the reaction
rails. The maximum value of the propulsion force
depends on the ratio between the pole pitch and the pole
space. For a given air-gap optimal dimensions were
found to achieve a minimal weight and a maximal
thrust. The absolute ratings were then adjusted by the
pole height and the stator's ampere turns. The different
planes of the magnetic flux and the electric ampere
turns allow an almost independent design of these parts.
The thrust of the motor designed for the demonstration
vehicle (Fig. 3) reaches about 10 percent of the vehicle
weight. The motor weight amounts to 11 percent of the
vehicle's weight.
A movement at constant excitation produces an
approximatly sinusodial time behaviour of the
propulsion force. The negative forces can be suppressed
with the stator current set to zero during these time
periods. This is achieved by a unipolar rectangular
waveform of the current. The magnitude of an in-phase
controlled stator current determines the mean value of
the driving force. The phase position of the current
determines the direction of the motive forces.
A smooth time behaviour of the force can be
obtained by superposing of the forces of four modules
which are shifted respectively by a half pole pitch. The
stator current of each single-phase module is separately
controlled according to the phase position of the
module. Each module is fed by a two-quadrant chopper.
At higher frequencies which are associated with
higher velocities the magnitude of the current pulses are
limited by the stator inductance and a phase lag occurs.
In this case the mean value of the driving force is
reduced. A control method called "pre-commutation"

The long-stator concept transfers parts of the on
board equipment for the propulsion system to the track.
Most maglev trains of the high speed range use an
integrated propulsion and support system. In this case
the flux of the exciter serves both generation of support
forces and excitation of the synchronous motor. The
linkage of these function restricts the latitude of the
component's design.
The long-stator motor described in this chapter
generates forces only in the direction of motion. Fig. 9
shows the configuration of the motor in cross-section.
The iron yoke of the stator was cut out to prevent the
excitation flux from producing unfavourable normal
forces. The excitation is provided by permanent
magnets. The flux disperses in longitudinal direction
and passes the three-phase winding of the long-stator.
A sufficient flux density is achieved with highenergy permanent magnets (NdFeB) which are mounted
on an iron yoke. All components of the magnetic field
were calculated for consideration of the inhomogeneous
three-dimensional flux distribution of the permanent
magnets. An investigation of various magnet forms led

Exciter

Soft iron yoke
Permanent
magnet

Phase 1

Long stator

Fig. 9. Permanent excited long-stator motor
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to a simple magnet configuration with distances between
the permanent magnets.
The values of the propulsion forces were obtained
by an integration of the force density over the whole
volume of the stator windings. A unique current density
in the thick wires was assumed. A thrust of about 9
percent of the vehicle weight is achieved with a winding
scheme of the stator, which fills the entire space.
Due to the large distance between the stator and the
iron yoke of the exciter the attractive forces are small.
Additional force components arise at the coil headings
by the leakage flux. The vertical position of the
permanent magnetic exciter is controlled by the
levitation system. A direct mounting of the permanent
magnets beneath the support magnets forms a compact
unit.

stabilizing the magnets. Additionally the energy
consumption of the levitation system is reduced using
controlled permanent magnets.
The presented linear motors allow a mechanical
combination with the levitation magnets. The function
of levitation is not impaired by the drives and vice
versa. The high efficiency of the synchronous motors
reduces the thermal stress of the reactive parts.
The described system components tor maglev
transportation show the possibility of a simple vehicle
and track configuration. Both surface mounted tracks
and standing vehicles are advantageous features.
Therefore the expense for the infrastructure of a traffic
system using magnetic suspension and linear drives can
be reduced significantly.
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Maglev Transit Technology in Russia
Floyd A Wyczalek
FW Lilly Inc., HSST NA Engineering Division,
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301 USA
Abstract - There are two well known concepts for
achieving magnetic levitation of vehicles: one is based
on electromagnetic attraction (EMA); and the second
method is based on electrodynamic repulsion (EDR). In
turn, each of these concepts have at least two variations.
This paper presents a third form of magnetic levitation
where the guideway and vehicle coils are superconductive (SC). This configuration is known in Russia as the
Magnetic Potential Well (MPW). While the practicality
of including SC guideway levitation coils, in addition to
SC vehicle coils, may be questionable, test data with this
configuration is available for evaluation.
I. Introduction
The specific concept currently under investigation in
Russia is a three SC coil concept configured as a sidewall
maglev system: where two coils are stationary to form
the guideway and the third coil is mounted on the
vehicle. Currently, these three SC coils are sized to
levitate about one metric ton in a stationary physics
laboratory scale experiment [1-6]1.
The scope of this paper is limited to an abbreviated
explanation of this concept and to illustrating the experimental characteristics of the magnetic levitation force vs
displacement relationships, and linear motor application
relationships. This explanation and the accompanying
illustrations are based on log records and 35mm color
photographs made during a July 1991 visit to the magnetic physics laboratory in the city of Kiev, to observe
laboratory demonstrations of t h e concept. This
laboratory is situated at the Academy of Sciences of the
newly independent republic of the Ukraine in Kiev.

aid highway rights of way, as part of a national system of
the US', see National Maglev Initiative (NMI) [43,44].
m. MPW Magnetic Physics Laboratory Experiment
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the MPW experimental
setup at the Academy of Sciences in Kiev, by Kozoriz [15]. It consists of two superconductive SC circuits and
their respective cryostats, in a vertical coaxial configuration. The coaxial internal cryostat represents the transit
vehicle and it was suspended from a load cell (P) by an
adjustable cable. The SC coils include "persistent"
thermal switchs to interrupt the SC circuits. The load is
varied by adding mass to the pan suspended from the internal cryostat which represents the vehicle.
Displacement (X) is measured with reference to the
centerlines (cl) of horizontal symmetry of both SC circuits. Thus, it was possible to obtain magnetic force (P)
vs displacement (X) plots to define the levitation and/or
repulsion forces under various operating conditions.
Fig. 2 shows a characteristic levitation and repulsion
force (P) and SC circuit displacement (X) obtained with
the setup shown in fig. 1. In fig. 2, levitation, positive
magnetic attraction force + P is defined and plotted in
the upward direction, and repulsion force - P is defined
and plotted in the vertical downward direction. Levitation gap +X, for a vehicle suspended from a guideway is
defined in a rightward X direction.

OIOEWAY

UOAO
CELL.

SC CIRCUIT

II. Unites States National Energy Strategy
In the US there is a commitment to the rapid development of maglev technology in general [7-41] because
of the newly enacted Intermodal System Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), passed by the 102nd
f
Congress and signed by the president in 1991 [42].
SC CIRCUIT"
ISTEA section 1036(a) declares that it is the policy of
the US "to establish in the shortest time practical a US
designed and constructed magnetic levitation trans- Fig. 1 Schematic sketch i f MPW magnetic physics
portation technology capable of operation along Federal- laboratory experimental setup at Academy of Sciences of
Ukrainian SSR, Kozoriz [1-5].

7
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1 Numbers in brackets [ ] refer to references at end of paper.
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Fig. 2 Definition of positive directions for force +P and
displacement +X and MPW characteristic curve of magnetic levitation and/or repulsion force - P vs levitation
displacement gap -X obtained with setupfig.1.

Hypothetically, at the instant when X » 0 the
guideway SC circuit is opened and SC current flow
ceases, it's magnetic field collapses and transfers the
magnetic potential energy to the stationary SC inductive
energy accumulator. However, in the laboratory, this
energy transfer is simulated by energizing the persistent
thermal switch to open the SC circuit, this switch also
permits the initial charging of the SC coil; and, manually
displacing the internal coaxial SC coil with the load cell
cable at a small velocity V. Fig. 4a shows the characteristic +P vs +X linear motor curve obtained with this
preceding procedure. This conjecture is based on observations during the above laboratory demonstration, but
Kozoriz did not confirm this speculation.
Conversely, a braking characteristic curve of - P vs X beyond the 'd' mid point line of symmetry of the approaching vehicle SC coil and stationary SC coil, is simulated by opening the current path of the stationary SC
coil when +X * 0, then, closing the SC current path
when the vehicle enters X < 0. This characteristic MPW
regenerative braking curve is shown infig.4b.
V. SC Magnetic Flux Switch

The stable levitation range of this characteristic
levitation response curve is the positive slope portion of
the + P vs -f-X plot, where levitation force increases as
levitation displacement gap increases. Conversely, the
negative slope portion of the curve beyond the maximum force +P is unstable and not useful for levitation,
since levitation force decreases as gap increases further.

In the preceding SC linear motor and braking concept described by Kozoriz, thermal switching is too slow
to be practical. However, faster switching rates can be
obtained with the SC inductive switch concept
demonstrated by Spyker and others [48]. An inductive
two axis vector switch exhibits submillisecond switching
rates and may be more practical.

IV. MPW Linear Motor and Braking Concept

j\

Fig. 3 illustrates the hypothetical vehicle and
guideway configuration for the MPW linear motor and
regenerative braking system hypothesized by Kozoriz [15]. In the MPW linear motor concept, the vehicle SC circuit is accelerated toward two stationary SC circuits,
one on each side of the guideway, at instantaneous
velocity (V t ), and propelled by the mutually attractive
magnetic force +P between the onboard SC and the two
stationary guideway SC ceils, as defined by Kozoriz.

-»-R ATTRACTION

^LOOTV

OJCEWAY SC CQK-S

F I G U R E •**»
—

X

MAKE

JT

GAP -*-X

— & R^RLJLSON
FORCE
— !=»

Fig. 3 Illustrates a hypothetical MPW linear motor and
guideway configuration concept postulated by Kozoriz
[1-5].

Fig. 4a/4b MPW linear motor +P vs + X characteristic
is shown infig.4a, while MPW regenerative braking P vs -X is infig.4b, Kozoriz [1-5].
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VI. Sidewall Levitation Experiment
Based on the magnetic physics experimental characteristics shown in the preceding paragraphs, Kozoriz [15] proposed the hypothetical configuration shown in fig.
5 for a niaglev vehicle suspended under a guideway in a
gravity field. An example of one of many possible solution sets, the specific design parameters for the stable
equilibrium suspension of a free vehicle defined infig.5
are shown in Table I.
Fig. 6 shows the MPW experimental setup in a
sidewall levitation configuration with three larger SC
coils 600mm inside diameter, 100mm in height, and a
low ratio between coil thickness and their diameters. A
stainless steel frame supports two SC magnets in a
sidewall levitation configuration with the vehicle SC
magnet levitated between them as shown infig.6. The
frame also supports a load and displacement measurement system. The space between the two outer SC magnets was adjustable so the gap between the ends of the
vehicle and sidewall SC magnets could be varied over a
range of 0 to 200mm.
Fig. 7 shows the circular configuration and size of
one of these large SC circuits and cryostat assemblies
[5]. The coil is off center near the bottom of the cryostat
and centered on the off center hole shown infig.7, while
the helium and nitrogen reservoirs are near the top. Fig. 6 Configuration of three 600mm OD SC coils in
The SC magnets were precooled to liquid nitrogen sidewall magnetic levitation experiment viewed from top
temperatures and then to liquid hydrogen temperatures of the assembled test setup [5].
in a two step process. Detachable input current terminals permit a maximum DC current of 300A which produces a maximum vertical magnetic force of 1200kg.

GUIDEWAV
SC CIRCUIT

VELOCITY

GUIDEWAV
SC CIRCUIT

-+-X
DISPLACEMENT

VEHICLE
SC CIRCUIT
LOAD

Fig. 5 Coordinate system for the case of a free vehicle
with roof mounted rectangular superconducting circuit,
magnetically suspended in a gravity field in the equilibrium position, below a sidewall guideway consisting of
two SC circuits, Kozoriz [1-5].

Fig. 7 Side view of typical cryostat encloses one of the
600mm OD SC coils for three coil sidewall magnetic
levitation experiments [5].
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VII. MPW Maglev Power and Energy Requirements
Evaluation of a hypothetical MPW maglev transit
system, based on the mathematical model and transit
cycles defined in reference [46], and uesign parameter
assumptions in table I and table II, produced the power
requirements, energy consumption, and energy cost
results summarized in table in. Energy and power are
referenced to the maglev vehicle/guideway. Thus the
energy input to the guideway will be larger, depending
on a guideway to vehicle percent efficiency assumption.

for the refrigeration system to maintain SC coil cryostat
equilibrium temperature, which can be sized at about 2
kW/W heat leak rate. The RTRI SC system reports
[22,27] a cryostat heat kali mte of 4 Watts/SC circuit,
and requires a heat pump rated at 8 kW per SC cryostat.
Table i n Energy-power-energy costs for hypothetical MPW
maglev transit system, referenced to 25 mton single vehicle
a - 4 m/» 2 E l T}1
Total
Total
Energy
MagDrag Accel
kW-h
kWh
kW-h

Energy Requirements:
Transit
Cycle
Type

Table I -MPW parameters for stable equilibrium suspension in
gravity field, vehicle with mean effective mass one mton/m
car length, one SC coil per meter

Urban
Suburban
Ratios

Description of Item
Mean effective vehicle Mass
Spacing of two-wire dc line
Side of square SC circuit
SC circuits/mcte>' of car length
Equilibrium levitation gap, static/dynamic
Center of mass vehicle-plane SC circuit
Current I a in SC circuit
Current I 2 in two-wire line

Parameters
lxl0 3 kg/m
2m
2m
1 coil/m
0.5m
2m
30xl0 3 A
200x10 3 A

Transit
Cycle
Type

Magnetic linkage ^ S C circuit

0.48 Weber

Total
Aero
kW-h
30.6
1224
40

Table II summarizes MPW maglev vehicle parameters assumed for the power and energy cost models [46]
defined in the following paragraphs:
Table II - MPW Maglev Transit Vehicle Design Assumrtions
to evaluate system performance based on the mathematical
model and transit schedules defined in [46]
Description of Item
Aerodynamic drag coefficient [47,49] C d
Air density, kg/cumeter
Vehicle frontal area A in sqm
Mean effective vehicle mass, kg/meter
Vehicle overall length, meters
Magnetic lift/magnetic drag ratio FL/FD
Electric energy cost, $/kW-h
Efficiency if L guideway input to linear motor
Efficiency rj2 regenerative braking system

Parameters
0.2 i4
1.29 kg/cum
7 sqm
1000 kg/m
25m
500
0.1 $/kWh
0.90
0.85

As an example, assuming guideway to vehicle efficiency of 90% for a suburban cycle [46] in table HI,
aerodynamic and magdrag energy requirements would
require a total energy input to the guideway of 1375
kWh, to provide the 1238 kWh, aero 1224 kWh plus
magdrag 13.6 kWh, for vehicle cruise at 720 km/h, or
200 m/s. Also, additional energy is necessary for magnetic levitation. This consists of a one time initial energy charge to the SC circuits, plus the continuous power

km/h
Urban
360
Suburban 72C
Ratios
2

COM

J/lOOkm

1.36
13.6
10

36.8
170
5

76
1565
5

55.63
136.05
2.5

Cruise
Aero
Power
kW

Cruise
MagDrg
Power
kW

Cruise
Total
Power
kW

Accel
Peak
Power
kW

1102
8913
8

49
98
2

1151
8911
8

11200
28900
2.6

a-4m/B2

lUlrwnwit c

Cruise
Speed

-0.90
Energy

Table IV - Energy Recovery with Regenerative Braking
t)- » 0.85 overall efficiency or regeneration system

Description of Item
E . Energy input w/o regeneration, kWh
2

Suburban
cycle
15S5

Regenerated energy returned to guideway, kWfa 100

Percent energy recovered %

6%

Urban
cycle
76
27

36%

As examples, urban cycle [46] power requirements,
at cruising speed 360 km/h, 100 m/s: cruise power of
1102 kW to overcome aerodynamic drag, and 49 kW to
overcome magnetic drag. Thus, the total steady state
cruise power is 1151 kW, while the peak power needed
to accelerate at 4 m/s 2 , from standstill to the cruising
velocity of 360 km/h, is 11200 kW. For the higher speed
suburban cycle [46] power requirements at velocity 720
km/h, 200 m/s are: total steady state power of 8911 kW,
and peak acceleration power of 28900 kW.
Table IV compares the energy consumption with and
without regeneration [46] and percent energy saved for
the transit system, at the assumed 85% regenerative
braking efficiency. As an example, in table IV, energy
saved over the suburban transit schedule is about 6%
with regeneration, and the urban schedule about 36%
with regeneration. As expected, regeneration is most effective and essential for a transit schedule with frequent
stops and short trips.
The peak acceleration power of 28900 kW in table HI
suggests a constant acceleration level of 4 m/s 2 from 0 to
200 m / s may be unreasonable. Since maximum
guideway tractive force is current limited, more practical
guideway power characteristics are: a constant tractive
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force of 105000 Newtons from 0 to 100 m/s; and a constant peak power of 14000 kW from 101 to 200 m/s.
Table V shows the acceleration times and acceleration levels obtainable with these assumptions: As examples, acceleration level is about 4 m/s 2 from 0 to 100 m/s
vehicle speed, and decreases progressively to about 1
m/s 2 as speed approaches 200 m/s. Furthermore, 0 to
100 m/s acceleration time is still reasonable at 25 seconds and acceleration to 200 m/s is an acceptable 77 s.
Gradeability from standstill on a 30% grade,
30m/100m, capable of accelerating to 100 m/s in 98 s.
On a 5% grade, capable of accelerating to 200 m/s in 108
s. On a 5% grade with 50 m/s headwind, capable of accelerating to 200 m/s in 112 s. On a 8% grade with 50
m/s headwind, capable of accelerating to 200 m/s in 181
s. On a 1% grade, accelerates to 200 m/s in 137 s, and on
a 8% grade in 167 s.
Table V MPW vehicle acceleration performance as a function
of linear traction motor characteristics assumed:
0 to tOOm/s U-Ktivc fora limit • 105 kN,

120 to 20Om/» peak power limit • 14000 kW

Speed

Speed

Force

Power

0%Grade 0%Grade 7%Grade
Accel
Accel
Accel

km/h
76
216
360
504
576
760

m/s
20
60
100
140
160
200

kN
105
106
105
100
88
70

kW
2100
6300
10500
14000
14000
14000

times
5
15
25
37
45
77

m/s2
4.2
4.0
3.7
3.1
2.4
1.0

m/s2
3.5
3.3
3.1
2.4
1.7
0.3

VIII. Conclusions and Recommendations
1) The MPW maglev concept hypothesized by
Kozoriz is a speculation based on the magnetic attraction and repulsion force vs levitation distance characteristics observed experimentally, with a classic magnetic
physics laboratory scale apparatus consisting of two superconducting coils in a coaxial configuration, fig. 1.
2) Furthermore, the MPW linear motor acceleration
and deceleration concepts were also hypothesized from
the magnetic force characteristics obtained experimentally, by manually displacing the internal SC coil at a
small velocity V after interrupting the internal SC coil
11 current path, with a thermal persistent switch, which
permitted the SC coil current to be charged at the start
of the experiment. As a caveat, this conclusion was inferred from the author's observations of experimental
procedures during the MPW experimental demonstration by Kozoriz in Kiev. Kozoriz declined to confirm
and/or deny this highly speculative conclusion.
3) This MPW concept consisting of coaxial SC circuits has the unique feature of maintaining magnetic
levitation at zero vehicle velocity, and, therefore it does
not require a powered acceleration to a lift off velocity,
as is the case with the RTRI EDR SC system [22-27].
However, it is not self evident that practical SC circuits
configured as shown in fig. 5 will exhibit the same at-

traction force vs levitation gap characteristics as a
coaxial configuration. Although, it appears reasonable
to expect that a configuration similar to the RTRI EDR
sidewall levitation system reported by Tanaka [27], can
levitate at zero velocity when the passive sidewall levitation coils are electrified, instead of relying on electromagnetic induction due to dynamic vehicle motion.
4) Furthermore, the estimate of a low vehicle drag
characteristic, and resulting high ratios of (magnetic
lift)/(aerodyDamic drag plus magnetic drag) is based on
the assumption that the maglev vehicle consists of a
single car, rather than a series of cars linked together,
and also the fact that the MPW magnetic lift does not
depend on powered forward vehicle motion. Therefore,
the SC MPW concept seems to offer promises that need
to be demonstrated by additional tests, aimed at reducing the MPW concept to a more practical form.
5) The future potential of the MPW maglev and LSM
propulsion concepts will be determined by the success in
transforming this physics laboratory experimental MPW
apparatus into more practical maglev and LSM configurations. Furthermore, it is necessary to demonstrate
the ability to interrupt the high current levels of a SC
circuit with an inductive magnetic flux switch, or some
other unspecified method: and inductively transfer the
magnetic potential energy to the stationary SC LSM circuits in practical time intervals.
6) As a caveat, convincing experimental evidence has
not yet been disclosed to warrant a definitive conclusion
that MPW is or is not a candidate as a third maglev concept option, at this point in time.
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THE ORGANIC GUIDEWAY CONCEPT
Timothy M. Barrows
Draper Ubonlory
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract - A concept is presented for a guideway which
can be built in stage*. The firs; stage, for low traffic densities, is
a simple concrete structure which avoids the need for propulsion
or suspension conductors on the guideway. The COM of this stage
is about half that of a typical complete maglev guideway. Later
stages add more elements which increase the capacity of the
system. In this way the most expensive parts of the guideway are
not built unless and until they are needed.

I. Introduction
The organic guideway concept is a system which can start
out from very modest beginnings and grow by incremental
stages into a full-fledged maglev system. Each incremental
stage increases the capacity. In other words, the system can
be purchased "by the yard", i.e. an incremental amount of
capital can be used to produce an incremental improvement in
transportation service.
There is a strong emphasis in this concept on integration
with our existing highway network. The stage 1 concept is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. These show a vehicle which uses
aerodynamic lift at high speeds and ordinary rubber tires at
low speeds. Propulsion is by gas turbine, which is capable
of either driving a ducted fan or driving the wheels through a
transmission. For high speeds, the vehicle must travel in a
guideway. At low speeds, however, it can travel in designated
lanes of a highway. The general idea is to use the highways
for pickup and distribution of passengers over a wide area, and
to use the guideway as a high-speed trunk line. The vehicle
amounts to little more than an oversize bus. Therefor,
minimal changes are required to a highway lane in order to
accommodate such vehicles. It would not be necessary to
exclude private automobiles from such lanes. The most
significant changes would be some widening of on-ramps and
off-ramps which have small turn radii.
For levels of traffic between about 1000 and 7S00
passengers per hour, stage two would be used. This is shown
in Fig. 3. The suspension concept remains unchanged. The
gas turbine propulsion system has been replaced with a linear
synchronous motor. There is a superconducting magnet on
the vehicle which serves as the rotor. The guideway winding
is located on a central stem in the middle of the channel. This
requires a large capital investment, and provides the benefit of
lower operating cost per vehicle. The decision to make the
crossover between stage one and two would be made in much
the same way that railroads decide to electrify a given line it's an economic decision based on the projected price of fuel
Manuscript received March 18. 1993. This work was
supported in part by the U.S. Department of Transportation under
contract DTFR 53-92-C-00003

Fig. 1 Stage One Vehicle Cross-section
and whether the traffic is sufficient to justify the investment.
The stage three concept, shown in Fig. 4, is used for traffic
above 7500 passengers per hour. It represents the full-fledged
maglev system. This traffic level is » high that articulated,
multi-car trainsets must be used. Aerodynamic lift is no
longer appropriate, for reasons which will be explained
below. In order to allow multiple cars in a train, null-flux
loops are added to the guidewalls and superconducting lift
magnets are added to the vehicles. The central advantage of
magnetic lift over aerodynamic lift is that there is no limit to
the length of the trainset. For flows of up to 15000
passengers per hour, two-car trainsets would be adequate.
At an early point of development, a network for this
organic guideway concept would assume the dendritic
structure shown in Fig. 5 (a). Each of the lower stages feeds
traffic into the higher stages, thus developing enough traffic
to support the overall investment. Stage two guideways feed
into the stage three central trunkline, just as the stage one
guideways feed the stage two guideways. Existing highways
feed into the stage one guideway. The crucial advantage of
this concept becomes clear when we examine Fig. 5(b).
which shows the same network at a later stage of
development. Those parts of the network which have
experienced traffic growth would be upgraded to the next
higher stage. Thus the network "feels" its way forward,
sending out shoots into the traffic market and increasing the
capacity of the branch and trunk lines wherever the necessary
traffic is found. To go from stage one to stage two it is
necessary to add the linear motor windings, substations, and
variable frequency wayside inverters. The basic guideway
structure remains unchanged. Stage three requires the further
addition of null-flux loops, plus some modification of the
switches.
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Figure 4 Stage three vehicle cross-section

The rapid transit systems which exist in Europe and to a
lesser extent in the U.S. can be cited as examples of such
organic growth. In the early part of this century the cities of
Europe did not have the large amounts of money which were
needed to build such systems. They evolved from trolley
lines which became more and more extensive, and as
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congestion occurred multi-car trains were used and then the
lines were put underground. Indeed, one could say that all
existing transportation modes are organic from the standpoint
that in their early stages viable systems could be built using
relatively small amounts of capital.
The organic guideway concept can result in a truly national
system which serves a large range of traffic densities. The
emphasis is on building the appropriate system for a given
place and time, in such a way that it can evolve as traffic
needs change.
O. STAGE ONEDESCMFTION

carries 75 passengers. Thus some of the numbers in Table 1
were derived by taking the corresponding number of the
MITRE vehicle and multiplying them by a reduction factor.
This reduction factor was somewhat greater (i.e. less
reduction) than the ratio of passengers (75/100 - 75 percent)
since some of the vehicle elements do not scale with the
number of passengers.
TABLE 1
Data Summary for the State One Concept,
Based on the MITRE Tracked Ram Air Cushion Vehicle,
75 Passenger, Fluid Propelled Concept

In order to begin with the simplest possible guideway, this
stage uses aerodynamic suspension and propulsion for
Vehicle:
operation on the guideway at sufficiently high speeds, and
Length
retractable wheels for low speeds. This eliminates the need
Width
for some of the most expensive elements: guideway levitation
and propulsion windings, substations, and variable frequency
Height
wayside inverters. The notion of using aerodynamic lift for
suspension of a ground transportation vehicle is fairly well Guideway:
Inside Width
established. In 1974, MITRE Corporation performed a
Height (levitation to surface to
system definition study of the Tracked Ram Air Cushion
top of side wall)
Vehicle (Ref. 9), which is similar to the present stage one
concept. If the flow is confined around the sides of the
vehicle, it is not necessary to have wings in order to have an Weight
Net vehicle weight
efficient lifting system. Thus in Fig. 1 there is a set of
Passengers, crew ft baggage
hinged panels, herei.i called winglets, at the sides of the
Fuel
vehicle whose tips come into close proximity to the
Gross vehicle weight
guidewaUs. These panels partially seal off the pressurized air PjrnrailKwwi M e w (Fluid
under the vehicle. Each panel is held in position by a UnnuHi tiimY
pressurized air bag, which serves as a secondary suspension,
Two Fans: 1.4 m. dia.
in the same way that pressurized air springs are used in most
Prime Mover: aircraft-type
rail passenger cars. The design of these panels is almost
turboprop
identical to that of the French Aerotrain cushions. The major
gas turbines, 3000 shp
difference is that the French design used air compressors to
(22.5 MW) each
pressurize both the air bag and the plenum region between the
panel and the guideway, whereas the present design uses the Performance
dynamic pressure associated with the forward speed of the
Cruise speed
vehicle, so that no compressors are needed. These
Reserve thnist at cruise
lightweight panels only add a negligible amount of weight to
Maximum static thrust
the vehicle. There is a similar set of panels under the vehicle
Cruise thnist shaft power
which are used in switches (not shown in Fig. 1).
Energy requirement at cruise
A considerable body of research was conducted at Princeton
on the concept of an aerodynamically suspended vehicle
traveling in a channel guideway. A theory was developed to Suspension
Average cushion gap at cruise
predict the forces and moments about all three axes, which led
Average winglet gap at cruise
to a detailed model of the longitudinal (heave and pitch)
Vertical
stroke (based on
dynamics. Three types of experimental tests were conducted
realistic
to correlate the theory: wind tunnel tests, tests in which a
acceleration limits)
model was held in a moving carriage, and free-flight tests.
• Body
Fig. 2 shows a side view of the vehicle. There is a pair of
• Winglet
ducted fans in the front which are each powered by a gas Noise
turbine. There are also movable control surfaces in the front
As shown in Figure 2 with a
and rear of the vehicle which provide control of pitch, yaw,
muffled fan and gas turbine
roll, and sway. Table 1 gives a summary of the
With maximum acoustic treatcharacteristics of the vehicle. The MITRE vehicle was
ment of vehicle and guideway
designed for 100 passengers, whereas the present vehicle

29m

39S4 HMA (between

winglet tips)

3m
4m
1.5 m

23.000 kg
8.000
3.000
34.000

134 m/s
5.000 N ( ] J « grade)
42.000 N (.135 g's
initial acceleration)
3.4 MW
2000 Btu/seat mile
38 cm (IS in.)
8 mm (03 in.)
±10 cm (4.0 in.)
±4 mm (0.17 in)
106 db(A) at 50 ft., 300
mph
95 db(a) at 50 ft. 300
mph
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There is a large average gap between the vehicle and the
guideway, which will greatly alleviate problems of snow and
debris. Maintenance vehicles are used to periodically clear the
guideway of objects which are small enough to be thrown by
people or blown by the wind. The large average gap allows
the vehicle to pass over such objects unharmed. It is assumed
that the majority of guideway will be elevated so that the
possibility of larger objects getting onto the guideway is
negligible. For those sections of guideway which are not
elevated, special provisions must be made to detect or prevent
such intrusions.
Switching and banking of the vehicle in turns on the
guideway are done in the same manner as described below for
the stage two concept
The question might be raised as to whether it makes sense
to have people begin their trip at 55 or 60 mph using stage
one vehicles rather than having them use an ordinary bus and
change vehicles before getting on the guideway. This
question can be answered with another question: "how many
people ride to the airport in a bus?" The fact is that almost
every ride to an airport takes place in a car or taxi. The 75
people who would ride down the highway in a stage one
vehicle represent 75 cars or taxis not causing congestion.
From a passenger standpoint the stage one concept is vastly
preferable, for several reasons. It avoids the delay of
transferring vehicles. With a bus, schedule delays or traffic
conditions may mean the intended guideway vehicle is
missed, whereas if a passenger is aboard his stage one vehicle
at the beginning of the trip this is not a problem. Finally,
baggage does not have to be transferred from the bus to the
guideway vehicle.
There is a problem with any vehicle which carries fuel in
tunnels. This problem can be circumvented by specifying
that any portion of the system which requires a major tunnel
must have magnetic propulsion (i.e. must be either the stage
two or stage three guideway). Since tunnels themselves
represent a major capital expense, which is only justified in
the case of high traffic densities, it is consistent to go to the
more expensive version of the guideway anyway. With
shorter tunnels, it should be possible to use stage one
vehicles. The safety problems are not markedly different from
the situation with vehicular traffic, i.e. certain restrictions and
special operating procedures may be required.

m. STAGE TWO DESCRIPTION
The stage two vehicle (Fig. 3) has all the elements of the
stage one vehicle except for the gas turbines and the ducted
fans, which are replaced by a linear synchronous motor. The
vehicle magnets use a toroidal flux path, and there is a
double-sided stator winding on a stem in the middle of the
guideway. Although it is very tempting to avoid the
complication of the guideway stetn by having a flat,
horizontal winding on the bottom of the guideway, the stem
offers four major advantages over the flat stator winding:
(1) The toroidal magnets have a compact and intense flux

field which falls off very rapidly with distance so that it is
easy to shield the passengers from it. This allows the
magnets to be extended for almost the entire length of the
vehicle, resulting in much greater propulsive efficiency, since
almost all the guideway windings under the vehicle are
actively producing thrust.
(2) A flat stator winding is not consistent with the
strategy for dealing with debris and snow described for the
stage one vehicle. With the stem design, there is a large area
at the bottom of the guideway in which debris can sit
harmlessly until a maintenance vehicle has a chance to
remove it Snow can accumulate to a depth at which it is
easily removed. Many practical problems are foreseen with
the flat stator concept, especially under icing conditions.
(3) The stem is the only part of the guideway which
experiences high levels of magnetic flux. This allows the use
of reinforcing steel at the outside regions of the floor of the
guideway, and only requires the use of non-conducting, nonmagnetic reinforcement in the immediate vicinity of the stem.
(4) The vehicle can bank relative to the guideway while
maintaining a small magnetic airgap for the propulsion
system.
In order to obtain a greater insight into the advantage of the
toroidal magnet, the reader is referred to Fig. 6, which shows
a magnetic field which is enclosed between two conducting
sheets. The current flows into the page for the inner sheet
and out of the page for the outer sheet It is possible to
arrange the distribution of current so as to prevent any leakage
of flux beyond the outer ellipse, i.e. no external field. When
the magnetic field is not completely enclosed but has an
opening at the bottom as in Fig. 3, some flux leaks out
Fig. 3 shows how the passengers will be shielded from this
flux. There is a high-temperature superconducting shield on
either side of the toroidal magnet which essentially blocks
most of the flux which would otherwise leak around the
outside of the torus. This has the added benefit of increasing
the flux passing through the stator coils, thus increasing the
propulsive efficiency.

Outer Current
Sheet
Inner Current
Sheet

Figure 6 Currents can be distributed around a closed path in such
a way as to contain the flux to the interior region
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Fig. 7 shows the vehicle at high speed in a banked turn.
The vehicle sits higher in the guideway in these curved
portions so as to maintain at least a six inch clearance at all
points where debris might be found on the guideway. In order
to accommodate this extra height, there are short extensions
on the guidewalls, and the linear motor stator on the
guideway is higher. The vehicle tilts about a point just
above the top of the stem so there is no requirement to
articulate the toroidal magnets relative to the vehicle.
When the vehicle is stopped or moving slowly the wheels
are deployed. In this situation the floor of the vehicle is
parallel to the floor of the guideway, so that the maximum
unbalanced superelevation is the same as that of the guideway
(15 degrees).
Figures 7 illustrates the advantage of having toroidal
magnets on the vehicle interacting with a stem on the
guideway: the vehicle can tilt and still maintain good
magnetic coupling between the vehicle and the guideway.
This provides ideal design characteristics. A larger tilt than
that shown in the figures is quite possible. Other designs
involve some disadvantage. A tilting mechanism, as with the
Swedish X-2000, requires an increase in the frontal area of the
vehicle plus a heavy mechanism. These drawbacks can be
overcome by having a guideway with a rounded bottom, as
with the Magneplane design, but this means the vehicle
magnets become decoupled from the guideway staler at large
tilt angles.

Figure 7 Stage two vehicle at 134 m/s

Low-speed switching is accomplished in the same fashion
as is used by conventional wheeled vehicles negotiating a
highway off-ramp. The vehicle is simply steered onto the
desired branch of the switch. The high speed switching
concept is shown in Fig. 8. The entry portions of the
switches are covered to prevent debris and snow accumulation
and to provide extra protection against crosswinds. There is a
set of hinged panels at the bottom of the vehicle (similar to
those at the sides of the vehicle) whose tips come into close

proximity to the bottom of the guideway. These panels lake
over the function of sealing off the pressurized air under the
vehicle, which is normally done by the hinged panels on the
sides. Thus lift can be maintained without the sidewalk. As
with the side panels, the bottom panels are held in position
by a pressurized air bag, which serves as a secondary
suspension, only this time in the vertical direction. The
propulsion stem on the guideway must gradually transition
into the flattened shape shown. This shape will have a
somewhat reduced magnetic coupling which requires thicker
stator conductors in the switches in order IO maintain the
same level of thrust Fig. 9 shows a view of the switch
further down the guideway. The right side of the bottom of
the guideway in Fig. 9 is sloped, so that when the vehicle
enters the right branch of the switch (the curved branch) it
will tilt, thus maintaining passenger comfort in the curve.
The lift vector is also tilted, thus helping to pull the vehicle
to the right Once it has started to the right, the vehicle will
assume a stable position along the right guidewall as shown
in Fig. 9. The overhead covers for the switches are only
necessary in the initial portion of the switch, where the
average gap is reduced. In these sections, the vehicle may be
vulnerable to crosswinds or debris on the guideway (due to die
reduced average gap). Once the vehicle is clearly on one path
or the other a cover is no longer required.

Figure 8 - Entry section of stage two switch concept

The lateral force necessary to accomplish the actual
switching is provided by a pair of deployable speed brakes as
shown in Fig. 10. The angle of these speed brake airfoils can
be controlled in a symmetric mode or an antisymmetric mode.
If they are turned antisymmetrically (i.e. both to the right)
they produce a controllable side force. They are turned
symmetrically to provide aerodynamic braking. The side
force from these deployable airfoils is used to push the
vehicle onto the exit branch of the switch (the curved branch,
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shown to the right in Fig. 9). It is only necessary to
produce a large control force at the front of the vehicle. The
vertical flaps at the trailing edge of the vehicle are sufficient
to control the position of the aft end, even without the
presence of sidewalls. It is not necessary to deploy the
airfoils if the vehicle is following the straight path.
There is sufficient average gap between the guideway stator
and the superconducting magnet to accommodate mainline
curvature. For tighter turns, the guideway stem can be made
narrower or lower, as shown in Fig. 9.

IV. STAGE THREE DESCRIPTION

The stage three concept allows multiple-car trainsets.
Aerodynamic lift is no longer appropriate, since it is not
effective when the length to diameter ratio is greater than
about 20. The problem with aerodynamic lift is that for
practical reasons the design must allow a small amount of air
to leak out between the tips of the winglets and the guideway.
There is enough air entering beneath the front of the train for
a single car, but not multiple cars. Lift for the stage three
vehicle is provided by the addition of levitatkxi coils on the
guideway stem (Fig. 4). As with the stage two vehicle, there
is a set of toroidal magnets along the centerline of the
vehicle, but in the case of stage three they provide lift in
addition to propulsion. Because of the fact that the lift acts at
the center of the vehicle, it is necessary to add a set of roll
control magnets, which interface with null-flux loops on the
guidewalls. The null-flux loops have a figure eight
configuration, similar to those on the Japanese ML.U002
maglev vehicle. There is one pair of roll control magnets at
the from of the vehicle and another pair at the rear. Each pair
is mounted on a bar which is pivoted at the vehicle centerline.
The vehicle can be tilted relative to the bar, thus allowing the
vehicle to bank at high speeds in turns. The bar will
maintain a fixed position relative to the guideway. The roll
control magnets are sufficiently far from the passengers to
avoid exposing them to strong fields.
The requirements for guidance forces for this vehicle are
small relative to other concepts, due to the protection from
crosswinds afforded by the guidewalls. The limited side force
which is required can be supplied by a combination of
magnetic force from the lift coils and aerodynamic force.
A switch concept for the stage three vehicle has been
worked out, but space does not permit a complete description
here.
V. SNOW AND ICE REMOVAL

Figure 9 Downstream section of the stage two switch concept
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Figure 10 Deployable speed brakes are used to generate guidance
forces in switches

There are drain holes on both sides of the central stem.
These take advantage of the heat available from the
propulsion windings which can be used to melt ice.
Snow is removed by a combination of low-speed snow
removal equipment and special scoops on the passenger
vehicles. After the guideway has been idle for some period of
time, such as in the early morning, automated snow removal
equipment will clear it for the passage of the first vehicle. As
more snow falls, it will accumulate in the bottom of the
guideway. This does not create any difficulty because of the
large average air gap. When there are three or more inches of
accumulation, special scoops on the vehicles arc deployed.
These scoops are small enough to avoid causing excessive
drag. The idea is to have each vehicle remove a small portion
of the snow and to keep the accumulation below six inches.
The scoops have a slip heel which rides on the surface of the
snow and thus regulates the depth of snow which is removed.
They create a narrow stream which is directed up and over the
guidewall.
If there is a period of time during which the number of
vehicles per hour is too low to do this effectively, then the
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snow removal equipment is again brought in. By limiting
the requirement for this equipment in this way, there is
minimal disturbance of the high-speed vehicle traffic by the
low speed of the snow removal equipment.

VX FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION

All three stages of the guideway can be used by tractortrailer trucks during the hours between midnight and 6 am.
This concept is shown if Fig. 11. A portion of the resulting
savings in delivery cost could be used to help defray the coct
of the guideway. This assumes there would be no high-speed
passenger vehicles on the line, so the trucks could travel at 60
mph. By taking advantage of the guideway sidewalk, it
becomes possible lo have several trailers behind one tractor.
The tractor-trailer combinations would have to be modified
versions of conventional trucks. The tractors would be larger
and more powerful. Automatic steering would be used to
keep the trucks in the center of the guideway. The trailers
would also have provision for automatic steering, and would
have solid rubber rollers on the sides in case slippery
conditions cause them to slide into the guidewalls. Driver
productivity could be increased by a large factor with such
long combinations. It is worth noting that the DOT has
invested a considerable amount of effort developing
automobiles which steer themselves automatically by
following a cable buried in the roadway. Automatic vehicle
control is one of the long-range goals of the IVHS program.
The present concept would be a perfect application of this
technology.

II

A

Figure 11 Freight Transportation Concept

VH. GUIDEWAY COSTS

The following cost summary shows that a stage one
guideway would cost about half of what a typical maglev
system would co«.i. Costs are Smillion per mile for a double
guideway in flat rural conditions, and do not include sales tax,
project management, contingency allowance, or fee, all of
which add about 60 percent.

Guideway Structure
Command and Control
Total Stage One Cost

12M
_1M
13M

Guideway Propulsion Elements
Levitation/Guidance Coils
Electrification
Toad Maglev Guideway Cost

4M
3M
_5M
25M

VIL CONCLUSIONS
The conventional view of maglev vehicles is that they
represent some kind an advanced, high-speed train. The
present concept is quite distinct in that it represents an
evolution of our present highway system. It is the most
intennodal of all high speed ground transportation concepts.
The organic guideway can be seen as a dedicated highway lane
for high-productivity trucks and buses. The buses achieve
their high productivity in terms of passengers-miles per hour
by operating at increased speed. Trucks can achieve higher
driver productivity in terms of ton-miles per hour by
increasing the amount of tonnage, i.e., by operating longer
combinations than are possible on a conventkxial highway.
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Magneplane Vehicle Dynamics Simulation
MAGLEV '93, Argonne National Laboratory, May 19-21, 1993.
Presented by William Aitkenhead, Magneplane International

Abstract
The Magneplane maglev configuration relies upon a trough
shaped guideway supporting a vehicle with two saddle shaped
arrays of levitation and propulsion magnets. The levitation
magnets are tilted 35 deg. with respect to the horizontal plane
providing a center of lift in the vehicle above the center of
mass.
This paper presents the magnetic and aerodynamic force and
moment inputs and disturbance conditions for a 6 degree of
freedom vehicle dynamic response model. Ride quality
results and control actuator response needs are presented.
The vehicle response to a 2* guideway discontinuity is also
calculated.

INTRODUCTION
The ongoing discussion of the pros and cons of various
configurations for maglev transportation systems seems
to center around the cost and benefits for the various
methods.
While recognizing the importance of
estimating system costs and the system utilization that
can pay back capital and operational costs, we believe
that a more fundamental issue needs to be addressed;
that issue being the efficacy of maglev configurations
for producing a safe, comfortable ride using achievable
construction and assembly methods.
To date the only high speed maglev system to
demonstrate a safe and comfortable ride is the German
Transrapid. However, the Transrapid does not meet
many of the U.S. market imperatives. The capital cost
is high; the construction tolerances are high; the
allowable guideway deflection is low. The U.S. NMI
office sponsored 4 System Concept Definition (SCD)
efforts in order to evaluate a number of different
schemes vs. the existing Transrapid.
Work sponsored by Army COE contract no. DTFR53-92-C-00006.
Dynamics modeling performed by Lincoln Lab. Aerodynamics; lames
Burnside, Michael Judd, and Charles Hildeman, el al. Magnet analysis by
MIT Plasma Fusion Ctr., Bruce Montgomery, Richard Thome, Robert
Pillsbury, and Richard Hale, et al. Linear synchronous motor force analysis
by Failure Analysis Assoc., Electrical Div., Don Galler, et al.

The US SCD efforts addressed the limitations stated
above and have arguably succeeded. However, a clear
dynamics discussion of the various maglev
configurations is not evident.
A scale Magneplane system was tested in the early 70's
demonstrating the critical need for active damping
control and the requirement to solve the vehicle
dynamics problem in 6 degrees of freedom. For
example, the testing program showed a critical coupling
between the roll attitude and the propulsion drive that
was not solved until the invention of die magnetic keel.
Unfortunately model testing at l/25th scale does not
allow proper scaling of the forces acting on the vehicle.
In fact, the scale model test was equivalent to operating
a full scale vehicle at 1 m/sec.
It is the purpose of this paper to describe the modeling
effort that establishes the 6 dimensional behavior of the
Magneplane maglev vehicle and shows how this
configuration meets the criteria for safe and comfortable
ride.
THE MAGNEPLANE CONFIGURATION
The Magneplane maglev configuration relies upon- a
trough shaped guideway supporting a vehicle with
saddle shaped arrays of levitation and propulsion
magnets as shown in Fig. 1. The levitation magnets are
tilted 35 degrees with respect to the horizontal plane.
They provide a center of lift in the vehicle above the
center of mass so that the suspension is naturally stable.
This configuration also couples lateral and vertical
motions.
The Magneplane system uses a . 15m (6") levitation gap
lowering the natural frequencies for pitch and heave
motion to well less than 2 Hz. This suspension has
very low natural damping and must be damped by
active control of the propulsion system and by aerodynamic control surfaces.
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Fig. 1 Vehicle and Guideway Cross Section. Note: typical bogie arrangement.
Because the natural frequencies are low, good damping
performance can be demonstrated at control bandwidths
that are achievable in these devices. In addition, due to
the large gap, the Magneplane suspension is extremely
forgiving to large perturbations to the guideway. We
have analyzed guideway gaps of up to 2" showing peak
accelerations exerted on the vehicle structure of .25g.
All of this is accomplished without a secondary
suspension. The vehicle natural frequencies are:

2.

Because the Magneplane uses sheet aluminum
conductor to generate lift forces, the induced
magnetic field generated by the guideway is
uniform as the vehicle travels along a span of
guideway. Field variations do occur between
guideway spans but have been found to have
minimal impact on lift and drag.

3.

The conductor providing the vehicle support is
integrated into the support structure. There is
no requirement for lift coil construction,
insulation and mounting.

TABLE 1
Vehicle Natural Frequencies and Damping
Mode
Heave
Pitch
Sway
Yaw
Roll

Frequency (Hz.) Damping Factor
1.27
.0077
1.46
.025
0.92
.106
1.06
.034
0.64
.020

Other important properties
configuration include:
1.

of

the

magneplane

The center of lift is above the center of gravity
and is attitude independent. The Magnepiane
vehicle naturally banks to a coordinated attitude
in a curve.

MODEL
The dynamic response and ride-quality simulation is
based on the six degree of freedom rigid body equations
of motion. The parameters affecting vehicle dynamic
response are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Magnetic and aero-dynamic stiffnesses.
Active control system characteristics.
Mass properties.
Magnetic and aero-dynamic passive damping.

The magnetic forces acting on the vehicle are
characterized by non-linear springs about equilibrium
positions.
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Levitation Magnets
For the levitation magnets we write for lift:
F. [fe./(ho+h)]1<s
magnetic lift,
reference lift force at height h.
and velocity v.,
h
=
deviation from h..
Fo changes slowly with velocity and is assumed constant
for small velocity changes.
F.
where ¥m
F,

=
=
=

Lateral forces on the propulsion magnets are created by
the interaction of the propulsion coils with the LSM and
with the edge of the aluminum sheet vs. lateral
deviation from center line. These effects have been
calculated and modeled as:
F,(y)
=
Ay 3 + By2 + Cy
where y is the deviation from die center line,
A, B and C are fit to the calculated lateral
forces.
Aerodynamic

The relation for drag is written:
D(h,v) = D.
where D(h,v) =
magnetic drag,
Do
=
reference drag at h. and v.,
vo
=
reference velocity,
v
=
deviation from v..
A lateral force on the levitation magnets vs. proximity
to the inner edge of the aluminum sheet is calculated
and found to be small with respect to lateral forces
acting on the on-board propulsion magnets. The net
lateral force on the levitation magnets due to their roll
attitude with respect to the guideway is calculated and
included in the lateral force state equation.

Other forces acting on the vehicle include aero-dynamic
lift and drag on the vehicle body and aero-control
surfaces. For the body forces we write:
F. .(v) =
=
where p
=
S
v.
v

=
=
=

1/2 p C, S (v.+v) 2
air density,
coef of drag or lift, includes
induced drag of control
surfaces,
reference area,
reference velocity,
velocity deviation.

Propulsion Magnets

The components of total Q are: fore body drag, base
drag, ground interference, and control surface induced
drag.

The forces on the propulsion magnets include thrust, lift
and lateral forces. The thrust is created by the
interaction of the propulsion magnets with the LSM
windings in the guideway. The magnitude of thrust is
a control parameter and varies vs. LSM current and the
phase relationship between the LSM current and the onboard propulsion coils.

The aero-dynamic control forces are modelled by lift
vs. wind speed and control angle for 5 control axes.
We have assumed orthogonal control authority and
closed loop controller. Drag forces on control surfaces
are assumed to be constant.
Damping

The LSM current also interacts with the propulsion
magnets to produce lift forces. By operating near 0
degree phase angle it is possible to use changes in the
phase angle to control the lift with small changes to the
thrust.
For both thrust and lift forces a height variation is
calculated as:
Fra
=
Fo [h./Oi.+h)]
magnetic force,
where F_
reference force,
reference height,
deviation from h..

Magnetic and aero-dynamic passive damping factors
have been calculated (See Table 1.) and found to be at
least an order of magnitude too small to contribute to
adequate vehicle damping.
Mass Properties
The mass properties of the vehicle were established
using the full layout of the on-board vehicle equipment
and passenger load.
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Equations of State
The forces acting on the vehicle are written:
F,

=

F, =

Thrust(vehicle speed, height at each bogie,
LSM current and phase angle) DragMra(vehicle speed, wind gust) DragE+^vehicle speed, height at each bogie)
Lift^^vehicle speed x and z comp., wind gust)
+

L*ftcM«i»i «irfco«( ve hi c l e 8 P ee d<

control surface angle) +
Liftim. M^MtCheight at each bogie) +
: at each bogie,
LSM current and phase angle)
F,, =

Side Force^vehicle side velocity, wind gust)
+ Side Force,^^,, ^^^(vetucle speed,
control surface angle)+
Side Force^ ..^(vehicle attitude,
height at each bogie) +
Side Forcemvt6c ^(height at each bogie,
lateral displacement)

Similar expressions are written for the moments. The
above equations are supplemented by the relations
between the state variables to the center of gravity
location and Euler angles and by the kinematic
relationships between the individual magnetic gaps and
the vehicle position and attitude relative to the
guideway. The gap relationships include the effect of
guideway misalignments and flexibility.
Control Model
The control method employed for the analysis of the
vehicle operation is linear, constant coefficient, full
state feedback control using the linear quadratic
regulator method. The full non-linear force and
moment equations are used to calculate the time varying
behavior of the vehicle.

The gust distribution used is based on the Davenport
model:
nS(n) =
4 x2u?/(l+xt)*a
gust velocity spectrum,
where S(n)
=
gust frequency,
n
=
friction velocity,
u,
1200 n/U,o,
x
=
1 hour average wind speed at
U10
=
10 m,
standard deviation
u'
2.5 u, =
IV5.7.
=
The guideway roughness is treated as filtered white
noise with the following spectrum:

SJw)
where Srt(w)
a
A
u

Au/co2
guideway disturbancespectrum,
disturbance angular frequency,
6.1 x Iff'm (welded rail),
vehicle velocity.

=
=
=
=

The periodic guideway deflection vs. time is modeled
as:
S/t)
=
.5 a* sin(2 T U t/l^J
where u
=
vehicle velocity,
a,
=
dynamic deflection amplitude
of the span,
1^.
=
span length.
The combined guideway disturbance from the above
conditions is shown in Fig. 2.
The acceleration demands of following the guideway
through various curves and grades have been included
in the modeling of the vehicle behavior.
o.oi

Venial Guideway DumrtMnoe: Romlncg ph» Deflection

DISTRUBANCES
System excitations and forcing inputs are:
1.
2.
3.

Wind gusts and turbulence.
Guideway mis-alignments, roughness and
flexibility.
Virtual forces resulting from accelerations
caused by grades and curves.
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Fig. 2 Combined guideway disturbance.
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Z Acceleration. SST Zone 1

RESULTS
Summaries of the vehicle response to route segments
with the combined disturbances described above are
calculated and displayed by the Peplar Index and the 1/3
octave spectral plots. The Peplar ride quality index is
shown in Table 2 for various segments of the
hypothetical route defined for the SCD study and the
required actuator response to achieve the ride quality
results. Note that the RMS excursions are well within
reasonable limits. Fig. 3 displays the ISO results for a
typical segment.

10-1
100

Finally the vehicle response was modeled for a major
disruption to the guideway described as a 2" vertical
gap in the guideway. The maximum acceleration
observed at the vehicle center is .25 g. Accelerations
at the ends of the vehicle will be somewhat higher. The
large levitation gap enables the vehicle to negotiate a
significant guideway disruption with minimum hazard
to the passenger.

100

101
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Y Acceleration. SST Zone I

10-1
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KM
10-1

102
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TABLE 2
Peplar Ride Quality Index and RMS Actuator Values

1

_2_

_3_

_£_

Ride Quality Index

1.83

1.84

1.82

1.77

LSM Thrust (103 N)
LSM Vert. (103 N)
Aero Vert, (deg.)
Aero Sway (deg.)
Aero Pitch (deg.)
Aero Yaw (deg.)

34
4.0
9.4
5.1
10.8

23

5.9

Aero Roll (deg.)

10.2

37
4.1
10.2
4.9
9.8
5.7
9.1

3.3
4.5
1.3
2.6
3.2
1.8
3.9

Severe Sep. Number

3.6
6.4
5.0
7.1

5.8
6.3

3

100

101

102

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 3
ISO acceleration plots for segment of
Fig
hypothetical route.
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Technology and Costing Considerations for Full Maglev System Development, As
Derived from Bechtel's System Concept Definition Exercise
J. C. Perkowski
Manager, Advanced Civil Systems, Research and Development, Bechtel Corporation
P.O. Box 193965, San Francisco, California
94119-3965
Abstract
The recent NMI-sponsored System Concept Definition
exercise provided an opportunity to assess our current
design knowledge base and identify technology uncertainties
requiring further research during a prototype development
stage. Also, through the development of a comprehensive
cost estimate of the Bechtel team baseline concept, we were
able to determine areas of focus for further work to reduce
total systems costs. This presentation will summarize our
results in both of these areas (technology and cost estimation)
and provide a conceptual approach for how to guide and
manage further research efforts as we move towards full
prototype development. It will also examine the Institutional
implications related to cost effective prototype development,
with suggestions of alternate approaches to Improve chances
for successful system Implementation.
I. Summary of Bechtel Team Concept
A team of organizations headed by Bechtel completed
one of the four maglev System Concept Definition (SCD)
exercises recently sponsored by National Maglev Initiative
(NMI). Our team concept can be denned as including the
following key systems and features:
•

A high efficiency electrodynamic suspension system
that minimizes energy use and can suspend the
vehicle to very low speeds

•

A box beam guideway that minimized total structural
system cost and environmental impact while
providing a high degree of safety and a long service
life

•

A linear motor propulsion system that provides high
acceleration and braking capability and that can also
operate effectively at reduced speeds under various
possible failure modes

•

An automated and fault tolerant control system that
allows highly reliable fail-safe operation with short
headway and high reliability

•

Low speed stop/start capability without requiring a
wheel assembly on the vehicle

A typical vehicle/guideway cross section (straight
track segment) is shown as Figure 1. Further technical
details describing our concept have been presented
previously, for example at the January 1993 TRB Annual
meeting. Those interested in more information should

consult the summary report of the NMI planned for
issuance to Congress and the public this spring.
II. Current Concept Cost Estimate
Our overall concept cost estimate is represented in
summary form by Table I. This table includes a
comparison between our baseline concept costs and costs
provided to our team (as well as to the other three System
Concept Definition teams) by the NMI staff, based on the
document "Maglev Cost Estimation: Capital Cost
Elements," January 1992 Interim Report, prepared for the
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center. For
convenience we have labelled this information as the
Government Cost Model, since it was provided as the only
Government costing guidelines available during the course
of the SCD study. Footnotes to Table I clarify the data and
point towards areas requiring further costing study as
maglev concepts continue to evolve.
ID. Areas of Major Cost Uncertainties
Table II represents our effort at providing a "reduced
first cost scenario" for those perceived circumstances
where an investor is more interested in minimizing first
costs than in any other investment criteria. The single
largest line item change is with regards to the guideway
electrification subsystem. Although there are few
precedents indicating utility interest in assuming the first
cost burden for all utility-related components of major
transportation installations, it is reasonable to assume that
utilities operating in the service region of a maglev system
might be induced to join the team during early planning
stages and offer a financial arrangement that draws upon
their available capital resources rather than that of the
maglev system investor. Additional studies are needed to
quantify what the possible life-cycle cost premiums would
be (if any) from the perspective of the system operator
should this arrangement be made. The inclusion of
Southern California Edison on the Bechtel team was
extremely helpful in identifying and examining at a
conceptual level the basis for the proper role of the
electric utility in implementing a large infrastructure
system of this sort in the real world.
Table II also indicates where less large but still
significant improvements might be made in other
components of the total system. For example, the Bechtel
concept assumed the necessity of including fiberglass
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rebar in certain areas of the guideway to minimize
magnetic drag penalties and possible rebar degradation
that could be associated with the magnetic fields adjacent
to the edge of the guideway. Further work during future
concept development phases will determine whether this
particular cost saving is realistic.
Note that the application of "indirect" costs
(comprised, as indicated in Table I, of various
management fees, taxes, and contingencies) as a
multiplier to "direct" costs means that every dollar saved
in the base case estimate actually saves roughly $1.50
from the perspective of the investor. These "indirect" costs
have various labels and definitions in the
design/construction industry and Table I provides one
particular (but not uniformly agreed-upon) means of
disaggregating them. However they are defined, there is no
doubt that they are real when financial pro-formas are
prepared to authorize the design and construction of real
systems in the real world. This means that the label of a
"$20 million per mile" system is a misnomer if
clarification is not provided as to whether indirect charges
are included, and could well become a "$30 million per
mile" system with the addition of a key footnote. It also
means that a "$15 million per mile" system could imply a
savings of $7.5 million (not $5.0 million) over a "$20
million per mile" system.
IV. Institutional Implications for Prototype
Development
The SCD exercise was most useful not only in
establishing technical areas of emphasis for prototype
work but also in providing us all with a sense of value
engineering required at the top-most systems level prior to
eventual maglev prototype development. Recall that the
SCD was intended as a concept definition exercise and
that extensive work is programmed as part of the broad
ISTEA authorization provisions for further concept
development prior to construction of a prototype line. This
distinction of prototype construction versus concept
development versus concept definition is crucial and leads
us to suggest the following institutional and administrative
procedures that need to be orchestrated now by all of the
major players to be involved in further maglev work, in
order to optimize in a timely manner the cost-effective
implementation of maglev as a prospective major
transportation alternative:
•

At the most general systems level, a common costing
framework with common category labels needs to be
established as the mandatory basis for prototype
development cost estimation. The framework
represented by the data in Table 1 is an adequate
starting point since it disaggregates system costs in a
meaningful, pragmatic way allowing rapid comparison
of key subsystem data.
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Due to the nature of the SCD exercise, it was
apparently not possible to provide uniform unit costing
data to the SCD teams, and so comparison of SCD
costing data between the four SCD teams is not very
meaningful. However such unit costing information is
essential during the prototype evaluation phase in
order to provide a "level playing field" for evaluation
of alternate concepts. Common unit costing ranges
from the simple (provision of common assumptions for
unit material costs) to the complex (provision ot
piece labor breakdowns for concrete fabrication
operations or specialty material operations). It is
preferable for the sponsor of further prototype
programs to set costing benchmarks in detail and in
advance, as far as possible, and allow the contractor
to make clearly documented exceptions where
appropriate rather than permitting contractors to
identify customized procedures claiming elaborate
advantages without clearly established comparison to
current industry practice.
True costing of a prototype system must include
provision for serving an increased passenger capacity
over time, saving first cost investment by not
ovcrsizing at the start of operations, provided that
further capacity demands can be met through modular
additions to the system. For example, as much as onethird of the initial electrification costs of the Bechtel
team concept could be avoided by designing initially
for a 4,000 passenger-per-hour-per direction system as
versus a 12,000 passenger-per-hour-per-direction
system. This would be accomplished by downsizing
inverter output current, increasing inverter zone length
spacing, initially using only a single cable in the DC
distribution system and a single transmission line
feeder, and reducing the MVA ratings of the
transformers and rectifiers.
It was beyond the scope of the SCD exercise to
develop any more than very generic costing for
special route segments (bridges et al) that would be a
part of any real maglev route (although not
necessarily a part of any prototype route). This means
that some emphasis must be applied during the
concept development phase to indicating whether any
special cost penalties apply to a particular technical
concept due to its relative inability to adapt to
specialized route terrain likely to be found in actual
layouts.
During the upcoming phase of concept development,
contractors should be required to analyze the
feasibility of implementation of their concepts in the
context of a fixed schedule for prototype design and
construction. Technical feasibility requires a
comparison of less mature versus more mature
technological features. Changes required in cedes and
standard operating procedures need to be clearly
identified and examined in detail. Unusual system
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aspects such as the extensive software development
required for automated control needs special attention.
All of these matters taken together represent a risk
analysis exercise necessary for full concept
development.
•

Since 1STEA currently mandates a competitive
environment for concept development in the context
of a down-select process for prototype construction,
proprietary information developed during the concept
development phase will have to be effectively
shielded until such time as a prototype construction
contract is awarded. However, innovations developed
by those teams not selected for final prototype
construction may have considerable value if applied
to the prototype selected. Therefore some means must
be found to incorporate those innovations with due
compensation to their originators. One suggestion is to
mandate a formal review by the winning prototype
builder of all other proposed concepts under terms
guaranteeing confidentiality and due compensation for
techniques and innovations that would add value to
the prototype chosen.

In summary, we look forward to examining these and
other related institutional implications for maglev system
costing that will be essential for successful development
of a prototype that in turns leads to full system
implementation.
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Table 1
C o * Estimate SHU imirv

"

Bechtel Team Concept Estimate,
$/Mile(5>

Gov'i Cost Model, S/Mile (9 )

Summary Estimate")

9.095,744<5>

10.S41.OT7t1>

Structure Only W
5

•

System Guidance Only C X )

2,154,240< >

•

System Propulsion

Long Stttor Core
* Hangers^

mi

[1526] DG. Long Sutor

Leviution^XS)

uoo,ooo(5)

1

2.323,200

831.400
Winding and Assembly
(1524] feeder lines.DG
|152S]Motor Switches.DG

1.945.000
960,000

Total

5.600,000( 5 )

6.059.800

Guideway Electrification^ '
[ 1521J Transmission line Cost
[1523] Power Substation A Switching Station Costs
•
1

C3 costs/mile, DG

5.100,000<7>

[1532]

1,400.000

1.100,000
4.000.000 per unit

Vehicles, per unil^ )

$5,000,000 to $7,000,000 per unit

Stations and Parking W

Site Specified

960,000( 8 )

Maintenance Facilities' '

N/AW

467,200<8>

Construction Facilities W

N/AW

64,0OO(8)

Not given

6

"

Sales Tax

"

Construction Mgmt

Toul Project Management Factor is 23%t )

4% of [direct costs + a l e s tax]

m

Systems Integration,
Engineering, and Design
Management

Toul Project Management Factor is 2 5 % ^

10% of [direct c o m + sales tax + construction mgtnt
costs]

•

Procurement and Project
Control

Toul Project Management Factor is 25% W

4% of (direct costs + sales lax + construction mgml costs]

Contingency Allowance^

Recommended Ranges from 15-30% (for items
other than land)< 9 X 3 )

20% of lubtobJ of all above items, except where noted

Fee

Not given

2.5% of all above items (including contingency
allowance)

•

6% of all above (direct) costs, except labor
4

Footnotes to Table I
(1)

From Page 6-42 of the Government Cott Model, segment 1213RF, "double elevated in rural flat." The sum of plates and hangers is taken as the
equivalent of $4,477,440 for the sum of levitation and guidance and propulsion. The item "long staior iron core and hangers" (52,323,200) ii
segregated as dedicated principally to propulsion and leviution, with the item "factory installed vertical guiding steel plates" of $2,154,240
primarily dedicated to the guidance function.

(2)

Toul system cost per unit length is the sum of (i) all capital costs; (ii) pro-rated vehicle, sution, and construction/maintenance facility costs;
and (iii) the integrated mutilplier factor for all taxes, contingencies, fees, and seiv-ce charges.

(3)

Taken from page 8-6 of the Government Cost Model document

(4)

Taken from page 8-4 of the Government Cost Model.

(5)

We undersund that the Government Cost Model data represents a structure that will accommodate 12° 8 i r d e r til1 - 2em vehicle lilt, and 0.15g
longitude acceleration. Our baseline concept accomodates a 15° girder tilt, a 15° vehicle till, and 0.20g longitude acceleration and therefore
represents a rather conservative comparison (i.e. our numbers jre higher than they would have to be for an exact, "apples-lo-apples" comparison)
with the Government Cost Model.
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Footnotes to Table I (ConTd)
This point applies to the ievitation, propulsion, and guidance elements of the baseline concept as well as to the guideway civil structure, since
those elements have had to be defined to accomodate the loads and accelerations of our baseline concept.
(6)

See page 6-191. data for category 182 data in the Government Cost Model. Data are rounded.

(7)

We have a serious concern regarding comparative costing for Cost Element 1S23 of the Government Cost Model, Power Substation and
Switching Station Costs. The assumptions used in the Government Cost Model seem very unreasonable for a high-capacity revenue system. If
there is only one inverter station every 20 miles, then it must be capable of providing peak power for maximum consist or multi-vehicle loadings
in both directions. This in turn would imply at least 30 or 40 MW of peak power required per direction, or about 1.5 to 2 MW per mile of dual
guideway. In actual fact the peak power would have to be even higher to allow for reasonable acceleration capability. On the other hand, to
accommodate dispatching of multiple single vehicles each carrying between 100 and 200 passengers, the spacing of the power nations would
have to be more frequent. Li either case, the current data in the Government Cost Model for this item seem loo low by a factor of at least five.
Further, note that if one assumes a multiple-consist dispatching, then the motor winding must be changed to allow for the higher winding
voltages that would be required.
On the bas<> of the above, we are unable to provide a precise measure of the costs of the "Electrification" line item for the Government Cost
Model and make £ 'rue comparison with our baseline concept estimate.

(8)

The reader is cautioned in particular regarding the station estimate, which is taken from past experience but was not developed beyond the
concept definition level. Stations are highly site-specific structures and by definition an exercise of this ton does not yield precise data for
estimation. Government Cost Model data cannot be derived sufficiently to yield an accurate comparison.

(9)

The Government Cost Model does not include any contingency applied to any individual line items, as orally confinned by Mr. Todd Greene of
DOT/VNTSC on 4-21-92.

Table II
Reduced First Cost Summary
Summary
Reduced First Cost
•

Structure Only

•

System Guidance Only

•

System Propulsion

Reduced 1st Cost, S/MiieO)

Baseline Concept Estimate. S/MileO)

7,700.000< 2 )

9.100.000

900.000(3>

1.100.000

4,5O0,O0O< >

5.600,000

o«)

5.100,000

3

lad Leviution
•

Guideway Electrification

•

C3 costs/mile. DG

•

Vehicles, per unit

1,100,000

54.000,000 per unit

1,100.000

S4.000.000 per unit

(1)

These data represent an executive summary level of analysis and are rounded off.

(2)

Assumed savings of S1.1 million per mile if fiberglass is shown to be unnecessary for guideway reinforcement; another 5 percent savings is
assumed from a continuous structure design and refinements in automated guideway fabrication techniques.

(3)

Guidance, propulsion, and levitation elements are shown reduced in cost by 20 percent from the baseline. Bated on discussions with various
vendors, it is our view that it will be possible to use numerically controlled wire winding machines and wet epoxy-coated wire to produce
structurally rigid coils. This production technique can be used to fabricate the guidance coils and will eliminate the need for the fiberglass
frames which represent 40 percent of total guidance coil installed costs. Similarly, this production method could possibly be used to fabricate the
leviution ladder. If feasible, the ,-ost of the levilation ladder would in our judgment be significantly reduced. Extensive discussions were required
to develop this information with selected vendors on a conceptual basis, and it will require an allocation of next phase effort to develop this
alternative further.

(4)

For this reduced first cost scenario we assume the electric utility incurs the direct capital cost of all guideway electrification elements, and
passes those costs on to the maglev system owner/operator in terms of changed long-term rate structures. This item is not offered as a life-cycle
cost savings issue, since its life-cycle cost value would depend upon actual utility rate structures to recapture their first cost investment. It is
offered a a suggested means to reduce first cost exposure only for prospective investors in maglev who are concerned about minimizing first
exposure as an investment criterion.
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System Concept Definition of the Grumman Superconducting
Electromagnetic Suspension (EMS) Maglev Design
M. Proise, L. Deutsch, R. Gran, R. Herbermann, S. Kalsi, P. Shaw
Grumman Corporation, Bethpage, New York
Abstract- Grumman, under contract to the Army Corps
I. INTRODUCTION
of Engineers, has completed a System Concept Definition
(SCD) study to design a high-speed 134 m/s (300 m.p.n.) Maglev
The Grumman Corporation assembled a team of six
transportation system. The primary developnuntgoals were to corporations and one university that were exceptionally
design a Maglev that Is safe, reliable, environmentally acceptqualified toperformtheidentified SCD study. TheGrumman
able, and low-cost. The cost issue was a predominant one, since
team
members and associated responsibilities were:
previous studies [1] have shown that an economically viable
• Grumman Corporation - system analysis and
Maglev system (one that would be attractive to investors for
vehicle design
future modes of passenger and/or freight transportation) re• Parsons Brinckerhqff-guidzwaysuucUiK design
quires a cost that is about $12.4M/km ($20 MUMon per mile).
The design (Fig. 1) Is based on the electromagnetic
• Intermagnetics General Corp. (IGC) - superconsuspension (EMS) system using superconducting Iron-core
ducting magnet design
magnets mounted along both sides of the vehicle. The EMS
• PSM Technologies - linear synchronous motor
system basseveral advantages compared to the electrodynamic
(LSM) propulsion system design
suspension (EDS) Maglev systems such as, low stray magnetic
•
Honeywell - communication, command, and
fields In the passenger cabin and the surrounding areas, unicontrol (C3) design
form load distribution along the full length of the vehicle, and
• Battelle- safety and environmental impact
small pole pitch for smoother propulsion and ride comfort It is
analysis
also levitated at all speeds and Incorporates a wrap- around
design for safer operation. The Grumman design has all the
• NYSIS- high temperature superconductor (HTSC)
advantages of an EMS system identified above, while eliminatand magnetic shielding analysis.
ing (or significantly improving) drawbacks associated with
normal magnet powered EMS systems. Improvements include,
As a result of the team's efforts, a unique high-speed
larger gap clearance, lighter weight, lower number of control
Maglev system concept (Fig. 1), was identified. If impleservos, and higher off line switching speeds. The design also
incorporates vehicle tilt (±9°) for higher coordinated turn and mented, this design would meet all the goals specified in the
abstract and would satisfy U.S. transportation needs well into
turn out speed capability.
the 21st century. The design is based on the electromagnetic
Manuscript received Mach IS, 1993. This work was suspension (EMS or Attractive) system concept using superformed as part of the Maglev System Concept Definition study perconducting (SC) iron core magnets mounted along both
supported by Ihe U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under contrac No. sides of the vehicle.
DTFR53-92-C-00004.

Food Preparation Centers (2)

S' V
Storage Areas (2)
Lavatories (2)

Entrance Doors (4)

Lavatories (2)

Storage Areas (3)

The "Baseline Configuration" is 100 passengers with 5 across seating.
The seats have a 0.96 meter spacing.
Fig. 1 . Grumman baseline Maglev vehicle configuration
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control are discussed below.
Two magnets combined as shown in Fig. 3 make up
what is called a "magnet module." Each magnet in a magnet
module is a " C shaped, laminated iron core with a SC coil
wrapped around the center body of the magnet, and two
copper control coils wrapped around each leg. Vehicle roll
con trol is achieved by offsetting the magnets by 2 cm (0.8 in.)
in a module to the left and right side of a 20 cm (8 in.) wide
rail. Control isachieved by sensing the vehicle's roll position
relative lo the rail anddifferentially driving the offset control
coilstocorrectforrollerrors. The total numberof independent
control loops required for a complete 100 passenger vehicle
control is 26 (1 for each of the 24 modules and 2 for roll
control).
The iron rail shown in Fig. 3 (b) also is laminated and
contains slots for the installation of a set of 3-phued alternating current (ac) Linear Synchronous Motor (LSM) propulEMS systems exist However, the German Transrapid sion coils. The coils are powered with a variable-frequency
TR-07 and the Japanese High Speed Surface Transportation v^riaNc-ampUtudccurrent that is synchronized lo the vehicle's
(HSST) systems, which use copper wire iron cored magnets speed. Speed variations are achieved by increasing or deinstead of SC coils, have a number of basic disadvantages: creasing the frequency of the ac current.
Comprehensive two and three dimensional magnetic
• Small gap clearance (1 cm (0.4 in.)), which
results in tighter guideway tolerance requirements analyses [2] have been performed to assure that the magnetic
design will simultaneously meet all levitation, guidance and
• Heavier weight with limited or no tilt capability
propulsion control requirements identified above, and do it
to perform coordinated turns and maximize
average route speed
• Limited off-line switch speed capability (56 m/s
Tilt Mechanism
maximum)
4
• Large number of magnets and control servos
(-100 total).
The Grumman team selected an EMS design instead of
an electrodynamic suspension (EDS or Repulsive) design
because of the following significant advantages that the EMS
offers over the EDS system:
• Low magnetic fields in the cabin and surrounding
areas (this eliminates or minimizes the need for
magnetic shielding and non-metallic rcbar in
concrete guideways)
• Uniform load distribution along the full length of
vehicle (minimizing guideway loads and vibrations in the cabin and contribute to the elinination
of a secondary suspension system)
• Small pole pitch (results in smoother propulsion)
• Magnetically levitated at all speeds (needs no
supplemental wheel support)
• Wrap-around configuration (safer operation).

The Grumman team design has retained all of the
advantages of an EMS system. At the same time it has
succeeded in eliminating, or significantly improving, every
aspectofthe identified EMS disadvantages. A brief description of our baseline system and how it has accomplished this
goal follows.
IL LEVTTATION. GUIDANCE A. PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN

Fig. 2 shows a cross section of the vehicle with the iron
core magnets and guideway rail identified in black. The
laminated iron core magnets and iron rail are oriented in an
inverted "V" configuration with the attractive forces between
the magnets and rail acting through the vehicle's center of
gravity (eg). Vertical control forces are generated by sensing
the gap clearance on the left and right side of the vehicle and
adjusting the currents in the control coils to maintain a
relatively large 4 cm (1.6 in.) gap between the iron rail and the
magnet face. Lateral control is achieved by differential
measurements of the gap clearance between the left and right
sides of the vehicle magnets. The corresponding magnet
control coil currents are differentially driven for lateral
guidance control. There are 48 magnets, 24 on each side of
a 100 passenger vehicle. In this manner control of the vehicle
relative to the rail can be achieved in the vertical, lateral,
pitch, and yaw directions. Vehicle speed and roll attitude

y
Iron Rails with
Propulsion Wires

^1
Lift Magnets

Fig. 2. Cross section of vehicle showing lift
magnets, iron rail, guideway and tilt mechanism.
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TWO MAGNET
MODULE, EACH
MAGNET OFFSET
FROM RAIL BY
2 cm (0.8 h.)
AS SHOWN

MAGNETIC
FIELD
ANALYSIS
SUPERCONDUCTING
COIL - v

POWER
PICKUP
COILS

(a) Forces Applied to the eg by
the Magnets Supply both Lift and
Lateral Control
PROPULS
COILS
LAMINATED
IRON CORE

SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET

(b) 2 Magnet Module with Offset that provides
roll control, and the configuration of the superconducting and normal control coils

IRON RAIL-

(c) Magnetic Field Map with
Power Pick Up Coils on
Magnet pole face and
Propulsion Coils in Rail

Fig. 3. Configuration of magnets and the control, propulsion and power pick-up coils
withoutmagnetically saturating the iron core. An exampleof should future studies (now under way) indicate a need for
this analysis is shown in Fig. 3 (c).
lower values. Similarly, ac magnetic fields are anticipated to
Power pickup coils are located on each magnet pole be within acceptable levels.
face designed to operate atall speed, including standing still,
Another important aspect of the magnet design is the
using a unique inductive approach described in [3].
Low magnetic fields in the passenger compartment and surrounding
areasrepresentsan important aspect of
this design. Fig. 4 identifies constant
flux densities in the cabin and station
platform that can be expected for the
baseline design. Flux density levels
above the seat are less than 1 gauss,
which is very close to the earth's 0.5
gauss field level. On the platform, magnetic levels, when the vehicle is in the
station, do not exceed 5 gauss, which is
considered acceptable in hospitals usGauss
ing magnetic resonant imaging (MRI)
equipment. The data in Fig. 4 is based
50 Gauss
on a three-dimensional magnetic analyMagnetic Fields in Cabin are Less Than 1 Gauss (Twice the Earths
sis program and assumes no shielding.
Magnetic Field) and on the Passenger Platform are less than 5 Gauss
With a modest amount of shielding,
R
these levels could be further reduced
8 - 4 - Magnetic fields in cabin and surrounding area
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use of SC wire in place of copper coils used in existing EMS
systems. Thisallowsustooperaiewithalarge4cm(1.6in.)
gap clearance without paying the heavy weight penalty
required if copper coils were used for the same purpose.
The use of an iron core with the SC coil provides an
added advantage. The magnetic flux is primarily concentrated in the iron core, not the SC coils as is the case of an EDS
system. This reduces the flux density and loads in die SC wire
to very low values (<0.35 Testa and -17.5 kPa, respectively).
In addition we have implemented a patented constant current
loop controller [4] on the SC coil thai diminishes rapid
current variations on the coil, minimizes the potential of SC
coil quenching and allows for the use of state-of-the-art SC
wire.
The use of iron-cored SC magnets with their associated
low flux density and load levels previously identified affords
an additional advantage of our design over an EDS concept
High temperature SC technology has progressed to the point
that the field levels these magnetsrequireare achievable with
existing High temperature SC wire. It is now reasonable to
consider the application of mis new emerging technology to
this concept Although we are not baselining the use of high
temperature SC for this application (except for its use as leadin wire to the tow temperature SC coil), we are pursuing a
one-year development program at this time to manufacture
samples of high temperature SCcoilsof sufficient length and
with adequare current carrying density to satisfy our requirements.
In summary, the use of SC iron-core magnets resulted
in a significant number of advantages for this concept:
• Large gap size-4 cm (1.6 in.)
• Low magnetic fields in SC coil - <0.35 T
• Low magnetic fields in passenger cabin -

<1.0 gauss dc
• Low load forces in SC coil--17.5 kPa
• State-of-the-art SC wire - 0.65 mm diameter
• Lower weight than copper coil system -80% reduction per magnet
• The potential for near term implementation of high temperature SC wire.
DX VEHICLE DESIGN

A number of important system trade studies were
performed to arrive at the baseline vehicle configuration
showninFig.l. An example given in Fig. 5 which identifies
how the total system cost, which includes the guideway,
vehicles, levitation, propulsion, and operating cost, is affected by the number cf passenger seats in the vehicle and the
number of passengers per hour utilizing the system. Note
thai minimum cost results between 50 and 150 seats per
vehicle. WehavechoienlOOpassengerseatspervehiclefor
our baseline configuration.
The 100 passenger baseline systemshown in Fig. 1
lends itself to other single and multi-vehicle (train) configurations that can be developed based on two bask building
block modules. The main module consists of a 12.7 m (41.7
ft) long section, which seats 50 passengers with 2 entrance
doors (one on each side of the vehicle), 2 lavatories (one
designed to accommodate handicapped passengers),rnulo'ple
overhead and closet storage facilities and a galley area. The
forward and aft sections of the vehicle utilize the second
module, which consists of a 4.9 m (16 ft) long section that is
externally identical, but internally different, depending on its
forward or rear location on the vehicle. We have adopted
one-way vehicle operation to minimize the impact of weight

500

480

til

AaMwptMMt:

•492 I n (300 mile) trip
• 134 ape (300 •.p.h.) speed

460

• l€ hr/day operatkw
• Cap. Recov. Fac. = 0.103 («% 15 yrs.)
• $J)5 per kilo volt aaipere power cost
• 5 seats across
•12.7ailtMgBodHle
• 50 seats per Brattle
30 • spat

440

420

400

380

360
50

100

150

200

2SO

300

350

400

SEATS/VEHICLE

Fig. 5. System cost trade study
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for rc verse facing seat mechanisms and cost duplicating all
the electrical controls and displays on both sides of the
vehicle.
We also chose to include business-type aircraft seats
with an ample 0.96 m (38 in.) spacing between seats to assure
a comfortable seating arrangement for all passengers. Additional detailed vehicle characteristics are given in [5].
Comprehensive two and three-dimensional Navicr
Stokes computational aerodynamic analyses [6] were also
performed on the baseline design to estimate drag and other
disturbances acting on the vehicle. Vehicle speeds up to 134
m/s (300 m.p.h.) with 22.3 m/s (50 tn.p.h.) crosswinds where
investigated.

7%
Ancillary Facilities

13%
Vehicles

65%
Guideway

15%
Electrical &
The guideway is an important aspect of our system Communication
IV. GUIDEWAY DESIGN

design because it represents the largest percentage of the total
system cost. Fig. 6 snows how system cost distributes
between the four major components, i.e., guideway (64.4%);
electrical and communication (14.8%); vehicles (13.3%);
and the ancillary facilities such as stations, buildings and
vehicle parking (7.46%). Details of our system costing procedures is given in [7].
A number of different guideway designs were investigated. Four are shown in Fig. 7 and are identified in terms of
increasing cost.
In each case our design mandated that a center platform
exist along the full length of the guideway to provide a safe

Fig. 6. Distribution of costs across the four major
components of the Maglev system
exit for the passengers, in case of an emergency such as a fire
or smoke in the cabin. Escape ladders from periodic column
locations also were identified.
Analysis of the four guideway configurations identified in Fig.7 showed that the"spine girder" guideway design
is not only lowest in cost, but also is relatively insensitive to
span length [8]. This has important implications when the

Selected
Configuration

Composite "U"
Girder
Double "T"
Girder

Increasing Cost

Spine
Girder

Trend

Fig. 7. Alternate guideway structures considered
5
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guideway must be installed in areas such as the U.S. Interstate Highway system, which will require wide ranges in
span length depending on local road conditions. In summary, based on this and other considerations, the "spline
girder" configuration shown in Fig. 8 was chosen as our
baseline for the following reasons:
• Lowest cost dual- guideway ($7.99MyVm, for
spread footing including iron rail cost)
• Smaller footprint
• Can be more closely designed to suit span
variations
• Visually less intrusive because of single column
• Creates less shadow
• Esthetically pleasant.
Detailed descriptions of the baseline guideway and
associated cost estimates are given in [9] and [8] respectively. The total system cost, which includes guideway,
electrical and communication, vehicles, stations buildings
etc. was estimated at $12.4M/km ($20M/mile) [7],
A 5 degree-of-freedom analysis of the interactive
effects of the vehicle traveling over a flexible guideway was
undertaken [10]. Guideway irregularities resulting from
random slcpchangcs, camber variations, span misalignment
and rail roughness where included in the simulation. Also
included where linearized versions of the vehicle levitation
and lateral control loops. The results indicated that passenFig. 8. Baseline spine girder configuration
ger comfort levels could be maintained without the need for
section of the track laterally 3.61 m (12 ft), we move two
a secondary suspension system.
sections laterally 3.0 m (10.0 ft) with one actuator motion.
The track switching concept is shown in Fig. 9. It identifies
V. HIGH SPEED OFFLINE SWITCHING
the two sections of the track that are moved to accomplish this
function.
The lower figure shows the through traffic condiAnother important aspect of our design is the capability
of providing high-speed off-line switching. Unlike the Ger- tion for the track switch. The upper figure identifies how the
man Transrapid, design, which moves one ISO m (492 ft) 60 m long switch, A, is flexed to a curved section, while the

SWING
SECTION

BENDING
SECTION
A

t

3.0 M
TURNOUT POSITION
ACTUATOR

U

II

U U U

STRAIGHTAWAY POSITION

n "
ACTUATOR
The switching approach selected allows high speed turn out up to 100 m/s (220 mph)
Fig. 9. Off-line switching concept
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right hand 60 m long switch, B, is pivoted about the fixed
switch points. This combined motion of the two sections
(120 m total length) provides a turnout speed of 65 m/s
(143 m.p.h.). A 182 m switch length will allow off-line
switching at 100 m/s (220 m.pji.). Transrapid turnout is
limited to 56 m/j (123 m.p.h.) with a section length of 150
m,

Center of Gravity and
Center of Rotation

Hydraulic

VX VEHICLE CABIN TILT DESIGN
Unlike any of the other existing high-speed Maglev
designs, such as, the Transrapid TR07 or the Japanese
MLU003, we are providing the capability of tilting the
vehicle passenger compartment by ±9 degrees relative to
the guide way. Intlusmanner,thedesign,asshownnFig.
10, will allow for coordinated turns up to ±24 degrees
banking (±15 degrees in the guideway and ±9 degrees in
the vehicle). This capability will assure that all coordinated turns can be performed at the appropriate tilt angle
independent ofthe speed with which the vehicle is traversing
the turn, as well as allowing for high-speed off-line switching.
VII. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
An economic forecast analysis for a Maglev system
wasperformedasafunctiop-of twoprimarycostdrivers: total
cost ofthe major Maglevelements identified in Hg 6, and the
passengers per hour utilizing the system. The results of this
analysis are presented in Fig. 11 with the assumptions listed
below:
• 493 km (300 mile) corridor
• Development and demonstration cost of
the Maglev system is not included
• Federal, state and local governments

\ fern*

Hydraulic ActuMor

Fig. 10. Tilting mechanism and control system
supply right-of-way at no cost
• Ridenlup is based on 260 days/year, 16
hours/day, 60% capacity
• 20% pie-tax operating margin on ticket
price based upon 5 year build, 15 years of
operation
• Future interest (8%) <fc inflation rate
(5.4%) following "Data Resources, Inc."
(DRI) forecasts.
If we assumea2,000 passenger per in
age(tvpical
of high volume routes like Boston/New York/Washington
DC) with the previously identified $12.4M/km ($20M/mile)
for the baseline system cost the ticket price that would have
tobe levied is $0.23/km ($0.38/mile); this would still provide
a 20% profit margin on the ticket cost for the system operator.
Also shown on the figure is the $0.29/km ($0.47/mile)
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Fig. 11. Economic analysis
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present charge for the New Yak/Washington, DC/Boston
corridor. The results indicate that a Magiev system of the
type being recommended in this paper can pay for itself
during its first 15 years of operation. The implication is that
after IS years, when the capital investments have been fully
paid, the proceeds from the high volume traveled routes could
be used to support the building and operation of Maglev
routes that are located in less densely populated areas. This
means that system route miles can double every fifteen years,
implying that by the mid twentieth century there could be
over 4000 miles of maglev lines in the U.S.
Vffl. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
STUDY * DEVELOPMENT

Based on the work performed during this study, a
number of critical areas have been identified for future
evaluation and development:
• Conduct a design, development, and test
program to demonstrate the performance
of a full scale SC "C" core shaped
magnet module
• Perform wind tunnel testing to verify
aerodynamic analyses
• Perform additional studies to further reduce the
vehicle weight and total system cost through:
-Improved magnet design
-Lower cost of guideway and iron rail
• Develop and test a guideway integrity
and hazard detection system.
DC. CONCLUSION
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It is our opinion that the Grumman Team superconducting EMS Maglev concept as described in this paper will
provide an effective low cost U. S. Maglev transportation
system that can meet all of the goals identified in the abstract
and at the same time minimize the negative issues previously
discussed. We believe that the Grumman learn has performed
sufficient analyses in the areasof guideway design, levilauon,
propulsion and guidance, vehicle structural design, aerodynamics, controllability, dynamic interaction, environmental,
safety, and reliability to warrant this optimism.
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Maglev Cost and Performance Parametrics
Lowell Deutsch
Grumman Corp.
Bethpage.NY 11714
Ahstraet
- A key element la the
ultimate viability of Maglev, or aay new
transportation Mode, It the capital aad
operatlag coat of the ayateav. A* eatlaiate of
these coat elements haa beca made for the
GruaiaiaB Maglev design produced for the
receatly coaipleted Syateai Concept Deflaltioa
Studies coadacted for the Natloaal Magkv
Ialtiative.
Althoagh this design represents
oae of aeveral possible ayatcai dcalgaa, it If
coasidered representative of the present stateof-the-art la Aaterlcaa Maglev thiaklag.
A logical Work Breakdown Stractare
geaerated hy Paraoas Briaekerboff aad the
Volpe National Transportation Syateai Ctater
is preteated to allow aa organized approach to
the capital cost estimating process. This WBS
is broad eaoagh that It shoaM be applicable to
aay Maglev systesa. Costs are presented in a
parametric fashion wherever possible to permit
extrapolatloa to systems other thaa the
Gmmman dealga.
The possible cost savlags resulting
from certala chaages (a design aad operating
philosophy were also exasaiaed, resulting la a
projected decrease ia system cost front
$12,300/m ($19.S M/ml) to $M,M«/m ($17.5
M/ml.)
I. INTRODUCTION
The activities of the National Maglev Initiative
over the past aeveral years have served to reintroduce
U.S. interests into the international quest for advanced
high speed ground transportation. Four teams of
contractors have now completed concept design studies
to determine the extent to which improvements can be
made to the ongoing German and Japanese Maglev
programs. While it seems clear that recent technology
advances and incremental improvements in system
design can provide a worthwhile "leapfrog" of systems
now in development, it is also apparent that the
viability of Maglev utilization is not technology
dependent.

Manuscript received March IS, 1993. The work
was performed as part of the Maglev System Concept
Definition study supported by the XJ.S. Army Corps of
Engineers under contract DTFR53-92-C-O0004

^researchers doubt that U.S. industry could
successfully build reliable, safe, and effective Maglev
systems and transportation companies could operate
them. The key to Maglev success, rather, lies with die
cost of building and operating the system elements, and
the extent to which passengers will use the system.
This paper will not address the ridership projections,
which ate the subject of numerous ongoing studies, but
will discuss some of the elements of system cost In
particular, we wish to investigate the more significant
cost drivers and mechanisms with which they may be
controlled.
The cost data presented here is based on the
analysis conducted by Grununaa [1] in the recently
completed System Concept Definition Study (SCD)
sponsored by the National Maglev Initiative. Although
there ate some differences in cost between the four SCO
contractors and between the U.S. studies and Transrapid,
and these differences will be important in the final
selection of a technology, to a first order the costs are
similar at about S12,400/m ($20 M/mi) of dual
guideway, exclusive of land cost
H. WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
An excellent Maglev Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) was prepared by Parsons Brinckerhoff
for their Capital Cost study conducted for the Volpe
National Transportation Systems Center [2]. This
WBS was adopted without modification and is
illustrated in Fig. 1 along with the cost estimates for
each element which resulted from the Grumman SCD
study.
It is intended to examine the cost elements in
this WBS in order lo gain a feel for the important cost
drivers and to investigate possible means to reduce the
total system cost. It is not the goal of this paper to
recommend specific changes, but to suggest areas
requiring further study with the aim of capital cost
reduction. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of capital cost
between the four major cost elements; the guideway, the
electrical and communication systems, the fixed
facilities, and the vehicles.
As may be noted, 2/3 of the total capital cost
is involved with the fixed guideway structure. This is
obviously where we should concentrate our cost cutting
efforts.
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Fig. 1 Maglev Work Breakdown Structure showing Grumman coit estimates for a typical 1000 km Maglev system. Costs
are presented in $ per meter of dual guideway
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Electrical
The electrical system consists of the
guidewcy electrification and the communication and
control systems.
The cost estimates for these
elements are $15967m and $240/m respectively. The
distribution of subelement costs in the guideway
electrification is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 Maglev coital cost distribution
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Guideway The guideway cost estimates ait based on the
assumption of a dual track, elevated guideway of
reinforced concrete construction. This guideway I3][4]
was designed by Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) fa the
Grumman SCD effort The construction technique is
fairly conventional, and not unlike designs presently in
use for elevated highways and other structures.
Obviously there will be differences in guideway design
required to accommodate other Maglev concepts.
However, with so much of ihe system cost involved
with the guideway, we must aim towards the most cost
efficient design possible. PB spent considerable effort
on investigating alternate designs, and the selected
configuration is probably close to optimum. Another
factor is that conventional steel reinforced concrete
construction is possible with the Grumman EMS
Maglev system. The advances in the state-of-the-art
required to eliminate the steel, as required by some EDS
systems, will not be required.
The estimated cost for the elevated dual
guideway is $7900 per meter. Corresponding costs for
single elevated and at-grade dual guideways are $3800
and $4372 per meter respectively. These costs include
the steel rail required for the EMS system ($2500/m for
dual track) but exclude the LSM propulsion
components. The elevated track costs are for a design
allowing a clearance of 10.7 meters under the lowest
part of the structure and a span between support posts of
27 meters on center. Table 1 shows the approximate
percentage increases in cost for other heights and spans.
Table 1
Guideway Cost Sensitivity to Height and Span
Stunfari

25
Height

(m)

20
15
10.7

27

40

50

17%
9%
4%
0

19%
11%
6%

33%
25%
20%
16%

2%

IMor
SwMch

Trww.

1

ly

Fig. 3 Distribution of guideway electrification costs

The Transmission line consists of the high
voltage lines to interface with the local utility and bring
the power to the power substations distributed along the
Maglev guideway. The estimate of $31/m was adopted
from the PB cost study [2]. The substations include the
DC link inverters and transformers required to supply
the variable voltage, variable frequency power to the
long stator synchronous motor (LSM) which drives the
vehicles. The cost of this equipment is essentially
proportional to the power required by the vehicle. The
actual size of the substations will vary, depending on
the local power required. In an area with sleep grades or
high acceleration requirements, the substation will be
larger. They will probably be constructed of basic
building blocks, say in the 2 Mw range. It was
estimated that the average power requirements for
typical routes will be about 8 Mw and this value was
used for cost estimating purposes.
Because of the requirement to provide
independent speed control to each vehicle, there can be
no more than one vehicle on any guideway block served
by a single substation. Vehicles typically travel about
10 km apart, therefore an 8 km substation block was
selected. There must be two inverters at each substation
to serve the dual guideway system. The cost of the dual
8 Mw substation was estimated at $2.1 million, or
$263/m for an 8 km spacing. This value may be
ratioed up and down in proportion to power level.
It should be noted that three of the four SCD
contractors used some variant of the LSM. One design,
however, used a locally commutated synchronous motor
(LCLSM). This system uses a large number of solid
state switches to control the power to each loop in the
guideway. This concept is currently under study to sec
if it can offer any cost or performance advantages.
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The feeder line distributes the variable
frequency and voltage power to active guideway blocks
under the vehicle. Because of the relatively low voltage
required by the LSM, these cables, which run the extent
of the guideway, are quite expensive. FortheGnnnnuui
design, six (two tracks times three phases) 1500 MCM
aluminum cables were used. The installed cost was
estimated at $461/m.
The thyristor motor switches switch power
from the feeder cables to the required active LSM
blocks. These blocks are estimated to be about 500 m
long. The actual length is the result of an optimization
on switch cost and LSM efficiency, which drops off
with long active blocks. These switches are estimated
at $115/m for 500m blocks. This cost will vary
inversely with the block length.
The LSM windings represent about 45% of the
guideway electrification cost The EMS configuration
represented by these estimates is quite different from the
typical EDS system, and therefore these numbers should
not be used for the latter systems. The Grumman
winding geometry requires 48 m of LSM cable for each
meter of dual guideway. Using aluminum conductor
with 3 cm^ cross section and 15 KV insulation, the
estimated cost is $726/m. The actual windings will
vary in accordance with the local power requirements
but this represents an average number.
The communication and control system
consists of the automatic train controls (ATC) and
associated data and communication systems required to
provide a totally automatic, central control. This
system was analyzed by Honeywell and, using
comparisons with similar systems, the cost was
estimated at $240/m, including a Central Control
Facility.
Facilities The term facilities in this accounting refers
to those fixed stations, maintenance buildings, and
parking lots and buildings required for operation of the
system. The cost estimates were adopted from the PB
study [2] and apportioned to the length of guideway. It
was assumed that for a typical 1000 km system there
would be one Central Control Facility, two Major City
Stations, and five Intermediate Stations with parking
lots. The total fixed facilities cost amounts to $963/m.
Vehicles The number of vehicles required is dependent
upon the desired passenger capacity. The 4000
passenger (seat) per hour capacity, as specified for a
baseline in the SCD studies, is about twice the present
plane/train traffic in the Northeast corridor, but less than
that in some other parts of the world, such as Japan.
With 4000 seats/hr in each direction we will average
about one vehicle on each 5 km of guideway. The

Grumman vehicle cost estimate is about $8.25 million
each, which amounts to $1650 per meter of dual
guideway.
IV. POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS
As noted above, with the guideway amounting
to 2/3 of the total capital cost, this is the obvious area
to search for cost savings. It will be noticed
immediately that the at-grade guideway is only 55% of
the cost of the elevated guideway. There are very valid
arguments why a Maglev guideway should be elevated.
These primarily concern the desire to avoid highway
grade crossings, where most railroad accidents occur, and
the need to prevent objects from falling (through
vandalism or natural occurrences) from an overpass onto
the guideway. Furthermore, a tenet of the modem
Maglev effort in the U.S. is lo use the Federal Interstate
Highway System in a dual-use mode in order lo avoid
land acquisition costs. It has been observed that
overpasses are encountered on major highways on the
order of one per mile [5] and it was assumed that with
the vertical g limits on passengers the length of the
transition lo go from at-grade, over the bridge, and back
to at-grade again would also be on the order of one mile.
It was decided to test this assumption by
analyzing a typical highway. Using the SCD specified
Design Goal comfort requirements of 0.05 g (up) and
0.2 g (down) in the vertical direction, it was calculated
that at a typical average speed of 110 m/sec, the
transition length would be about 1600 m, or one mile.
Examining the 495 mile main line length of the New
York State Thruway [6], revealed that there are 362
overpass bridges, or about one each 1.4 miles. It would
seem then, that the previous estimates were about right
It was noticed, though, that the bridges occur in clumps
around more heavily populated areas.
The Thruway data was analyzed in more detail
such that if bridges occurred closer than one mile apart
then the guideway could remain elevated. It was found
that under these conditions 50% of the guideway could
be at-grade. In some instances the guideway was atgrade for only a short distance. A further screening of
the data was done with the assumption that if the
guideway could not be at-grade for at least one mile then
it was left elevated. In this case 41% of the guideway
could be at-grade. One might argue that the passengers
will not like this repeated vertical motion, but the most
conservative comfort levels were used in the analysis.
It must be accepted however, that the use of highway
rights-of-way will impose considerable motion which
must be tolerated if we are to use these low cost
alignments. At any rate, turns will probably occur
much more frequently than will bridges. These
motions, and the comfort considerations which are
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implicit, are a crucial part of Maglev design and must
be given careful study and testing.
If we take the more conservative case of 41%
of the guideway at-grade at $4372/m and 59% elevated
at $7900/m the avenge cost will be $6454/m, an 18%
reduction in guideway cost. This would drop the
system cost to $10,856/m ($17.5 million/mile) from
the present estimate of $12,302/m ($19.8
million/mile).
Another area for possible cost savings is in the
sidetracks necessary for offline stations. It is accepted
that online stations are not consistent with our plans for
frequent service from relatively low capacity vehicles.
We have generally assumed that we must switch offline
at relatively high speeds (e.g. 100 m/sec). This not
only drives the switch cost up but requires extensive
lengths of side track for deceleration. Using the Design
Goal longitudinal acceleration and deceleration values of
0.16 g and switching at 100 m/sec will require a single
guideway length of 3187 meters (2 miles) to stop and
another 3187 meters to accelerate back to line speed.
The switch is estimated to cost $1.7 million and, at
$38OO/m for single guideway, the deceleration track will
cost $12.1 million, seven time the cost of the switch.
This also does not consider the possible land cost for
the side tracks.
Suppose the vehicles could slow to, say 20
m/sec, prior to switching. The deceleration lane would
then be reduced to 127 meters in length. This would
save a total of $232/m in system cost or about 1.9%.
This savings would be increased somewhat with the
redesign of a low speed switch which was not accounted
for in this analysis.
The question then is can we safely follow this
scenario? To carry 4000 seats/hr in a 100 seat vehicle
requires a headway of 90 sec. At 134 m/sec this is a
vehicle separation of 12 km. If the leading vehicle
brakes to 20 m/sec at 0.16 g the separation distance will
close to 7900 m. However at any time the following
vehicle can emergency brake at 0.2 g to a stop in a
distance of 4600 m. This leaves a safety margin of
3300 m or about 25 sec at full speed. It must be noted
though, that this analysis is invalid for higher
throughput capacities than 4000 seats/hr. It will also
be necessary to have a switch operating time of less
than 25 sec.
Although the cost saving predicted for this
change in switch philosophy is not great, Maglev
switches remain a difficult design challenge, especially
for the wraparound EMS systems. It may be preferable
to provide the acceleration and deceleration capability to
permit a low speed switch to be used.

V. OPERATING COST
A brief examination of system operating and
maintenance (O&M) cost was made as a part of the
Grumman SCD study. To a first order the O&M costs
consist of personnel, material, and energy expenses.
The projected values of these costs are listed in Table 2,
and total $269 million per year for a typical 1000 km
system with a peak capacity of 4000 seats per hour.
Table 2
O&M Coct Summary
lim
Penonnel
Material
Enerjy
Total

Annual CottfSM)
49
48
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269

To compare the O&M costs with the annual
cost to capitalize the system we may assume a typical
capital recovery factor of 0.103 (6% for 15 years). The
1000 km system at $12.3 million per km would cost
$12.3 billion and the annual cost of capital would be
$1267 million. The projected O&M cost is then 18%
of the total annual cost.
In examining the factors which determine the
O&M elements, it was found that most of the cost is
proportional to the passenger throughput. This includes
the personnel, material, and energy costs. To be more
precise, it was estimated that 6% of the cost is fixed and
94% is proportiona] to the throughput (seats/hr).
The energy costs were estimated from a
simulation of the 800 km Severe Segment Test (SST)
route supplied by the Government for the SCD study.
Although it was labeled a Severe Segment Test it
seemed to have alignment profiles similar to what
might be expected along typical U.S. highway routes.
From this analysis it was estimated that 100 passenger
vehicles carrying a peak of 4000 seats per hour in each
direction and an average of 2000 seats per hour would
consume 3.08 billion kwh/yr. Using an energy charge
of $0.05Awh and a demand charge of $7.50/mo per kw,
the projected annual energy cost is $172 million.
Much confusion exists over the specific energy
consumption of Maglev vehicles and other trains. At a
steady state 300 mph cruise the Grumman 100
passenger vehicle consumes 5.072 Mw at the utility
interface. This translates to a specific energy of 379
Joules/passenger-meter. If we were to use a train
consist of 10-fifty passenger modules the total
aerodynamic drag would increase by only 63%. The
specific energy would drop to 124 Joules/passengermeter because of the five-fold increase in the seating
capacity. This scenario would drop the annual energy
cost to $56 million. However, the train, which now
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weighs five times as much, will require a stronger
elevated guideway and a more powerful electrical system
to achieve the same performance. Our studies show that
the optimum (from a total cost standpoint)
configuration is in the vicinity of 100 passengers.
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ANALYSIS OF MAGLEV CORRIDORS
George R. White
Transportation Systems Research Center, School of Engineering
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261

Abatnct - The M O * critical question being the VS. with
respect to MAGLEV May not be "how", but rather "why". Unless
K B » deflninc picture exists of where MAGLEV line* Might
operate, and how MAGLEV services Might interact with existing
air and auto transportation, national concurrence is apt to be
wanting on ir-v—irtg the costs and uncertainties atttmting its
tachnkatdevalopuMMt. The 19M US Census Bureau data on the
281 Metropolitan Statistical A n a * (populations and personal
UKOMBS) can be coMbined with US Geological Survey position
data (latitudes and longitudes) to enable a Figure of Merit
assessMent of all plausible MAGLEV trips (*• < Miles < <M)
on all plausible corridors in the United State*. Results are
Mildly surprising. Although am expected the Boston-Washington
Standalone Corridor is the Most valuable, by a fKtor 3 s over the
nextMOst, that nextMOst Is not the SacraMento-San Diego
Standalone Corridor (found to be fourth), but two extension
corridors continuing beyond Washington to MttsburghCleveiand-Detroit fat the Midwest, and to RichMond-Norfolk in
the Midsouth. An hierarchical sequence of the LEVEL I Route
(Boston to/troM Washington) through LEVEL IV Routes
(Atlanta to/froM East Coast and Midwest; rhotnix-Tucson
tottrom San Diego) is quantiavety defined by the TOP 75 CSMA
cities along the route (traffic decrease by a factor of two per
LEVEL). Several early contenders for federal sponsorship score
at a low disfavored LEVEL V (Texas, Florida, Las Vegas). The
resulting overall picture of MAGLEV possibility U thought to
be quite coMprehensive, involving 77.** of US population, and
quite stable, shifting only with the slow rate changes of
deMographics. An aggregate 25 of the Lower 48 States have
population in the Metropolitan Areas which would be served
through LEVEL IV, so substantial definition and justification
for MAGLEV May appear from this work.

I. INTRODUCTION

The national interest in High Speed Rail and Magnetic
Levitation Transportation has been markedly stimulated by
the December 1991 enactment of the federal Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act. A prototype
MAGLEV system at least 19 miles long may be funded
with $750 million.
While such demonstration may
illuminate some technical issues, the larger questions of
where MAGLEV corridors should be located, for what
values-added, will be unresolved by any such single shortspan operation.
Manuscript received March 15,1993. This paper has been issued wilh
more detailed tables and maps as Transportation Systems Research
Center Report 93-ia (January 1993).

Analysis of MAGLEV corridors between all possible
cities can establish their potential for Relative Value in
Rider-Miles versus Route Miles, in so far as determined
by the underlying factors of population, personal income,
and distance. While nothing in the analysis establishes
absolute level of demand, the interpretation of relative
value has integrity for prioritizing potential MAGLEV
corridors, and for resolving among varying alternatives for
route stops.
The definition of priority for explicit MAGLEV
corridors allows logical sequential strategy for plans and
implementation, when and if resolution of issues
increasingly favors MAGLEV prospects. The role for an
ISTEA MAGLEV prototype then is more useful in
clarifying relevant economic, social, and political factors
than in merely demonstrating technology.
The U.S. Census Bureau has identified a total of 281
Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Primary Metropolitan
Statistical Areas, and Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical
Areas. All trips may be considered to link Metropolitan
Statistical Area pairs, of which there are N(N-l)/2 or
39^40. Thus there is a large but tractable data base for
analysis of MAGLEV prospects.
II. POSSIBLE NICHE

The Crucial Question is why should the U.S., with
already the world best auto/interstate and jet/airport
transport systems spanning the whole country, expect value
from new transport which is neither as flexible as autos
nor as fast as jets. There are two reasons why such may
be the case.
(1) Autos have a two-dimensional capability, linking
any point in one area to any point in another with
facility. Jets have only a zero-dimensional capability,
linking one point to but one other point.
A
MAGLEV line can provide the intervening onedimensional capability, linking points on-line to other
points on-line with ease.
(2) Subjective judgement is that autos average 55
mph, with little wasted time. Statistical regression of
airline schedules versus great circle distances shows
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that jets average 520 mpb as point to point cruise, but
with 45 minutes of wasted air and ground delay each
flight segment. MAGLEV market position could be
proportionally between at 180 mph average speed,
three times that of cars and one-third that of planes,
with little wasted time delay.

The Census pays special attention to the Top 75
Metropolitan Areas of the total 281. This group contains
60.5% of the total U.S. population, and dominates
potential travel. Initial analysis is therefore concentrated
on Top 75 MSAs, to establish the dominant themes of
plausible routes.

III. D A T A AND ANALYSIS

Specific attention must be paid to the jet and auto
competition. Two cutoff limits are adopted. Subjective
judgement is that trips below 40 RouteMiles should be
given zero u RidershipScoreAB, representing irresistible
preference for auto flexibility. More objectively, trips
beyond 600 RouteMiles have zero u RidershipScoreAB,
representing pre-emption by jet travel. Below this distance
MAGLEV can be advantageous.

The 1990 Census [1] provides full population and
personal income data for all 281 Metropolitan Areas. The
US Geological Survey Atlas [2] provides latitude and
longitude to 0.1 minute (about 600 feet), from which any
of the 39340 city pair great circle distances are computed
as needed, by spherical trigonometry,
TrueMilesAB - 69.09

with arccos expressed in degrees. RidershipScoreAB is
taken as proportional to traffic potential for the AB pair:
RidershipScoreAB

PopA PopBU $B10lt
TrueUilesAB

(2)

with 1990 Census values for each Metropolitan Area used
for population (PopA) and average persona] income ($A).
Once actual RouteAB is chosen, RidershipScoreAB is
lowered by the ratio TrueMilesAB/RouteMUesAB. This
corrected traffic potential times the RouteMilesAB is thus
proportional to the total potential for passenger miles of
the city pair. The ratio (TrueMilesAB/RouteMilesAB) is
applied as final adjustment, to represent subjectively the
displeasure with circuitous routes. The resulting quantity
Kder-MilePotentiaUB
RidershipScoreAB

TrueMiiesAB2
RouteMilesAB

(3)

Y.RJder-MiUPoUiitud
ZRouteMiles

Both autos and jets are more able to follow great circles
than MAGLEV, so schedules for the latter must minimize
stops along circuitous routes to compensate. The number
of stops affecting the dominant city pair on circuitous
routes (e.g. - Cleveland to New York via Washington) is
curtailed so that average speed over the True Mileage (not
Route Mileage) meets the 180 mph competitive objective.
IV. LEVELS OF PRIORITY

is the relative contribution each city pair along a route
makes to total traffic on the route. The cumulative RiderMilePotential for all city pairs along a route is taken as
proportional to the tola] values-added (i.e. revenue or
public service equivalent) by travel on the route. The
cumulative KouteMiles is taken as proportional to the
fiscal cost of the route. The Figure of Merit for each
MAGLEV corridor
Merit

Specifically, nonstop MAGLEV express time between
two major cities 600 miles apart is 2.0 hours, while
nonstop flight schedule between their airports is 1.9 hours
(45 minutes + 600/520mph), with airport access time more
than taking up the difference. The MAGLEV advantage
between secondary cities is equally clear. Such air trips
now require hub-and-spoke connection, with two 45
minute flight segment overheads added to the bub
connection interval (about another 45 minutes). Thus, the
all-stops MAGLEV at 180 mph average speed takes 3
hours 20 minutes to connect two secondary cities 600 miles
apart, while hub-and-spoke air takes 3 hours 24 minutes (3
x 45 minutes + 600/520mph).

(4)

places that corridor in an hierarchy of profitability (or
public service value) against all other possible corridors.

The tables and maps of this report are then classified as
to their national priority, given by their hierarchical Figure
of Merit. The Northeast Corridor stands alone as Level
I, having a Merit Figure of nearly 50,000 Rider-Mile
Potential/Route Mile (Tab. 1).
Consequently, whether a national program makes sense
hinges on the next most valuable, the Level II standalone
California Corridor Sacramento to San Diego, having a
Merit Figure of 13,000 Rider-Mile Potential/Route Mile
(Tab. 2). If costs and appeal don't validate this California
prospect, no other routes in the U.S. are sound. Likely,
MAGLEV use only along the East Coast would receive
neither votes nor funds enough for implementation.
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as yet has not been featured in MAGLEV speculation and
advocacy.
Additional Level II Extensions are found to be valid
(Merit greater than 10,000) branching off at Toledo to
Chicago, and continuing to Milwaukee. Similarly, the
Extension from Richmond to the North Carolina
Piedmont (Raleigh-Durham, Greensboro, and Charlotte)
meets the Level II criterion.

TABLE 1.

Boston/Washington Corridor

LEVEL I COKJUDOK

415 Miles

8/Top 75

Merit 48080

Washington/Detroit Extension
Wachiagtoa/Norfbik Extension
Toledo/Chicago Extension
Richmood/Chvlotte Extension
Chicago/Mihvaukee Extension

549 Miles

6/Top 75

4-4/Top 75
+2/Top 75
+I/Top 75
+3/Top75
+1/Top75

Merit K572
Merit 15^M
Merit 12251
Merit 1 1 0 *
Merit KU24

In all cases, the higher priority predecessor is assumed
to exist and provide extension traffic. Thus Detroit to
Chicago journeys are crucial for the Toledo extension, and
Midwest to Tidewater trips for the Virginia routes.

TABLE 2. LEVEL II CoMum*.

Sacramento/San Diego Corridor

455 Miles
176 Miles
212 Miles
290 Miles
82 Miles

Merit 13395

However, if Merit Figures of Level II (say, greater than
10,000) are valid for implementation, other Routes open
up as continuing extensions of the Northeast Corridor
(Tab. 3). First among these, in fact with Merit of 16,000
(higher than California), is the extension of MAGLEV
from the Washington to Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and
Detroit. Upon reflection, it is not surprising that linking
the nation's Sixth, Thirteenth, and Nineteenth MSA
populations with its First, Fifth, Seventh, and Eighteenth
should have substantial value. Of some surprise is the
outcome that a second Level II corridor extension is valid
from Washington to Richmond and Norfolk. This route

V. SEQUENTIAL STRATEGY

One need not build MAGLEV lines in the hierarchical
sequence of priority, provided the conditional dependency
is fully understood. In particular, the Boston/Washington
Corridor may be the most costly and difficult to plan, with
the challenge of MAGLEV crossing the Hudson River
through New York City being well deferred for a decade
or more, especially since AMTRAK does provide interim
mid-speed Washington connections.
Similarly, San
Francisco Bay may compel deferral of service to East Bay
cities and connection to Sacramento.
However, a second aspect of sequential strategy requires
explicit attention. By factor of two, one may define a
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lower Level III (Merit greater than 5,000). Level III
would extend via Albany from both New York and New
England to Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland,
Columbus, Dayton, and Cincinnati; the Chicago to Saint
Louts route also qualifies at Level III (Tab. 4).
•
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TABLE 5. LEVEL [V EXTENSIONS

TABLE 4. LEVEL III EXTENSIONS

New York/Hartford/Buffalo Exi
Buffilo/OeveUnd/Cinci Ext
Chicago/Saint Louts Extension

480 Miles
412 Miles
262 Miles

Tofedo/Cinci/LouisviUe E n .
CMcago/Lowvlle/Nashvite Ext.
Mihraukee/Miniieapolis Ext.
CharioCle/Atliala Extension
Nathville/Atbuu Extension

22S Miles
427 elites
298 Miles
229 Miles
214 Miles

+1/Top75
+2/Top 75
+ I/Top 75
+2/Top 75
+ I/Top 75

Similarly, Level IV (Merit greater than 2,500) Corridors
merits subsequent commitment if and when the overall
success of MAGLEV has become even more certain and
more rewarding. In Level IV, the East Coast extension to
Atlanta is matched by Midwest ties from Minneapolis to
Chicago, continuing South with feeds from Detroit and
from Cleveland as well to reach Nashville and Atlanta
(Tab. 5). The first California Corridor extension emerges
at Level IV, San Diego to Phoenix and Tucson (Tab. 6).

VI. REFINEMENTS TO LEVELS I & II

The initial determinants of Level I & II MAGLEV
corridors are the populations, personal incomes, and
distances among 25 of the Top 75 MSA cities.
To
complete the roster of MAGLEV stations, six further
determinants may be added.
Plausible choices are

4
3J28
2*5
2,794
£506

'4

+4/Top75 Merit 8/71
+3/Top 75 Merit: 8^26
+ I/Top 75 Merit 5jO»

Relegated to the disfavored category are the remaining
Level V corridors with Merit below 2,500 (Tab. 7). Note
that not only are the early clamorous contenders Texas,
Florida, and Las Vegas in Level V category, but also that
Florida connection (Orlando and Jacksonville to Atlanta)
scores at this low Merit. No plausible connection to Texas
even emerges for consideration.

Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit

T

V

i

)ENIX

V

!
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TABLE 6. LEVEL IV EXTENSIONS
San Diego/Phoenix Extension
Phoenbt/Tbcson Extension

299 Miles
107 Miles

+ I/Top 75 Merit 3,455
+ l A b p 75 Merit 2,757

TABLE 7. LEVEL V (DISFAVORED)

Los Angeles/Las Vegas Exten.
Si Louis/Kansas City Extension
Oallas/Houslon/San Antonio Y
Tampa/Orlando/Miami Trunk
Atlanta/Orlando Connection
Los Angeles/Las Vegas Trunk

228 Miles
238 Miles
394 Miles
294 Miles
410 Miles
228 Miles

+ I/Top 75
+I/Top 75
4/Tbp 75
4/Tbp 75
+ I/Top 75
2/Top 75

Merit 2312
Merit 2,143
Merit 1348
Merit IJS93
Merit 1/522
Merit 1,518
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advanced in each of the six categories in order to illustrate
fully developed LEVEL I & II characteristics.
First: Consolidation of Bi-State MSA Cities appears
reasonable where the Census Bureau has not joined two
immediately adjacent metropolitan areas on opposite sides
of a slate line (presumably for political distinction). The
largest such pair is Hartford CT/Springfield MA, which
would rank 24th as a single MSA. Indeed their common
airport, Bradley Field, is a plausible joint MAGLEV stop.
The Providence RI/Bristol County MA pairing connotes
that all of Bristol County MA lies as close to a downtown
Providence MAGLEV station as do many parts of Rhode
Island included in the Providence MSA area; the joint
population would rank 28th as a single MSA. The
Youngstown OH/Sharon PA pair would rank 67th as a
single MSA.
0

Rank Description

Population $/Capita

26 '24-1 Bradley I n t l Airport
1,720,556
- "28 Prvidnct RI/Brstl Cty MA 1,422,595
27 '67- Yngstwn-Wrrn OH/Sharn PA 613,622

19,062
17,118
14,249

Analytical complexity lies in determining objectively which
Nearby-Pair cities within a certain distance should be
treated as single MAGLEV stops, and by what criteria.
Second: Bottom 76-281 MSA Cities contain the next
17.1% of U.S. population (MSAs #1-281 total 77.6% of
US). Of course, if one of these cities lies directly along a
TOP 75 MSA route, it is to be included as a MAGLEV
stop. For even modest deviation, the Figure of Merit
must be recomputed for the whole route, to assure that
major city pair impairments from extra Route Miles do
not exceed the gain from new-stop passengers. If a MSA
#76-281 City lies beyond a TOP 75 CMSA terminus, a
Figure of Men; of 10,000 (the LEVEL II criterion) for its
extension justifies lengthening the MAGLEV Route.
The minimum list of MSA #76-281 Cities for addition
is:
#

Rank Description

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

'671
106
119
13S
183
254
259

Yngstwn-Wrrn OH/Sharn PA
Prtsath-Dovr-Rochestr NH
Vsalia-Tlara-Prtrvlle CA
South Bend-Mishawaka IN
Elkhart-Goshen IN
Burlington NC
Cumberland MD

Population S/Capita
613,622
350,078
311,921
247,052
156,198
108,213
101,643

14,249
19,284
12,898
15,748
15,736
15,649
12,529

Third: Major Airports are accessible by only minor
deviations from the LEVEL I & II routes. Inclusion of 16
such airports is obvious. For the four largest metropolitan
areas, the location of additional airports having substantial
airline service can be taken as proof that additional sites
need MAGLEV service (New York City: JFK, Laguardia,

MacArthur; Los Angeles: Ontario, Burbank, Long Beach;
Chicago: Midway; San Francisco: Oakland, San Jose).
# USA Sixteen Major Airport*
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43 13
44 15
45 IB
40 19
26'24
47 34
48 55

Population

Newark International (New York)
17,953,372
Los Angeles Intarnational
14,531,529
Chicago O'Hart Intarnational
8,065,633
San Franciaco International
6,253,311
Philadelphia Intarnational
5,899,345
Detroit Metropolitan
4,665,236
Washington National
3,923,574
Dull** International (Washington) 3,923,574
Logan International (Boston)
3,783,817
Cleveland Hopkins International
2,759,823
Lindbergh Field (San Diego I n t l )
2,498,010
Baltisore-Washington International 2,382,172
Pittsburgh International
2,242,798
Bradley I n t l (Hartford/Sprngfield) 1,726,556
Charlotte/Douglas International
1,162,093
Raleigh/Durhas) International
735,480

0 MSA Additional Airports Needing MAGLEV Service
49 1
50 1
51 1
52 2

JFK International (New York)
LaGuardia (New York)
Long Island/MacArthur (New York)
Ontario International

53
54
55
56
57

Long Beach
Hollywood-Burbank
Chicago Midway
Oakland International
San Jose International

2
2
3
4
4

Fourth: Turnpike & Interstate Park-N-Rides need
selection, but require no deviation of LEVEL I All routes.
0

MSA Expressway/Intersection

58 9
59 75
60
61 35
62 1
63 1
64 1
65 1
66 5
67 5
68 5
69 18
70 18
71 7
72 73 19
74 13
75 76 77 3
78 3
79 3
80 24
81 82 28
83 49
85 86 B7 34
68 4
89 213
90 2
91 2
92 15

I-95/MA128/US1 Peabody MA
I-95/I-495 Attlcboro MA
I-395/US6 Oanielson CT
I-84/CT72 New Britain CT
Merritt Pkwy/CT8/CT25 Bridgeport CT
I-95/US1/CT104/CT100 Stafford CT
Htch Riv Pwy/I-287/1-684 White Plains NY
SS Pwy/NJ Tpk/I-287 Perth Aaboy NJ
I-295/US1/US206 Trenton/Princeton NJ
I-95/PA Tpk/USi Langhorne PA
I-95/1-295/1-495/US40 Wilmington 06
I-95/I-695/US1/US40 Overlea MD
I-95/I-295/US1/MD32 Savage MO
I-95/I-495/US1 College Park MD
I-81/US11/WV51 Martinsburg/Winchester WV/VA
I-70/PA Tpke/US119 New Stanton PA
I-480/I-271/USALT422 Bedford Hts OH
Ohio Tpke/US250 Milan OH
I-69/Indiana Tpk Freaont IN
I-65/I-94/Indiana Tpk Gary IN
I-57/I-94/D Ryan Expy L Caluaet IL
I-94/1-294 TriState Tlwy 'Wye* Northbrook IL
I-94/US41/WI20 Racine WI
I-95/US1/US17/VA3 Fredericksburg VA
I-64/VA238 Yorktown/Newport News VA
I-85/I-95/US1/US460 Petersburg VA
I-95/US58/US301 Eaporia VA
I-B5/USI/US158/NC39 Henderson NC
I-85/US29/US52/US70 Salisbury NC
I-80/I/780 Vallejo CA
I-5/CA152 Los Banos CA
I-5/I-210/I-405 San Fernando CA
I-5/1-405 Irvine CA

I-5/CA78 Oceanside CA

Their location can be wherever MAGLEV routes
determined by other factors cross an appropriate highway,
due to high auto mobility along expressways. Clearly,
MAGLEV must make exit/entry (e.g. Beltway) stops at
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every major metropolitan area, for maximum interception
of autos (note that airport stops may qualify).
Fifth: Economic Redevelopment Priorities are high for
those areas with large obsolete residential and commercial
establishments, whose basic industries have permanently
disappeared. Southeastern MA (Attleboro) missed the
"Massachusetts Miracle". Bridgeport light manufacturing
center factories have evaporated. As ex-Mayor Kenneth
Gibson said, "I don't know where the cities of America are
going, but Newark is going to get there first". Cumberland
is the threshold of the benighted soft coal fields. The
Mon Valley (McKeesport) must find new competitive
advantage, or continue irreversible decline. Youngstown
and Gary replicate the decay of the steel industry. These
citations substitute for analysis, but witness the truth that
political science is as potent as economic science.
«
59
02
34
33
93
27

77

MSA Description
9
1
1
259
19
67

I-95/1-495 Inttrstction Attltboro MA
M«ritt Pwy/CT8/CT25 Intrsction Bridgeport CT
Newark Airport (New York)
Cumberland MD
McKaesport PA
Young*town-Warren OH/Sharon PA

3 I-65/I-94/Indlana Tpk Intersection Gary IN

Any major national transportation program in the
Northeast must pay its dues in redevelopment of economic
decline, by adding transportation competitive advantage.
Sixth: Limitation on Stops is the final refinement to
LEVEL 1 & II routes. Each route has dominant city
pairs, with heaviest Rider-Mile Potential. For such pairs,
the specification is that MAGLEV provide service speed
averaging 180 mph over the true (great circle) distance.
Intervening stops "cost" 2.03 minutes more than
uninterrupted cruise; this time serves for 0.15g
deceleration to stop, 30 seconds nominal platform dwell
time, and 0.1 Sg acceleration back to 300 mph cruise speed.
Thus N gives the maximum number of stops allowed for
2(min{stop)N(No. stopaAB) TrueUiUsAB
3 (miles/min)

RouuliOesAB
S (mites/min)

(5)

a MAGLEV going 5 mi/min along the route to average 3
mi/min over the true distance between the city pair.
Express and Local Trains arc one consequence of this
strategy on stops. Such trains will certainly be required
along the East Coast LEVEL I Corridor. New York to
Washington is nearly direct (205 true miles, 207 route
miles). The formula allows 13 slops. Yet the ClevelandNew York route (403 true miles/513 route miles, N = 16)
or the Norfolk-New York route (2% true miles/383 route

miles, N - 11) are circuitous compared to auto/jet
alternative* between these dominant city pairs. With
minimum stops on the Midwest and Midsouth Extensions,
the Cleveland and Norfolk MAGLEV schedules still must
bypass some East Coast stops (say 7 Local Stops) and
serve only the more important ones (say 6 Express Stops).
The balances (10 stops Cleveland /Washington, 5 stops
Norfolk/Washington) allow Extension Route stops every
35 miles or so. Many more Local trains per day will be
required to service the Washington/New York traffic
(50,000 Merit) than through trains for the Cleveland or
Norfolk traffic (16.000 Merit), so the system offers good
balance.
The Roster of 93 Stops is listed for Levels I & II,
adding all of the elements specified above to the original
25 Top 75 CSMA/MSA cities. Levels I & II promise
economic, social, and political vitality, with major service
in the Northeast, Midwest, Midsouth, and California:
Description

Population Miles

Portsmouth to Washington (15.4% US
Washington to Detroit
(4.4% US
Toledo to Chicago/Mlwaukee{4.1% US
Washington to Norfolk
(0.9% US
Richmond to Charlotte
(1.5% US
Sacraaento
aiento to San Diego (10.
(10.8% Uf
Grand
id Total, LEVEL 1411 (90.9% US

539
38,245,728
477
10,907,250
321
10,076,066
1S6
2,261,747
301
3,813,517
616
1.846
,154 2,440

a premier portion of the nation. Of the Top 75 CMSA
cities, 26 are served by the 93 stops and the 2,440 route
miles of MAGLEV Levels I & II, while 8 more will be
added if the 1,154 route miles of Level III are justified,
and 7 more will be added if the 1,800 route miles of Level
IV are also authorized. Of the Lower 48 States, a total of
25 have population in the metropolitan areas served at
Levels I, II, III, and IV.
VH. CONCLUSION

The possibilities for MAGLEV depend more on
economic, social, and political questions than on technical
issues. "Of course we can, but should we?" The
population, wealth, and distribution in the U.S. may well
provide a context rewarding to MAGLEV, but only if
plans and actions are guided by accuracy rather than mere
enthusiasm. This paper endeavors to provide assistance in
clarifying where MAGLEV may fit, and where almost
certainly it will not.
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Market and Energy Demand Analysis of a U.S. Maglev System
Anant D . Vyas and Donald M. Rote
Center for Transportation Research, Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439 USA
Abstract - High-speed magnetically levitated (maglev) vehicles
can provide an alternative mode of transportation for intercity
travel, particularly for short- and medium-distance trips between
100 to 600 mi (160 and 960 km). The patterns of growth and the
underlying factors affecting that growth in the year 2010 are
evaluated to determine the magnitude of VS. intercity travel that
would become the basis for maglev demand. A methodology that
is sensitive to the travelers' socioeconomic attributes was
developed to forecast intercity travel. Travel between 78 major
metropolitan areas by air and highway modes is projected, and
12 high-density travel corridors are identified and selected. The
potential for a maglev system to substitute for part of that travel
is calculated by using a model that estimates the extent of
diversion from highway and air to maglev. Energy demand is
estimated on the basis of energy usage during acceleration and
cruise phases for each corridor and corridor connections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intercity travel, involving trips longer than 100 mi (160
km), in the United Slates by highway and air modes has
shown consistent increases. Travel by urban and rural
interstate highways increased at annual rates of 5.6% and
3.2%, respectively, during 1971-1989 [1,2]. Travel by
commercial airlines, in terms of domestic enplanements,
increased at an annual rate of 5.6% during the same period
[3,4]. Intercity travel will continue to grow, requiring
considerable enhancement of highway and air capacity.
Travel by highways will increase by 1.3% per year during
1989-2010 [5] and air enplanements will increase by 3.8% per
year through 2002 [4].
The projected 50% increase in air navel would worsen the
air traffic congestion and spread delays to all major airports.
Several ideas have been advanced to handle the projected
increase in air travel, including approach procedure
improvements, new terminal airspace procedures, new
runways, and the development of new technologies to close
the gap between visual flight rules and instrument flight rules.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) projects that new
airports will be required beyond the year 2000 to maintain the
quality of service available today [6]. Since new airport
construction is an expensive, time-consuming, and politically
sensitive option, other options need to be investigated. One

Manuscript received April 30, 1993. This work was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38, the Electric Power
Research Institute under contract RP3025-03, the U.S. Department of
Transportation, and the U.S. Army Coips of Engineers.

viable option is to divert some of the intercity travel to an
alternative mode.
Short-haul aircraft operations represent an area where
alternative travel modes could help alleviate air traffic
congestion and allow airlines to concentrate on mid- and longhaul operations. Such alternative modes should provide
service comparable with that of airlines at a similar price.
Magnetically levitated (maglev) vehicles are expected to travel
at speeds up to 300 mi/h (480 km/h) and have the potential to
provide service comparable to airlines for trip lengths of 100600 mi (160-960 km).
II. METHODOLOGY
The methodology employed for this research consisted of
several sequential steps. A baseline scenario was developed,
and future demographic, economic, energy price, and
technological data were compiled. A set of 78 metropolitan
statistical areas (MSA) from the 48 contiguous states was
selected for analysis. This set contained all metropolitan areas
with populations over one million, all airline hubs, areas that
formed one end of the top 50 air traffic routes under 600 mi
(960 km), and metropolitan areas identified as potential
maglev cities by an earlier ANL study [7J. A trip generation
methodology was developed to project highway and air travel.
Both air and highway trips were distributed by using the
Fratar model. The top 100 metropolitan area pairs involving
distances of 600 mi (960 km) or less were analyzed, and 12
corridors of high density travel were identified. Highway and
air travel times and cost estimates were developed by using
data from a related project, while maglcv time and cost
estimates were generated specifically for this analysis. A
diversion model was applied to assess the extent of diversion
from highway and air to maglev. Energy consumption
estimates were developed by using maglev vehicle
characteristics from published and unpublished data. The
resulting energy demands were computed and analyzed for
each high-density travel corridor.
A. Travel Demand Projection
Intercity trips are generated by using a methodology that
applies travel rates by demographic groups. The methodology
assumes the propensity to travel is a function of the traveler's
socioeconomic attributes. The travel rates have not reached
saturation and would change as economic output, fuel prices,
personal income, and household work force configuration
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change. Travel is also a function of mode maturity. As all
travelers who could use a particular intercity travel mode use
it and become familiar with it, that mode is assumed to have
reached maturity. The methodology treats the highway mode
as a mature mode, while the air mode has an opportunity to
attract more travelers. Surveys by U.S. Travel Data Center
(USTDC), along with data from the FAA, the Federal
Highway Administration, and the Bureau of the Census were
used to develop the travel rates.
Trip productions are dependent on three demographic
attributes: household income, traveler age, and traveler
employment status. Three trip production models, identical in
structure, are applied, and a weighted sum of production is
developed for each metropolitan area for each trip type,
P(i.t)

= Zj Wj * TpJ(i,t)

T <(i,t) = L, Njk(i) * R'k(t;,

0)
(2)

where P(i,t) represents productions from zone i for trip type
t, W is the weight assigned to socioeconomic attribute j , and
Tp'(i,t) is the productions for socioeconomic attribute j for the
same zone and trip type combination from (2). NJt(i)
represents the number of units in subcategory k of attribute j
for zone i, and R'k(t) is the travel rate for the same
combination.
Trip attractions are a function of four variables: households
with income less than S20K, households with income greater
than or equal to S20K, high-travel potential employment, and
entertainment attractiveness.
Professional, managerial,
technical, and lower-level managerial employment are
classified as having high travel potential. Each zone is
assigned a code reflecting its entertainment attractiveness.
Attractions, A(i,t) for zone i for trip type t, are the sum of
trips attracted by each attribute times an entertainment factor
plus a constant, with entertainment factor and the constant
term dependent on the above mentioned code.
A(i,t) = Ij T,'(i,t) + F(k,t)

(3)

T.'(i,t) = N'(i) * RJ(0 * EF(k,t),

(4)

where EF is the entertainment factor, F is a constant, and both
are dependent on entertainment attractiveness code k. Values
N and R represent zonal socioeconomic attributes and
associated attraction rates as explained before.
Since the travel rates have not reached saturation,
procedures to compute future travel rates were developed.
The highway mode was considered mature, and all changes in
trip rates were captured by tracking the changes in household
income and number of workers per household. Past surveys
by the U.S. Travel Data Center were used develop the
following equation.

(5)

Vk = -15.454 + 0.193 * Yh + 15.63 • Wh,

where Vh represents vehicle trips per household, Yh is the
average personal income per household in thousands of 1982
dollars, and Wk is the number of workers per household.
The changes in demographic composition of the nation's
population arc accounted for in the structure of the tripgeneration model. The production component of the model
allows for five classes of income (in 1988 dollars): <S20K,
S20-25K, S25-35K, S35-5OK, and >S50K; five classes of age:
<18, 18-24, 25-44, 45-64, and >64; and four classes of
employment status: high-iravel potential employment, lowtravel potential employment, retired, and not working. Future
highway trips will be influenced by movement of population
between the classes of these demographic attributes and also
by changes in travel habits.
Changes in nationwide intercity travel were projected by
applying the regression model to the U.S. Department of
Commerce demographic projections [8]. The trip-generation
model was also run using the state-level data for the years
2000, 2010, 2020, and 2030, while keeping the 1988 travel
rates constant. This provided measures of changes caused by
the movement of population among the demographic classes
and geographical areas.
The difference between the
regression model and constant trip rate estimates provided a
measure of the change in travel rates.
A different procedure was followed to estimate future year
trip rates for the air mode. The air mode has the potential to
attract more travelers as a greater and greater fraction of the
population begins using it. A Gallup survey lor the Air
Transportation Association of America (ATA) [9] shows the
incidence of flying (persons who used the air mode once)
rising from 49% in 1971 to 74% in 1990. A model that
projects enplanemcnts per capita was developed as follows:
Ec = -1.7 + 0.154 • Gc - 0.0055 ' Cc + 0.01" * IF. (6)
where Ec represents enplanements per capita, Gc is gross
national product per capita in thousands of 1982 dollars. Cc is
airline revenue per enplanemem in 1982 dollars, jnd IF is
incidence of flying (as percent ever flown).
The above equation requires projection of revenue per
enplanement and incidence of flying for future years for
which procedures were developed. A logistic model was used
to project incidence of flying. This variable, representing
maturity of the air mode, is dependent on time. The following
model was developed using the 1975-1988 data from ATA
[91:
IF = 1 - 0.42 • e~ ° 0 3 4 3 * (t ~

1975)

,

(7)

where t represents the forecast year.
A model for projecting airline revenue per enplanement, Ce,
was developed using daia published by Aerospace Industries
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[3] and U.S. Department of Transportation [IOJ. This variable
is dependent on fuel price and productivity improvements in
air-carrier operations. The productivity variable is rather
difficult to quantify, but it can be represented by time. The
following relationship was established for any year beyond
1988:
Ce = 60.33 + 0.26 * Jp + C030 - t)21 I0I.2,

(8)

where Jp represents jet fuel price in 1982 dollars per 100
gallons and t is the year of interest.
The Fratar model was used to distribute both highway and
air trips. The model adjusts an existing origin-destination trip
matrix to match a set of growth factors for trip productions
and attractions. Use of the model thus requires a base-year
trip matrix. A base-year air-trip matrix was constructed using
the 1988 10% ticket sample file from the U-S. Department of
Transportation [11]. Next, the total trip matrix was
subdivided into business and nonbusiness trip matrices by
using the 1988 trip production and attraction snares provided
by the trip-generation model. The Fratar model was then
applied to produce a set of trip matrices for the year 2010.
Production/attraction growth factors provided by the tripgeneration model were used.
Since a comprehensive database for intercity highway travel
between metropolitan areas does not exist, a step-wise
procedure was employed to construct a base year highway-trip
matrix. First, two MSA to MSA highway-trip matrices, one
for business and the other for nonbusiness travel, were
constructed by using distance based air trip to highway trip
ratios. The ratios reflect an intercity mode preference pattern
in which the highway mode carries several times the number
of passengers as the air mode when the trip distance is short.
Next, these matrices were revised to reflect the trip estimates
from surveys conducted by states or other agencies. Data
from Northeast corridor, New York state corridor,
Pennsylvania corridor, Ohio High Speed Rail Study, IllinoisMichigan Study, Illinois-Wisconsin-Minnesota (Tristate)
Study, Texas Triangle Study, and Florida High Speed Rail
Study were incorporated. Finally, the Fratar model was
applied to project year 2010 highway trip interchanges. Trip
productions and attractions from the trip-generation
methodology described above were used to compute these
growth factors.
In our modeling effort, we found that intercity travel is
strongly influenced by four major factors: population, number
of households, employment, and income. The U.S. population
is expected to continue to grow in absolute numbers, but the
rate is expected to decline between 2000 and 2010. A likely
strong influence on travel behavior is the percent of the
population over 65, which increases significantly after 2010.
Accompanying this trend is an increase in the number of
households, which continues rapidly even out to 2030, but the
current tendency towards smaller households is expected to

continue -- helped along by the growing over-65 population.
This has an important implication for highway travel (and, in
turn, for the potential for maglev travel), because the vehicle
occupancy for nonbusiness trips would be expected to decline
as the household size shrinks. Thus the per-person cost of
travel would increase, making travel by common carrier (air
or maglev) more attractive.
Air travel is forecast to continue to increase, but at rates
lower than historical rates. The number of air trips increased
at an annual rate of 5.2% during 1970-90. The projected rate
of growth for the next 20 years is 3.1% annually. The annual
rate of growth during the last decade of this century is
projected to be 3.3%. The demand for air travel will increase
from 294.2 million trips in 1988 to 581.8 million trips in
2010. The air mode will be close to maturity in 2010, when
a projected 87% of the population will have ilown at least
once as compared with 73% in 1988.
Since maglev is a common-carrier mode, a majority of its
trips will be diverted from air, the existing high-speed
common carrier mode. Also, as maglev technology develops,
it will be tested first in select places before introducing it in
a network of connected corridors. Air trip interchanges in the
year 2010 were analyzed, and the top 100 MSA pairs
involving distances of 600 mi (960 km) or less were
tabulated. Twelve corridors were selected from the analysis
of these trips and from the list of corridor studies conducted
by slates and federal agencies. Table I lists (tie selected
corridors.
Thirty one metropolitan areas, out of 78, are part of the
twelve selected corridors, representing 930 interchanges.
Many of these are not feasible to traverse by maglcv alone,
given the selected maglev corridors. For example, Los
Angeles to New York City or Dallas to Chicago trips cannot
be made by maglev alone. When such infeasible interchanges
were removed, and interchanges involving less than 500
annual trips were eliminated, a total of 400 interchanges
remained for trip diversion and energy demand analysis.
TABLE 1 HIGH DENSITY TRAVEL CORRIDORS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Northeast Corridor: Washingion (DC), ISaJiwiorc Philadelphia. New
York City, Hartford, Boston
New York State Corridor: New York City, Albany, Syracuse,
Rochester, Buffalo
California Corridor: San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego
California-Las Vegas Corridor: Los Angeles, Las Vegas
Florida Corridor: Miami, Orlando, Tampa
Texas #1 Dallas-Houston Corridor: Dallas, Houston
Texas ¥2 Dallas-San Antonio Corridor: Dallas, Austin, San Antonio
Texas #3 Houston-San Antonio Corridor: Houston, Austin, San Antonio
Illinois-Michigan Corridor: Chicago, Detroit
Quad-Slate Corridor: SL Louis, Springfield (1L), Chicago, Milwaukee,
Madison, Minneapolis-St. Paul
Pennsylvania Corridor: Philadelphia, Harnsburg, Pittsburgh
Michigan-Pennsylvania Corridor: Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, Pittsburgh
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B. Modal Characteristics Development
Travel time and cost characteristics were developed for air,
highway, and maglev. Procedures to estimate travel time and
cost components for air and highway modes were developed
by using data from several sources while maglev components
were derived based on published operating criteria,
discussions among ANL staff, and technical judgement.
Air characteristics are subdivided as MSA level and MSA
pair specific.
The MSA level characteristics include
access/egress time and cost, time spent in an airport before the
aircraft doors are closed, time between aircraft door closing
and being airborne, time between touching ground and aircraft
doors opening, and time spent in an airport between aircraft
door opening and boarding ground transportation.
The access and egress time values were computed using
average distance from the most populated place in each
county of the MSA and weighting them by county population.
We obtained the county-level population forecasts from each
state and used them to compute average distance. MSAs were
classified by their population as extra-large (more than 5
million), large (3-5 million), medium (1-3 million), and small
(less than 1 million) for the assignment of average speeds.
The speeds represent average values for all approach modes,
including coach and public transit where applicable.
Wait time and in-airport time were estimated using data
from a ground-access study [12]. Base-year (1988) taxi,
queue, and take-off times, as well as landing, taxi, and idle
times, were estimated using an earlier study [131. The values
in the study were updated by using the percent of operations
delayed by 15 minutes or more as published by the FA A [6].
The queue subcomponent will increase exponentially with the
increase in aircraft operations if airport capacities are not
expanded. We assume periodic capacity expansion by various
means to cause a linear relationship between air travel
demand and queuing lime. The practice of not allowing an
aircraft to take-off for a destination airport that is
experiencing delays is assumed to continue in the future.
Thus, average landing times are expected to increase very
little.
Airport access costs are computed separately for business
and nonbusiness purposes by using average distance and
airport-specific access mode shares. Access modes include 1)
drive and park or use of rental car, 2) taxi or limousine, 3)
coach/airport bus, 4) mass transit, and 5) courtesy vehicle. A
sixth mode, driven by friend/relative, was allowed for
nonbusiness travel only. Cost components include fuel and
nonfuel operating costs, parking fees, labor costs, tolls, and
fares, which vary depending on the access mode.
Linehaul time and fare are two MSA pair specific
components.
Linehaul times were computed using a
regression equation. Average fares were also computed using
a regression equation that accounted for the effect of hubs,
fuel prices, and productivity improvements. These fares do

not account for increases in capital cost, which are likely to
be substantial.
The highway mode characteristics were compiled for
intercity passenger trips by assuming that all the trips were
made by automobiles. A vehicle trip was subdivided into
three parts: travel within the origin MSA, travel between
MSAs, and travel in the destination MSA. Highway travel
times aid costs depend on such parameters as distance,
intercity highway speed limits and miles driven per day,
lodging cost per night, fuel economy and fuel prices, nonfucl
automobile operating cost per mile, duration of stops for fuel
and rest during highway travel, and time and distance traveled
within origin and destination MSAs. A value of 700 mi
(1120 km) was selected as the distance driven per day. A 50
mi (80 km) allowance is automatically made to allow a
traveler to complete the trip without incurring lodging cost.
The automobile cost component consists of fuel and other
operating costs. It does not contain depreciation, registration,
and insurance. Both fuel and other operating costs arc
computed as dollars per mile using energy price and fuel
economy data.
Nonfuel auto operating costs include
lubrication, tires, and maintenance [14].
Maglev time and cost information was developed using
highway distance and some allowance for circuity. The
resulting total distance for each origin-destination pair is
subdivided by speed class, and the linchaul time is computed
on the basis of the number of miles in each speed class, the
number of stops, and the number of transfers. The speed
classes are 165 mph (265 kmph), 200 mph (320 kmph), 250
mph (400 kmph), and 300 mph (480 kmph). All MSAs with
populations over 3 million, and those in the Northeast
corridor, are assumed to require travel at reduced speed for
some distance within the metropolitan area (5 to 15 mi). All
other distances for each speed regime were determined by
technical judgment based on the individual corridor.
Direct travel is considered feasible between all large MSAs
with stops at major intermediate points. For example, a trip
from New York to Chicago does not require any transfers, but
requires stops in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Detroit. In
addition, each major metropolitan area may have more than
one stop (i.e., downtown, suburban, airport) and each stop is
assumed to have a duration of 2.5 minutes. Travel to or from
a smaller MSA can involve a transfer at a major hub (or half
a transfer if some direct service is possible), with an average
transfer delay of 30 minutes.
Maglev out-of-vehicle times (access/egress and waiting
times) were obtained by multiplying the air out-of-vehicle
limes by a factor of 0.75. This factor accounts for the fact
that metropolitan areas will probably have more than one
maglev station, so that the average distance to a station will
be less than the average distance to an airport. Maglev access
costs were assumed to be 90% of those for air. The factor for
access costs is higher than that for oui-of-vehicle times
because access cost is influenced less by distance than access
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time. Maglev fares were assumed to be 80% of the air fare
to account for the lower linehaut travel speed.
C. Estimation of Diversion 10 Maglev
A diversion model was selected to estimate trip diversion
from highway and air modes to the new mode. The model
includes such logical parameters as waiting time, linehaul
time, and cost [IS]. Rail trips were added to the diversion
estimates by using constant diversion rates. The model
requires total travel cost, in-vehicle travel time, and out-ofvehicle travel time for highway, air, and the new mode.
Business out-of-vehicle travel times were computed as 20
minutes less than nonbusiness ont-of-vehicle travel time if the
nonbusiness out-of-vehicle time for an origin-destination pair
was greater than 100 minutes; as 15 minutes less if the
nonbusiness out-of-vehicle time was in the range 80-100
minutes, and as 10 minutes less for all other values.
The trip diversion model multiplies the out-of-vchicle time
by a factor less than 1. This reduction was not considered
appropriate for the highway mode since it makes the
common-carrier mode more attractive (by reducing the effect
of access/egress time and waiting time). Also, the maglev
mode has constant terms for each purpose and mode
combination. Since the diversion model was developed for
trips shorter than 500 mi (800 km), highway business
diversion for longer distances may not be predicted properly.
A value of - 0 . 8 was added for distances of 600-900 mi (9601440 km), and an additional —0.8 was added for longer
distances. Even after these additions, the model tended to
predict high shares (80-95% for longer trips). Thus, the
diversion from business highway trips was restricted to 66%
for distances of 500-750 mi (800-1200 km), assumed not to
require any lodging cost, and restricted to 50% for longer
distances.
Rail trip estimates were compiled from various origindestination counts obtained from the Federal Railroad
Administration. The rail trips were subdivided as business
and nonbusiness equally. Fixed diversion rates of 85% for
business and 70% for nonbusiness were applied for maglev.

used to reduce the peak loads for maglev systems. These
facilities could be distributed along the maglcv corridor and
charged from base-load power plants at night or from
spinning reserve. Spinning reserve is the margin that utilities
are required to maintain in order to handle unforeseen
situations, such as a sudden shutdown of a power plant or a
large unexpected load. The requirement is about 10% in
excess of the current demand, and storage devices could be
charged from this spinning reserve since the charging could
be interrupted at any time.
Maglev vehicles travelling at cruising speeds require energy
to overcome aerodynamic drag, which increases sharply with
speed, and magnetic drag, which is highest at low speeds. In
addition, hotel energy, which is independent of speed, is
required for use on-board the vehicle (about 300 kW). During
acceleration energy is also required to bring die vehicle up to
speed. A 150-seat clectrodynamic inaglcv vehicle was
characterized by using data from various sources (most of
which are unpublished).
The magnetic drag force (computed as 780 divided by
speed in meters per second for speeds above 50, or 30.25 kN
otherwise) and energy requirements to overcome magnetic and
aerodynamic drag are given in Table 2 for various speeds.
The actual electric energy demand required from the power
plant was computed by considering the efficiency of the linear
synchronous motor mounted on the guideway (90%), the
efficiency of the power conditioning unit at the wayside
station (85%), and the electricity transmission efficiency
(95%). These combine to give an overall efficiency of about
72.7% for maglev. The electric generation efficiency is not
included.
TABLE 2 AERODYNAMIC AND MAGNETIC WRAR ENERGY
Speed
(km/h)

200
266
322
402
483

Magnetic
Drag
Force (kN)
13.96
10.58
8.73
6.98
5.82

Drag Energy (kWhykm)
Magnetic Aerodynamic Tout
3.88
2.94
2.42
1.94
1.62

1.56
2.72
4.00
6.24
S.99

5.44
5.66
6.42
S.-S
10.61

D. Energy Calculations
Electric utilities are likely to view the loads generated by
the maglev system as less than ideal because its demand is
unsteady due to accelerations and because peak maglcv
demands tend to coincide with peak loads in the rest of the
utility system (midmorning and late-afternoon). Maglev could
operate either with long trains or in smaller units of one or
two vehicles. When operating with one or two vehicles, the
acceleration energy requirements of each individual unit
would decrease, which would help smooth out the electrical
demand oscillations of a maglev system.
Large-scale off-board energy storage facilities could be

III. RESULTS
Table 3 summarizes the most important ridership and
energy results for each corridor. The table includes passenger
demand, passenger miles traveled, energy intensity, and total
energy demand. The individual corridor totals do not include
trips that traverse that corridor but have either the origin or
destination (or both) outside the corridor. However, those
trips are accounted for in the "corridor connections" totals.
The individual corridor totals for ridership and energy would
increase if any corridor is connected to any other corridor, but
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In this analysis, we assumed the number of vehicles
travelling daily between terminal cities to be distributed in the
same way as the aircraft flights are. We computed the
number of vehicles required to serve the demand by assuming
a 60% load factor and uniformly distributed demand through
the year. We also used the average energy intensity for the
section. The number of vehicles en route at any specific time
of day is computed from travel time and average headway.
The power demand for maglev is computed by using 20 MW
for accelerating vehicles and 5.4 MW for cruising vehicles.
The actual power demand will be influenced by route
geometry, location and number of stops, maximum speed, and
demand charges.

since the values depend on the exact extent of the entire
network, those projections cannot be made at this time.
Travel demand will also increase if connections are provided
at the airports involving high volumes of connecting trips. An
air traveler could transfer to maglev for a part of the trip that
either originates or terminates at a point outside the connected
corridors. Estimates of such diversion will require more
detailed analysis. We carried out a simple analysis of trips
involving origin or destination in Albany, Syracuse,
Rochester, and Buffalo with a maglev airport connection that
showed potential increases in the range of 5-15%, depending
upon airline cooperation.
The estimated total energy demand for the 12 corridors is
5.26 trillion watt-hours. Aside from energy demand, the
power demand profile will influence utility planning and load
management
A 150-seat maglev vehicle will require
approximately 20 MW of power at startup (accelerating at
0.16 g or 1.57 m/s2) and 5.4 MW while cruising at 300 mph
(480 kmph).

TABLE 4 ELECTRICITY DEMAND PROFILE FOR THE BOSTONNEW YORK CITY SECTION
Travel Distance (mi)
Travel Time (rnin)
Passengers per Year in

each Direction (10*)
4.86
Avera|e Passengers per Day
13,310
in each Direction
Vehicle Tipc per Day
in Both Directions
296
Profile (both directions) by Time of Day
6-10 AM 10 AM-2 PM 2-6 PM
SS
Vehicle Trips
74
72
Avg. Headway
6.5
6.7
5.5
24-26
30-32
Vehicles en route 26-28
Potential Annual
149
GWh Demand
124
121
306-326
Power MW1
265-285 244-265
J
Power MW
329-354
380-405
304-329

TABLE 3 MAGLEV TRAVEL AND F.XERGY DEMAND IN 2010
Corridor & Connections

Demand
tO1

PMT
10*

Northeast Corridor
N e w York State Corridor
N E / N Y S Connection
California Corridor
CA - U s Vegas Corridor
Florida Corridor
Dallas-Hou-ton Corridor
DFW-Austin-S Antonio
HST-Austin-S Antonio
Chicago-Detroit Corridor
Quad-State (STL-MSP)
Midwest Connection
Pennsylvania Corridor
NE-Penn Connection
NYS-Penn Connection
Detroit - Pitt Corridor
Other Connections

23,456
5.173
476
12.603
6,137
6,858
3.069
2.487
1.770
1.658
4,124
569
1,503
1,268
30
419
3.596

5,344
1.335
233
4,545
2,027
1,688
773
560
373
478
1,253
338
356
562
18
89
2.720

System Total

75,197 22.691

El
Energy
Wh/PMT 10*kWh

201
249
231
223
231
265
255
255
252
247
252
250
253
232
246
256
245

1,073
333
54
1.014
468
448
197
143
94
118
316
84
90
130
4
23
665

232

5,255

A. Profile of Electricity Demand
The profile of potential electricity demand was analyzed by
selecting two sections of the future maglev lines: 1) Boston to
New York City and 2) Los Angeles to San Francisco. All
trips that will use the selected sections were identified and
summed. For example, the Boston to New York City section
will be used by trips originating from or ending in Boston and
having the other end in New York City or maglev cities
beyond New York City, as well as trips originating from or
ending in Hartford and having the other end in New York
City and maglev cities beyond New York City.

249
85

1
1

ft-10 PM
f.2
7.7
20-22
104
204-224
253-278

Assuming 33% of the vehicles accelerating at a lime.
Assuming 50% of the vehicles accelerating at a time.

TABLE S ELECTRICITY DEMAND PROFILE FOR THE LOS
ANGELES-SAN FRANCISCO SECTION
Travel Distance (mi)
395
Travel Time (min)
122
Passengers per Year in
each Direction (10*)
5.31
Average Passengers per Day
in each Direction
14,560
Vehicle Trips per Day
in Both Directions
324
Profile (!xMh directions) by Time of Day
6-10 AM 10 AM-2 PM
Vehicle Trips
86
74
Avg. Headway
5.6
6.5
Vehicles en route 42-44
36-38
Potential Annual
GWh Demand
254
?20
268
Power MW1
428-448
367-387
448-469
531-557
455-481
Power MWJ
557-582

220
367-387
455-4S1

' Assuming 33% of the vehicles accelerating at a time.
Assuming 50% of the vehicles accelerating at a time.

1
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Reducing Magnetic Fields from Maglev Guideways
to Reasonable Levels
J. P. Blanchard
Research and Development Advanced Civil Systems Group,
Bechtel Corporation, San Francisco, CA 94119-3965

Abstract
- Magnetic fields required by
magnetically levitated high speed trains must be
sufficient to lift, guide, and propel the passenger or
freight vehicle at speeds of up to three hundred
miles an hour. This implies a need for locally high
field intensities to create forces sufficient to do these
jobs. At the same time a number of limiting factors
require the fields to be carefully restricted elsewhere:
they may not interfere with wayside or vehicle based
electronic guidance and control equipment, they
must not detract from the structural integrity of the
guideway, and they must not be biologically
significant to either the passengers or people in the
vicinity of the system. This presentation will explore
the expected field patterns from the Bechtel team's
National Maglev Initiative System Concept
Definition design and how the design accommodates
each of the limiting issues identified above.

I. INTRODUCTION
Bechtel recently lead one of four teams in the
National Maglev Initiative System Concept
Definition study. The results of this effort provided a
series of designs expected to form a basis for future
maglev concept development that will ultimately
offer the United States a mass transit alternative to
meet the needs of the twenty first century. Central to
the Bechtel team effort was the design of a
levitation, propulsion, and guidance system that uses
magnetic fields sufficient to sustain adequate speed,
safety, and ride comfort at speeds up to 300 miles per
hour. The basis of this system is a linear synchronous
motor consisting of a number of vehicle based
superconducting magnets that create a constant
magnetic field and a guideway propulsion winding
This work was supported in part by the U.S.
Department of Transportation under contract no.
DTTFR 53-92-CO0O03.

that creates a traveling magnetic field.
The
interaction of these two fields produces the
propulsive force1. The same superconducting magnets
are used for levitation and guidance, with additional
guideway equipment providing the necessary fields
for these functions.
This paper considers the anticipated impact of
the magnetic fields associated with the Bechtel team
maglev design on people and maglev system
components outside of the levitation, propulsion, and
guidance packages. Additional technical details
about the levitation, propulsion, and guidance
systems will be presented in other sessions at this
conference2'3. Far field calculations of magnetic fields
associated with the general design discussed here are
described in greater detail elsewhere1. In light of the
preliminary stage of design of this system, any
conclusions drawn here must be considered
preliminary yet valuable because they begin to frame
the possible concerns, allowing future design work to
accommodate refinements as needed to mitigate fields
in strategic areas.

II. HOW IS "REASONABLE LEVELS" DEFINED?
A.

Source Characteristics

It is generally recognized that the nature and
extent of interaction of a magnetic field depends on its
intensity, frequency, and orientation with respect to
other objects, as well as its spatial and temporal
duration. In this paper we examine three distinct
forms of magnetic fields: a static, or dc, field; a
periodic or sinusoidally varying ac field; and impulse
or anomalous fields.
Actual field patterns
encountered will likely be a combination of these
three types.
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The source of each type of field will depend on
the observer's reference frame. If on-board the
vehicle, a static field will be seen from the
superconducting magnet on the vehicle and the
guideway based currents will be seen as periodic ac or
impulses depending on whether they are from
anomalous or regularly spaced sources. Anomalous
sources might be, for example, unexpected
irregularities in the guideway, or some local
misalignment of the magnet system. By contrast, the
wayside based observer is generally less likely to
encounter significant dc fields unless positioned near
an inverter station, but will see an impulse or periodic
ac field every time a vehicle passes, sometimes
accompanied by switching transients.
Each of these field types interacts differently
with conducting loops in external systems. The static
field cannot induce currents in such loops but will exert
a force on established current loops in accordance with
Ampere's Law. By contrast, the ac fields can not only
create forces, but also induce currents in conducting
loops. Those arising from regular, sinusoidally
varying fields are maintained (or continuously
refreshed) by the external field while those from
impulses decay away, generally in the form of
resistive heat lo.^-es.
B. Exposure Concerns

A "reasonable level" may be defined as one that
does not produce an adverse effect. Consequently,
there will be different "reasonable levels" for
different components of the system that are exposed to
the magnetic fields from the maglev system. In this
paper we focus on three key components that could be
adversely influenced by the system's magnetic fields:
the command/control/communication (C3) system; the
structural supports; and people onboard or in the
vicinity of the maglev system. These components are
not specific to the Bechtel design but would exist in
any maglev project. However, the mitigation section
below will examine general mitigation concepts then
concentrate on the Bechtel team's approach to
reducing the likelihood of adverse effects arising as a
result of its magnet system.
1)

Command/Control/Communications

Electromagnetic interference arising from stray fields
is a potentially significant concern. Ac fields,
particularly those that generate impulse currents, are

expected to be of generally greater concern here than
dc fields because of their ability to induce spurious
currents on conducting lines. As a limit, any field
induced currents should not corrupt existing data
communications, result in significant power losses, or
interfere with normal suspension, levitation, and
guidance forces to unbalance the vehicle or hinder its
intended motion.
2) Tolerance Limit of Structural Members

Most systems will use concrete, a magnetically inert
material, for the majority of structural components.
However, the mild steel reinforcement typically
found in concrete structures is expected to be extremely
sensitive to the magnetic fields in its vicinity. In
particular, the ac fields may induce currents in the
connected sections of reinforcement, the dissipation of
which will deposit some heat in the structure.
Whether this is significant will depend on the
magnitude of the heat generated and where it is
deposited in the structure. Both the ac and the dc
fields will create forces within the structure if there
is any remnant magnetic field in the structural steel.
Again, the significance of these forces depends on
their magnitude, which in turn depends on the
strength of the field seen by the reinforcing steel as
wcli as the magnitude of the remnant field, if any, in
the steel. Over the expected fifty year lifetime of
the structural support system, the cumulative effect of
these forces and heat depositions must not
significantly weaken the structure.
3)

Physiological

Limitations

Existing research suggests that electromagnetic fields,
under some circumstances, can interact with the
human body to produce biological effects. While
clear delineation of hazardous levels, if such exist,
remains generally elusive at this time there is
general agreement that limits on solely static fields
should be higher than for ac fields. Nevertheless,
the steady (dc) and time varying (ac) fields arising
from the maglev system should not pose a
physiological hazard to train passengers or people in
the vicinity of the system and should conform to
human exposure standards where they exist.
Presently the most stringent known dc magnetic
field limit for people is 10 mG, beyond which signs
should be posted warning people with implanted
cardiac pacemakers of higher fields. Ac field limits
vary by jurisdiction from no limit in most areas to as
low as a suggested 2 mG near some school areas.
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Limits on impulse fields have been suggested in the
scientific literature but none has, to date, been
implemented. While these are limits only on the
magnitude of fields, some research suggests that
biological effects may also depend on the magnetic
field's frequency, spatial orientation with respect to
the body, temporal duration, and may in fact involve
a complex interaction between a variety of field
parameters.
III. DESIGN AND MITIGATION
A.

General Mitigation Concepts

There are a number of ways to mitigate the effects
of magnetic fields on the various systems described
above. Notice that mitigation generally, but not
always, consists in a reduction of the field magnitude.
In some cases, mitigation may also require a change in
operating frequency or duty cycle.
First, it is well known that the magnitude of
magnetic fields declines in value with distance from
source depending on the nature of the source. The field
reduction will generally be at least as rapid as the
inverse of the distance from the source, and in some
cases will be proportional to the square or cube of the
inverse of the distance. This allows a field reduction
simply by increasing the distance between the source
and the observer where possible. Note that while it
is possible to reposition people and communications
equipment away from magnetic field sources to reduce
their exposure, the structural system, including
mounting brackets for the guideway based Icvitation,
propulsion, and guidance equipment, cannot be moved
away from the sources.
Where distance between source and observer is not
possible, shielding can sometimes be used to reduce
fields within a specified volume. However, there is
almost always a penalty of higher fields elsewhere
as a result. Shielding can be passive, using a
materials with a high relative magnetic
permeability such as mu metal, or active, with
bucking coils creating a field that cancels the original
field in a defined area.
In some cases, the best form of mitigation is to use
material that is magnetically inert to do the job
originally performed by a conducting or magnetically
active material. Examples include the use of fiber

optics in command/control/communications systems
and fiber reinforced plastic reinforcement in structural
systems.
B. Design Specific Field Reductions

Beyond these general suggestions for mitigating
the effects of magnetic fields, the Bechtel team
identified several design specific methods for
altering the magnetic field as needed to accommodate
the diverse requirements placed on the system.
Because the vehicle based superconducting magnets
are expected to be the largest single source of magnetic
fields experienced either onboard the vehicle or in
the wayside, much of this work concentrated on those
magnets. Note that the fields from these magnets
will be experienced as dc fields on board the vehicle
and as ac fields by wayside based people and
equipment as the vehicle passes by.
Thornton et al.1 suggest several distinct ways to
mitigate the fields arising from the vehicle's
magnets. Each of these involves a trade-off with
other system parameters.
First, increasing the length of the vehicle magnet
arrays reduces the far field component o/ the magnetic
field substantially. If this is combined with tapering
the field strength of the end magnets, the overall
maximum field is decreased by a factor of up to about
three with only a minimal reduction in motor thrust.
Second, reducing the pole pitch of the vehicle
based magnets reduces the far field but requires
higher frequencies for the propulsion system. This in
turn leads to higher eddy current losses and a
requirement for more turns in the magnets or a closer
spacing between the vehicle and guideway magnet
systems. Nevertheless, if research in biological
effects of magnetic fields indicate1! a complex relation
between effects and the frequency and relative
magnitude of ac and dc fields, as some studies suggest,
this may become a critical set of tradeoffs.
Third, the use of proprietary flux cancelling
designs in the magnet systems can reduce fields by a
factor of two or better. Although there may be
penalties in terms of weight and cost for such systems,
the benefits appear to compensate for these.
Finally, active shielding can be used to reduce
fields in specific areas as noted earlier. Thornton et
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al. suggest this should only be included after
implementing other field reduction techniques because
of the weight and power requirements for this kind of
shielding.
In addition to these methods that focus attention
on the vehicle based magnets, there are a few
guideway based field mitigation options. A more
efficient suspension system, for example, will make
better use of the fields from the vehicle magnets,
thereby reducing the need for extra capacity in the
vehicle magnets while minimizing ac losses in the
suspension system. The proprietary Bechtel team
design for the suspension system contains significant
improvements in the efficiency of this system. Also,
since the fundamental frequency of the guideway
current depends directly on the vehicle speed relative
to the pole pitch of the vehicle magnets, there is
inherently some flexibility in the field frequencies
experienced on the wayside as a result of guideway
based equipment if warranted. Since variations in
frequency can also be expected to change a variety of
other operational characteristics of the system and
must be carefully considered in terms of their influence
on overall system performance.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WOKK
We identified in this paper source characteristics
and exposure concerns related to maglev system
magnetic field effects on equipment and people
outside of the levitation, propulsion, and guidance
systems where those fields are primarily used.
General magnetic field mitigation options were
reviewed and design specific options were noted for
field mitigation within the context of the Bechtel
team National Maglev Initiative system concept.

work to be done in refining all elements of the concept
including the magnet systems. Additional work is
anticipated to further identify the critical tradeoffs
required with guideway reinforcement concepts to
balance cost, strength, and power losses. In addition,
more work is needed to verify the robustness of
communication systems under all anticipated
operating conditions. Finally there is a vital need to
clarify the key parameters of magnetic field
interaction with biological systems in order to clearly
understand the most appropriate forms of magnetic
field mitigation for people onboard and in the
vicinity of the maglcv system.
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The Bechtel team design provides the basis for
additional concept development. There is additional
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Loss and Guideway Interaction Force Measurements on a
Superconducting Magnet for Maglev Applications
Charles R. Dauwaltcr
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.,
Abstract
Accurate knowledge of losses in superconducting
magnets is an important requirement for the design
of levitation, guidance and propulsion systems for
electrodynamic maglev vehicles. An experiment in
preparation is described to measure ac fields due to
guideway currents, and magnetic forces and force
gradients, which will provide the basis for subsequent measurements of superconducting coils for
maglev suspensions.
The experimental apparatus
can test full-size maglev components at velocities
approaching expected maximum speeds. The initial
experiment, the apparatus to be used and its advantages for experimentally addressing maglev design
issues, and current status are described.
Introduction
Accurate knowledge of losses in superconducting magnets is an important requirement for the design of levitation, guidance
and propulsion magnets for maglev vehicles;
the designs must provide thermal margins
adequate to prevent accidental quenching.
Sources of Soss include AC fields caused by
the varying currents induced in the guideway and the mechanical movement of conductors
and cryostat
internal
structure
caused by both the magnetic forces and
magnet accelerations in response to those
forces.
Knowledge of these losses will be
crucial for the proper design of superconducting magnets and the cryostats and refrigeration systems which support them, and
will thus influence the cost of these subsystems as well.
Significant sources of loss in
superconducting magnets include hysteresis
and eddy current losses in the wires making
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up the magnet windings, mechanical losses
in the windings and supporting structures,
and mechanical and eddy current losses in
the shields which will be required to reduce
the strength of ac fields arising from currents induced in the guideway conductors by
passage of the superconducting magnets on
the vehicle.
T i n k h a m [ l ] concluded that ac losses in
maglev levitation, guidance and propulsion
magnets could be substantial, conceivably
exceeding the heat leak of the cryogenic
system.
Further, the most serious ac loss
problem in a real vehicle would be associated
with the low frequency vehicle motions near
the natural frequency of the primary suspension system.
Subsequently, Hunt[2] developed a simple model which showed that by
assuming full flux penetration of the superconducting wire, Tinkham's
calculations
overestimated the ac losses.
It should be
noted that in Hunt's experiments, a coil fabricated with multicore wire showed a decrease of persistent current r^atnitude following exposures to high ac field levels.
Mechanical effects in superconducting coils and shields will also be a significant
factor in the proper design of suspension
magnets and cryogenic systems for maglev
systems.
It is well known that relative motions between conductors in a supercondicting magnet can initiate quenches;
these
usually occur with increasing current when
energizing the magnet.
Maglev suspensions
employing variants of the null-flux configuration are generally stiffcr than those of the
image flux variety and usually require a secondary suspension to maintain satisfactory
ride quality.
The combination of higher
stiffness and secondary suspensions results
in higher acceleration levels of the superconducting magnets than is usually the case
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in image flux systems. Iwasa[3] noted that
the racetrack magnets used in magiev, which
cannot use the proven floating-coil technique that virtually guarantees freedom
from premature quench in, e.g. NMR
solenoids, will still be affected by mechanical
disturbances.
Consequently, the effect of
losses from such disturbances must be considered in magnet design and qualification.
While numerous measurements have been
made of such effects, e.g.[4] [5], none are
known to the author which combine these
with application of ac Fields.
Experience
with
superconducting
generators has shown that mechanical resonances of shields can induce significant ac

abling such experiments on full-scale
near full-scale sized components.
Initial

or

Experiment

An experiment is being prepared to
prove-out the experimental arrangement
and procedures for measurements on superconducting magnets, and to verify predicted
ac field levels due to guideway currents and
levitation average and ripple forces. A representative magiev suspension arrangement,
approximating that of the Japanese ML002
vehicle studied by Brownf7] is being used.
The initial experiment will be conducted using a conventional copper coil excited by a
dc current supply to simulate the superton-

Am0^//^
Figure 1.

losses in the superconductors when excited
by the ac fields they were intended to attenu a t e ^ ] , and such resonances can be excited
as well by mechanical vibrations of the
magnet system caused by vehicle interaction
with guideway imperfections and response to
wind gusts.
The combination of ac magnetic fields and
mechanical vibrations is expected in magiev
systems and their effects must be understood
quantitatively to design a satisfactory system
immune not only to unexpected quenches,
but lo possible decay of magnet persistent
currents. One of the objectives of the work
described here is to develop a facility en-

Centrifuge elevation

ducting coil. Calculations using the parameters of a similar coil[8] indicate that the
thermal limit is an excitation -1/35 of the
nominal ampere-turns of the superconducting coil, producing a guideway ac Field proportionately smaller.
The lcv'tation force
will thus be smaller by a factor of - 1 , 4 0 0 ,
giving a lift force of «22N(«5 lbs.), a value
which should be readily measurable, although probably not with high accuracy.

Equipment
The experiment will be conducted using a
large centrifuge at Draper's environmental
test facility. This machine was constructed to
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perform high acceleration exposure testing
of inertial guidance systems and components
and for calibration and error evaluation of
high precision accelerometers.
The centrifuge arm is asymmetric with respect to the
center of rotation; the long end is shown in
elevation in Fig,. 1, and the short end in plan
view in Fig. 2.
The length of the long and short ends of
the arm are 10.7m (35 ft.) and 6.6m (21.7 ft.),
respectively;
the interior concrete wall of
the building has a radius of 11.6m (38 ft.).
The centrifuge was designed to operate safely
at an acceleration level of 200 g, measured at
the test location at 9.73m,(32 ft.) radius, and
has been routinely operated at a maximum
acceleration of lOOg, which corresponds to a
tip velocity at the long end of the arm of
102.3 m/s (335.7 ft/s), about 76% of the 134
m/s expected maglev vehicle maximum
speed.
Currently, the machine capability is
limited by its primary power source (a dieselelectric generator set) to a maximum acceleration of 35 g, corresponding to a tip velocity at the long end of 60.5 m/s (198.6 ft/s).

This machine has a number of attributes
that suit it well for testing maglev system
components, particularly suspension and
propulsion magnetics, and suspension subsystems:
• ability to accept full scale components, important for magnetics which do not scale
well
• high speed, -75% of projected maximum
maglev speeds
• capability for continuous operation
• little or no component curvature required,
due to large radius of curvature (10.7m(35
ft.))
• relatively low centrifugal acceleration at
high speeds due large radius of curvature
(10.7m(35 ft.))
• large load capacity, «3.5Mg(7,500 lbs.)
• - 1 5 0 slip rings, some with high current
(S50A) capability
• ability to readily simulate the effect of low
frequency suspension motions (0.9xn Hz at
60 m/s; n=integer), by adjustable guideway
deformations
• hydrostatic oil bearings for low mechani-

- Centrifuge building wall
-Vehicle magnets
' Vehicle magnet support structure

Figure 2.
Centrifuge plan view, magnet and guideway installed
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caJ noise
• stable and accurate speed control
Potential disadvantages include the centrifugal force that the magnet/cryostat system must withstand and the necessity for a
complete array of guideway
conductors
around the periphery if the most realistic
simulation is required (the initial experiment uses only a short section of simulated
guideway, and entrance and exit effects are
likely to be significant, particularly with respect to ac losses).
The centrifugal forces
generally should not pose a severe problem
for magnets; at 100 m/s tip velocity they are
approximately an order of magnitude smaller
than the internal magnetic forces of the coil
and approximately cf the same order as the
levitation forces.

Details of the coils are shown in Figure 3,
which also shows a number of calibrated
search coils provided for measurement of ac
fields due to guideway currents; each search
coil is buffered by a preamplifier before the
signals pass through the slip rings.
The
magnet coils are excited by a constant current DC supply in an adjacent control room
through high current slip rings on the arm.
Attachment of the guideway conductor array to the building is by means of adjustable
supports to allow precise alignment (or intentional misalignment) with respect to the
magnet path.
Low value current sampling
resistors are provided for measurement of
the guideway coil currents.
Status

Fig. 2 shows the simulated superconducting magnet mounted on the short end of the
centrifuge arm; the magnet is supported - 4 m
(-13 ft.) away from the nearest steel structure cf the arm to prevent distortion of the
magnet field. The support structure is shown
as a space frame for illustration purposes,
but will be made from welded aluminum
plates and pipe for the necessary rigidity.
The coil and its mechanical support is at-
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Figure 3.

Coil configurations

tached to the arm by means of strain gage
instrumented members for measurement of
forces.

The detailed design of the centrifuge modifications necessary to adapt it for maglev
component testing is in process and should
be sufficiently complete to initiate construction by early summer 199?.
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Magnetic Fields
From a Maglev Linear Synchronous Motor
1993 Maglev Conference

D. Galler, W. J. Grccnbcrg

Abstract • Tak paper preseats the aaalysk of i s f r i f c fields
frost air core Uaear Syacaroao— Motor (LSM) wkjdifs found
hi certaia kinds of BMfkv systsaat. The exposure of sa—tap r i
aad passers-by to the BMgMtic field of the LSM waidtaf k of
particylar coacera hi tktae systeaM.
la the BMfkv air core LSM, p a a w f r i arc subjected to a
• a c i d i c field wkich k synchronized frith the vsfckfc aad if
therefore perceived a* a dc fkkL Outside the vehicle all other
(statioaary) personnel aad eqiilpamt experience aa ac fkM
similar to that geacrated by an ac Mtillly trsn—keina Uac. The
ac field is usually experkaced at distances beyond a few awlers
froai the LSM winds* ia the augtev gvideway. I t k this "far
flekT that is the subject of tak paper.
Magnetic ««W aurijrak of a 3-phast LSM wiadiaf k preeealcd.
Naaerkal procedwai wed to coaiawte the fields are also
preseated. For these procedwrcs the LSM wiadiaf >• "wdekd as
a series of curreat sticks ia space. The procedvres caa coaspvte
the n*W frost aay wiadhx coafifwatioa rcpreatMed tak way as
loaf as toe surraiadiag space does aot coataia •sfaetic
material. The results are preseated !• MinMlfaMd fsabJoa with
wiadinc curreat as a panuMter, aad are cosaparad to raavHs for
typical utility distrib itioa aad traasiksioa law coaftpiratioa*.
The resulU are compared to limits which have beta adopted by
some states in the U.S. for traasmksioB I k * aiafactic fields.

The results of many of the studies are generally considered
inconclusive by die scientific community. Nonetheless,
advanced transportation systems must address the magnetic
field issue on two levels. First, the system should be
designed to minimize magnetic field exposure since the
advene effects of long term exposure have not been
conclusively disproven. Second, there is a widespread
perception by the public mat magnetic fields may be harmful.
If these advanced systems are to gain public acceptance, low
stray fields must be achieved.
Most states in the U S . have not adopted magnetic or electric
field requirements. The guidelines adopted by some stales for
utility transmission line fields are summarized in Table I.
TABLE 1

ALumtMM HHwnc M I S i m o n AT im
torn o A ntim • • o n L M mow-oF-WAt
Florida

500 kV(Siagk Circuit)
500 kV (Double Circuit)
230 kV and below

200 M G
250 n G
150 a G

New York (Interim)
I. INTRODUCTION

No study to date has demonstrated that low level ac magnetic
Held exposure adversely affects humans. Several studies have
shown that magnetic field exposure can produce changes in
cells and in laboratory animals' behavior, enzyme and
hormone levels, and bone healing rate. Other studies have
attempted to correlate human cancer rates with magnetic field
exposure levels in the presence of other uncontrolled factors.
A summary of the studies and field levels adopted by
scientific agencies is presented in [1J. A good example of the
popular literature on the health effects is [2].

Mutuicript received March 22,1993. Thi» work wai supported in part by die
U.S. Army Corp of Engineer! under Contract DTFR-53-92-C-O0006.

100 kV and above

200 mG

New Jeney (Ccniideraig)

Not specified

20OmG

From this data it appears that a 200 mG level at the edge of
the right-of-way would be a typical acceptable level.
In the remainder of this paper we will describe how a maglev
system generates ac far fields that appear at the edge of a
typical right-of-way. These fields will be computed and
compared to those of transmission and distribution line
geometries.
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Fig. 1. Eipkxted View of M«fiiq*»e LSM WiadiM

II. MAOLEV PROPULSION

A brief description of a maglev system is presented in this
discussion to illustrate how the ac fields are generated. The
data and examples are based on the configuration of the
system proposed by Magneplane International [3] although
similar results may be obtained on other systems. The
discussion starts with a description of the propulsion system,
which uses an air-core linear synchronous motor (LSM).
1 is a diagram of a 3-phase LSM winding in which the
ises have been separated for clarity. Each phase consists
two rectangular patterns which are connected together at
the far end. The eiectrical connections for each phase are at
the near end where they will be connected to a wayside power
converter. The two patterns in each phase winding are mirror
images of each other. Each phase of the winding is identical
but is offset in the x direction by 1/3 of a pole pitch from the
preceding phase. The winding is 1.2 m wide and has a pole
pitch of 0.75 m.
The propulsion field is generated by the conductors which are
parallel to the y axis - the transverse conductors. These
conductors generate a magnetic field with x and z components
only. To see how the travelling wave is produced consider 3phase power at an instant in time when the A phase current

is at a peak value of I. At this instant the other two phases
carry currents of -V2 since the sum of the phase currents mutt
be zero. Proceeding in the x direction the sequence of
currents in the transverse conductors is 1.1/2, -1/2, -I, -1/2,1/2,
I. This sequence produces a quasi-sinusoidal magnetic field
above the winding. At heights of 0.2 to 0.3 m the field is a
virtual sine wave because of the diffusion of the field from all
the conductors. As the currents advance in time the field
advances in space down the maglev guideway in the positive
x direction.
In the Magneplane system the LSM winding is mounted at the
bottom of a guideway whose cross section is roughly a
semicircle. On each side of the winding the guideway walls
are composed of aluminum levkatkn sheets. At normal
operating speeds ihe vehicle is levitated by eddy current
repulsion which occurs between the levilatkm sheets and
superconducting levitau'on coils carried by the vehicle. Thrust
is produced by the z-axis component of the LSM travelling
field interacting with superconducting propulsion coils carried
by the vehicle.
In most maglev systems the LSM winding is constructed in
sections called blocks. When a vehicle approaches a block
that block is energized and remains energized until the vehicle
has completed the transition into the next Mock. Only one
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vehicle can be in a block at a time. In the Magneplane
system the blocks can be up to 2 km long.
Except for fields from the vehicle as it passes, the LSM
winding radiates an ac field whenever a vehicle is in that
block. This is the source of the ac far field evaluated in this
paper.
Additional parameters of a maglev system mat relate to LSM
ac fields are:
1. propulsion current
2. frequency range of propulsion current in the LSM
3. percentage of time a given block is energized while
the system is in operation
4. number of hours per day the system is in operation
III.

The solution is usually written as [4]

IPI 7T3T

(1)

where R is the distance from the point to the z axis, a, is the
angle between the measurement point and the bottom of the
stick, o* is the angle between the measurement point and the
top of the stick.
The point is defined by the coordinates x,, y,, z,.
The magnetic field at the point can only have x- and y-axis
components. These are expressed as

MAGNETIC RELD CALCULATION

P,

Since the propulsion system described here is essentially an
air-core LSM the magnetic field can be computed as if the
winding were a series of current sticks in free space. This is
also the case for utility lines since they radiate primarily in
air. The following discussion describes a numerical procedure
which is used to compute the fields from the LSM winding
and generate comparison cases based on utility transmission
and distribution line geometries.
There is a closed form solution for the magnetic field at a
point in space due to a current stick of finite length. The
problem is generally arranged as shown in Fig. 2 where the
stick lies on the z-axis in a 3-dimensional cartesian coordinate
system.

Geometry of Current Stick «nd Point in
Space Where Magnetic Field u Deiired

+IPI

(2)

cos + |P|

i'lPI

(3)

These equations are basically the solution of the problem in
a specific local coordinate system. The three components at
a point from a stick in any orientation can be found by
performing a linear transformation from global coordinates
into mis local coordinate system. A computer program has
been developed which performs this procedure and is used to
generate the results presented in the remainder of this paper.
The steps of the procedure are summarized in Appendix A.
IV.

Fig. 2.

(sin a,-sin a t )

BASIS OF CALCULATION

The magnetic field strengths for the LSM winding described
above and two utility line configurations were computed for
comparison. The fields were calculated in a y-z plane located
in the center of 200 meter spans for each of the three cases.
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Span lengths for the transmission and distribution line cases
could be set arbitrarily. However, LSM lengths were set for
computational convenience since a 200 m model hat about
3200 current sticks. Additional test cases were run to verify
that LSM length did not affect the results. The results
presented are the same as those for infinitely long spans.

Fig. 4 shows a configuration used for distribution called
spacer cable. The three conductors are strung on an insulating
spacer which controls their separation. The outer conductors
are 0.3 m apart and 6.1 m above the ground. The center
conductor is 0.23 m below the outer conductors. The field is
much more restricted than the transmission line configuration
because the conductors are more closely spaced. This allows
a greater degree of field cancellation at the same distance
below the lines. The maximum field is about 20 mG at
ground level.

The current for each configuration was 1000 A rms.
However, the calculations are based on the currents carried by
the conductors at one instant in tune. For reference we have
chosen to use an instant when the central conductor of the
distribution and transmission configurations is at peak current.
From this discussion it should be noted that the fields shown
are instantaneous field values and not the rms ac field values.
The instantaneous fields are somewhat more instructive in
terms of field effects and are useful for the comparisons made
here.
V.

RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows the fields from a typical three-conductor
transmission line where the conductors lie in a plane. The
conductors are 4.6 m apart and 12.2 m above the ground.
This arrangement is typical for 115 to 161 kV [5]. The
conductors can usually carry about 1000 A. The field pattern
has a maximum value at ground level of about 30 mG.

Fig. 5 shows the magnetic field results for the LSM winding
described earlier in this paper. The winding is 1.2 m wide
and 6 5 m above the ground. The fields at ground level are
well below 1 mG when the winding carries 1000 A. Under
certain conditions the same general winding arrangement can
carry up to three times this current. The fields would still be
no higher than about 3 mG, well below those of the
transmission and distribution lines at 1000 A.
The low ac far field has to do with several specific features
of the winding geometry. First, the pitch of the winding was
selected to optimize the propulsion field at a distance of about
0.25 m from the winding. The field drops off rapidly beyond
that due to cancellation of the many transverse conductors.
Second, the end turns are tightly coupled. The conductors on
each side carry opposing sinusoidal current patterns. This
again causes a high degree of cancellation at relatively small
distances.
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The ac far fields from the type of LSM winding analyzed in
this paper are much lower than typical transmission and
distribution lines currently used by utilities. In addition, die
fields are much lower than present utility standards for
transmission lines. The results should satisfy the general
public perception of health risks from low level exposure
caused by maglev LSM windings of the general geometry
presented here.
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3-D Magnetic Field Calculation Procedure

-10

The entire procedure is summarized below. We start out with
the measurement point at X,, Y?, Z, and the current stick with
a starting point X,, Y,, Z,, ending point X2, Y* Z* and
carrying the current Z.

-5

Notation

y (meters)

Variables in global coordinates are in upper case while local
coordinate variables are in lower case.

Fit. S. Magnetic Held From LSM Winding m mG

1. Translate the stick to the local coordinates.

0
0

y2 - YrY,

TABLEH

Maximum Field Magnitude at Ground Level in a G
Traiumitiion
Distribution
Ma(lev

30
20
1

2. Compute the rotation angles.

sin q> •
IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The magnitude of ac far fields from transmission and
distribution line configurations have been compared to a
maglev LSM winding. The results are summarized in Table
II and show that the LSM winding has much lower Ear fields
than either the transmission or distribution lines. The
geometry of the LSM winding is such that it carries many
small segments of current which cause substantial cancellation
beyond 1 m from the winding.
The close coupling of the phases and transverse conductor
spacing are critical factors in achieving low far field levels.
These factors should be considered in designing LSM
windings to meet low radiated field requirements.

cos
£ - sin <p y2 + c o s «p z2

sin 6

cos 0
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3. Translate the point from global to local coordinates.

9. Rotate die field components back to the global coordinate
system.

cosO
cotOcotf

4. Rotate the point to align with the stick rotation.

y.

cose

sin9simp

SUWCOSf

0

cos 9

-silMp

- simp

cosdsinqi

COSfcOM*

y,

10. Compute the magnitude of the field as

5. Compute the end point of the stick along die z axis.
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Abstract*' The Grumman baseline Electromagnetic Suspension
(EMS) Maglev system consists of superconducting C-iron
cored magnets on the vehicle. They are attracted to iron rails
mounted on the underside of the guideway. The magnets and
rails are oriented in an inverted ' V configuration in such a
manner that the attractive force vectors between the magnets
and the rails act through the center of gravity of the vehicle.
These magnets simultaneously perform functions of vehicle
levitation and propulsion.
They are powered by NbTi
superconducting coils operating at 4.2K. An electromagnet
consists of a C-core, a superconducting (SC) coil on the back
leg of the C-core and a normal control coil on each leg of the
C-core. The SC coil provides the nominal lifting capability
and the normal coils handle rapid variations in load with
respect to the nominal value.
The baseline magnet configuration was selected on the
basis of extensive 2-D and 3-D magnetic analyses to meet the
levitation and propulsion requirements.
The selected
magnetic system design employs 48 magnets, 24 on eesh side
of a 100 passenger vehicle. The polepitch is 750 mm and the
gap between the magnet poles and the rail is 40 mm. The
NbTi SC coil has a modest ampere-tums (50,000 AT)
requirement, experiences a peak field of ' 0 . 5 T and operates
at 4.SK. High temperature SC leads are specified for
minimizing the helium boiloff. Because of the iron core the
SC winding experiences little magnetic loads. The magnet is
cooled with pool boiling liquid helium which is contained
within the helium vessel of the coil. No helium refrigeration
equipment is carried on-board on the vehicle. Instead the
boiled-off helium gas is compressed into a nitrogen cooled
storage tank. Sufficient quantity of liquid helium is carried
on-board for an uninterrupted 24 hour operation. At the end
of a day, the gaseous helium is discharged at a central
location for reliquification and the liquid helium supply in
the magnets is replenished.

Manuscript received March 15, 1993. The work v u performed ai part of
the EMS Maglev System Concept Definition study supported by the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers under contract DTFR53-92-C-000 04.

I. INTRODUCTION

The important aspect of the Grumman Electromagnetic
Suspension (EMS) system design [1] is the ability to levitate
the vehicle, with a wide airgap 4 0 mm (1.6 inch), using iron
cored SC magnets located along both sides of the vehicle's
length. The magnetic field in the gap is also utilized to
propel the vehicle at speed* up to 134 m/s using 3-phaae
propulsion coils embedded in the iron rail slots. The ability
to accomplish this levitation and propulsion under a wide
range o f maneuvers,
guideway irregularitiec and aero
disturbances without saturating the iron is a complex task
requiring extensive magnetic and control system analysts.
Figure 1 shows the baseline EMS magnet system
consisting of an iron-cored magnet and a guideway iron rail.
The laminated, iron-cored magnets and iron rails arc oriented
in an inverted "V" configuration (see [1] for details) with the
attractive force between the magnets and rails acting through
the vehicle's center of gravity (eg).

Fig. 1. EMS Levitation and Propulsion Systems
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The vertical control forces are generated by sensing the
average gap clearance on the left and right side of the vehicle
and adjusting the current in the control coils mounted on the
magnet poles to maintain a constant 40 mm (1.6") gap.
Lateral control is achieved by differential measurement of the
gap clearance between the left and right sides of the vehicle.
The corresponding magnet control currents are differentially
driven for lateral control. In this manner, control of the
vehicle relative to the rail is achieved in the vertical, lateral,
pitch, and yaw directions. For roll control, the C-magnet
assemblies are alternately off-set with respect to the rail
width by 20 mm. With this arrangement if the vehicle
deviates from the nominal operating position, the lateral
forces generated between the poles and the rails are such that
they drives the system back to the equilibrium state. This
process is farther helped by sensing the vehicle's roll
position relative to the rail and differentially driving the
offset control coils to correct for roll errors. The iron rail on
the guideway is laminated and carries 3-phase propulsion
winding powered by a variable frequency ac source
synchronized to the vehicle speed. Vehicle housekeeping
power is inductively induced into coils mounted on the pole
faces of each magnet.

The levitation magnets must also generate sufficient lateral
force to counter roll moments. Furthermore, the SC magnets
must be designed for reliable operation and for easy
maintenance.
HI BASELINE DESCRIPTION

A. Pole Configuration
The baseline C-magnet and n i l configuration is shown in
Fig. 2. The key parameters of the baseline magnet system
are summarized in Table II. Each C-magoet assembly
consists of a C-shaped iron core, a SC magnet located around
the back leg of the iron core, and normal control coils around
each pole of the iron core.

H. REQUIREMENTS

The total weight of a 100 passenger fully-loaded vehicle is
' 60,000 Kg. The force generated by the magnet system
must be 90% larger to provide lateral guidance in the
inverted " V configuration. The total baseline leviution and
guidance force to be provided by the magnet system is
115,000 Kg. A load variation of + /- 45,000 Kg is required
about the baseline value for rapid gap control. These and
other baseline requirements are summarized in Table 1. The
vehicle has 18 m length available for accommodating the SC
magnets and an airgap of 40 mm must be maintained between
.he levitation magnet pole faces and the rail. By reacting
with 3-phase AC windings housed in the rails, these
levitation magnets also generate a propulsion force of 6,000
Kg for nominal operation and 10,000Kg for extended
operation. The extended operation includes the requirements
for accelerating on uphill grades, against head-wind, etc.
TABLE I

MAGLEV VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
PARAMETER
Baseline levilation per vehicle
Load variation
Vehicle magnetic leneth
Airgip between poles and rail
Propulsion force - nominal
- extended
Maximum vehicle speed

UNIT
Kg
Kg

m
nun
Kg
Kg
m/s

VALUE
115.000
45,000
18
40
6,000
10,000
134

Fit• 2. Baaeline Pole and Rail Geometry

TAILED
Baseline Leviution Magnet and Rail Parameters
PARAMETER
Lift capability per pole
Variation in lift capability
Pole pitch
Number of polei
Airgap lentth
Peak of sinusoidal field component in
airgap
Operating frequency at rated ipeed
Nominal lift-lo-weight ratio
Rail width
Rail thickness
Number of slots/pole in the rail

UNIT

nun

VALUE
2,400
940
750
4S
40

T

0.9

K*
Kf
mm

Hz

89
6.4

nun
nun

200
200
9

As shown in Fig. 2, the C-magnet assemblies are arranged
such that the polarity of the poles of adjacent C-magnets are
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identical. Thus a pole (N or S) is formed by two legs of
adjacent C-magnet assemblies. This arrangement of poles is
the same as that accomplished with a continuous row of
magnet poles on a single magnet core assembly. The baseline
pole pitch is 750 mm.
Each pole face also has five slots (as shown in Fig. 3) for
accommodating coils for inductive power generation onboard the vehicle for operating equipment and housekeeping
services. These coils generate power at zero and low speeds
by high frequency transformer action, and from airgap flux
pulsations at high speeds. This power generation concept is
described in [2]. The poles are skewed (Fig. 3) to minimize
the effect of traction winding space-harmonics on the traction
force.

Fifun 4: Magnet Control System

increased or decreased load), then the current in the SC coils
is allowed to change so as to drive long-term currents in the
normal coils to zero. It is possible to achieve a certain
degree o f damping with the shorted coils. But in a practical
system, it is essential to dynamically control these coils to
respond to gap variations resulting from passenger load
changes, maneuvering around curves or during grade changes
of a given route. For this purpose, the airgap is constantly
monitored and current of appropriate polarity is supplied to
each normal coil for maintaining the nominal gap. This
concept is described in more details in [3].
C. Effect of Normal Control Coils on the Levitation Force

Figure 3: Skewed Magnet Poles with Power Generator Coili

B. Principle of magnet system operation
The SC magnet on a C-core operates in a quasi-steady state.
During operation, any change in the size of the airgap tends
to change the flux in the gap and in the core. However
because the normal control and SC coils are part of the
magnetic circuit, they prevent any change in the flux linking
their bores. Both coils generate currents of appropriate
polarities to maintain constant flux linkages through their
bore. The gap control system shown in Fig. 4 circumvents
this problem as explained below.

The normal control coils are provided to compensate for
fast changes in the required levitation capability. A set of
calculations were performed to estimate the effect o f control
coil ampere-turns on the levitation force as a function of
airgap length. Because of very high field levels in the iron
core, it was decided to perform these calculations with 3-D
codes (both TOSCA and ANSYS were used). Fig. 5 shows
the combined lift and guidance force as a function of control
coil current for constant gap lengths. The same data is

NOWVUiOi
POWI

-Q--OJW-I*.

J

For reasons of SC coil stability and heat loads,
the SC coil is supplied from a constant current source that
has built-in capability to prevent current changes occurring
faster than " 1 Hz. On the other hand, the airgap is expected
to change at frequencies up to 10 Hz. The normal control
coils develop self currents in response to these oscillations of
gap length with an intent to restore the gap to its nominal
value. If a steady change in the gap is noticed (due to
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Figure 5: Leviution vi Control Coil Current for Consunl Airgap Lengthi
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presented in Fig. 6 but as function of gap length for constant
values of control coil currents. In both figures, the magnet is
nearly a linear function of gap length and control coil current
around the nominal operating point of 40 nun gap and zero
control coil current. When the core saturation increases, the
relationship becomes non-linear. However, the important
factor is to generate a sufficient amount of levitating force
variation to maintain controllability of the vehicle and this
objective has been achieved [4].
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E. Stray Magnetic Field Level

Figure 6: Ldviuiion v> Aiij»p Lenfth for COMUM Control Coil CumM

D. Roll Control
The EMS Maglev concept proposed here is inherently suble
against roll rotation. This is achieved by off-setting Cmagnet poles with respsct to the rail.
Two C-magnet
assemblies are carried as a module.
Alternate magnet
modules are shifted laterally with respect to the rail by about
20 mm. As a result of this shift, a lateral force is generated
between the poles and the rail. The total forces on all poles
sum to zero during normal operation. During a transient
condition, if all poles move to one side with respect to the
rail, the force decreases on poles that are getting aligned with
the rail and the force increases for poles that are getting more
misaligned. The net force always tends to return the system
to the equilibrium state.
An estimate of the lateral restoring force was made with a 2D finite element analysis. The lateral force as a function of
misalignment is shown in Fig. 7.
The permanent
misalignment between the poles and rails is initially fixed at
20 mm. The restoring force for this misalignment is 890
N/pole; this is about 4% of the nominal levitation force and
is considered adequate for most operating scenarios.

3-D magnetic field calculations were performed to estimate
stray field in the passenger compartment and the surrounding
areas. The flux density levels below the seat are lest th«i 1
G, which is very close to the ambient earth's field (0.S G).
On the platform, magnetic field levels do not exceed 5 G,
which is considered acceptable in hospitals using magnetic
resonant imaging (MRI) equipment. These results were
obtained without any shielding. With a modect amount of
shielding, these field levels could be further reduced should
future studies indicate a need for lower values.
IV. ESTABLISHING POLEPrTCH
The sizing of both the depth of the rail guideway magnetic
core and the core depth of the vehicle magnets are directly
proportional to the polepitch. Thus the polepitch is the key
factor in establishing overall system weight and steel
materials cost.
The C-magnet and rail configuration of Fig. 2 was utilized
for performing a parametric study to select an optimum
polepitch that minimizes the overall cost of a Maglev system
consisting of a double 300 mile track with 100 cars operating
at any given time. The study was performed to satisfy
requirements of Table I. The results of the study are
summarized in Fig. 8. As can be seen , the cost of the system
continually increases with polepitch because a larger
polepitch requires a deeper (thicker) rail to carry the
magnetic field. A certain level of airgap field is required for
the levitation capability, but it is not proportional to the
polepitch because increasing the polepitch also improves the
levitation efficiency of the magnet (large poleface to airgap
length ratio). The lowest polepitch of 750 mm was selected
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on basis of a volumetric constraint to accommodate the SC
coil, its cryosut and the two normal control coils.

q = slots per pole per phase in the rail
17 « Efficiency of traction motor '99%
K4 = Distribution for the traction winding
After eliminating B m between (1) and (2), the equation for
the number of poles is:
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With these values, the number of poles determined from Eq.
(3) is 36. The baseline is fixed with 48 poles to provide
redundancy.

V. ESTABLISHING NUMBER OF MAGNETS REQUIRED

VI. MAGNET DESIGN

The 3-phase traction winding in the nil requires that tbe
field produced by the excitation poles on the car (iron cored
DC magnets) be sinusoidal in shape and its harmonic
components be as small as possible for minimizing their
deleterious effect on the traction force and eddy-current
losses. The suspension magnets provide the key functions of
leviution and propulsion simultaneously in tbe EMS system.
Because of this constraint, a minimum number of poles are
required for a given airgap magnetic field strength to
accomplish the tasks of levitating and propelling the vehicle.

A. Magnetic Analysis
Initially majority of calculations were performed with 2-D
code (EMP, a commercial version of POISSON code)
assuming a M43 iron core material. Fig. 9 shows field
distribution calculated with the 2-D code in die airgap, pole
and rail iron.

The analysis to determine the minimum number of poles
follows. The leviution force generated by a sinusoidal field
is given as:
F,
wheTe

= 0.5wr{Bffl2^o)}Np
Fl
Bm
w
T
Ho
Np

=
=
=
=
=
=

(1)

levitation force (N)
peak of the sinusoidal field (T)
width of the rail (m)
polepitch (m)
permeability of air = 4 T 10"^
number of pole on a vehicle

Similarly the total traction force (N) per pole is:

where

1.5BmImqwr,KdNp
(2)
Im = Peak of the sinusoidal current in traction
winding (A)

Fifun 9: Bucline Magnetic FieM Calculation* with 2-D Code (Feraieadur
Iron)

Fig. 10 shows field distribution calculated with a 3-D code
(TOSCA). The field distribution calculated by the two codes
for the airgap is similar, but the 3-D calculation given in
Table IV shows a much higher degree of saturation of the
pole-iron (in the vicinity of the SC coil). To reduce this
saturation to a reasonable value, a permendur iron (2%
vanadium, 49% iron, and 49% cobalt) was specified in place
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of the M43 material. Table IV also compares the resulting
field values for the M43 iron and the baseline pennendur
pole iron. The SC coil provides 54 kA-tums. Locations of
field comparison is marked in Fig. 9.

National Laboratory for their Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) dipole magnets. The key parameters for the SC coil
are summarized in Table V.
TABLEv

SC COO. PARAMETERS
fan—Her
Ampere-turn rating of SC coil
Peak field at the SC coil
Opeminf current
Opentint temperature
Number of turn*
NbTi wire diameter - bare
Coppcr-to-fupcrconductor ratio
Ratio of Operatinc to critical current
Temperature martin to current *harinc

Figure 10: Baseline Magnetic Field Calculation with 3-D Code (Permendur
Iron)
TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF FIELD VALUES CALCULATED WITH 2-D AND 3D CODES FOR THE BASELINE
LOCATIO
N
(SEE FIG.
9)

2-D FIELD
(T)
M43
IRON

3-D HELD
(T)
M43
IRON

3-D FIELD
(T)
Ptnaifdw

A

1.21
0.89
0.8
1.33

2.45
1.73
0.87
1.52

2.47
1.2
0.88
1.45

B
C
D

The penalty of selecting a pennendur iron for the poles
instead of M43 is approximately 7 % of the vehicle cost.
B. Sizing ofSC coil and cryoplant
A cylindrical SC coil and cryostat were selected for each
C-magnet assembly since they are easier to fabricate and are
lighter in weight than non-cylindrical shapes. For this
reason, the iron core cross-section under the magnet is made
circular. The iron is built from 0.050 inch thick laminations
(Permendur).
The SC coil carries 54 kA-tums to produce the required
field to simultaneously meet requirements of levitation and
propulsion. The SC coil is designed by using a 0.65 mm
diameter NbTi wire that has been developed by Brookhaven

VwH
kAtum
T
A
K
mm

K

Vaiae
54,000
0.5
53
4.5
1,020
0.6477
2.2
0.09
3.69

The SC coil has 1,020 turns, each turn carries 53 A to
produce required 54 kA-turns.
These turns are
accommodated in a coil pack of 4 layers with 255 turns in
each layer.The coil pack is epoxy impregnated to produce a
monolith structure. No separate quench protection system is
required because the energy stored in the magnet is very
small. In event of a quench, the magnet is disconnected from
the supply and is shorted at its terminals.
The total heat load for the magnets on each car is 8 W.
The weight and the cost of a cryogenic refrigeration plant
would be 2,540 Kg and $110,000 respectively. It also will
be necessary to supply "16 kW of power to run the
refrigerator plant. To mitigate the weight and operating
power penalty a decision was made to employ a cryogenic
storage system. The liquid helium cryogenic storage system
consists of a small compressor operating at 350 psi that takes
the gaseous helium boiloff and compresses it into a storage
tank held at liquid nitrogen temperature. Sufficient helium
inventory is carried in the magnet for a 24-hour continuous
operation. The gaseous helium storage system is sized to
accommodate helium boiloff over a 24-hour period. At the
end of the 24-hour period, the gaseous helium is discharged
at a central location and liquid helium is replenished in the
magnets. Two cryogenic storage systems are provided for
each 50 passenger module. The weight of each cryogenic
system is 580 Kg which includes 180 Kg for a compressor
and 400 Kg for the gaseous helium storage tank.
C. Potential of Using High Temperature

Superconductors

The iron cored SC magnets of the Grumman concept are in
the best position to take advantage of the new High
Temperature Superconductor (HTS) technology. While the
peak field in the iron is greater than 2 T, but in the SC
winding region it is less than 0.35 T. The superconductor is
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also required to supply a modest 54 kA-turns to generate the
required field for vehicle levitation and propulsion. Because
of very small fields and forces experienced by the SC coil
and recognizing rapidly advancing state-of-the-art of the HTS
technology (5), Grumman considers that this Maglev concept
is in a best position (relative to all other SC magnet Maglev
concepts) to take advantage of the HTS technology. The
following are the attractive features of the HTS magnet:
• Operation at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K)
•
No need for liquid helium compressor or storage
tanks
• Simpler and lighter cryostat
•
Lower weight and capital cost
•
Lower manufacturing cost
• Lower operating and maintenance cost

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Grumman developed EMS Maglev system has the
following key characteristics:
• A large operating airgap - 40 mm
• Low magnetic field at the SC coil - <0.5 T
•
Low magnetic field in passenger cabin " 1 G
•
Low forces on the SC coil
•
Employs state-of-the-art NbTi wire
• No need for an active magnet quench protection
system
•
Lower weight than a magnet system with copper
coils
The EMS Maglev described in this paper does not require
development of any new technologies. The system could be
built with the existing SC magnet technology. The future

work is planned to improve the design to minimize high
magnetic fields in the iron core and to consider the
possibility of replacing the helium cooled NbTi SC coils with
nitrogen cooled High Temperature Superconductors.
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Abstract - The development of the JR (Japanese
Railways) superconducting magnetic levitation (JR
Maglev) system was started in 1972. Many running
tests have been carried out at Miyazaki test track to set
up a speed record of 517km/h on Dec. 1979. New test line
to confirm the probability of commercial operation is
under construction in Yamanashi Prefecture which is
located about 100km west of Tokyo.
The superconducting magnet is one of the most
important parts for the Maglev system. These
superconducting magnets should be designed to satisfy
severe weight and heat leak restriction. Furthermore,
they have to stand both mechanical and electromagnetic disturbances on running conditions.
Here the outline of the superconducting magnets
designed as prototype for Yamanashi test line and the
way of improvement of coil stabilization will be
discussed.
I. Introduction
The superconducting magnet is one of the most
important parts for Maglev system. Recently,
there are many applications of superconducting
magnets under development, such as MRI, energy
storage, Synchrotron Radiation ring, MHD ship
propulsion, electric motors or generators, high
energy testing facilities, and so on. Among these
applications, we can say, the superconducting

magnet for the Maglev system is rather a special
one, because this superconducting magnet is used
in rather different environments from others. So
they have to be designed to stand these severe
environments.
Here tests results about the superconducting
magnets and the refrigeration system for
Yamanashi test vehicle is discussed.
I . Superconducting magnet
A. Basic structure
Figure 1,2 shows the outside view and the
illustration of the superconducting magnet. Table
1 shows the basic characteristics of the superconducting magnet, made as one of the models for
the Yamanashi test vehicle.
This superconducting magnet is composed of four
superconducting coils, thermal
insulating
supports, thermal radiation shield, liquid helium
tank, liquid nitrogen tank and vacuum vessel.
The on-board refrigerator which re-liquefy the
evaporated gas helium is mounted on this LHe
tank. The compressor for this refrigerator is also
installed on the bogies.
Figure 3 shows the image of the superconducting
coil. About 4km length of the NbTi multifilament superconducting wire is used for one
superconducting coil. The wound up coil is
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Table 1 Bssic characteristics of the superconducting
ngnet.
Specifications

ItOB

Dinnsiai of SQI
Height of SQI
Vol« of life tank
VOIUK of IN, tank

5.3MD x 1.1-hQO
less than 1200kg
60 litres
44 litres

Superconducting coil
Ifegnetotive force
Shape of SC coil
Copper ratio of SC tire
Duension of SC wire

7O0M (1167 tuns)
race track
1.0
1.16x9 Ota

Hut leakage to inner vessel
Levitative force per a w e t

31
96 Ml

Ch-board refrigerator
Refrigeration capacity

built-in type
wre than Wat 4.4K
Fig. 1 Outside vie* of the superconducting a g n e t
Refrigerator

Porsistent current snitch

Life tank

inner vessel
Spacer

L\ 2 tank
Service port

Superconducting coil

SCcoil

Radiation shield
Super insulator
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Fig.2 Illustration of the superconducting agnet
impregnated with epoxy resin to suppress the
micro movement of the superconducting wire. The
impregnated superconducting coil is fixed in the
inner vessel made of stainless steel. Many spacers
along the coil axis keep a distance between the
inner vessel and superconducting coil.
Liquid
helium supplied from the upper tank is delivered to
the narrow channel between spacers keeping the
coil temperature at 4.2 to 4.3K.
All forces for levitation, propulsion and guidunce
of the vehicle are transmitted from the
superconducting coils to the room temperature
structure passing through the thermal insulating
supports.
The superconducting magnets are used on-

Fig.3 Illustration of the superconducting coil
board. For this reason, next things arise as the
subjects of development.
a. The total weight of the magnet should be as
light as possible.
b. The heat leak to the cryogenic temperature
region, has to be made as small as possible.
c. It should have enough reliability under the
severe condition of getting mechanical and
electro - dynamic disturbances.
B. Disturbances under the running condition
The superconducting magnets are exposed to
much disturbances from outside.
Main
disturbances are the magnetic field fluctuation
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Fig. 4 Eddy current and force distribution
at vacuum vessel

Fig. 5 Outside view of elect ro-»gne tic disturbance
simulator for the superconducting ugnet

which arises from the ground coils (both for
levitation and propulsion) and the mechanical
vibration.
Figure 4 shows the calculated distributions of the
eddy currents and the force on the vacuum vessel
when the superconducting magnet receives the
magnetic field fluctuation.
These complex
distribution changes also at high frequency
decided by the runing speed of the vehicle.
The superconducting coil (inner element of the
super - conducting magnet) receives the influence
of both the magnetic field fluctuation and the
mechanical vibration transmitted from the outer
vessel. As the results, the superconducting coil
vibrates intensively especially at the resonance
frequency. Sometimes this vibration bring on the
deformation of the coil, which makes a mechanical
sliding inside resulting as the local heating.
Further more the relative movement between the
superconducting coil and the thermal radiation
shield plate makes the magnetic field fluctuation
inside again, causing eddy current losses at the
inner vessel of the superconducting coil.

increase of mass flow rate of the evaporated gas
helium, which means the heat load increase within
the liquid helium temperature region.

To estimate the influence of the magnetic field
fluctuation on the superconducting magnet, a
simulating facility was constructed. Fig.5 shows
an outside view of this facility. The simulating
ground coils are set opposed to the superconducting magnets. The VVVF inverter is
connected to these coils, submitting the magnetic
fluctuation to a simulated running condition. The
currents and the frequency from this inverter can
be changed widely to simulate the condition up to
the speed of 550km/h.
The influence is estimated by measuring the

BL Superconducting coil stability
The most important matter for the superconducting coil is to keep stable the rated magneto
- motive force.
The performance confirmation of the superconducting coils for the Maglev system have been
done by over - energization of the coil before
installing the cryogenic vessel.
Namely, the
superconducting coils which are used with a
magnetomotive force of 700kA were confirmed that
it never experiences any quenching until 800kA.
Even though the superconducting coils mounted on
test vehicle MLU002 has caused many troubles of
quenching, which happened mid - running tests.
This proved that the static way of testing the coil
performance was insufficient.
In order to make clear the influence of the
mechanical vibration on the superconducting coil,
two kinds of dynamic test facilities were provided.
A. Electro - magnetically vibrating coil test
Figure 6 shows an image of this test facility. The
plural number of normal - conducting coils are set
opposed to a superconducting coil to make the
magne tic flux fluctu ation. This magnetic flux can
cause a bending or twisting force to the energized
superconducting coil.
Electric powers to the
normal coils are controlled both in currents and in
frequency.
On this test facility, the supplied current is
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increased until the coil quenches. The current
when the superconducting coil quenched, served as
a stability barometer of this superconducting coil.
Figure 7 shows a typical test results gained by
this test facility. The horizontal line shows the
current supplied to the normal conducting coil,
and the longitudinal line shows the measured
maximum amplitude of superconducting coil
vibration.
As is shown, coil quenching occurred when the
current is greater than about 170A even if the
amplitude of superconducting coil vibration is at
small value. The cause of this quenching is
supposed to be the joule heating by the eddy
current at the inner vessel, which means the
limitation of this testing method.
The test results also show that the superconducting coil has enough margin of stability
compared with the shaded potion of supposed
working area at Yamanashi plan shown in the
figure.
B. Mechanical vibration test.
Figure 8 shows another test facility. This test
facility is designed to check the characteristics of
the superconducting coil when it is mechanically
bent or twisted. Three or four rods are connected
to the superconducting coil. One or two rods are
oscillated by an oil pressure servo actuator.
This test facility is used not only for confirming
the quenching characteristics but also for
measuring the heat generation caused by
mechanical deformation of the coil.
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Fig.6 Electro-nagnetical coil vibrating test facility
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Fig.7 Typical result of electromgnetic
coil vibrating tests
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Fig.8 Mechanical coil vibrating test facility

IV- Cooling system
The features of the on - board cooling system of
the superconducting magnet are listed as follows.
(1) It has to keep the cryogenic temperature
continuously without any consumption of the
gas helium.
(2) The dependency on the ground cryogenic
systems should be reduced.
(3) Gas helium system should be kept closed on
board, even if the energization or deenergization of the magnet is done every day.
(4) The refrigerator should have enough
reliability. It will be continuously operated in
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long times in the revenue operation system in
V- Concluding remarks
future.
The superconducting magnets for the Maglev
(5) The system can be handled as simply as
possible and should be compact light system are used in more severe environments than
in other applications. For this reason the stability
weighted and high efficiency.
For the on - board refrigeration system, the of the superconducting coil is one of the most
energization or de - energization of the magnet is important problems.
On the test vehicle MLU002 we experienced many
the largest heat load disturbances. The heat load
comes to much larger than the cooling capacity of coil quenching troubles. After that many
improvements were done to increase the stability.
each on - board refrigerator.
When the superconducting magnet is energized,
They are practically implemented in the
the excess gas evaporated from the LHe reservoir designing of the superconducting magnets for
will be stored into an on-board buffer tank Yamanashi new test line under construction.
temporarily by the compressor of the refrigerator.
The remaining main problem to be solved is the
The stored gas helium will be re - liquefied by the confirmation of the reliability of the total system.
on - board refrigerator taking several hours.
This will be one of the important roles to be
Three types of on-board 4K refrigerator with accompleshed by the new test line.
Joule - Thomson cycle has been developed for
The development of the superconducting magnets
maglev system.
These are Claude cycle for Maglev system was subsidized by the Ministry
refrigerator (with reciprocating pistons), Stirling of Transportation of Japan.
cycle refrigerator and Gifford-Mcmahon(GM)
cycle refrigerator.
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Abstract - Result* of a«gn*tic lift «nd drag
fore* calculation* for two BOS Maglev topologies art compared and contracted. Dependencies of thee force* upon vehicle coil and
guideway geometries *r» quantified, and the
reuslting Jjapact upon design decision* that
affect other aspect* of a Maglev syateM
£«sign are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the purposes of this paper, electrodynainic maglev systems will be categorized
into either of two general topologies. In
one of these, the magnetic force that supports the vehicle is generated more-or-less
parallel to the planes of both the vehicle
coils and the guideway coils. The guideway
coils can be either pairs of cross-connected
loops [1],[2], or repeating single loop or
ladder elements.
We will refer to this
topology hereinafter as Type I.
The socalled "null-flux" geometries are one example of this topology, while "flux-canceling"
geometries represent another.
In systems configured with the second
topology, the vehicle is supported by magnetic force generated perpendicular to the
plane of both the vehicle coils and the
guideway conducting elements.
With this
topology, the guideway conducting elements
can be repeating single loops or ladders, or
continuous sheets or plates of conducting
material. We will refer to this topology
hereinafter as Type II.
Designers of a maglev system based on
either topology must confront a complex web
of competing performance specifications. All
must make choices, utilizing a combination
of objective engineering, economic analysis,
and design philosophy.
All must accept
whatever less favorable features their
particular system design yields, in exchange
for the more favorable features that they

have judged to be most vital to the success
of their concept.
The Fusion Technology and Engineering
Division of the MIT Plasma Fusion Center has
collaborated with two National Maglev Initiative (NMD Systems Concept Definition
(SCD) teams, Bechtel and Magneplane, carrying out design and analysis of superconducting vehicle magnets, guideway conductor
optimization, and field and force calculations. The Bechtel system is representative
of a flux-canceling Type I topology, while
the Magneplane system is representative of a
Type II topology.
We emphasize that the following discussion
is based on conceptual designs, and both can
be expected to evolve and improve with
further development. Moreover, we selected
these two concept systems as examples because of our first-hand participation in
their development. There are a number of alternative embodiments of both topologies
under development around the world, but it
is not our purpose here to attempt a comprehensive review. Hence, a Type I system, or
a Type II system, in the context of this
paper, should be taken in most instances to
refer to the specific concept designs we
have chosen as examples, rather than to
their respective generic topologies.
II. METHODS OF CALCULATION
We analyzed the magnetic forces exerted on
a coil carrying a constant current moving at
constant speed near a conducting medium
utilizing
three
distinct
computational
tools. These tools can be characterized by
the approximations used in modelling the
currents induced in the passive conductors.
They are: (1) a flat sheet of finite thickness and infinite extent; (2)
a "thin"
sheet of finite extent; and (3)
a filamentary model of precisely defined geometry

Manuscript received April 15, 1993. This work supported in
part by Magneplane International, under contract MIT-C00006, and by Bechtel Corp., under contract 21705-TSC-3.
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with unspecified current magnitudes.
The
first two tools solve for the magnitudes,
directions and locations of the eddy currents induced in the conducting elements.
These two are useful for analysis of the
sheet levitation topology. The third method
defines (or assumes) the pattern of the eddy
currents but not their magnitudes, and is
useful for analyzing guideway elements made
of coils.
The first method is based on the approach
of Reitz and Davis [3]. The infinite extent
of the sheet allows the problem to be solved
with quasi-analytic techniques. The second
algorithm uses a "thin" shell finite element
program, EDDYCUFF [4]. The primary assumptions are that there is no current flow in
the direction perpendicular to the sheet
midplane and that the conducting media has a
thickness that is small relative to a skin
depth. That is, the current density through
the thickness is uniform. The third technique uses the approach of Hoppie, et al.
[5] . it. takes advantage of the periodicity
of the guideway elements to achieve computational efficiency. The inductances of the
loop or ladder conducting elements are
calculated by defining them as current filaments with a specified distribution and
unknown current magnitudes.
We have cross-checked these three independently created computational tools against
one another by running identical sample
cases; good agreement among them underlies
our confidence in all three.
III. BASELINE GEOMETRIES
Designers commonly devise a "figure of
merit" -- a raw number calculated from
parameter values combined in such a way as
to guide the designers in their approach to
optimization of the device or system in
question.
Such figures of merit can be
applied legitimately in comparisons among
several variants, if they all have the same
generic character or basis. In the following discussion, the ratio of magnetic lift
to magnetic drag (L/D) to the mass of aluminum per unit length of guideway has proven
useful as an objective figure of merit in
comparing different guideway geometries for
each of the two topologies separately. But
to invoke this ratio as a figure of merit in
comparing one topology with another is too
simplistic, and does not account for the
complex web of trade-offs that must be made.
One of the first tasks leading to the
definition of a baseline geometry for both
topologies was the selection of the respective vehicle coil configurations. For the
representative Type I system, the baseline
vehicle coil configuration chosen by the
Bechtel SCD team is a longitudinal series of

octupoles, with a total of 96 coils, 48 on
each side of the vehicle.
These vehicle
coils are utilized for both levitation and
propulsion. For the representative Type II
system, the Magneplane SCD team chose coil
pairs energized as quadrupoles as the baseline lift system, with a total of eight
coils per vehicle, four in each of two bogies. For propulsion, the Magneplane utilizes a separate six-coil module in each of the
two bogies.
We carried out a series of analyses in
order to optimize the guideway electromagnetic configurations for each topology separately. For the Type I system, a decreet
loop guideway yielded a 9% higher magnetic
lift to drag ratio than did a ladder geometry, but at the expense of a larger mass of
aluminum per unit length of guideway. The
incorporation of the ratio of L/D to mass of
aluminum per unit length of guideway, along
with other parameters, into a figure of merit, was useful in evaluating comparisons
among the dozens of variations within this
topology. This tradeoff analysis led to the
selection of a ladder geometry guideway as
the baseline.
Guideway optimization analysis for the
Type II system compared magnetic L/D for
discreet loops, ladders, and continuous
conducting sheet geometries.
The sheet
guideway produced the highest L/D ratio, and
this was chosen as the baseline, despite the
fact that a figure of merit based on the
ratio of L/D to mass of aluminum per unit
length was 45% larger for the optimal ladder
configurations than for the sheet. In this
case, other design trade-offs out-weighed
the influence of this particular figure of
merit.
Further tradeoff studies and design iterations for both topologies led to the following values for the baseline relative position of the vehicle with respect to the guideway. For the representative Type I SCD (@
134 m/s):
o Lateral clearance <m)
o Vertical offset (m)

0.05
0.016

For the representative Type II SCD system
(0150 m/s):
o Clearance (in)

0.15

In both of these systems, designers have
made tradeoff decisions, accepting some
penalties in performance or cost or both, in
exchange for one or more benefits judged to
be vital to the success of the overall
concept, including success in the marketplace.
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IV. RESULTS

II vehicle. In this hypothetical case, the
lower magnetic drag of the Type I vehicle
could be an advantage, in terms of total
drag losses, lower speed take-off and landing, and on route profiles dominated by frequent stops and modest average speeds. On
high speed, inter-city routes, however, the
lower aerodynamic drag losses characteristic
of the Type II vehicle would be an advantage.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the calculated magnetic
lift to drag ratio, and the vertical position at constant lift, as a function of
speed, for the Type I and Type II systems,
respectively.
The 'vertical position' is
defined differently for the two topologies.
For Type I, the term 'vertical offset'
refr-ff: vti the difference between the horizoiuaJ plane of symmetry of the guideway
ladders, and the horizontal plane of symmeElectric power cost for operation is one
try between pairs of vehicle magnets. ('Ver- important economic factor intimately contical offset' is one of the parameters that nected with L/D, and LSM gap. In addition,
determine the electromagnetic interaction the designers' tradeoff choices of gaps and
between vehicle coils and guideway conduc- coil geometries have an economic impact on
tors; the vertical clearance between this other facets of system procurement and
vehicle's undercarriage and the top of its operation, among which, for example, are
guideway structure is on the order of 0.25 costs associated with procurement of power
m.)
In the case of Type II, 'vertical conversion
and
distribution
equipment.
clearance' is the separation between the top These costs would likely be lower for this
surface of the guideway sheet and the under- Type I SCD system, with its small-gap LSM,
side of the vehicle magnet cryostats, which and lower magnetic drag characteristics.
are flush with the fuselage. In the figures,
note that the vertical scales on the two
plots are identical.
Neither of these
In the interest of simplification, we have
figures represents an actual operating scenario, for in both cases, some mechanical chosen to plot magnetic L/D in Figs. 1 and 2
means of support would limit, and in fact, with no factor included to indicate the
define the vertical position during take-off aluminum requirements in the guideway. Caland landing.
Implementation of this low- culations of magnetic L/D for the Type I
speed vertical position control by mechani- vehicle included only the guideway compocal means, prior to magnetic lift-off, is nents from which lift is derived, the vertiexpected to be easier for the flux-canceling cal ladder structure. For the Type II vehiType I system because of its lower magnetic cle, the corresponding guideway components
are the aluminum sheets. The mass of alumidrag characteristics.
num per unit length of guideway for the Type
I levitation ladders is less than that reThe first obvious contrast evident from quired for the Type II system's sheets by a
these figures is that the Type I vehicle has factor of about 0.54.
a higher L/D ratio, ranging from a factor of
about 3.4 at 50 m/s to as much as 4.5 higher
However, in the Type II SCD, those sheets
at 150 m/s. Inasmuch as the total magnetic participate by providing not only lift, but
drag is simply the quotient of vehicle also lateral guidance, interacting with both
weight and L/D, this higher ratio means the levitation magnets and the LSM magnets
that, even if it had a somewhat greater to generate restoring force in the event of
gross weight, the Type I vehicle would an off-centerline excursions, which in turn
require less propulsive power to overcome can add to magnetic drag. For a comparison
magnetic drag.
across topologies, then, one needs to include any additional mass of aluminum t.hat
But total drag has a second component, the Type I system requires for lateral guidaerodynamic drag, that increases with the ance force. Attempts to combine magnetic
sguare of the speed, and tends to dominate lift, drag, and guidance forces with total
the total drag at high speed. If the aero- aluminum procurement and fabrication, and
dynamic drag coefficients were comparable installation costs, into a practical figure
for vehicles of these two topologies (in- of merit, are beyond the scope of this pacluding their respective guideway proximity per.
effects), the corresponding drag force would
be proportional to the respective frontal
areas. For example, if the Type I implemenV. OTHER DESIGN AND OPERATION IMPACTS
tation were to incorporate a secondary
suspension system that increased its net efThe selection of topology, a particular
fective frontal area by a factor as large as embodiment of that topology, and the subsetwo, then the sum of magnetic and aerodynam- quent design optimizations that are carried
ic drag for that vehicle could exceed the out by designers of a maglev system, yield
total drag for the Type II vehicle at some differences in other features besides lift
velocity within the normal operating range, to drag ratios. In order to achieve high
despite the larger magnetic drag of the Type magnetic L/D, combined with comparatively
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low guideway conductor volume per unit
length, designers of the Type I concept
chose a comparatively small horizontal
clearance between the vehicle and the vertical guideway surface. This proximity has
an additional advantage for this topology in
that it reduces the gap in the LSM. But as
in any tradeoff, there are other consequences of small clearance that can be viewed
as potential liabilities, or at least as
features that require mitigation. There are
of course design tradeoffs in the Type II,
large gap topology, too, that yield superiority in some features, at the expense of
other less favorable characteristics that
require mitigation.
The following itemization briefly describes some of these trade-off considerations for both topologies. The range of
choices inherent in overall system design
is, of course, vastly more complex than this
brief summary can convey.
o The flux-canceling topology yields low
magnetic drag because comparatively modest
eddy currents are Induced in the guideway,
for only an equivalent flux difference
must be generated. But, inasmuch as the
eddy currents are modest, the attendant
fields that interact with the vehicle coil
currents to produce lift are also modest.
The magnetic drag in a sheet levitation
geometry, by contrast is larger, because
the induced guideway eddy currents must
generate the equivalent of the entire
linked flux produced by the vehicle coils.
0 A low magnetic drag system of the Type
1 topology is thus, by virtue of the
comparatively small vehicle coil-to-guideway ladder spacing, magnetically stiff.
A secondary suspension system may be
utilized in such cases. In addition, if
active controls were incorporated, there
would be higher response and performance
requirements demanded for circuits and
mechanical actuators. The small gap is
not inherent in Type I topologies, but
rather is selected on the basis of tradeoffs, some of which have already been
mentioned.
o Among many other trade-off choices, the
designers of the Type II system elected to
implement their topology with a comparatively large gap, thereby taking advantage
of the following favorable consequences,
among others: less critical tolerances for
guideway alignment and mid-span deflection, which could be expected to reduce
the cost and maintenance of the guideway;
lower magnetic stiffness and lower vehicle
oscillation frequencies, which could be
expected to facilitate active damping.

o For the Type I system concept vehicle,
the ratio of total magnet system mass to
vehicle mass is about 0.18. The magnet
system comprises 96 identical coils,
distributed among 12 bogies. These magnets
serve multiple functions -- levitation,
propulsion, and guidance. The corresponding ratio for the Type II system is about
0.11. This magnet system comprises 8 identical levitation magnets and 12 propulsion
magnets, distributed between two bogies.
In this vehicle, too, the magnets perform
multiple functions: the 'levitation magnets' provide some guidance force as well,
and the 'propulsion magnets' provide some
levitation and guidance forces in addition
to propulsion.
o By distributing the required ampereturns among many comparatively small
alternating polarity magnets, the Type I
design achieves an order of magnitude
smaller stray magnetic field in the passenger cabin, compared to the Type II
design. Reducing the stray fields in the
Type II vehicle to acceptable levels,
while achievable, requires more on-board
weight, and additional on-board power.
o In addition to the lift, drag, and guidance reaction forces that either guideway
will experience, in the implementation of
the Type I topology under discussion, the
guideway levitation ladder experiences
bursts of forces and torques as each
vehicle passes.
o The vehicle magnets in the Type II
vehicle may experience more a.c. losses
arising as a result of low frequency (<
5 Hz) variations in gap between guideway
and vehicle, induced, for example by
guideway span flexure. such changes in
gap imply changes in flux linkage, and
hence, corresponding variations in vehicle
coil current.
o Because of the discreet nature of the
guideway elements in the Type I SCD, the
leading and trailing edges of the vehicle
superconducting magnets will experience a
superimposed a.c. field. The magnitude
will, however, be attenuated by the aluminum cryostat walls, so a.c. losses in the
superconductor from this source are expected to be small. In fact, vehicle magnets in both systems are likely to be immune from high frequency a.c. losses from
external sources.
o Upon encountering a +0.01 m vertical
step in guideway alignment at cruising
speed ( > 100 m/s), the Type I vehicle bow
magnets would experience a lift force
impulse equal to 62% of their normal
vertical load. A +0.01 rn step in the sheet
guideway would produce a force impulse
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about 11% higher than the normal cruise
load in the Type II vehicle front bogie
magnets.
VI.CONCLUSIONS
We have endeavored to present, in an
objective context, a few of the most prominent differences between two SCD maglev
vehicles that are based on different levitation topologies. In so doing, we hope to
have demonstrated that comparing figures of
merit of one sort or another during design
iteration of a given system can be helpful
in the selection of an optimal configuration. But the application of a figure of
merit devised as an optimization tool for
one topology, to a system of different topology, can turn out to be misleading. The
art of trade-off analyses becomes increasingly complex, the further the design progresses, and the art of creating figures-ofmerit must somehow mix the practicality and
economics of technology with the economics
of the marketplace.
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TRANSRAPID TR-07 MAGLEV-SPECTRUM MAGNETIC FIELD
EFFECTS ON DAILY PINEAL INDOLEAMINE METABOLIC
RHYTHMS IN RODENTS
Kenneth R. Groh
Center for Mechanistic Biology and Biotechnology
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Dlinois 60439
Abstract. This study examined the effects on pineal function of to install a 22-km TR-07 maglev system in Orlando, Florida,
magnetic field (MF) exposures (ac and dc components) similar in the same time frame. A National Maglev Initiative, led by
to those produced by the TransRapld TR-07 and other electro- the Federal Railroad Administration and supported by the
magnetic maglev systems (EMS). Rats (6/group.) were Army Corps of Engineers and the Department of Energy, was
entrained to a 14:10 light-dark cycle and then exposed to a con- established in 1990 by the federal government to explore the
tinuous, or to an inverted, intermittent (on = 45 s, off = 15 s, options available for using this technology in the United
Induced current = 267 G/s) simulated multifrequency ac (0-2 States.
kHz) and dc magnetic field (MF) at 1 or 7 tunes the TR-07
maglev vehicle MF intensity for 2 hr. Other groups of rats were
In the last 25 years nonionizing electromagnetic field (emf)
exposed to only the ac or the de-component of the maglev MF. exposure has come under scrutiny as another potentially
For comparison, one group was exposed to an Inverted, inter- harmful environmental agent. Both electric and magnetic
mittent 60-Hz MF. At the end of the exposure, each group was fields in the extremely low frequency range (3-3000 Hz), as
sacrificed and compared to an unexposed group of rats for well as static magnetic fields have produced biological
changes hi pineal melatonln and serotonin-iV-acetyltransferase effects in cellular and animal investigations.
(NAT). MF exposures at an intensity equivalent to that produced by the TR-07 vehicle (IX; 0.1-50 mG, 1.6 kHz-10 Hz; 250
Extensive animal studies have demonstrated the most
mG dc) had no effect on melatonin or NAT compared with significant and repeatable emf effects in die areas of emf persham-exposed animals under any of the conditions examined. ception, behavior, and neuroendncrine effects [2]. Wilson et
However, 7X TR-07-Ievel continuous 2-h MF exposures signifi- al. [3] demonstrated depression of greater than 50% in the
cantly depressed pineal NAT by 45% (p < 0.03) compared to pineal melatonin rhythm in rats by continuous exposure to a
controls. Pineal melatonin was also depressed 33-43% by a con- 100-kV/m 60-Hz electric field for three weeks. However, the
tinuous 7X TR-07 MF exposure and 28% by an intermittent 60- rhythm returned after the field exposure ceased. In later
Hz 850-mG MF, but the results were not statistically significant. studies with 60-Hz electric field exposures as low as 1.7
This study demonstrates that intermittent, combined ac and dc kVAn, Wilson showed the same depression in melatonin and
MFs similar to those produced by the TR-07 EMS maglev in serotonin-N-acetyltransferase (NAT), the regulatory
vehicle alter the normal circadian rhythm of pineal indoieamine enzyme in the metabolic pathway from serotonin to
metabolism. The pineal regulatory enzyme NAT was more sen- melatonin in the pineal. A phase delay of approximately 2 h
sitive to MF exposure than melatonin and may be a more in the melatonin rhythm was also produced by the emf
desirable measure of the biological effects of MF exposure.
exposure [4],
INTRODUCTION
Maglev promises to be an efficient mode of transportation
which could complement short airplane commuter flights in
the range of 1000 km [1] and, traveling at speeds up to 500
km/h, these vehicles could provide excellent service between
cities and major airport hubs. The possibility of using
magnetically levitated vehicles for high-speed ground transportation has been examined since the early 1970s. Germany
and Japan have each spent in excess of one billion dollars to
develop and test prototype maglev systems, the German
TransRapid TR-07 maglev system using conventional magnet
levitation and propulsion and the Japanese using superconducting magnets. The Japanese expect to demonstrate one of
their designs by the mid-1990s, and final plans are underway

Vasquez et al. [5] continued to add to the neuroendocrine
effects observed as a result of emf exposure. Rats exposed to
39-kV/m, 60-Hz electric fields showed phase shifts of up to 4
h in the circadian rhythms of the neurotransmiuers
norepinephrine, dopamine, and the serotonin metabolite 5hydroxyindoleaceu'c acid (HT.AA) in the hypothalamus,
stratum, and hippocampus.
Not only have environmental-level magnetic fields produced depression in circadian neurotransmitter rhythms, but
rapidly changing magnetic fields of low, ambient intensity
have shown similar neurotransmitter effects. Lerchl et al. [6,
7] showed that intermittent, 1-hour, earth-strength, dc MFs
depress normal melatonin and NAT rhythms in the rat pineal.
This suggests that transient fields that produce induced
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currents may contribute to biological response to emf
exposure.
Electromagnetic fields produced by maglev and other
electrified rail systems have not been well characterized, with
the exception of a recent Federal Railway Administration
(FRA)-sponsored study of the German TransRapid TR-07
maglev vehicle [8, 9]. Currently, the FRA is measuring the
electric and magnetic fields produced by a number of
electric-powered transportation systems, and detailed emf
exposure information will soon be available.
From the information that is available about the electromagnetic fields produced by maglev and electric-powered
vehicles, the majority of magnetic fields are dc and in the
ELF range. The intensities vary and depend upon the specific
transportation system characteristics. In superconducting
vehicles, dc fields could reach upwards of ISO G, with ac
field magnitudes in the range of 1.0 G in the passenger
compartment [10, 11]. In addition, it is likely that timevarying dc, power frequency (50-60 Hz), and transient ELF
magnetic field components will be encountered.
Which parts of this very complicated emf spectrum will
prove to be most important in assessing the presence or
absence of a potential health hazard is unclear at this time,
but these transportation systems do have emf field emissions
in the frequency and intensity ranges which have demonstrated to have biological effects in cell, animal, and human
studies. No significant effects have been identified in the few
studies that have examined transportation system passengers
or workers for biological responses to emf exposure [10].
The purpose of this study was to begin examining the
complex-spectra, time-varying emf fields produced by
maglev transportation systems that use conventional EMS
(TR-07) or superconducting magnet technology. Maglev
MFs were simulated using the TransRapid TR-07 maglev
spectra measured by Electric Research and Management, Inc.
(ERM) [8, 9]. Using rats, MF exposures were used that are
likely to be encountered by passengers and system workers,
as well as MF conditions that have produced repeatable
biological effects using power frequency or static dc fields.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A pair of Helmhoitz coils (r = 0.5 m) were oriented with
the diameter perpendicular to the north-south ambient field.
A bipolar power supply (Kepco, Flushing, NY, Model BOP
50-2M, 50 V, 0-2 A) was used to energize the Heunholtz
coil system. The simulated maglev magnetic field (MF) (dc
and multi frequency ac) spectrum was generated using a 286
AT personal computer and LabWindows Data Acquisition
and Analysis software (National Instruments, Austin Texas).

The program developed is capable of producing a dc- and/or
multifrequency ac signal to the bipolar power supply (of up
to 10 individual frequency and intensity components) in the
range of 0-2 G (dc) and 0-2 kHz (ac). The ramp rate of the
signal can be varied over a wide range (microseconds to
seconds) to vary dB/dt, producing an induced voltage in the
Helmhoitz coil and subsequent eddy currents.
Maglev magnetic field exposures were simulated from
spectra collected inside the moving (168 km/h) passenger
compartment of the TR-07 prototype vehicle, as measured by
ERM in August 1990 [9]. Fig. 1 depicts the actual and simulated complex ac spectrum of this prototype maglev vehicle.
The dc component of the TR-07 was 250 mG above ambient.
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Fig 1. TR-07 Magnetic Field Speanim. (a) Actual measurement recorded
August 1990 by Electric Research and Management [9], at a velocity of 168
km/h. The dc component was 2S0 mG above the ambient field. Simulated
TR-07 MF (b). The prominent frequencies (Hz) and their respective intensities, including a 250-mG dc component, were delivered simultaneously by
computer to the Hclmholtz coil. The entire spectrum was increased 7-fold for
the 7X exposures (c).

Although the ac and dc MF intensities, and especially the
transient profiles, are uniquely different, EMS maglev
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vehicles are expected to produce similar magnetic field
profiles quite different from the dc, 60-Hz, and other
magnetic field exposures that have previously been used in
biological exposure experiments.
Male Sprague-Dawley (Cobb strain) rats (Rattus
norvegicus), 44-47 d old, 100-120 g were entrained for two
weeks to a 14:10 light-dark (LD) cycle (dark period fD] =
0500-1500), with dim red light present during the dark
portion of the cycle. Food and water was available ad
libitum. Conditions were constant at 22 "C and 50% RH. For
every exposure group, six similarly treated animals served as
controls.
Daily for 7 d, groups of six animals were placed into two
cages that were modified with plastic barriers to allow individual containment and exposure of three rats per cage in the
central area of the Helmholtz coils. MF exposures occurred
during dark for 2 h, ending at 6 or 9 h after dark onset, when
pineal melatonin and NAT are at maximum levels. Another
group of six animals were exposed for similar lengths of
time, ending 5 h after lrjht onset (minimum melatonin and
NAT).
The magnetic field exposures were physically presented in
several different ways:

RESULTS
Simulated TR-07 MF Exposures (IX)
No significant changes in pineal melatonin levels occurred
as a result of simulated TR-07 MF exposure under a number
of MF delivery protocols (Fig. 2). Continuous MF exposure
during dark (maximum melatonin) for i, 2, or 4 h in two
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(repeating pattern of 45 s on, 15 s off) were quickly
ramped, producing a dc-component-induced current
of 37 (IX TR-07) or 267 (7X) G/s. Rapid application of an intermittent, inverted earth-strength static
MF has been shown to significantly decrease pineal
melatonin and NAT [6,7].
3. Exposure to horizontal MF components or parallel to the
inclination of the ambient magnetic fields (55')-
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Fig 2. Pineal Melalonii. Response to IX TR-07 MF Exposure. During the

4. Exposure in the same direction as or opposite to
("inverted") ambient magnetic field.

nighttime (dark) peak in pineal melatonin, rats were subjected to TR-07
frequency and intensity MF exposure in three separate experiments. The
exposures in Experiment I were continuous, in the same direction as the

Immediately after an exposure, the exposed and control
rats were alternately sacrificed, and the pineal was removed
and frozen (-60 °C, dry ice, average time 30 s) until assay.
Melatonin was determined by radioimmunoassay [7,12], and
serotonin-iV-acetyltransferase activity (NAT; EC 2.3.1.5) was
determined by radioenzymatic assay [13]. Differences
between control and exposed groups of animals were compared using the Student t-test.

ambient MF, and varied in length (1,2, or 4 h). MF-exposures in experiment
II were a repeat of those in experiment I. Exposures in Experiment ITJ were
inverted to the ambient field, intermittent (45 s on/15 s off), and turned on
rapidly to produce induced (eddy) currents. The unexposed control group
mean between MF exposure experiments differed in the absolute amount of
melatonin per pineal, so the exposed melatonin/pineal response was calculated as percentage of control response within experiments (control = 100%).
Bars are standard error.

experiments did not depress pineal melatonin below control
levels. Intermittent, inverted TR-07-level (IX) maglev MF
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exposures (net MF = +150 mG, dB/dt = 37 G/s) for 2 h also
had no effect on maximum (dark) melatonin levels.
TR-07 Magtev (7X) and AC- and DC-Component MF
Exposures

conditions resulted in a significant change in pineal
melatonin (Fig. 4), although a 2 h continuous 7X maglev
3000

2500 Together, the results of three experiments (with all animals
exposed to MFs when melatonin reached maximum levels in
the pineal considered as one group, 4.5-8.5 hours after dark
onset), showed that only 2-h inverted, intermittent 7X TR-07
dc exposures (net MF = -1.3 G, dB/dt= 267 G/s) produced a
significant 46% decrease in NAT (Fig. 3,"D7", p < .03, ).
The animals exposed to the IX, 7X, or 7X ac component
intermittent maglev fields did not differ in pineal NAT from
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Fig 4. Nighuime MF Exposure and Melatonin Response. Animals (six per
group) were entrained for two weeks (14:10 LD; D = 0500-1500), and then
exposed to MFs. Exposures were either at 0900-1100 or 1200-1400. and
were combined (n = 12). Following exposure, the animals (and controls)
were sacrificed, and the pineals were removed, frozen (-60 *C), and assayed
for the amount of pineal melatonin per animal liars arc standard error.

M7
MF EXPOSURE

exposure ("MC") depressed pineal melatonin 37%. The
directionality (whether a MF horizontal to or parallel to the
ambient field was used to expose groups of animals) also did
not produce changes in pineal melatonin.

-Invartad, Inlarmittant, 45 • on, 15 • off
U7: 7X TR-07 mlanaily

DISCUSSION

Mf: 1X TR-07 Intensity
07: 7X dc MAGLEV cempontnt
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Fig 3. Nighuime MF Exposure and NAT Response. Animals (six per group)
were entrained for two weeks (14:10 LD; D = 0500-1500) ind then exposed
to MFs. Exposures were either at 0900-1100 or 1200-1400, and were combined (n = 12).

Following exposure, the animals (and controls) were

sacrificed and the pineals were removed, frozen (-60 "Q, and assayed for
amount of pineal N'AT per animal. Bars are standard error.

unexposed controls sacrificed at the same time, but 60-Hz
and continuous maglev exposed NAT levels were decreased
28% and 42%, respectively, although these decreases were
not statistically significant. During this same period of
maximum melatonin in the pineal, none of the MF exposure

This study demonstrates that MF exposure at intensities
produced by the German TransRapid maglev EMS vehicle
does not produce changes (depression) in pineal melatonin
and NAT levels, which have been used as a sensitive, reproducible, indicators of biological response to emf exposure
[14-19]. However, when the dc component of the TR-07 MF
was increased 7-fold (1-2 G), and delivered intermittently to
produce induced eddy currents, pineal NAT was significantly
reduced (50-60%) compared to control, unexposed animals (p
< 0.03). MFs at this strength have been measured or are expected for EMS and EDS maglev vehicles.
In addition, a number of MF exposure conditions did
reduce melatonin and NAT changes as much as 50%, but the
declines were not statistically significant Continuous 7X
TR-07 maglev exposures decreased NAT 40-47% (Fig. 3).
Melatonin was also decreased 37% by continuous 7X maglev
exposures (Fig. 4). These MF exposures consisted of TR-07
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ac MF components which would produce induced (eddy)
currents similar to the intermittent dc MF exposures found to
significantly reduce pineal indoleamine metabolism in this
study and by Lerchl et al. [6,7].
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ABSTRACT: T o o u m the ccoaoaw feasibiEtjr of full capacity
Magler systeaK, gwdeway dcsfeas seed to be low cost yet
strnctoraly i%id and durable. A spiae girder detfca was
developed asiag precast segawatal concrete twhaolagy aid the
residtiag gudeway structure appears applicable to aay Master
vehicle. A spUe girder kco«po(cdof a ceatral box girder ami
two tracks sapported oa outriggers. This retails ia aa efficient
gaideway system which vrit meet a l requireateals for Magfer
allowable comstntc&m tolerance*. This paper
t the bask devdopaKat process for the spine girder
and ahutrates the potcatial appGcatiM of the concept to other
Maglev systesai.
1. INTRODUCTION
As part of the Grumman Team in the Maglev System
Concept Definition Study (SCD) #4, Parsons Brinckerhoff
was responsible for developing a twin track guideway
structure to accommodate the Grumman EMS Maglev
vehicle.
2. OBJECTIVES
For any design development process, it is important at the
outset to list out the main objectives to be attained. For the
guideway structure, seven primary, but interlinked, objectives
were established.
A.

Operational Layout
The guideway must be capable of safely supporting the
design vehicles with allowance for operating
clearances, track centers and other dimensional
constraints.

B. Structural Stiffness
The structure has to be sufficiently rigid to ensure that
static and dynamic movements of the structure under
vehicle loads and differential temperature do not
exceed the magnetic air gap clearances and that ride

quality criteria are achieved.
A stiffness constraint is rarely of major significance
for a highway or even a conventional transit structure.
However, for Maglev operations with vehicles
operating at up to 300 mph it is a major factor. With
a theoretical air gap of 40 mm, it is necessary to limit
structural distortions from all causes to a maximum of
± 15mm from the mean position.
C. Cost
For any Maglev system, the cost of the fixed guideway
structure will substantially exceed 50% of the total
system implementation cost, if land costs are excluded.
To protect the viability of the system, it is imperative
that the guideway design permits construction costs to
be held to a minimum.
D. Speed of Construction
Guideway construction will usually represent the
critical path for system completion. As well, it is to
be expected that any Maglev route will cross terrain
which varies significantly.
Construction of the
guideway must therefore be able to proceed rapidly
and under variable conditions.
E. Emergency Passenger Evacuation
A Maglev route may extend hundreds of miles and it
is therefore possible that vehicles will become disabled
in remote areas. Provision should be made for
emergency egress of passengers from a vehicle, anywhere along the guideway.
F. Maintenance
The fixed guideway needs to be a reliable structure
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with a capability to operate in the widest range of
weather conditions which are known to occur along the
route.

Such issues include size and frequency of supports;
potential for noise transmission; the ability to be
constructed in crowded urban areas and/or
environmentally sensitive areas; and the ability to
accommodate curved track alignments.

Although all structures benefit from maintenance, it
should be as maintenance free as possible so that
passenger schedules are not routinely disrupted and to
keep operational costs under control.
G. Appearance
A Maglev guideway will be highly visible to
pedestrians, motorists and residents. At a minimum,
the appearance of the guideway needs to be visually
tolerable.
Desirably it should have a pleasing
appearance.

3. ASSUMPTIONS
A number of engineering assumptions were made as the
basis for the development and comparison of the guideway
concepts.
Some key assumptions are outlined below.
Environmental factors are necessarily 'average', reflecting the
non-site specific nature of the S.C.D.
3.1 Vehicle Loadings
The worst effects of either of the 1, 2 or 3 car vehicles
defined in Figure 1. Impact was taken as 20% for the
main guideway girder and 50% for track support
members.

Beyond these seven primary objectives, other issues
need to be considered in assessing the overall
suitability of any scheme.
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Vehicles were assumed to be operating with a 150m
(500 ft.) minimum clearance. To avoid excessive
aerodynamic buffeting forces, tracks were spaced at a
minimum of 7.5 m (24.5').

3.4

A very significant component of structural distortion
which needs to be allowed for. The guideway 'top
slabs' were taken to vary in temperature in
accordance with the profiles defined in the 1989
AASHTO guide specification assuming top hot
conditions of 45°F and top cold of 23°F.

Longitudinal braking/acceleration forces were taken as
125 kN (28 kips) per vehicle.
Detailed dynamic analysis to assess ride quality effects
were part of the concept development work and are
described elsewhere. Sufficient to note here that
computed dynamic magnifications were less than the
20% assumed above.

3.5

Group I
Group II
Group HI
Group IV
Group V

1.3(DL+ 1.25*(LL+I)+0.3*LF)
1.3(DL+W)
1.3(DL+(LL+I)+LF)
1.25(DL+(LL+I)+W)
1.0(DL+EQ)

3.3 Seismic
The guideway designs were examined under seismic
zone 2A Normalized Response Spectra for soil type 2.

SHOW and

Ice

For nonoperational conditions, 1.45 kPa (30 psf)
was assumed on horizontally projected areas. For
operational conditions, 2.9 kPa (60 psf) on areas
away from the tracks.

3.2 Design Method
In line with forthcoming revisions to the national
bridge design specifications, the load factor design was
used to compute the necessary strengths of all
elements, including foundation caps and piles. For the
concept designs, the load combinations were limited to
the following:

Differential Temperature

4. CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

For the twin track guideway a number of structural options
were examined. Initially bom steel and prestressed concrete
structures were considered, but it soon became apparent that
the steel options bad real difficulty in being cost competitive
with concrete when the stiffness limitations were applied. As
a result, steel options were not considered in later
development stages. Spans in the range 25-30 m were found
to give the best balance of construction cost versus reduction
of piers.
Fig. 2 illustrates the essential stages and tradeoffs of the
development process (all structures prestressed concrete).

| STARTING POINT |

Q]

[f]

CONVENTIONAL TWIN GKDERS

TWIN t O X SECTION GIBOCK

[7]

PARSONS
MUNCKBtHOrr

SPINE GIROtR

GUIDEWAY GIRDER DKVtLOPlflNT

FIGURE 2
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Conventional twin I girders (1) were the starting point.
Although they have been used on low speed guideways, the
girders have poor torsional stifftiess which makes them
unsuitable for curved track. As well, it is difficult to
integrate the emergency evacuation slab into the section.
Twin box section girders (2) were then examined. They
provide much improved torsional stiffness. However, the
overall costs are still high since the emergency slab, which is
a substantial load, is not significantly contributing to the
flexural capacity of the guideway.
A single cell box girder (3) is an alternative and still quite
conventional from a design sense. Torsional stiffness is
higher than for the box beams and the emergency slab does
useful work as the top flange of the box section. However
with 7.5 m track centers, the wide flanges are more than
necessary from a structural viewpoint. This causes costs to
be higher than desired.
If the section is developed further to a narrower spine
girder (4) with the tracks supported on discrete cantilever
outriggers, the box section becomes more efficient. The
width to depth ratio reduces and with less concrete the
flexural stiffness can be increased and the prestressing
quantities reduced. Since the top flange of the spine box can
move up relative to the track level, any girder depth increase
does not force the structure to be higher. As well the single
box girder solution can readily be supported on a single
column substructure.
The outcome of the process described briefly above, was
that the spine girder structure was developed further and,
following a construction analysis, became the recommended
'baseline' guideway design for the SCD (Figure 3).
5. FURTHER FEATURES OF THE CONCEPT
For a 27 m simply supported span, a 1.5 m deep spine
girder provides enough strength and rigidity to support two
operational tracks. This basic system can be extended to 4050 m spans by increasing the spine depth and/or using
variable depth spans.
As initially developed the longitudinal post tensioning is
contained within the spine but external to the concrete (Figure
4). This represents a system which is geared to rapid span
erection. In active seismic zones, the option exists to relocate
some of the tendons into the webs to improve ductility.
The external tendons provide a means for actively
correcting camber errors which may occur in some spans

7 5OOm TRACK CENTEB3

CONCRETE TBACIC SLAI
iEAMS SFANNMG
IEIWEEN OUTWGGERJ

CONCRETE OUTMGGER*
TYMCAUV AT 1 9 m
CENTERS ~
EXTERNAL f O S I -TENSIONNG TENDONS
ASJUSTMENT TO WEI

CONCRETE
JMNE GltOES

CIRCULAR. REINFORCED
CONCRETE COLUMN
(VARIES. 13m OIA.
IASELINE MSIGN)

STANDING AREA FOR FAS3ENGERS H THE EVENT
OF EMERGENCY EVACUATION FROM VEHICLE.

PARSONS
HUNCKEHOfF

SIMPLY SUPPORTED SPAN, 2 7 a

FIGURE 3

over time. Fig. 4 shows conceptual views of the hardware
that would be needed.

For curved sections of track, the single column may be
canted (constructed off vertical) to reduce the net effects of
centrifugal loads on the foundations. Alternatively 'A1 frame
piers may be used for curved track or tall piers.

Simply supported span have been adopted to keep the
construction process simple. There is no advantage in a
Maglev guideway to eliminate expansion joints - in fact more,
smaller, joints are preferable to fewer, larger, joints from the
electrical distribution viewpoint. However, it is recognized
that a continuous guideway would offer some stiffness and
material saving advantages. Whether these factors would
outweigh the operational and construction benefits of simple
spans needs to be examined in more detail. Experience to
date suggests that there will be little if any overall advantage
with continuous spans.
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CONSTRUCTION ISSUES

It is possible to construct a spine girder structure using a
variety of techniques but it is believed that precast segmented
construction offers the better solution for the majority of any
Maglev route. In coming to this conclusion, a range of
construction options was investigated including:

RESTRICTIONS
ON ONE SUE

(a) cast in place construction of whole spans (27 m long)
(b) precast construction of whole spans (27 m long)
(c) precast segmental construction (4.S m segments)
In method (a), the whole span is cast in place on
supporting formwork. Guideway construction is slow unless
massive investments are made in formwork and falsework.
Construction is more affected by weather and site conditions
and the need to transport all labor and materials to (remote)
site locations also causes costs to rise.
LARSCR SPANS. AUXIIARY
rRESTKSXD CONCRETE
WEB ELEMENTS
(WIDER TRACK CENTERS)

Method (b) does allow centralized precasting plants to be
set up with the associated production efficiencies. However
except where the plants are close to the guideway, transport
and erection equipment for the heavy girders would be
expensive.
Method (c) also allows centralized precasting but the
shorter, lighter, segments could be delivered to site and lifted
into place with smaller and less expensive equipment. During
erection the segments for each span, with one pair of
outriggers attached to each segment, are assembled on a
temporary steel truss (spanning between piers) and then posttensioned together to make them self supporting. This

EMS. MAGLEV SYSTEM
INSCE EVACUATED TUKS
BECHTEL TEAM
CONCEPT

FOSTER MILLER
CONCEPT

EDS.

MASIEV SYSTEM - 1

PARSONS
BRINCKERHOFF

E.D.S. MAGLEV SYSTEM - 2

DEVELOPMENT OP THE CONCEPT

FIGURE 5
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method can more readily accommodate span length variations
by changing the number of segments used in the span.

sections.
f.

Further, the construction of this system can be engineered
to minimize/eliminate ground level activities during the
erection of the segmental guideway.
Trusses can be made self-launching and segments delivered
over the previously erected guideway.
Other gantries, supported off the spine, can be used to
erect track slab and rail sections in a follow-up process.
This approach reduces impacts on existing rights-of-way
which may either be in heavy use or sensitive to disturbance
(forest, wetlands, etc.).
Experience in the highway bridge construction industry
supports the selection of method (c) for Maglev guideway
construction. For such large scale projects, investments in
precasting plant and other equipment can be economically
written off over the project.

7. SUMMARY OF THE ADVANTAGES OF
THE SPINE GIRDER CONCEPT

a. Based on our construction cost estimates, the spine
girder provides the most economical twin track
guideway concept. The cost per line-meter is about
$5,400, excluding the steel rail track.
b. The durability of the spine concept will be high due to
the fact that practically the entire concrete spine box
will be compressed by the post-tensioning system. As
a result, cracking and fatigue problems are controlled,
the service life increased, and maintenance efforts
reduced.
c. The spine layout greatly enhances the ability to perform
maintenance operations on the guideway slab and
magnetic rail. The top of the spine can effectively be
used as a service road to provide access to the
guideway rails and/or disabled vehicles. It will also
serve as an emergency evacuation platform for
passengers.
d. The relation between the depth of the box and the
height of the column is aesthetically pleasing. The
single column reduces size of the guideway 'footprint'
at ground level.
e. In case of fire in a vehicle, the spine box will not be
subject to intense heat. Effectively, the only elements
which will be subject to heat damage are the track slab

With the use of segmental spine construction and the
potential for further use of precast sections for the
track slab beams and the columns, a significant part of
the work can be done off-site. This should reduce
overall impacts on traffic and the route environment.

g. For a project of this magnitude, segmental construction
can result in * saving in time as has been demonstrated
on similar scale highway projects.
h. Maglev utility and communication lines can be
contained within the spine and accessed through the top
or bottom slabs.

8. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The spine girder guideway design, as developed for SCO
#4, has the potential to be extended to accommodate the
special span cases which will inevitably arise during the
design of a real route. Such cases include:
• longer spans
• varying vertical alignments between the 2 guideways
• skew spans
Some of the techniques available are illustrated in Fig. S

Beyond this, the guideway could also be used for different
Maglev vehicles or other hybrid high speed transport systems
Fig. 5 (d)-(f).

9. CONCLUSION

The selection of spine girder satisfies the goals of the
project. It provides for both an efficient design and
economical construction; combined with an aesthetically
pleasing guideway.
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Introduction
The Federal Railroad Administration and the Army
Corps of Engineers through the auspices of the
National Maglev Initiative, awarded four teams
contracts to design new conceptual level maglev
systems. Of the four concepts proposed, three are
based on a superconducting electrodynamic
suspension (EDS) system. The fourth team, led by
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, proposed a
maglev system based on superconducting
electromagnetic suspension and propulsion (SEMS).
Parsons Brinckerhoffs principal responsibility as a
member of this team was to design an innovative
and cost-effective guideway as the backbone of the
system.
This paper presents the alternative
guideway configurations considered and the
evaluation and ranking used in the selection of a
baseline design.
The SEMS concept imposed some constraints on the
guideway design, such as the capability to support a
continuous laminated iron rail and provide for tight
alignment and realignment; a nominal air gap of 40
mm that affects the total allowable deflection;
emergency braking surfaces; and dynamic loading
imposed by the high speed vehicle. Other demands
for adaptability in construction were evaluated, such
as constructing elevated structure within existing
right -of- way with minimal impact on the existing
facility users facility, and erection efficiency

Guideway Alternatives Screening
Nine twin guideway concepts were identified and
evaluated during the initial screening.
Each
configuration was ranked in each of the following
categories: stiffness, structural efficiency on tangent
and curved sections, cost, durability, maintainability,
and aesthetics. Other considerations were given to
operational considerations and emergency egress.

Only simply supported spans were considered for
the baseline selection. The guideway concepts and
their respective designations are listed in Table 1
with the comments from the initial screening.
Five of the original nine configurations passed the
initial screening by ranking highest in the criteria
categories listed above. These five are shown in
Figure 1.

Structural Evaluation
The five guideway configurations that passed the
initial screening were analyzed to determine
strength and stiffness performance and to determine
quantities to estimate the comparative construction
costs.
The structural analyses included the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baseline vehicle loading (100 passenger vehicle)
Vertical deflection criteria not to exceed + 25 mm
(lin)
Loading combinations to account for dead load,
live loads (single vehicle and passing vehicles),
wind loads, and seismic zone 2
Parametric analyses of varying span lengths
Pile and spread footing foundation support
Varying layout of column supports
Varying column heights

The baseline configuration for all alternatives was
defined as having a span length of 27 m (100 ft), dual
guideway, and vertical clearance of 10.7 m (35 ft) to
the base of the superstructure. Based on the
structural analyses, the spine girder (S4) affords the
best performance in terms of strength and stiffness.
Use of a central spine with secondary track beams
requires only one load-carrying member, compared
with two main members where each members
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supports one track. A single, deeper girder is more
efficient than two shallow girders. The S4 concept
can accommodate a deeper girder without
increasing the track height hy using the space
between the tracks. None of the other concepts have
this capability.
Table 1. Structure types and evaluation
comments
Structure Type
Twin Triangular
Concrete Box Beams
Twin rectangular
concrete box beams
Single concrete box
girder
Single concrete spine
girder
Stiffened concrete
slab
Twin concrete I
girder

Ref.
SI

Evaluation Comments
Passed initial screening

S2

Passed initial screening

S3

Passed initial screening

S4

Passed initial screening

S5

Passed initial screening

S6

Low torsion strength;
low stiffness; poor
aesthetics
Wide top flange creates
support of track slab
awkward
More expensive to
construct; more
intensive maintenance
Low torsional strength;
low stiffness; more
expensive to construct;
higher maintenance
costs

Twin trapezoidal
concrete box beams

S7

Twin steel box
girders

S8

Multiple steel plate
girders

S9

The spine girder also provides more advantages
over die others including: construction flexibility,
alignment and realignment after construction,
tolerances, low torsion and adequate strength, a
central platform to be used for maintenance access
or emergency egress, and adaptability for switching.

Cost Comparison
To assist in the selection of a baseline guideway
structure, cost estimates* were prepared for each of
the five twin-track concepts identified for a range of
span lengths (18, 27, 36, 45 and 49.5 meters). An
example of the breakdown of the quantities and
format used in the cost estimate is shown in Table 2.
For clarity, the costs were divided into costs

associated with the superstructure,
substructure, as outlined below.
Superstructure:

Substructure:

and

the

Structural steel; concrete,
reinforcing
steel,
prestressing,
bearings
and
seismic isolation systems.
Column concrete or steel,
reinforcement, earthworks;
footings and piles

So as not to bias one element, a 10% mobilization
and demobilization costs was assigned to each set.
Other assumptions are documented at the top of the
page. No allowance was made for contingencies or
for site-specific items such as clearing, fencing,
access roads, traffic control and the like, as these
items are common to all concepts and do not affect
the cost comparisons.
For the baseline configuration, the cost of
construction of the concrete spine box girder was
estimated to be $7.99 M/km ($12.9 M/mile)
including the cost of the iron rail. The estimate of
the capital costs for the total system was $12.4
M/km ($20 M/mile). Figure 2 shows the results of
the parametric analysis of the guideway costs versus
span length for each of the five structural types. The
concrete box spine girder (S4) consistently has the
lowest costs and is less sensitive to changes in span
length that may be required. A composite of the cost
curves for the substructure costs, superstructure
costs and total costs for the baseline spine box girder
is shown in Figure 3.
As a result of these comparison of the structural and
cost analyses, the concrete box spine girder (S4) was
selected as the baseline for the superconducting
electromagnetic suspension Maglev system. Figure 4
is an isometric showing the box girder outriggerlayout and post-tensioning cables.
An artist's
rendering of the spine girder guideway system,
illustrating the concept of the track slab supported
on the outriggers, is shown in Figure 5. Details of
the design are presented in a companion paper
entitled "Innovative spine girder guideway design
for a Superconducting Electromagnetic Suspension
Maglev System".

'These estimates were consistent with the format for
Maglev Cost Estimation: Capital Cost Elements
prepared by Volpe National Transportation System
Center.
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Results of the parametric cost analysis for the guideway
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S4 - Spine Beam - Filed Foundation - Dual
Span
Spine Beam Length
Type
Cent, to Cent. Column
Superstructure
Depth
X-Sectional Area
Ground Clearance
Column
Height
Diameter
Driven File
Length
Quantity

Guideway
•

26.3 Meters
Simply Supported
27 Meters
1.8 Meters
3.013 Meters2
10.7 Meters
11.3 Meters
1.524 Meters

:
:

19 Meters
4
$7,833/M
Unit
Quantity
{Per KM)

Total Preliminary Coat
Description

Superstructure
Structural Steel
kg
Precast Concrete
m3
Cast-in-Place Concrete
m3
Reinforcement
kg
Prestressing Strands
kg
Rail
kg
Each
Bearings & Seismic Isolation System
Mobilization/ Demobilization
%
Subtotal Superstructure
Substructure
Column Concrete (Precast)
m3
Column Concrete (Cast-in-Place)
m3
kg
Column Reinforcement
Footing Excavation (Earth)
m3
Footing Excavation (Rock)
m3
Footing Concrete
m3
Footing Reinforcement
kg
Driven Piles
m
Mobilization/Demobilization
%
Subtotal Substructure
Civil/Site (Indicative - Specific Site CMtt Will Vaxy)
Clearing & Grubbing
mz
Earth Excavation, Cut & Fill, Haul
m3
Rock Excavation, Removal & Haul
m3
Surveying
iin.d.
Column Protection
Each
Testing & Calibration
in.d.
Vegetation Control
ir\
Mobilization/Demobilization
'%
Maintenance of Traffic

'6

47,477
3,013.3
150.7
270,746
104,520
1,173,732
148.1
8

935.4
110,148
523.7
317.0
49,765
2,814.8
8

3,520.0
8,430.0
920.0
37
37.0
6
1,000.0
8

Rate

Co*

w

(Per KM)

1.75
530.00
625.00
1.65
4.75
2.10
750.00

$83,064
1,597,035
94,165
446,730
496,470
2,464337
111,111
423,475
$5,716,907

400.00
400.00
1.32
5.00
25.00
260.00
1.32
200.00

$0
374,176
145,395
2,618
0
82,413
65,690
562,963
98,660
$1,331,916

0.90
9.57
119.01
300.00
2,460.00
2,200.00
6.50

6

Subtotal CiviVSite
TOTAL

$3,168
80,702
109,489
11,187
91,111
13,673
6,500
25,266
$443,395
$784,492
$7,833,315

Table 2 Guideway cost break down for spine beam with pile foundation
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Isometric Showing die Box Girder Outrigger-Layout
and Post-tensioning Cables

An artist rendering showing relationship of track slab
and outriggers to die central concrete box girder guideway.
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Guideway and I n f r a s t r u c t u r e

I n JR M a g l e v

Katuya OKADA
General Nanagrer of Civil Engineering Department,
Maglev System Development Division,
Railway Technical Research Institute
Akira TAKANO
Deputy Director, Planning Department
Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation
Mikio YAMAZAKI
Senior Engineer, Linear Express Development Division,
Central Japan Railway Company
<Introduction>
We are now newly constructing a test line in Taianashi
Prefecture for ascertaining the practical use of the superconducting lagnetically levitated train, which is expected
to be an epoch-taking, ultra-highspeed uss-trusportation
systei in the 21st century.
The fundaiental research and development for this JR-type
Maglev were started by Japan National Railways (JM1) at the
beginning of 1968's. And they have fairly advanced. For
exaiple, in 1979, an onianned vehicle attained a u x i i u
speed of 517ka/h on Miyazaki Test Line. Aid a lamed vehicle attained a speed of 488la/h i s 1987.
With the division and privatization of Jlffi in 1987, Railway Technical Research Institute (RTR1) took over JNR's
business and continues running tests of vehicles oi Miyazaki
Test Line. However, Miyazaki Test Line is not suitable for
testing the practical nse of JR Jlaglev, becaise i t i s oily
7kt in length with a single track and it iaclides no tunnel
section. So a new test line which has as overall length of
soie 40ka or so has been needed.
In 1998, under guidance of Minister of Transport and with
a state subsidy, RTRI, Central Japan Railway Coipaiy and
Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation formed a consortiui and started the construction of the new test line.
The Yaianashi Test Line has a length of 42.8km including
double track sections and about 351a of tunnel sections. On
the new test line, we intend to confin the stable running
at S56ki/h and others to establish the actnal service at
500Wh.
in this JR Magler, the guideway and the infrastructure
have to support reliably and guide safely vehicles which run
at ultra-high speed, and have to give passengers a coifortable riding quality, fe researched and developed the
design of its structure, the precision of coll arrangement
and the tethod of its construction with all our light, fe
obtained good results froi our rich experiences in the
construction and laintenance of Shlnkansen.

This paper gives an introduction to these technical
points.
l . R o l e a n d S t r u c t u r e o f Guideway
( l ) R o l e o f Guideway

The glideway of JR Kaglev consists of Propilsioa Coils,
Levitatioi u d Giiduce Coils u d Wheel Paths (for support
u d for giiduce). The sectioi of glideway is U-shape.
Three types of glideway are showi ii Fig.l.
Propiisioi Coils u d Siper-Coidictiig Magnet (Sd) oi
board coipose a Liiear Synchroiots Motor(LSM), which propels
the vehicle by its electro-iagietic power. So the precise
arraigneit of Propiisioi Coils is very iiportant in order
to uiitaii a hanoiiois propiisioi power.
Levitatioi u d Giiduce Coils levitate u d glide the
vehicle owiig to the attractioi u d repilsioi actiig between
the lidiced current oi the coils u d ugietic force of SCM
oi board. So the precision of their alignment has direct
iiflieice on the lateral and vertical vibratiois of vehicle,
that is riding quality.
(2)Structure a n d Size o f Guideway (Fig.2)
The guldeway has a width of 3.3a and a height of about
1.4i, ii accordance with the size of vehicle.
The m a x i m speed(558la/h), costs of construction and
operation, riding quality - all things considered, we set
the studard of Tuanishi Test Line as follows;
•the u x i i u radius of curvature 8,8Wm
•the steepest slope
A9U
•the l a x i m cant
18deg.
•the distance between
lore than 5.8i
the centers of tracks
The steeper slope contributes to shortening the length
of tunnel sections and to reducing the cost of construction,
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but it increases the propulsion power and energy coisuptloi
to operate vehicles. So there is a liiit to its coitrlbition. The liniiui radius of curvature was deteniied li
order to restrict the lateral acceleration actiig 01 passengers below an allowable value in a run at a speed of 5Mla/k
on a curve with cant IBdegrees.

pltck and SCM pitch on board, which decreases the propulsion
power of linear-synchronous totor.
So colls aid gildeway units are set according to the Real
Distance wkick is obtained by correcting the errors in plans
die to slope of track, height of site above sea level and
distortioi in projected tap.
(2)In t h e L a t e r a l D i r e c t i o n

2.Types o f Guideway

ffe have three types of gnideway. They are classified in Levitatioi aid Gilduce Coils have to be set precisely on
tens of stricture sad construction of the side-will on botk side-tills of gildeway niitaiiiig a fixed
distaice(3.3t) aid a fixed Iml. An iiprecise setting
which coils are arranged.
cuses vehicle vibratiois (lateral aid vertical direction),
luely ucoifortible ridiig quilt/ for passeigers.
(l)Beaa-type Guideway
At lltra-kigkspeed of 5Mkt/h, a trick irregularity
Its basic concept is as follows;
•prestressed concrete beats are u d e at a beai product (especially of long wave) iiflieices lore greatly the riding
qnlity tkai in tke case of coiveitioial railway. In Yauyard.
•coils are attached on the side surface of beai at a coil lasM Test Lite, we determined the precisioi of setting in
order to taiitiii the ridiig qnlity as good as that of
attaching yard,
•and beais with coils are carried up to tke site on beat- Tokaido Skiikaisei. The allowable uplitude of irregularity
carrier and are fixed to the floor slab by t beu-setter. Is u stall is less than let in tke vertical and lateral
•beat's standard length ( -gnideway uit) of 12.6s is wares skorter thai 150a.
detertined in consideration of the coil size and tie
(3)How t o Assure t h e Precision
facility of construction.
(2)Panel-type Guideway
•concrete panels (a littleprestressed to prevent cricks)
are tade at a panel product yard.
»coils are attached on tke surface of panel at a coil attaching yard.
•and panels with coils are carried up to tke site and fixed
to the surface of concrete side-wall bnllt beforehand
(using a panel carrier-setter).
•panel has a standard length of 12.61, the sate as the
beat.

Ii order to get a higk-precisioi giidetiy, we perforted a
high-precision skeletoi-snrvey before tke construction of
infristrictire. After the constnctloi, we skill repeat tke
high-precision survey oi the infrastnctire to reset tke
planned center line on the floor slab. And we set the basic
points oi tke track center of floor slab at intervals of
12.6i (equal to giideway uiit's leigtk).
This we can billd side-walls or fix beats and panels very
precisely referring to these basic poiits.
4.Characteristics in Plan and Design of
Infrastructure

(3(Direct-Attaching-type Guideway
•concrete side-walls are built on the site.
•coils are attached directly on the surface of side-wall.

In plan and design of infrastructure, we have to consider
sufficiently JR Maglev's characteristics (its ultrahighspeed, tagnetic drag, etc.), unlike the case of conventional railway.

Each type has its characteristics concerning the assurance of precision, the facility of work, cost of construc(l)Allowable Deflection of Bridge
tion and facility of taintenance. fe arranged thet properly
in Taianashi New Test Line in order to adapt thea to the ffe deterained the Hilt of bridge's vertical deflection
conditions of site and infrastructure.
by vehicle's load in order to taintain good riding quality.
After a dynaiic response analysis of vehicle todels oper3 . A s s u r a n c e o f P r e c i s e S e t t i n g o f G u i d e - ated on a vertically deflected curve of bridge, we obtained
way
the calculated vertical acceleration acting on the passenger
seat. The liiit was detertined such that the vertical
(l)In t h e D i r e c t i o n o f T r a c k
acceleration light be less than the allowable value. It is
about half the value In the case of Shinkansen, reflecting
Propulsion coils have to be set precisely at intervals of the difference of speed.
1.6a. An iiprecise setting causes a phase lag between coil
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(2)Allowable
Structures

Unequal

Displacement

of

A displaced block or a bent-angle of structure caases not
only an uncoifortable riding but also threaten the safety of
running, especially in the case of a big displacement.
In order to restrain the acceleration of a vehicle and to
•aintain the clearance between guideway and vehicle, we
detenined its liiit. Especially, the Halt for bent-angle
is fairly less than in the case of Shinkansen.
(3)Use of L o w M a g n e t i c S t e e l
In a guideway or infrastructure, norial steel placed near
SCN on board not only caases Che levitation force to drop
due to attraction, but also causes a lagnetic drag to be
generated due to eddy current or loop current.
In the construction of reinforced concrete slabs of
guideway and reinforced concrete bridges or tunnels, becanse
the lagnetic drag fairly decreases inversely to the distance
froi SCM, we intend to use a low- Magnetic steel (iron bar)
in the region l.Si away froi SCN's eleient coil (shown in
Fig.3).
(4)Tunnel Cross Section
The tunnel cross section is shown in Fig.4. It is abort
28X larger than that of Shinkansen. We designed it in consideration of the structural gauge, the space for laintenance and several th'ngs as follows;
•decrease of the pressure fluctuation which is caused by
ultra-highspeed running at 580ka/h in tunnel
(to laintain the strength and air-tightness of vehicle)
•the sialler the tunnel cross section and in consequence
the larger the aerodynaiic drag in the tunnel, the lore
expensive becoies the operation
•decrease of the licro-pressure waves radiated froi the
tunnel louth when a train advances into the tunnel at a
speed of 598ki/h.
•cost of tnnnel construction
fe studied all these things and deteriined the area ratio
of vehicle and tnnnel section as 8.12 (the effective area of
interior is 74i2 )
( 5 ) E l e c t r i c a l E q u i p m e n t in T u n n e l
The ultra-highspeed running in tunnel generates a very
big wind load and a large pressure fluctuation.

So we fix the electric laips and cables in dents of
concrete lining, and prevent lids of cable-duct froi floating up by negative pressure.
5.Turnout
As regards the turnout, a high-speed turnout for intermediate station and a lower-speed turnout for teninal or
depot are needed.
For high-speed turnout, we developed a U-shaped traverse
type which had already been tested in Miyazaki Test Line, as
shown in Fig.5. fe set bogies under the lovable U-shaped
beats (7 units, abont 98i long) to love guideway and turnout
track by hydraulic pressure jacks or an electric totor.
The radius of curvatnre of 8881 and the transition curve
length of abont 19i are deteriined to hold the acceleration
below the allowable value at a ?8ki/h running over curves.
6.Machines for Carrying and Setting Beams
and Panels
A speedup of working h very important for the constructioi of a couercial line hundreds kilometers long, fe
developed the lachines for speedy carrying and setting of
beais aid panels attached with coils.
In the case of Beai-type Gnidetay, the beai carrier carries two beais with coils at the sue time (one beai with
coils weighs aboat 28tons) op to the work site froi the
yard, and then the beai-setter(shown in Fig.6) sets thei on
the floor slab with highprecisioi.
In the case of Panel-type Gaideway, we use a uchine
shows in Fig.7, which carries two panels at the saie tiie
(one panel with coils weighs about 14tons) and sets them on
the side-wall with highprecision.
<Conclusions>
We described briefly the features in design and construction of the gnideway and infrastructure of JR Xaglev.
They have Uen built up on the broad technical base of
railway construction and maintenance in Japan, and they'll
becoie lore refined through the construction of Taianashi
Test Line and the test runs on it.
fe hope that the excellence of JR Xagler as a highspeed,
•ass transportation system will be proved objectively
through the tests in Yamanashi and a big stride will be
taken toward its couercialization.
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Reduction of Guideway Residual Vibration through
Strategic Vehicle Pad Spacing Arrangements
R. Scott Phelan
J. Mullcr International
San Diego, California 92123 USA
Abstract - This paper focuses on the dynamic analysis of
guideway beam behavior during high speed vertical maglev
vehicle loading. In addition to peak dynamic positive (i.e.
downward) beam deflection, the dynamic analyses of this paper
focus on peak negative (I.e. upward), and residual (\.t. free) beam
vibration response. Equations are presented whkh predict the
exact speeds a vehicle—having a particular loading pad
configuration—can travel over a given beam and yet produce no
residual vibration in the beam! These convergent vehicle
velocities are shown to be determined by both beam properties
and vehicle loading configurations. The two beam properties
which determine convergent velocities are fundamental
frequency / i , and span length L. For vehicles having a fully
distributed loading configuration, the vehicle length Lv
determines additional convergent velocities. Similarly, for
vehicles having discretely spaced loading pads, additional
convergent velocities are determined based on a) the number of
pads np, b) loading pad length Lp, and c) the spacing between
loading pad centroids Sp (see Figure 6). Only the force of the
traveling vehicle (i.e. not the mass), on a simply-supported,
undamped, straight guideway beam is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION

When a maglev vehicle travels over a supporting
guideway beam element, the dynamic beam response normally results in three maximum deflections critical to
guideway structural design. The three are maximum
downward, upward, and residual (i.e. free) beam deflections.
Concentrated vehicle loads relatively distant from one
another generally produce high positive and negative beam
deflections—which are not desirable—on elevated guideway
spans of 20 m or more. In contrast, more closely spaced (i.e.
distributed) vehicle loads result in less severe positive and
negative beam deflections. Beam deflections during residual
vibration are not directly influenced by the extent of vehicle
load distribution. This paper shows, however, that design for
complete cancellation of beam residual vibration at specific
vehicle speeds is possible using strategic vehicle loading pad
spacing arrangements.
Since non-magnetic concrete reinforcing material is
expected to be required in superconducting maglev
guideways [1], it is desirable to minimize negative and
residual beam vibrations in order to reduce tiie need for this
type of reinforcement. In addition to resulting reduced
material costs, reduction of residual beam vibrations
decreases guideway fatigue loadings, whicn leads to longer
predicted guideway lifespan.

Manuscript received March 15, 1993. This work was supported in part by
ihc U.S. Department of Transportalion under contract DTFR53-91-C-0G076.
Additional support from the Bechtcl Corporation, Advanced Civil Division is
gratefully acknowledged.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
A. Forced Beam Response under a Traveling Load

Transverse forced deflection response for an undamped
beam having uniform mass and stiffness when subjected to a
traveling point load is given by the following equation [2].
•

nnx

sin-

\ L

I nnv

sin©,,/-sin -navt

-<»:

n= 1,2,3 « ; 0 < r < L / v
where
u(x,t) : transverse displacement at a distance x along
a beam of length L and uniform unit mass m
at time t (downward deflection is positive)
P
: force of the load
: velocity of the traveling load
v
: nth mode beam angular frequency (rad/sec)
Equation (1) considers all beam vibration modes. It is
valid when nxv/L * <on and for the time period that the
single concentrated load is on the beam, i.e. when
0 < t < Lfv. The following notation is helpful in representing
beam transverse response.
7CV

an f-sin (Onl ~{np)~ sin npi
cosaint-cos njlt
-dn sin (But+fi/3 sin npt

6.(0

CO

(3)

Using the notation in (2) and (3), the transverse
deflection u(x,t), velocity u(x,t), and acceleration ii(x,t),
of the beam at time t and distance x along the beam due to a
single point load during forced vibration can be represented
as shown in the following equation.

\u(x,t)]

L«(*.O.

k(Ol

= B5^- i

4.(0 sinn A

(4)

.«»(0.

B. Residual (Free) Beam Response due to a Traveling Load

Because linearly elastic beam behavior is assumed, a
distributed load can be modeled as a series of closely spaced
point loads using superposition. To completely model a
distributed load, the beam free vibration response is needed.
Free (i.e. residual) vibration initial conditions due to a single
point load traveling across the beam are equal to the beam
deflection and velocity at the time the load leaves the
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guideway, (i.e. when i = L/v). The following notation is used
10 describe these free vibration initial conditions.
\un\= un(L/v);

(5)

\un\= Un(L/v)

Time during beam residual vibration response is denoted
by 7", where T-t-Lfv.
By definition, T is zero when
i = L/v. Also, by definition, residual vibration equations fora
single given point load are valid only when T is greater than
zero for the given point load.
Beam residual vibration response equations are presented
without derivation. The equations are based on a modal beam
analysis. Equation (6) indicates the free (or residual)
transverse, deflection u(x,T), velocity u(x,T),
and
acceleration U(x,T), of the guideway beam at time T and
distance x along the beam for an undamped, simplysupported beam having uniform mass and stiffness [1].
\u{xj)

u(x,T)
U(x,T)

0
= z00 0 °1
1 0

(On

' Cn

H i

-Sn Cn
S0„ -ii sinnA (6)
-Cn -Sn}- "' ""IJ
where Cn = COS(OnT\ Sn = sin (OnT

*\

1=1

III. CONCENTRATED VS. DISTRIBUTED LOADINGS
A. Two-Poinl Concentrated Vehicle Load

Figure 1 represents a 30 m maglev vehicle traveling at
125 m/s. The mass of the vehicle is 2.0 tonne/m and is
transferred to the guideway by two 294.2 kN concentrated
loads located at each end of the vehicle. For shis example, the
vehicle travels over a beam 25 m in length with a
fundamental frequency, f\ of 6.67 Hz, and a vertical bending
stiffness, £/,of 1.9952xlO 10 N-m*.
v= 125 m/s

L~25m;f,-6.67Hz
two point vehicle loading!

X P = 294,200 N (ms 30,000 kg)

X ,

h^

!

Lvs 30

m

Figure 1. Two Point Vehicle Loading
Figure 2 shows the dynamic response of the beam
midspan when it is subjected to the moving two-point
concentrated vehicle load shown in Figure 1.

response. The peak negative (i.e. upward) deflection during
forced response occurs at / = 0.22 s, and is equal to 2.1 mm.
In Figure 2, the bold vertical line shown at i = 0.44 s
represents the time when the trailing edge of the vehicle exits
the guideway beam. At this time, the beam shifts from forced
to residual vibration response. The maximum residual
deflection of the beam in this example is 0.44 mm.
The positive dynamic amplification factor, DAF, is the
ratio of the maximum positive beam deflection under
dynamic loading to the maximum static beam deflection
under a fully distributed load, as indicated in (7).
DAF =

Adyn.pos

(7)

Allot, pos

where

maximum positive (i.e. upward) dynamic
beam deflection
maximum static beam deflection under a
fully distributed load
For the 60 tonne, 30 m maglev vehicle shown in Figure
1, an equivalent fully distributed load, w«, is 19.6 kN/m (sec
Figure 3). Thus, for this example, Asia:.pos is equal to 5 mm
(i.e. 5wvL 4 /384£/), and the DAF is 1.51. Both the time it
takes for a vehicle to cross a beam span and the fundamental
beam frequency play significant roles in determining the
DAF for a beam subjected to a passing vehicle.
Also important in maglev guideway design are two
additional dynamic amplification measures. The maximum
negative dynamic amplification factor NDAF is the ratio of
maximum upward, or "springback", beam deflection to
maximum static deflection. Similarly, the maximum residual
vibration factor RDAF is the ratio of maximum beam
deflection in residual, or free, vibration to Asiat.pos. These
two amplification factors are represented in (8). For the two
point loading case shown in Figure 2, the NDAF and RDAF
are equal to 0.41 and 0.09, respectively.
Adyn.pos

NDAF =

Adyn.neg
Asuu.pos

Asiat.pos

(8)

where

i maximum negative (i.e. upward) dynamic
beam deflection
Ady«.res : maximum beam deflection during residual
vibration

B. Fully Distributed Vehicle Load
2 point load: Lv-30 m; v-125 m/s: L-2S m; f 1-6.67 Hz

•0.010
WSkfuat itxatfoO

- -0.005

o
oooo
0.005

0.40

\J

I

' 040

\

0.010
forcep vibration
0.015

Figure 2. Beam Response (Two Poinl Load, v=I25m/s)
The beam has a peak positive (i.e. downward) midspan
deflection of 7.5 mm at ( = 0.11 s during forced vibration

Both positive and negative dynamic amplification
factors, DAF and NDAF respectively, can be reduced
considerably using a distributed vehicle loading. Figure 3
shows a fully distributed vehicle loading, where a 2 tonne/m
vehicle mass produces a 19,613 N/m fully distributed force
traveling across a 25 m, 6% Hz beam. Figure 4 shows the
dynamic beam response when it is subjected to this fully
distributed vehicle load at 125 m/s. The maximum dynamic
midspan deflection of 5.40 mm occurs at t - 0.18 s. Thus, the
maximum DAF for the fully distributed load case is 1.08. In
this case, the maximum negative beam deflection of 0.78 mm
is equal to the maximum residual vibration. The NDAF and
the RDAF in this example arc both equal to 0.16.
Thus, by fully distributing the vehicle load, the DAF is
reduced by 28% (i.e. from 1.51 to 1.08) and the NDAF is
reduced 61% (i.e. from 0.41 to 0.16). Though not true
generally, in this example the RDAF actually increases with a
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fully distributed vehicle load. Dynamic amplification factors
lor a range of loading distributions are shown in Figure 5. As
indicated in Figure 5, the NDAF is significant for vehicles
having large gaps between loading pads. As the gap between
loading pads decreases, the maximum negative beam
deflection occurs during residual vibration. Thus, for closely
spaced vehicle loading pads, NDAF is equal to RDAF.

v=i2Sm/s

L=25m;i, » 6.67Hz

velocities v*, are determined according to the following four
equations derived in closed form by the author [1].
I. Beam Length (all vehicles)
VL =

2Lft
2A + I

= 1,2,3,...)

2. Vehicle Length (fully distributed vehicle loads)

= 1.2,3....;

(10)

. = 1,2,3,. J

(11)

fully distributed vehicle loading

w = 19,613 N/m (m = 2000 kg/m)
l v a 30 m

3. Pad Length (vehicle pads)

Figure 3. Fully Distributed Vehicle Loading
fully distributed load; Lv-30 m; v»125 m/s; L-25 m; 11-6.67 Hz
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Near-zero cancellation occurs at velocities according to
(12) for vehicles having equally spaced loading pads of equal
length. Complete beam residual vibration cancellation occurs
at mode n when n 2 *inp where i = 1,2,3

^

(A = 1,2.3.... and A* tap; . = 1.2.3....)! 0 2 )

lime (i)

0.010

forced vibtattoti

0 015 •

Figure 4. Beam Response (Fully Distributed Load)
Lv-30m;L-25m f1-6.67Hz;v-125m/s
Concentrated (Point)
Loading

Fully Distributed
Loading
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4. Pad Spacing (vehicle pads)
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V. VEHICLE PAD DISTRIBUTION EXAMPLE
Figure 6 shows a vehicle with three 5 m loading pads
each separated by 7.5 m. The distance between pad centroids,
SP, is 12.5 m. The fundamental vertical bending frequency of
the beam is 6.67 Hz. Using (12), ihc set of convergent vehicle
spacings for a 90 m/s vehicle speed, is: SP =A(4.5m),
where A =1,2,4,5,7,..., or 4.5 m, 9 m, 18 m, 22.5 m,
31.5 m, etc. Any of these pad spacings will result in near-zero
beam residual vibrations. The 12.5 m vehicle pad spacing in
Figure 6, however, does not match any of these 90 m/s
convergent pad spacings. As expected. Figure 7 shows
convergence is not reached as the maximum midspan
deflection in residual vibration is over 50% of A

*

•;".•.
•

s-0.9

•

•

•

-

•

-

L~2Sm;f,-6.67Hz
magnet pads
—

Q-0.3

:
. . . ^

00

(9)

AW-

:::.i .7.;

• Sp*12Jm

- - • • * —

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Load Distribution Factor (2Lp/Lv)

1.0

Figure 5. Dynamic Amp. Factor Point vs. Dist. Loadings

IV. CONVERGENT VELOCITY EQUATIONS
in order to reduce guideway fatigue and the amount of
nonmagnetic reinforcement required, il is helpful to cancel
both negative and residual vibrations when possible. As
indicated in Figures 2 and 4, negative beam deflections can
occur during forced and/or residual vibration response.
Adequate vehicle load distribution can essentially eliminate
negative deflections during forced vibration response.
Residual vibrations are dependent on I) beam frequency,
2) beam length, 3) vehicle loading configuration, and 4)
vehicle speed. Vehicle speeds at which beam residual
vibrations are completely canceled, termed convergent

three pad vehicle j
I

xSm

U-

Lv=30.0 m

Figure 6. Three Pad Vehicle, Sp = 12.5 m (Lv= 30 m)
When the same.vehicle travels at 125 m/s, convergent
pad spacings are: Sp* = A(6.25m), where A = 1,2,4,5,7,...,
or 6.25 m, 12.5 m, 25 m, 31.25 m, 43.75 m, etc. Since the SP
of the vehicle is equal to one of these convergent spacings, no
beam residual vibration is expected at 125 m/s. This
expectation is confirmed in Figure 8, where Ihc beam residual
deflection response to the given vehicle load traveling at
125 m/s is shown to be completely canceled!
In addition to analyzing beam response at any given
vehicle velocity, it is instructive to determine beam response
for a particular vehicle at all expected vehicle velocities.
Figure 9 shows results of a sensitivity analysis which
considers a guideway beam subjected to the three vehicle
loading configurations (i.e. Figures 1, 3, and 6) for all speeds
up to 160 m/s. The figure indicates the positive, negative, and
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residual dynamic amplification factors (i.e. the DAF, NDAF,
and RDAF, respectively) for the given speed range.
Velocities for which zero RDAF values occur, correspond lo
predicted convergent velocities found by using (9) thru (12).
3pad: Lp=5m; Sp=i2 Sm; Lv*30 m: L=25 m: (1=6.67Hz; v«90 nvs
-0.010

beam response improvement is the resonant behavior that
occurs in the 67 to 111 m/s speed range shown in Figure 9c.
!Lv-30m; vehicle mass=2.0 umne/m: t,»25m; f l=6.C7Hi
1.90
a

i.5o
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Figure 7. Beam Response for Sp =12.5 m (v=90 m/s)
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Figure 8. Beam Response for Sp =12.5 m (v=125 m/s)
Beam response due to the two-point vehicle load is
shown in Figure 9a. For most of the vehicle speeds (e.g.
100 m/s), NDAF is equal to RDAF. This indicates the
maximum negative deflection during forced vibration is equal
to or less than the maximum residual deflection. For
velocities where NDAF is greater than RDAF (e.g. 125 m/s),
the beam experiences higher negative deflection during
forced response than during residual response (see also
Figure 2). In such situations, though the beam experiences
less fatigue loading, sufficient compressive reinforcement is
required to resist peak negative bending moments. In general,
loading pad spacing reduction eliminates this effect.
Figure 9b shows the beam response to the fully
distributed vehicle loading at all speeds less than 160 m/s.
When compared with Figure 9a, Figure 9b shows beam
behavior under the fully distributed vehicle to be much more
stable across the speed range. The DAF remains less than
1.30 at all speeds for the distributed vehicle. Similarly, both
NDAF and RDAF remain less than 0.45 at all speeds.
Figure 9c shows the beam dynamic behavior when
subjected to the three pad vehicle of Figure 6 for all speeds
up to 160 m/s. Under this loading, the DAF behavior of the
beam is actually superior to that observed for the fully
distributed vehicle case for speeds greater than 110 m/s.
Additionally, the high speed range at which near-zero
residua] vibrations occur shifts from a 100 to 111 m/s range
for the fully distributed vehicle load, to a 111 to 125 m/s
range for the three pad vehicle. The "cost" for this high speed
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Figure 9. Beam Response and Ccnv. Velocities (3 cases)
VI. GUIDEWAY RESIDUAL VIBRATION REDUCTION
The following three sensitivity analyses illustrate the
benefits of matching vehicle loading configurations with
guideway dynamic beam behavior.
A. Fully distributed vehicle

Figure 10 shows the effect that changes in fully
distributed vehicle length have on the DAF for expected
maglev vehicle velocities. The fully distributed vehicle length
Z.v varies from 37.5 m to 62.5 m. The surface curve in Figure
10 shows essentially no change in DAF for the beam as the
length of the vehicle varies. This plot agrees with earlier
studies on high speed vehicle/guideway interactions [3].
In contrast to the stability of the DAF to changes in
vehicle length, Figure 11 shows the dramatic effect these
changes in length have on the RDAF for the same speed
range. As shown in Figure 11, each vehicle length produces a
different set of convergent and resonant velocities. All
convergent velocities shown in Figure 11 are predicted by (9)
and (10). None of the vehicle length cases produce either zero
or near-zero residual vibrations for ail speeds in the range.
However, with maglev vehicle speeds expected to range from
0 to 150 m/s, the 45 m vehicle appears to offer the best
compromise of vehicle lengths for all speeds in this range.
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For all speeds less than 150 m/s, the RDAF for the 45 m
vehicle remains less than 0.20.

using a 5 to 7.5 m gap vehicle, as shown in Figure 13. The
resonant beam behavior at mid-range speeds with this vehicle
is unfortunate, but not overly restrictive. Because maglev
operation is expected to occur at higher vehicle speeds, the 5
to 7.5 m gap vehicle is desirable. Operation at mid-range
speeds with such a vehicle, however, should be minimized.

Velocity (mti)

Figure 10. Fully Distributed Vehicle Length (DAF)

Figure 12. Vehicle Loading Pad Length (DAF)

Figure 11. Fully Distributed Vehicle Length (RDAF)
B.

Two pad vehicle

To evaluate the influence of vehicle pad length and
spacing on dynamic guideway beam behavior, sensitivity
analyses were performed for a variety of vehicle pad loading
configurations. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate a two pad, 52.5 m
vehicle analysis. The two vehicle loading pads are positioned
at each end of the vehicle, with a gap length, Lg, between the
two pads. Spacing between the centroids of the pads, S», is
equal to Lp + Lg. Thus, the 0.0 m Lg represents a fully
distributed 52.5 m vehicle. The DAF shown in Figure 12
remains below 1.50 in the speed range for gap lengths less
than 5 m. In contrast to changes in fully distributed vehicle
lengths. Figure 12 shows that changes in loading pad
configurations do indeed influence the DAF of the beam.
Figure 13 shows beam RDAF for the 52.5 m, two pad
vehicles. All convergent velocities shown in Figure 13 are
predicted by (9), (11), and (12). None of the gap length cases
result in a beam RDAF less than 0.20 for all speeds in the
range. Superior high speed beam behavior, however, occurs

Figure 13. Vehicle Loading Pad Length (RDAF)
C. Six pad vehicle

The third and final dynamic beam behavior sensitivity
analysis performed in this section is shown in Figures 14 and
15. The vehicle is modeled to represent the six pad, 29 m
vehicle proposed by the Bechtel/MIT maglev team for the
U.S. National Maglev Initiative's system concept definition
study [4]. The Bechtel/MIT vehicle has six 4 m pads, each
separated by a 1 m gap. Beam behavior caused by the
traveling vehicle for a number of beam lengths and
frequencies is analyzed.
As shown in Figure 14, the DAF is less than 1.20 for
speeds less than approximately 150 m/s when beam length is
25 m and less. However, Figure 15 shows that the RDAF
behavior for the 25 m beam is extreme at high speeds. In
contrast, the RDAF for a 20 m beam is less than 0.20 for all
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speeds in the given range. Thus, this 29 m vehicle appears
well suited for ihc 20 m beam span, but not for the other
spans.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that a vehicle length and loading pad
configuration can be adjusted for a particular beam to
produce convergent conditions—whereby all beam residual
vibration is canceled—at desired vehicle speed ranges! This
ability to cancel beam residual response is remarkable and
potentially has a number of important maglev design
implications including benefits such as a) increased
guideway lifespan, b) reduced non-magnetic concrete
reinforcement requirements, and c) potentially shorter
operational vehicle headway allowances.
This paper presents equations describing the transverse
vibrations of a simply-supported beam due to a traveling load
during both forced and residual vibration modes—(4) and (6).
Equations representing convergent velocity conditions,
solved in closed form by the author, are also shown—(9) thru
(12). These convergent velocity equations will assist in
ensuring future compatible maglev guideway beam and
vehicle loading configuration designs.
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Figure 14. Beam Length and Frequency (DAF)
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expected maglev vehicle speeds. The second example shows
that though the DAF increases with increased vehicle gap
length and with the use of discrete loading pads, the RDAF of
the beam becomes more controllable under such conditions.
Figure 13
indicates that specific vehicle loading
configurations can be designed to complement beam dynamic
behavior at particular operating speed ranges. The third
example demonstrates that individual beam segments can be
designed to match a particular vehicle loading configuration
for a given speed range at specific locations along the
guideway corridor.

20;

t'.o

Figure IS. Beam Length and Frequency (RDAF)
These three analyses demonstrate that the guideway
beam dynamic behavior is highly sensitive to vehicle loading
configuration and to vehicle speed. All three analyses have
particular design implications. The first example shows that
though changes in fully distributed vehicle lengths have little
effect on the DAF of a beam, the RDAF is highly sensitive to
such changes. One difficult design issue is that no single
vehicle length performs satisfactorily on a given beam for all
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Abstract-Thi* report will detail the steps required for the alignment
and surveying of a Trantrapid application route. The system parameter* which need to be considered during the planning of the route ate
listed and innovative solutions are presented to accomplish the stringend requirements of the surveying process.

Requirements,
Boundary Condi turn
Corridor Selection

I. Introduction
All of the activites involved in the geometric processing of a
Transrapid guide way are summarized under the beading, alignment and surveying.
The essential requirement of the alignment is tocrcate an ecologically and economically balanced route for the Transrapid
system. The non-contact magnetic levitation technology allows
an extremely economical choice of alignment parameters, and
therefore opens up the possibility of a route choice which well
matches the topographical features of the landscape.
Through the use of computer-aided manufacturing processes
in the fabrication of the guideway beams, e.g. numerically controlled cutting equipment for the steel components, robotic fitup and finish welding of the steel beams, adjustable beam forms
for the concrete beams, and highly automated equipping of the
beams with stator packs, the guideway beam costs are not influenced by the alignment. The alignment engineer therefore
has a maximum amount of creative freedom in laying out the basic route.
In accordance with the currentplanning legal conditions valid
for the Federal Republic of Germany, the planning, alignment,
and surveying activities can be divided into three general
phases. These are shown in Fig. 1.

Rework/
Changes
General
Planning Procc**

No

Creation of Fixed
Point Field,
Location and Height
Ground Survey,
Define Constraint*

Flaming, Construelion Documentation

II. Rough Alignment
Ftase3
Based on the traffic volume prognoses, the general boundary
conditions for a Transrapid applicationroute can be determined.
The number of tracks, the revenue speed, and the location of the
stops are of importance here.
The first activity forme rough alignment is the selection of the
corridor. Using small scale maps (topographical overview
1:100 000), the possible corridors between the stop points are
defined. Using value analysis, the optimal corridor can be determined. The appropriate state development programs and state
planning laws can already be accounted for in this phase. Globally applied to all route decisions, as already mentioned, are the
consideration of the ecological and economical aspects.

Rough Alignment,
horizontal, vertical

Pbasci

Construction, Manufacturing,
Quality, Operation Associated
Surveying

fig. (. Planning, Alignment and Surveying Activities

In the next activity, the plan and elevation views of the rough
alignment are executed. The basis for these are scale 1:25 000
topographical maps. In this phase of the planning, the following
objectives are of particular importance:
- colocation with existing traffic routes, within limits of the
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in. Fine Alignment

alignment parameteis (see Table I)
- accounting for ecological restrictions, possibly by detouring
around problem areas
- avoidance of separating effects on the existing infrastructure
- fitting into or adapting to the landscape

To form the basis for the fine alignment, exact planning m aterials are required along the approximate route. A local position
and height fixed point field will be established for this and used
for the polygon generation along the route. The exact location
The alignment calculation will be carried out in this phase in determination of the fixed point field can be accomplished using
accordance with the guideway alignment data shown in the one of two methods, the traditional surveying with angle and
Table I, but to simplify the situation, only the straight and pure distance measurement (polygon method) or using satellite locacircular elements are taking into account The initial constraint tion equipment (GPS: global positioning system).
diagnosis, cost, and trip time calculations can be made. Through
The main differences between these two methods are shown
ftiUtime data processing support of this process, different varia- in Table II. The GPS method is favored today in heavily poputions can be investigated without great expense.
lated areas and in wilderness areas due to its enormous advanFurthermore, the environmental compatibility check would tages.
occur in this phase.
The vertical determination of the fixed point field is accomDuring the subsequent public approval process, the authori- plished using precision levelling. The fixed height points are
ties will examine the route and if problems arise, an additional normally attachedtotheexistingfixedlocation points since they
iteration in the corridor or rough alignment determination will are robustly built and firmly anchored in the ground.
be carried out. With this approval, the rough alignment will be Based on this location and height fixed surveying network, the
topographical documentation of the landscape near the route can
released for the next planning phase.
occur. Well-known terrestrial and also photogrammetric surveying methods are available to accomplish mis. The constraint
points with their X, Y, and Z coordinates will also be cataloged
during this landscape mapping.
TABLE I
The digitally collected landscape data can then be assembled
Guideway Alignment Data
into a digital landscape model.
The plan representations can subsequently be made in scale
1:1 000. Based on these planning materials, the fine alignment
Lateral Acceleration
< 1.5 m/s2
can be calculated in plan and elevation views according to the
Vertical Acceleration
alignment parameters shown in Table I. The progression of the
- Crest
£ 0.6 m/s2
alignment through space, which results from a combination of
2
- Trough
£ 1.2 m/s
the plan and elevation parameters, will be exactly determined
mathematically.
Omnidirectional Jerk
-

Normal track

<

1.0 m/s3

-

Singular points

£

2.0 m/s3

Lateral Inclination

£

16°

Torsion (change of cant)

£

Lor-jltudlnal Inclination

£

TABLEn

Horizontal Curvature
Minimum
200km/h
300knVh
400knVh .
500km/h

0.1

°/m

10 %

350
705
1,590
2,825
4,415

m
m
m
m
m

Comparison of the Traditional Surveying Process (Polygon Method)
with Global Positioning System (GPS)
Activities

Reconnaissance of long
traverse kg points with
sighting of neighboring
Fixed points
Clearance of sight lines

The sinusoidal transition curves and superelevation
ramps are of equal length.
Vertical Curvature
Minimum
200km/h
300km/h
400knVh
500knVh

Crest |m]
500
5,145
11,575
20,575
32,150

Trough [m]
500
2,575
5.790
10,290
16,075

Procurement of reference
points for the determination
of the compressed polygon
and for determination of
constrained points
Execution of the angle and
distance measurement

Polygon Method

GPS

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No
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The specially developed computer program used to generate
this space alignment, also has the ability to generate the sinusoidal forms for the transition elements in the planview and the clothoidal forms forthe elevation view.and thereby produce an exact geometric 3-D space alignment. Another important aspect
of this calculation is the examination of the allowed overlapping
of the alignment parameters in the plan and elevation views, in
order to evaluate whether the allowed acceleration values have
been maintained.
The progression of the guideway functional surfaces (stator
pack, guidance rail, glide plane) in space arc a result of this fine
alignment. The data will be digitally processed for subsequent
use in the guideway activities, in particular for the beam fabrication and equipping.
The detailed representation of the route forms the basis for the
subsequent public planning approval process. In this process,
the chosen alignment will be publicly displayed, in order to allow the affected citizens the possibility to comment. Eventual
objections from the examining authorities or the citizens may
lead to another iteration in the fine alignment process. At the end
of this public approval process, the certification for the realization of the chosen maglev route will be given.

After the rough positioning of the beams on the substructure
piers, the beams have to be positioned as in step 4, i.e. referenced
to the space curve. The fine positioning accuracy is specified
with the following tolerances:
X-direction ± 2.0 mm
Y-direction ± 0.5 mm
Z-direction ± 0.3 nun
Here too, the specified tolerances are to be regarded as limits,
though not as absolute values against a general reference point
(polygon point), rather relative to the relevant reference points
of the neighbouring beams.
A concept has been worked out for the fine positioning which
makes it possible to set the displacement dimensions for achieving the design position directly on the support- and guidance
components.
To establish the reference for the alignment space curve in the
immediate neighbourhood of the beams to be positioned, adapter bolts are mounted onto the foundation plates and their exact
location and vertical position determined.
This specially developed surveying method for the fine positioning, consists of three geodetic surveys:

IV. Construction Site Activities and Surveying
The construction site materials will be created according to
the alignment materials. The technical surveying calculations
required to transfer the guideway to the actual topography are
based on these construction materials.
The next step in the local surveying work, is to expand on the
fixed point field described in section 3, i.e. fixed points need to
be added inbetween the existing ones. The experience at the
Transrapid Test Facility in Emsland has shown that point intervals of approximately 200 m are appropriate.
The surveying work associated with the erection of an elevated guideway requires in addition to the rough marking of the
construction road, a maximum of four operating steps:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

Marking the locations of the substructure foundations
Marking the locations of the support piers
Marking the locations on the pier caps of the required
recesses and bearing fixtures
Fine positioning of the guideway beams on the substructure piers

According to the construction specifications, step 1 has to be
achieved with a tolerance of ± 30 mm, step 2 with a tolerance of
± 10 mm, and step 3 with a tolerance of ± 5 mm.
The tolerances are not to be considered in the geodetic sense,
rather they represent absolute error limits. To confirm that the
tolerances have been maintained for the polar measured and
marked points, the points will be polar surveyed a second time
from an independent standpoint and a design value/actual value
comparison carried out.

- polygonization of the adapterpoints on the foundation (measured from the fixed bearing locations)
- execution of an alignment using the adapter points on the
foundations
- double polarpoint determination, whereby the adapter points
are over-determined
All surveying results are electronically stored, evaluated, and
computed in coordinates. The points can be assessed in relation
to their neighbouring points through the use of error ellipses produced by a compensating calculation.
The beams are positioned forbeigbt and cant using suspended
invar steel bands attached magnetically to defined positions on
the statorpacks. Immediately prior to the fine positioning operation, the adapter bolts on the foundation plates are measured
from the vertical fixed point field usingprecisionlevellingtechniques.
Lead screws or hydraulic presses are temporarily intalled on
the supports for the physical positioning of the beams on the
piers.
Special templates, precision plumb-lines, and a portable
computer are used to generate the displacement values for the
erection personnel in order to fine position the beams longitudinally and laterally. A precision leveler with deflecting prism is
used fortbeplumbmeasurements, which eliminates the need for
the centering required with conventional optical plumb measurements. The horizontal and vertical positioning of the beam
has to take into account the longitudinal thermal expansion of
the beam.
A single-span beam is first positioned at the fixed bearing,
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then at the loose bearing. A double-span beam is positioned at
the fixed middle bearing, then at the two loose end bearings. The
beam is positioned in the area of the loose bearings, using special
templates attached to the beam at the fixed bearing point. After
the fine positioning of the beam, the measurements are repeated
and the displacements recalculated to check the position of the
beam. The tolerance limits specified are approximately 0.5 mm
for the horizontal position and 0.3 mm for the height If these
values are exceeded, then repositioning is necessary. Only then
is the beam released for grouting of the bearings.
Since the surveying procedure and the beam erection work
are not decoupled, dependencies occur in the course of the work.
A concept to separate these activities is being worked on as part
of the current development program.
V. Measurement Activities during Beam Production
Depending on their application and the height of the guideway above the ground, beams can be produced from steel, concrete, or composite (steel + concrete) for the following situations:
-

at-grade
low lying
elevated
at-grade in a tunnel
bridge / special construction

At the Transrapid Test Facility in Emsland (TVE), the guideway includes at-grade and elevated sections of both steel and
concrete beams fortesn'ng and demonstration purposes. The solution used for the at-grade guideway at Emsland involves substructure piers resting on individual foundations with fixed and
loose bearings.
From the statics viewpoint, two different types of beam exist
at the TVE:
- single-span with one fixed and one loose bearing
- double-span with one fixed and two loose bearings
In parallel to the construction associated surveying activities
described in the previous sections, manufacturing associated
measurement activites also occur. These concentrate themselves on the fabrication of the beams and their equipment with
the stator packs for the longstator propulsion system.
A. Steel Beams
The alignment and measurement work required for the steel
beam manufacture is described below.
The calculation and production of the steel guideway beams,
due to the integration of the lateral guidance rails and the glide
surface into the welded construction, is derived directly from the
alignment space curve geometry. The individual structural components of the steel beam are of sheet metal and their geometric
shape must correspond directly to the specified space curve ge-

ometry. An integrated data flow is accomplished using computers to transform the space curve geometry into the data required
for cutting the individual steel sheets. For the calculation of the
components cut with NC controlled machines (e.g. the deck
plates), the transformation of the spatially curved plates (3-D
space) into a plane (2-D space) has to be taken into account.
Beam fabrication assembly fixtures will be constructed in the
various factories for the fit-up of the components to be welded.
The required set-up values for the fixtures as a function of the
space curve geometry, are also calculated and transferred using
computers. Included in these data calculations is structural information, such as beam camber.
After its fabrication, the beam must be equipped with the
longstator propulsion components. During this stage, the approximately one meter long stator pack is assembled with high
precision to the underside of the beam according to the predetermined space curve geometry. This is accomplished using stationary, NC controlled machining and assembly equipment in a
temperature stabilized plant.
The set-up of the beam on the machining equipment is accomplished by using the technical measurement concept of "actual position determination". In the machining program are specific beam reference points. The machine will then be manually
(or semi-automatically) taught these points (actual position).
On the basis of these reference points, the original machining
program in the NC controller will be transformed to correspond
to the current beam posiu'oa
This concept allows the rows of stator packs to be assemblied
with high precision to the beam, which contributes significantly
to the excellent ride comfort of the Transrapid system.
B. Concrete Beams
The geometries of the concrete beams are calculated according to their structural requirements by their manufacturers,
largely independant of the space curve geometry. The concrete
beam is equipped with the support and guidance components
(guidance rails, stator packs) generally at a later stage. Only the
attachment points for the support and guidance components
have to be according to the requirements from the alignment
space curve geometry. This information is calculated and transferred to the production equipment at the appropriate stage. The
mounting of the guidance rails is accomplished using a special
assembly fixture. The machining and assembly of the stator
packs proceeds in a fashion similar to the steel beam.
VI. Quality Assurance
As part of the quality assurance program, geodetic surveys
will be performed during all phases of the guideway manufacture. The results of these measurements together with the construction materials and the specific tolerances allowed, form the
design / actual comparison. Using this method, the adherence to
the required geometric quality can be guaranteed.
The geometric quality assurance focuses on the three essen-
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rial functional levels of the guideway:
- geometric progression oftbe underside of the stator packs
- geometric progression of the lateral guidance rail surfaces
- geometric progression of the emergency glide plane (deck
plate of the beam)

alignment parameters have been greatly improved, especially
when the allowed guideway cant (superelevation) of 16° and the
maximum gradient of 10% are considered.
Through the computer-based data flow in the alignment process and guideway beam manufacturing process, the type of
guideway has become virtually cost neutral. That means mat a
straight steel guideway beam costs virtually the same as a curved
steel beam. The alignment engineer therefore has a maximum
amount of creative freedom in laying out the guideway route.
The new surveying processes specially created for the magnetic levitation train guideway and perfected at the Transrapid
Test Facility inEmsland, guarantee that the specified tolerances
can be maintained with a minimum expenditure.

After completion of the guideway, as the first step, an operation associated reference measurement will be performed. Measurements are taken at definite points on the structures and these
are used primarily as a reference to monitor the long term
changes in the guideway (deformation, settling).
Periodic guideway inspections are included in the operation
plans for a magnetic levitation train route and among other
things, the geodetic inspection of the points contained in the reference measurement is performed.
The comparison between the actual measurements and the [1]
reference measurement allows conclusions about the geometric
changes occurring in the Transrapid guideway.
The results of the Transrapid Test Facility in Emsland lead to [2]
the conclusion that due to the guideway design, such changes
seldom occur or only within tolerably small ranges. The respective survey intervals are oriented on the geologic conditions
present and are only performed at long time intervals.
[3]
VD. Summary
[4]
Through the system specific advantages of the magnetic levitation train Transrapid, alignments which are extremely flexible
and well integrated into the topographical situation are possible.
In comparison with traditional track-guided traffic systems, the
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Aerodynamic Drag of Maglev Vehicles
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Abstract
This paper presents an approach for making a preliminary
estimate of the aerodynamic drag of Maglev vehicle*. The
method involves combining traditional methods of drag
estimation for aircraft at subsonic speeds with estimates
based on data reported in literature for the drag breakdown
of Maglev-type vehicles. An example is presented for a
generic, single car Maglev vehicle with an operational
speed of 500 km/hr.
I. Introduction
A. Nomenclature

c,

V
P

skin friction coefficient
skin friction drag coefficient
form drag coefficient
hydraulic diameter
skin friction drag force
characteristic dimension,
overall length
Mach number
dynamic pressure
Reynolds Number
cross-sectional reference area
fluid velocity
fluid density

n
X

fluid viscosity
hydraulic skin friction coefficient

Co,
Cdp

d
EX
L
M

q

Re
S

B. Problem Definition

As the operational speeds of high-speed rail
and Maglev vehicles are increased, a larger and larger
percentage of the vehicles' total traction power is
needed to overcome the aerodynamic drag. At speeds
in excess of 400 km/hr, the aerodynamic drag of a highManuscript submitted March 15, 1993 to Maglev '93 Conference. This
work was supported by the General Motors Electro-Motive Division under
Research Agreement No. 92-PRI-S-0378 as part of the National Maglev
Initiative.
) Graduate Research Assistant
* Associate Professor

speed rail car can require 80% of the traction power [1].
With the absence of wheel/rail drag, Maglev vehicles
require a proportionately higher percentage of this
power to balance the aerodynamic retarding force.
There are few first order approaches to
estimating the drag of Maglev vehicles. Most
traditional methods are based on wind tunnel or field
testing of multi-car wheel/rail trains. Current Maglev
design, however, focuses on single car configurations.
This makes many of the previous approaches
inapplicable for proper evaluation of the important
aerodynamic features of current and future systems.
It is clear, then, that there is a need for a quick
and relatively accurate method for estimating the drag
of Maglev vehicles during the design process. It is
important that mis be a generalized method that relates
the effect of each vehicle component to the result
This paper presents such a method. This method builds
the total answer by summing the drag of the individual
components. This is done by using traditional
estimation methods from the aerospace industry
combined with experimental data from Maglev testing.
In this way, a first-order estimate of the aerodynamic
drag and its components can be produced.
C. Literature Review and Discussion

Although there is a considerable amount of
literature on the aerodynamics of trains (trains passing,
train-in-tunnel effect, etc. ), there are very few
published methods for determining the aerodynamic
drag of Maglev vehicles. However, extensive
experimental work has been done on the problem by
both the Japanese and the Germans. General papers
reporting on this work form part of the basis for the
method presented here.
Matsunuma, Nagayama, and Kobayashi [2] of
the West Japan Railway Company, address many
aerodynamic aspects of the Maglev problem.
Unfortunately, they touch only briefly on the subject of
aerodynamic drag and present a drag coefficient
estimating procedure in the form of ( 1 ) below.
(1)
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where

d=

Their study is of the Series 100N Shinkansen, a
multi-car vehicle. Therefore their analysis is only
partially applicable to present single-car designs.
Matsunuma et. at. do make one important point: when
increasing the internal volume of a slender vehicle, less
drag is generated by increasing the cross-sectional area
than by increasing the length.
A paper by Barrows (3] gives general
guidelines for developing a streamlined shape for
Maglev vehicles. Barrows, who has worked on many
such ground based transportation systems, does not
present a formula for calculating drag. He instead
looks at present multi-car designs and modifies the
drag coefficient as if the vehicle were a single car
configuration. He does this by first using ( 1 ) to predict
the drag of a single vehicle of the same length as the
multi-car operational vehicle, and then scaling that
value to the length of the vehicle under consideration.
There are, at the present time, no commercially
operational single car Maglev vehicles. The closest
configurations are the Transrapid TR06 and TR07. The
TR06 has open bogies while the TR07 has its magnets
enclosed. Thus, the TR07 is a better test subject for the
fully enclosed systems under consideration. According
to [3], the reported value for the total C D for the TR07 is
0.45. Using the procedure described above. Barrows
arrives at a Co value of 0.3 for a single car of about half
the length of the TR07.
Peters [1] provides no method for calculating
the drag of Maglev vehicles, but does give a component
by component breakdown of the total aerodynamic
drag for several operational systems. Peters divides the
aerodynamic drag into four major categories: bogie
drag, skin friction drag, roof equipment drag, and
pressure drag. These breakdowns are given in Table I.
Bogie drag is the sum total of both the bogie
aerodynamic drag and the associated guideway
interference drag. Guideway interference drag is
caused by the turbulent flow between the guideway
and the vehicle. Skin friction drag is the retarding force
resulting from viscous shearing stresses over the wetted
area of the vehicle. Roof equipment drag includes the
drag from air conditioners, generators and pantographs
that appear unfaired (i.e. unblended ) anywhere on the
surface of the vehicle ( excluding surfaces in close
proximity to the guideway ). Pressure drag is due
mainly to contributions from the shape of the nose and
tail.

TABLE I
Percentage Component Drag Breakdown of Severn! Existing
Maglev Systems
Drag
Component
Bogie(s)
Skin Friction
Roof Equipment*
Pressure Drag f

Percentage of Total
Aerodynamic Drag

38-66
27-30
8-20
8-13

* Include* pantograph
t Nose and tsil effects

D. Adjustment of Empirical Drag Percentages

Table I above presents experimentally
determined drag data for existing Maglev systems.
However, current designs differ from these vehicles
primarily in that they:
• are single car configurations
• lack pantograph equipment
• have greater operational velocities
Clearly, then, the values from Table I must be adjusted
in order to represent die systems under consideration.
The most obvious change mat must be made is
the deletion of the roof equipment term. All guidance
controls and power pick-ups are taken care of by onboard systems. Secondly, Peters [1] reports that up to
2/3 of the total aerodynamic drag of Maglev vehicles
may be caused by bogie drag. This would indicate that
the lower bound of the bogie drag should be increased.
Taking these two adjustments into account, a
redistribution of drag percentages is done using bogie
drag as the independent variant. This is done because
bogie drag is felt to have the largest contribution to
overall drag. By keeping the skin friction and roof
equipment drag values ( not percentages ) constant,
four example scenarios listed in Table II are generated.
TABLE II
Various Adjusted Percentage Component Drag
Breakdowns for Current Maglev System Designs
Drag
Component
Bogie(s)
Skin Friction
Roof Equipment
Pressure Drag f

51
35
0

14

Percentage of Total
Aerodynamic Drag
55
60
32
28
0
0
13
12

66
24
0
10

t Nose and tail effects

The first and last scenarios represent a lower
and upper bound for the calculations. The cases in
Table II with bogie drag totaling 50-60% of the total
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aerodynamic drag are felt to be the most accurate based
on current literature.
II. Discussion of Drag Components
The method presented below for estimating the
components of aerodynamic drag for Maglev vehicles
assumes that the Maglev vehicle in question is a single,
semi-ellipsoidal car. The single car assumption permits
the use of documented methods to predict aircraft
fuselage drag. The second assumption precludes
vortex-shedding corners along the vehicle's length.

compared well (within 1% ) with those calculated from
Roskam's approach for an equivalent vehicle.
The skin friction drag coefficient is related to
the drag force by (4).
(4)
C. Pressure Drag

The pressure drag of a cylindrical body ( such
as an aircraft fuselage or Maglev vehicle) is mainly due
to the shape of the nose and tail. The nose geometry is
the smaller of the two contributors. A properly shaped
nose will contribute almost no pressure drag to the
B. Skin Friction Drag
total. For example, Ref. [3] shows very little difference
Skin friction drag can be estimated from the in drag between a large variety of slender nose shapes.
vehicle geometry, the operating speed, and the type of The key requirement is that vortex-shedding surfaces
vehicle boundary layer (i.e. laminar or turbulent). The be avoided. If mis is done, the contribution of the nose
boundary layer type depends on the Reynolds Number to the pressure drag term may be neglected.
characteristics of the vehicle.
The tail, however, is a potential source of large
pressure drag. If the base is simply cutoff as in Fig. la,
1) Reynolds Number: Reynolds Number is a a large amount of bluff-body vortex shedding will
ratio of the dynamic and viscous forces in a fluid and is occur. This will cause a significant increase in pressure
defined as
drag. Tapering the tail can produce two different
Re = 2 Y k .
( 2 ) results. Figure lb shows the effect of tapering the base
too quickly. The result of this is, again, boundary layer
separation and a large pressure drag. Figure lc shows a
Transition from laminar to turbulent flow usually base that is tapered so gradually that the flow remains
occurs at Reynolds Numbers from 2 x 10s to 2 x 106. attached, but the increase in skin friction drag (due to
The boundary layer type is thus dependent upon the the large base wetted area ) is larger than the decrease
characteristic dimension of the vehicle and the in pressure drag.
operating speed.
The skin friction coefficient (not to be confused
with the skin friction drag coefficient) is determined
from either ( 3 ) or (4 ) depending on whether the flow
is laminar or turbulent, respectively.
(3)

Cf = -

0.455
(logioRe)) 22 58(1+0.144M2)0

(4)

2) Skin Friction Drag Coefficient: Two different

methods are used to predict the skin friction drag
coefficient. The first is from Raymer [4]. This method
allows for a wide variation of fuselage parameters
including a choice of laminar, turbulent, or mixed
boundary layer flow. The second method is from
Roskam [5]. It is less flexible in its range of parameters
and allows for only turbulent flow on the body. As a
check of the compatibility of the methods, the analysis
from Raymer was run for a fully turbulent flow. The
values calculated for the skin friction drag coefficient

Fig. 1. The Effect of Base Tapering on Separation
A compromise to the mutually exclusive
problems in lb and lc is reached by finding the
minimum for a set constrained by both skin friction and
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pressure drag. The solution to this is shown graphically
in Fig. 2. The figure was generated from material in [6].
Notice that the optimum answer occurs at a fineness
ratio of approximately 5.0. Fineness ratio is defined as
the body length divided by the body diameter. As
Matsunuma et. al. [2] show, making a body wider will
cause less drag than making it longer. This applies, of
course, only for fineness ratios greater man the fineness
ratio for the minimum drag coefficient. This fact then
may be used to evaluate the savings in total
aerodynamic drag that may be achieved by proper base
boat-tailing.

guideway and the vehicle plus a generic cross section.
For this analysis, the separation was 0.1 m and the
cross-section was 15 m2. Also, this value may only be
used for vehicle operating in the 500 km/hr range.
III. Example Application of the Method
A. Outline of Steps
1. Determine the relevant physical parameters of the
system.
2. Determine the Reynolds Number and therefore the
boundary layer type.
3. Calculate the skin friction drag coefficient.
4. Calculate the bogie/interference drag coefficient
using an appropriate scaling factor.
5. With this figure, determine the proper drag
percentage breakdown.
6. Determine if the pressure drag of the base has been
optimized and modify if necessary.
7. Sum the pressure, bogie and skin friction drag
coefficients.
8. Add 10% of the of the pressure and skin friction
drag to the total to account for leakage and
protuberance drag. [4]
B. Geometry

0.0

5.0

10
15
20
Length to Diameter Ratio

25

Fig. 2. Base, Skin Friction, and Total Drag as a
Function of Length-to-Diameter Ratio

D. Guideivay Interaction Drag

The effect of the interaction between the bogies
and the guideway is a large part of the overall
aerodynamics of Maglev vehicles. Unfortunately, there
is no simple way to estimate this effect from
fundamental principles. Therefore, to select a
percentage range from Table II, a guideway interaction
scaling factor was derived.
This factor is basically an area scaled value
taken from existing designs. By first calculating the
drag of the vehicle without the presence of the
guideway (i.e. as if it were flying through the air) and
then subtracting this value from the measured value of
the system with the guideway, a value for the combined
bogie/interference drag can be estimated. This area
based ACD turns out to be about 8.4 x 10~4 per square
meter. The generality of this value should not be
overestimated. This scaling factor is dependent on
some nominal separation distance between the

The example configuration shown in Fig. 3 is a
single, streamlined system with physical parameters
listed in Table III. All of the bogies are externally faired
and there is no equipment on any exposed surface. The
undercarriage adjacent to the guideway is typically
irregular and assumed to be subject to turbulent
interaction.

Top View

Side View

Guideway
Cross-Sec lion
Fig. 3. Schematic of Example Maglev System
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TABLE III
Relevant Physical Parameters for Example Maglev System
lTivsical Parameter
Overall Length
Operational Speed
Cross-Sectional Area*
Wetted Area1
Base Taper Angle
Cuideway Separation**

Value
34.78 m
134 m/s
14.7 m2
503 m2
22C*
0.1m

t Welted and cross-sectional are* conventions are shown in Figure 4
* 22° taper recommended by [7]
** Included for bogie/guideway interaction scaling factor

0.00

20.00
40.00
40.00
WOO
Percent of Fuaebge i n Laminar Flow

100.00

Fig. 5. Effect of Laminar Flow on Skin Friction
Drag Coefficient

C. Evaluation of Pressure Drag Coefficient
CrossSection

Wettted
Area

Cross-Sectional
Area

Fig. 4. Wetted and Cross-Sectional Area Convention

B. Evaluation of Reynolds Number and Skin Friction Drag
Coefficient

For the skin friction drag calculations, it is
important, to determine how much ( if any ) of the
fuselage is in laminar flow. Obviously the more wetted
area that has laminar flow over it, the lower the skin
friction drag. For this vehicle, the effect of laminar flow
on the skin friction drag coefficient can be seen in
Figure 5.
The Reynolds Number for this vehicle, at
operational speeds, is on the order of 108. The Reynolds
Number of 25% of the overall length is on the order of
107, an order of magnitude greater than the maximum
transition Reynolds Number. This would indicate that
even though [5] predicts that up to 30% of an aircraft
fuselage may be in laminar flow, this is not the case
here. A fully turbulent boundary layer is assumed here.
From ( 3 ) then, the skin friction coefficient is found to
be 0.001789. Following the method outlined in [4], the
skin friction drag coefficient is found to be 0.057.

To see the effects of a properly shaped tail, the
data in Table IV are presented. Also note the drag
reduction possible with an optimized tail shape. Note
that the vehicle being analyzed does not have an
efficient base. It would be possible to lower the total
aerodynamic drag of the base to 50% the drag of the
present design.
TABLE IV
Base Drag Coefficient Comparison
Base Geometry
Blunt
22° Taper*
Optimized

Base Drag Coefficient

.1609
.0537
.0277

* Base is tapered and then cut as shown in Fig. 3.

D. Evaluation ofGuideway Interaction Drag

The total undercarriage area adjacent to the
guideway is approximately 170m2. Using the scaling
factor from Section 2.D above, this gives a bogie drag
coefficient of 0.143. With this value, one can select a
range of values from Table II which seem most
accurate. A bogie drag coefficient of 0.143 would
correspond ( for this vehicle ) to a bogie drag
component of about 52% for this base geometry and
about 63% for an optimized base.
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£. Summary of Example
Table V gives final values for this configuration and
the results for an optimized base configuration. Notice
that the optimized base results in an almost 8% savings
in total aerodynamic drag
TABLE V
Summary of Example Drag Coefficients
Drag
Component
Bogie(s) Drag
SKin Friction Drag
Pressure Drag
L and P Drag
Total Drag Coefficient

Percentage of total
Aerodynamic Drag/Value
Present
Optimized
Design
Design
52
21
27
+10*

.143 63
.057
27
.053
10
.0253 +10'
.264

.143
.057
.028
..009
.237

t of the skin thction and pressure drag

IV. Comparison of Results
A comparison of the drag example vehicle's drag
coefficient ( as estimated by the above component
buildup method ) with estimates using the methods of
[2] and [3], is presented in Table VI. The result, using
( 1 ) from [2], is 8.9% greater than the component
buildup result. The Barrows result, which is for a
single-car version of the TR07, is 5.7% greater than the
component buildup result.
TABLE VI
Summary of Results from Various Methods
Method
Component Buildup
Matsunuma et. al.
Barrows
Average

Total CQ for Example
Vehicle
0.278
0.290
0.280
0.282

Two comments can be made about the results
presented in Table VI. First, the major weakness of the
component buildup method is the uncertainty in the
bogie and the bogie/guideway interaction drag. It is
also the largest of the three components. Second, the
uncertainties of the results based on [2] and [3] are
unknown and hence a comparison cannot be used to
validate the component buildup method.

drag of Maglev vehicles. It includes procedures,
commonly used in subsonic aircraft studies, to estimate
skin friction and pressure drag. It also includes,
however, estimates for the bogie/guideway interaction
drag that are based on empirical data that do not reflect
design details. The overall results appear reasonable
when compared with the results of other reported
methods.
The advantages of the component buildup method
are:
1. It provides reliable methods for estimating both
skin friction and pressure drag. The methods
explicitly reflect the configuration and operational
characteristics of the vehicle.
2. It demonstrates that the bogie/guideway
interaction produces the largest drag component
Since this is the least well understood component,
the method identifies this as the area where the
greatest effort is required to (a) establish a reliable
method of drag estimation and (b) to control,
through design, the total vehicle aerodynamic drag.
3. It shows the potential reduction in drag that can be
obtained through proper design of the vehicle tail.
It also shows that through proper design, the
vehicles nose pressure drag is negligible.
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V. Conclusions
The component buildup method was formulated to
provide a quick, reliable approach to estimating the
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Abstract - The feasibility of a semi-active secondary suspension
for a Magic v has been studied in the contest of electrorheological
fluids (ER-fhiids) providing the necessary performance. Such
fluids exhibit enhanced shear-stress-bearing capacity in the
presence of an external electric field and such response is fast
and reversible.
Analytical models have been developed to study the dynamics
of Maglev vehicles both in two-degree-of-freedom and mukipkedegree-of-freedom configurations together with appropriate
modeling of ER-fluids under the dynamic conditions relevant for
vehicle performance. The question of ride-comfort has been
addressed in the presence of both periodic and stochastic
disturbances. Our studies indicate that a semi-active system for
the secondary suspension with switching between passive and
active algorithms based on sensing frequency and acceleration
may be optimal for the range of frequencies appropriate to ride
comfort. Results from a computer-controlled subscaleexperiment
carried nut on a motion control device using ER-fluid indicate
both sisr.ificant enhancement of forces generated in the device as
electric field is turned on together with fast response time of the
fluid. Such a device may provide the basis for an innovative and
rather inexpensive design for high-performance secondary
suspension for a Maglev.

I.

INTRODUCTION

For most transportation systems, a major part of system
capital cost is for guideway construction. This is particularly
true for Maglev with its high speeds and vehicle/guideway
interactive propulsion and levitation. Thus, improvements in
vehicle suspension performance which allow increased speed,
increased construction tolerances and reduced guideway
maintenance can have a significant impact upon transportation
system economic feasibility. It is not clear whether passive
suspension systems, which have been employed in the past
tor the majority or ground transport vehicles, will be
adequate for high-speed Maglev vehicles of the future.
Active suspension systems, which may use continuous or
Manuscript submitted March IS. 1993. This work was primarily supported
by U . S . D O T . under comma *DTFR53-9]-C-00063.

intermittent power from an external source, are able to
provide improved isolation of the passenger and freight
compartment from external force and guideway disturbances.
The major disadvantages of such active suspensions are
their need for an external power source, their increased
complexity, decreased reliability, increased maintenance
level and finally, relatively high cost.
A semi-active suspension system, for example, one using
an electrically-controlled fluid (electrorheological fluid or
ERF) as discussed in this paper, may provide the necessary
control forces under ride environment conditions for a high
speed vehicle (like Maglev) without involving the level of
complexity and cost of a fully active suspension system.
The purpose of the secondary suspension study of Maglev
application is to explore the feasibility of using electroactive
fluids as a means of vibration control so as to satisfy the ride
comfort criteria for a variety of input disturbances.
A.

Passive

Systems

A typical passive system provides relatively good control
at low frequencies. However, in order to limit resonant
peaks in acceleration with high damping a price is paid in
terms of high transmissibility and harshness at higher
frequencies. This could be dealt with by sensing velocity
(and implicitly guide deflection input frequency) and varying
damping open loop as vehicle speed changes. The required
profile of damping versus frequency will vary depending on
basic system parameters such as natural frequencies and
mass ratios. Reference [1] has plots for the anticipated
situations for maglev periodic inputs and resonances.
Examination of these show the feasibility of a speed
scheduled damper scheme to meet ride comfort standards.
Of course, for transient or random inputs, a single damping
would be the only design solution and this has compromise
non-optimum results.
B.

Active Systems
As opposed to passive systems, active suspensions are
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able to add energy to the system as required to reduce net such fluids exhibit non-Newtonian behavior in the sense that
vehicle acceleration and/or suspension displacement. When it can withstand a significant amount of shear > 1 psi) even
optimal schemes in the form of a "linear quadratic" under static conditions.
performance criterion have been applied to SDOF systems for
For the most pan, ER-fluids have been considered for
random guideway disturbances, the resulting control law is applications involving shear loading conditions. The typical
that of "skyhook" damping, i.e.. proportional to the velocity constitutive behavior of an ER material in shear is shown in
of the sprung mass only.
Figure I (a), ER material behavior can be divided into preyield and post-yield regions, with these regions defined as
C. Semiaaive Systems
those in which the material is strained below and above a
critical yield strain (the value of this critical strain is about
"Semiactive" schemes are those in which complex control 1%, in general, for many ER formulations). In the postlaws are employed but no "energy adding" hardware is yield state, the actual viscosity of the material fi, remains
allowed. The result is a son of "intelligent passive" relatively constant as the applied electric field is varied while
controller. These arrangements are ideal applications for the property that changed is T,., the yield stress of the
electrically controllable, ER-fluid, passive dampers. Two Bingham plastic-like suspension. This idealized behavior is
examples of semiactive control laws are:
shown in Figure l(b) and, if one assumes that the shear
stress exceeds the yield stress of the material, then the ER
1) Pseudo skyhook or semiactive damping: the damper is material behavior can be represented by the equation:
not allowed w add energy to (i.e. accelerate) car body mass:
Z,(Z, - Z,) > 0 : high damping on car mass
Z,(Z, - Z,) < 0 : low or zero damping on car mass
where the subscripts I and 2 refer to primary and secondary
masses, respectively.
2) Relative control: the damper force is set to cancel the
spring force at those times when suspension relative
displacement and relative velocity act in opposition to each
other:

where
T,
H
y

= dynamic yield stress
= absolute viscosity
= shear rate

, )•— ftuc-Yleld
hr«-TlaUl

FD = -K(Z, - Z,) when (Z, - Z,) < 0
= 0, or near 0, when (Z2 -Z,)(Z,Z 1) > 0
D. Adaptive Systems
Shaar'strain

s t M t

**"

These are special "real time" versions of active or
semiactive controllers. Here the suspension parameters are Fig. I. Typical rheological behavior of an ER material denoting [he preand post-yield material behavior.
continuously varied ("adapted") in time to provide optimum
performance irrespective of inputs or changes in system
At near zero shear rates the static yield stress dictates
character, such as change in vehicle payload. The most
behavior.
Typically, static yield stress is greater than
popular adaptive scheme is the "model reference adaptive
dynamic yield stress.
For the design of devices
control" or MRAC [2].
incorporating ER material in the post-yield state, the
In the following sections, we first discuss the necessary
principal material propenies of interest are the idealized
properties of ER-fluids, and then the dynamical models for a
Bingham plastic or dynamic yield stress, the static yield
multipie-degree-of-freedom system and the results from the
stress and the viscosity. The dynamic yield stress is a strong
scale-model experiment on ER-fluid dampers.
function of electric field as obtained from experimental
results for various fluids.
II. BASIC PROPERTIES OF ER FLUIDS

ER-fluids are basically combinations of electrically
polanzable solids in a non-conducting oil-like medium (e.g.,
com starch in silicone oil or lithium polymethacrylate in
paraffin oil). In the presence of an external electric field.

III. VEHICLE AND GUIDEWAY DYNAMIC MODELS

The secondary suspension approach studied here is
employed in a two-degree-of-freedom (TDOF) model and
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also a multipie-degree-of-freedom model (MDOF), the
excitations for each of which are provided by random and
periodic inputs representing guideway irregularities.
A.

Guideway Model

For the TDOF model the only inputs are guideway
deflections and irregularities. The guideway deflections are
periodic due to the weight of the constant speed vehicle
loading the guideway at and between supports over time.
Guideway roughness input Zo is assumed stochastic with the
power spectral density (PSD) of Zo given by
NOTES:
1 . C A H M A M - 4 - M2
2. KlmMAM AU. EQUAL

OJ"

* 4.AU
5. AU. armtm. OAMMW AT

where

EACH C O M M A M COUNEAR.

A = roughness parameter
V = vehicle \ elocity (m/sec)
u) = frequency (rad/sec)

Fig. 3.

C.
B.

Numerical Modeling

Vehicle Model

The lumped-parameter, linear, "quarter-car" model of Fig.
2 is employed for linear analysis and nonlinear computer
simulation. A MDOF model, as shown in Figure 3, was
selected both for MDOF analysis and simulations of the
heavt, pitch and roll modes. We assume a 4-corner, point
mass bogie setup. Neglecting sway and yaw motions on the
ground that they are relatively decoupled from other modes.
one can wnte bogie and car body equations based on the
parameters shown in Fig. 3. In terms of degrees of freedom,
(he MDOF model includes vertical motion of individual
bogies and of the car body plus pitch and roll of the car
body. Pitch inputs are via heave input with longitudinal
eccentricity of car CG and/or front to rear time difference in
suspension heave inputs. In order to simulate the actual ERfluid damping characteristics of the secondary suspension,
damping ratios used now become function of the electric field
strength and relative velocity.

« 4
a.

Final MDOF model of rigid body magkv suspension system.

Bogie u « i . f f e e body

b.

Car m i

tz—

body

Fig. 2. Free body diagrams for (a) bogie mass and ib) car body mass in
bounce mode (gravitational effects cancelled by initial spnng
forces!.

A multipurpose TDOF computer model was developed
using TUTSIM software (3]. This software was selected for
its compact code, ease of parameter input, multi-variable
plotting and built-in optimization routines. In this software,
the approach is very similar to analog computer simulations
of the past.
HI.

RESULTS FROM ANALYSIS

A. Periodic Disturbance
For deterministic periodic inputs due to guideway
deflections under load, the secondary suspension must
effectively damp resonances and maintain accelerations
below comfort standard limits (e.g., ISO standards). Results
have been obtained for three types of primary suspensions
(viz., sheet guideway and null-flux system and EMS system)
with various damping settings and a wide range of
disturbance input frequencies for passive, active and semiactive secondary suspensions. Figure 4 shows a typical case
for the acceleration response of a null-flux primary
suspension system. An ISO 1 hour reduced-comfort limit
normalized for the maximum disturbance amplitude of Z,, =
1 cm was superimposed over the actual acceleration plots.
For this amplitude of disturbance, none of the dampers
totally satisfied the ISO standard. On balance, in the critical
2 to 7 Hz band, the semiactive system produced the best
vibration isolation when compared to the passive system.
Low frequency amplitudes of all the three schemes were
relatively equal whereas the high frequency "harshness" was
lowest for the active case and highest for the passive case.
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a
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(a)
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0.001

1-10
w.
Fig. 5.

Acceleration PSD for the secondary mass (for an EDS system
with Null-flux guideway) & • 1-2 and A • 10* m. (UTACV
standard and acbve response Aa) and passive response (P)

TDOF system. Results were obtained for a variety of
secondary damping settings and the roughness parameter A
for all three primary suspension systems. Figure 5 presents
a typical example for a null-flux system and compares the
ride quality in terms of the USDOT Urban Tracked Air
Cushion Vehicle standards. The active system response
stays well below the UTACV limit except around the
primary suspension frequency of — 4 Hz while the passive
system exhibits marginal behavior.
As an example of the MDOF modeling results. Fig. 6
presents comparative response to a pulse, simultaneously at
all four bogies, for CG displacement (Z:) and accelerations
Z,, plus Lfip, Ws0r, which are the linear contributions to
pitch and roll accelerations at the sides and ends of the car.
Here, the semi-active damping damps Z, very well but L,d7
has some sharp spikes prior to settling. A pu'se input, in
addition to being a classic "transfer function identifier",
roughly simulates guideway disturbances such as foreign

(b)

1

10

Fraqumcy (rta|

Fig. 4.

Null flux guideway disturbance - acceleration response for
a.
passive damping, b. active damping c. semiacove damping. ISO
standard is normalized for an assumed 2.0 cm peak to peak
uuideway input amplitude.

The quantity f, denotes the non-dimensional damping
coefficient for the secondary suspension.
B.

Stochastic Disturbance
0.0000

The PSD for the acceleration of the secondary mass can be
shown to be given by:
Fig. 6.

(uj) T " (w),

where T(w> is the displacement transfer function for the

[in

(sec)

:.oooo

Guideway pulse input response for semiactively damped, sheet
guideway system. Plots ol CG displacement and acceleration plus
pitch and roll acceleration contributions. CG eccentricities =
20% (x and yj.
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object build-up, guideway distortion, etc. This particular
example does not consider the time difference of front/rear
bogie inputs. However, we have studied the effect of such
time differences in the more realistic sinusoidal guideway
disturbance simulations.
IV.

A SUBSCALE EXPERIMENT

The subscale test device is illustrated in Figure 7. The
device consists of two masses m, and m : (where m, > m,)
arranged in a coaxial configuration allowing for one degree
of freedom in bounce mode. The mass m, (hereafter called
assembly #1 or driven mass) is attached to a Ling Dynamics
model 4 1 ! vibration generator. The mass m, (or sprung
mass) is attached to assembly 1 with a suitable spring and a
,.. lindrical ER-fluid damper. Each mass assembly is fitted
with sensors for acceleration, velocity and displacement
sensing. The signals received from each sensor are routed to
a computer via A/D converter channels.
1/2" Di». Street Shaft
1/2" n n f i o i riant* Mounted
Linear Staring* (2 PI)
—5.SO" Dla. « 0.75" Thick Plaatic Flar.?e
luaimai Flange
Spring Cencering Device (SceiL)
3.4K" 0.0. x 3.353" 1.3. Alualnum
Cylindar
1ST Spring (K - 10.2 Ib/ln)
2.750" O.D. x 3.654" :.D. Aluainu

" "*! '
\ T*3 !

8"~Cylinder
3^^^—£lectrorneological Fluid

•3.117" 0.3. x J.O52" :.D. Aluainum
Cvlindcr
'." O.D. x 0.875" Thic* Aiuimua rlangc

F, oo E "
where n — 1 (for electric fields in the range of 1-2
kV/mm). To generate a damping force proponional to V..
one then adjusts the electric field proponional to V,. the
coefficient of proportionality being determined by the
maximum electric field strength to be superimposed on the
system. The results of these data runs are illustrated in
Figure 8 along with data sets representing soft passive
damping (no ER voltage applied) and stiff passive damping
(constant ER voltage applied). The soft passive damping
example is of course the baseline which illustrates the system
resonance. The stiff passive damping example indicates
good attenuation of the resonance peak, but poor attenuation
of higher frequency inputs.
The semiactive control algorithm allows the damper to act
as a force generator when the relative velocities are such that
the desired force dissipates energy.
Under all other
conditions, the voltage command is zero and the system
behaves in a soft passive mode. As illustrated in the figure,
the use of this control algorithm allows for excellent
attenuation of the resonant peak and somewhat improved
performance at high frequency inputs.
The relative control algorithm was tested in a similar
fashion e.iccpt the voltage command was scaled to the
relative displacement of the driven and sprung masses. Data
runs were conducted over the same frequency range after a
baseline was established. The results are illustrated in
Figure 9.
As illustrated in the figure, the relative control algorithm
is less effective in attenuating the system resonance but
demonstrates improved performance at high frequencies
when compared to the semiactive damping algorithm.

PEAK TO PEAK
DISPLACEMENT RATIO (Z2/ZU

-Shaker Table Acrachaent
Fig. 7.

Engineering drawing of the subscale test device.

The dynamic ER fluid damper tests consisted of the
following experiments:
(i) Vibration tests with ER fluid loaded in the gap without
voltage applied.
(ii) Vibration tests with the ER fluid energized at a constant
voiiage.
d i n Vibration tests with an active control algorithm imposed
as discussed earlier (two algorithms were tested which
vary the applied electric field).
According to the semi-active scheme employed, the
damping force generated during the proper phase of the
oscillation is proponional to the absolute velocity of the upper
mass, i.e.. Fa « V,. In an ER-fluid system, the shearing
force developed is proponional to some power of the electric
field E:

'ZZ/Z1 NO m VOlTAOf « I I U B

•*»a/zt Acnvi coNira. • r
—nat F A M M AT i KV ON

1.1
4

;

t

Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 8.

A.

Experimental (ransmissibiliry curves for soft and stiff passive ami
semiacuve control concepts using ER fluids.

Simulation of Semiaahe

Damper

The effect of increased yield stress due to an applied field

2)6

PEAK TO PEAK
DISPLACEMENT RATIO (Z2/Z1)

acceleration data. This can be implemented inexpensively
using state-of-the-art computer hardware and software.
v.

CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of a semi-active secondary suspension for
maglev vehicles in consideration of passenger ride comfort
has been studied, centered on the exploring the utility of
electrorheological fluids in a suspension to provide the
necessary performance. Some significant conclusions are:

Fig. y.

4
3
S
7
I
Frcquenor(Hz)
Experimental trarumissibility curves for soft passive and relative
damping control algorithm.

was included via a model were for the ER effect. This is
given by
F E =K,E"
for E = K, Z,.

In the "damper" on state:

where KE = K,n K, = 0.7, n = 2.0.
Figure 10 shows the best TUTSIM fit for this model of
semiaciive damping. The TUTSIM model is not as "harsh"
at high frequencies as the physical model. One possible
explanation for this is that when the field is turned off (zero
ER effect), a residual yield stress in the fluid produces
incremental shear transmissibility from Z, to Z2 via the
relative velocity Z, - Z,. The test data suggesis that an
effective solution for the real maglev suspensions is to design
the semiactive algorithm to be frequency-dependent, reverting
to deenergized, passive damping at high frequencies. This
might be achieved by real time spectrum analysis of car
EXPERIMENT/SIMULATION COMPARISON
DISPLACEMENT RATIO
SEMIACTIVE DAMPER ALGORITHM
i.t r

(i) In general, an active or a semi-active system is superior
to a passive system, except in some narrow frequency
domains.
(ii) A semi-active system with the capability of switching
between passive and semi-active control algorithms
based on frequency sensing and acceleration may be
optimal for the range of frequencies relevant to ride
comfort.
(iii) With its fast fluid response time, the ER-fluid, in
combination with computer-controlled power
amplifiers, exhibits the possibility of its usage in a
variety of "adjustable passive" and semi-active control
schemes.
The potential benefits for such a secondary suspension for
maglev application are:
(i) Provide the necessary ride-comfort with a "rougher"
guideway without the complications and expense of a
fully active system
(ii) Derive overall savings in system cost as a result of
reduced guideway construction costs.
NOTE: Detailed results related to this paper is in Ref. [4].
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Maglev Vehicle Dynamic Interaction With Aerial Guideways1
Laurence E. Daniels
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas
Herndon, Virginia 22070
Donald R. Ahlbeck
Battcllc
Columbus, Ohio 43201-2693
Abstract - This paper presents dynamic interaction! between
vehicles and aerial structures under high speed operations.
The results focus on important design parameters for aerial
structures under high speed operations.
I. INTRODUCTION

Many maglev concepts have design operating speeds
in excess of 200 kin/h which is the current upper limit of
US. engineering experience. The lack of experience
above 200 km/h is reflected by restrictions in US.
structural design codes and guidelines for railroad and
transit aerial structures and bridges to operating speeds
less than 200 km/h. A comparison of impact factors for
speeds less than 160 km/h (Figure 1) shows a wide range
of values reflecting the industry's uncertainty concerning
impact factors even at moderate speeds.
Since the late 1960s, investigators have explored the
dynamic implications of high speed vehicle-guideway
interactions [2] through [12]. These studies identify the
mass ratio and the crossing frequency ratio as parameters
that relate dynamic response to beam properties.
These studies suggest that live load dynamic
amplification will be negligible for the following criteria:
•
•

mass ratios less than 0.30
Crossing frequency ratios less than 0.20 [11] or
0.25 [4]

However, the validity of these values and the relation
of these ratios to a design impact factor remain to be
established for specific types of systems. Many of the
cited studies do not address maglev suspensions and are
limited by ignoring one or more of the load elements
(aerodynamic effects, etc.) (hat contribute to an impact
factor. The results in this paper include the important
load influences for the maglev configurations currently
available.
II. APPROACH

The approach develops 5 guideway designs with provide
a representative range of beam parameters that
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ig. I. Comparison of Impact Factors. AASHTO = American Association
of State Highway and Tranaportalion Official*, ACI-443 -= American
Concrete Institute Committee 443; AREA = American Railroad
Engineering Association; BART = Bay Area Rapid Transit; US-116 British Standard! Intitule; CSA-S1 = Canadian Standards; Association;
CTA = Chicago Transit Association; MARTA = Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Authority; TTC = Toronto Transit Commission; WMATA
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.! 11

properties representative of maglev structural designs.
The approach includes the structural parameters of the
steel V-shaped guideway by Transrapid as a reference.
The beam designs are to US structural codes
andguidelines (except the German Transrapid guideway)
for several reasons:

1
Manuscript received March 15,1993. The original study [13] v t supported by the U.S. Federal Railroad Administration and the New York State
Energy Research & Development Administration.
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The designs and the parameters that come from
the designs are credible reflections of current
practice;
The structures have a common base of comparison
to structures that are designed for contemporary
rail transportation;
The analysis will illustrate the dynamic
performance of beams that are designed to US
standards and practices;
The analysis will illustrate the dynamic
performance differences between foreign and US
standards;
The maglev system (Vehicle, propulsion, controls)
used in this country could be a foreign design,
but it must operate on a guideway conforming to
US standards.

The study team accepted the following criteria for the
development of the beam designs:
•

Maximum mid-span deflection of the beam
is less than the span length divided by 1000.
The Impact Factor is 30% of the live load
(i.e. of the vehicle weight).

Representative span lengths are chosen as 21 m and
39 m.
All analysis is conducted using one vehicle
configuration for both EMS- and EDS-type vehicles. The
vehicle parameters are based on capacity requirements,
vehicle structural requirements, clearance requirements
and on-board equipment housing requirements[13]. The
primary vehicle parameters are:
•
•
•
•

Vehicle weight (full capacity): 45,360 kg
Overall length:
18 m
Body width:
3.5 m
Body natural frequency:
8 Hz

The guideways were chosen to provide practical
designs over a range of materials and guideway
properties.
The beams selected are illustrated in figure
2. The maglev types are the electromagnetic system
(EMS), or "attractive" type, and the electrodynamic
system (EDS), or "repulsive" type. The guideway choices
accommodate either type.
III.

ANALYSIS

The dynamic analysis entailed development of
computer models for each of the maglev types including
the parameters for multi-vehicle trains, and multiple
spans

| a contnmi
i

i
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(TlilliHO

V

• AMHTOCaMfM*

Fig. 2. Selected Guidewiy Stiucfures

(simple or continuous), in each of the three principle
planes of motion. The EMS vehicle model has 22 degrees
of freedom and the EDS vehicle model is represented by
14 degrees of freedom.
These models are shown
schematically in Figure 3.
The
different
vehicle/guideway
structure
combinations were evaluated by three basic criteria:
- Passenger ride comfort
- Loads and bending moments on the beam.
- Peak acceleration response of the beam.
Ride comfort limits were based on the International
Standards Organization (ISO 2681) one-hour reduced
comfort limits in the most sensitive frequency range.
These are summarized as:
- Vertical - 0.036 g rms (4 to 8 Hz)
- Lateral ~ 0.025 g rms (1 to 2 Hz)
These values refer to one-third octave band rms
values of random vibration. If the response is relatively
discrete sinusoids, as it indeed appears to be. it is
reasonable to increase these levels to the following peak
values:
- Vertical - 0.051 g peak (4 to 8 HZ)
- Lateral - 0.036 g peak (1 to 2 Hz)
[Reference [13] fully describes the vehicle, the guideway
and the analysis.]
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Figure 3. Maglev Vehicle Models

ride of the EDS-typc vehicle has a vertical characteristic
resonance between 200 and 300 km/h with amplitudes
higher than the one-hour ride comfort limit of 0.51 g peak.
In contrast, the EMS-typc vehicle remains below the
desired ride comfort limit up to about 400 km/h. above
which the acceleration levels increase monolonically with
speed.
On the two light-weight Guideways 4 and S, Figures
6 and 7, the 200 to 300 km/h vertical acceleration
resonance is evident for Guideway 4 in the EDS system
but more than twice the desired comfort amplitude, while
Guideway S's response is broader and at higher speed,
peaking at 350 km/h and slightly exceeding the comfort
limit at the peak resonance. On both Guideways 4 and 5
(particularly Guideway 5), the EMS-typc vehicle
generates vertical acceleration levels well above the
desired limit over the whole speed range of 200 to 600
km/h.
The comparison highlights two separate responses
between EMS and EDS system dynamics for all
guideways: The EDS system produces a resonance in the
200 to 400 km/h speed range but has generally much
lower response outside the resonance range; the EMS
system responds with increasing accelerations with
increasing speeds, but largely without the EDS 200 - 400
km/h resonance. The slope of the curves steepens at a
speed between 400 and 500 km/h for the EMS-type
vehicle depending on the configuration.

IV. RESULTS
b) Simply Supported Spans. 40 m Span Length: Figure 9 s h o w s
A. Comparison of EMS and EDS Maglev Dynamic Responses

The two fundamental maglev system approaches,
EMS and EDS, have completely different suspension
geometries as well as suspension characteristics. The
EMS guideway gap is smaller than the EDS gap which
produces a much higher electromagnetic suspension
stiffness, resulting in much closer dynamic coupling than
the EDS approach.. The EMS design approximates a
uniform suspension along the foil vehicle length to
achieve levitation, while the EDS design is closer to
discrete load points on the quideway similar to
conventional rail wheel loading.
These differences in configuration and in coupling
stiffness produce quite different vehicle and guideway
interactive responses between the two different maglev
systems. Ride quality of the two vehicle types is compared
in Figures 4 through 12; guideway accelerations are
compared in Figures 13 through 19.
/ ; Car Body Accelerations
a) Simply Supported Spans. 21 m Span Length:

O n the m o r e

standard guideway designs (Guideways 1, 2, 3, and 6), the

similar results for longer span lengths, except the
maximum acceleration levels are higher than the shorter
span lengths and the resonance conditions occur at
significantly lower speeds.
c) Two-Span Continuous Structures:

C o n t i n u o u s Spans

reduce the car body accelerations considerably, illustrated
in Figures 10 and 11. The resonance speed shifts slightly
for the EDS system; the increase in EMS slopes at speeds
above 400 km/h is mitigated from simple spans. While
not all configurations are analyzed, it is expected that the
continuous span approach to design provides favorable
dynamic performance over simple span treatments.
2) Beam Accelerations
a) Simply Supported Spans. 21 m Span Length:

A s for Ihe

carbody response, the mid-span beam response to the
EDS-typc vehicle is typified by a pronounced resonance in
the 250 to 400 km/h speed range. For standard guideway
configurations (Figure 12, Guideway 1; Figure 13,
Guideway 2, which is representative of Guideway 3, also;
Figure 16, Guideway 6), peak accelerations of 0.5 to
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Figure 5. Concrete Box Guideway, 2] m Span, Carbody Vertical
Accelerations
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0.8 are developed at those resonant speeds. The lightweight guideways (Guideway 4 and 5) are simply
overwhelmed by the more massive vehicle, and peak mid
span acceleration levels over 1 g (Figure 14, Guideway 4)
and over 2 g (Figure IS, Guideway S) are predicted.
The EMS-type vehicle, with its distributed load,
produces much lower levels of guideway vertical
acceleration. In general, the mid span response remains at
or beknv the desired impact factor levels for the EMS-typc
vehicle.
b) Simply Supported Spans, 40m Span Length: The response of
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Figure 10. Steel "V" Guideway (Tnmrapid), Two-Span Coolinuous
Guideway, Carbody Vertical Acceleration
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Figure 12. Steel Girder Beams with Concrete Deck,
21 m Span, Mid-Span Vertical Beam Acceleration

the longer (40 meter) simply-supported beam, Guideway
6P, is shown in Figure 17. Here the response for both
vehicles remains within normal impact factor limits of
0.3g up to 400 km/h. Above this speed, the EMS-type
vehicle generates progressively higher response levels. It
must be noted, however, that higher modal resonsances of
the beam not included in the current model (4 t n bending
mode and higher) may come into play at these higher
speeds.

c) Two-Span Continuous Structures: The effects of tWO-Spa
continuous beams ( a 43-meter beam with a center column
support) on guideway beam response are shown in Figures
18 and 19 for Guideways 5D and 6D. In both cases,
reductions in response level are achieved over the simplysupported spans. On light-weight Guideway 5D, the EDStype vehicle develops mid-span acceleration levels well
above the desired 0.3g limit. The beam accelerations for
the EMS-type vehicle increases with speed while staying
below the 0.3g limit up to about 450 km/h. On Guideway
6D, both vehicles stay below the limit, although the EDStype vehicle again produces generally higher response
levels and the EMS vehicle demonstrates increased
accelerations above 450 km/h.
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Figure 13. Concrete Box Guideway, 2 1 m Span.
Mid-span Vertical Beam Accelerations
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Figure 15. Twin Concrete Box Beam Guideway (HSSTX
21m Span, Mid-Span Vertical Beam Acceleration*

V.

DISCUSSION

The results show the trade-off between the two
maglev system types where the stiffer suspension of the
EMS-type levitation creates a more severe ride quality but
a benign beam dynamic response. In contrast, the "softer"
EDS-type levitation suspension produces generally
acceptable ride quality at the expense of severe, and in
some cases unacceptable, beam responses.
The figures in the foregoing plots indicate there may
be two types of dynamic responses: The first is a
resonance that peaks between speeds of 100 km/h and 400
km/h, with significantly
lower
responses
at
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Figure 18. Steel " V Guidsway (Transrapid).
Two-Span Continuous Guideway,
Mid-Span Vertical Beam Accelerations.
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suspension types. Acceptable beam designs and vehicle
configurations are those systems producing guidcway
accelerations below the desired value of 0.3g (for these
beam designs).
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Figure 19. AASHTO Concrete Girders,
Two-Span Continuous Guidcway,
Mid-Span Vatical Beam Acceleration*
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other speeds; the second is an increase in response with
speed that appears to have a critical change in
acceleration/speed slope around 450 km/h for many of the
configurations analyzed.
The indicator for the resonance between 100 and 400
km/h is the mass ratio, Rmass, of the vehicle, myeftjCie,
and the guideway beam, mgeam:

[1]
m

Btam

The indicator for the general increased response with
increasing speed is the crossing frequency ratio, CFR,
using the span's fundamental natural frequency, f^,
speed. V, and span length, lengthspan:

[2]

Table A (Appendix) provides the simple-span mass
ratio for each of the beams used in this study where the
vehicle mass is the sprung mass and the beam mass is the
mass of the span excluding its support (piers, etc.). The
table lists the maximum acceleration between 100 to 400
km/h for each configuration, assuming the resonance in
this range is associated with the mass ratio parameter.
The maximum beam accelerations in Table A generally
increase with mass ratio, illustrated in Figure 20. and the
impact ratio must be stated separately for the different
maglev

0J
1
WSSUIC

Figure 20. Maximum Accelcrationc vs. Max Ratio lor
Reaponaet between 100 to 400 km/h

The crossing frequency ratio (CFR) states that beam
deflections increase with the coincidence of speed, span
length and beam natural frequency. Wormley, in several
papers, suggests that deflection amplitudes increase as
CFR approaches a value of 1, but the peak amplitudes may
not necessarily occur at that value, rather the peak
deflections occur between CFR = 1.2 and 1.4.
Table B (Appendix) lists the values of CFR at the
allowable impact factor, 0.3g, and the speed at which that
value of CFR occurs. The purpose of this table is to
determine if there are designs which create an excessive
acceleration due to crossing frequency resonance. The
results in Table B show that the CFR at 0.3g beam
acceleration are above a value of one, generally
confirming Wormley's statements, and the crossing
frequency resonance increased significantly above speeds
of 450 km/h. For all beams except beam design 5, it
appears that the designer may use beam designs that have
a CFR equal or less than 1 if the mass ratio is below an
appropriate value for impact factor criteria.
For the configurations analyzed in this work, the
design parameters for an Impact Factor of 1.3 (30% of
sprung mass) are:
• CFR
• Mass Ratios

equal to or less than I
less than the Table C values
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Span
Length
<m)

Table C
Mass Ratio Limits for 30% Impact Factor
Maf-lev System Tvoe
1
EDS
EMS
1 (MaM Ratio)
(Mass Ratio)

0.60
1 0.30 [Note 1]
21
39
1
0.18
0.30 [Note 2)
Nolcs for Table C:
1.
The maximum mass ratio value available in the study ii 0.26 and
did not generate 0.3g acceleration! below CFR = 1.0
2.
The minimum mass ratio value available in the study is 0.3S with
all beams including the one with a 0.35 value exceeded the 0.3g
acceleration limit. Therefore some lower value is needed than 0.35.
VI.

Advances in Civil Engineering, Raleigh, N.C., 5/19/77. ASCE NY
1977,pp 150-154.
110] D.N. Wonnky, M L Naqurka,G. Isaacs,"Rail transittrain/elevaled
structure dynamic interactions," December 1981, prepared for
LTMTA/DOT (report number not available), 9$ pgs.
(11] D.U. Maotoh, "Investigation of structural design criteria for
automated transit aerial guideways." U.S. DOT/UMTA Report
UMTA-IT-06-0311-84-1. April, 1984 (available through NTIS as
report number PB4I96419).
[12] J.F. Wilton, "Optimum design methodology for elevated transit
structures," October 1981 (publication information unknown).
[13] L.E. Daniel*, D.R. AWbeck, Z.1. Slekly. G.M. Gregorek, "Inlluence
of guideway flexibility on maglev vehicle/guideway dynamic forces,"
U S . Department of Transportation, Federal Railroad Administration,
National Maglev Initiative, Report DOT/FRA/NMI-92/09. July
1992.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on analysis of 6 guideway beams and two
separate levitation methods, two general types of
resonance occur at the speeds contemplated for maglev
operations. These two resonance types are related to (1)
the mass ratio of the vehicle and the guideway, and (2) the
crossing frequency ratio. The paper discusses how these
resonance mechanics may be associated with the design
criteria for guideway structural design. The paper offers
candidate parameter values for these ratios, based on the
configurations studied.
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APPENDIX

Guideway Description

1 SteelGirden
w/concrete dack
2 Concrete Box
3 Trapezoidal Box
4 Twin Box
(HSST)
5 Steel "V" (Trananpid)
6 AASHTO Concrete
Girder.

TABLE A
MASS RATIO v*. MAXIMUM BEAM ACCELERATION
Maximum Beam Acceleration!
Span
Guideway
MM
Length
MM
Ratio
EDS
per Span
EMS
(m)
(D
63,500
0.25
0.73
21
0.56
136,20*
0.40
39
0.26
0.40
21
101,91*
0.14
0.35
211,760
39
0.26
0.16
NA
tt.513
0.15
0.49
21
0.40
39
199,191
0.47
0.1*
NA
0.60
1.00
21
59,056
0.31
39
153.309
0.23
0.47
NA
24
25,001
1.43
0.50
NR
21
91,107
0.36
0.4*
0.15
*
39
2K.760
0.16
0.27

NA = Not Analyzed
NR = Not Relevant
* - Not meaningful, no significant reaonaal peak between 100 and 400 ka/k.
Vehicle Sprung M M for nun ratio = 35.700 kg

Table B
CROSSING FREQUENCY RATIOS
at Beam Acceleration ofQ.3g and Speadiowar 400 km/h
Guideway Description

Span
Length

1

Span
Natural
Frequency
(hz)

CFR * Speed at which OJg exceeded
1 EMS
1 EDS
1Speed
1 Speed
CFR
CFR
l(km*)
l(knVh)

7.4
2.9

1600
1440

1.07

39
21
39

6.8
3

|600
INA

Box

21
39

7.2
3.1

(HSST)

21
39

(m)
21

1. Steel Girder
2. Concrete Box
3. Trapezoidal
4. Twin Box

|S50
|500

0.9*
1.22

1.17

|550
1500

1.07
1.19

|600
INA

1.1

|550
1500

1.15

5.3
2.2

1475
INA

1.1*

1550
1500

1.37
1.62

1.0*

5. Steel "V (Tranarapid)

24

7

1250

0.41

INA

6. AASHTO
Girder
NA = Not Analyzed

21
39

6.4
2.5

1600
{420

1.24
1.2

1550
|500

1.01

1.14
1.42
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Modeling and Control of Maglev Vehicles with Aerodynamic and Guideway
Disturbances
K. Flueckiger, S. Mark, and D. McCallum
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Jnc.
555 Technology Square
Cambridge, MA 02139-3563

Abstract - A modeling, analysis, and control design methodology is
presented for maglev vehicle ride quality performance improvement
as measured by the Pepler Index. Ride quality enhancement is
considered through active control of secondary suspension elements
and active aerodynamic surfaces mounted on the train.
To analyze and quantify the benefits of active control, ihe
authors have developed a 6 degree-of-freedom lumped parameter
model suitable for describing a large class of maglev vehicles,
including both channel and box-beam guideway configurations.
Elements of this modeling capability have been recently employed
in studies sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT).
A perturbation analysis about an operating point, defined by
vehicle and average crosswind velocities, yields a suitable linearized
stale space model for multivariable control system analysis and
synthesis. Neglecting passenger compartment noise, the ride quality
as quantified by the Pepler Index is readily computed from the
system stales. A statistical analysis is performed by modeling the
crosswind disturbances and guideway variations as filtered white
noise, whereby the Pepler Index is established in closed form
through the solution to a matrix Lyapunov equation. Data is
presented which indicates the anticipated ride quality achieved
through various control arrangements.

1. Introduction
A maglev vehicle's suspension system is required to
maintain the primary suspension air gap while minimizing
passenger compartment vibrations in the presence of
guidewuy irregularities and aerodynamic disturbances. It
must meet these requirements while: (I) minimizing the size
of the required air gap so that more efficient lift magnets can
be employed; (2) minimizing the stroke length of the
secondary suspension so that vehicle frontal area and drag are
as small as possible; (3) minimizing the size, weight, and
required power of active suspension elements.
Unfortunately, these design goals conflict with the desire to
increase Ihe allowable guideway roughness (to reduce
guideway cost) and maximize the crosswind disturbance
rejection. Active control offers great potential to improve
suspension performance.
Constructing a maglev
transportation system, or even a short test section, is a very
expensive venture. Therefore, it is cost effective to develop
analytic tools that can predict trade-offs between the various
conflicting system requirements and performance metrics.
Manuscript received 18 March 1993. This work was supported
in purl by Draper Independent Research and Development project
#463.

This allows design alternatives to be examined before
building either an actual system or scale model.
Unfortunately, the scaling properties associated with
magnetic systems precludes construction of accurate maglev
vehicle scale models.
In this paper we describe a modeling, analysis, and
control design methodology specifically for ride quality
improvement as measured by the Pepler Index. We consider
a generic EDS type of maglev vehicle having a null flux
primary suspension and bogies. This is a variation of the
vehicle proposed by the Bechtel consortium's System
Concept Definition study 111. The model incorporates front
and rear bogies, each having roll but no pitch or yaw
dynamics. The guideway disturbance is modeled in three
directions (vertical, lateral, and roll) as linear systems driven
by white noise. A crosswind disturbance, which acts against
the side of the vehicle, is also modeled in this fashion. We
consider control authority produced by an active secondary
suspension consisting of actively controlled elements
(hydraulic or electro-mechanical actuators) that exert forces
between the vehicle and its suspension bogies. We also
analyze the potential benefits of actively controlled
aerodynamic surfaces implemented in conjunction with the
conventional secondary suspension. The aerodynamic
control surfaces considered here are winglets that exert forces
directly on the vehicle body, which, due to high vehicle
operating speeds, can produce reasonably large forces when
modestly sized. Aerodynamic control surfaces have the
advantage of exerting forces directly on Ihe vehicle without
reaction forces on the bogies.
Wormley and Young developed a heave and pitch model
of a vehicle subjected to simultaneous guideway and external
(such as wind) disturbances | 2 | . A methodology for
optimizing the performance of passive suspension in the
presence of these simultaneous disturbances was derived and
the results evaluated. Guenther and Leon ides developed a
multiple degree-of-freedom model for a maglev vehicle that
includes front and rear bogies, with a lime-delayed guideway
disturbance to the rear bogie [3J. A control system was
developed based on the solution to the stochastic optimal
control problem. Gottzein, Lange, and Franzes developed a
secondary suspension model with an active control system
for a Transrapid type EMS vehicle |4J. A Linear Quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) controller was developed tor ihe vertical
direction.
The research presented here is a natural extension of ihe
works cited above to provide an incorporated 6 degrce-of-
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freedom model thai includes guideway irregularities and
aerodynamic effects. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: §2 contains an overview of the model
employed in our analysis; §3 hosts a discussion of the control
system analysis and design methodology employed by the
authors to obtain results given in §4; §5 concludes with
summary remarks about and consequences of our findings.
2. Analysis Model Overview
Key elements of the analytic model developed for ride
quality analysis and control system synthesis are presented
within this sec,ion. Assumptions imbued in the modeling
process are stated explicitly. However, for the sake of
brevity, a rigorous treatment of vehicle dynamics is not
developed here. The interested reader is referred to [ I ] and
[5] for a more lengthy discussion.
A depiction of the muglev system under discussion is
given in Fig. I, which shows the vehicle body suspended on
two bogies. The bogies contain superconducting magnets
required for the primary suspension that suspends the bogies
relative to the guideway. The secondary suspension is
composed of passive spring and damper elements as well as
active components that exert forces between the bogies and
the vehicle body. We assume that the primary and secondary
suspension elements exert forces in the vertical and lateral
directions, as well as roll torque. Additional control authority
is provided by six active aerosurfaces mounted on the train.
Disturbances to the system are guideway irregularities and
aerodynamic forces due to crosswinds. The guideway is
assumed to be perfectly rigid, but with an irregular surface
that can be described by three sets of independent statistics:
one each for vertical, lateral, and roll disturbances. For
analysis purposes, we assume a worst case scenario where
crosswind disturbances act in the lateral direction.
We assume that the vehicle forward velocity, V, is
constant and that there is no coupling between the magnetic
propulsion and levitation systems. The vehicle body and

bogies are permitted lo move in the vertical and lateral
directions, and also to roll. The vehicle body has the
additional freedom to yaw and pitch. Variations about the
vehicle's forward velocity are not included in the model. The
allowable directions of motion are sketched in Figures 2 and
3. where: the variable y represents the lateral direction, /
vertical. <(> roll, 0 pitch, and ip yaw. The lack of bogie yaw
and pitch dynamics is not seen to be a major analytic
deficiency. The torque on the vehicle body due to bogie
yawing is expected to be small compared to the torque on the
vehicle due to the lateral displacement of the bogie. This is
due to the significantly larger moment arm about the vehicle
body's center of gravity (CG). A .similar argument applies to
bogie pitch. In conjunction with this restriction, there is no
finite magnet length filtering of the guicieway disturbances,
as might be the case for an actual vehicle. The following
additional assumptions are made: the CGs of the vehicle
body and bogies are in the geometric center of the respective
bodies, both laterally and longitudinally; the vehicle body
and bogies are completely rigid; the passengers and their
baggage are fixed to the vehicle body; both bogies have
identical dimensions, mass properties, and primary
suspension stiffnesses: small angle approximations are valid
throughout the linear suspension model whenever relating
linear to angular displacements.
The maglev vehicle's physical parameter values in our
analyses are similar to a box-beam guideway design
developed by the Bechtel consortium for the U.S.
Department of Transportation |1J. Representative gross
physical properties are summarized in Table 1. The
remainder of this section consists of a brief overview of Ihe
suspension force models followed by a discussion of the
active aerodynamic surfaces considered. The section is
concluded with a description of the guideway and crosswind
disturbance models employed.

AERODYNAMIC ACTUATORS
AERODYNAMIC DISTURBANCES

i
PASSENGER COMPARTMENT
SECONDARY SUSPENSION
GUIDEWAY
SUSPENSION BOGIES
PRIMARY SUSPENSION

AIR GAP

A
Figure I. maglev Vehicle Concept.
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A. Su\/H'ii\it>ti FDITCS

TABLE I

Representative Physical Dimensions

To obtain a suitable linear system description, we model
the s w e m in a lumped mass fashion. All suspension
elements are modeled as massless generalized springs. For
example, the suspension force, F, due to the displacement
between the front bogie and the guideway is determined by
the relationship below:

F=Kr + Dr

(1)

where K is the spring stiffness matrix, D is the damping, and
r is the equilibrium displacement vector. The spring
constants for the primary suspension system are dependent
upon forward velocity; representative values are given in
Table 2. Damping for this type of magnetic suspension is
believed to be very low | 6 | and therefore is assumed zero for
modeling purposes. Passive secondary suspension spring
constants and damping ratios are selected to improve ride
quality while simultaneously preventing touchdown and
limiting the active secondary suspension stroke. This
procedure is discussed in §3.
It is assumed that all suspension forces act in equal and
opposite directions across the gap between the elements
under consideration. For simplicity, we model these forces
as being applied to fixed points relative to the guideway's,
bogies", and passenger compartment's centers of gravity.

Parameter

Value
4.9m
.16.1m
3.7m
64400kg
40830kg
I7.lm
0.75m
1.5m
1.2m
2.3m
-1.0m

Vehicle Height
Vehicle Length
Vehicle Width
Total Mass
Passenger Compartment Mass
Distance Between Bogies
Bogie Height
Bogie Width
Guideway Width
Top Winglel CP to Train CG (vertical)
Side Winglel CP :o Train CG (horizontal)
TABLK2

Primary Suspension Stiffness
Lateral Stiffness
-2.73e6 N/m
-3.lle6N/m
-3.38c6 N/m
-3.24e6 N/m

Vehicle Speed
50.0Km/s
lOO.PKm/s
134.0Km/s
150.0Km/s

Vertical Stiffness
-8.()6c6 N/m
-9.61e6N/m
-9.93e6 N/m
-UI.0e6N/m

B. Aerodynamic Actuation
Six active aerodynamic surfaces, as shown in Figure 1,
are available to the control system for improving ride quality.
We assume that these actuators operate in "free-stream" and
are modeled as winglets with one degree of freedom. Four
winglets are mounted on the sides of the train and produce
vertical forces at the surfaces' centers of pressure: two in
front on opposite sides, and two in back on opposite sides.
Two winglcts are mounted on the top of the train (in "rudderlike" arrangements) to provide lateral forces.
The lift force for a tlap in free-stream is given by:

FL=-p\ViiiT\-ACL«x)

(2)

bogie

^front bogie

CG* . l i
Rear Bogie J
^ . " ( I )guideway
I rear (-J
*-| front
guideway
guideway
Figure 2. Degrees of Freedom: Side View.
VvehicM I

7~*~

Y

vehiclc

Vehicle Body)

where p is air density, A is area, Vair is the velocity of the air
mass relative to the winglet. and a represents angle of attack.
We consider only the lift component of the flap forces. The
induced drag of the flaps is calculated to determine the
drawbacks of aerodynamic control in |5], but its effect on
ride quality is not considered here. Since induced drag acts
parallel to the velocity vector, drag forces lie in a direction
not included in our model. The lift coefficient is obtained
from conventional aerodynamic theory [7] and is nearly
linear lor small angles of attack. A linear equation for Ctjcx)
results: Q j a ) = C^a, where C L = 0.0264/°. We assume that
V a j r in (2) is equal to the train's velocity and ignore the
effects of crosswind and vehicle rotation. Also, we use a
Figure 3. Degrees of Freedom: From View.
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small angle approximation for « to model the lift force as
perpendicular to the undeflecied winglei surface.
In theory, a very large aerodynamic force can be
obtained for relatively low aero-actuator torque. Since the
flaps rotate about their centers of pressure, the aerodynamictorques across flap rotation joints are small when compared
to the forces generated by the flaps. However, the actual
force required in a hydraulic system that drives a winglet can
still be large, due to physical constraints and practical
considerations. The dynamics of the closed-loop system may
dictate a high actuator bandwidth resulting in large actuator
power requirements.
C. System Disturbances
Guideway irregularities are captured by the stochastic
model:
A V
(3)
where <t>j,ujjjevi,ay is the guideway Power Spectral Density
(PSD). Ar is the Roughness Parameter, and V is the train's
forward velocity. A roughness parameter, A r , corresponding
to welded steel rail (gage 4-6) is used to define the guideway
PSD. which is then used to form a linear system driven by
white noise to describe the guideway position variations.
While a typical guideway will not be welded steel rail, its
roughness as seen by the train will be dominated by the
alignment of guideway coils. Roughness parameters are
given in Table 3.
The crosswind description used in our analysis consists of
the sum of two terms: a constant, steady-state mean value and
a lime variant random process. The mean cro.sswind velocity
is equal to half of the peak crosswind velocity, assuming a
maximum three sigma variation from the mean. In our
analysis we assume 26.HKm/s (6()mph) crosswind peak. The
PSD of ihe lime varying cro.sswind component is given by:
(4)
(1)"

where the break frequency, v. is 1.0 rad/sec. ^wjmi is
implemented by a linear system driven by white noise. We
assume that the crosswind is perpendicular to the guideway.
This maximizes vehicle sideslip, effectively softening the
lateral suspension stiffness and thereby degrading system
performance.

3. Analysis
Analysis of the system model begins with choosing the
passive secondary suspension's stiffness and damping
parameters. The function of the secondary suspension
system is to improve ride quality while simultaneously
preventing vehicle contact (touchdown) on Ihe guide-way.
The active secondary suspension stroke must also lie kept
within practical limits. Typically, the passive suspension
parameters cannot be selected to optimize all of these criteria
simultaneously, and hence, the parameters are determined
through trade-off analyses. Once the suspension elements
have been defined, a force balance condition is exploited to
determine nominal operating equilibrium values for the
vehicle's center of pressure and sideslip angle, given forward
and average cro.sswind velocities. Finally, the linear
perturbation model is assembled and a candidate control law
synthesized. The resulting closed-loop system is analyzed in
a statistical framework. The remainder of this section
presents furtherdelailsofthe.se procedures.
A. Secondary Suspension Parameter Optimization
The primary suspension design involves an inherent
conflict between ride quality and guideway tracking. A stiff
primary suspension provides improved guideway tracking at
the expense of significant guideway and wind disturbance
transmission to the passenger compartment. Additionally, a
stiff magnetic suspension generally exhibits efficient power
consumption. Power considerations, rather than ride quality
factors, generally dictate primary suspension design. With
the primary suspension parameters assumed given, the
secondary suspension parameters are chosen to address the
trade-off between the system performance measures of
interest, with the overall goal of achieving the best ride
quality.
System performance can be evaluated with the root mean
squared (RMS) values of relevant quantities in our model.
RMS acceleration levels can be used to compute the Pepler
index. The primary air gap and secondary suspension stroke
requirements can also be estimated from the RMS variations
of these variables, which provides a method of specifying the
primary and secondary suspension stroke limits through
stochastic control techniques. The motivation behind this
treatment stems from ll\c guideway and wind disturbances
being characterized by linear systems driven by while noise,
whereby it is natural to determine Ihe system outputs for
analysis in a similar form.
I AHI.l: 4

Passive Secondary Suspension Pjramelers
TABU- *

Guideway Roughness Parameters
Parameter

Value

A r (vertical)

l.2e-5 railA2/s

A r (lateral)

l.2e-5rad A 2/s

A r (rolll

5 7e-6 railA.Vm-s

Vertical Natural Frequency
Vertical Damping Ratio
Lateral Natural Fivi|iiency
Lateral Damping Ratio
Roll Stiffness
Roll Damping

O.X H/
0.10

1.5 H/
0.5
0.0 N-m/rail
2.0e6 N-m-s/ruil
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Details of the trade-off studies used for characterizing the
passive secondary suspension system are beyond the scope of
this paper, but can be found in [ 1) and [5].. The design
parameter values are listed in Table 4.

P. J.= 1.0 + 0.50: +l7Cj,: + !7<Ty+0.l(dB(N)-65)

(6)

where O: is the passenger RMS roll rale, Oj: is the
passenger RMS vertical acceleration, Oy is the passenger

/{. Operating Point Force Balance
To obtain a linear state space perturbation analysis model,
we need to determine vehicle steady-state sideslip angle, p,
and the location of the center of pressure (CP) relative to the
CG. This is performed through a force balance analysis,
where forces and moments arising from the constant
component of crosswind velocity are canceled by the primary
and passive suspension systems (Equation (1)). Crosswind
forces on the train are modeled as a side force acting
perpendicular to forward velocity at the CP. The
aerodynamic side force is given by:

where At is the train's cross-sectional area and Cy(($) is the
coefficient of side force. The air-relative train velocity, V a j r ,
is the vector sum of the train's earth-relative and crosswind
velocities. The aerodynamic coefficient, C y (P), is nonlineurly dependent on the sideslip angle and is described by a
third order polynomial fit to data generated in [5J.
Thus, given forward vehicle velocity and steady-state
crosswind speed, the aerodynamic forces on the vehicle are
computed as a function of p and CP location via (5). A set of
nonlinear equations is solved numerically to determine p and
CP by balancing |Fy| a e r o against the nonaerodynamic forces
coniained in the model, where all time-varying zero mean
disturbances and actuator displacements are nulled. For the
data presented in §4. the vehicle and mean wind velocities
are I34km/s (300mph) and 13.4Km/s (30mph) respectively.
The resulting steady-state sideslip, p\ is O.IO2rad (5.73°),
which corresponds to a O.OO23rad (0.134°) vehicle yaw
angle, y.
C. Cinavuiiue analysis
To construct our linear perturbation model, we further
assume that the passenger compartment and bogie angular
rotation rales are small, and we neglect nonlinear coupling
terms due to Coriolis accelerations and gyroscopic effects.
The resulting linear equations of motion are placed in state
space form. x = Ax + Bu + Fw, where: the system state, x,
contains train and bogie positions and velocities, and
guidewuy positions (constrained to appropriate degrees of
freedom): I he system actuator input vector, u, contains active
secondary suspension force and aerosurface deflection
commands: and the disturbance input vector, d, is (Gaussian)
while noise.
A measure of ride quality are commonly used for maglev
vehicles is the Pepler ride quality criteria (8|. Although both
measures arc dependent on train accelerations, the Pepler
Index also includes the effects of roll and noise. The Pepler
ride quality index. P.I., is given by:

RMS lateral acceleration, and dB(N) is the passenger
compartment noise level (decibels). In our analysis, we
ignore the compartment noise level. Hence, P.I. is a scalar
sum of system statistics, which can be denoted z = Cx + Du
(ignoring (he constant term, 1.0). By defining our analysis
variables in this manner, we proceed to design a controller
using Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) theory, which
synthesizes a state feedback control law of form: u = -Gx,
The gain matrix, G, is selected to minimize a quadratic cost
functional that includes weighted terms containing
performance variables of interest and control energy
required. The cost functional, J. provides an optimal
trade-off between actuator effort and closed-loop system
performance:

J = lim E{/(z(t)TQz(t) + u(t)TRu(t))dtl

(7)

The matrices Q and R are used to vary the relative
importance of the system outputs and control effort
respectively (E denotes the expectation operator). The gain
matrix G minimizing this cost functional is given by:
(8)
where K is the solution to an algebraic Riccati equation [91:
KA + A T K + C T Q C - I K B + C T QDJR"'[B T K+D T QC| = O
(9)
We calculate the closed-loop system steady-state state
covariances analytically. If Ac\ is the closed-loop system
matrix (A c | = A - B G ) , then the state covariance matrix
steady-state solution, L x x , is the solution to the Lyapunov
equation (10]:

+IvxA I .. T +FF T =0

(10)

A system output for analysis, denoted y. is defined as a linear
combination of system states: y = C o u t x . The output
covariance matrix, 2 y y , is given by:
v

__ r*1

yy ~ '-out

-out

(ID

The RMS component of the output vector, y. is the
square-root of the terms along the diagonal of Zyy- This
analysis methodology permits us to compute analytically the
statistics of important system properties, such as the Pepler
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Index, bogie displacements, and actuator commands, without
having lo resort to Monte Carlo schemes.
4. Results
Results obtained using the analysis model described in §2
are presented here. We assume a forward vehicle velocity of
l34Km/s (3()()mph) and a peak crosswind (Ihree-sigma)
velocity of 26.8Km/s (60mph). Control algorithms are
developed and the resulting closed-loop systems analyzed as
per S3. We select the weighting matrices. Q and R in (7). to
provide good ride quality while maintaining strict (plus or
minus three-sigma) suspension gap requirements defined in
(II- Table 5 provides data indicating basic system
performance for three candidate control strategies: (I) no
active control (open-loop); (2) active secondary suspension
control only; (3) active secondary suspension and
aerosurfaces. The Pepler index is computed for passengers
located at the rear, center, and front of the train. Lateral and
vertical primary suspension gap RMS variation values are
also tabulated.
Note that the active secondary suspension system
significantly reduces the Pepler Index. However, air gap
variations increase considerably in the vertical direction. The
inclusion of aero-actuation reduces Ihe Pepler index further
(recall. P.I. has minimum value 1.0) while also reducing the
primary suspension gap variation, albeit not to the level of
the strictly passive case.

model description. This can be exploited to ascertain optimal
system design parameters through parametric trade-off
analyses. (We appreciate that specific performance
predictions generated by linear analyses should ultimately be
verified through high fidelity nonlinear simulaiion.) A
natural extension lo our work includes appending additional
modeling capabilities. <•.,<;.: curved and rolling guideways.
vehicle bending modes, actuator and sensor dynamics and
noise, and, of course, more sophisticated control techniques.
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TABI.1-: 5

System Performance
Active
Actuators
None
Active Secondary
Active Secondary and Aero

Front

Pepler Index
Rear

Center

5.6
2.0
1.6

4.5
1.9
1.5

4.4
1.7
1.5

RMS Primary Suspension (>ap Variation
Lateral
Vertical
Lateral
Vertical
Front
Rear
Front
Rear
1.2cm
0.50cm
0.64cm
0.65cm
1 2cm
0.48cm
1.5cm
1.5cm
1.1cm
O.K9cm
0.31cm
0.94cm
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Rail Irregularity and Module Response
in HSST-100 System
Mituru Iwaya
Engineering Department, HSST Corporation

Abstract - This paper shows the relation between
rail irregularities and magnet responses on rolling
stock. The chosen irregularities can cover almost
all the modes which can arise during practical operation of the vehicle. The test run data are also
confirmed by theoretical study.
I.

The guideway disturbance can be represented by ramp
input and step input. Other types of disturbance can be
artificially synthesized with these. Therefore, I would like
to make a close inquiry on these items at first.

III.

Introduction

Behaviour against Girder Deflection

The test run of the HSST-100 system in Nagoya was alThe standard span length in the test site is 20m. Assuming
most completed in 1992 [1]. Among others, we have aca deflection ratio of 1/1500, we put down the midspan of
cumlated a lot of data with regard to the relation between
the girders as far as 13mm (Fig.l). Therefore.when the veguideway displacement and vehicle behaviour from August
hicle comes to the pier position, the attack angle between
to September last year.
the two adjacent girders comes equal to that of 1/1500
As for maglev vehicles, magnet levitation height gives deflection ratio. It means that the girder deflection ratio
decisive weight to the overall design. Magnet gap fluctua- comes to nearly 1/1100 when the vehicle b running on the
tion comes mainly from the guideway rail irregularity. The middle of the girder. This fact necessitates our attention
guideway side claims large tolerance on rail accuracy, on especially when we evaluate vehicle body acceleration.
the other hand, the vehicle side demands precisely aligned
Fig.2 left shows average gap fluctuation of the magrail profile. The balance between them can be obtained
nets in this test. It can be noted that the gap fluctuafrom repetitive experiments.
tion value increases in accordance with vehicle speed.The
maximum gap deviation occurs at the girder conjunction
point. Therefore, it can be easily presumed that the value
II. Test Facility
can be reduced with some modification of the rail proThe test data aquisition was made on the 800m area from file at the both extreme of the girder. Fig.2 right shows
Ooe station, where steel tie bars are installed[l],[2]. Vari- the result of this modification which is about 20 to 30
ous rail displacements were intentionally incorporated by percent reduction in magnet gap fluctuation. Our calcumoving tie bars. The offered vehicle is the HSST-100 type lation predicted 50 percent reduction in this case. The
with full cabin load. It ran on the subject guideway in difference may be caused by other irregularities originally
various speed and the measured data are the magnet gap, incorporated in the rail system. The allowable fluctuation
is ±4mm in HSST-100 system. Such a slight modification
car body acceleration and others.
is desirable in this meaning.

G 4 1

G 3 £3

P 3 9

P 4 0

Fit.1 Rail Profile in Girder Deflection Test
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The same analysis is made on vehicle body acceleration
as shown in Fig.3. The coupler side acceleration seems
to exceed 0.2G, however, this value must be undercut by
nearly 30% for the reason stated above. The motorman
side value can be considered to be showing right acceleration on 1/1500 girder. In any case, the rail profile modification on girder ends will give, an improvement also in
this case.
Same test was carried out on 40m span girder which deflection ratio is designed and confirmed as 1/1300. Both
magnet gap fluctuation and car body acceleration indicated no particular increase compared with that of the
standard 20m girder of 1/2800 up to the running speed of
lOOkm/h.

2.0mm as in Fig.4. The result of magnet gap fluctuation
with 2mm step is shown in Fig.5. The calculated result
is also shown on the same figure. Those two lines deviate
from each other in the higher speed range. It is assumably
caused by other rail irregularities originally incorporated
in the system.
The calculated gap fluctuation is based on one dimensional model. Therefore, the value has simple relation with
vehicle speed. Actually, the vehicle has three dimensional
expanse, which causes rather complicated response with
regard to vehicle speed. Such a complexity is omitted
here.

P

G4 0

IV. Module Responce against Rail Step
Another fundamental response is that in step disturbance.
The running test was carried out on rail step of 1.5mm and
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Forward Cruise
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V.

VI.

Collation with Theiretical Analysis

Every rail profile can be expressed in Fourier series. For
example, ramp shape j, such as girder deflection is a function of dimension x as;
_ cosx

cos3x

cos5x

. .

Here, the dimensional parameter of x can be replaced by
time parameter t as;
cost;/
_
J/ =

cos3vi
1

32

II

cos5uf

52

(2)

Conclusion

We have also conducted other irregularity test such as rail
level, lateral step, guage, tilt and so on. In these cases
we
could hhardly
findaany
^ b behaviour.
w e CQM
a r d , y find
n y e vevil
i , c feffect
f e c t Q non^ vehicle
ehaviour
T h u s w e a r e c o n v i n c e d t h a t t h e m a j o r a t t e n t i o n lies o n raii
vertical alignment and the influence of its defect appears
less than that of a ramp disturbance.
The results and data obtained here will believably help
us much when we consider a design of guideway and vehicle
in future.

VII.

Additional N o t e

When the vehicle speed comes up by twice, then the equaNote 1. Girder End ModifkationfFig.2)
tion becomes;
The girder bends down with active load. When the
cos2vt
cos6ut
coslOui
,„.
3
rails
are installed on the girder in a straight line, two ady=
i
+
i
+
—
5
2
—
+
•
•
•
(
)
x
3
Comparing equation (3) with equation (2), we can confirm
that twice the speed we get twice the frequency. Originally, from equation (1) or (2), twice the frequency we
will get 1/4 of the amplitude. This means that the amplitude becoms 4 times higer than that of the original. On
the other hand, spectral density becomes half in (3). In
this way we can conclude that the external disturbance
becomes twice when a car passes ramp conjunction point
with twice the speed.
Same discussion is valid when a car passes step disturbance point where;

jacent rails make an attack angle of 4.2mrad with 1/1500
of girder deflection. When the rails are installed on the
girder previously with 2.1mrad of inverse attack angle,
then the arising angles with girder deflection are distributed to two positions and the absolute values are reduced into half. Such a girder end modification can be
easily obtained by moving the end tie bars a little downward. This modification gives an advantage in magnet
gap fluctuation, and also car body acceleration decreases
are confirmed with various test data.

_ sinx

y- —

sin3x

sin5x

+ —3— + —g— + • •

In this case, we can conclude that twice the speed a car
gets the same disturbance as in the original.
Above stated is the discussion which was made in drawing the calculated line in Fig.2 and Fig.5. It is generally
said that random irregularity usually found in a rail alignment has a spectrum of £ s i n kx/k-jk . In this case, twice
the speed we get square root twice of disturbance from the
rail[2].

r

Straight Rail

M o d i f i < .d
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Note 2. Dynamic Difference between Motorman Side
and Coupler Side(Fifi.3)
Fig. 3 shows obvious difference in the acceleration measured at the motorman side and coupler side. The test
train consists of two cars. When the coupler side comes to
the midpoint of the girder, the deflection reachs its climax
(shown as dl). On the other hand, when the motorman
side cornes to the midpoint, the girder springs back in a
considerable amount(shown as d2). As the results, the
coupler side car body vibrates with the amplitude of dl,
while the rnotorman side car body does with the amplitude of d2. That results in 30% difference.

jNote 3. Step Response of the Magnet(Fig-5)
The calculated response with rail 1.5mm step upward is
shown below. In this case, the magnet deviation from the
rail reachs its climax(-2mm) when the after side passes the
step point. Here the minus value means lowering of the
magnet. The plus value does not represent its climax and.
therefore, is omitted from Fig.5. In this figure, forward
cruise means downward step, and backward cruise means
upward step. The measured lines show both maximum
plus value and maximum minus value.

_ _

A

, - F W D Max Gap
Coupler Side Acceleration

-AFT-Max Gap

ft
AFT Min Gap(Absolute Max.)
FVVD Min Gap
-4
/s
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Abstract
~Tkk paperdescrlbes the control system and
I. FIVE DEGREE OF FREEDOM MODEL
the five degree of freedom (5 DOF - heave, sway, pitch, yaw, aad
roll) model of the Grumman Maglev Vehicle described la [1]. The
A. Servo Model
simulation model has 12 magnet modules (4 magnets per module)
mounted along the vehicle canted at the appropriate angle to give
The starting point for this analysis is the Grumman
both lateral and lift tones acting through the vehicle's center of
supeconducting
EMS concept described in [1 J. Additional inforgravity (eg). The model abo includes the effect of the distributed
forces that are created as a consequence of the magnet geometry. mation on the magnet designs is described in [2] and the
Because the control system at each magnet module is a third order levitation and guidance control servo is discussed in [3]. The
linear model of the servo is shown in the block diagram of Fig.
system, the complete 5 DOF model has 42 coupled differential
equations (3 each for the magnet modules times 12 modules pins 2
1. The differential equation that describes this model are also
each For pitch, yaw, and roil). The model that we developedfatlinear
shown in die figure. The forces that are applied to the magnet
in the magnet servos, but the results were compared to a nonlinear module are added at the summing junction denoted Sum 1 in the
single magnet control simulation and we are confident that the
diagram. The forces at the sum are those created by linearizing
linear model predicts the behavior of the nonlinear system.
the magnet force. The magnet is nonlinear in both the current and
The guideway was modeled as a simple pinned beam hi
the position. The force needed to balance the weight of the
both bending and torsion to determine the guideway motions as a
vehicle
is assumed to be provided continuously, and the perturconsequence of the vehicle moving over the beam. This motion is
combined with stochastic models for the guideway camber, step bations around that operating point define the linear model
shown. The perturbation force caused by the motion of the
and ramp discontinuity created by the pillar height variation*, and
magnet is denoted by Kl. Kl is really the partial of the magnet
the irregularities caused by the random roughness of the rail. The
combined effect of all of these motions was used to excite the 5 DOF
force due to guideway gap error around the nominal gap clearvehicle simulation model.
ance of 4 cm (1.6 in). It is fed back with a positive sign which
The model was also used to compare toe effect of various is representative of the unstable characteristics of the magnets
suspension systems. The first assumed a four point force suspension
bcingattractedtowardslheironrail. For the simulation, Kl was
at each corner of the vehicle using a conventional spring/damper
281,000 pounds per foot. The other force at Sum 1 is caused by
system, the second was a similar four point suspension using
changes in force due to current variations in the magnet coils.
magnetic forces such as would be used in an electrodynamic
For the simulation this term, denoted by dfdi, is 933.3 pounds per
suspension (EDS) system and the third was uniformly distributed
kilo-ampere tum. Since each of these force terms were develload along both sides of the vehicle as in an electromagnet suspension (EMS) system. The comparison of these three different oped by assuming that a single magnet servo was lifting the
suspensions allows an understanding of those aspects of the
entire vehicle, dividing the force over the 12 independent
Grumman EMS design [1] that permits the elimination of a secmodules of four magnets each, requires that these constants be
ondary suspension system.
divided by 12. This is also true of the mass-for the analysis the
It was also determined that a uniformly distributed load
mass is assumed to be 1/12 of the complete vehicle mass which
significantly alters the guideway deflections, and the rule of thumb
is 61 kN (4192 slugs).
of using twice the static deflection to determine the dynamic
The control system uses gap error, vehicle rate and
deflection is not valid.

Manuscript received Mach 15, 1993. This work was
performed in part for ihe Maglev System Concept Definition
study supported by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers under
contract No. DTFR53-92-C-000 04.

acceleration as feedback controls. The rate is determined by
integration of the accelerometer. The gains for Ihe acceleration
are also used (with Kf) to set Ihe servo bandwidth and damping.
The feedback control gain in the forward loop is denoted by Kf. The servo design selects this gain, the gain on the
accelerometer, and the gain on the rate feedback so that the root
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Magnet Servo Linear Model
locus shown in Fig, 1 results. The rate, and accelerometer gains A. Effect of Distributed Forces
(with KQ are selected to give a closed loop bandwidth (tod) of 10
Hz., and a damping (Q of .707. The value of Kf that achieves this
Since the magnet modules ate distributed along the
is 3650.3 kilo-ampere turns per unit input (note in the figure that bottom of the vehicle, the forces applied to the guideway gap
the formula for Kf is denoted by "Gain").
variations are also distributed. To show the effect of the
The proportional plus integral (PPI) control that precedesSum2, is included to cause the system to havezero
steady state error to steps (without this feature, guide'IMgnlPol*
way step irregularities would always result in a steady
RttFttbtdc
state error). The gain Ki in the integral compensation is
selected to place the closed loop zero introduced by the
compensator on top of the open loop left half plane pole
caused by the positive force feedback Kl. With this
strategy, the resulting closed loop system is second
ItagnttUnsUUt
order. Note that the unstable plant poles are at ±28.36
.Poll
rad/sec for the nominal design, so the integral gain is
+2836 rad/sec
selected to be 28.36.
To simplify the complexity of the model twelve
independent magnet modules where assumed in the
design analyzed, but the base-line design [1] actually
will have 24 modules of two magnets each. In this baseline configuration, up to twelve magnets (6 modules)
may fail with enough lifting power still remaining to
support the entire vehicle. Thus the combination of
redundant magnet modules and magnets that are inherent
in this design make the overall control system innately
Provides servo response wfh defflpno, £
1C.SL
robust to failures and extremely reliable.
andfnqutncyi*,
Fig. 2. Root Locus for Servo Design
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distributed forces and measurements, a frequency response
analysis was developed that assumes that the guideway is a
single sine wave with wavelength X. Thus the input to the control
system gap sensor is sin (2rcvtA) where vis the vehicle speed.
Since the sensors and control forces are distributed over the
module mean that the displacement used to control the position
of the magnet module is given (to a first approximation) by:

transfer function for the gap error with a sinusoidal guideway
input is the product of (3) and the transfer function for the gap
servo. The resulting transfer function is given by:
GapEiror
Guideway Temporal Motion
j(O(jp+ 23.5) ( j 01 + 89.68)

(4)

( jffl+42.42+j 42.42) (j » + 42.2-j 42.2) (j a+2836)

The transfer function (4) has the magnitude and phase
plot
shown
in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the magnitude of the
y(t) =
frequency response is damped to .707 and the bandwidth of the
servo is 10 Hz (62.8 rad/sec). These are the design parameters
we used for the servo design previously discussed. The result of
where: ta=the time it takes to traverse a module (i.e.
combining the servo transfer function with the frequency reta = IJv; l^is the module length).
sponse from (3) is shown in Fig. 4. These figures include the
effect of thesin x/x curve (from (3)) and the effect of the location
The integral is easily computed, and the result is that the
ofthemagnetmodules. Thereare6magnctrnodulesoneachside
gap input y(t) becomes:
of the vehicle and each module is 5.8 m (19.2 feet) long. The
forces that are applied by these magnets are delayed in time by
. sin F^JJ-) sin {**zt)
(2)
t_as defined above. The effect of this time delay is to alter the
phase of the transfer function at each of the module locations by
This expression shows exactly how the amplitude of a
(a tm. Thus the phase is different for the different speeds and
sinusoidal input is reduced as a consequence of the averaging
different locations, as shown in Fig. 4, but the magnitude curves
over the time ta in (1). The amplitude reduction in the temporal
are the same at each of the magnet locations. Note that no
frequency domain can be obtained from the fact that 2TIVA. = co attempt was made to subtract 360 degrees from these phase
When this is substituted into (2) the Frequency (tempo- curves so that the phase angles become very large in the plots.
ral) response is given by:

H((o)=sin(colrn/2v)/(coW2v)

C. Dynamic Model
(3)

Each of the magnets along the bottom of the vehicle
cause a force to be applied to the vehicle at a particular location.
These forces cause both translafrequency Keipome m Miinci aervo Alone
10
tion and rotational motions that
depend upon the location and the
fact that the magnets are canted at
an
angle p* with respect to the
-10
vertical. The angle {J=35 degrees
-20
is chosen so as to apply all of the
combined forces through the ve-30
hicle eg. The nomenclature that is
100
ICO
ICC
used for these forces, and the way
Frequency (nd/iec)
in
which the various forces enter
Phaie
Reiponte
ofG»p
Error
from
M»inel
Servo
-1.5
into the system are shown in Fig-2
ure 5. Note that a sign appears
\
before II through 13 to indicate
-2.5
the direction of the resulting moment, with a negative sign indiN *>
-3
cating that the moment is negative. When the equations of mo3
104
- fm
105
tion are developed these three
Frequency (nd/tec)
moment arms are converted into
Fig. 3. Frequency Response Plot of the Position to Gap Error Transfer
12 different values so that the
Function for the Magnet Servo
moments can be obtained by a

which is a sin x/x curve in the frequency domain. The final

i
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Fig. 4. Transfer Functions for Different Speeds and Magnet Module Locations
summation over the magnets 1 through 12. Thus the 12 moment
arms are defined as follows:
X, = -13, Aj = -13. \ = -12, \ = -12, Xs = - 1 1 , \ =-11
\ = 11,X, = 11, X, = 12,X10 =12,Xn = 13,X,j =13 (5)

Notice that with these definitions, all of the moment
arms match the forces as defined in the figure, and furthermore
the odd numbers are associated with forces on the right and the
even numbers with forces on the left side of the vehicle. The

CG of vehicle
Roll

Magnet Module
Magnet CantAnglep
Fig. 5. Forces and Moments Created by 12 Magnet Modules
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nominal values for 11,12, and 13 are 5.76 m (18.9 ft.), 11.52 m
(37.8 ft.), and 17.29m (56.7 ft.) respectively.
With these definitions, the forces and moments created
are as follows:
Heave:
Lateral:
Pitch:
Yaw:
Roll:

cosfl}) £ f(; where the summation is over all i
sin(P) {£ f( (over even i) - 2 I) (over odd i)]
cos(P) £ \ f,; where the summation is over all i
sin(jj) Z A, f,; where the summation is over ail
cgshift {£ f, (over even i ) - £ f , (over odd i)} (6)

the train speed. With these definitions, the matrix B is simply the
concatenation of the magnet state equations and terms that cause
thepiichandyawmotionsfromguidcwaymoUons. ThusBisthe
40 by 12 matrix given by (9).

0

B=

Xi a cos p

0
Xi a cos p

...0
• •• ^.12 a cos p

0

0

...0

h a sin P

X.2 a sin p

...X I2 asinp

b

0

...0

0

0

...b

In the roll expression, "cgshift" denotes the shift in the
eg along the y and zaxes from the nominal position. This eg shift
is the only way that roll disturbances are induced since the
nominal force vectors of all of the magnets is through the eg.
The state equations are created using a state vector (of
size 40x1) that is defined by:
x = [ e dG/dt v dV/dt x, x2 . . . x I 2 ] T
(7)

(9)

The full five DOF simulation uses (8) and (9) to
calculate the combined heave, sway, pitch and yaw. The roil
uses (6) to determine the torques applied about the z axis,
combined withtheequauonIid20/dt1=torquesapplicd-Kp0. The
constant K( is the effective restoring spring force in roll caused
where: x | ,x 2 ....jt u =the 12 different magnet servos all
by the staggered geometry of the magnets in each module. This
modeled with the mass and other terms divided by 12 as was
spring constant with a rate feedback term in roll provides the
discussed previously. If we use the subscript i to denote the i* required roll damping and restoring force.
magnet module, the forces and moments in (6) can be deterThe results of the simulation with these equations of
mined from the acceleration of each module. Since the accelera- motion are discussed in section IV. The next two sections are
tion is the 2nd element in the state vector x , the force from the devoted to describing the inputs u that are caused by the
i* module is given by [0m0]x which is written in aconsise form guideway vibration and the guideway irregularities. Each of
by using the fact that x = Ax+bu. The resulting state space model these cause an effective temporal variation in the gap that is a
of the complete coupled dynamics is given by (8) below. In (8), function of the speed of the vehicle and the spatial distribution
the vector u is the guideway motions at the 12 magnet locations, of the guideway displacements.
s = [0 m OJA and a = (0 m OJb. The inputs u are calculated as
0 - GUIDEWAY VIBRATION
averaged motions that are shifted in time by d/v where d is the
magnet location with respect to the front of the vehicle, and v is
Details of the baseline "spline girder" guideway design
1
0

0
0

[000]

[000]

[000]

gaifun_p

.ML
c«p

x+ Bu

(8)

M2«n P .
Q

[0]3

nn p

Ua.

[0]3

A [Oh- [0],

•in p

linB
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identified for the Grumman design is given in [4]. The vibration
of the guideway is broken into two independent parts: heave and
torsion. The model used to simulate the guideway dynamics is
Ai"
a simple beam that is pinned at each of the support pillars. The A _
pillars are assumed to be rigid, and there are no interactions q = Ai —
between the guideway and the pilings, and soil.

The underlying equation of motion that describes a simple
pinned beam (the Bernoulli-Euler beam) is:
4

Iv — — ^ + c

. "+

pa — ~

L

= iy.x£)

(1°)

where: z(x,t) =verticaJ displacement as a function of time
(t) and distance along the beam (x) with z(0,t)
= 0 and z(guideway length, t) = 0 (i.e. there is
no motion at the beam ends)
E
=modulus of elasticity of the beam material
I
= cross sectional inertia of the beam about the
axis of bending (pitch)
pa =mass density times the cross sectional area
of the beam - i.e. the mass per unit length of the
beam
f(x,t) =loading (force) on the beam as a function of
time and distance
c
=viscous damping coefficient.
To determine the solution of (10), we assume that the
displacement z is the product of a function of time and a function
of distance. Thus:

z(x,t) = £ An(t) (fc, (x).

(11)

-(0?

-2Oi
(

«?
;
0
0

...0

0

...0

0

...-(0?

-2

0
0

0
+

2

1

0

-

A. Bending Dynamics

0

•

[W)

(15)

. o

(10) and then multiplying by (^ (x) and integrating from x-0
to x=guidcway length. Where the forcing function f(xs,t) is
developed as follows. When the vehicle moves across the
guideway, the force applied is distributed over the magnet
modules. Wehaveassumedthatthisforceiscontinuousoverthe
length of the vehicle, so that f(x.t) has die form shown in Fig. 6.
In the simulation the guideway is divided into 100 grid elements
(so mat Ax is 0.27 m), and the time grid and space grid are made
consistent by assuming that At = Ax/speed. With this assumption, the vehicle moves one Ax in one time At. The simulation
is for 1 second, so that at the nominal speed of 134 m/s (300 mph)
At is 0.002 seconds. With these quantizations, and the assumption that only the first 5 modes are significant, the discrete force
isalOObySOOmatrix. In this form the firsts modes are modeled
using (IS), where the state vector q is the mode amplitudes and
their derivatives, and the matrix <t>B(xa) is a 5 by 100 matrix
sin(0) sin(

2-Ax
) ... sin (—iLJfiP_Ax—j
guideway length
guideway length

When(l l)is substituted into(10),themode shapes
<{)„ (x) are the solutions of the differential equation:

0 =0

(12)

which, with the initial conditions given in (10), has a solution
given by:

4>n (x) = sin ( . . n 7 t x ,
-I
\guideway length;

m»

(")

The solutions for ^ (x) are.called the mode shapes of
the beam. In (12) the frequency C0^ is given by:

(16)

) ...sin(—* 100 4*

sin(0) sin(

guideway length

guideway length

created from the mode shapes as follows:
A structural damping ratio £ = 0.02 was assumed for all of the
modes.
The simulation of the guideway motion from (15)
results in the individual mode amplitudes, and the actual displacements of the guideway are obtained from q by using
equation (11). Since this equation can be viewed as a matrix
product, the physical motions may be written as:
10

00

.00

00

10

.00

00

00

10

4

n7t
_\ Ei
(14)
\guideway length;
h/ pa
pa
The resulting differential equation (15) for the time
varying modal amplitudes q, is obtained by substituting (11) into

(17)
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Force f(x,i) (lbs./ft.)
1176

= m(x,t)

3tz

x =0
Time (t)
t =0
Fig. 6. Force applied to guideway as vehicle moves across
x = guideway length

(18)

where: $(x,t) = angle of twist per unit length
p I x = product of the mass density and the crosssectional inertia
GJ = torsional stiffness where G is the shear
modr'us, and for an isotropic material is
equal to E/2(l+v) and J is the polar moment
of inertia -v is the Pbisson ratio for the
material and E is Young's modulus
m(x,t) =twisting moment applied to the guideway
by the vehicle
b =viscous damping coefficient in torsion

Equation (18) is solved in exactly the same way as the
The resulting z(x,t) is a matrix with 100rowsrepresent- bending equations. The mode shapes are slightly different since
ing the physical location along the guideway at increments Ax, (18) is second order in x whereas the bending equation is fourth
and 500 columns representing time at the interval At. A plot of order.
this displacement is shown in Fig. 7 (a).
nnx
The modes are:VT sin
and the mode freguideway lengi
B. Torsional Vibration Dynamics

:

—

FGTThe torsional vibration is modeled in the same way as quencies are: i
bending. The torsion model is the "Saint-Venant" equation given
guideway lengtb/w r ? ~
by:
The resulting torsional vibrations multiplied by the
lever arm from the guideway beam center line to the cenierof the
Maximum Displacement «
0.09 cm (0.035 inches)
displacement-*

Five Tonion Mode Frequencies are:
3.43.6.86.10.3.13.72.17.15 Hz.

time-t
position along
guideway-a

(b) Torsion Induced Displacement at Center of Rails

displacement-z

Maximum Displacement =
.185 cm (0.074 Inches) Five Bending Mode Frequencies are:
5.3.21.6,48.5,86.3, and 134 Hz.

position along
guideway-x

time-t

(a) Bending Induced Displacement at Guideway Center
Fig. 7. Bending and Torsion Guideway Displacements
Functions of Distance Along the Guideway and Time
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rail (to give heave motion) is shown in Fig. 7 (b).

the variation will be around 0.15 cm (0.06 inches), and with
probability .99 the value will be less than 0.5 cm (0.2 inches).
Note that this variation can be positive or negative, so these step
irregularities are around the nominal guideway position.
In the simulation, typically 8 guideway sections were
modeled with independent sets of left and right steps at each
section. The resulting temporal variations seen by the vehicle
when its speed is 134 m/s (300 mph) are shown in Fig. 8.

III. GUIDEWAY IRREGULARITIES

The guideway irregularities are caused by the pier
height variations, the variations created by the mounting of the
rails to the guideway structure, by variations in the camber that
is added to the guideway to account for the vehicle loading, and
surface irregularities in the steel that makes up the rails. Each of
these is modeled as a simple stochastic process where the B. Rail md Span Angular Misalignment (or Rimps)
independent variable is the location along the guideway (x).
The ramps in the rail and guideway are also a conseThese spatial variation are then converted into functions of time
for the vehicle simulation by using the change of variable t = x / quence of column height differences. This effect is modelled as
follows:
v (where v is the speed of the vehicle).
ramp = s3(i-l) + ( Sj(i) - s 3 (i-l)) x/(guidcway length)

A. Rail and Span Offsets (or Steps)

(20)

The steps in the rail from section to section are a where: s3(i) = the height variation at the ith column and it is a
Gaussian random variable with mean
consequence of the vertical offsets due to the installation of the
zero and variance of 0.25 cm (0.1 inches)
rails on the guideway, and the manufacturing and installation
x=the distance along the guideway segment with x
tolerances of the pilings, the guideway support columns, and the
going from 0 to guideway length.
guideway elements. In addition, environmental effects such as
This variation is assumed lobe the same for the leftand
frost, temperature, and settling affect the column heights. We
have modeled these effects as a random step discontinuity in the right rail, and is also shown in Fig. 8.
rail at each column. The assumption is made that the right and
left rails are affected independently, so that each rail has a C. Variations in the Camber in the Guideway
discontinuity given by:
step left = s,
Post tensioning of the guideway is used to counteract
step right = s 2
(19)
the loading that is applied to the guideway. However the
where: s is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and nominal prestress camber that is applied may change as a
variance of 0.15 cm (0.06 inches).
consequence of variations in the prestress, sagging due to creep
The Gaussian assumption means that most of the time and long term loading effects. The model for camber errors is:
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yaw, and independently in roll. The combined guideway irregularities shown in Fig. 8 and vibration induced motions shown oi
sir
y = S4 sin
(21)
Fig. 7, are averaged over a magnet module. This averaged
\ guideway lengt
where: s4=Gaussian with zero mean and a variance of 0..25 cm motion becomes the input to the magnet module - which
accounts for the fact that the forces applied by the magnet are
Figure 8 shows a typical set of camber variations distributed over the length of the module. Figure 9 shows the
effect of this averaging. In Fig. 9 (a), the combined left and right
modeled using (21).
rail irregularities (combining the steps, ramps, camber, and
roughness) are plotted vs. time (corresponding toa vehicle speed
O. Random Roughness Irregularities
ofl34m/s). Ascanbeseen, the maximum deflection of the rails
is
about 1.5 cm (0.6incbes). InFig. 9 (b), the guideway vibration
The random roughness is a consequence of the manufacturing process for the rails. The guideway roughness is an seen at each of the servo locations is plotted. To obtain this
"exponentially correlated" random process that is modeled with motion from the guideway vibration shown in Fig. 7, the bending
and torsion induced vibrations are added together, and to deterthe differential equation:
mine the motion at each of the servo locations the combined
Y2 7 cr white noise
(22)
motions as a function of x and t are converted into a function of
dx
t alone using the fact that x = x0 + v t where v is the speed of the
In this equation, o* is the desired variance of the process y, and
vehicle and x, is the location of the magnet module. Since the
7 is 1 /(correlation length). The correlation length is the distance
quantization in z and in t were made consistent with the velocity
over which y is related to its previous values (correlated).
v, the actual procedurefor doing this is simply reading the matrix
Beyond 3 times the correlation length, these irregularities are
z(x,t) along the diagonal beginning at x = x 0 . One last obserindependent. Since the rail in our design is pinned to the
vation about Fig. 9 (b) is that the vibration shown is due to eight
guideway at each out-rigger, and at points half-way between the
guideway segments. This is achieved by duplicating the bending
out-rigger, the correlation length must be 2.3 m (7.5 feet) - the
and torsion response of the single section that was simulated.
distance between the mounting brackets. In the model we have
Figure 9 (c), shows the combined motions from (a) and (b) when
used this length so that y becomes 1/7.5. The resulting rail
they are averaged over the module length. The dramatic reducroughness is different for therightand left rail, as is shown inFig.
tion in amplitude from a maximum of about 1.75 cm (0.7 inches)
6. The variance in (22) is 0.1 cm (0.043 inches).
to a maximum of 0.125 cm (.05 inches) is a consequence of the
distribution of the loads over the magnet module length. It is this
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
feature-combined with the large gap size-that allows us to have
good ride quality without a secondary suspension.
The 5 DOF simulation was exercised with the inputs
Asacomparison, we were able to use the same dynamic
described above to determine the response in heave, sway, pitch,
analysis to compare our design
with one that uses a four point
(a) Left * Rilht R11I Irren.
( b ) Rii] Vibration (At S<gvo)
suspension and a conventional
spring, mass, damper suspen0.5
sion (such as would be the case
were the vehicle a wheeled system) and a four point suspension using magnets (such as
would be the case for an electro1.5
dynamic suspension). These
Time ••«;results are shown in Fig. 10. As
(c) Rjil Intgi. Seen by Servo
can be seen, the accelerations
for the four point suspensions
(without secondary suspensions) arc almost an order of
magnitude bigger than the accelerations in our design.
The heave acceleration
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
]
1.2
1.4
1.6
1
power density spectrum (PSD)
results shown in Fig 10 where
Fig. 9. Guideway Irregularities and Bending/Torsion Induced
plottedona 1/3octave frequency
Motions at the Rails and as Seen by the 12 Magnet Servos
band and compared to the one
7IX

/
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hour vertical ISO comfort limits established for the SCD study.
The results indicate that the vibration levels which the passengers will experience will be significantly below the ISO standards.
The conclusion therefore is that the only way the four point
suspension can achieve the ride quality requirements is with a
secondary suspension, whereas we have achieved better then
required ride quality without a secondary suspension.
Clearly, the ability to achieve the superb levels of
acceleration is a consequence of; 1) the large gap size we have
in our design, 2) the controllability using acceleration feedback,
and 3) the distributed loading on the vehicle and guideway. The
gap size is important because we do not have to follow irregularities that are as big a 1.25 cm (0.5 inches) since we have the
"headroom" to allow this gap error to be ignored. In the
Transrapid design, with a much smaller gap this is not true.
Wide gap step errors (up to 3 cm) where also investigated using this program and compared to results from a single
axis non-linear simulation [3]. The two simulations confirmed
that rapped changes in gap can be accommodate within control
authority limits of the servo.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The simulation of the vehicle motion demonstrates that
the useof a distributed force with a large gap allows an inherently
smooth ride quality. This feature has allowed a design that does

not require a secondary suspension system, with a significant
concomitant weight savings. This weight savings directly
translates into reduced guideway cost. In addition, the guideway
stiffness does no have to be large in order to handle the dynamic
loading because the load is distributed. These two consequences
of a distributed large gap design makes the overall Grumman
concept a very promising development system
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Vehicles for Superconducting Maglev System on Yamanashi Test Line
(Except Linear Synchronous Motors)
KikuoTAKAO
Vehicle Engineering Department, Maglev System Development Division, Railway Technical Research Institute,
Kokutmnji-shi, Tokyo 185
Noriyuki SHIRAKUNI
Linear Express Research and Development Division, Central Japan Railway Co.Ltd.,
Chuo-lcu, Tokyo 103

Abstract - A superconductive magnetic levitation (Maglev)
system in Japan has been developed to the extent that basic technology is established on Miyazaki Maglev Test Track and now for the
purpose of practical technology development the u ^ruction of
Yamanashi Test Line is underway. This paper describes the lightweight bodies, lightened bogies with elastic support of superconducting magnets (SCM) for vehicles of Yamanashi Test line.

Vehicles on the Yamanashi Test Line. We star'ed a detailed
design of vehicles and soon we shall fabricate new vehicles.
Here are outlined the Vehicles for Maglev on Yamanashi
Test Line and details of development of the experimental
vehicles for Maglev on Miyazaki Test Track.
II. Details of Development of the Vehicles
for Maglev System

I. Introduction
A. ML100
Development of a superconductive magnetic levitation
(Maglev) system in Japan was started in 1962 by Japanese
National Railways (J.N.R.). That was two years before
Tokaido Shinkansen Line between Tokyo and Osaka went
into a revenue service.
We decided at once that the next new high-speed train
should be Maglev System. Then we began to study Maglev
System and at the same lime to design vehicles for Maglev
System.
In 1972 an experimental vehicle ML100 of superconductive
Maglev system succeeded for the first time in a levitated
running on the Experimental Short Test Track. In 1975
ML100A succeeded in a perfect non-contact run by SCM.
In 1977 the test run of ML500 took place on Miyazaki Test
Track of 7 km length. ML500 attained a maximum speed
record of 517km/h in 1979.
We have made many experiments since 1979 on Miyazaki
Test Track by several different types of vehicles, which were
ML500, ML500R, MLU001 and MLU002.
And over 10,000 people including general persons tried a
ride on the Maglev Vehicles MLU001 and MLU002. The
experimental and trial run of manned vehicles proved the
safety of Maglev System and Vehicles.
On the basis of those experimental results we have developed and designed Maglev Vehicles for Yamanashi Test
Line since 1990.
Right now we have already decided configurations of
This Yamanashi Test Line Construction Project is receiving financial support of the Government.

-

ML100 which was the first experimental small vehicle for
superconducting Maglev system debuted in 1972 (Fig.l). It
had 4 seats. In 1972 ML100 succeeded in levitated running at
a speed of 60 km/h on the Experimental Short Test Track in
J.N.R.'s Kunitachi Laboratory. In 1975 ML100A succeeded
in levitated perfect non-conducted running.
The results of repeated experiments by ML100 series made
us confident of the possibility of 500 km/h running.
That was the first step in Maglev system.

Fig. 1 . ML100

B. ML500
In 1975 we constructed Miyazaki Test Track with a length
of 7 km.
In 1977 ML500 was fabricated for the new test track with
inverted-T shaped guideway (Fig.2).
ML500 attained a maximum speed record of 517 km/h run
on 21 December 1979. We could succeed in the experimental

1t
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500 km/h running only in 7 years after taking the first step.

higher than 350 km/h (Fig.4).
D. MLU002

Fig. 2. ML500

C. MLU001
In 1980 Miyazaki Test Track was reconstructed. The invcrt-T shaped guideway was transformed into U-shaped.
From 1980 to 1982 the manned vehicle MLU001 was
fabricated for the U-shaped guideway. MLU001 is a 3-car
unit (Fig.3).

In March 1987 the construction of MLU002 was finished
just before J.N.R. was privatized and divided (Fig.5).
The coil distribution was
changed to a concentration style
from a dispersion style.
In December 1989 MLU002
Fig.5. MLU002
attained a speed of 394 km/h
run.
It had 44 seals for passengers. About 9,500 people tried a
ride on MLU002. The number of trial riders of MLU001 and
MLU002 including general people amounted to over 10,000
persons. This testified to the safety of the vehicle for Maglev
system.
But unfortunately we lost MLU002 by a fire accident on 3
October 1991.

Fig. 3. MLU001

In 1986 MLU001 of 3-car
unit attained a speed of 352.4
km/h. In 1987 MLU001 of 2car unit a maximum speed of
405.3 km/h run unmanned and
attained a speed of 400.8 km/h
run manned. The trial ride on
MLU001 carried about 1,200
people in total.
MLU001 also had an experiment of an aerodynamic brake
system which we had developed
to secure a reliable emergency
braking at a speed of over 350
km/h. The brake works by
aerodynamic drag of aerodynamic panels which are parts of Fig. 4. Experiment of aerodynamic
the outside plates of the body,
brake on MLU001
which arc designed to be lifted
by a hydraulic system. The experimental results proved that
its braking force is effective enough for running at speeds
-

2 -

Fig. 6. MLU002N

E. MLU002N
In December 1992 the latest vehicle named MLU002N
debuted on Miyazaki Test Track (Fig.6).
We designed it taking lessons from the fire accident. We
chose kinds of material, structure of body and, bogie and
equipment for fire-protection. For example, all-aluminum
body instead of FRP'use, non-combustible material in the
body, new aluminum wheels without using magnesium alloy,
safety tires, use of fire-resistant hydraulic oil, fire extinguishing appliances, fire warning systems, and so on.
MLU002N newly has a pair of aerodynamic brakes as
emergency brake system and 12 seats for passengers.
To provide the magnetic cushion and the better riding
comfort, each bogie has two different types of elastic support
of SCM , one system which uses air spring and some links
connecting a bogie and SCM (called "Link" system), and the
other system which uses an intermediate bogie frame connected to the body and the other bogie frame is coupled to SCM
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Fig. 7. Outline of Yamanashi Maglev Vehicles

directly (called "Double Bogie Frame" system).
MLU002N's test runs started in January 1993.
III. Vehicles for superconducting Maglev system
on Yamanashi Test Line
A. Outline of Vehicles
Yamanashi Test Line is the last stage for making sure the
possibility of commercialization of Maglev system. Therefore
we have to bear the revenue service in mind in designing new
vehicles. For example, seating capacity, service equipment,
high riding comfort, etc.
There are two train sets which will run at a speed of over
500 km/h (maximum speed of 550 km/h) on Yamanashi Test
Line, one of which is a 3-car unit and the other a 5-car unil.
Each (rain consists of articulated bogies (Fig.7).

It was the first trial body for the commercialized Maglev
vehicle. It is made of aluminum and steel. The main part of
body is constituted of aluminum. Outside shell is made of
aluminum shapes. And frames are made of machined
aluminum plates. They are joined by spot-welding or riveting. Both ends of body are constituted of steel, because it is
effective for shielding magnetic influence of SCM. The main
body and the end body are joined by special riveting.
The cross section shape of Hl-body is little different from
other 3 types of trial bodies.
Hl-body was put to many experiments which gave many
useful results. Experiments of Hl-body included static load
tests; vertical load test, compressive load test from both ends,
air-light load test, back and forth load test between body and
bogies, and so on.

B. Lightweight Bodies
The bodies must have their weight reduced as much as
possible and at the same time must have enough rigidity and
air-tightness for the riding comfort. The total weight of each
body including all equipment is limited to less than 13 tons for
a middle-car or 17 tons for an end-car.
We have already developed 4 types of lightweight bodies
since 1989. Here is the present status of R&D.
Gig. 9. H2-body

Fig. 8. The experiment of Hl-body

1) HI type body: In 1989 HI type body named Hl-body
was fabricated, the length of which was 21.0 meters (Fig.8).

- 3 -

2) H2 type body: Hl-body was still in the experimental
stage of developing a lightweight body. In 1990 H2 type body
named H2-body was fabricated, the length of which was 23.7
meters, that is 2.7 meters longer than Hl-body. It is called
"long-body", which was the first trial long-body of Maglev
vehicle (Fig.9).
It is made of aluminum and steel, the same as Hl-body. The
main part of body is constituted of aluminum plates. Outside
shells are thin aluminum plates. Stringers and frames are
machined aluminum plates. They are joined by all spotwelding. Both ends of body are constituted of steel for the
same reason as Hl-body. The main body and the end body
are joined by special riveting. It is a kind of semi-monocoque
structure.
The cross section of H2-body is a successive conical curve
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instead of circular curve.
H2-body have been put as many experiments under the
slalic load as HI-body. Additionally it has been put to an
experiment for fatigue strength to prove its durability under
repeated air-tight load.
3) 113 type body: In 1991 H3 type body named H3-body
was fabricated, length of which was as long as "long-body"
(Fig.10).
It is made of duralumin used in airplane and steel. The main
part of body is constiluted of duralumin. Outside shells are
thin duralumin plates. Stringers and frames are machined
duralumin plates. They are joined by all riveting. Both ends of
body arc constituted of steel and partly duralumin. The main
body and the end body are joined by special riveting. It is a
kind of semi-monocoque structure.
The cross section of H3-body is a successive conical curve,
the same as H2-body.
H3-body was put to as many experiments under the static
load as HI-body and H2-body. And it had an experiment for
fatigue strength, the same as H2-body.

body and the end body are joined by special riveting. It is
rather a semi-monocoque structure.
The cross section of H4-body is a successive circular curve
almost ihe same as conical curves for H3-body.
H4-body was tested the static load as many times as other
bodies. And it is now undergoing on fatigue strength under
air-tight load.

"Aero-wedge" style
Fig. 12. Nose-shape of head cars

C. Nose-shape of Head Car

Fig. 10. H3-body

4) 114 type body: In 1992 H4 type body named H4-body
was fabricated, the same as "long-body"(Fig. 11).
It is made of brazed aluminum honeycomb panels and steel.
The main part of body is constituted of all brazed aluminum
honeycomb panels. Outside shells are the built-in aluminum
honeycomb panels with aluminum frames. Therefore not any
stringers and frames are seen inside. They are joined by
welding. Bolh ends of body are constiluted of steel. The main

Fig. 11. H4-body

Vehicles for superconducting Maglev on Yamanashi Test
Line have two types of nose-shape (Fig. 12). One type is
called "Double Cusp" style and the other is called "Aerowedge" slyle. Both of them are superior in aerodynamic performance, especially in aerodynamic drag, aerodynamic noise
and micro-pressure waves of tunnel. We designed them based
on the results of CFD analysis and some experiments in the
wind tunnel.
D. Bogies
The bogies are also lightened. Additionally one type of them
has to suspend the SCM elastically by air-springs for riding
comfort.
If the SCM is quenched, the rubber tires must be able to run
long distance at high speeds. So we need lough and safe tires.
The on-board contact-free power-collection utilizes the
electromagnetic inductance between the SCM aboard the
vehicle and the levitalion coils on ground.
Under such conditions we are developing the new Maglev
bogies.
1) Elastic Support of SCM: The bogies for Yamanashi
Vehicles will have the elastic support system of SCM to
provide the magnetic cushion and the riding comfort.
The conventional bogie frame consisted of cross-beams and
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side-beams connected with SCM directly and rigidly (Fig. 13).
The elastic support of SCM called "Double Bogie Frame"
system uses two different frames, one of which is intermediate
bogie frame connecting the body to 2 air-springs, and the
other is SCM supporting frame connecting the intermediate
bogie frame to another 4 air-suspension (Fig.14).
We arc going lo design Double Bogie Frame referring to the
experimental result at Miyazaki Test Track using MLU002N.

fabricated some new trial bogie frames.
The conventional bogie frame was made of aluminum plates
and shapes. We have made R&D about material and constitution of frame, whose candidates arc all FRP shapes, aluminum
honeycomb panels, all riveting structure without welding, and
soon.
In 1991 we tried fabricating SCM supporting frame made
of brazed aluminum honeycomb panels. The side-beams of
the frame are welded box girders whose sides arc brazed
aluminum honeycomb panels. The SCM frame was much
lighter in weight than the conventional frame of aluminum
plates and shapes. And its strength and rigidity were enough.
We are going to start a detailed design of bogies for Yamanashi Vehicles.
E. Other Components
There are many special components of the vehicles for
superconducling Maglev on Yamanashi Test Line. For
example, aerodynamic brake and wheel disk brake system,
suspension mechanism, auxiliary pneumatic tire wheels,
guide wheels, inductive power collection system, interior
accommodation, fire warning and extinguish system, and so
on.
But we omitted many things on account of limited space all
over here though we would like lo introduce a lot of equipment that we have developed.
Under such conditions we are developing the new Maglev
Vehicles.

SUfJB COHOOCTWC l U U C T

Fig. 13. Conventional Bogie (MLU002)

INTERMEDIATE BOGIE FRAME
AIR-SPRING CONNECTING
TO THE BODY

IV. Closing Remarks
AIR-SPRING
FOR ELASTIC SUPPORTING
OF SCM

We gave on outline of vehicles for Maglev system on
Miyazaki Test Track and Yamanashi Test Line.
We expect lo succeed in Maglev system.
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("Double Bogie Frame" system)

2) Lightweight Bogie Frame: The total weight of each bogie
is limited to less than 6.5 tons including SCM and all equipment. But it is difficult to reduce the weight of bogie frame,
because the structure of bogie frame is so simple that there is
no room for further reduction.
We have already designed lightweight bogie frame and
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Overview of Maglev Vehicle Structural Design Philosophy, Material Selection
and Manufacturing Approach
Paul Shaw
Grumman Corporation, Bethpage, New York

Abstract- The basic purpewe of (hit study was to obtain a cost
effective, manufacturable, technically efficient baseline vehicle
structural design.
The philosophy used In the study was based on a pragmatic
yehkle building block approach employing an deaiental 50
passenger module. The module whenfittedwith a nose and tall
can stand stone and be used during low volume traffic periods,
saving energy and operating cost Two connected modules are
suitable for intermediate traffic volume. Additional modules,
In increments of 50 passenger blocks, can be attached to the 100
passenger vehicle to build a train that will serve high volume
markets.
The Initial conceptual design was based on a preliminary
vehicle design specification that included load and stiffness
criteria, cabin size and shape, and provisions of the Americans
With Disabilities Act
The size and general shape of the passenger cabins was
largely driven by anthropometrk requirements, seating comfort needs, aisle width, cabin facilities, window arrangement
and primary suspension envelope. Based on these considerations, a cabin area for the basic 50 passenger module was
defined. The nose and tall compartments were aerodynamically
designed to minimize drag and downward forces.
As an initial effort to achieve the necessary balance between
design drivers, such as, weight, cost and structural integrity,
aluminum and composite conceptual structural designs and
manufacturing approaches for the cabin primary structure
were developed.
In light of the similarity between the aluminum and composite structural weights and the fact that aluminum snows a stiffer
structural design for the same weight, aluminum structure has
been selected for our baseline design. As usual, however, the
final design will be a balance of cost, weight and
manufacturabliity.
I. INTRODUCTION

The basic purpose of this effort was to obtain a cost
effective, manufacturable, technically efficient baseline vehicle structural design.
The philosophy used in this study is based on a pragmatic
vehicle building block approach employing an elemental SO
passenger module. The module when fitted with a nose and
tail can stand alone and be used during low volume traffic
Manuscript received March 15,1993. The wotfc was performed as
pan of the EMS Maglev Syslem Concept Definition study supported by
the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers under contract DTFR53-92-C-000 04

periods, saving energy and operating cost. Two modules
connected together comprise the baseline 100 passenger
conceptual design configuration that is suitable for intermcdiate traffic volume. Additional modules, in increments of 50
passenger blocks, can be attached to the 100 passenger
vehicle to build a train that will serve high volume markets.
The conceptual structural design performed considered
such parameters as vehicle design specification, size, shape
and material application. The preliminary design specification developed served as a design starting point (Table I). It
was based on data described in the RFP, DTFR53 91-R00021 [l],andfederal report, DOT-FIM0024 [2],and industry practice. The specification was upgraded as the vehicle
design evolved and load and moment data became available.
II. PASSENGER CABIN DEFINITION

Details of the 50/100 passenger cabins for the conceptual
configuration are given in Fig. 1. The size and general shape
was largely driven by anthropometric requirements, seating
comfort needs, aisle width, cabin facilities, window arrangement and primary suspension envelope. Passenger physical
measurements for sizing cabin height and seat size were
based on a 98 percentile data base for U.S. men or aviators
(typically the group with the largest measurements) [3].
Table 2 shows a comparison of selected anthropometric
measurements and an example of how the measurements
were taken and a pictorial representation. Fig. 2 depicts
application of the anthropometric analysis with respect to
cabin layout and inside dimensions.
Seating comfort needs were established based on a review
ofairline seating format [4]. Seat comfort depends on three
factors; seat pitch, which determines your leg room and the
space you have for reading or working, seat width describe
the space you have to sit in, and seat configuration tells how
seats are grouped within each row and affects comfort
because it determines the proportion of middle seats. A score
of 100 represents the minimum seating dimensions that were
judged comfortable for all passengers in a full vehicle: 0.91
m (36 in.) pitch, 0.56 m (22 in.) width, and a 2x2 configuration. The width selected for our design, 0.61 m (24 in.) and
seat pitch 0.97 m (38 in.) augment the ranking while the 2x3
configuration offset some portion of this enhancement
resulting in an overall comfort score equal to or slightly
greater than 100. We expect from this analysis that the ride
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TABLE I
CONCEPTUAL VEHICLE DGSKM SrecncATioN

• Load Criteria
Floor:

Nominal -1436 N/m2 (30 Ib/ft2)
Maximum - 4790 N/m2 (100 Ib/fl2)
Maximum Deflection - 0.38 cm (0.1S in.)
Exterior Panel:
Pressures are low - it is anticipated that criteria such as damage resistance and tolerance
will be the design drivers for the gross acreage of the vehicle body
4790 N/m2 (100 Ib/fi2)
Roof:
(Assume a 2 g vertical acceleration of vehicle for adverse conditions induces the
maximum compressive stress in the roof and maximum tensile stress along the bottom
Tip - 1.33 x 104 N/m2 (1.9 psi)
Aerodynamic:
Body -2.66 x 104 N/m2 (-3.8 psi)
Crash:
S mph bumper impact
Seat restraint-16 g
• Stiffness Criteria:
Fundamental vehicle bending frequency > 6.5 Hz.
• Tilt Capability
±9 degrees
• Temperature Range
-73°C to +94°C (-100 °F to +200 °F)
• Weight Target (100 passenger vehicle)
Empty
51,863 kg (114.1 klb)
Payload
9,500 kg (20.9 klb) [100 passengers, average weight including luggage = 93.2 kg
(205 lb) + 2-3 crew/attendants = 181.8 kg (400 lb)]
• Seat Definition
Configuration- 2x3
Width - 0.61 m (24 in.)
Pilch - 0.97 m (38 in.)
Aisle - 0.56 m (22 in.)
• Americans With Disabilities Space to store folded wheelchair, and provisions for restroom - satisfy requirements
of the Americans With Disabilities Act
• Doors-2/Sidc
Width/door - 0.81 m (32 in.)[100 passenger vehicle]
• Service Facilities
Similar to a 737-500 aircraft
• Storage
Overhead compartments, vestibule closets and tail section
• Subsystems
Located in chassis below passenger and crew compartments
• Primary Suspension System (100 passenger vehicle)
No. magnets - 48
Pole pitch - 0.75 m (29.6 in.)

comfort produced with this seating design would be acceptable to all passengers. Selection of the 2x3 configuration was
initially based on prior studies that showed that vehicle
structural weight is minimized with a 5 or 6 seat configuration [5].
A review of train and commercial aircraft seats was performed and led to selection of a large seat equivalent to a 767
aircraft businessclassseai. The seat is designed to meetstatic
and safety requirements listed in Boeing Document
D6T10782-1, and 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
Part 25 AmendmentNo. 25-64. A special focus of the seating
considerations was accommodation for the anthropometric
dimensions of current and future passenger population.
Toward this end, estimates based on population data were
made of anlhropometric seating data. It was seen in this
review that the neck and head of the passengers (corresponding to a 1992 98th-percenti le male buttock-to-knee length) is

above a point where the seatback will provide support
Extension of the seat by 5 inches would appear to afford
support for even very large passengers (e.g., 2012 98lhpercentile male). This is depicted in Fig. 2 and requires that
the selected seat be modified so it may be used in this design.
Entrance doorway, aisle, and vestibule area width dimensions and service facilities were developed by review of
Federal AviationRegulation(FAR)25.815,49CFR parts 27,
37, and 38, and examination of 737-500 aircraft cabin (108
seats) drawings. The various design widths selected for our
vehicle meet (or exceed) the passenger loading/unloading
and movement provisions of competitive short-haul aircraft
service. Entry way and aisle widths leading to the fust row of
seats has also been sized for wheelchair bound passengers
and readily facilitates boarding and seataccess. The first row
of seats (5) has been designed with a 1.1 m (42 in.) pitch to
provide additional space and to accommodate disabled per-
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Lavatories
Storage Area

Galley

1

Area for Motorized Wheelchair

Lavuoriei

Storage Area*

T 1

Pig. 1. Baseline configuraiion showing size and (eneral shape of vehicle, seatinf arrangements, cabin facilities, and kication of doon and windowt.

sons that chose to remain in their wheelchair or transfer to a
seal and fold/store their wheelchair/mobility aid. Clearance
space is made available with fold-down seats that may be
used when not occupied by a wheelchair or mobility aid user.
The general public service facilities are similar in size and
number to those on a 737-500 aircraft. An accessible
restroom, with the required clearance envelope, has also
been provided for disabled persons. These features are
shown in Fig. 1.
A number of window arrangements were studied but only
two configurations, two and five equal size windows appeared to provide unobstructed passenger viewing. Other
window representations produced partially obstructed viewing. Based on preliminary structural analysis considerations,
a window frame bulkhead approximately every 1.83 m (72
in.) was specified, defining a five window configuration for
the baseline design.
Based on the above considerations, a cabin area for the
basic 50 passenger module has been defined (see [6], Fig. 2).
The internal dimensions are: height (head room) - 2.05 m (81
in.), width - 3.66 m (12.0 ft), and cabin length -12.71 m (41.7
ft). The aisle width, 0.56 m (22 in.) and head room are
equivalent to or exceed those of a 737-500 aircraft Seat
pitches of 0.97 m (38 in.) typical and 1.1 m (42 in.) handicapped are used to ensure adequate leg room. The service
area length is 2.6 m (8.7 ft) and includes a lavatory, galley,
storage areas and two doors - one on each side of the module,
0.81 m (32 in.) in width. The doors are operated by an
exterior sliding mechanism. When closed the outer surface
of the door is flush with the exterior surface of the vehicle.

III. NOSE AND TAIL DEFINITION

The nose (crew compartment) and tail (large baggage
storage area) are 4.9 m (16 ft) in length and have been
aerodynamically designed to minimize drag and downward
forces. Aerodynamic analysis dictated a design that brought
the nose leading edge closer to the guideway reducing the air
scoop effect ofa raised nose. The tail compartment configuration is identical in size and shape to the nose. No meaningful aerodynamic penalty was created by having a common
configuration. This approach offered the benefit of simplifying design and manufacturing operations. As a by-product
of the nose design, additional space was created behind the
engineer's compartment and in the tail section and is available for baggage storage. A 100-passenger vehicle, composed of two 50-passenger blocks and erew and tail compartments would be 35.4 m (116.2 ft) in length. For a 50passenger low traffic volume vehicle, the length would be
19.71m (64.7 ft).
IV. MATERIAL SELECTION/MANUFACTURING APPROACH

Composite Cabin - The principal concerns associated
with the selection of a baseline design concept for vehicle
construction are weight, cost, and structural integrity. As an
initial effort to achieve the necessary balance between the
above noted design drivers, a conceptual structural design for
the vehicle primary structure was developed for subsequent
evaluation. The cabin concept was designed as a foam-filled
sandwich structure, with internal frames and longerons at
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SELECTED ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Dimension Mime: Silling height
Subject (ill erect, his he*d in the frankfon plane,
and hii feet leiting on • surface idjuited so that
his knees ate benl at about right angles with the
anthropometer arm firmly touching the scalp,
measure vertically from the skiing surface to the
top of the head.
Survej
Yew

Group
USAF flying penonnel
U.S. adult - men
U.S. aduh -women
U.S. Ainty women
U.S. Army avialon

1967
1960-62
1960-62
1977
1970

PcrcMtHci
3
34.44
33.45
31.26
30.74
33.41

5
34.70
33.66
31.46
31.11
33.73

50

95

91

36.65
36.06
33.12
33.53
35.79

3S.W
3S.35
36.37
35.76
37.91

39.31
3176
36.37
36.23
31.46

discrete locations along the length of the vehicle and foam
Tilled bulkheads at each end. All structural members utilize
advanced composites as the primary materials of construction, predominantly glass/cpoxy wilh selective use of graphite/cpoxy or hybridized with the graphite for those locations
which may rcquircadditional stiffness. Usage of low density
phenolic or polyimide foam as the sandwich core material
efficiently provides the structural characteristics of overall
rigidity, facesheet stability, and shear continuity. In addition, the natural thermal insulating and acoustic absorption
properties of the foam should preclude the necessity of
adding secondary systems to accomplish ihose requirements.

Acoustic analysis will assure that noise in
the car will not exceed (he noise standards contained in 49 CFR, Appendix A
to part 210 {7].
The plastic cabin has been designed to
maximize the use of adhesive bonding for
asscmbly, thereby eliminating the cost
associated with hole drilling and fastener
installation. As currently defined, all
composite details would be procured,
bonded as a subassemUy (preferably using a quick curing automotive type adhesive), wilh subsequent "blow" foaming
of all internal cavities to complete the
assembly. An alternative method of
manufacture would use rigid foam,
procured frames and longerons, adhesive
and uncured facesheels assembled in a
single cocure operation.

Aluminum Cabin - To compare the effectiveness of the
composite design, a conceptual all aluminum structural design for the vehicle primary structure was also developed for
subsequent evaluation. The cabin concept presented is
designed as a built-up sheet and stringer, mechanically
fastened structure with internal frames and longerons, at
discrete locations along the length of the vehicle and bonded
honeycomb sandwich panels for the floor. All structural
members utilize eilhcr 2000, 5000, 6000 or 7000 series
aluminum alloys as the primary materials of construction;

74.40m
1.89.
81.00m
2.06.

5.001*
0.13.
57.ltfn
l.45«

Jl

43.1711
l.l»

18.311
O.Um

1
17.60m
O.'5«

2.00m
22.
"0 .56. J _
l<).60ln
0.5.

Pig. 2 Anlhropomelric profile
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predominantly low cost 6013 material is used for both flat
and formed sheet applications with selective use of alloy
71 SO for those locations that require additional strength, e.g.,
undercarriage beams, webs, etc. Because the aluminum
built-up structure does not have the natural thermal insulating and acoustic absorption properties of the foam, secondary systems must be included in the detail design to meet the
noise standards contained in 49 CFR, Appendix A topart210
17].
The metallic cabin as currently defined has been designed
to maximize the use of automated drilling and mechanical
fastening toi assembly, thereby eliminating the ccst associated with composite lay-up and curing. As an alternative
method of manufacture, because 6013 is weldable, some
sheet structure may be design to bejoined by welding, saving
weight, and then mechanically fastened to the 7150 primary
structural members.
Nose & Tail, Fairings & Panels - For the composite
designs, the upper nose and tail skin structures are fabricated
from glass structure with either nomex honeycomb (phenolic
resin bonded aramid fiber) or low density phenolic or
polyimide foam as the sandwich core material. All details
would be precured, bonded as a sub-assembly with subsequent, if required, "blow" foaming of all internal cavities to
complete the assembly. An alternative method of manufacture would use nomex honeycombcoreorrigidfoam.precured
frames and longerons, adhesive and uncured facesheets
assembled in a single cocure operation. For the aluminum
design, these details would be fabricated from easily formed
alloy 6013 and the sections built-up by sheet and stringer
construction. For both designs, the assemblies are bonded/
bolted to the floor frame and to the cylindrical section of the
passenger module.
The primary material for the lower removable nose and tail
sections, fairings, and suspension system side panels are low
density integrally stiffenedglasslaminates. Details wouldbe
precured and bonded as a sub-assembly, or as an alternative
fabrication approach, uncured and assembled in a single
cocure operation. An alternative design and manufacturing
approach for the side panels would use low cost, easily
fabricated aluminum alloy 6013 in built-up sheel/stiffener
construction.

a high conductivity electrical path to dissipate a lightning
strike. Glazing and nose compartment materials must meet,
at a minimum, the requirements of the 49 CFR, part 223 [7],
in order to protect passengers and crew from injury as a result
of objects, e.g., birds, projectile, etc., striking the windowsor
leading surfacesof the vehicle. Existing CFR regulations are
oriented toward relatively large object impacts. The high
Maglev vehicle speed introduces windshield and lead surface vulnerability to impact damage from small objects, like
birds and these impacts may be more analogous to an aircraft
than a train. Federal Aviation Administration aircraft glazing requirements [9] need to be considered in modifying
existing regulations for high speed Maglev systems.
VI. WEIGHT BREAKOUT

A preliminary structural analysis of the non-metallic composite and aluminum sheet/stringer vehicle superstructure
and aluminum underfloor structure was performed to obtain
a weight estimate. The results arepresenled in Table III. The
weight of the two designs are close to each other for several
reasons. One reason is the siarting point chosen for each; the
composite design has a hat section frame whereas the aluminum design has a Z section frame that is somewhat smaller.
The final selection will have to be integrated with the final
design and will include such considerations as running cable
andretainingwindows in place. Anotherreason is the choice
of materials for each application: graphitc/epoxy would have
been lighter than aluminum for the floor facesheets but
probably not be as wearresistantas fiberglass. Likewise, the
shell sandwich skins would have been lighter if made from
graphite/epoxy but a lot more expensive than aluminum or
fiberglass. As usual, the final design will be abalance of cost,
weight and manufacturability.
VII. STIFFNESS

Since the vehicle structure is lightly loaded, stiffness
considerations become (other than in impact dominated
zones) the primary design constraint. To simplify the vehicle
dynamic control problem, the fundamental natural frequencies of the vehicle structure should be higher than the
guideway's first structural bending frequency of 5.4 Hz [10].
TABLED]
COMMIISON or ESTMAIID STIUCTU»ALWUCHT

V. OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Materials selected must meet acceptance requirements
concerning fire and toxicity resistance that, at a minimum,
comply with NFPA130, "Fixed Guideway Transit Systems"
[8]. In addition, vehicle lightning protection would be
provided by incorporating the requirements of NFPA 130
[8], as applicable, into the design, and by bonding copper or
aluminum mesh to non-metallic external surfaces to serve as

Structural Element

Compos te Design Aluminum Design
Weight
Weight

Kg

<W

Kg

fib)

Secondary Structure

3061
2795
2305

(6734)
(6149)
(5070)

3103
2795
2305

(6827)
(6149)
(5070)

Tola!

8161

(17,953)

8203

(18,046)

Superstructure

Substructure
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A value ofl 0 Hz or larger would be desirable Tor the vehicle
structure. Calculations based on the assumption that the
vehicle could be represented by a uniform free-free beam
supported at six locations along the vehicle length (denoting
the six pairs of magnet suspension units), determined a range
of vehicle bending stiffness and fundamental bending frequencies. These values arc presented in Fig. 3.
Comparison of these El values with calculated values of
676 MN-m 2 (2.36x10" lb-in.2) for the composite vehicle
design and 1713 MN-m 2 (5.98xl0 n Ib-in.2) for the aluminum vehicle design, indicates (hat the composite design
would be marginal with ~8 Hz; the aluminum design acceptable with - 1 2 HZ. However, to allow for the preliminary
nature of the calculations and provide a larger margin,
particular for the composite design, the El can be increased
by selectively reinforcing the roof with additional plies of
unidirectional graphite/epoxy, or for the aluminum design
adding sliffencrs or a thicker outer skin, or simply for either
design, by increasing the stiffness of the substructure longerons and floor support beams. These design changes would
result in a relatively small weight penalty which is accounted
for in the contingency factor.

periods, saving energy and operating cost. Two connected
modules arc suitable for intermediate traffic volume. Additional modules, in increments of SO passenger blocks, can be
attached to the 100 passenger vehicle to build attain that will
serve high volume markets.
The size and general shape of the passenger cabins was
largely driven by anlhropometric requirements, seatingcomfort needs, aisle width, cabin facilities, window arrangement
and primary suspension envelope. Based on these considerations, a cabin area for the basic 50 passenger module was
defined. The nose and tail compartments were aerodynamically designed to minimize drag and downward forces.
As an initial effort to achieve the necessary balance between design drivers, such as, weight, cost and structural
integrity, aluminum and composite conceptual structural
designsand manufacturing approaches for the cabin primary
structure were developed.
In light of the similarity between the aluminum and composite structural weights and the fact that aluminum shows a
stiffcr structural design for the same weight, aluminum
structure was selected for our baseline design. As usual,
however, the final design will be a balance of cost, weight
and manufacturability.

VIII. SUMMARY
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The basic purpose of this study was to obtain a cost
effective, manufacturable, technically efficient baseline vehicle structural design.
The philosophy used in the study was based on a pragmatic
vehicle building block approach employing an elemental 50
passenger module. The module when fitted with a nose and
tail can stand alone and be used during low volume traffic
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Aerodynamic Analysis of the Grumman Maglev Vehicle
Michael J. Siclari*, Gilbert Carpenter* & Robert Ende+
Grumman Aerospace & Electronics Group
Bethpage, New York 11714
Abstract - The revival of interest in the U.S. in highspeed rail technology has necessitated an increase in
attention to the aerodynamics of high-speed ground
vehicles.
Maglev vehicles, in particular, present
several unique aerodynamic problems due to their
very high speeds (*"300 mph) and close proximity to
a stationary rail or guideway. In conjunction with its
System Concept Definition (SCD) study for the
National Maglev Initiative (NMI), the Grumman
Corporation has undertaken a three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes analysis in an attempt to better
understand the aerodynamic phenomena peculiar to
such a Maglev design.
I. INTRODUCTION

Grumman's concept for the Maglev SCD study is
an EMS design incorporating a V-shaped guideway,
superconducting magnets, and a modular design
approach (see Fig. 1). The design cruising speed is
300 mph (134 m/s), which corresponds to a Mach
number of 0.4 at sea level. The basic aerodynamics
analysis for the design study involved developing an
efficient vehicle shape and calculating the
aerodynamic loads and pressure distributions on the
vehicle, as well as looking at additional phenomena
such as vehicle passing interactions, tunnels, and
aero-acoustic noise. A full 3-D Navier-Stokes
analysis also was carried out in conjunction with the
basic aerodynamics engineering analysis. NavierStokes computations include the effects of viscosity,
compressibility, and turbulence.
This paper
concentrates on the details and results of this
preliminary computational study.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The computation of the Navier-Stokes flow over a
Maglev vehicle was undertaken using an in-house
finite volume code whose solution module was
originally developed by Prof. Jameson of Princeton
[1, 2] and modified by Grumman [3] to include
general geometries.
The basic solution algorithm is a vertex-based
multi-stage, Runge-Kutta explicit time integration
scheme with local time stepping and implicit residual
smoothing to accelerate convergence. A multi-grid
scheme also is implemented in the code to accelerate
convergence. Without multi-grid, the computational
time required for one Navier-Stokes computation on
a 500,000-point grid would be on the order of ten to
twenty hours on a Cray Y-MP supercomputer. The
multi-grid scheme reduces the required
computational time by an order of magnitude, and
reasonably converged solutions (i.e., three to four
orders of magnitude) can be achieved in one to two
hours of CPU time.
An algebraic Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is
used to account for turbulence in the flow. Unlike
other methods that include only viscous terms normal
to the surface, the current Navier-Stokes solver
includes all viscous terms in the governing equations.
Future work will include studying the
implementation of a more accurate turbulence model
for this type of flow.
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(a) top view

(b) side view
(c) cabin cross section
Fig. 1. Illustration of Grumman Maglev concept.
Manuscript received March 15,1993.
Corporate Research Center
*• Flight Sciences Directorate, Engineering
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III. GEOMETRICAL CONFIGURATIONS

IV. COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS

In the study, two geometrical configurations were
considered. The first model used the simplified
geometry shown in front view in Fig. 2. This
consisted of a flat-bottomed vehicle (representative
of an Electro-Dynamic Maglev) with a small gap
over a moving ground plane. The ground plane was
assumed to be infinite in extent relative to the
vehicle. The lower cross-sectional shape of the
simplified model was basically a rectangle or a
square with a sharp corner. The vehicle is
symmetric fore and aft, with the nose and tail turned
up slightly. (The nose and tail shape may by seen in
Fig. 9.)
The second, more advanced Maglev model,
representative of the Grumman design, is shown in
Fig. 3. The advanced configuration is elevated on a
rail with the underside of the vehicle wrapping
around the rail. The advanced model has no sharp
corners in its cross-sectional shape. This model is
also symmetric fore and aft and employs a "drooped"
nose and tail shape (See Fig. 10 for the nose and tail
shape relative to the rail.)

The computational grids were created using the
GRIDGEN software on a Cray Y-MP supercomputer
and a Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation [4]. Both
models used similar grid resolutions. No attempt
was made to model the magnets on either
configuration. A cross-sectional grid for the
simplified model near the mid-section of the vehicle
is shown in Fig. 4. A similar mid-section cross-flow
plane grid used for the more advanced model is
shown in Fig. 5.
Both of the half-plane
computational grids used 468,149 points, with 121
points wrapping circumferentially around the
vehicle, 73 points axially and 53 points radially. The
advanced model was elevated on a rail, as shown in
Fig. 6. It was extremely challenging to develop a
grid for the advanced configuration.

Fig. 2. Front view of simplified maglev geometry.

Fig. 3. Front view of advanced maglev geometry.

Fig. 4. Computational grid at mid-section of simplified model.
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V. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The computation of the Navier-Stokes flow over a
Maglev vehicle is distinguished by the ground effect
due to the small distance between the vehicle and the
ground plane or rail upon which it rides. Both the
air and the ground are stationary, and the vehicle is
moving. As is typical in most CFD computations, the
vehicle is stationary with the air moving relative to
the vehicle. For the ground effect problem, the
typical (hard surface) no-slip surface boundary
conditions cannot be applied to the ground or rail
upon which the vehicle rides. The ground or the rail
also must move at a speed corresponding to the
freestream velocity. Hence, boundary conditions of
freestream velocity are prescribed on the ground
plane or the rail.
To accommodate this mixture of boundary
conditions, the outer boundary circumferential grid
line (shown in Fig. 6) was divided into two regions.
For the simplified model, the part of the outer
boundary grid beneath the vehicle and extending
laterally outboard used prescribed freestream axial
velocity as the boundary condition. The remaining
portion of the outer boundary grid used
characteristic-based inflow/outflow boundary
conditions typical of a subsonic flow computation. In
the advanced model grid, the rail, the rail support,
and the portion of the outer grid corresponding to
the ground (see Fig. 6) were prescribed to move at
the freestream axial velocity, with the two other
components of velocity set to zero.
Note that the rail support was continuous and
assumed to be infinitely thin; thus, the rail support
coincided with the symmetry plane. Setting the two
other velocity components to zero is consistent with
the symmetry plane condition.

(a) front view

VI. RESULTS
Navier-Stokes computations were carried out for
both the simplified and the advanced configurations.
In each case, the freestream Mach number was
prescribed to be 0.40, corresponding to
approximately 300 mph at sea level.

(b) isometric view
Fig. 5. Computational grid at mid-section of advanced model.

A. Simplified Model

Far-field boundary

Fig. 7 shows several views of the computed flow
pattern about the simplified model. The flow is
characterized by a vortex shed by the rather blunt
nose of the vehicle. This vortex is caused by flow
separation around the nose of the vehicle and is shed
axially, running along the side of the vehicle. There
also is significant flow spillage from the underside of
the vehicle. The flow pattern along the side of the
vehicle is quite complex and is illustrated in Fig. 7a
by velocity vectors at an axial station cutting through
the mid-section of the vehicle. Actually, there are

Fig. 6. Outer boundary of computational grid for advanced model.
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two vortices present. The outer vortex is caused by
the flow separating as it tries to turn around the nose
of the vehicle. The second, inner vortex is caused by
the flow separating as it spills or emerges from the
underside of the vehicle and encounters the sharp
underside corner of the vehicle's geometry. Fig. 7b
shows the streamline pattern looking from directly
behind the vehicle, and Fig. 7c shows a rear

'.'•.••.
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(a) velocity vectors depicting two vortices on side of vehicle

isometric view of the streamline pattern. Two large
counter-rotating vortices develop behind the vehicle,
which is typical of any bluff body flow. The nose
vortices and underside vortices all merge into the
rearward shed vortices behind the vehicle.
B. Advanced Model
Fig. 8 shows the flow pattern computed for the
advanced configuration. Once again, the flow
separates around the nose of the vehicle, and the
vortex is then carried downstream along the side of
the vehicle. However, spillage from the underside of
the vehicle is not apparent for this configuration.
Fig. 8a shows velocity vectors at the mid-section of
the vehicle, while Fig. 8b, c, and d show various
views of the streamline pattern. The flow pattern is
somewhat different from the one previously shown
for the simplified vehicle. Only one vortex, from
flow separation around the nose, is apparent on the
side of the vehicle. Flow separation does not occur
due to flow spillage from underneath the vehicle.
There are two reasons for this. First, the underside
of the advanced vehicle wraps around the rail and,
hence, creates a natural channel for the flow. It is
possible that this characteristic of the advanced
configuration might lead to the generation of a larger
normal force (greater positive lift). In addition, the
geometry of the advanced vehicle does not contain
the sharp underside corners of the simplified model.
As a result, secondary separation due to spillage
from the underside of the vehicle does not occur.
C. Recirculating Flow Regions

(b) rear view of streamlines

(c) rear isometric view of streamlines

Fig. 7 Flow pattern computed about simplified model.

The flow behind the simplified model exhibits
flow separation and a significant amount of
recirculating flow. Air flowing over the aft end of
the simplified model actually gets sucked forward
underneath the vehicle (i.e., reverse flow) and
eventually gets turned back as it flows out laterally.
This is due in part to the curvature in the geometry
of the underside of the simplified vehicle. Fig. 9 and
10 compare the extent of recirculating or reverse
flow in the centerline plane for the two
configurations. Contours of negative axial velocity
are plotted just behind the aft ends of the vehicles and
in the symmetry planes. The dark regions on the
figures depict reverse flow or an upstream flow
direction. These regions are usually referred to as
recirculating flow regions. Fig. 9 shows the extent
of the reverse flow for the simplified model. A
significant region of reverse flow occurs below the
aft end of the vehicle. Fig. 10 shows a similar plot
for the advanced configuration. Here, the reverse
flow is concentrated in a small region on the upper
half of the configuration, while reverse flow below
the vehicle is not apparent. This indicates less flow
separation at the aft end, which should result in

(b) rear view of streamlines

(a) velocity vectors depicting single vortex on side of vehicle

(c) rear isometric view of streamlines

(d) underside view of streamlines

Fig. 8. Flow pattern computed about advanced model.

lower pressure drag for the advanced configuration.
It should be noted that the reverse flow regions are
complicated three-dimensional volumes, and only
centerline cuts of these regions have been depicted by
Fig. 9 and 10.
VII. SUMMARY
The Navier-Stokes computations have served to
illustrate several important aspects that should be
considered in the design of a high-speed Maglev
vehicle. The shape of the nose is very important in
retaining attached flow conditions on the front
portion of the vehicle. Flow separation near the
nose, as has been demonstrated by these
computations, causes a vortex to be shed running

along the side of the entire length of the vehicle.
This vortex could lead to additional drag, as well as
undesirable noise levels for the occupants. The
characteristics of the flow also are very sensitive to
the cross-sectional shape of the vehicle. The
simplified model indicated the development of a
second vortex from the flow spillage and separation
around the sharp underside corners of the crosssectional shape. On the other hand, the wrap-around
rail configuration apparently eliminates flow spillage
from the underside of the vehicle since it creates a
natural channel for the air trapped by the underside
of the vehicle.
The amount of flow separation occurring on the
aft end of a Maglev vehicle also is dictated by the
geometry of the vehicle. The design of a vehicle
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Fig. 10. Centerline reverse flow region at aft end of advanced model.

with minimum flow separation over the aft end is
desirable, as the degree of separation will have an
effect on the drag of the vehicle and its ultimate
efficiency.
Vin. FUTURE WORK
Future work will focus on several aspects of the
aerodynamic analysis. The computational method
will be verified through correlation with
experimental results. A more accurate turbulence
model will be added to better calculate flow
separation. Finally, unsteady calculations will be
made to examine phenomena such as tunnel
entrance/exit and passing interactions.

Fig. 9. Reverse flow region at aft end of simplified model.
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Dynamics, Stability, and Control of Maglev Systems
Y. Cai, S. S. Chen, S. Zhu, T. M. Mulcahy, D. M. Rote, and H. T. Coffey
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439
Abstract • This paper presents an overview of the work on
dynamics of maglev systems completed at Argonne during the
last two years. Specifically, vehlcle/guldeway Interaction and
ride quality, active and semlactive suspension control, and
stability analysis are summarized.
I. Introduction

The dynamic response of maglev systems is important in
several respects: safety and ride quality, guideway design,
and system costs. Dynamic response of vehicles is the key
element in the determination of ride quality, and vehicle
stability is an important element relative to safety. To design
a proper guideway that provides acceptable ride quality in the
stable region, vehicle dynamics must be understood. Furthermore, the trade-off between guideway smoothness and
the levitation and control systems must be considered if
maglev systems are to be economically feasible. The link
between the guideway and the other maglev components is
vehicle dynamics. For a commercial maglev system, vehicle
dynamics must be analyzed and tested in detail [1].
This paper is a summary of our previous work on dynamics, stability, and control of maglev systems [2-8]. First, the
importance of vehicle/guideway dynamics in maglev systems
is discussed. Emphasis is placed on modeling the vehicle/
guideway interactions with a multicar or multiload vehicle
traveling on a single- or double-span flexible guideway.
Coupled effects of vehicle/guideway interactions in a wide
range of vehicle speeds and with various vehicle and guideway parameters are investigated [2-5].
Second, the alternative control designs of maglev vehicle
suspension systems are investigated to achieve safe, stable
operation; in addition, acceptable ride comfort requires some
form of vehicle motion control. Active and semiactive
control law designs are introduced into primary and secondary suspensions of vehicles [4,8].
Finally, the paper discusses the stability of inaglev systems
based on experimental data, scoping calculations, and simple
mathematical models. Divergence and flutter are obtained
for coupled vibration of a Uiree-degree-of-freedom maglev
vehicle on a guideway consisting of double L-shaped
aluminum segments. The theory and analysis developed in
this study provides the basic stability characteristics and identifies the future research needs for inaglev systems [6,7].
Manuscript received April 23, 199.1. This work was partially funded by the
Illinois Dept. of Commerce and Community Affairs, lite U.S. Anny Corps of
Engineers, anil ilie Federal Railroad Administration through inleragency
agreements wiili the U.S. Department of Energy.

II. Dynamic Interactions of Maglev
Vehicle/Guideway Systems
To simplify the vehicle model, only vertical motions of the
vehicle are considered, based on the assumption that vertical
motion is dominant and that other motions can be ignored
when vertical motion is evaluated [2,4,9].
For a flexible guideway, elastic deformation must be considered. Attention is focused on vertical guideway deflection
when analyzing vehicle/ guideway interactions. The classical
Bemoulli-Euler beam equation is used to model guideway
characteristics in virtually all recent analyses of vehicle/
guideway interactions.
A multicar, multiload vehicle traveling along a flexible
guideway at a velocity v, as shown in Fig. 1, is considered in
our mathematical model for dynamic analysis of vehicle/guideway interactions. The car body is rigid and has a
uniform mass. The center of mass is consistent with that of
the moment of inertia. Each car is supported by certain
numbers of magnets (or bogies) with linear springs and
dampings, which form the primary and secondary suspensions of the vehicle.
Simulations on the dynamics of a muliicar vehicle are completed by using the model given in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows
midspan beam deflections when multicar vehicles travel at
100 m/s. In the parameter range considered in this study, no
matter how many cars are included in the vehicle, the
maximum beam deflection remains the same, but the duration
of deflections increases as car number increases. Fig. 3
shows maximum displacements of the guideway midspan
when the multicar vehicle travels at various speeds. Again,
results for 1, 2, 3, and 4 cars are the same. As in previous
studies on the concentrated-load single-car vehicle, maximum guideway displacements tend to increase as vehicle
speed increases [2,3]. Fig. 4 shows the Urban Tracked Air
Cushion Vehicle (UTACV) ride comfort specification
(ranging from 0-10 Hz) for multicar vehicles traveling at 100
m/s. Power spectral densities (PSDs) of muliicar vehicle
accelerations satisfy the ride comfort criterion.
III. Control Designs of Maglev Suspension
To achieve quick response and a high-quality ride over a
less-expensive guideway, control designs must be exploited
iii suspension systems. Moreover, with the assistance of suspension controls, a rougher guideway surface could be used,
and the overall investment cost of the guideway could be
reduced.
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To investigate the improvement of the dynamic response
and ride comfort of maglev systems, different control designs
(active and semiactive) are examined in this study. For most
control-law synthesis, it is desirable to work with linear dynamic models of low order. A low-order maglev vehicle
model, which may be selected as a two-degree-of-freedom
quarter-vehicle model representing primary and secondary
suspensions, is necessary in control design to formulate a
low-order controller.

A one-dimensional vehicle model with two degrees of
freedom (Fig. 5) and consisting of two lumped masses nip
and ms, two linear springs k p and k,, and two viscous dampings Cp and cx, representing primary and secondary suspensions, respectively, is used in the control synthesis of maglev
systems. The passive parameters of the German Transrapid
Maglev System TR06 are utilized for analysis in this study
because no other Transrapid iata are available in the
literature [10-13].
An active primary suspension system is suitable for maglev
vehicles [14]. Such a system provides continuous or discrete
variation in effective spring constants and damping coefficients, according to some control law that may be designed in
software rather than hardware. In the approach used here, the
force element can be realized with a linear electrohydraulic
actuator that connects magnet and bogie in the primary
suspension (see Fig. 6). A position sensor detects the air gap
between magnet and guideway, and an accelerometer,
mounted on the bogie, detects bogie motion. The resulting
signals are processed by the controller according to designed
control law in software, in turn causing the actuator to ensure
that (he air gap does not exceed specific tolerances within the
safety margin and (hat the acceleration PSD of the suspension
remains as low as possible in the specified frequency ranges
in order to guarantee good ride comfort.
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In this study, an active feedback control path is applied to
the simplified vehicle model, providing a less complicated
control model. A lag-lead regulator is designed in the inner
feedback path for the primary suspension (see Fig. 7).
It is noted that the active primary suspension system does
not damp the excessive overshoots of the secondary suspension in the transient response and the frequency response. To
achieve the desirable limits of the overshoots and the settling
time, a semiactive control is introduced into the secondary
suspension.
Semiactive suspension controls using a "skyhook" damper
(Fig. 8) offer a considerable advantage in terms of transmissibility control. It can be constructed, without the need
for an incrtial reference, with an active element under feedback control. This can be done by a proportional control law
involving the absolute velocity of the mass. It was proved
that semiactive control with the skyhook configuration can
increase the damping factor and that the resonant peak is
suppressed while high-frequency transmission is simultaneously reduced [15].
Based on the principle of semiactive control of the secondary suspension, a feedback control path K,s (active
damping) is added to the secondary suspension (see Fig. 7).
The detailed parameters are given in [4]. The PSD of
vehicle acceleration with both primary and secondary
feedback control is shown in Fig. 9. Ride comfort is much
improved.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the transient responses of the primary
and secondary suspensions with a unit-step input of guideway disturbance. Figs. 10 and 11 show that active and semiactive control designs indeed improve vehicle response and
provide acceptable ride comfort.

Fig. 5. One-dimensional two-degree-or-freedom vehicle model with primary
and secondary suspensions for majlev systems.

Accelerometer

Position sensor
Guideway surface

IV. Dynamic Suability of Maglev Systems

Fig. 6. Active electro-hydraulic system.

For safety, maglev systems must be stable. Magnetic
forces are basically position-dependent, although some are
also velocity-dependent. These motion-dependent :nagnetic

1
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T^bT
Fig. 7. Block diagram for lwo-degree-of-freedom vehicle model of maglev system with primary and secondary suspension feedback controls.
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forces can induce various types of instability. Moreover, the
periodic structure of the motion-dependent magnetic forces
may in some cases induce parametric and combination
resonances [6,7.16]. This study considers the stability of
maglev systems and is based on experimental data, scoping
calculations, and simple mathematical models. The objective
is to provide some basic stability characteristics and to
identify future research needs.
Different vehicles are considered [6], in order to provide an
understanding of stability characteristics. Fig. 12 shows a
cross section of a generic vehicle on a double L-shaped
aluminum sheet guideway. A vehicle-guideway structure
similar to this was used by Coffey et al. [14]. Assume that
the vehicle travels at a constant velocity along x direction.
Two permanent magnets are attached to the bottom of vehicle
and provide lift and guidance force FL,, FLJ, F G , , and FQ 2 .
Assume at the initial state that hj = h 2 = h 0 and gj = g 2 = gQ.
Based on magnetic forces and stiffnesses measured by the
experiments [6], the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a
maglev vehicle on a double L-shaped guideway were
calculated with the theoretical model developed in this
section. Some very interesting results were obtained from
those calculations.
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Fig. ]3 shows Uiat eigenvalues of vehicle motion versus
levitation height vary when guidance gaps are fixed (g, =
go = Y* = 12.7 mm). The first mode ©i shows an uncoupled
heave motion; the imaginary part of the eigenvalue is zero,
while the second and third modes are coupled roll-sway
motions. Within the range of height h = 19.0 to 35 mm, the
imaginary parts of the eigenvalues are not zero. This indicates that within this range, flutter does exist for these
coupled roll-sway vibrations.
Figure 14 shows eigenvalues of vehicle motion versus lateral location of vehicle when gx = g 2 = go = 25 mm and levitation heights h = 12.7 mm. Notice that for the third mode,
which presents the transversal motion of vehicle, the real part
is zero and the imaginary part is not zero within a certain
region. This indicates that the lateral motion of the vehicle is
subjected to a divergence, given those vehicle and guideway
parameters.
It should be pointed out that the measured and calculated
data for motion-dependent magnetic forces and force coefficients are limited and that damping effects were not considered in the above analysis. Even though divergence and
flutter appear in the eigenvalue results, we still have
difficulty in completely predicting the dynamic instability of
this three-degree-of-freedom maglev vehicle model because
of the lack of knowledge of possible motion-dependent
magnetic forces and aerodynamic forces. Further experimental and modeling research is needed to gain a more complete
understanding of dynamic instability in maglev systems.
V. Closing Remarks
(1) The dynamic interaction model of a maglev system
with a multicar, multiload vehicle traveling along a flexible
guideway was developed in this study. It was verified that
this model is suitable for analyses of vehicle/guideway interactions in maglev systems.
(2) Active and semiactive feedback control designs in primary and secondary suspensions can be realized through
electro-hydraulic systems. The conceptual designs of
hydraulic controllers will be taken into account in our future
work.
(3) Instabilities of maglev-system models have been observed experimentally at several institutions [16]. An integrated experimental/analytical study of stability characteristics is an important aspect of maglev research. Motiondependent magnetic forces may also be important elements in
modeling and understanding dynamic instabilities of maglev
systems. At this time, it appears that very limited data are
available for motion-dependent magnetic forces. Efforts will
be made ID compile analytical results and experimental data
for motion-dependent magnetic forces. When this work is
completed, recommendations will be presented on research

needs on magnetic forces. In addition, specific methods to
obtain motion-dependent magnetic forces will be described in
detail.
(4) Maglev may become a major transportation mode in
the 21st century. Because the cost for a commercial maglev
system is still very high, it is wise to consider dynamic
control systems before completing the guideway design so
that overall system cost can be reduced.
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Linear Synchronous Motor Design
Richard D . Thornton
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Abstract • This paper discusses the major issues that are involved in the design of a maglev Linear Synchronous Motor
propulsion system. It is a short version of a more detailed report
[11], except that discussion of power electronics, position sensing, and control are covered in companion papers In these
Proceedings [12,13]. Examples are taken from current designs
for U.S. application.
INTRODUCTION

A linear synchronous motor is a complex system and its
design requires an integration of skills from many disciplines.
The capital and operating costs of the LSM are significant parameters in the cost of a complete maglev system, and it is
imperative to treat the LSM design as an integral part of the
complete system. It is not possible to discuss the design except in the context of other aspects of the system, so this paper makes frequent reference to existing systems and the recently completed System Concepts developed by 4 U.S.
maglcv design teams.
BASIC CONCEPTS
Types of linear motors
The Linear Induction Motor (LIM) and the Linear
Synchronous Motor (LSM) are both suitable for maglev. The
LIM is not usually suitable for wide gap EDS because it has
unavoidable high losses and weight, so this report focuses on
the LSM.
Multiphase electric power can be supplied to windings on
the guideway, called "active guideway" or "long primary" or
"long stator". The power can also be supplied to windings on
the vehicle, called "active vehicle" or "short primary" and
sometimes called "short stator," but since it isn't stationary,
stator is an inappropriate term.
The unpowered portion of a LSM is called the field and
consists of an array of magnets with constant field strength.
These magnets can be conventional electromagnets, superconducting coils or permanent magnets. Unfavorable scaling
laws make permanent magnets inappropriate at the power
levels required for high speed transportation. An electromagnetic field can be used if the air gap is less lhan about 10 mm,
but for wider gaps there are very large power dissipation in
the field magnet windings because of basic material properties and limitations. Virtually all Electro Dynamic Suspension
(EDS) and wide gap Electro Magnetic Suspension (EMS) designs use superconducting field magnets and an active
guideway linear synchronous motor. The German Transrapid
TR07 uses electromagnetic field magnet, with the guideway
winding embedded in slots in the laminated steel rails on the
guideway. A System Concept proposed by the Grumman
Team uses a novel EMS design in which superconductors
carry the main field current, but normal conductors carry ac
currents and are controlled by sensors that maintain the air
gap constant.
Manuscript received March IS, 1993. This work was supported in part by
the U.S. Department of Transportation under comracl DTFR53-91-C-00070.
Support from the MIT EECS Department and Laboratory for
Electrromagnctic and Electronic Systems is also gratefully acknowledged.

This report focuses on the long primary LSM with an emphasis on EDS, but with some discussion of EMS issues.
Many designs for EMS and EDS use the magnets that create
lift to also create the field for the LSM. This implies that
there are two motors, which will be designated the port and
starboard motors.
The currents in the guideway winding are controlled so as
to make the vehicle move at the same speed as the traveling
magnetic field, and hence the term synchronous motor. A
synchronous motor system includes:
• Windings in the guideway which produce a traveling magnetic field;
• A motor power distribution system that connects electronic
power controllers to motor windings in the blocks in which
the vehicles are located;
• Electronic power controllers that convert fixed voltage and
frequency utility power into variable voltage and frequency
power that is applied to the windings;
• A utility power distribution system that accepts utility
generated power and distributes it to electronic power converters located at regular intervals along the guideway;
• A control system that provides the correct current waveforms in the guideway windings according to vehicle force
and speed requirements, and also provides various protection and failure monitoring facilities.
Propulsion differences between EDS and EMS
For an EMS system there is a limited area in the slots of the
iron core that carries the magnetic flux, and the cost of increasing this area is quite high. Thus particular attention must
be paid to the space limitations on the conductors and their
insulation. The winding resistance and inductance are necessarily larger than for EDS, because of the limited area and
proximity to high permeability material. The block lengths of
the EMS guideway must be reduced to limit the winding resistance and inductance. This creates a requirement for feeder
cables and wayside switching components.
For an EDS system the magnetic field produced by the vehicle is assumed to be created by superconducting magnets
with no iron in the magnetic path. Thus there are less severe
limits on the size of the motor winding, and the area of the
conductors can be tailored to the need. For example, we can
use larger area windings where more motor thrust is required.
The penalties for too large a winding area are a reduced field
for the portions of the winding more distant from the field
source and a higher cost for the winding.
Another important difference is the electrical excitation
frequency. EMS designs have a shorter pole length and thus a
higher frequency. Examples are the Transrapid design with a
pole pitch of 0.258 meters and the Grumman Team design
with a pole pilch of 0.6 meters. For comparison, the Japanese
EDS design uses a 2 meter pole pilch, the Bechtcl Team's
US1 design uses a I meter pole pitch, and the New
Magneplane design uses a 0.75 meter pole pitch. The electrical frequency for EMS can be several times larger than the
frequency for EDS and this increases the impact of winding
inductance and affects other system design parameters.
Not only does EMS require a higher frequency, but the
presence of iron near the winding increases the inductance of
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the winding, and (his aggravates the impact of the higher frequency. One should not expect that an LSM design that is
optimized for EMS will also be optimum for EDS.
VEHICLE ATTRIBUTES
In a maglcv system people and freight are carried in a vehicle or train of vehicles that are coupled into a single unit that
is aerodynamically streamlined. In this paper the term vehicle
is used to mean either a single rigid structure or a tightly coupled set of cars that are not intended to be decoupled. System
design concepts for U.S. applications are based on point-topoint travel with off-line loading; this leads to vehicles the
size of a narrow body commercial jet aircraft with between
100 and 200 passengers. Systems being developed in
Germany and Japan are based on the use of longer vehicles
that carry 600 to 1000 passengers. The focus of this paper is
on designs with smaller vehicles that operate with short
headway.
We assume a maximum safe operating speed requirement
of 150 m/s (336 mph) and a maximum normal operating
speed of 120 to 135 m/s (268 to 302 mph). For these speeds
we can estimate the vehicle propulsion requirements for different sizes of vehicles for level travel. The following table
gives probable values for minimum and maximum size USstyle vehicles as well as for TR07.
TABLE 1. TYPICAL VEHICLE ATTRIBUTES.

Parameter
length
width
height
sections
coach seats
empty mass
loaded mass
Fm@l35m/s

USmin
26
3.0
4.0
1
72
30
38
18

US max
51
4.1
4.1
3
216
60
82
48

TR07
51
3.7
4.1

units

m
m
m

2

180

90
105
53

tonnes
tonnes

kN

The numerical values are based on ranges of parameters in
some of the recently completed System Concept Designs and
on published values for TR07 with some adjustment to make
the comparisons comparable. Fm is the motor thrust requirement for level travel. The motor force is proportional to the
motor current and to the length of the magnet assembly which
provides the field for the motor. Some vehicle designs, such
as the EDS designs proposed by the Japanese and the FosterMiller Team have superconducting propulsion field magnets
over only about 25% of the vehicle length. Other designs,
such as Transrapid and those proposed by the Grumman,
Magneplanc and Bechtel Teams, assume the propulsion magnets run nearly the full length of the vehicle. The motor design requirement is very different for these two cases.

• The lower limit on motor voltage is determined by the
length of the propulsion field magnets, the motor width,
and the average magnetic field. In EMS designs it appears
that voltage constraints limit the choice to 1 conductor per
slot, and with long vehicles even then the phase voltages
can be over 10 kV. Problems of insulation suggest that for
EMS the instantaneous voltage from a winding to earth
ground should not exceed about 15 kV. For EDS there is no
iron so for short vehicles there are more options; the equivalent of 2 or more turns per slot is possible.
• With separate port and starboard motors it is possible to use
two inverters, or the windings may be connected in series
or parallel so as to use only a single inverter.
• In a guideway turn it is necessary to increase the pole pitch
on the outside of the turn and decrease the pole pitch on the
inside of the turn. This change in pole pitch can limit the
radius of turn that is acceptable.
Motor performance limits
The motor performance is conveniently described by showing various limiting constraints on a plot of motor force F vs.
vehicle velocity u., shown in Fig. 1 for a typical EDS design.
The force for level cruise is minimum near u = 50 m/s; for lower
speeds the suspension drag dominates while for higher
speeds the aerodynamic drag dominates. In order to provide
acceleration the force must be increased substantially, as
shown by the curve for a 0.1 g acceleration. Fig. 4 is based on
the following assumptions: vehicle mass = 63.4 tonnes;
aerodynamic drag = 39 kN at 135 m/s and proportional to the
speed squared; EDS suspension drag = 10 kW/tonne,
miscellaneous eddy current power loss =150 kW at 135 m/s
and proportional to speed squared.
The plot of Fig. 1 can also be interpreted as a plot of motor
current vs. voltage, with the scaling constants determined by
the motor design. To simplify the analysis, measure the motor
current and voltage as the dc input to the power inverters.
Then, for example, if a design requires a dc motor current of
1000 amperes to achieve a force of 100 kN, conservation of
energy requires that the motor induced voltage be 100 volts
for every 1 m/s of vehicle speed. We can then relate limitations on motor current, voltage and power to limits on motor
output thrust, speed, and power; these limits are shown by
three curves in Fig. 1. The motor current limit determines the
maximum thrust, the motor voltage limit determines the maximum speed with a slope determined by winding resistance,
and the power converter power output limit (if there is one)
creates a limit on motor output power.
F.kN

winding resistance limit>

MOTOR ATTRIBUTES
Design alternatives
The power is specified by the mechanical requirements, but
there are possible tradeoffs between voltage, current, number
of phases, electrical frequency, and method of winding. This
tailoring is constrained by a number of practical realities:
• The motor winding can have almost any number of phases.
Most designs use 3 phases, but there are very good reasons
to consider the use of more phases for an EDS design.
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Fig. 1. Motor performance.
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Motor winding
The guideway has several phases of propulsion windings,
each carrying the same frequency current, but with currents
phased such that there is a traveling magnetic field that
moves at the same speed as the vehicle. A simplified winding
diagram for a 3-phase motor is shown in Fig. 2. The wavelength A is the distance between equivalent points in the periodic magnetic wave, and is equal to twice the pole pitch,
which is the distance between successive magnetic poles. The
three phase currents are i\, 12 and iy, the control of these currents is (he key to controlling the propulsive force for the vehicle. The force is proportional to the active width w , the average vertical magnetic field in the transverse portions of the
winding, and ihe number of magnetic poles on the vehicle.

Fig. 2. One conductor per slot, 3-phase meander winding.

For optimum motor efficiency, the current waveform
should have the same shape as the waveform of the induced
voltage in the propulsion winding, and this shape depends on
many details of the motor design. In most designs the induced
voltage is very nearly a sine wave, but for some EDS designs
there can be up to 15% third harmonic voltage, and this harmonic voltage actually reduces the peak motor voltage. By
providing a third harmonic component in the current the performance of the motor is enhanced. Note that the winding
must be constructed from many insulated strands in order to
avoid excessive eddy current loss. For most applications the
winding will be less expensive if constructed from aluminum
wire. A typical design requires about 100 tonnes of aluminum
per km of guideway and can operate at 90% efficiency with a
block length of 2 km.
Helical windings
Most rotating superconducting machine designers have
found that a helical winding is preferable to a conventional
meander winding of the type shown in Fig. 2 [10]. To envision a helical winding, imagine that a wire is wound in a helical fashion around a cylindrical form. After the winding is
finished, the form is removed and the winding flattened. A
multi-phase helical winding is wound by winding several interspersed helices. The result is a winding with substantially
lower inductance and, for most designs, lower resistance for
given conductor mass and field intensity. We believe that the
helical winding will be the winding of choice for most EDS
maglcv systems. Unfortunately, it docs not work well when
the winding must be embedded in slots in a laminated steel
core, as in an EMS system.
With a helical winding it is possible to create a winding
with an inductance to resistance ratio of 2 to 4 ms. If LIR can
be kept low, the electronic inverters will be less expensive
and more efficient [12].

Motor field
For an EDS design the motor field is usually produced by a
nonferromagnetic structure with superconducting coils. The
shape of the Held in the plane of the winding controls the
forces acting on the vehicle. With proper design it is possible
for the propulsion system to produce forces for ride quality
control as well as for propulsion [7]. For a typical design the
average magnetic field in the plane of the propulsion winding
is in the range 0.5 to 1 Tcsla.
The motor field can create strong fields at significant distances from the superconducting coils, and this field can create a number of problems. The best way to reduce these external fields is 10 use the smallest coil size possible and to use
a long array of equally spaced, alternating polarity poles; the
field then falls off exponentially with distance. In order to
achieve ihe full impact of this field reduction, it is necessary
to taper the field strength in the coils at the end of the array
[11].
Acceleration and deceleration
Acceleration is limited by the thrust available from the linear motor, but it is also limited by requirements of providing
passenger comfort. For U.S. applications it is expected that
some sections of the guideway will follow Interstate Highway
Rights of Way, and vehicles will thus be subject to relatively
frequent speed changes in order to negotiate turns with acceptable banking angles. This makes it necessary to limit vehicle acceleration to values that are compatible with passengers standing and walking. There is some debate as to how
high this can be, but a value of 0.2 to O.3 g appears to be acceptable and even higher values have been proposed.
Although still higher acceleration is possible with seated and
belted passengers, the frequency of speed changes makes this
impractical except at special places, such as when slopping at
a station. The cost of the propulsion system may also pose
acceleration limits.
Fig. 3 shows typical acceleration and deceleration as a
function of the motor thrust. Note that for a wide range of
speeds the vehicle drag is on the order of 0.03 to 0.05 g, so
quick estimates can be made by assuming the net propulsive
force for acceleration is 0.04 g less than the motor thrust. At
the higher speeds the motor thrust is primarily used to overcome aerodynamic drag.
Under normal conditions the desire to achieve high ride
quality imposes both deceleration and acceleration limits, and
these two limits are usually equal in magnitude. Normal braking can be regenerative with most of the vehicle's kinetic energy being converted to electric power that is made available
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Fig. 3. Acceleration vs. speed for different motor thrusts.
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for propulsion of nearby vehicles or, with some designs, inserted back into the utility grid. A companion paper [12] discusses the design of the power electronic system, including
methods for achieving regenerative braking.
Unscheduled braking
Unscheduled braking will occur when the vehicle is required to slop unexpectedly because of a fault condition, but
the fault condition is within design limits. For example, if a
vehicle switches off the main line but the switch then fails, all
trailing vehicles must slow down more rapidly than normal.
Since the headway has been chosen to allow for this type of
failure, normal regenerative braking would be employed and
the electronic inverter would provide speed control. For this
mode the linear motor should be capable of providing at least
0.25 g reverse thrust and, when the aerodynamic and magnetic drag are added, the total deceleration will be on the order of 0.3 g. Where possible the passengers would be given a
few seconds warning before being subjected to this level of
deceleration, but 0.3 g deceleration is commonly experienced
in other travel modes and is assumed to be acceptable where
necessary to avoid accidents. For this scenario, and assuming
typical aerodynamic and magnetic drag, the vehicle can be
stopped in about 3 kilometers.
For severe and very rare events, such as an unexpected and
major earthquake, braking rates in excess of 0.5 g may be
desirable. The active guideway LSM offers dynamic braking
as an option that should be carefully considered by system
designers. Dynamic braking is created by connecting passive
resistors across the motor winding. Then the voltage generated by the moving vehicle creates current and hence power
loss in these resistors. This induced current does not have to
flow through the inverter or any power limiting component so
very high braking forces are possible. The major limits on
braking force are the resistance and inductance of the
winding and the mechanical strength of the winding and
guideway structural members. This mode can be made fail
safe because it does not require active control or a source of
power. The power resistors and winding must not overheat
during the deceleration, but this is a one time process so there
is lime for these components to cool down after the braking
event.
A typical plot of dynamic braking force vs. vehicle velocity
is shown in Fig. 4 and given by
Ay?
"4,

2nL'

The maximum force, ^max. depends on several design parameters and for a typical EDS design is between 0.25 and
0.5 g. The velocity at the drag peak, «dp, depends on wavelength , phase resistance R, and phase inductance L, as given
in (1). Ideally an unexcited block would be shunted with a resistor value chosen to provide minimum slopping distance
with no other action by the controller. For a vehicle with typical drag coefficients and mass, dynamic braking can stop the
vehicle in less than 2 km.
The plots in Fig. 4 are for a typical design with a maximum
braking force of 0.4 g at a speed of 40 m/s (89 mph). By
adding a series resistor with resistance equal to the winding
resistance (7?=2 in Fig. 4), the velocity of the drag peak is
doubled but ihc magnitude of peak drag force is not changed.

Fig. 4. Typical dynamic braking force vs. velocity for different R

An LSM for an EMS system has too high an inductance to
provide rapid braking, so other mechanisms must be used.
TR07 uses eddy current brakes which induce currents in solid
steel guidance rails. These eddy current brakes are used for
most deceleration greater than about 0.05 g.
System designers must reconcile the merits of rapid braking
versus the cost of building a stronger guideway and the risk
of a faulty control system producing unnecessary rapid
braking. An unnecessary application of dynamic braking
could, itself, cause accidents! I believe that dynamic braking
is desirable, but only if it is well designed and incorporated
into the system planning.
Fault tolerance
For any high speed guided transportation system it is imperative that the system have a high degree of fault tolerance.
This means:
• In the event of a minor failure it should be possible to operate almost indefinitely with, at most, some modest reduction in power. For example, a multi-phase motor can be
operated with some phases disabled.
• More serious failures should be extremely rare, and it
should be possible for a person or team of people to effect
the repair in a very short time.
• More common failures that can not be avoided by good design should have redundancy or automatic repair capabilities so that the system can operate at nearly full capacity in
spite of a failure.
• No failure that can be reasonably expected should be allowed to compromise the safety of operation.
• Some components can be expected to fail after several
years of service. For these components there should be automatic monitoring to try and anticipate the failure, and
replacement should be relatively rapid.
Other issues
Redundancy is related to fault tolerance, but not all systems
with redundancy are fault tolerant, and vice versa. A requirement for redundancy need not be very expensive. For example, it is unnecessarily expensive to install complete spare inverters; a modular design can allow a complete set of spare
parts to be built for a small fraction of the cost of a complete
inverter.
All new transportation systems lend to change in their early
years as their strengths and weaknesses become more apparent. A maglev propulsion system should be designed with a
view to allowing larger vehicles and closer headway when
demand warrants. It should also embody a modular design so
that weaknesses can be corrected without total reconstruction.
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BLOCK SWITCHING AND POWER DISTRIBUTION

Motor winding excitation control
A generic block switching scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The
guideway is divided into zones with one or more inverter
modules for each zone and for each direction of travel. The
zone is then divided into blocks which are excited in sequence as the vehicle moves down the guideway. Switching
devices, either mechanical or solid slate, are used to connect
the inverter to the appropriate block as the vehicle moves
along the guideway. Feeder cables are used to transfer power
from an inverter to an active block.
(veE)

(veH)

(veh")

(veK)

Fig. 5. Zone control system.
The zone length is determined by the minimum vehicle
headway and the assumption that (here will be an upper limit
to the number of vehicles per zone. The zone is then divided
into blocks with the restriction that no more than one vehicle
may be in a block at a given time. There must be at least one
inverter, or inverter pair in the case of a dual motor system,
for each vehicle in a zone at any time.
The block length is determined by a number of factors. For
an EMS system the winding resistance and inductance would
be excessive for block lengths greater than about 0.5 km, and
this implies the use of several blocks for each zone. For EDS
it is possible to use block lengths of 2 to 3 km so one could
make the zone length equal to the switching block length. For
a high capacity system this may be a good design, but with
today's estimated traffic and for most U.S. locations, the
headway requirement will be greater than 4 km. Thus the
block length is usually less than a full zone, and some sort of
block switching is required.
Designers of the TR07 system envision headways on the
order of 20 km, so they have used many blocks per zone and
long feeder cables. Our proposal for U.S. applications is to
use a zone length of 3 to 4 km with inverters feeding power
either upstream or downstream to adjacent 1.5 to 2 km
blocks. This method eliminates the need for any feeder cables, although some switching circuitry is required.
In addition to block switching, there must be a way to effect the gradual transfer of a vehicle from one block to the
next. Some designs have used leapfrog designs in which one
inverter powers one block and a different inverter powers the
next block. Other designs have used a staggered arrangement
in which a port motor is used to transfer the vehicle across a
gap in the starboard motor, and vice versa. Our proposal is to
use a system analogous to a ship's lock in a canal, with solid
state switching used to control the passage of the vehicle
through the electronic lock. This way there is no need for extra inverters. Whatever the method, it is imperative that ride
quality is not degraded by having discontinuities in propulsive force at a block boundary.
The determination of optimum block length is an important
system design decision and many factors must be considered.
For example, one reason to have short block length is to al-

low for short vehicle headway distances when the vehicles
are operating at reduced speed. There will be occasions when
some malfunction or weather condition requires vehicles to
proceed at lower than normal speed along a portion of the
guideway. If the vehicle spacing is forced to be more than
about 2 km, then the guideway capacity will be reduced at
speeds below about 100 m/s, and the entire guideway system
will be disrupted by a slowdown in a small section of guideway. A preferred mode is to allow reduced speed operation
with vehicles spaced as close as 2 km. This can be done by
using the port motor for one block and the starboard motor
for an adjacent block; at low speeds only one of these motors
is needed for efficient propulsion of a single vehicle.
Utility power distribution
The utility power distribution will normally have the form
shown in Fig. 6. Substations every 20 to 50 km convert 3phase, high voltage utility power to lower voltages suitable
for distribution. The power distribution can be cither dc or 3
phase ac with line to ground voltages in the 15 to 25 kV
range. Power is distributed along the guideway to wayside
inverters which generate variable voltage, variable frequency
power for the LSM. This power system is similar to ones
used for conveniional electrified rail and does not pose any
problems that have not been addressed in that context.
However, we believe that the alternative of dc distribution
deserves serious consideration. It greatly simplifies the implementation of regenerative braking and leads to lower cost
underground cables.
-^

., high voltage transmission ^ ^ ^
3 phase, 66 to 230 kV
^ ^
substation spacing 20 to 50 knv

inverters

zone length 4 to 20 km
acordc
distribution

inverters

15 to 25 kV
Isub-I
I station I
Fig. 6. Typical power distribution.
The choice of transmission line voltage is based on availability and power requirements. Lower voltages will lead to
lower cost, but voltages less than 66 kV will not have enough
capacity for a high speed maglev system, and even 66 kV systems may be inadequate. Voltages over 230 kV will lead to
very high substation cost and should be avoided unless the
maglcv substation can share facilities with other power users.
The choice of line-to-ground distribution voltage is based
on power levels and distribution distances. Most high speed
rail systems use 25 kV the exception being the German ICE
which uses 15 kV. The German Transrapid maglev design is
based on a 17.3 kV, 3 phase distribution system that is common in Germany. Studies have also arrived at line to ground
voltages in the 15 to 25 kV range as the best choice for U.S.
maglev. The substations contain transformers and equipment
for protection and control. For dc distribution the substations
also include a rectifier. There are options as to whether regenerated power can be fed back into the transmission line
system and whether there is a voltage control capability for
the distribution circuit.
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The required power levels depend upon speed. A fully
loaded maglev vehicle averaging 125 m/s will require about
100 Wh per seat-km. If the guideway capacity is 12,000 passengers per hour, then the power demand is 100 x 12,000 =
1.2 MW per km for each direction of travel, or 2.4 MW/km
for a dual guideway. The power system size is more closely
related to guideway capacity than to any other parameter.
Other utility issues
Utilities are very concerned about the potential impact of
maglev on their power system. The principal concerns are
flicker, harmonic generation, and power flow-through.
Flicker is caused by rapid and large changes in power demand and is undesirable because it causes disturbing flicker
in electric lighting. Harmonic generation must be mitigated
by proper power circuit design and with filtering. The power
flow-through issue must be addressed by preventing power
from flowing from one transmission line to another via the
power distribution system.
In 1991 energy costs for large consumers varied from 3.3
to 10.8 0/kWh, depending on the state [11], In the areas that
are most likely candidates for a maglev system, the cost is in
the range of 5 to 8 0/kWh, or less than 10% of the vehicle operating cost. But the capital cost of the maglev system is
strongly dependent on the energy consumption, so power usage is more important than is sometimes assumed. Note that
the energy cost is strongly dependent on whether the maglev
operator or the utility owns and operates the power distribution system; with the former option the energy cost might be
30% less than the values given above.
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Abstract - This paper deals with the use of
controlled permanent magnets for suspension as a step
to decrease the losses of the control coils. At nominal
air gap these magnets are controlled with negligible
ampere-turns. Therefore the thermal stress of the ,
control coils and the electronics will be reduced.
Maintaining the TRANSRAPID1 guideway the
powerless permanent magnetic excitation enables
operations at larger mechanical air gaps up to 20mm.
A new concept of an inertial gap control no longer
requires to employ the constant gap control scheme
with its implications. The mechanical vibrations
transferred from the magnet to the cabin will be
reduced. Results of a simulation show a considerable
improvement of riding quality, even without
intermediate spring frame.
I. INTRODUCTION

Contactless transportation with electromagnets is
determined by attractive magnetic forces. They
influence to a great extent the construction of the
vehicle as well as the arrangement of the tracks. To
utilize these unstable forces for contactless transportation, control and power electronics have to be installed
on the vehicle. The tracks have to be mounted on pillars in a raised position as these forces can act only
from underneath [IJ. This also means that the tracks
inevitably bend under the weight of the vehicle because
of their limited stiffness [2|. Additional disturbances of
the track of range of the mechanical air-gap can also be
caused by sunken pillars on weak sub-soil or by
distortion e.g. due to warming up caused by sunlight.
To maintain the quality of magnetic levitation under
deteriorated track conditions an increase of the effective

1

air gap length becomes necessary. As the air gap length
has a significant influence on the participating power
components, the dimensions of magnets, power
electronics and batteries have to be increased as well.
To avoid also an additional increase of the vehicle
weight, special measures have to be taken. This can be
realized by means of an excitation of the magnets without losses and the application of control techniques
which effectively suppress vibrations.
II. SCALING GUIDELINES

The weight of the magnet which consists of the iron
weight and the copper weight depends on various
quantities. With a given vehicle mass and a given pole
surface area determined by the long stator, the flux
density in the air gap has to be held constant when the
air gap size varies.
The ampere-turns varies proportional to the air gap
size. However the resulting quadratic increase in the
ohmic losses in the control coil also demands an enlarge
of the copper uoss-section in the magnet. In order to
maintain a constant current density, this copper mass
must increase in proportion to the air gap size. The
influence of the leakage flux also increases
proportionally. Therefore, to avoid an extra thermal
load of the magnet, the coil surface areas have to be
increased appropriately, or additional cooling measures
have to be taken.
The iron volume has to be adjusted only to provide
space for the larger coil, and to make sure that the yoke
of the magnet is not saturated at all operating points due
to the increased leakage flux.

The German High Speed Maglev Train
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results from the idealized
III. ENERGETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SUPPORTING TECHNIQUES

F

I

The magnetic energy stored in the air gap volume
of the vehicle is an approximate measure of the
required technical expenditure. It must be provided by
the energy supply and must be handled by the inverters
and converters. Additionally recharging the magnetic
energy in the air gap must be feasible, because at
electrically excited magnets losses are always existent
and can not be avoided. In the EMS (electromagnetic
suspension) technology this is, beside the control
function, an additional task tor magnets, inverters and
batteries.
Also in the EDS (electrodynamic suspension)
technology the energy stored in the magnetic field
determines the size of the required aggregates such as
superconducting coils, batteries and cooling devices
which compensate tor thermal insulation losses.
With a given air gap flux density Bima of an EMS
system, the maximum support force Fzmtx determines
the required pole surface area A^. This relationship

-

MAXWELL

force equation:
(I)

A

poU

The total magnetic energy WmQf is determined by the
gap volume and the air gap flux density (the energy
stored in the iron and in the leakage paths are
neglected). Under consideration of (1) the following
relationship for the air gap energy can be derived:
(2
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For example: to carry a vehicle of 1001 (air gap
S o - 10 mm) applying the EMS technology, an energy
of 9.8 kJ is necessary to magnetize the air gap. Comparing the magnetized volume and the flux density of
EDS to that of EMS levitation systems, the required
magnetic energies in the air gap are significant higher.
E.g. in the Japanese EDS vehicle MLU-002 approximately 8700 kJ of magnetizing energy is stored in the
superconducting coils [3].
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Fig. 2: Time behavior of the energy exchange at a sinusoidal track
disturbance
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Before an evaluation can be made about the
components whose size depends on their power, the
complete energy exchange under dynamic load
conditions of the levitation system must be investigated.
The following simplifications were made:
1. The track is supported by pillars and the girders are
bent sinusoidally.
2. The Jevitation system is approximated by a first
order low pass lag with a given cut-off frequency
3. The vehicle mass is decoupled from the levitation
magnet by a well damped spring-damper system.
4. The investigation is confined to the one dimensional
case.
The following kinds of energy are involved in the
energy exchange: the magnetizing energy (W ) in the
air gap volume and the kinetic (W,^) and the potential
energy (W ) of the levitation magnets and of the
vehicle (Fig. 1). Input quantities of the system are the
electrical power P^ which is fed into the control coils
and the mechanical power P, which is, in the one
dimensional energy model, transferred to the system by
the oscillating tracks. In the real vehicle this is
equivalent to the interaction with the energy of
propulsion. From the balance of power:

Although the magnitude of the ampere-turns is
increased the magnitude of the required reactive power
is reduced. The resulting direct component of the electrical power corresponds to the direct component of the
supplied mechanical power P t . In the case of decoupling the vehicle mass from the magnet by a spring-damper system ( curve III ), the major difference to curve
II lies in the reduced ohmic power losses ( - 0 2 ) which
is caused by smaller dynamic force amplitudes.
On real tracks the excitation consists not only of the
basic frequency but also of frequencies of higher order
which have to be considered in the power calculations
proportional to <u3.
Fig. 3 depicts the maximum and minimum values of
the electrical apparent power as a function of the
natural frequency of the control loop. In the frequency
range lower than 10 Hz the energy exchange with the
battery increases whereas the ohmic losses reduce in
proportion to the natural frequency. With an inertia!
control ("platform riding", natural frequency = OHz)
only the ohmic losses and the reactive power for the
magnetization of the leakage inductance have to be
provided. The dotted lines show the same quantities for
a heavy magnet (33 % of the vehicle weight). Therefore
the application of permanent magnets is appropriate to
m

vekicle / m m»j~

5

m

m vehicle / a a g " 3

dt

(3)
max

significant characteristics of the system can be
determined.
Without detailed knowledge about the electromagnetic characteristics of the levitation magnet, but
with the masses, the cut-off frequency of the levitation
system u ^ and the natural frequency uwAl-cfe and
damping £>vehicle of the magnetic suspension, it is
possible to determine the supplied electrical power as a
function of lime as depicted in Fig. 2. An additional
power component due to the ohmic losses and a
reactive power component due to the magnetization of
the leakage inductance must be considered.
Curve 1 depicts the results assuming the air gap to
be held absolutely constant. Both, the mass of the
magnet and that of the vehicle act as one unique body.
The supplied electrical power directly equals the
variation of the magnetizing energy. In curve II the
dynamic lag of the control system is taken into account.
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Fig. 3: Influence of the cut-off frequency to the energy exchange
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reduce the losses in the resistances which depend on the
magnitude of the ampere-turns.
rv. PERMANENTLY EXCITED LEVITATION MAGNETS

(BH),

(BH),
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The significant ohmic power losses at large air gap
sizes can be reduced by permanent magnetic excitation
of the levitation magnets [4|. fn this case the required
amount of permanent magnet material can be evaluated
by an investigation of the energies.
Contrary to the electrical excitation the permanent
magnet has an internal magnetic resistance. This is
equivalent to the statement that at most 50% of the
"free energy" provided by the permanent magnet can be
transferred to the air gap volume. The theoretical
maximum value of the relation between the mass of the
magnet and the mass of the vehicle is given by:
mPU
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Fig. 4: Energy density of permanent magnetic materials
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Considering also the leakage flux of the permanent
magnet with a leakage constant of b o = 0.03m the
relation between the masses must be reduced by a factor
depending on the design of the magnet.

Bx

«*We'*

Advanced high energy magnets (NdFeB) provide an
energy density of up to 340kJ/m3 and an energy to
weight ratio of ( B - H ^ / o , , , = 45J/kg (Fig. 4).
Assuming a vehicle mass of 2t/m and an air gap of

Fig. 5: Permanent magnetic cxeilcd suspension system (longitudinal section)
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Table I: Data of the controlled permanent inngnet

V. INERTIAL CONTROL

air-gap
height of the PM
ampere-turns
FH
mass of the PM
losses per pole

16
i5
2.5
3.3
1.65
58

18
17
2.8
3.3
1.85
73

mm
mm
kA
kN
%
W

2 cm, only 1.8 % of the vehicle mass is required for the
mass of the permanent magnets.
Permanent excited magnets offer the possibility of
increasing the air gap length up to 2 cm because of their
lossless excitation. Fig. 5 shows the flux plot of the
combined levitation and propulsion technology. The
permanent magnets are arranged in a V-shape to reduce
the leakage tlux at the back of the magnets. The data
for the magnets are given in Table 1.
To maintain the safety of operation the support
magnet should be divided into several independent
control units. Permanent magnets achieve the same
reliability as electrically excited magnets by a
modification of the inverter and by adding extra
independent de-excitation equipment.

As shown in sections I. and II. an increase of the
air gap length results in an significant increase of the
weight of the levitation magnets. Therefore it becomes
more suitable for the control, from the energy point of
view, to aim for an average air gap level instead of
following the periodic oscillations of the track (Fig. 1).
The energy exchange of an inertial control is similar to
that of a control with a low natural frequency as shown
in Fig. 3.
However the control system must still be able to
compensate for transient disturbances of the track (e.g.
on slopes), and the levitation magnet has to follow these
deviations almost immediately. For this reason suppressing the exciting frequencies by a band elimination
filter or a "soft" control setup is not suitable, hence a
"hard" inertial control scheme should be used to avoid
inadmissible gap values.
The control structure shown in Fig. 6 is based on a
state control concept which is supplied with a variable
air gap request. The frequency and magnitude of this
request equal the periodic oscillations of the tracks. A
disturbance detection system calculates and adapts this
request by means of an analysis of the acceleration of
the magnet. The supervising logic observes the air gap

track

current
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controller

—v

T• Ift-

inverter

—A
—V
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J

magnet
-"^

state values

mecL
forces

WM ref. value
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H
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Fig. 6: Block diugmm of the inertiul gap control
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control strategy with constant gap
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Fig. 7: Simulated bclmvior ot" the inertia! giip control

length, and when the control error exceeds specific
limits, the reference input can be switched.
The curves depicted in Fig. 7 are the results of a
simulation. A sinusoidal 5 Hz oscillation was applied to
simulate the periodic disturbances of the track, and at
time t, an additional ramp disturbance was
superimposed. The positive characteristics of the inertial
control not only determine the energetic behavior of the
magnet but also significantly reduce the tendency of the
vehicle body to follow the unevenness of the track.

Furthermore this strategy leads to an improved riding
quality with non vibrating magnets. Therefore the
magnets can be connected to the cabin without the
additional spring frame which is normally used for
isolating the cabin frame from mechanical vibrations.
Design and construction of the guideway are less
determined by comfort requirements yielding reduced
track costs.

VI. PRACTICAL ASPECTS
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Potential," MAGLEV-Yokohama. Japan, July 7-11 1989.
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As shown in chapter II with the air-gap the mass of
the magnet increases both the electronics and the battery
power. A 2 cm air-gap length demands a magnet to
vehicle mass ratio up to 0.3. By the use of a permanent
magnet the excitation supply can be reduced.
Only the inertial control strategy hinders the
increased demand on power and energy.

VII.
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Technical Assessment of Maglev System Concepts
James H. Lever
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engirtse-ing Laboratory
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755
Abstract - This paper presents an overview of the methods
and results of the Government Maglev System Assessment.
As part of the National Maglev Initiative, we examined the
technical characteristics of the NMI's four contracted system
concepts, the French TGV high-speed train and the German
TR07 maglev prototype. In general, the U.S. concepts offer a
potential for higher performance at similar cost compared
with TR07. All five maglev concepts offer a large
performance advantage over TGV.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Federal Government organized the National Maglev
Initiative (NMI) to determine whether it should actively
encourage maglev investment. As part of this effort, the NMI
awarded four System Concept Definition (SCD) contracts to
teams led by Bechtel Corp., Foster-Miller, Inc., Grumman
Aerospace Corp. and Magneplane International, Inc. These
S2M, 10-month contracts resulted in very thorough
descriptions and analyses of four different maglev concepts.
The NMI's Government Maglev System Assessment
(GMS A) team consisted of scientists and engineers from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the U.S.
Department of Transportation (USDOT) and USDOE's
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), plus contracted
transportation specialists. The GMSA team assessed the
technical viability of the four SCD concepts, the German
TR07 maglev prototype, and the French TGV high-speed
train. The author coordinated this effort
The GMSA team will publish its final report later this
year [1]. This paper summarizes the concepts studied, our
assessment methods and a selection of our primary findings.
II. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM CONCEPTS
Table 1 lists physical characteristics of the six high-speed
ground transportation (HSGT) concepts studied.
TGV-Atlantique
TGV-A is a steel-wheel-on-rail technology optimized for
high-speed operation (83 m/s). It uses fixed-consist, nontilting trainsets powered by a.c. synchronous rotary traction
motors. Roof-mounted pantographs collect power from an
overhead catenary. Braking is by a combination of rheoslalic
brakes and axle-mounted disc brakes. The track consists of
continuous-welded rail on concrete/steel ties with elastic
fasteners supported on a specially engineered base. Its highspeed switch is a conventional swing-nose turnout.

Transrapid 07
TR07 is an electromagnetic system (EMS) using separate
sets of conventional iron-core magnets to generate vehicle lift
and guidance. The non-tilting vehicle wraps around a Tshaped guideway. Propulsion is by a long-stator linear
synchronous motor (LSM). Attraction to edge-mounted
guideway rails provides guidance; attraction to the stator pack
beneath the guideway generates lift Control systems
regulate levitation and guidance forces to maintain small (810 mm) air gaps. TR07 has demonstrated safe operation at
120 m/s at a test facility in Germany and is capable of 134m/s cruising speeds. The TR07 guideway uses steel or
concrete beams constructed and erected to very tight
tolerances. Its switch is a bendable steel guideway beam.
Bechtel SCD
The Bechtel concept is a flux-canceling electrodynamic
system (EDS). The vehicle contains six sets of eight
superconducting magnets per side and straddles a concrete
box-beam guideway. Interaction between these magnets and
an aluminum ladder on each sidewall generates lift; similar
interaction with null-flux coils provides guidance. Propulsion
is by a sidewall-mounted LSM. The single-car vehicle has an
inner tilting shell and uses aerodynamic control surfaces to
improve ride quality. To avoid magnetic interactions, the
upper portion of the guideway contains non-magnetic, fiberreinforced plastic (FRP) reinforcing rods. The concept's
switch is a bendable beam constructed entirely of FRP.
Foster-Miller SCD
The Foster-Miller concept is an EDS similar to Japan's
MLU002. Superconducting vehicle magnets generate lift by
interacting with null-flux coils located in the sidewalls of a
U-shaped guideway; similar interaction with series-coupled
propulsion coils provides null-flux guidance. Its innovative
locally commutated linear synchronous motor (LCLSM)
sequentially energizes individual propulsion coils in sync
with the vehicle. The vehicle consists of passenger modules
with end bogies containing four magnets per side. The Ushaped guideway has two parallel, post-tensioned concrete
beams joined transversely by precast concrete diaphragms.
To avoid magnetic interactions, the upper post-tensioning
rods are FRP. The high-speed switch uses switched null-flux
coils to guide the vehicle through a vertical turn-out; it
requires no moving structural members.
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Grumman SCD
The Grumman concept is an EMS with similarities to
TR07. However, Grumman's vehicle wraps around a Yshapcd guideway and uses just one set of magnets and rails
for leviiation, guidance and propulsion. The magnets are
superconducting coils around horseshoe-shaped iron cores.
Normal coils on each iron-core leg modulate levitation and
guidance forces to maintain a large (40-mm) air gap.
Propulsion is by conventional LSM. Vehicles have tilt
capability and may be single- or multi-car consists. Magnets
are located along the full vehicle length. An innovative spine
girder supports two Y-shaped guideway sections. Switching
is with a TR07-style bending guideway beam.
Magneplane SCD
The Magneplane concept is a single-vehicle EDS using a
trough-shaped aluminum guideway for sheet levitation and
guidance. Centrifugal forces tilt the "Magplanes" into
coordinated turns.
Front and rear bogies contain
superconducting levitation and propulsion magnets.
Centerline magnets interact with LSM windings for
propulsion and also generate electromagnetic guidance
forces. Side magnets react against the aluminum guideway
sheets to provide levitation. Magneplane uses aerodynamic
control surfaces and LSM-phase control to dampen vehicle

motions. The guideway sheets form the tops of two structural
aluminum box beams supported directly on piers. The highspeed switch uses switched null-flux coils to guide the
vehicle through a turn-out; it requires no moving structural
members.
HI. STEPS IN ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Our process to assess maglev's technical viability
consisted of four main steps. This section briefly describes
the rationale and methods for each step.
A. Verification Of Subsystem Performance
Team members developed numerical models to verify
the performance of key high-risk or nigh-cost subsystems:
guideway structures, magnetic suspensions and stray fields,
motor and power systems, and vehicle/guideway interaction.
These models employed fairly standard engineering
approaches. J. Ray (USACE) used large, 3-d beam- and
solid-element finite element models together with hand
calculations to analyze guideway structural performance. H.
Coffey, J. He & Z. Wang (ANL) used dynamic circuit theory
and 2-d and 3-d finite element models to calculate suspension
characteristics and stray magnetic fields. F. Raposa
(consultant to USDOT) developed an equivalent circuit

TABLE 1 GENERAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GONCEPTS STUDIED

Parameter

TGVAtlantique

TR07

Bechtel

Basic Concept

steel wheelon-rail

EMS,
separate lift
& guidance
2
156
106
0.83
134
12
active
passive
8
maglev
0.12
0.30
none
460
T-shaped
bendable
steel beam

EDS, ladder
levitation

Vehicles/Consist
Seats/Consist
Gross Mass (103 kg)
Floor Area /Seat (m2)
Cruise Speed (m/s)
Total Bank Angle (°)
Primary Suspension
Secondary Suspension
Critical Air Gap (mm)
Low-Speed Support
Normal Braking (g)
Emergency Braking (g)
Cryogenic System
Onboard Power (kW)
Guideway Type
Switch Concept

1-10-1
485
490
1.2
83
7
passive
passive
N/A
N/A
0.045
0.10
N/A
9,000
ballasted rail
swing-nose
rails

1
106
63
0.80
134
30
passive
active
50
air bearings
0.20
0.25
isochoric
190
box beam
bendable
FRPbeam

FosterMiller
EDS,
sidewall
null-flux
2
150
73
0.74
134
28
passive
passive
75
wheels
0.16
0.25
recompress.
220
sidewall
vertical
elect-mag.

Gninunan

Magneplane

EMS,
common lift
& guidance
2
100
61
0.93
134
24
active
none
40
maglev
0.16
0.20
recompress.
170
Y-shaped
bendable
steel beam

EDS, sheet
levitation
1
140
48
0.58
134
35
semi-active
none
150
air bearings
0.16
0.50
refrigerator
190
trough
horizontal
elect.-maj».
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model to analyze both air-core and iron-core LSMs; he
separately estimated the performance of power-conditioning
equipment. D. Tyrell (USDOT) employed a multiple degreeof-freedom dynamic model to model vehicle/guideway
interaction, including control system behavior.
These analyses generally yielded good agreement with
published data for TGV and TR07 (collected primarily by C.
Boon, Canadian Institute of Guided Ground Transport, and R.
Armstrong & R. Hasse, USACE). When applied to the
SCDs, they produced performance data and identified areas
of concern generally comparable to the contractors' results.
B. Verification of System Performance
To compare concept performance at the system level,
team members developed two additional models. G.
Anagnostopoulos (USDOT) simulated the performance of
each concept along an 800-km hypothetical route containing
hills, sharp turns, stops and long straight segments. This
Severe Segment Test (SST) simulated vehicle performance
subject to route, technological and ride-comfort constraints.
The results helped us to resolve issues such as the suitability
of each concept to use along interstate rights-of-way. The
model also yielded realistic trip times and energy
consumption for each concept.
Using standardized procedures, R. Suever & J. Potter
(USACE) estimated guideway capital costs for each concept
These costs predominate for HSGT systems; thus, they were
critical to our assessment of the relative advantages of each
concept. Standardization allowed us to reduce variability in
cost estimates due to different physical assumptions (e.g.
column height) and different definitions of subcomponents.
It also allowed independent verification of contractors' cost
estimates.
C. Application ofSCD System Criteria
The NMI targeted inter-city transportation as maglev's
primary mission. Its SCD request-for-proposals (DTFR5391-R-00021) included a set of system criteria to guide
concept development towards that mission. We thus adopted
these criteria to assess each concept's mission suitability.
For each criterion, we developed qualitative and
quantitative cross-checks on the performance of each
concept. These cross-checks included checking data sources,
analyses used and the consistency of related characteristics.
In many cases, these criteria also directed our modeling
efforts. We rated each concept's performance against the
SCD criteria.
/). Application of Other Criteria
Characteristics other than the SCD criteria may affect
maglev's technical viability in the U.S. We therefore
developed additional assessment criteria and applied them to
each concept in a way similar to the SCD system criteria.
Several of these other criteria (particularly mission flexibility,
aerodynamics, and energy efficiency) became focal points of

analysis and debate. We again rated each concept against
these other criteria and added the results to those for the SCD
criteria to complete our mission suitability assessment.
IV. SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT RESULTS
This section presents two assessment results to illustrate
how the overall process worked. In addition. Table 2
summarizes several important evaluation parameters for each
concept. To separate design preferences from technological
attributes, we defined a "standard passenger (SP)" as 0.80 m^
of floor area (including galleys and lavatories) and used this
as a normalizing parameter. This is roughly the average
space allotment for the six concepts studied, and it
approximates business-class airline seating.
A. Energy Efficiency
Assessment of energy efficiency illustrates bow we
combined model results with external data. We compared
energy intensity (El, Joules/seat-meter) for all concepts with
that of short-haul air travel. We used the number of standard
passengers for the number of seats. For the HSGT systems,
we computed energy consumption along the SST and at
steady cruise (calculated at the electrical supply point). Table
2 presents the resulting El values. Note that TGV cannot
climb the SST grades. However, Table 2 shows that its
cruise El (projected for 134 tn/s) is slightly less than the best
maglev concepts primarily due to its long consist length.
We selected the Boeing 737-300 for our comparison
baseline. This aircraft is among the most fuel efficient in the
U.S. short-haul fleet (with an El about 75% of fleet average).
By the time maglev travel becomes significant, fleet-averaged
energy intensity will likely approach that of the 737-300 [2].
Airlines file data on fuel consumption with the USDOT
for all flights. We used these data for 737-300 aircraft for the
period ending June, 1991, and conducted a regression
analysis to obtain average fuel consumption per flight as a
function of trip length. We then converted jet-fuel volume to
its energy equivalent (1.42 x 10& J/gal.).
The 737-300 allocates 0.54 m 2 of cabin floor area per
seat for its 140-seat arrangement. This is slightly less than
the Magneplane vehicle (the least spacious of the HSGT
systems). Conversion to standard passengers gives this
airplane 96 seats.
Figure 1 compares the resulting base energy intensities of
the maglev concepts with that of a 737-300 as a function of
trip length. For energy consumed at the system connection
(i.e., airport or electrical supply) average maglev energy
intensities range from about 1/8 to 1/4 that of a 737-300 for
200- to 1,000-km trips. Thus, using energy prices forecast
for the year 2010 ($0.89/gal., $0.065/kWh [2]) maglev would
realize energy-cost savings compared with air travel of
roughly 60% to 30% for this trip range.
Supplying energy to a transportation system also
consumes energy. We accounted for this by applying
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TABLE 2 EVALUATION PARAMETERS FOR EACH CONCEPT (values reflect GMSA analyses unless noted)

Parameter

TGV-A

TR07

Bechtel

FosterMiller

Grumman

700
700
0.05
N/A
30
N/A
N/A
6,000
[0.781
[0.941
220
240
310
N/A
N/A

160
650
0.0%
0.01
120
10
320
5,800
0.83
0.74
360
390
450
690
150
5
2
58
9.7
12

110
600
0.14
0.12
140
140
75
2,600
0.87
0.98
430
500
590
620
120
6
3
39
17
14

140
520
0.15
0.05
140
110
120
2,800
0.91
0.97
280
320
340
440
120
25
12
93
9.3
20

120
530
0.097
0.05
140
5
180
3,300
0.78
0.98
240
270
360
420
130
30
5
71
7.8
9.9

Standard Passengers/Consist (SP)
Gross Mass/SP (kg)
Max. Low-Speed Accel, (g)
Reserve Accel. & 134 m/s (g)
3.5% Grade Speed (m/s)
10% Grade Speed (m/s)
0-134 m/s Time (s)
Minimum Radius1 (m)
Prop. Efficiency2 & 134 m/s [83 m/s]
Power Factor2 & 134 m/s [83 mfsl
Aero. Drag/SP & 134 m/s (N)
Total Drag/SP a 134 m/s (N)
Energy Intensity & 134 m/s (J/SP-m)
SST Energy Intensity (J/SP-m)
SST Trip Time (min.)
Guideway Tolerances: Safety (mm)
: Ride-Comfort (mm)
Consist CostVSP ($k)
Dual Elevated Cost: SCD3 (5M/km)
: GMSA ($M/km)

1-3
41
14

Magneplane
100
470
0.17
0.04
140
90
99
2,200
0.84
0.99
170
380
450
650
130
50
20
200
13
15

'TGV 83 m/s, 0.05 g unbalanced lateral accel.; maglev 134 m/s, 0.10 g unbalanced lateral accel.
2
Propulsion efficiency and power factor calculated at utility connection for steady cruise.
3
Cost directly from SCD, TGV or TR07 reports; variations compared with GMSA costs are primarily due to differences in unit
costs, subcomponent groupings and guideway heights used.
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Fig. 1. Base energy intensity at system connection
(airport or electrical supply)
theimodynamic efficiency factors to the energy delivered to
each system. However, this approach implies that jet fuel
saved in air travel is burned to produce electricity for maglev.

It completely ignores the flexibility of electrical power
production. Natural gas, coal, hydro, nuclear, solar, wind,
and trash are electrical power sources that simply cannot fuel
commercial aircraft. Essentially, maglev will decouple intercity travel from dependence on refined petroleum, and simple
efficiency factors do not capture this distinction.
Nevertheless, we applied efficiency factors for energy
supplied to aircraft and maglev. For jet fuel, Johnson et al.
[3] applied an efficiency of about 90% to account for
transportation, refining, and distribution losses. We adopted
this value as the only correction applicable for air travel. For
electrical power generation and transmission, Johnson et al.
used efficiencies of 35% and 95%, respectively. We also
used a 95% factor for transmission efficiency. However,
modem fossil-fuel plants are much more efficient than 35%.
Modern natural gas- and oil-fired combined-cycle plants
(gas turbine with steam-turbine bottoming cycle) commonly
achieve base-load efficiencies of 47-48% [4-5]. Modern
coal-fired plants are also approaching these efficiencies [6-7].
These power plants have lower capital cost per unit capacity
than older technologies, and they produce very low
emissions. Indeed, reference [2] forecasts that from 1990 to
2010 combined-cycle generating capability will grow at
about 20 times the total growth rate of electrical-generating
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capability. Furthermore, utilities will add modern, efficient
equipment to meet new demands beyond current forecasts,
such as for a major maglev network. We thus selected an
electrical-generation efficiency of 47%. Combined with a
95% transmission efficiency, this yields an electrical supply
efficiency of 45% for maglev.
Figure 2 shows resulting net energy intensities for air and
maglev as functions of trip length. Electrical supply
efficiencies bring the energy intensities closer, but the results
7000
6000

737-300
TH07 Cruise
•- Ave. SCD Cruise
Best Two SCD Cruise
*
Ave. SCDSST
•
Best Two SCD SST

5000
E
QL
CO

4000

-

V. OVERALL TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

Presented below are several of the team's main findings.
Reference [1] provides more thorough descriptions of these
and other findings.

3000
2000 1000

-

B. Speed
The SCD-RFP listed 134 m/s (300 mph) as a design goal
for system speed. Table 3 summarizes our findings on this
criterion. As for many criteria, assessment of system speed
required data from our motor, guideway, magneticsuspension and vehicle-dynamics models.

I

»

still overwhelmingly favor maglev. For 200- to 1,000-km
trips, maglev energy intensities range from about 1/4 to 1/2
that of a 737-300. And as noted, this comparison ignores the
flexibility of power-plant fuel afforded by maglev's electrical
propulsion. In terms of energy consumption and flexibility,
maglev is clearly superior to short-haul air travel.

=_TT-=.rr.=.rrfc_rT.=.:T.;=-r=.=.7#=_T:.=_

A. Long-Term Potential of Maglev compared with HSR
Speed/Trip Tune

200

400

600

800

1000

Distance (km)
Fig. 2. Net energy intensities including energy supply efficiencies
(90% jet fuel, 45% electricity)

TGV-A offers 83 m/s commercial service, and has
demonstrated a peak speed of 143 m/s. Thus, steel-wbeel-onrail technology is directionally stable at maglev's design-goal

TABLE 3. ASSESSMENT RESULTS FOR SYSTEM SPEED

TR07: meets criterion
TGV-A: doesn't meet criterion
- 83 m/s service speed, tested at 133 m/s (143 m/s downhill) - demonstrated 121 m/s on test track
- motor analyses indicate that concept can achieve 134 m/s
- 64 m/s along turnouts
- speed through curves limited by non-tilting body and 7.15° - structural analyses: guideway is capable of 134-m/s loads
- vehicle-dynamics model confirms that vehicle can meet
superelevation of track
ride-comfort criteria and can safely maintain gap at 134 m/s
- cannot achieve 134 m/s presently
- demonstrated switch turn-out speed of 56 m/s, through- motor and brakes not designed for 134 m/s
- significant power transfer and maintenance issues must be speed probably full speed
- speed through curve limited by non-tilting body and 12°
resolved to achieve 134 m/s commercial service
suideway tilt
- significant additional investment needed to meet criterion
Bechtel: exceeds criterion
Foster-Miller: exceeds criterion
- motor analysis: sufficient power and thrust for > 134 m/s
- motor analysis: sufficient power and thrust for > 134 m/s
- thrust capability enables steady 134 m/s on 10% grade
- thrust capability enables steady 105 m/s on 10% grade
- structural analyses show guideway to be strong enough, but - LCLSM is unproven and must work as intended
FRP reinforcing is unproven
- structural analyses show guideway to be strong enough, but
- vehicle dynamics not verified due to insufficient detail on FRP post-tensioning tendons are unproven and must work
active suspension in final report
- vehicle-dynamics: passive secondary needs tuning
- primary suspension has required lift and guidance forces
- primary suspension has required lift and guidance forces
Grumman: meets criterion
Magneplane: exceeds criterion
- motor analysis: sufficient power and thrust for > 134 mJs
- motor analysis: sufficient power and thrust for > 134 m/s
- thrust capability of 60-kN baseline motor limits operation
- thrust capability enables steady 90 m/s on 10% grade
on 10% grade to very low speeds (about 5 m/s)
- need to correct power factor
- structural analyses show guideway to be strong enough,
- structural analyses show guideway to be strong enough
steel reinforcing adequate
- vehicle suspension relies on active aerodynamic control,
- control of primary suspension may not capitalize on large requires significant engineering research for implementation
gap, but vehicle should meet ride-comfort and safety
(actuators, control software, etc.)
requirements at 134 m/s
- lift & guidance forces are probably adequate (unable to
- lift, lateral-guidance and roll forces are adequate
verify magnetic keel effect, but it seems reasonable)
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speed of 134 m/s. For reasons primarily related to life-cycle
costs, however, TGV does not currently operate at 134 m/s; it
will require further improvements to do so. Such
improvements will entail significant capital investment and
development effort.
Power transfer by pantograph/catenary may be HSR's
most immediate speed-limiting issue. Observers noted nearly
continuous arcing during TGV's 143 m/s run. Even with
steady contact, pantograph/catenary wear will increase with
speed. Both of these problems require R & D effort to solve.
By comparison, high speed potential is essentially an
inherent characteristic of maglev. Guidance and propulsion
occur without physical contact. Magnetic elements and
guideway structures can achieve the guidance forces
necessary for very high speed. Furthermore, a long-stator
LSM requires no power transfer. In essence, maglev comes
"out of the box" ready for 134 m/s service, and higher-speed
service is well within the technology.
Other features combine to shorten maglev's trip times
relative to HSR. Maglev's maximum acceleration is 2-3
times TGV's. Additionally, all SCD concepts can maintain
140 m/s on a 3.5% grade compared with 30 m/s for TGV.
Also, lack of vehicle tilting limits TGV's curving speed.
Although tilting HSR systems exist, they require further
development to reach even 83 m/s service.
Maglev can offer trip times comparable to air travel for
trips shorter than about 800 km. HSR's longer trip times
yield lower ridership and revenues relative to maglev. Such
lower revenues can offset HSR's capital cost advantage and
yield lower profitability.
Safety, Availability & Cost
HSR systems in both Europe and Japan have exemplary
safety records.
However, the technology requires
sophisticated preventative maintenance (inspections and
adjustments) to achieve such safety. Maglev possesses
characteristics that should permit equivalent safety under
more extreme conditions and with less maintenance.
Several maglev concepts employ vehicles that wrap
around their guideways; others have guideways that partially
wrap around their vehicles. These approaches can provide
more than 1-g "derailment" containment in the event of
extreme environmental disturbances or component failures.
Large-gap maglev systems are much more tolerant of
ground displacements caused by earthquakes than is HSR.
These displacements can be larger for maglev before
triggering ride-comfort-, safety- or wear-related maintenance.
Greater tolerance also provides an added margin for bringing
high-speed vehicles safely to rest during earthquakes.
Maglev's non-contact propulsion and braking render it
less susceptible to snow, ice and rain than HSR. Also,
maglev concepts with wrap-around guideways offer some
protection from cross-winds. These features offer maglev an
availability advantage in adverse weather for safety
comparable to HSR.
Maglev should achieve HSR's outstanding safety record.
Its greater tolerance to earthquakes and adverse weather may

be decisive availability and cost advantages in the demanding
U.S. environment
B. Potential of US. Maglev compared with TR07
Performance Efficiency
Comparisons of performance and cost of TR07 and
SCDs revealed two important findings: U.S. maglev can
offer slightly better performance than TR07 at much lower
cost (especially for at-grade sections); U.S. maglev can offer
much better performance than TR07 at similar cost.
Compared with TR07, the Grumman system offers a
10% lower SST trip time for about 20% lower guideway cost
(40% lower at-grade). Similarly, the Bechtel concept offers a
20% SST trip-time savings for about 10% higher guideway
cost (or 10% lower at-grade). While these are specific SCD
concepts, they illustrate the performance/cost advantages
likely to result from a U.S. maglev development effort
Suitability to Existing Rights-of-Way
The SCD concepts are much better suited than TR07 to
deployment along existing rigbts-of-way. Generally, they
require about half the curve radius of TR07 at 134 m/s, climb
5-times steeper grades at full speed, and reach 134 m/s in
about half the time. These characteristics mean that a U.S.
maglev system will achieve much shorter trip times along
existing, lower-speed rights-of-way.
In principle, Transrapid could upgrade TR07 with a
tilting vehicle body and a larger LSM. However, the former
would involve a major redesign of the vehicle, an increase in
roll stiffness of the magnetic suspension, and strengthened
curved guideway beams. Upgrading the LSM may prove
more difficult because stator slot width limits the diameter
(and hence the current capacity) of the stator windings.
While these improvements are possible, they would not occur
without significant R & D time and costs.
C. Key Innovations: Benefits and Risks
The SCD concepts contain numerous innovations in
maglev technology. Here we summarize some innovations,
their potential benefits and risks.
Active Vehicle Suspensions
Three of the four SCDs utilize active vehicle
suspensions. Coupled with a large gap, an active suspension
can maintain a smooth ride over very flexible and rough
guideways. This allows use of, respectively, less structural
material and less stringent construction tolerances, reducing
guideway costs.
Maglev's large magnetic forces make active control of
the primary suspension an attractive option; Grumman
selected this approach. Active control of aerodynamic
surfaces is also an option, although unsteady air flow may
complicate its implementation.
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The main risks with active suspensions are their added
weight, cost and reliability penalties compared with passive
suspensions. A reasonable R & D effort should minimize
these risks. Small-scale testing of active magnetic
suspensions should quickly demonstrate their feasibility.
Similarly, wind-tunnel testing and computational fluid
modeling should establish the feasibility of active
aerodynamic control.
LCLSM
Foster-Miller's LCLSM could become a significant
innovation in vehicle propulsion. Its advantages include high
overall efficiency (91% as seen at electrical supply),
significant degraded mode capability, and use for power
transfer.
Its principal risk is that solid-state inverters are at present
too expensive for the LCLSM to be economical. FosterMiller has argued that the large number of inverters needed
(about 2,400/km) will enable mass production to reduce their
cost by a factor of 10. This is difficult to prove until mass
production actually occurs.
Vehicle control with a LCLSM is also unproven. Issues
include the LCLSM's ability to control acceleration and
speed, and to maintain adequate lateral stability. However,
reduced-scale testing can address these issues in a reasonably
short period.
Large-Gap EMS
A major concern about TROTs suitability for the U.S.
environment is its small, 8-nun suspension gap. To achieve
adequate ride comfort and safety margin, TR07's guideway
must be very stiff and well aligned. These requirements
increase the guideway's cost and its susceptibility to
foundation settlement, earthquake movement, thermal
expansion, and ice accretion.
Grumman utilizes iron-core, superconducting magnets to
increase the suspension gap of its EMS concept to 40 mm. It
actively controls this gap with normal electromagnets. The
vehicle requires no secondary suspension, and it maintains
adequate ride comfort and safety over irregularities many
times larger than TR07's limits. This suspension also
simplifies hardware requirements by utilizing the same
magnets and reaction rails to provide all lift and guidance
forces. Overall, these improvements offer to simplify
guideway design and construction, lower guideway costs, and
reduce susceptibility to environmental disturbances.
The main risks with this approach are with its
implementation. The control coils must deliver adequate
forces to ensure stability and safety under all conditions.
Control currents must not induce excess losses in the
superconducting magnets. Furthermore, the control
algorithm must take advantage of the hardware's capabilities.
These issues may initially be addressed through laboratory
testing of a complete magnet/control system; eventually
verification will require complete-vehicle tests at either full
or reduced scale.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The GMSA's main goal was to assess the technical
viability of maglev in the U.S. We examined in detail the
NMI's four contracted SCD concepts and compared their
performance potential with that of TGV and TR07.
All maglev concepts studied are potentially technically
feasible. Verification of the feasibility and practicality of
some features clearly requires further work.
All five maglev concepts studied offer much greater
performance potential than TGV. Maglev offers higher
speed, better acceleration and curving capabilities, and
potentially lower maintenance and higher availability for
comparable safety. The four U.S. concepts also offer a
performance advantage over TR07, and they could do so for
similar or lower cost. Note that further development will
likely improve the performance of both TGV and TR07.
However, a comparison of the costs of such improvements
with the costs to develop U.S. maglev was beyond the scope
of our study.
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Abstract - This paper summarizes the results of the
development of a maglev simulation program for the
performance evaluation of ground guided vehicles
operating over a complex route such as a freeway.
The program as developed has been tailored to evaluate
maglev vehicles on a route termed the Severe Segment
Test route developed by the National Maglev Initiative
program. The simulation is capable of being extended
to any arbitrary route as well as to the evaluation of
any guided ground transport system.

I. Introduction
The development of a maglev system requires rational
selection of specific system characteristics based on the
design, performance and operation of different
alternatives. These alternatives include the extent to
which a system can bank, the extent to which the
maglev guideway can be allowed to depart from the
desired right-of-way and the maximum thrust and speed
capability of the propulsion system. The Maglev
Performance Simulator (MPS) was developed to enable
the evaluation of different system concepts studied for
the National Maglev Initiative program. It is a
discrete-event simulation program which describes the
kinematics of vehicles subject to guideway and ride
quality constraints, and determines the power and
energy required to propel vehicles against physical
resistances. The simulation performs 3-dimensional
horizontal and vertical turns while the vehicle is
proceeding along a longitudinal path.
Linear
synchronous motor models are an integral part of the
simulation.
Manuscript received March 15, 1993. This work was
supported in part by the U.S. Department of
Transportation under contracts DTRS-92-P-81-250 and
DTRS-57-88-C-OOO41.

II. Magler Performance Simulator Program
A. Description
MPS is a suite of 8 programs which permits analysis of
the performance of either individual or fleets of maglev
vehicles with curved guideways and on-line or off-line
stations in an arbitrary configured network. Guideway
geometry, ride comfort criteria, and technology specific
characteristics such as propulsion, mechanical
resistance and tilt capabilities are input data. MPS
outputs trip time, average speed and energy based on
three-dimensional curved maglev flight. MPS converts
predefined route data into a completely defined path
and determines the kinematics of the vehicle as it is
constrained by ride quality criteria, banking capability
propulsion limitations. Its objective is to minimize trip
time.
The MPS program models are shown in Fig. 1. Route
data which is generally described by horizontal and
vertical profiles is inputted to MPS through the
HORZDAT and VERTDAT program modules. Each
profile describes the distance between points of
intersection along tangents, the change of angle or
azimuth at each point of intersection and the radius of
curvature at each point of intersection.
The
HORZCHNG and VERTCHNG modules allow
modification of input conditions.
For given comfort limits of acceleration and jerk, these
modules calculate both the length of the curves along
its tangents and along the arc. Also calculated are the
speed limits for each curve considering the distance
available to accelerate or decelerate.
Inputs to
HORZDAT are line speed limits (VJ, superelevation
angle plus tilt angle plus comfort angle (A^/g), comfort
horizontal jerk ( J J , distance from the last horizontal
path change between intersections of tangents to the
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Fig. 1. MPS Program Flow Diagram
curve (DS), minimum radius of curvature (R), and
change in azimuthal direction (dA). MPS determines
the distance (S) traveled along the path, the maximum
allowable speed of the vehicle in the curve (V), the
azimuth relative to the origin, the straight line length
from the beginning of the spiral to the midpoint of the
curve (X.) measured along the tangent, the arc length
of the guideway in the horizontal curve (ArcL), and the
length of constant curvature section (LCC),
Inputs to VERTDAT are line speed limits ( V J ,
comfort upward vertical acceleration (A,,,,), comfort
downward vertical acceleration (A^j), comfort
horizontal jerk (]„), station distance relative to the
origin (Sta), elevation at Sta, and the length of vertical
curve at each station with no spiral section.
VERTDAT calculates the grade, change in grade,
radius of curvature, the speed through the vertical
curve based on comfort acceleration, the X, distance to
the midpoint of the vertical curve, the arc length of the
guideway in the vertical curve (ArcL), and the length
of con.stant curvature section (LCC).
The module HORZCHNG permits a change of
acceleration and jerk parameters and corresponding V,
X,, and ArcL. VERTCHNG permits similar changes
to vertical parameters. The SORTDATA module
combines the horizontal and vertical data from
I iORZDAT or HORZCHNG with that of VERTDAT
or VERTCHNG.

DISTSPED uses the results of the SORTDATA module
to determine the station distance along the tangent to
the curve, the length of path along the curved
guideway, the minimum speed through each curve
along the guideway (or speed gate), the grade at each
station, the length of guideway in the curve, and the
transverse acceleration. STAPOS uses the output from
the DISTSPED module to insert zero speed points at
each station as well as station dwell time. The output
from STAPOS is then a complete set of speed gates.
The VELPOWER program module determines the
performance of the system using the output of the
STAPOS module and two parameter files for each
system being analyzed. These parameter files define
the physical characteristics and the LSM characteristics
of the system being analyzed. In VELPOWER, upon
passing a minimum speed gate, the vehicle is
accelerated at either the maximum comfort limit or the
maximum motor thrust limit, whichever is the most
restrictive. At each computation step the braking
profile is calculated to determine the last possible point
at which to brake in order to reach the next speed gate.
In this way the maximum possible speed is achieved
and the next speed is reached in minimum time.
VELPOWER thus computes the minimum time-power
and comfort-limited speed profiles. It also determines
the power and energy required to perform these speed
profiles. VELPOWER outputs time, length of path
along the guideway, speed, acceleration and jerk,
thrust, power and energy. Electrical characteristics
such as voltage, current, power factor and overall
efficiency are also outputs.
III. Theory of the Maglev Performance Simulator
The guideway of a maglev system is a curved path in
space defined by three types of data: geometric data,
system data, and ride-comfort data. The geometric
data is a set of points in space at the intersection points
(apexes) of tangents to adjacent segments of the curve,
and the largest acceptable radius of curvature at each
point. Apexes of the path are first set in a horizontal
plane and then, along the horizontal projection of the
path, the elevations of apexes that define the changes in
direction in the vertical plane are superimposed to give
a composite of horizontal and vertical turns. The
pertinent system data are the permissible superelevation
angle of the guideway, and the possibility and degree
of tilt of the vehicles with respect to the guideway in
turns. The ride-comfort data are the tolerable values of
acceleration and jerk in the longitudinal, lateral, and
normal directions, and the tolerable value of roll rate.
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A. The Maximum Tilt Angle
The relationship between the sum of the superelevation
angle and tilt angle <j>,, the lateral comfort acceleration
a,, and the normal comfort acceleration a, are shown in
Fig. 2, from which the comfort angle is defined by
= tan 1 —,
a.

in which s is the arc length and V = ds/dt. The lesswell-known formula for the normal component of jerk
is

V6

(1)

ds
ds

The radius of curvature in a horizontal turn R is V*/aw,
in which a,, is the horizontal component of
acceleration, given from Fig. 2 by
aB
= gtan($c
* +,).
(2)
The maximum allowable value of a,, is restricted by the
comfort values of acceleration according to the
equation
2

2

2

1

—

- tan" —.
a.

(6)

The curve length is minimized if J, is taken as constant
at the maximum comfort value. Then, starting a curve
at zero curvature, the curvature at any point along the
curve if found by integrating equation (6). Thus

V1

ds

(7)

which shows that, if R is given, the speed must be
restricted according to

v *
and the maximum length of a spiral arc is

"1

s
1

ds

(W

Substituting equations (1) and (3) into equation (2), the
maximum allowable tilt angle is
= tan"

V

ds ds

ds

-

V^.

(9)

(4)
But, maximum roll rate is given by

B. Theory of Spiral Curves

(10)

Through a series of programs, MPS accepts first the
geometric data and then the superelevation angle, tilt
angle and ride-comfort data. Using the theory of plane
spiral curves"1, the necessary properties of the curve
are derived as follows: The normal component of
acceleration is given by the well-known formula

ds
in which ^
is the sum of the superelevation angle
and the tilt angle. If the guideway rolls up at a
constant rate of twist

ds

(5)
ds
or

(11)
If the maximum comfort values are used in all cases,
equations (9) and (11) don't in general give the same
maximum arc length. The longer value must be chosen
and there is no disadvantage to adjusting the other by
reducing either the normal jerk or the roll rate, since
the length of the twisted spiral is the same in both
cases.
Fig. 2. Acceleration Vectors
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If we take the velocity to be constant, equation (7) can
be integrated to give the change in the angle of the
curve throughout the spiral. Thus
6 =

2V3

(12)

The objective of MPS is to find the maximum average
speed between any two points. The maximum speed
through a curve is attained if the vehicle need only
slow to a minimum at one point: the center of the
curve. This condition is obtained if the curve increases
curvature continuously to its center and then decreases
curvature to zero, i.e., there is no section of constant
maximum curvature in the curve, only one point of
maximum curvature. In this case, if, in equation (12),
s/V is the larger of the values given by equations (9)
and (11), angle 6 is half the given total change in
direction, ©. Then, from equation (12),

y * Hfcl'l"
The selected V must be the smaller of the values given
by equation (8) and (13). If the guideway curve is
described with respect to orthoginal coordinates x and
y, where x is in the direction of the velocity vector at
the beginning of the spiral transition curve, the
differential equations of the spiral-shaped guideway are

£ • Sia6' f " c"B

(16)
Curve Length

C. The Velocity Profile
Based on the foregoing analysis of the curves, a set of
speed gates is determined at the positions of the apexes
along the path of the vehicle. At these apexes, the
speed of the maglev vehicle must reduce to the value
specified, and, in between, the vehicle tries to
accelerate to as high a speed as possible. As shown in
Fig. 4, the velocity profile has three parts: In part (1),
the speed that can be attained depends on the comfort
levels of longitudinal acceleration and jerk. In part (2),
the speed is limited by power, which is usually
expressed as a limit on current and MVA. In part (3),
the vehicle is braked at a specified rate to reach the
speed specified at the next speed gate. At each
computation point, as the computation of the
acceleration profile progresses, the speed that would be
reached at the next speed gate if braking is initiated at
that point is calculated. When the correct gate speed
is calculated, the vehicle switches to the braking mode.

(14)

To integrate for the coordinates of the transition, it is
sufficient to expand the trigonometric functions in
equations (14) to the second term. Then, substituting
equation (12) and integrating, the results can be
expressed in the form
Fig. 3. The Spiral Transition

y =
(15)
s\\

The spiral transition curve is shown in Fig. 3. The
required properties of the curve are: 1) the distance X,
along the tangent to the curve from its beginning to the
apex; 2) the offset distance d0 from the center of the
curve to the apex; and 3) the curve length.
If xc, yc, and 0C relate to the centerpoint of the curve,
the above quantities are given by the equations

(l)

Distant?

Fig. 4. The Velocity Profile
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IV. Linear Synchronous Motors
A. Summary of Operation
The linear synchronous motor (LSM) consists of two
electromagnetic members, the armature and the field.
In long stator LSM systems the armature, commonly
called the stator, is located on the guideway and the
field is on the vehicle.

V, - '

-oElectromagnetic suspension systems (EMS) typically
make use of iron core structures for both the field and
the stator. The flux density saturation of the iron limits
the magnitude of the flux density in the air gap. EMS
are small air gap systems where typical air gaps are of
the order of 0.01 to 0.04 m.
Electrodynamic
suspension systems (EDS) use air core structures for
both tiie field and the stator. Superconducting field
windings on the vehicle are required to achieve the
large flux densities required for operating EDS
systems. These air gaps typically operate at 0.10 to
0.20 m spacings between the stator and field.
LSMs are controlled to produce orthogonal forces.
Many maglev systems make use of LSMs to achieve
either the lift and propulsion forces, or the guidance
and propulsion forces.
The LSM used in the
Transrapid TR07 for example, provides both propulsive
as well as levitation forces.'21 The LSM is similar to
its rotary counterpart which for a machine of fixed
dimensions and materials can only produce a finite total
force. This total force is then apportioned to its
orthogonal components by appropriate control of the
LSM field. For example, the force produced by the
LSM can be oriented to be an all longitudinal force or
it can be oriented to be all vertical force or any
combination of the two.

AIR<;AI'

E, = E , - UX,|-X,I

Fig. 5. Equivalent Circuit Model for the
Linear Synchronous Motor
air gap F a , the mechanical losses Dj and the output
thrust F x .
The resistance Rj and reactance jX q , can be
determined from the LSM layout geometry and
materials used. The resistance Rj consists of the
ohmic resistance and induced eddy current losses. The
reactance term j X . represents inductive elements of the
LSM. Its component parts are different for iron core
LSMs than they are for air core LSMs. In iron core
LSMs, the jX term accounts for the leakage reactance
of the stator winding and the magnetizing reactance of
the stator core. In air core LSMs, the jX term
accounts for the self inductance of the stator as well as
the mutual inductance of the stator and field windings.
Fig. 6 is the phasor description for Fig. 5. The angles
•y0 and 5 are referred to as the internal power factor
and power angle, respectively. The current Ij has been
resolved into its components, ld and I_. The CEMF
magnitude is given by Ej =£i-Lj * (X d -X q ).
C. LSM Modeling Equations

B. Equivalent Circuit Model
The approach taken here is an extension of the
graphical technique developed by Fitzgerald for the
analysis of salient pole machines.'31 An equivalent
circuit model for an LSM is shown in Fig. 5. It is a
generalized circuit for synchronous machines and is
shown on a per phase basis. Its use, in conjunction
with the assumption of sinusoidal behavior of the LSM,
is quite accurate for estimating motor performance.
The left side of the circuit shows the motor's electrical
parameters and the right side its mechanical
parameters. The parameters are stator voltage and
current V, and I l t counter EMF (CEMF) Ej, and
stator resistance and reactance Rj and jX q . The
mechanical parameters are the thrust developed at the

At the air gap of the machine, the electrical power is
equal to the mechanical power. From Fig. 5:

where yo is the angle between Ej and Ij, u s is the
vehicle velocity and the other terms are as defined
above. The term N, is the number of phases of the
particular LSM being analyzed. For example, N = 3
represents a 3-phase LSM. Vehicle magnetic drag and
other loss components are generally combined with
vehicle aerodynamic drag and given as a vehicle total
resistance. We will adopt the same convention and set
F 4 =F X . The force F x includes all mechanical load and
loss components.
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D. Voltage and Current Equations for LSMs

Fig. 6. Phasor Diagram for the Curcuit of Fig. 5
Counter SMF and Flux Density. The CEMF of the
LSM is related to the air gap flux density. From the
theory of synchronous machines:

where B ( is the air gap flux density, N is the number
of parallel conductors per pole/per slot, 1 the
transverse width of the stator winding, p the number of
pole pairs of the LSM field. The CEMF is E, =
(w'M'Ir)/j"2, where M is the mutual inductance with the
field winding present, If the field current in
ampere turns and w=2xf 1 where fj is the operating
frequency. In evaluating the steady state performance
of LSMs, it is usual to assume that air gap flux-density
is kept constant, which results in the ratio
Ej/fj=constant. The frequency in terms of vehicle
velocity and pole pitch r p is fj=Uj/(2«Tp).

The Iron Core LSM. Iron core LSMs are built with
projecting poles and concentrated windings. The
reluctance along the polar (direct) axis is appreciably
less than the reluctance along the interpolar
(quadrature) axis. The magnetizing reactance has two
components, the direct-axis X d m , and quadrature-axis
X q m . These reactances, when combined with the
leakage reactance Xv form the LSM reactance. The
direct-axis reactance is Xj=X < j m +X], and the
quadrature-axis reactance is X q = X q m + X 1 .
Phasor diagrams for the iron core LSM are shown in
Fig. 7 the case for lagging power factor, and Fig. 8 the
case for leading power factor. The LSM stator current
is resolved into its components.
The in-phase
component is I , where I_ = Ij c o s ^ ^ , and the outof-phase component is Lj where I<J=IJ ' sin(y 0 ). The
voltage components for the resistor Rj are LJRJ and
IqR}, and voltage components for the direct and
quadrature axis reactances, jIjjXj and jl-Xq. The sign
of the angle 70 must be taken into account. Positive
angles are taken in the counterclockwise direction and
negative angles in the clockwise direction.
As
previously discussed, the sign of Id is negative for
lagging power factor and is positive for leading power
factor.

Longitudinal Thrust. From equations (17) and (18),
the thrust F x is:

which shows that the thrust of the LSM is proportional
to its stator current Ij, for constant air gap flux density
81 and for a machine of given construction.
LSM Power Input and Efficiency. The power input to
the LSM, its power factor and efficiency for a 3-phase
system (N p =3) are given by:

P=3«V,'I 1 -cos(0)
Q 3 V i
1 I

S-3-VI,
PF=cos(<«

Fig. 7. Iron Core LSM Phasor Diagram
for Lagging Power Factor

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

where P, Q and S are the real, reactive and complex
components of power. The angle <j> is the angle
between Vj and Ij. Q will be negative for leading
power factor and it will be positive for lagging power
conditions.

Fig. 8 Iron Core Phasor Diagram for
Leading Power Factor
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Summing all of Che in-phase components results in:
(25)
(26)
(27)

VEHICLE

FEEDER CABLE
a=tan'(V v /V h )

(28)

The iron core LSM, like its rotary counterpart, can
exhibit leading or lagging power factor independent of
load power factor. A normally excited field results in
power factor being determined by the load which is
lagging for the LSM. An overexcited field exhibits
capacitive characteristics and makes the LSM have a
leading power factor.
The Air Core LSM. For the air core LSM, the above
equations have the magnetizing reactances X(jm=:O and
X q m =0. From Fig. 5 this results in X q = X j , and the
phasor components are:
V h = E , + R , -I, •cos(7 0 )-X, -I,
i! -sin(7 o )

Fig. 9. Schematic of Power Supply to an
LSM Block

(30)

Electrical Power Distribution to the LSM

The model description to this point is valid for the
condition where the LSM field windings cover the
entire LSM stator length. In most cases, stators of
block length LSMs are significantly longer than a
vehicle length, typical block lengths being 300 to 1000
m with vehicle lengths of 12 to 40 m. This requires
thai the portion of the LSM stator not a vered by
vehicle Held windings be considered as part of the
distribution system. Figs. 9 and 10 show the output
from the frequency converter station to the guideway,
where the LSM stator has a block length L. The
feeder cable from the output of the converter to the
LSM block is represented by resistance Rf and
reactance jXj-. The magnetic length of the vehicle L, is
the total length of the LSM field windings on the
vehicle. The active portion of the LSM stator is that
section directly under field windings, and this section
moves down the LSM block as the vehicle moves along
the guideway.

VEHICLE

\
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CONVERTER
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where Vh is the sum of all components in phase with
Ej, and Vv is the sum of all components in quadrature
with Ej. Solving for the magnitude and phase for Vj
results in equations identical in form to equations (25)
and (26) above.
E.

CONVERTER
STATION
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Fig. 10. Electrical Model for Fig. 9
Fig. 10 shows the circuit element details for modeling
the active and inactive portions of the LSM block
length, as well as the feeder cables from the converter
station. From Fig. 10, the inactive portion of the LSM
block is modeled as an extension to the feeder cable
distribution with values Rt=RL(L-lv)/Land X t =X L (LIv)/L. We will define R L and jX L as the resistance and
reactance of entire LSM block length where jXj__ is the
reactance of the block length without the LSM field
winding, that is with no vehicle present. These values,
when combined with the feeder resistance and
reactance Rf and Xf, form the equivalent series
resistance R i =R f +R t , and reactance X,=(X f +X t ).
The resistance for the active portion of the LSM is the
Rj element of Fig. 5 for both iron core and air core
LSMs is given by:
R,=R L '(1 V /L)

(31)

For the iron core LSM, the Xj and Xq terms are given
by:

X d =X dm +X L -(l v /L)

(32)
(33)

For the air core LSM, the reactance for the active
portion of the LSM is given by Xj = X L • (Jv/L) +X,,,.
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X m is the reactance resulting from the mutual coupling
of the air core LSM with its field windings.
V. Results
MPS may be used to analyze many different system
characteristics. For example, the difference between
speed and distance for two different vehicle
technologies (VI and V2) is shown in Fig. 11. VI has
a more powerful LSM than V2, and also has 18
degrees greater tilt capability. Both technologies are
using the same ride quality constraints. In this case
longitudinal acceleration and braking are equal to 0.16
g's. Fig. 11 shows that the vehicles start out from a
station and progress through five curves which
necessitate lowering the speed of both vehicles.
Between the initial station and the first curve at 9000
m, the added power of the LSM allows VI to achieve
a speed of 120 m/s before the vehicle must brake to
reach its minimum or gate speed through the curve.
V2 only achieves a speed of 80 m/s.
Because of the tilt capability VI is able to negotiate the
curve at a higher speed. Therefore, the initial speed
out of the turn is higher and the vehicle requires less
time and distance to accelerate to line speed. This is
evident at the third turn where VI achieves line speed
(134 m/s) and V2 reaches 100 m/s, but takes more
distance to achieve this speed. The average speed of
V1 is greater than V2 and therefore, its trip time is

less.
Although two parameters were varied
simultaneously in this case, MPS can be used to vary
one parameter at a time to determine the effects of
different system characteristics.
VI. Conclusions
MPS has successfully achieved the integration of
guideway curving design, vehicle kinematics and linear
motor performance analysis into a single program.
The program has demonstrated that a vehicle can be
controlled and it performance constrained by either
maximum comfort limits or the maximum propulsion
motor limits whichever are most restrictive. MPS has
shown that geometric, system, and ride-comfort data
can be brought together to describe the layout of
guideway curves including transition spirals.
The linear synchronous motor model used in MPS has
been shown to be applicable to both iron core and air
core machines. With suitable selection of parameters,
the LSM model accurately describes the performance
of either type of machine. The model structure also
enables the capability of operating the LSMs over «
wide range of power factor including leading as well as
lagging power factor operation.
The results produced by MPS compare quite favorably
to the limited magiev performance results available in
the literature. MPS results also compare quite closely
with the results produced by the recently completed
four SCD studies conducted for the National Maglev
Initiative program.
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Noise from High Speed Maglev Trains
Carl E. Hanson
Harris Miller Miller &. Hanson Inc.
429 Marrett Road
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Abstract - Noise hat been identified as a potential source of
concern associated with the introduction of high speed nwglev
trains in the existing transportation system in the United States.
The first operational maglev systems have been shown to
generate high noise levels at Ugh speeds, with noise levels over
100 dBA at 25 meters typical for the maximum cruising speeds.
At speeds greater than 250 knWhr, the dominant noise source is
of aerodynamic origin. Although there has been only a limited
amount of research devoted to noise control of maglev systems,
there are many reasons to believe that the noise level can be
brought to acceptable levels with advanced design techniques.
This paper describes the findings of a study of noise generated
by maglev systems including recommendations for further
research to develop a better understanding of the sources of
sound generation associated with high speed maglev operations

IHL INTRODUCTION

Noise from high speed magnetically levitated trains
(maglev) has not been considered a potential environmental
problem. It is commonly believed that if a vehicle is
suspended above a rigid guideway, then the only noise is the
"sound of the wind."
Available data from maglev
development programs reveal that noise levels at low speeds
tend to confirm public expectations of quiet operations.
However, the data also show that the noise levels from high
speed maglev may be high enough to cause environmental
impact in residential areas. Consequently, mitigation of
adverse noise effects must be taken into consideration early in
the planning and development of maglev. Research on this
exciting mode is still in its early stages and as development
moves forward, the noise control effort will continue to yield
improvements.

Manuscript received March IS, 1993. This work was .supported by the U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Railroad Administration, under
Contract No. DTFR-53-91-C-00074, as part of the National Maglev Initiative
Program.

n.

NOISE SOURCES

Maglev noise is dominated by three sources: propulsion
and auxiliary equipment, mechanical/structural radiation and
airflow moving past the train. The sources differ in where
they occur on the system as shown in Fig. 1. Following is an
overview of noise sources occurring on maglev trains.
A. Propulsion noise.
Maglev trains are electrically powered; the propulsion noise
sources are those from electromagnets, control units and
associated cooling fans. Noise from the magnets is a result of
induced vibration from magnetic forces, such as oscillating
magnetostriction. Another magnet-related sound occurs at the
pole passing frequency. Pole passing sound is caused by
interaction between magnets on the moving vehicle and those
on the stationary guideway at a uniform spacing. Location of
these forces is at the magnet gaps between the vehicle and the
guideway. Radiation can come from there as well as from
larger structures (vehicle panels, guideway, etc.) caused to
vibrate in response to such forces. Cooling fans can be a
significant source which shows up in the noise spectrum in
frequency bands near 1000 Hz independent of maglev speed.

B. Mechanical/structural noise.
Mechanical/structural noise is caused by guideway
vibrations and vehicle body vibrations which tend to radiate
sounds at the low end of the audible frequency range.
Noise from guideway vibrations is caused by: (I) wheels
rolling on guideway support surfaces at low speeds for
electrodynamic levitated systems (this type of maglev requires
forward motion before lift can occur), (2) magnetic pole
passing, and (3) load forces on the guideway structure as a
train passes over each span.
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Fi{. 1. Noiie Sources on a Magkv Sytfem

Rolling noise from tires tends to be a broadband sound, while
pole passing noise is tonal. Fundamental resonance
frequencies of guideway support beams are generally below
the audible range at 10 Hz or less, although radiation from
steel box beam panels can occur up to about 80 Hz. The
vehicle body also responds to dynamic forces, resulting in
vibration and sound radiation.

C. Aeroacoustic noise.

Noise from airflow over a maglev vehicle is generated by
flow separation and reattachment at the front, turbulent
boundary layer over the entire surface of the vehicle, flow
interactions with edges and appendages, and flow interactions
between moving and stationary components of the system.
Aeroacoustic noise increases with speed ranging from 60 to
80 times the logarithm of train speed and generally
dominates noise levels from all high speed trains at speeds of
250 Km/hr or greater.

III.

important speed ranges. At speeds below 225 km/hr, noise
from guideway structures and other mechanical sources has
been found to depend on velocity to the third power (labeled
A). Aeroacoustic sources make their presence known at
speeds above about 225 km/hr. At speeds between 225 km/hr
and 350 km/hr, noise from vortex shedding and vehicle body
radiation is expected to increase as velocity to the sixth power
(labeled B); and at speeds greater than about 350 km/hr
turbulent boundary layer noise has a strong speed dependency,
— velocity to the eighth power (labeled C).
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Maximum noise levels (Lmax) of the current generation
electromagnetic levitated vehicle undergoing tests at the
Emsland Test Track in Germany are plotted in Fig. 2 [2J.
Lmax measured at a single point is the result of contributions
of many sound generating mechanisms, some of which can
result in similar noise characteristics. Hypotheses concerning
dominant sources over various speed ranges are based on
empirical evidence and theories of aerodynamic sound
generation. Fig. 2 illustrates actual measured data fromTR07,
superimposed on models of noise generation over three
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Fig. 2. Measured Noise of TR07 Compared With Estimates
A = 30 log speed; B = 60 log speed; C = 80 log speed
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B. Noise Spectra

B. Sound Exposure Level

An example of the difference in sound spectra for a maglev
train at three speeds is shown in Fig. 3. One-third octave
band spectra for the TR 07 are shown for the speeds of 160
km/hr, 250 km/hr and 435 km/hr. The mid-frequency portion
of the spectra from 160 Hz to 1250 Hz fills in as speed
increases; spectra levels increase roughly according to 30 log
speed from 160 km/hr to 250 km/hr, and 60 log speed from
250 km/hr to 435 km/hr. The major differences show up in
the frequency bands below 160 Hz. At 160 km/hr, tonal
components are evident in the one-third octave bands centered
at 160 Hz and 500 Hz. These correspond to the pole-passing
frequency (172 Hz) and the slot-passing frequency (516 Hz)
at that speed. The slot-passing frequency continues to be
evident at the higher speeds, moving to the 800 Hz and 1600
Hz bands for the 250 km/hr and 435 km/hr speeds,
respectively.
The spectra in Fig. 3 show that passbys of a maglev can
be characterized as a relatively low frequency sound, with
considerable sound energy in the frequency range where the
human hearing system is most sensitive (1000 Hz to 2000
Hz). Sound levels at frequencies above 2000 Hz drop off
rather rapidly.

106
100
85

;

= SEL v e h +10IogN
where N = number of vehicles in the train. This expression
is only approximate because the first and last vehicles may
actually radiate more aeroacoustic energy at high speeds than
tbe vehicles in-between due to special flow characteristics at
the nose and the tail. Measured SEL's from the Transrapid
TR07, normalized with respect to a single vehicle length of 25
meters, are shown in Fig. 4.
C. Onset Rate
The onset rate refers to the rapid increase of sound level,
expressed in decibels per second, associated with an
approaching maglev train. Researchers have determined that
onset rates greater than about 15 dB/sec are likely to cause
startle. Measured onset rates from maglev passbys show a
direct dependency on speed and an inverse dependency on
distance from the guideway.

:
T^rT

110

The sound exposure level (SEL) of a single passby,
defined as the total sound energy of the event normalized to
a one-second time period, is the basic unit for calculating a
vehicle's contribution to environmental noise impact. Because
a train is made up of several vehicles, the SEL for the entire
train is determined approximately by:
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF NOISE CRITERIA

The introduction of a new transportation system into a
community generates concerns about the change in the noise
environment brought about by the new source. When the new
source has unique features, as does maglev, or when the
community has not had prior exposure to a particular source,
as will happen with a maglev system, the concerns are
heightened. The unknown community reaction to such a
potentially significant new development is not an acceptable
risk for the builders and financiers during these times of
environmental awareness. It is important to have a means of
rating the noise created by maglev in terms of the disturbance
it creates, in order to gauge the community response and to
avoid unacceptable installations. A review of existing
environmental noise criteria and research on annoyance due
to rapid onset rates resulted in recommendations for maglev
noise impact criteria.
A. Environmental Noise Criteria
Assessment of the impact of a new noise source in the
community has been covered extensively by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Research sponsored
by the EPA in the 1970's provided the basis for the
development of noise descriptors and criteria by other federal
agencies including various modal administrations of the
Department of Transportation. Among the key findings of
EPA research is that the day night sound level (Ldn) is the
suitable noise descriptor for comparing the noise impact of a
new noise source with that of other noise sources in a
residential community. Ldn is a measure of a receiver's
cumulative A-weighted sound exposure from all events over
a full 24 hours, with all nighttime events between the hours
of 10 pm and 7 am given a 10 dB penalty. As opposed to the
maximum level from a single event (as shown in Fig. 2), Ldn
is used to describe the noise "climate" in a neighborhood and
has been found to correlate well with the results of attitudinal
surveys of residential noise impact [3].
Recent noise criteria developed, by Federal Transit
Administration can be applied to assessment of the noise
impact from maglev operations [4]. The noise impact criteria
shown in Fig. 5 take into account the existing ambient noise
level, expressed in terms of Ldn, as well as the noise from the
proposed project, also expressed in terms of Ldn. When
applied to maglev, the single difference is that an "onset-rate
adjusted Ldn" is used (defined in next sub-section).
The noise criteria and descriptors depend on land use,
designated either Category 1, Category 2 or Category 3:

Category 1 includes tracts of land where
quiet is an essential element in their
intended purpose, such as nationally
significant historic sites or outdoor conceit
pavilion.
Category 2 includes residences
buildings where people sleep.

and

Category 3 includes institutional land uses
with primarily daytime and evening use
such as schools, churches and active parks.

For Category 2 land use where nighttime sensitivity is
a factor, the noise criteria use L^. For Category 1 and 3 land
uses involving primarily daytime activities, the impact is
evaluated in terms of the L» for the noisiest hour of maglevrelated activity during which human activities occur at a
noise-sensitive location. The latter is referred to as "peakhear Lgj." Because the L ^ and daytime peak-hour L ^ have
similar values for typical noise environments, they are used
interchangeably to evaluate noise impact for Category 1 and
Category 2 sites. However, because Category 3 sites are less
sensitive, the criteria allow the maglev noise to be 5 decibels
greater than for Category 1 and Category 2 sites.
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Fig. 5. Proposed Noise Impact Criteria
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The noise impact criteria are defined by two curves
which allow increasing project noise levels as ambient noise
increases up to a point, beyond which impact is determined
based on maglev noise alone. Below the lower curve in Fig.
S . a maglev system is considered to have no noise impact
since, on the average, the introduction of the system will
result in an insignificant increase in the number of people
highly annoyed by the new noise. The curve defining the
onset of noise impact stops increasing at 65 dB for Category
1 and 2 land use, a standard limit for an acceptable living
environment defined by a number of Federal agencies.
Maglev noise above the upper curve is considered to cause
Severe Impact since a significant percentage of people would
be highly annoyed by the new noise. This curve flattens out
at 75 dB for Category 1 and 2 land use, a level associated
with an unacceptable living environment. As indicated by the
right-hand scale on Fig. 5, the project noise criteria are 5
decibels higher for Category 3 land use.
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Between the two curves the proposed project is judged
to have an impact, though not severe. The change in the
cumulative noise level is noticeable to most people, but may
not be sufficient to cause strong, adverse reactions from the
community. In this transitional area, other project-specific
factors must be considered to determine the magnitude of the
impact and the need for mitigation.

B. Onset Rate Adjustment for Ldn

V. ASSESSMENT OF NOISE IMPACT

The procedure for assessing impact is to determine the preproject ambient noise level and the predicted maglev noise
level at a given site, in terms of either Ldn or Leq as
appropriate, and to plot these levels on Fig. 5. The location
of the plotted point in the three impact ranges is an indication
of the severity of the impact.

As discussed in Section III C, there is evidence that an A. Example of Application of Criteria
adjustment may be required for sound signatures with rapid
For our example of noise impact from the introduction of
onset rates. Based on the foregoing discussion of Ldn and the
need for an adjustment to account for onset rate, it is maglev as it exists without noise mitigation, we will look at
recommended that an "onset-rate adjusted day-night sound the replacement of existing passenger train service in the
level" be used to assess noise impact from maglev operations. Northeast Corridor between Boston and New York. In the
This unit is the L ^ contribution from maglev operations as route through a suburb of Boston, the closest residences are
computed from the SELs of individual passbys, except that an located between 10 and 30 m from existing tracks. Without
adjustment is made to the SELs for passbys with rapid onset trains, the typical existing ambient Ldn is 60 dBA [5]. For
rates. A simple adjustment is proposed for ease in application that existing ambient, the proposed criteria show that Ldn's of
and for purposes of being conservative: add 5 dB to the SEL 58 dBA and 63 dBA from a new source would cause "impact"
and "severe impact," respectively (Fig. 5).
where onset rates are 15 dB per second or more.
Fig. 6 shows the relationship of speed and distance to
Current Northeast Corridor service has a total of 16 day
define locations where the onset rate exceeds 15 dB per
second for a maglev train. This curve was determined using and 6 night trains passing through the suburbs of Boston.
Assuming a similar level of service could be provided by 10 a synthesis of noise from a single maglev vehicle passby,
car maglcv trains with the same schedule, the normalized
accounting
for divergence, directivity, convective
augmentation, ground effect, atmospheric absorption and SEL from Fig. 4 is converted to SEL for a 10-car train using
emission level (spectra) as a function of speed. TR07 data the SEL equation in Section III.C. Two speeds are
measured by TUV Rheinland and HMMH were used to obtain considered; an upper bound of 400 km/hr and a lower bound
of 250 km/hr. The "onset rate adjustment" is obtained for (he
the relationship shown in Fig. 6 [2].
appropriate speed from Fig. 6.
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The results shown in Fig. 7 illustrate the distances from the
guideway that would considered to be impacted using the
proposed criteria. Severe impact would result for any
residence within 40 m at the upper speed of 400 km/hr and
would drop to 18 m for 250 km/hr. The method can be
employed in reverse tc determine the speed at which no
impact will occur for a residential area. For example, if the
nearest house was 30 m, the speed would have to be reduced
to 267 Km/hr to fall into the "no impact" zone of Fig. 7. This
example shows that without additional mitigation measures,
noise from a current generation high speed maglev system
could cause severe noise impacts in residential neighborhoods
near the guideway. Negative public reaction could result in
restrictions of speed or locating new maglev rights-of-way.

What are the key aeroacoustic sources for each speed
range?
How much of the sound radiation generated by the
boundary layer can be attributed to vehicle structure?
How effective are boundary layer control methods in
reducing noise?
How much noise is generated by the vehicle flow
interaction with guideway structure?
How much sound is radiated from the guideway
structure?
•

VI. UNRESOLVED NOISE ISSUES

Because maglev has a great potential to serve as an
alternative to aircraft as a short haul carrier between cities, the
mode will of necessity be placed in densely populated areas.
Consequently, noise control will be a major part of the
design/development process for maglev. Before design
guidelines for noise control can be developed with confidence
for a new maglev system, the following design issues should
be resolved through an acoustic test program.

How much noise will be generated by lifting surfaces
if they are employed for guidance purposes?

A research program to resolve these and other noise issues
should be undertaken during the design phase of a new
maglev system. Mechanical/structural noise tests are best
performed on full scale facilities, but there are two approaches
to conducting research on aeroacoustic problems: model
testing in wind tunnels, and full- or nearly full-scale testing on
a test track. The choice revolves around the extent to which
structural re-radiation is found to be important. Model testing
gives scale measurement of the direct radiation component
and provides a convenient method for sorting out the various
aeroacoustic mechanisms. However, if structural radiation is
found to be important, then testing will be required on a
larger scale prototype.
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Corroboration of Magnetic Forces in U.S. Magiev Designs
Howard Coffey, Jianliang He, and Zian Wang
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439
Abstract - Four System Concept Definition (SCD) contractors to the
National Magiev Initiative (NMI) developed conceptual designs of
maglcv systems in 1991-1992. The objective of the work reported
here was to perform independent calculations of the magnetic forces
and fields of these four systems to assess the "reasonableness" of the
results presented to the government. Commercial computer software was used for computing forces in the system employing nonlinear ferromagnetic materials and for some calculations of induced
eddy current effects in finite-sized systems. Other case* required
the use of models developed at ANL and verified by experiment, or
in a few cases, new computer programs that have not been validated
by experiment. The magnetic forces calculated by the contractors
were found to be credible in every case evaluated. The stray fields
were also found to be in reasonable agreement with those calculated
by the contractors, but, for lack of space, are not reported here.
Introduction
Since the four conceptual magiev systems designed under
the NMI program were developed analytically without the
benefit of experience with operational systems, a government
team was established to independently analyze the proposed
concepts[ 1]. These designs included three electrodynamic
(EDS) and one electromagnetic (EMS) system. One EDS
concept used coils, another a conducting ladder, and the third
a conducting sheet in the guideway. The EMS concept used
iron-cored superconducting magnets aboard the vehicle. Nullflux coils were used in two guidance systems. No single
method of analysis was adequate for calculating the electromagnetic fields and forces of all the systems proposed.

The magnets aboard the vehicle and the null-flux coils in
the guideway must be displaced from their symmetrical
positions to generate levitation or guidance forces. The
computed levitation forces are shown in Figure 1 as functions
of the vertical displacement (at 134 m/s) and velocity (with
a 0.035 m offset). The weight of the vehicle is about 240
kN/bogie. At the operational speed of 134 m/s, this basic
levitation requirement is met with a vertical offset of about
0.03S m, and a lift-to-drag ratio of about 180 results. The
maximum lift is approximately 640 kN at this speed and
occurs with a vertical displacement of 14 cm, providing a
maximum-to-nominal lift ratio of 2.65, which is in good
agreement with the value of 2.6 calculated by Foster-Miller.
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Foster-Miller
The Foster-Miller concept uses "racetrack-shaped" superconducting magnets on the vehicle, which interact with sidewall-mounted null-flux coils to produce levitation and a
portion of the guidance forces. Propulsion, and the primary
guidance, are provided by a single set of coils, which are
connected across the guideway and powered in parallel from
the wayside. The baseline 150-passenger, 73-metric-ton, 2car train is levitated on three bogies. Each bogie contains
eight magnets and must levitate 24.3 metric tons. Each
magnet has a mean winding width of O.S m, a mean length of
1.0 m, and 1800 kA-T of current. The null-flux coils in the
guideway are 0.74 m long, 0.90 m high and 0.04 m x 0.04
m in cross section.
30
The levitation forces were analyzed using a Dynamic
60
90
120
150
Speed Onto)
Circuit Theory model [2,3] developed by J.L. He et al. of
Argonne National Laboratory. This model uses numerical Figure 1. Suspension force vj vertical offset at 134 m/s (lop) and vs
techniques to calculate the dynamic time-dependent forces of speed with 0.035 m offset (bottom). Gap = 0.275 m, Velocity = 34
coil-type suspension systems.
m/s, Current = 1800 kA-T, Conductor cross-section = 16 cm2.
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Extra lift is required at operational speeds in turns, in gusty
winds, and to provide a margin of safety. As shown in the
figures, the lift force- develops progressively as the speed
increases, and although the lift might appear excessively
conservative at high speeds, this performance is needed to
achieve levitation at lower speeds. The power dissipation of
7.5 kW/ton under nominal operational conditions compares
with a value of 6 kW/ton calculated by Foster-Miller.
It should be noted that the displacements at takeoff (SO
m/s) and landing (20 m/s) will be greater than the 0.035 m
discussed here, and the marginal lift force will be reduced.
Since the coils can be wound with multiple turns, the conductors can be thinner than the skin depth, and an increase in
drag due to the skin effect is not a concern. The calculations
assume copper conductors in the guideway, with the crosssectional area indicated.
The primary guidance forces in this system are those
resulting from the interaction with the cross-connected
propulsion coils. Our calculated guidance forces resulting
from the interaction of the superconducting magnets with the
propulsion coils (for one pair of magnets) as functions of
lateral displacements of the vehicle are shown in Figure 2.
The guidance force depends on the air gap assumed between
the superconducting magnets and the propulsion/guidance
coils as shown. These forces are lower than Foster-Miller's
by about 15%. Additional lateral forces will occur as a result
of the propulsion current in these coils.

centimeters below this centerline.
Ninety-six superconducting magnets on the vehicle are
contained in six modules of eight magnets on each side of the
vehicle, the 1-m-long and 0.3-m-wide magnets being positioned with their planes in the vertical direction. The modules
are spaced 1 m apart along the length of the vehicle, and the
magnets are arranged so that each magnet is adjacent to other
magnets with different polarities. The modules are 4 m long
and 0.6 m wide.
To analyze the lift and drag forces in this design, the
dynamic circuit theory model was modified to include a LSM
waveform approximated as a continuous sine wave extending
the length of the vehicle. This approach is analogous to that
used in conventional motor theory and is an approximation in
that higher-order harmonics, eddy currents in the coi's, and
end effects resulting from the finite lengths of the magnets
are not included. Nevertheless, the model approximates
Bechtel's results and indicates the "reasonableness" of their
computations.
A steady-state circuit approach was used in the model and
provides closed-form analytic solutions that are well-suited
for the analysis of coil-type EDS systems.
The results of the lift force calculations are shown in Figure 3 in which the forces are normalized in the same manner
as those presented by Bechtel (Figure 4).
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Bechtel
The Bechtel design uses a "ladder"-type guideway and an
array of on-board magnets with alternating polarities to
effectively achieve a "null-flux" configuration. When the onboard magnets are symmetrically located with respect to the
center line of the ladder track, no net flux is experienced by
the ladder track and no currents or forces result. The
equilibrium operating position of the magnets is a few
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Figure 3. Normalized Lift vs Speed with Number of Rungs and Vertical
Offset as Parameters (ANL). See text for parameters.

These calculations are for an array of four coils for comparison with the corresponding calculations made by Bechtel.
The notations 8,3 etc., refer first to the number of rungs per
meter in the ladder guideway and second to the displacement
in centimeters of the vehicle-mounted magnets
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Figure 5. Magnetic Force* v« Vertical Displacement* al 134 n/s. S
rungs/meter; 0.20-m jap; 400 kA-T current; 16 magncu/bogic (ANL)
SPEED (m/sl
Figure 4. Normalized Lift vs Speed with Number of Rungi and Verticil
Offset as Parameters. (Beciitel)

below the centerline of the ladder. The upper and lower
horizontal rails of the ladder are 0.030 m high and 0.020 m
thick, while the rungs, or vertical members of the ladder, are
0.01 m wide and 0.020 tn thick. Our calculations ignore the
skin effect, which will be appropriate if Bechtel uses a
laminated structure. Further, only the first harmonic of the
waveform is considered. To obtain the agreement shown, the
effective resistance was arbitrarily adjusted, but it remains
within a factor of two of the expected value. The Bechtel
calculation is more conservative than ours. The drag forces
were also calculated and are similarly in agreement. The
number of rungs per meter has a significant effect on the lift
and drag forces and is an important design parameter.
The lift and drag forces, lift-to-drag ratio, and tbe ladderinteraction guidance force resulting from one of the six bogies
composed of two magnet modules, one on each side of the
vehicle (16 magnets per bogie), are shown in Figure 5 as
functions of the vertical offset of the magnets from the
centerline of the ladder track. During cruising, tbe vertical
displacement will be about 0.030 m. The offset will be
greater at lower speeds. The lift-to-drag ratio calculated with
the model is 140 at 134 m/s. Bechtel calculated two power
losses in the coils, leading to lift-to-drag ratios of 130 if eddy
currents are disregarded and 110 if they are included.
Guidance in this system derives from interactions of the
on-board "octopole magnets" with: 1) null-flux guidance
coils, 2) the levitation ladder, and 3) the propulsion motor.
The dominant interaction is that between the magnets and the
figure-eight-shaped null-flux coils in the guideway. Corresponding coils on opposite sides of the guideway are connected in series across the guideway.

The primary guidance force from the null-flux coil
interaction is shown in Figure 6 as a function of the lateral
displacement. The "Bechtel" curve is the sum of the separate
forces on the two sides of 'be bogie. The cross-sectional area
and conductivity of the conductor were not reported and have
been adjusted within physically permissible limits to achieve
the agreement shown. A value of 0.! on the scale shown
correspond? to 20 kN for an eight-magnet bogie, resulting in
a total restoring force of 240 kN for the entire vehicle when
it slips to the side by 0.02 m.

Lateral Displacement (cm)
Figure 6. Normalized Guidance Force vi Lateral Displacement (cm).
Four Magnets Each Side. Solid Curve (ANL); Broken Curve (Bechtel).

Grumman
Tbe Grumman conceptual maglev design is an EMS
system using constant-current superconducting magnets to
generate tbe magnetomotive force for the iron poles of the
on-board magnets. Dynamic control of the magnetic field is
provided by separate trim coils near tbe pole faces of the
magnet. The gap between the iron poles and the LSM stator
is 40 mm. One set of magnets acting against a single
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reaction plate (the stator of the LSM) provides both lift and
guidance forces. The stator is mounted at a 35° angle from
horizontal in the guideway (Figure 7). The lift and guidance
forces are components of the force normal to the faces of the
poles, and this normal force is the important design force.
This concept requires that control be provided when the
magnets are displaced sideways on the rail. The baseline
vehicle carries 100 passengers and weighs 61.4 metric tons.
UMWATCDtfONIUIL

in the superconducting rrugnet. The trim coil current shown
is the sum of the currents in both trim coils on a single core.
The vertical lift force on the vehicle is the sum of these
normal forces on each magnet multiplied by cos3S°. At the
nominal operating point shown, the vertical force is about 940
IcN, while the vehicle weighs about 630 kN, providing a 50%
margin in lift for cornering, wind, and safety factors. The
guidance force is the difference between the forces on
magnets on opposing sides of the vehicle multiplied by
sin35°.

V

Figure 7. Electromagnetic Suspension System (Grumman), Showing
Superconducting Coil for Bias and Control Coilt for Dynamic Control.

Since the gap in this system is 40 mm, and the fringe
fields were expected to be relatively large, the computer code
TOSCA*{4] was used for the analysis of this system. The
pole faces are square with sides of 0.200 m and react against
a square-cross-section rail also having sides of 0.200 m.
Forty-eight magnets (24 on each side of the vehicle) of this
type are used. The magnets are staggered (Figure 8) to
provide control as the magnet moves to the side of the rail.
Each pole extends to the side of the rail by 0.020 m. Only
the limits of the static fields produced by the combination of
the superconducting and the control coils were computed.
nfStonworoncE

Figure 8. Position of Magnet Poles on Guideway Rail (LSM Stator) tc
Provide Stability Against Lateral Motion. (Grumman)

Due to the high magnetic intensities in the poles and
guideway, Vanadium-Permendur and M43 steel are proposed
by Grumman for use in the poles and rails, respectively. Fn
our calculations, only M43 steel was used.
The forces normal to the faces of the poles calculated by
Grumman and ANL are shown in Figure 9 as functions of the
current in the trim coils with the baseline current of 50 kA-T

-20

-10

0

10

20

Total Trim Cofl Current *A)
Figure 9. Total Force Normal to Face of Magnets. Current in
Superconducting Magnets = 50 kA-T. Total Current in Both Trim
Coils as Variable. (ANL/Grumnuui)

As the magnets are displaced laterally (see Figure 8),
some magnets move onto and others off of the rail, resulting
in a force that tends to restore the magnets to their equilibrium positions. The restoring force shown in Figure 10 was
calculated for the case in which the magnetic field in the gap
is constant. Since the capability of specifying a constant-gap
field is not contained in TOSCA, the current was varied to
approximate this condition, and the forces were scaled to the
appropriate values using a B2 scaling to obtain the results
shown. This approach approximates a condition in which the
normal force is constant. The restoring force is stabilizing
with all the gap spacings evaluated. Our results (using M43)
indicate a somewhat greater variation with the gap dimension
than do the Grumman data. Similar calculations (not shown)
were made for the case of constant magnet current.
Magneplane-International
The Magneplane system is a continuous-sheet EDS system
in which eight magnets aboard the vehicle induce currents in
aluminum sheets in the guideway as the vehicle passes by.
These currents interact with the magnets to produce the
repulsive forces that levitate and guide the vehicle. The
guideway, shaped as a trough, permits the vehicle to roll in
a turn, avoiding the use of a separate tilt mechanism.
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programmed and used for this analysis. Values for a single
magnet calculated using this formulation compare well with
those from a previous program, baaed on [6] and [71. which
has been validated by numerous experiments. The guideway
is sufficiently wide that the lift forces calculated are expected
to be affected only marginally by its finite width.
The lift and drag forces for a single bogie composed of
two sets of two magnets for the baseline 45-passenger vehicle
(180 lcA-T) are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Since the
baseline force demanded of this bogie it 76 kN, it is seen that
considerable marginal support exists above that required for
levitation of the vehicle.
—

0

0.5

1.5

1

2

2.5

3

3.5

Figure 10. Lateral Restoring Force vi Displacement (cm) (ANL).
^

Continuous-sheet guideways, unlike those using discrete coils,
provide a non-pulsating interaction with the superconducting
magnets, simplifying the achievement of ride comfort and
reducing the ac losses in the cryostat and magnet. Stabilization of the system in the roll direction is by means of the
interaction of the propulsion coils with the edge of the
guideway and by airfoils. Propulsion of the system is
analogous to that of the other EDS systems, except that the
12 magnets used for propulsion are separate from those used
for levitation, and the LSM windings are under the vehicle.
The dimensions, currents, and layout of the magnets are
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 12. Lilt Forces Calculated for Two Sets of Two Magnets on a
Single Bogie of the Baadine 45-Pawengcr Vehicle. MagneU 2.25 m
long, 0.4 m wide, 0.1 m spacing. (ANL)
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Analytic models are available for calculating the magnetic
lift and drag forces on magnets moving above an infinitely
wide conducting ground plane. Analyses for single magnets
have been given by Chilton and Coffey[5j and Reitz and
Davis[6|. A similar analysis, by Lee and Menendez[7J,
accounts for multiple magnets. The latter formulation was
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Figure 11. Dimensions, Configuration, mid Currents of Magneu uicd
at one end of Magneptane 140-Paucnger Vehicle. A Mirror Image of
these Magnets it Used at the Oppoiite End of the Vehicle.(Msgneplane)
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Figure 13. Drag Forces Calculated Tor Two Sets of Two Msgnet* on a
Single Bogie of the Baseline 45-Passenger Vehicle. (ANL)

Electrodynamic interactions of magnets with the edges of
finite conductors as encountered in the keel stabilization of
the Magneplane require calculations using 3D-finite element
computations. ELEKTRA#, a commercial computer code
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capable, in principle, of calculating the forces of moving
magnets interacting with a finite-width conducting guideway,
was used for the analysis. Requirements for nodes on which
the fields were to be computed, however, exceeded the
capabilities of the Sun Station used in these analyses, limiting
our considerations to reduced sizes and very low velocities.
By arbitrarily reducing the size of both the vehicle and the
current by a factor of 16, the eddy current patterns of Figure
14 were obtained at a velocity of 6 m/s. (The Magneplane
system uses six propulsion magnets rather than the four
modeled here.) Eddy currents induced by the combined
propulsion and levitation magnets are shown.

HiH-j-

Tr.IV.J

1.

»

proprietary rights in their respective system designs.
The analysis of the Magneplane International system is more
limited than are those for the other systems, for the reasons
discussed above.
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CONTROL STRATEGIES OF A LSM DRIVE FOR EDS-MAGLEV SYSTEMS
F.Albicini, M.Andriollo, G.Martinelli and A.Morini
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Abstract - In the paper an inverter-fed linear
synchronous motor for EDS-MAGLEV systems is analyzed in
order to evaluate the harmonic contents of the armature
current as well as of the mechanical power. Some
control strategies for improving the drive performance
are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The drive of a magnetically levitated train with
electrodynamic suspension (EDS-MAGLEV) usually consists
of a PWM inverter feeding an air- cored long-stator
linear synchronous motor (LSM) with on-board
superconducting field coils.
The drive performance may be analyzed by means of
an equivalent circuit and with reference to the generic
harmonic of the applied voltage, counter e.m.f. and
current. Differently from [1], in this paper the
equivalent circuit is defined by means of general
expressions taking into account also the arrangement in
which the field coils are grouped in opposite polarity
pairs and the armature coils arranged in two overlapped
layers [2]. The latter implies a different harmonic
content of the LSM c.e.m.f., with the presence - in
addition to the fundamental component pulsating at
wr - of harmonics pulsating at ku r 12 (k= 1,3,4..).
The developed model allows to analyze the steady-state
behavior of the PWM inverter- LSM drive by means of the
evaluation - as a function of the speed - of the
instantaneous values of the applied voltage, current
and mechanical power, given the harmonic content of the
c.e.m.f., the frequency, amplitude and phase of the
triangular carrier wave and the waveform of the
modulating wave. The model also allows to calculate the
ohmic losses, the converter apparent power and the
power factor.
Two control strategies are proposed in order to
optimize the drive performance with respect to the armature ohmic losses and to the LSM power ripple. Such
performances are obtained by impressing suitable current harmonics by means of the control of the harmonic
content of the applied voltage. The obtained results
are compared with the case of sinusoidal current.
As an example, a proposed EDS-MAGLEV train is
considered [2] and the results obtained by applying the
proposed control strategies are given.
Manuncripl received March IS, 1993. This work
ported by Ihe Progctlo Finalizzato CNR Trasporti 2.
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Flg.1 - Schematic cross section of an EDS-MAG LEV w/ucle. [1: on-board SC coils; 2: auxiliary suspension;
3: ground levitation coils; 4: two-layer armature
coils; 5: guideway]

SC field coils

Fij!.2 - Field and armature coils of the LSM. |hy: polar
pitch; ay: distance between the field coils of a pair;
p: pitch of the armature coils; 1,2,3: phases; X,Y = Y<r
-«t,Z±AZ: coordinates of a generic armature coil; 2AZ:
distance between the armature layers; u: train speed\
II. COILS ARRANGEMENT
Fig. I shows a typical coil arrangement of ihe LSM
of an EDS-MAGLEV train. The windings may he represented
by series of rectangular-shaped coils: Fig.2 shows the
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FIg.3 - Reference dimensions of armature and field
coils, with number of turns respectively N t and N f .
field and armature coils with reference to one side of
the train. For the sake of clearness the coils are represented as filiform, even if the developed expressions
take into account the actual coil thicknesses (Fig.3).
The field and armature coils are on vertical parallel
planes: the former are grouped into opposite polarity
pairs and the latter into three phases and two layers.
III. LSM EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
With reference to one section of the armature
winding and to the n-th harmonic, Fig.4 gives the LSM
single-phase equivalent circuit. It is:
En
LSM counter e.m.f.
Rn,Ln armature resistance and inductance (included the
series impedance of the connections)
Un
converter applied voltage
In
armature current
A. Counter e.m.f. E,,
Given a reference system (x,y,z) fixed to the field
coils, X,Y = Yo-«t,Z±AZ are the coordinates of a generic
armature coil (Fig.2). The mutual inductance per polar
pitch between the field winding and the i- th armature
phase (i = 1,2,3) is given by [3J:

Mi. = k

sin

2n(Y+b)

(1)

jt/2
l

with k armature coils per phase and polar pitch. The
coefficients JDIsn(X,Z) and b depend on the system
geometry (parameters l,h,t,s,by,ay,AZ of Figs.2 and 3)
as well as on the number of turns N, and 1^; their
complete expressions are given in [3].
With the positions Y o = - b and:
wr = k

In

(2)

the mutual inductance as a function of time and then
the e.m.f. induced in the i-th phase can be obtained

Fig.4 - Single-pilose equivalent circuit related to one
section of the armature winding.
from (1). It results, with
convention of Fig.4 [4]:

reference

to

the

sign

(3)
= -j k 2 N p «I, ^

m isn (X,Z)

n=j|

(4)

with I, field current and N p polar pairs per section.
The LSM c.e.m.f. contains the fundamental pulsating at
wr (related to the speed v by means of (2)), and
harmonics pulsating at ju,/2 (j = 1,3,4,..); the phasor
Ej represents in module and phase the j-th harmonic of
the c.e.m.f..
B. Resistance R,, and inductance l^
In order to evaluate the series inductance of the
circuit of Fig.4, the phase self and mutual inductances
must be determined.
The mutual inductance between a coil of the phase i and
a coil of the phase j is given by [5]:

M:

(5)

with Yjj distance between the coils. The coefficient
£ln depends on the geometrical parameters of the
armature winding as well as on the number of turns N,;
its complete expression is given in [5].
For Yy=O and Yij=±by/3 respectively, the coil self and
mutual inductance L and M can be obtained from (S).
Bearing in mind that the sides of the armature winding
are in parallel [1], the phase inductance L,n and
resistance R, are, with reference to the n-th harmonic:
L, n = N(L - M)/2

n*3k

(k=l,2,3,..)

(6)

L, n = N(L + 2M)/2

n=3k

(k= 1,2,3,..)

(7)

R, = NR/2

(8)

with N armature coils connected in series per phase and
section and R resistance of a coil.
Finally, the parameters of the circuit of Fig.4 are:
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n*3k

(k= 1,2,3,..)

3 £

(9)

Rn = R. + Rf

E,, !„ cos(yh)

(13)

h=l

Ln = I * + U + 3 I « u l

n=3ic

(k= 1,2,3,..)

generic harmonic (the complete expressions of a^j, =
-»^,'i>« and bMh=-S^j1/Np« are given in f4J):

(10)

Rn = R. + Rf + 3
where Lf and Rf are the inductance and resistance of
the series connections and L^ut " ^ Raeui those of the
neutral connection.

PempO) = Pen* COsfLwt - *>J

(14)

(I

C. Converter voltage V,,
If the converter is operating so that it can supply
a voltage containing the fundamental and harmonics
pulsating at nu r 12 (n= 1,3,4,..), the phase currents
can be generally expressed in the following way:

h-1

The instantaneous mechanical power contains, in
addition to the mean value, harmonics pulsating at
3JKO/2 (/x= 1,2,3,..). The mean value is contributed by
the current components I^cosf?1),), while the components
contribute the harmonic content.

With the phasor I n representing in module and phase the
n-th current harmonic, the equation:
Un =

(R,, + j ^

LJ I n =

(12)

gives the phasor U n , representing in module and phase
the n-th converter voltage harmonic (Fig.4).
In order to obtain a desired drive performance, the armature currents are requested to have a suitable harmonic content, represented by h* phasors {Jj|,{i2>">
'dh*J: by means of (12), the desired harmonic content
of the converter voltage {Udi.Udj.-iUdh*} ' s 'hen
defined. The voltage spectrum is actually obtained by
means of a PWM technique, in which the carrier
frequency £ is limited by the converter switching capability. Given {Udi,Ua2»--.lidh*} a n d * e frequency,
amplitude and phase of the carrier wave, the switching
instants {ti.t^.-.t j} are determined and then the
actual spectra of voltage {Uj,U2,..,m,*,l4,» + |,..} and
current
{I|,%,..,(*,| l * f ],..}
are evaluated. They
differ from the desired ones essentialy due to
harmonics with frequencies near £ and multiples.

IV. MECHANICAL POWER
With reference to the currents (11) and according
to the developments given in [3] and [4], the mean value and the harmonics of the propulsion force per polar
pitch F y acting on the train can be determined. The LSM
mechanical power Pem=I^,FyU immediately follows. It is:

V. CONVERTER CONTROL STRATEGIES
Three converter control strategies are discussed,
in order to obtain different drive performances:
A: sinusoidal currents pulsating at w r =2nk«/h y
B: current spectrum to minimize the ohmic losses in the
armature windings
C: current spectrum to minimize the power ripple.
A. Sinusoidal armature currents
Once imposed < P c m > , the desired current spectrum is
{Idl=0.ll2 ;i '0—.ldh*=0}. with la «»ven by (13). Correspondently, the desired voltage spectrum {U(JI,U(I2>-->
(see
(17)
Ud2 =

n=2

Once
determined
the
actual
voltage
spectrum
{Ui,U2,..,Uj,*,l4*+i,..}, the actual current spectrum
{Il,l2,..,Ji*,V+l,..} »s evaluated.
B. Minimization of the ohmic losses
The second strategy is aimed at operating the
converter so that - for the mean power < P e m > imposed by
the desired motion conditions - the current spectrum
{Idl.Id2.--.Idh*} produce the minimum ohmic losses in
the armature windings and series resistances.
The ohmic losses can be expressed in the following way:

mean value (see (4)):
PdJ

<Pem> =-kzNp«I,-

b-1

3 E

(18)

n=l

E ihflW/2)(X,Z)cos(rh)

h=i

The minimum value of P^j is obtained in correspondence
to h* currents:
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E;COs(Yi)

<Pem>

Idi

= l,..,h*

(26)

(19)

(27)

=1
Q

Once determined the spectra {14 ,l£ ,..,11 •,!&•+1,.-} and
{Ij ,12,..,^*, ( , • + ] , . . } , the actual ohmic losses are
given by:

R,,

= 3

(20)

0I

O.Q2

[a]

°n

••• a ih*

Q2t

...

ajh*

[«] =

with [b]=[a]'[a]. The minimum value of (26) with the
constraint (27), is obtained in correspondence to:

C Minimization of the power ripple
The method developed in [1] allows to cancel a
desired harmonic of the mechanical power: as it doesn't
take into account sub-harmonics, it is not applicable
to armature windings arranged in two layers.
In this paper and with reference to [4], the method is
generalized in order to obtain the minimization of the
whole harmonic content of the power, whatever the
spectrum of the c.e.m.f. and with a moderate increase
of the r.m.s. value of the armature current.
Bearing in mind (13)+(15), the relative harmonic
content of the power can be expressed as:

(28)
and then:
(29)

JCao]'
VI. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

With reference to the proposed control strategies,
the developed model has been utilized to analyze
voltage, current and power in an EDS-MAGLEV system with
the arrangement of Fig.2 and the data of Tab.I. The
emp
(21) train is made up by 14 vehicles, is about 120 m long
and its mass is about 306 tons [2]. Tab.II gives the
<Pem>
values of vertical displacement X and total force
where fi* is the number of harmonics considered in the F l o t = N p < F y > used in calculations.
series expansion of the power. In order to minimize R, The inertial force F;n has been assumed equal to 150 kN
it is convenient that the current quadrature components and corresponds to an acceleration of about 0.0S g
are zero, that is rh=0 or 1Th=n. Assumed such values for (3 0.49 m/s?-). The aerodynamic drag has been evaluated
7h and with reference to h* harmonics considered in the on the basis of F, er =(pgc w A«Z)/2, with p s 1.225 kg/m3
current series expansion, (15) and (13) become:
(air density), g=*9.81 m/a*, C M = 0 . 3 5 (penetration
coefficient) and A = 8.9 irfi (train frontal section). The
h*
vertical
dispbccuient X and the electromagnetic drag
(22) < F j > have been calculated with reference to [6].
"emit =
L,
rag
h=l
The impedance of the connections has been neglected
h*
h*
and, according to the inverter configuration proposed
(23)
<P e m >
in [7], the neutral connection and then the presence of
h-l
h=l
homopolar currents have been taken into account. The
±
with
series expansions of voltage, current and power have
lh depending on 1/^=0 or r h = 1
By assuming as base power the desired value < Pem > of been termined at the 202-th harmonic, starling from the
the mean power and as base current the quantity sub-harmonic at w r /2=nk«/b y .
<
P e n v > / ^ 02 ( tnat is the r.m.s. value of the current
which gives such mean power if the current is supposed
Tab.I - Parameters of a system with the coil
sinusoidal), (21)*(23) can be expressed as follows:
arrangement of Figs. 2 and 3 (s: field; t: armature).
h

PL,

P,

h'h
h=l

Pem^
<T P

"!>

>h

1

Oh'h

i4>2

<P

(24

h=I

• o?

(25)

Combining the first and second of (24) and using matrix
notation, the following is obtained:

Is=2.15 m
N.-1000
lt=2.49 m
N.=15

h, =0.45 m
I.'=700 A
=0.53 m
k==4

t,=0.07 m
N=74

Z=0.245 m
R=20.8

AZ=0.04 m
L=0.89 mH

M=0.30 mH

ts=0.05 m
im

s s =0.08 m
by=21.6 m
s,=0.08 m
N D =30
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Tab. 11 - Vertical displacement X and forces acting on
the train (kN) as a function of speed «.
«
[km/hi
100
ISO
200
250
300
350
400
450
500

X
<FdraK>
[mm]
89.7
46.4
43.5
34.1
28.2
29.6
27.4
20.9
16.6
26.2
25.4
13.8
24.9
11.6
24.5
10.3
9.2
24.3

F. e r

F in

F,o.

1.3
2.8
5.0
7.8
11.2
15.3
20.0
25.3
31.2

150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

241.0
196.3
183.2
178.7
177.8
179.1
181.6
185.6
190.4

Fig.5 shows the LSM c.e.m.f. for the steady-state
running at speed 49=500 km/h; the frequency of the
fundamental component is f r =25.72 Hz, while the subharmonic at f,/2 is relevant, due to the coil
arrangement in two layers. The waveform also contains
relevant high harmonics.
With reference- to the current and power waveforms and
for 49=500 km/h, the diagrams of Fig.6 and 7 compare the
results of the converter control strategies. Fig.6a and
7a give the results referred to an ideal converter
(that is an inverter which exactly supplies the desired
spectrum); Fig.6b and 7b give those referred to the
actual PWM inverter. In the latter case, as the carrier
frequency £ is assumed to be 90 times the frequency f
of the fundamental of the modulating wave, high
harmonics near f- and multiples are present. In the
simulation of the proposed strategies, the spectrum of
the currents has been controlled impressing h*=22
harmonics and sub-harmonics.
As regards the current waveform, the limitation of the
frequency (• has a non-relevant effect. The strategy C
implies a peak-value greater than strategies A and B,
while the strategies B and C imply a relevant harmonic
content, the sub-harmonic at ujl being predominant.

1500

current [A]

1000
500

-1500

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04 0.05
tkne[s]

0.06 0.07 0.06

Flg.6 - Current vs. time for the three proposed strategies in the case of ideal (a) and actual (b) inverter.
power [MW]
35

counter e.m.f. [kV]

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04 0.05
time [s]

0.06

0.07

0.08

Fig.7 - Power vs. time for the three proposed strategies in the case of ideal (a) and actual (h) inverter.

0.01

0.02 0.03

0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.06
timefs]
Fig.5 - Instantaneous c.e.m.f. at 500 km/h.

As regards the power waveform, the results obtained
with the actual ami ideal converter are similar for the
strategies A and B, quite different for the strategy C.
A and B imply the presence of a relevant component at
3w,V2 in addition to the desired mean value < P cnp>
3I4

With reference to the proposed strategies and versus « ,
r.m.s. current [A]
Fig. 8+10 compare r.m.s. current, inverter apparent 1000
power and power factor. Fig.8 shows that, even at speed
A
800
lower than 500 lem/h, B implies the lowest r.m.s.
;
|
current, while C implies the highest. Fig.9 shows that
the strategy C implies the highest value of apparent
600
:
X"
J
power, while A the lowest. In fact B, in spite of the
T • —
lowest r.m.s. current, implies r.m.s. voltage and then
apparent power higher than A. Finally, Fig. 10 gives the
150
200250300350400450500
power factor, as the ratio between inverter active and
speed [km/h]
apparent power: the power factor increases with the Fig.8 - Current r.m.s. value versus speed for the three
speed, being the highest in A and the lowest in C.
proposed strategies.

i

n

apparent power [MVA]
The results of the simulations allow the following
100
considerations:
- as regards the current r.m.s. value and the apparent
:
..:.. c, j
80
power, A and B are the best strategies: B, however,
A ; B : / I
also implies a relevant power ripple. The power
ripple implies non-relevant speed ripple, due to the
60
high inertia of the train, but may be the cause of
I T (—*—*
r
'
disturbances on the supply network.
40
- as regards the power ripple, C is the best strategy,
100 150
200250300350400450500
provided one can accept that at 500 km/h the current
speed [km/h]
r.m.s. value increases of 11% and the apparent power Fig.9 - Apparent power versus speed for the three
and ohmic losses increase of 22%.
proposed strategies.

X

power factor
0.8'^

vn. CONCLUSIONS

.. B |._c
The paper generalizes previous developments related
0.6
!" A
to simplified arrangements of the propulsion system of
EDS-MAGLEV trains and describes a model of the PWM
0.4
inverter-LSM drive which allows the evaluation of
voltage, current and power in the following conditions:
0.2
- LSM field coils grouped in opposite polarity pairs;
- LSM armature coils arranged in two overlapped layers;
- different inverter control strategies in order to
0.0
obtain the desired drive performances;
100 150
200250300350400450500
- actual voltage and current spectra due to the PWM
speed [km/h]
technique.
Fig.10 - Power factor versus speed for the three
The diagrams of the application example show the proposed strategies.
effects of the proposed control strategies.
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Abstract - This paper develops a state space model for
the longstator linear synchronous motor (LLSM). The
motor form considered consists of a three phase armature
winding mounted on the guideway and a field winding
mounted on the translator (vehicle) with no damper
windings on the translator. The parameters of the state
space model are expressed directly in terms of the
machine geometry and airgap. With this explicit
representation of the airgap, responses to various load
disturbances may be directly simulated for different airgap
widths.

these inductances is used here so that Park's
transformation to the rotor reference frame may be used to
eliminate the periodic time variation of these inductances

HI
Our approach to develop the voltage equations in
rotor reference frame variables follows trie method
outlined by P. C. Krause for the rotating synchronous
machine [2]. The state space model is developed and
presented for the rotating synchronous machine. The
necessary modifications are introduced to convert the
rotating machine variables to linear machine variables.

I. Introduction
II. Rotating Machine Voltage Equations
The basic geometric configuration of the LLSM
considered is shown below in Figure 1.
Stttor (Guidcw»y), Containing Araatae Wading

In the rotor reference frame, the q-axis, d-axis, zero
sequence and field voltage equations which describe the
LLSM shown in Figure 1 are developed. These equations
are:
(I)
(2)
(3)

where,
vv, Vj,, and v K = q-axis, d-axis and zero sequence
Translator (Vehicle), Containing Reid Winding
Figure 1. Geometric Configuration of the LLSM Cooridend

appliedvoltages (V),
v
fd ~ applied field voltage referred to the slator (V).
/ , , id, and io

= q-axis, d-axis and zero sequence

currents (A),
As in all salient pole synchronous machines the stator
winding self inductances and stator inter-winding mutual
inductances vary at twice the electrical speed of the
translator (rotor in a conventional rotating machine) due
to the time varying airgap seen by the stator mmf as the
translator traverses the guideway. In a similar manner,
the stalor winding to translator (field) winding mutual
inductances vary at the electrical speed of the translator.
The standard practice of assuming sinusoidal variation of

if, = field current referred to the stator (A),
Aqs, A& and lOi - q-axis, d-axis and zero sequence
flux linkages (Wb-t),
kfd = field flux linkages referred to the slator (Wb-t),
r, = per phase armature winding resistance (fi),
rfd = field resistance referred to the stator (O) and
p*d/dt.
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The flux linkages appearing in (l)-(4) are given by:
'qs

,+£-,)

C5)

^)+ifd^md
Ks=ioSLos
*fd ~ 'fd ( LVd

(6)

linkages per second linking a winding are defined
asyf=o>bA (Wb-l/sec), where eab is the base electrical
radian frequency used to calculate (he machine reactances.
With these changes, (l)-(4) become:

(7)
+L

md)

+i

ds Lmd

(8)

where,
Lh = the leakage component of the total q and d-axis
inductances (H),
Lmq = the magnetizing component of the q-axis
inductance (H),
Lmd = the magnetizing component of the d-axis
inductance (H) and
Llfd = the field leakage inductance referred to the
stalor (H).
The equivalent q-axis, d-axis and zero sequence
circuits implied by (l)-(4) are shown in Figure 2.

v* =l*r, - — Vv +— Yds

CO)

The flux linkages per second may now be expressed
in terms of inductive reactances instead of inductances.
The flux linkages per second appearing in (9)-(12) arc
given as:
)
C3)

(16)
wliere,
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

Xb=tubLb
Xmq=o)bLmq

q-axis circuit

X

md = °>bLm*
Xfa =G>i,Lffii.

III. Rotary Machine State Space Model

d-axis circuit

Equations (9>-(l2) may be put into state space form by
solving for the py terms, and eliminating the currents by
expressing them in terms of flux linkages and reactances.
The voltage terms are retained as inputs. Using (13)-(16),
(lie currents may be expressed as:
l^fc+A-

(2

)

°

(22)
zero-sequence circuit
Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit of the LLSM With the
Reference Frame Fixed in the Rotor
To obtain the slate equations we re-express (l)-(4) in
terms of flux linkages per second (y), replacing flux
linkages (A). This modification allows the currents / , , id,
io and ifd to be expressed in terms of flux linkages per
second and reactances (rather than inductances). The flux

(23)

'«=-

x,md

(24)

* Xd ~ Xmd

defining,

Xq = Xb + X

xd = xu
Xfd

—X

+Xm
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(32)

Substituting (21)-(24) into (9)-(12) and solving for the
terms:
(-a>r) yds
XfJrsa>b
PVds =

md

-X^j,

(27)

X,.
r

fd<»b
l

md

f
r

Xmd fd<»b

x x
A

fdAd

Substituting (32) into (30) for T,, the following fiflli state
equation is obtained:

(26)

v2

aXj-

XfdXj

(25)

(28)

x*

~Amd

Equations (25)-(28) are the flux linkage state equations for
the rotating synchronous motor.
To complete the model, an equation of motion is
needed to express the angular acceleration of the rotor in
terms of the total mechanical inertia and the accelerating
torque. This relationship is:
Tt = -J(—)pmr + T,

(29)

where,
P= number of field poles on the rotor
J = mechanical inertia of the rotor and load (kg - m 2 )
Tt = electromagnetic torque (N-m)
T, = load torque (N-m).

The position of the rotor with respect to the
synchronously rotating stator field is generally of interest
when simulating the response to a load disturbance,
although this position is not an essential stale variable.
With<?r being defined as the angular difference between
the rotor and the synchronously rotating stator field, a
sixth state equation for 5r is written in terms of otr
(rad/sec) (the rotor electrical speed ) and to, (rad/scc) (die
electrical speed of the synchronously rotating reference
frame).
(34)

p5r=<ar-m.

Although Sr is now included as the sixth stale
variable in the machine model, it is important to note that
the dimension of the system is only five. Equations (25)(28) and (33) represent the complete stale space model for
the rotating synchronous machine. Equation (34) is
included so that the position of the rotor may be viewed as
an output.

The corresponding state space equation is:
IV. Conversion lo Linear Motor Equations
(30)

To put (30) into final slate space form, T, must be
expressed in terms of the state variables. For the model
developed here, the electromagnetic torque may be
expressed as:

(3D
Substituting the expressions for iv and ij, from (21) and
(22) into (31), T, may be expressed as:
•\P

l

X

The conversion to (lie linear machine equations is
accomplished through a simple substitution of all rotating
machine variables by linear machine variables.
Specifically, all angular velocities (rad/scc) are replaced
with linear velocities (m/s), all angular positions (rad) are
replaced by linear positions (m), and all torques (N-m) are
replaced by linear forces (N). Thus the complete slate
space model for the LLSM is given below, wherein all
rotating machine variables have been replaced by their
linear counterparts:
(35)

fA

wbXq
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(36)

+(-

X X
(AfdAd

A

m
(37)

g = airgap width under pole shoes neglecting
armature slotting (in)
P= number of field poles on the translator
Kc= Carter's Coefficient for armature slotting
( ) ( )
0

T

T

where, r , = pole shoe length (m).
(38)
The magnetizing reactance along the q-axis,
T2 ,

1

X^,

models the induced voltage in the q-axis circuit due to flux
that crosses the airgap along the quadrature axis, and is
analytically expressed as:

-v<*

*m

(42)

(39)
wlicrc.
(40)

^ M J sin2 (-)rf(-).
T

where,

T

More details on tlie calculation of Kc, K^ and A'^, arc
v 6 = base vehicle speed = (—)a b (m/s)
it

given in [3] and [4].
The leakage reactance, Xu, of the LLSM may be
viewed as being composed of three components [3].

v, = actual vehicle speed =(—)<», (m/s)
v, = nicch. synchronous speed =(—)a», (m/s)
n
F, = load force = ( - ) 7 } (N).

V. Circuit Parameters in Terms of Motor Geometry and
Airgap
Work by I. Boldca and S. A. Nasar has generated a
detailed set of relations which may be used to express the
reactances appearing in the above state space model in
terms of the motor geometry and the width of the air gap
13], HI, [5].
The magnetizing reactance along the d-axis, X^,
models the induced voltage in the d-axis circuit due to all
flux that crosses the airgap along the direct field winding
axis and is expressed analytically as follows:
-PKm

(41)

where,
// 0 = permeability of a vacuum = \n-10~7 (H/m)
<uft = base electrical frequency =2nfb (rad/sec)
/, = motor width in transverse direction (m)
r = motor pole pilch (m)

+ Ji t

(43)

The first of these components, Xm, is the armature
reaction reactance, and is directly analogous to the
armature reaction reactance in a rotating synchronous
machine. The stator currents in the machine will produce
a magnetic field of their own which interacts with the
main flux field produced by the field magnets. Xa models
the change in induced voltage as the net flux density under
the field poles changes due to armature current. Xa may
be expressed as:
Xa = ftoa>b \{pc

p, (r+0.06)]P

(44)

where, pc = slot leakage specific permeance

Pd = differential leakage specific permeance

P, = end connection specific permeance
a 0.6 for typical LLSM construction
where, w, = slot width (m)
h, = winding height in each slot (in)
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/i,, = lotal slot lieight minus h, (m).
The physical definitions of wt, h, and A,,are shown in
Figure 3.

causes theA'^ and X, terms to dominate the LLSM
leakage reactance. This model assumes Dial the leakage
reactance of the field winding, Xyd,
is negligible.
However an expression could easily be developed to
analytically express XVi if it was inappropriate to neglect
it in a particular design.
The resistance r,
analytically expressed as:

Stator Core

appearing

in

(35)-(37)

is

(47)
where,
p = conductivity of the armature conductor
material ( t l / m ) ,
A = cross-sectional area of the armature conductors
(m 2 )

Figure 3. Definition of Dimensions for d k u b t k n
of Specific Permeances

The resistance of the field winding referred to tlie
slator is expressed in a similar manner:
(48)

More inforination on calculation of the specific
permeances is available in [5].
The second of these components, X^, represents the
leakage reactance due to slots and end turns where the
translator is not present, and may be expressed as:

where,
pfd = conductivity of the field conductor material
Ifj = total length of the field conductor (m),

Xa. =fo°>b\PJ,

+A(r-0.06)J(P" -P)

(45)

where, P = number of energized slator poles per
guideway segment.
The third component, A',, represents leakage flux
paths below the guideway where the translator is not
present, and may be expressed as:

6^r

Af4 - cross-sectional area of the field conductors
Nfd

(m 2 ),
= number of field winding turns.

It is important to note that all of (lie parameter
expressions given in this section assume only one turn per
stator pole.

(46)
VI. Conclusion

It is worth noting that (46) is very similar in form to (41).
Equation (46) gives the reactance due to all of the stator
poles {{P -P) in number) whose mmf does not have a
closed magnetic circuit through the field poles. Also note
that the g term in (41) is replaced by rl n in (46), where
xl 7i is the equivalent airgap seen by the LLSM armature
coils when the translator is not present.
The total leakage reactance of the armature windings
plays a much greater role in the LLSM than in a rotating
synchronous inolor. The long length of energized
guideway extending beyond and before the translator

A general dynamical model for an LLSM is needed in
order to analytically represent and simulate an LLSM of
many specific designs. Such an analytical stale space
model has been developed in this paper. The approach
used has been to begin with a rotor referenced rotary
machine model in which time varying inductances
(reactances) become lime invariant, and to write rotary
machine equations in applied voltages, currents and flux
linkage per second. This representation has been
transformed to state space form. From slate space form the
rotary machine equations have been transformed to linear
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machine form. Finally the equation reactance and
resistance parameters have been related directly to the
linear niolor geometric parameters, including the airgap
explicitly.
This model provides a convenient LLSM dynamical
model which can represent many specific design
configurations. The stale space equations may be per
unilizcd to any convenient voltage and MVA base to
facilitate digital computer simulation for any size LLSM.
It can also be utilized to analyze airgap variations
including both deterministic and stochastic airgap
disturbances. Finally, it can form the basis of control
analysis and design for the LLSM.
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Maglev Position Sensing and Control
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Abstract - This paper describes techniques and • •
architecture that may be suitable for use la controlling the
propulsion motor of a magnetically levitated vehicle system.
The control system utilizes an observer to estimate the electrical
position of the vehicle, based on both back EMF measurements
and an alternative scheme that is capable of reliable operation at
slow vehicle speeds.
I. INTRODUCTION
The propulsion system described is based on a linear
synchronous motor with a multi-phase stator winding located
within the guideway and a constant rotor field excitation
(which may be implemented as a set of superconducting
coils) located within the vehicle [9]. A chopper and a set of
inverters drive the stationary windings of the motor with
variable frequency, variable magnitude waveforms [8]. This
slator drive produces a magnetic field pattern that moves
along the guideway as a travelling wave. The velocity and
position of the travelling wave are determined by the
frequency and phase of the currents driven through the motor
windings. The interaction of the travelling magnetic field
pattern produced by the windings (the stator field) and the
field produced by the permanent magnets located in the
vehicle (the rotor field) results in a propulsive and/or a lifting
force on the vehicle [ 1 ].
The control architecture described in section II is
hierarchical in nature, and assumes that wayside electronics
control the LSM (i.e. the vehicle is 'passive1). The guideway
is divided into a large number of zones, each of which
contains the power electronics, sensing system, and control
hardware necessary to propel a vehicle along the guideway
with the desired velocity profile. A communication bus
connecting each zone controller with its nearest neighbors is
necessary to facilitate a coordinated passing of vehicle
control from one zone controller to the next as the vehicle
crosses a zone boundary. An additional communication
network links a number of zone controllers with a central
controller. Each zone controller is responsible for the control
of only a single vehicle. The central controller coordinates
the movements of many vehicles, and provides to each zone

controller the proper velocity profile for the vehicle within its
zone boundaries.
The hardware used to implement a zone controller is
described in section HI. The vehicle position sensing system
is made up of several layers of sensing mechanisms,
including optical and/or Hall effect sensors, sensing the back
EMF induced in the stator windings by the moving rotor
(vehicle) field, and a novel scheme employing a vehiclemounted driver that induces position dependent signals in the
stator windings. The zone control algorithms are
implemented digitally with a microprocessor. An observer
based control architecture is utilized to provide a robust and
flexible controller. This architecture could also be extended
to provide adaptive control strategies as well as condition and
fault monitoring capabilities [2].
II. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

A hierarchical control architecture is depicted in the block
diagram of Fig. 1. The central controller is the top-level
controller for a region of guideway, and this computer-based
controller's function is to coordinate the global movement of
all vehicles within the region. The central controller
computes the desired velocity profile for all vehicles within
its jurisdiction based on status information received from the
zone controllers, other central controllers, weather reports,
scheduling reports, track condition reports, etc... The velocity
profile commands for each vehicle are sent lo the appropriate
zone controller.
Zone Controller
The zone controller implements the low-level control
functions necessary to operate the propulsion motor. Each
zone controller is responsible for sensing the position and
velocity of a vehicle within its zone boundaries, and
computing the stator drive necessary to force the vehicle to
follow a defined velocity profile. The zone controller must
communicate with neighboring zone controllers to facilitate a
coordinated pass-off of control as a vehicle crosses a zone
boundary. Each zone controller sends status information to
and receives instructions from a central controller.

Manuscript received March IS, 1993. This work was supported by the
National Maglcv Initiative, the Department of Electrical Engineering jl MIT,
and (he Laboratory for Electromagnetic and Electronic Systems at MIT.
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III. POSITION SENSING

Fig. 1 Hierarchic*) control architecture

Velocity Control Loop
The zone controller's velocity control loop is shown as a
block diagram in Fig. 2. The P-I compensator, the observer,
the commutation algorithm, and a portion of the position
sensing calculation are all implemented digitally. (A
demonstration system has been developed using a Motorola
68HC16 micro-controller.) The digital implementation
provides a flexible piaiform that can be extended to allow
sophisticated features such as adaptive control, parameter
estimation, or condition monitoring [2].
The controller utilizes a linear state observer to compute
the vehicle velocity based on position measurements [3].
Discrete-time filter techniques could be used instead of an
observer to derive velocity information. There are, however,
some disadvantages associated with the filler technique.
Substantial low-pass filtering is necessary to reject position
sensor noise, and the dynamics of the low-pass filter degrade
the performance of the velocity control loop. In addition, the
filter design is complicated by the nonlinear, periodic nature
of the sensed position. (The electrical position has a
discontinuity, or wrap-around, at a position of 2K.)
The desired velocity profile Vref is a function of position
to allow speed changes for hills, turns, stations, etc..., as well
as weather or traffic conditions. Specification of the
appropriate velocity profile is the responsibility of the central
controller.

A synchronous motor produces a constant force only
when the stator and rotor fields are stationary with respect to
one another {i.e. the stator Held is synchronized with the
rotor field). The dynamics of the 'hunting transient'
associated with small perturbations from synchronous
operation can be extremely undcrdamped or even unstable
[4]. Either damper windings or a feedback controller may be
used to stabilize the dynamics of the hunting transient. The
use of damper windings precludes operation of the motor at
the most efficient (maximum torque per amp) torque angle
[1]. For this reason a feedback controller is employed, and it
requires motor position and velocity information. A sensing
system is necessary to measure the position of the rotor.
(Some systems also use a rotor velocity sensor, others derive
velocity information from repeated sensing of position.)
Rotary synchronous motors often utilize optical shaft
encoders or hall-effect sensors to determine the rotor position.
The cost associated with placing optical or hall-effect
position sensors along the entire length of the MagLev
guideway would be prohibitive. Several 'scnsorless' position
sensing schemes have been proposed for use in rotary
machines [5,6], these schemes rely upon sensing the amount
of back EMF induced in the stator windings by the moving
magnetic Held of the rotor. The back EMFs arc substantial
when the rotor velocity is large, and reliable sensing is
possible. However, when the rotor is moving slowly (or
stationary) the back EMFs are small (or non-existent), and
reliable sensing via back EMF information is not possible.
An alternative position sensing mechanism that will
operate reliably at slow vehicle speeds is required. The
proposed system works in the following manner. An inductor
located on the vehicle is driven with a sinusoidal current.
The flux through this inductor links with the stator windings
in the guideway, the amount of mutual coupling between the
inductor and each of the stator phases is a function of the
vehicle position. The position of the vehicle is determined by
measuring the amount of signal energy coupled into each of
the stator phases. This sensing scheme will work at any
vehicle speed since it docs not rely on movement of the rotor
field to link a time-varying magnetic field with the stator
windings.
Electrical Position and Mechanical Position

Fig. 2 Block diagram of velocity control loop

For the MagLcv linear motor, the electrical (or relative)
position of the rotor is expressed as an angle (in radians or
degrees), and is used to control the commutation of phase
voltages or currents. The mechanical (or absolute) position
of the rotor is expressed as a distance (in meters or
kilometers), and is used to determine the velocity profile of
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the vehicle and to coordinate the 'hand-off of the vehicle
EphaseA =
from one section of track to another. The relationship
(1)
EphaieB = #
between electrical and mechanical position is shown in Fig. 3.
EphaseC =
The period of an electrical cycle corresponds to a one
wavelength change in the mechanical position.
The induced back EMF cannot be measured directly due
The mechanical position is deduced by counting the
number of periods of electrical position from a mechanical to the voltage drops associated with the stator current flowing
position reference. Mechanical position references are through the resistance and inductance of the stator windings.
obtained by using Hall-effect or optical position sensors However, by measuring both the stator voltage and stator
placed at regular intervals along the guideway (at zone current, the induced back EMF can be determined:
boundaries). The mechanical position counter is reset when
the vehicle passes by a mechanical position reference sensor.
e = v-(sL
(2)

time

where e is the vector of induced EMFs, v is the vector of
phase voltages, i is the vector of phase currents. L is the
motor inductance matrix, and R is the motor resistance
matrix.
Normalization to remove the velocity-dependent
magnitude of e is accomplished via division by %, and the
(estimated) velocity. The position measurement is the value
of 6 that best fits the measured data:

mechanical
position X (meters)

(3)
time
R j . 3 Comparison of dcdrici] and mechanical position

Back EMF Sensing
This form of position sensing is often referred to as
'sensorless' in the literature, and has been successfully
employed in the control of rotary machines [5,6]. The
concept is briefly presented here to demonstrate how it might
be incorporated into a MagLev system.
The flux from the permanent magnets in the vehicle links
with the stator windings, thus movement of the vehicle
induces a voltage in the stator windings. This induced
voltage is often referred to as a 'back EMF or a 'speed
voltage'. The back EMF is periodic and has a waveshape,
<j(B), that depends on many details of the motor design
geometry (pole shape and pilch, winding shape, etc...). Q(Q)
can be determined experimentally, computed using finiteelement methods, or estimated using approximate
calculations [7]. (ffl) is often represented as a Fourier series,
and the fundamental component of the series usually
dominates. The magnitude of the back EMF is proportional
to the vehicle speed. The back EMF induced in each phase is
of the form:

Finding the best fit value 8* is somewhat complicated
since the function £-> is both nonlinear and multiple-valued.
The algorithm implemented in a laboratory test system solves
for 8* by First calculating both possible values of 6 for each of
the three equations in (3). (<jJ is two-valued for the
laboratory test motor.) Eight sets of 6 values arc formed by
grouping one of the two 8 values from each of the three
equations in (3). The average of each set is calculated,
resulting in eight candidate values for 8*. The candidate 8*
associated with the set that has the smallest variance is
chosen as the best fit value 8*.
Alternative Position Sensor
An alternative (electrical) position sensing concept is
pictured in Fig. 4. The inductor and its driver arc located in
the vehicle. The inductor is driven with a current
IL = loSin o>cl. which links a flux 4»j, = ^oSin OQI with the
phases of the stator winding located in the guideway.
The amount of flux linked by each of the stator phases
varies as a function of vehicle position, J[Q). The function
f(Q) is periodic, and is similar to the waveshape (J(Q)
associated with the back EMF. J(Q) can be determined cither
analytically or experimentally.
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Fig. 4 is drawn with the vehicle in the position that links
the maximum possible amount of flux with siator phase A.
We will define this position as having a value 8 = 0°. The
voltage induced in each of the stator phases by the timevarying flux <t»L is therefore (The J '(8)'Sinfflfct t e r m s are
neglected since c o c »

in a microprocessor determines the position of the vehicle by
finding the value of 8 that best solves the nonlinear system of
equations:

a
(5)

=b
= c.

VA.Costoct --••
(4)

VB-Coso)ct =

The best fit value 6* is found in the same manner used
with the position sensing system based on back EMF
measurements.

Vc.Coscoct =
Each of the phase voltages represents a signal at the
carrier frequency ©c amplitude modulated by the function
J{Q) (or Jof 8 shifted by a constant). The frequency of the
carrier is chosen to be much higher than the fastest possible
electrical frequency of the motor. Fig. 5 shows a plot of
VphascA for a vehicle accelerating from a stationary position
at 8 = 0. (For clarity, the modulating frequency (HQ has been
reduced to a value of 10 Hz, instead of 25 kHz. The function
J{&) is assumed to have only a fundamental component, i.e.
y(8) = Cos(8).) Fig. 6 shows the modulating signal V A for
the same vehicle run, note that V A is the 'envelope' of the
modulated waveform Vpj,aseA.

Driver
Fit,. 5 Modulated carrier for accelerating vehicle
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Demodulating Hardware
A block diagram of the system to extract the position
information from the modulated carriers present on the stator
phase windings is shown in Fig. 7. Each phase voltage is first
sent through a band-pass filter centered at the carrier
frequency to reject signals other than the position
information. A synchronous demodulator extracts the
envelope waveform from each modulated carrier, and an A/D
converter digitizes the envelopes. An algorithm implemented

Fij. 6 Moduliiing signil for accelerating vehicle
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rv.
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Fif. 7 Block diagram of demodulator circuiliy

The synchronous demodulators must be clocked at the
carrier frequency. Since an unmodulated carrier is not
explicitly available, the carrier frequency must be
reconstructed from information contained in the modulated
carriers. This reconstruction is accomplished by phase
locking an oscillator to the sum of the squares of the
modulated carriers. The oscillator frequency is divided by
two to obtain the reconstructed carrier. The reconstructed
carrier may be either in phase or it radians out of phase with
the original carrier. This half-cycle uncertainly is not
resolvable without additional information from the
modulating circuitry. A simple method of providing this
additional information may be realized by occasionally
blanking the carrier for exactly one cycle. The carrier would
be as shown in Fig. 8. The demodulating circuitry detects the
blank carrier cycle with a threshold detector and resets the +2
circuit, thus ensuring the proper phase relationship between
the actual and reconstructed carriers.

A laboratory model of a vehicle system propelled by a
LSM employing the control architecture and position sensing
techniques outlined in this paper has been constructed, and
initial lest results are quite promising. The position sensing
system is very robust and operates over vehicle speeds
ranging from stationary to over 1.5 times the scale maximum
design speed. The control loop can be configured cither as a
velocity servo (the normal cruising mode for a vehicle
system), or as a positional servo (a mode which could be
useful for stopping the vehicle at the proper location in a
terminal). The accuracy of the sensed position is limited
primarily by the slightly irregular spacing of the (handwound) stator windings, to an uncertainty of approximately
0.8mm (1/32 inch, or 7.5 electrical degrees). A new version
of the LSM with a more precise (helically machine-wound)
stator winding is currently under construction.
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Methanol Reforming PEM Fuel Cells as an Onboard Power Source for
Maglev Vehicles
Brian T. Concannon
Electro-Motive Division, General Motors Corporation, LaGrange, IL 60525
Abstract - The application of a proton exchange membrane
fuel cell and an integral methanol reformaer it comidered in
this paper with regard to the maglev vehicle design of the
Bechtel system concept definition (SCD). A companion paper
(2| describes many different ways of producing electrical
power for a maglev vehicle's onboard electrical power
requirements. The power being discussed is not that which
propels the maglev vehicle but merely runs its onboard loads
such as lights, galleys, beating, air conditioning, hydraulics,
air compressors, and so on. The evaluations «f (lie various
alternatives is presented in |2|, but the detailled desription of
the fuel cell alternative is contained herein.
Some of the discussion and the design requirements
mentioned in this paper »re based on the Bechtel SCD oniy.
1. Introduction
Fuel cells operate by electrochemically bonding hydrogen
and oxygen, which creates electricity with water as a byproduct. However, it is not necessary to use hydrogen
directly. The proposed system begins with methanol as its
fuel, uses steam to crack small volumes of it at any one
time into hydrogen gas, and then combines the hydrogen
with oxygen from the air to create electricity and water.
This has the advantage of not having to carry hydrogen
and/or oxygen tanks on-board. Instead, the much less
volatile methanol can be used. Although hydrogen can also
be used as a fuel directly, we feel that overcoming the
ubiquitous though probably unjustified public perception of
hydrogen as a "dangerous" fuel is a battle that we do not
want to fight in this particular effort.
General Motors Corporation will deliver a 10 kw fuel cell
system to the Department of Energy, Electric and Hybrid
Propulsion
Division,
Office
of
Transportation
Technologies, under contract DE-AC02-90CH10435
approximately in March, 1992. The prime contractor is
Allison Gas Turbine Division of GM ("AGT"), with
participation by General Motors Research Laboratories,
AC-Rochester Division of GM, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Dow Chemical Company, and Ballard Power
Systems. Dr. Howard Creveling is the program manager at
AGT, and the COTR (Contracting Officer's Technical
Representative) at the DOT is Dr. Pandit G. Patil.

The subject fuel cell is actually a "stack" of individual
cells. To achieve the 186 kw needed for the maglev
vehicle's auxiliary power, a stack of 36 of these celts would
be needed. A series connected arrangement of cells would
give a 756 volt, 250 amp DC power source. By slightly
chopping down the voltage and passing the power through a
set of inverters, the fuel cells would supply the main 440
volt vehicle AC lines. This can be done with readily
available commercial equipment. Our implementation is
actually to use two independent fuel cell systems, following
our philosophy to use dual systems where weight is not
increased much by doing so. Should one fuel cell system
fail, the remaining fuel cell can run continuously at 30
percent overload (though at not-so-desirable fuel
efficiency) to power all of the vehicle loads, though at
slightly reduced capacity. This is a distinct advantage for
this approach. A boost converter would be part of the
inverter so that the 440 volt bus can be powered from half
the normal dc input voltage.
The fuels cells operate at 80 degrees Celsius. This is a very
manageable temperature, unlike the case of more primitive
fuel cells which require temperatures of up to 1000 degrees
Celsius. The warm-up time for the fuel cells is only a few
seconds, more than fast enough for use aboard the maglev
vehicle. The only instance in which a fuel cell has a longer
warm-up time is when it is starting cold. This added delay
comes from heating the water into steam which is used to
crack the methanol into hydrogen. The fuel cell design
team is confident that they will be able to obtain a seven
second delay from cold start to full output. However, on a
maglev vehicle the only "cold" period will be when the
vehicle is first starting out for a day's service, so a slightly
longer delay will not cause a problem.
2. Size/weight considerations
The projected system, which includes the fuel cell and the
methanol processor, has a density of 556 kg/m3. This is
broken down as follows:
• Volume:
• Mass:

0.003684 m3/kw
2.05 kg/kw

(271 kw/m3)

These numbers are optimistic for the present day fuel cell.
The fuel cell which is the subject of the DOT contract
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mentioned above may miss the above design goals by about
33 percent, but with the development time available for a
maglev system, the design goals would almost certainly be
reached, according to the program manager at AGT.

extreme weather conditions and the highest speed, so the
usual power system load will be only about 110 kw. The
difference in operating cost then gets to be in the
neighborhood of only $112 per day.

With the subject fuel cells, it is possible to obtain better
efficiency by running the cells at less than their full load.
A 70% load is very efficient for the proposed system. At
70% of the continuous load capacity the fuel cell runs at
51% thermal efficiency, much better that the 34%
efficiency tuypical of state of the art spark ignition engine;.
At fully rated load the fuel cell runs at 38% thermal
efficiency, increasing the fuel cost per kwh by 34%. This,
together with the fact that it is beneficial in some situations
to have a 30% load capability cushion, caused us to decide
to run the fuel cells at 70% of their load capacity at 186 kw
onboard power demand. Running at this 70% load, to
create 186 kw the system will have a mass of
• 186 kw x 2.05 kg/kw * 70% = 545 kg
and require
• 186 kw x 0.003684 m3/kw + 70% = 0.979 m 3 .

The total mass for a fuel cell/fuel supply system with an
eight hour recharge period would be 1217 kg. This is a low
weight system for the power that is being created. In
addition, if fuel cells are used, most of the emergency
batteries that had been planned for can be removed to save
even more on weight. Fuel cells would also be more useful
in an emergency situation than the emergency batteries as
they would allow full power to be maintained, whereas the
emergency batteries would only have the power capacity to
maintain 5 kw of selected emergency loads for just one
hour. Clearly, this is a major advantage of the fuel cell
approach and actually is a factor that provides a safer
vehicle in non threatening stopped emergency conditions.
With batteries only supplying emergency power, passenger
evacuation would be a likely event in many cases, and
evacuation itself can lead to injuries.
Keeping the
passengers comfortable within the vehicle and not
evacuating them is safer.

At a 70% load, the fuel cells consume .409 kg/kwh. The
following chart shows the weight the fuel adds (+10% fuel
tank weight) based on the recharge period. The density of
methanol is 797 kg/m3. If the fuel is only changed once a
day, then the recharge amount would be equivalent to 16
operating hours out of each 24 hour day. However, all that
is required to recharge the system is to refill the methanol
tank. It may then prove economical to have a shorter
recharge interval. Recharging would then be done at end
stations after passengers unboard the vehicle.
The price of methanol is difficult to establish. We have
obtained estimates ranging from 30 cents per gallon (in
California, where the price is regulated) to SI.48 per
gallon. (Sorry for the nonmetric units...) If we assume a
price of SI.00 per gallon ($0.33 per kilogram), the daily
fuel cost works out to be I344*$O.33 = $443/day. The cost
of providing the power via the linear synchronous motor, at
100 percent transfer/conversion efficiency, would be 186
kw times 16 hours/day times $0.085/kwh or $253 per day,
or a difference of at most $190/day. We use the term "at
most" to remind the reader that the 186 kw load is for

Recharge Period
2 hours
4 hours
8 hours
16 hours

Mass of Fuel and Tank
168 kg
336 kg
672 kR
1344 kg

3. Further safety considerations
The fly in the ointment regarding selection of a fuel cell
system for onboard vehicle power is the fact tha* methanol
fueling the fuel cell must be stored on board, increasing the
possibility of a fire. This consideration is inescapable.
Methanol is less likely to ignite than gasoline, diesel fuel,
or jet fuel, but still it will burn if lit accidentally, even
though it burns slower and cooler than the other fuels
mentioned.
Precautions would be taken to provide
accident-resistant double or triple-walled storage tanks
located sensibly and distributed in multiple locations with
check valves in the lines to reduce the amount of fuel
provided to any fire. Of course, the lines themselves and
their associated fittings are sources of fuel leaks, so a
tradeoff study would involve this leak consideration as
well.
If there were a simple way to change the methanol or
impregnate it into some carrier to make it less flammable or
even inflammable, then the electric vehicle program would
have incorporated such technology, but such is not the case.
The methanol tanks on our vehicle are located between the
fuel cell proper and the spherical hydrogen dewar in the
fore equipment compartment, providing protection from
puncture in a collision. The nose of the vehicle will also be
engineered to collapse in a vehicle collision and absorb
crash energy, further reducing the probability of puncture
of the tank. Of course, total commitment to crash
avoidance via a properly engineered and operated control
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system would be the major line of defense against collisioninduced fires, but total reliance upon crash avoidance
would not be a wise engineering approach.
The fire hazard problem must be approached from several
directions:
• Resistance of the storage tanks to puncture
• Location/distribution of the storage tanks to minimize the
fire hazard
• Resistance of the lines and fitting to leaks
• Provision of check valves to avoid "gushing" spills to a
fire
• Keep the leaks/spills away from the passenger
compartment
• Provide moats and drains with sensors to detect leaks or
spills
• Provide a water-flushing system to dilute spills and leaks
• Provide a video camera in the fore equipment
compartment for visual inspection
• Provide an automated, tamper-resistant, spill-resistant
filling system
• Provide fire extinguishing equipment of the proper type,
reliability, number, and location
• Refill the methanol tanks at more frequent intervals in
order to reduce the amount of fuel on board.
• Include methanol fire considerations in the vehicle
evacuation plan

References:
1. Bechtel Corporation, Maglev SCD Final Report.
September 30,1992, Volume I, pages C-1 to C-121.
2. B.T. Concannon, "Onboard Power Source Alternatives
for Maglev Vehicles", 12th International Conference on
Magnetically Levitated Systems and Linear Drives,
Argonne National Laboratory, May 19-21,1993
(companion paper)

The Bechtel team is not burying its head in the sand about
this safety issue, but feels that overall, when all the
considerations are taken into account, the safety hazard is
small enough that it does not overshadow the previously
discussed advantages of the fuel cell approach.
By
highlighting this issue here, and openly discussing the fire
hazard issue, we hope that our decision to put a flammable
liquid on board our vehicle will be met with understanding.
Automobiles, aircraft, diesel locomotives, power boats and
lawn mowers carry flammable liquids too, and the
associated hazards have become accepted parts of everyday
life.
Were they not, automobiles and aircraft and
locomotives and power boats and lawn mowers would
differ greatly from their present embodiments.
Our
emphasis on crash avoidance via the control system will
greatly reduce the safety impact of onboard fuel.
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Onboard Power Source Alternatives for Maglev Vehicles
Brian T. Concannon
Electro-Motive Division, General Motors Corporation, LaGrange, IL 60525

Abstract - This paper describes several different ways of
producing electrical power for a maglev vehicle's onboard
electrical power requirements. The power being discussed is
not that which propels the maglev vehicle but merely runs its
onboard loads such as lights, galleys, heating, air
conditioning, hydraulics, air compressors, and so on. The
evaluations contained herein relate to a 18* kilowatt onboard
power system for the maglev vehicle of the Bechtel System
Concept Definition, or any maglev vehicle with a similar
power requirement. The choice of a three phase, 440 volt ac
onboard power system for that particular vehicle concept does
not significantly influence the selection of the power source
type.

upon their initial energy content to provide continuous
onboard power over a three hour period without energy
transfer from the guideway. The approaches include
inductive energy storage (SMES), capacitive storage,
battery storage, mechanical storage (springs, flywheels),
thermal energy storage, and compressed/liquefied air.
None of these technologies provide the required energy
storage capacity within reasonable weight or volume
limitations. The stored energy required to meet the needs
of one maglev trip is formidable.
The following
calculation shows how the energy requirement for a three
hour trip is established:

Arriving at the final selection required weighing several
alternative methods and selecting the best alternative.
Substantial information is presented about the alternatives in
[3] and is summarized in this paper.

186 kw x 1000 watts/kw x 3 hours x 3600 sec/hr 2.008E+9 joules per trip, or 2 gigajoules / trip

Some of the discussion and design requirements mentioned in
this paper are based on the Bechtel SOD only.
Introduction

Some options for providing onboard power for a maglev
vehicle include the following:
1 Energy storage
2 Power cable link
3 Sliding electrical contact
4 Linear generator
5 Linear transformer/inductive pickup
6 Wind turbine
7 Engine generator set
8 Fuel cells
Each option has both benefits and drawbacks. These
options, with their respective benefits and drawbacks, are
discussed below. Please note that the fuel cell option has
been selected for our baseline vehicle design, and all
information about the alternative choices is presented in
order to document our work and to put our choice of fuel
cells in the proper perspective.
I.

Energy Storage

A number of possible approaches which have been
considered but quickly eliminated from consideration rely

Fuel-based power sources are not included in this storedenergy category of onboard power sources even though
stored chemical energy might be considered to fall into this
category; fuel-based onboard power systems of several
types are considered in upcoming paragraphs.
Table 1 shows the masses derived from reference 1 for
several of the stored energy systems that were considered.
The numbers apply to energy storage and conversion
systems for in-field military applications. Alternatives
other than those listed in reference 1 were considered as
well. Rough calculations give the results in table 2 for
three additional alternatives:
Incidentally, fuel cell parameters in ref[l] imply an
onboard power system with a mass of 2000 kg and a
TABLE 1
ESTIMATES PER REF111
DescripUtB
M i l l , ke
Flywheel in vacuum chamber
20,000.
Magnetic/Inductive (SMES
200,000.
type)
Capacilive
4.000,000.
Batteries
20,000.

V.tame, » 3
5.
20.
2.000.000,000.
N/A

TABLE 2
ESTIMATES FOR ADDITIONAL ENERGY SOURCE TYPES
DcicripU*!
Compressed/Liquefied Air
Springs
Thermal Energy (Heated H->O)

Man, ke
45,000.
506,000,000.
31,000.

V.lMBW, m*
485.
64,516
8.
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volume of 2 cubic meters. Advances in cell technology
since [I] was written in 1989 have changed the picture for
fuel cells. The fuel cell system that was eventually selected
for our maglev vehicle has a mass of 1210 kg and a volume
of 1.74 cubic meters.
2.

Power cable link

Another approach to generating onboard power would be
to utilize magnetic fields from the high voltage +/-15 kvdc
power cables that run from one inverter to another. The
present plan is to bury these cables or run them beneath the
guideway beam, but we did consider running them on top
of the guideway beam (protected, of course) in order to
create an onboard power source. Obviously it is tricky to
mount 15 kv equipment on the beam The cables forming
this power cable link could alternatively be specialized,
extra dc cables at very low voltage whose sole function is
to create onboard power. Such a dedicated arrangement
would effectively be a weak "inductive pickup" system.
The cables would be located in the magnetically neutral
plane in the center of guideway. The cables would
crisscross every quarter meter (0.25 m) as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The calculations for the power cable link that are
found in the appendix to [3] are generous approximations
and simplifications for calculating the field and induced
voltage in the coils. Many refinements could be made;
however, the computations give a good indication of the
unfeasibility of this concept.
The calculated voltage per turn (84 millivolts) on the
vehicle pickup coil is a weak voltage level. The resulting
projected mass of the vehicle coils is 29,110 kg. Not only
is this too heavy, but the space required for this much
copper wire simply is not available. And all this is at the
vehicle speed of 150 m/s; lower speed operation gives
proportional reductions in capacity. For these reasons we
dropped consideration of the power cable link approach to
onboard power generation.
DC cablet Installed on lap of guldeway
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3.

Sliding Electrical Contacts

It would be possible to transfer auxiliary electrical power
into the maglev vehicle via a third rail, catenary, or other
friclional sliding arrangement. Though ugly to behold,
these approaches are commonly used for transferring
propulsion power to transit cars and electric passenger
locomotives, so the mere 186 kw power requirement is not
a limitation on such an approach. There are several other
obvious factors that take precedence, as follows:
• Transferring power at the full vehicle speed of 500 kph
makes the approach different from its present applications.
It would be expected that at such a high speed, the pickup
equipment on the vehicle and the guideway would wear out
quickly.
• At 500 kph, maintaining contact between vehicle and
guideway halves of the pickup would be difficult. If
occasional bouncing of the pickup could be tolerated, then
the associated wear problems are aggravated, and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems become more
severe.
• Safety concerns of such an approach are heightened. One
way to mitigate this is to choose as low a voltage as
possible, placing more emphasis on the current collection
design of the pickup equipment as opposed to the voltage
design factors.
• The cost of this approach is high because pickup
equipment must be provided on virtually the entire
guideway length.
Some of these concerns could be lessened if the vehicle
were not required to pickup power at full speed, but only up
to some fraction of full speed instead. For the sake of
discussion, let us assume that the sliding contact approach
is used up to 350 kph, and above that speed the pickup
mechanism on the vehicle is lifted or otherwise physically
disconnected from its guideway counterpart. Most likely
batteries would be employed to run the onboard power
system above 350 kph, which does have merit in the case of
a system which closely follows an interstate highway and
therefore goes up and down in speed often in order to go
around the many associated curves.
The resulting
dependence upon batteries would increase vehicle weight
and thereby further increase system cost. In addition, the
amount of power transfer must necessarily increase, and the
batteries must be able to take a very, very fast charge
during the power transfer times. This approach cannot be
entirely discounted without in-depth study of hybrid
systems, but we regard this approach as unviable due to the
many obvious technical headaches associated with it.
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4.

Linear Generator

The linear generator in the context of this paper is a device
which uses the currents induced in the levitation ladder
rungs on the guideway for producing onboard power. In
concept, the currents in the stationary ladder rungs produce
a varying magnetic field with respect to the moving
vehicle, due both to the variations in the current with time
and the changes in the rung-to-generator-coil proximity as
the vehicle moves past the ladder. This magnetic field is
linked by simple nonrotating coils of copper wire on the
linear generator mounted on the maglev vehicle. As the
magnetic field varyies with currents in the ladder rungs and
by the varyiation of distance of the coils from the rungs,
changing flux linkages induce voltage in the pickup coils of
the linear generator. This voltage would be fed into a
rectifier/inverter for use on the vehicle.
No additional equipment would be required on the
guideway or on the ground; the present ladder arrangement
would provide the onboard power, almost for free. There is
no such thing as "free power", though. The onboard power
would be derived indirectly from the linear synchronous
motor which would have to overcome the increased drag
due to the linear generators; however, this would be an
extremely economical way to pickup the onboard power
because the LSM power only costs 8.5 cents per kilowatt
hour in this SCD.
It is envisioned that there will be one linear generator in
each space between each pair of bogies for a total of ten
units as shown if Fig. 2. The dimensions for each unit,
containing many power pickup coils each, would be 90 cm
high, 60 cm wide, and 9 cm thick. An individual pickup
coil was sized at 30 cm high by 9 cm deep. These
dimensions were chosen based upon the physical space
available between the bogies, the size of the levitation
ladder and the desire to have the linear generator as close as
possible to the ladder.
An analysis was performed by calculating the pickup coil
flux linkages at many positions along the ladder. The rung
currents were assumed to be varying per the results of a
dynamic circuit analysis of the magnets and ladders as the
pickup coil and vehicle positions changed. This required a
Fig. 2
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substantial amount of work in order to include the effects of
both time variation of current and position variation of the
pickup coil simultaneously. The average pickup coil
voltage was predicted to be about 1 mv per turn, showing
that the extraction of sufficient power from the levitation
ladder would be difficult at best.
5.

Linear Transformer

A transformer in its commonest, stationary form transfers
power from one side of an electrical circuit ("the primary
side") to another side of an electrical circuit ("the
secondary side"), with an associated and desired change of
voltage taking place as well. The linear transformer for
maglev applications would be employed not so much
because a transformer can change voltage levels, but
because it transfers power from one place to another. The
linear transformer for maglev would have its primacy
circuit laid out along the entire guideway, being fed power
by wayside inverters specially built for the onboard power
requirement alone.
The secondary circuit would be
mounted on the vehicle very close to the primary circuit on
the guideway.
Physical contact between the two
transformer halves is not necessary or desirable; magnetic
fields working at a small distance are responsible for the
power transfer.
There are several ways to arrange coils and cores to effect
a linear transformer capable of transferring 186 kw of
power. Engineering judgment was invoked to justify the
configuration shown in Fig. 3. The ferrite core is molded
into a rather flat channel. The cutout in the channel
provides space for turns on the winding. Each primary turn
runs completely down the channel for 25 meters (one
concrete beam length), then returns along one of the outside
edges. The width of the secondary core is closely allied to
the width of the primary core, though its depth can be
greater. Each secondary turn wraps around the 0.8 m long
secondary core in a similar fashion to the primary winding.
The secondary halves must be guided by a hydraulic or
aerodynamic mechanism on the vehicle to maintain the
small air gap between the primary and secondary halves.
Wherever the linear transformer would be located, it will
not be pretty. We do keep the appearance of the guideway
in mind, and placing electrical equipment on it will never
improve its apperance. The appearance considerations are
indirectly manifested in reliability issues in the sense that
adding kilometer after kilometer of electrical equipment is
more likely to have associated reliability and cost penalties,
so one is well advised to keep the appearance issue in mind,
whether artist or engineer or otherwise.

r Generator Coil Set Location
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A=C=12.6 cm B=12.6
t=12.6, F=22.6
N1=5,N2=7 turns
Core death 2crc
Coil depth 1

wire

Fi,.3
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A computer program was written to optimize the
transformer parameters and dimensions. The optimization
was done in a manner that maximized a figure-of-merit
function based on power factor, cost, and output voltage.
Cost was computed by multiplying raw material costs by a
factor of four. Material costs were $3.31 /kg for copper Lite
wire for the windings and $7.0O/kg for ferrite core
materials. Not all design parameters and dimensions were
allowed to vary during the optimization process. The air
gap was fixed at 2 centimeters after realizing that the
design was hopeless at the nominal 5 centimeter clearance
used at all other places between the vehicle and the
guideway. The final optimized design is shown in Fig 3,
and the numerical listing of its performance parameters is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost per km $1.2 million
Frequency 5862 Hz
primary voltage 1528 volts
primary amps 681
primary power factor 0.24
core dimensions: see Fig, 3

Its performance is poor due to the unavoidably large
amount of leakage reactance.
Leakage reactance is
proportional to the length of the core, and the 25 meter
length is so vast that the little can be done to reduce the
leakage reactance. Using a shallow, wide cutout in the
channel helps. So would using shorter core lengths, but this
is impractical since the secondaries always span a total
length of 24 meters and have to couple to active primary
cores.
As it is, the vehicle would span two primary cores most of
the time, so two primary sections always have to be
energized. As the vehicle moves along, the proper primary

cores would have to be switched in and out of the
connection circuit to the inverters. This would severely and
detrimentally impact the cost and reliability of the linear
transformer system.
A most important result is the cost per km of the
transformer itself. If we double the cost to include the
inverter supplies and connection circuit costs, the result is
2.4 million dollars per kilometer, or almost 4 million
dollars per mile. Clearly this is a cost prohibitive approach.
The inductive pickup approach is different from a linear
transformer approach. The inductive pickup nomenclature
implies a magnetic coupling of coils on the vehicle to dc
magnets on the guideway. Relative motion of die vehicle's
coils through the dc fields induces voltage in die vehicle
that can provide for its onboard power. Although the
operating principles are much different from those of the
linear transformer, the type and amount of materials and
labor to provide and inductive pickup system are probably
quite similar. In the absence of the time required to do a
conceptual design of an inductive pickup system, and with
a myriad of configuration possibilites to be evaluated, we
deferred to the design of the linear transformer and simply
assumed that the costs would be (in the light of hindsight)
similarly unacceptable. It should be noted that an inductive
pickup system has a low speed power capacity problem, as
the voltage induced in the vehicle coils is proportional to
the vehicle speed.
6.

Wind Turbine

When *he maglev vehicle is traveling at a high enough
velocity, it is possible to guide air to one or more wind
turbine generators to provide onboard power for the
vehicle. Our concept for this alternative power source
would be to provide two streamlined ducts in the nose of
the vehicle to feed a pair of wind turbines located in the
fore equipment compartment. The low velocity ("spent")
exhaust air would be ducted downward or sidewards to the
exterior of the vehicle. Each turbine would have its own
control subsystem to regulate its voltage and frequency (+(5 percent) via variable pitch blades. We would expect each
generator driven by the turbines probably to be a
lightweight synchronous generator.
The power indirectly must be supplied through the linear
synchronous motor on the guideway. As a matter of fact,
the wind turbine efficiency would only be about 62 percent.
When combined with the generator efficiency of 0.9, the
increase in linear synchronous motor power turns out to be
344 kw.
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• diesel internal combustion engine
• gasoline internal combustion engine
• jet-fueled aviation turbine
• other less common fuels driving either engine type
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Each would hi-.e a 400 Hz three phase generator mated to
it. Most likely, as with so many other systems in this SCD,
two half-sized systems would be provided in order to
provide redundancy and fault tolerance. No inverter would
be required in such an approach because the rotating
generator would provide the required power type directly at
its terminals.
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Turbiae diameter (i».) vs. Power aid Air Speed

Estimates of turbine size and weight were provided by
subcontractors at the University of Illinois via, the
Sunstrand Corporation, a commercial supplier of ram air
turbines. Sunstrand has provided a graph (see Fig. 4) of
turbine size versus power and airspeed for two-bladed
turbines. At 500 kph, a four bladed turbine would be more
desirable and would reduce this diameter by 23 percent. In
any event, the curve shows that at 93 kw each, the turbines
would be 0.94 meters in diameter. Regarding the mass of
each turbine, additional information from Sunstrand gives
the following rules:
• Mass (kg) of turbine and strut=diameter in inches
• Mass (kg) of generator-power (kw)
The projected combined turbine/generator mass becomes
.94*39.4+93=130 kg per unit. Clearly this is the smallest
projected power source mass of any of the alternatives so
far (and upcoming as well) and is a distinct advantage for
this alternative.
The disadvantage of wind turbine generators is obvious:
they lack power capacity at low vehicle speeds because the
low air speed will not drive the turbines at full capacity.
This requires the onboard batteries to be larger. In an
emergency power situation where a maglev vehicle is
stopped, the wind turbines are totally useless.
7.

Engine Generator Set

Obvious options for an engine in an engine/generator set
include:

The aircraft turbine would be the lightest of these options.
All would require a fuel tank for operation, as well as
significant ancillary equipment. Although muffled, all
would be noisy and would emit undesirable exhaust gases.
These are major drawbacks to using engine/generator sets
for the onboard power source. The great advantages of this
option are the simplicity, absence of inverters, low cost,
and the availability of full power at any vehicle speed.
8. Baseline Choice:

Fuel Cells

Recent technological developments have made fuel cells a
very attractive and practical power source alternative.
While fuel cells have long been considered too bulky and
costly for many practical uses, recent research by General
Motors into fuel cell application on hybrid electric
automobiles has made tremendous advances. The type of
fuel cells proposed for maglev onboard use has been
developed and tested in a GM test facility and is a viable
application of present day, or at least foreseeable future,
technology. This methanol-reforming PEM fuel cell is
described in a companion paper [4].
9.

Comparison of alternatives

Table 3 condenses some of the information from the
foregoing text and the companion paper. The inclusion of a
cost column in table 3 and the exclusion of a safety column
does not imply anything about our emphasis, but instead
merely shows that cost is more easily quantified than
safety.
One of the advantages that has been somewhat of a
"sleeper" is the emergency power capability. The ability of
a power source to operate continuously in the event of total
failure of the guideway electrical systems tempts one to
speculate about driving the vehicle with one or more
deployable dc motor-driven crawler devices if somehow the
vehicle does not coast to a preferred stopping point.
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Hie choice we made for our baseline maglev concept is the
fuel cell, based on the advantages and disadvantages of all
of the alternatives described in the text of this paper.
Although a fuel cell of the type proposed has not been
developed at the 186 kw level, we expect the development
of this technology over the next few years, in parallel with
a maglev system development effort, to achieve the
projected weight, volume, and performance levels quoted
in this paper. The presen performance of this fuel cell is
not far from those levels, and development of the
technology is already under way at GM relative to electric
automobiles. If the safety issues of this fuel cell turn out to
be addressable relative to automobiles, then they should
certainly be addressable relative to maglev vehicles as well.
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TABLE3
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE POWER SOURCES
DescriptfeB
Storage Approaches
Power Cable Link

Advaalacei
No transfer mechanism required
Uses cables to meet more than one
need

Sliding Contacts

High capacity at any speed

Linear Generator

Low capital cost, reliable

Inductive Pickup

High capacity

Linear Transformer
Wind Turbine
Engine/
Generator

High capacity
Very lightweight, no inverter
required
Simple, reliable, no inverter
required

Methanol-Reforming
PEM Fuel Cells

Lightweight, noiseless,
nonpolluting, overload capacity

Disadvartates
Impractical
Insufficient power at lower
speeds, dependence upon cable
curreat level
Weirout, EMI, safety,
appearance
Insufficient power at lower
speeds
Low capacity at low speed,
appearance, uikaowa reliability
Unknown reliability, appeanace
Low speed capacity
Fuel onboard, high operating
cost, noise, vibration, pollution,
weight
Fuel onboard, higher operating
cost
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Various
High

7

High

6

Low

5

Very high

4

Very kick

Low

4
3

Low

2
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Abstract - In the present paper some elements of analysis of transportation MAGLEV
systems driven by long stator linear synchronous motors are proposed.
Some basic comparative evaluations are
performed, about active material quantities
necessary for the armature (conductive, insulating materials) and energetic performances.
I. INTRODUCTION
The MAGLEV systems here examined are the
EDS types, with repulsive levitation, equipped
with superconducting (SC) field windings, and
the EMS types, with attractive levitation,
characterized by conventional field windings.
Aim of the paper is to perform a comparative analysis between the two systems, in
order to evaluate, where possible in quantitative terms, the main structural and functional
parameters: to this purpose, the peculiar
features of the systems are briefly described.
In the EDS type, the structure includes, as
known, a "U" shaped track fixed to the ground:
at the sides of the track, the armature threephase windings are disposed; in the Miyazaki
test-track the levitation windings are arranged horizontally [1], while the levitation
windings of the Yamanashi experimental track
[2] are in lateral positions and have a " 8 "
shape.
The EDS vehicle is equipped with SC
magnets, faced to the track windings; their
functions are: linear synchronous motor (LSM)
excitation, levitation and lateral guidance.
As regards the last two functions, it is important to point out that the behavior of the
EDS system is intrinsically stable: given any
perturbation of the operation trim, the system
reacts, by automatically generating suitable
forces that restore the stable equilibrium.
The distances between vehicle and track are of
the order of hundreds of mm, both in vertical
and horizontal direction: these distances,
together with the intrinsic stability, are
important elements for the system safety.
In the EDS vehicle, a linear synchronous
generator (LSG) feeds both a battery and the
on board loads, through some converters: the
LSG armature conductors exploit the harmonic
m.m.f.s generated by the stator armature or
the levitation windings.
Also the basic structure of the EMS system
includes a track fixed to the ground, but with
shape and composition considerably different
from the previous one, mainly for the arrangement of three-phase armature windings within a
slotted ferromagnetic structure [3].
Hanuscrlpt received March 31, 1993.
Work supported by the Jtallan Research National Council
PFT2 Project; Contract N'92.01972.PF74.

The EMS type vehicle is equipped with electromagnets for the field excitation and for
the lateral guidance: the field electromagnets
are employed also for levitation, based on the
electromagnetic attractive effect. Considering
the intrinsic instability of this kind of
levitation, a great importance is assumed by
the feeding systems and active control of
these electromagnets, also considering that in
the EMS system the air-gaps are significantly
lower than those of the EDS case, of the order
of ten millimeters, both in vertical and horizontal direction.
The feeding of the on board loads is assured by a linear synchronous generator, whose
armature conductors are arranged in the polepieces of the excitation-levitation system
disposed on the vehicle; a feeding scheme
similar to that of the EDS system can be adopted, connected at the LSG output terminals.
II. COMPARISON CRITERIA BETWEEN MAGLEV SYSTEMS
The considerable differences between EDS
and EMS systems make difficult to find univocal criteria suitable to perform this comparison: the adopted methodology employs simplified models and partially refers to data of
constructed (or being constructed) prototypes
(Miyazaki
[1], Yamanashi
[2,4,5], Emsland
[3]) .
In order to operate a homogeneous
comparison, it is necessary to assume the
equality of the following quantities:
- route length of the track;
- maximum speed;
- number of carried voyagers/(hour-directionJ;
- armature insulation class.
In general, these quantities are not the same
in the mentioned systems: actually, only their
basic features have been assumed, applying to
them suitable variations for a homogeneous
comparison.
For a better effectiveness, the comparison
will employ p.u. quantities: as much as possible, all the quantities considered during
the analysis will be expressed as ratios in
which the values of the EDS system are referred to the corresponding values of the EMS
system.
Generally, the subscript "d" will
mark the quantities of the EDS system, while
the subscript "m" will be used for quantities
of the EMS system; where necessary, the subscripts "dl", "d2", "dy" will mark quantities
of the MLU001 and MLU002 Miyazaki prototypes
and of the Linear express Yamanashi project
respectively.
Among the parameters employed for the comparison, there are the following quantities:
- ratio between the flux density values:

(CNR)

(1)
- ratio between the rated thrusts:
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K" = fr ;

(2)
Td) ;

- ratio between the LSM polar pitches:
KP - - .
(3)
The flux density values considered in (1)
are spatial average values, calculated within
the plane of the armature winding.
As known, in the EDS case the field near the
SC coils is considerably higher than that in
the proximity of the armature (B<0 , because of
the appreciable reciprocal distance and because the magnetic field develops totally in
the air. Vice versa, in the EMS system the
small air gap allows to simply refer to flux
density, without further specifications.
As
regards the ratio KF between the
thrusts, it is known that the drag force applied to the vehicle at high speeds (300+500
km/h) , is due to the air mainly, and depends
on the vehicle front section, length and speed
squared. This means that (being equal speed,
shape and steady state running operation in
plane) the vehicles should be thrust by the
same propulsion force. On the other hand, the
armature electric power input is converted not
only into mechanical power, but also in electric power for the on board LSGs.
In the EDS system, the LSGs feed the cryogenic
system and the on board auxiliary services
only. Vice versa, in the EMS system the LSGs
must feed also the field, levitation and guidance conventional coils.
Moreover, the EMS type train has a higher mass
per unit length, due to the on board ferromagnetic material and the higher rating of the
generation-conversion on board units: this
requires a higher propulsive force along the
track sections not in plane.
In conclusion, in the EMS system the LSM mechanical power must be higher than that of the
EDS system and, correspondingly, the EMS rated
thrust must be higher.
As regards the ratio Kp, it is directly
linked to the different maximum frequencies
for the feeding of the armature.
T

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ARMATURE

In the following, some expressions involving the quantities of armature active materials of the different systems and their energetic quantities are obtained and analyzed.
It is clear the importance of this analysis:
the characteristics of the armature, arranged
all along the track, give a considerable contribution to the construction cost of the
infrastructure and greatly affect the choices
regarding the feeding devices and the system
efficiency.
A. Armature conductive material
Let consider the armature phase winding of
a generic MAGLEV system; the following quantities are defined:
- u: number of conductors per slot;
- t: active length of every single conductor;
- q: number of slots per pole per phase;
- Ft: total length of the track;
- Lc: total length of the phase wire;
- a: number of parallel paths of each phase.
The length Lc of the phase armature wire of
each MAGLEV system equals:

(4)
Xm) .

Defined

ta

(5)

the ratio between the wire lengths becomes:
Led

da qd Ud
3d q - Ua

Ks' tm + Kp' Xm
tm + Xm

1

(6)
_
Kp
Then, denoted with:
- p the total number of armature poles;
- U the total number of conductors in series
per phase (for all the track length),

we have:
= xp ;

c = 3-p-q.

(7)

Considering that:
Tt = p«-T» = pd-td

,

(8)

from (7) one obtains:
Ud _ Ud ad-q»
—
ii—

p

*

(9)

By substituting (9) in (6) we have:
Led
Le>

Ud
Vm'

b> + KP-T*
tm + Tm

(10)

As known, on the basis of a power balance
equation, the LSM thrust can be expressed in
the following manner:
F = 3-EIcos(r)/v ,
(11)
where:
- E and I are the e.m.f. and the current of
one armature phase;
_
- 7 is the angle between the phasors I and E;
- v = 2-f-r is the vehicle speed.
Considering that:
•f-#-Ui-k«

(12)

where kw is the winding factor, Ui the number
of conductors in series per phase faced to the
inductor and * = B-x-l the flux of one pole,
(11) becomes:

3-n
On the other
length of the
inductor poles
Li =

Bi-cos(r)

(13)

hand, indicated with Li the
track portion faced to the pi
placed on the train, we have:
pi-T = rt-(Ui/U)
(14)

By the ratio between the thrusts (13) of the
two systems (with Ui expressed by means of
(14)), one obtains the following expression of
the ratio between the armature currents:
Id _ U» KF Im COS(T») Ll» k«m
I * ~ Ud KB Id COS (I'd) Lid kua

(15)

If we consider the same type of conductive
material and an equal global thermal exchange
coefficient, from the equality of the armature
winding temperature rises one obtains:
Sm-hm = Sd'fid

(16)

being S and A the superficial and linear current density respectively. Considering that A
can be expressed as follows:
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the ratio between the densities S becomes:
Sd
U.-I.
A.
S«

Ad

Ud-Irt

(18)

By expressing the ratio of the wire sections Ac of every parallel path in the following manner:
Acd
Acs

Id a . S«
la ad Sd '

(19)

on the basis of (15) and (18) we obtain:
Acd

Ac.

KF c o s ( 7 . ) fc. L i « U» k — j 2 a » Ud
KD COS(Td) "ZdLld Ud'kwdJ ad U . '

(20)

By inserting (10) and (20) in the expression
of the ratio Qc between the volumes Qcd and
Qc» of conductive material:
Qcd

ad Led Acd
a. Lc. A c

(21)

one obtains:
•

_ Ks-c.+KP-T» fKF c o s y

Ll. kw.1

"ErJ'^J

Eq.(22) can be simplified, by observing that:
- the two systems have approximately the same
length fci and U of the active conductors:
(23)
Ks = U/U ~ 1;
- by adopting the same control strategy of the
LSMs, one can assume that:
cos(7d) ~ cos (7>) ;
(24)
- from the study of the levitation of the EMS
system, it follows that:
ft. ~ xm ;

(25)

- about the winding factors, we can assume:
k-d/k- ~ 1 .
(26)
Given these hypotheses, eq.(22) becomes:
(him K F V
(27)
6c = — ~ * "*" K p
Qc. ~
2
[Lid ' K B J
In order to perform the quantitative analysis
of (27) , for now the following ratios are
assumed:

Therefore, we have the following Kp values:
Kpi = zai/Zm = f./fdi = 215/27 = 7.96
KP2 = rdz/rm = f«./fd2 = 215/28 = 7.68
Kpy = Tdy/Tm = f . / f dy = 2 1 5 / 5 6 . 6 = 3 . 8 0

(29)

The
ratio
between
the
inductor
lengths
(Lid/Lim) is an important parameter, as shown
by its quadratic influence in (27) : it has
been considerably modified during the historical evolution of the MAGLEV systems. As a
matter of fact, in the EMS system the presence
of a ferromagnetic circuit allows the disposition of the field electromagnets all along the
train, while the high values of the flux density in air in the EDS system obliged, in the

HLU001: Qcdi/Qc. •= 0.91
MLU002: Qcd2/Qc. = 1 . 5 6
Linear express: Qcdy/Q»

(3D

7.78
It must be noted again that the values given
by (31) do not correspond completely to the
experimental conditions, because only partial
reference to the real parameters has been made
for the homogeneous comparison.
Adopting again the first eq. of (28), fig.l
shows the ratio Qc, for the three considered
EDS systems, as a function of the ratio Kp.
It is evident the dramatic increase of the
quantity of conductive material necessary when
passing from a train of the Miyazaki type to
that with an inductor of the Yamanashi type.
Moreover, the following remarks must be made:
- in case of a MLU001 train type, the quantity
of conductive material is lower than that of
the EMS system, for all the KP values included in the utilizable range;
- in case of a MLU002 train type, the quantity
of conductive material is lower than that of
the EMS system for K P < 4.5, that is for a
frequency fd > 47 Hz (with f. = 215 H z ) ;
- in case of a train having the same ratio
Lid/Li, of the Linear express, the quantity
of the armature conductive material is always higher than that of the EMS system;

12
10
8
6
4
2
0,

/
Kj = 0.25
(LINEAR
EXPRESS)/

> 1 1 1

Transrapid 06 (EMS, Emsland): 215 Hz
MLU001 (EDS, Miyazaki): 27 Hz
MLU002 (EDS, Miyazaki): 28 Hz
Linear express (EDS, Yamanashi [4,5]): 56.6HZ.

MLU001: Lidi/Li. = 1
(30)
MLU002: Lid2/Li. = 0.75
Linear express: Lidy/Lt. = 0.25
On the basis of (28), (29), (30), the values
of the ratio Qc between the quantities of
conductive materials, evaluated by (27), are:

1 1 1 1 1

KB = Bd/B. ~ 1.2/0.6
(28)
KF = F<t/F« ~ 0.9
As regards the maximum output frequency of the
converters, taking the experimental data as a
starting point, we have:

subsequent projects, to concentrate the SC
coils within the extreme positions of each
coach [2], in order to extend the usable passenger zone immune from the fields.
Then, the following ratios can be assumed:

K t = 0.75
Ki = 1.0 (MLU002)
(MLU001)
3
—

4
Kp

•

-

•

—

8

Fig.l. Ratio of the quantity of the armature
conductive material of EDS systems referred to
that of the EMS system (Qc = Qcd/Qc.) , as a
function of the ratio between the corresponding polar pitches (KP = ta/xm) ; parameter:
Ki=Lid/Li«, ratio between the inductor lengths.
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- by adopting for the EDS system the same
maximum frequency of the EMS system (Kp=l),
the values of the ratio Qc are:
Qci = 0.20; Qc2 = 0.36;

Qcy = 3.24

(32)

8

K^O.25
Kj-0.75

i\

6

Fig.2 shows, for MLU002 and Linear express
^ K=3.8
type trains, how the ratio Qc is modified when
the flux density Bd increases (that is KB =
C N
Bd/Bm increases), being unvaried the other
conditions of (28)*(31).
K =1
The rise of the flux density can be obtained
by one or more of the following ways:
- variation of the shape of the SC coils;
K =8
- increase of the SC current;
- reciprocal approaching between SC coils and
armature windings.
Fig.2 shows that the rise of the flux density
always implies a reduction of Qc. The amount
of this reduction is higher in the Linear
express type system; in case of Kp=l (fd =215
Hz) the condition Qc = 1 occurs with KB = 3.6 . Fig.2. Ratio between the quantities of conductive material (Qc=Qcd/Qo«) as a function of
B. Armature insulating material
the ratio between the average flux density
within the armature plane (Ke=Bd/B«); parameAssuming that the insulating width of the
ters: polar pitch ratio (Kp=Td/t») and ratio
wire is approximately proportional to the
between the inductor lengths (Ki=Lid/Li.) .
maximum feeding voltage (VK) , the ratio between the quantities of insulating material
These values show that also the ratio of the
equals:
m r
quantities of insulating material is unfavorably affected by the reduction of the ratio
Lid/Lu.
where T is the perimeter of the single wire.
Figs.3.a,b show, for a Linear express type EDS
If we assume the same shape for the wire
system, how the ratio Qi=Qid/Qi« decreases
sections of the two systems, the perimeter
when the ratio KB=B<I/B« increases, considering
ratio depends on the section ratio as follows:
Kv=Vnd/VH» as a varying parameter, for two
different values of the ratio Kp=Td/r».
(34)

4

2

Thanks t o (20) and (23)*(26), eq.(34) becomes:
Pa _ KF L)» / U.-a."'
(35)
As a first approximation one can assume:

¥51
Vn»

^2

(36)

U.

Finally, on the basis of (10) and (35) and
taking into account (36), eq.(33) becomes:
(37)
having put:

65\

<4
2
1

K^O.25
(Linear express)

I \y = 1 5

i

a:

K p «3.8

\

:\KJJ=I.O

.

=
_
———————

"1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(38)
KV = V«d/VMm
A complete quantitative analysis of (37) would
require to know the values of Kv = VHd/Vn» and
ad/am. For the mentioned cases, the ratio Kv
b: K =1
could
be
deduced
from
literature
data
p
(Linear express)
(V«m=4.25kV; Vndi=3kV; Vnd2=5.8kV; Vndy=29kV) ,
while it would be difficult to deduce the
values of the ratio between the number of
parallel paths. But, in any case these values
are not meaningful, because they belong to
systems having different ratings, thus not
suitable to a homogeneous comparison.
Considering that both these ratios represent,
within certain limits, arbitrary design choices, for the analysis of (37) Kv will be assumed as a parameter and ad/am will be supposed
Fig.3. Ratio between the quantities of armaequal to unity. In these hypotheses, and assu- ture insulating material
(Qi=Qid/Qim) as a
ming again the (28)+(31), the ratio Qi equals:
function of the ratio between the average flux
densities in the armature plane (KB= Bd/B») ;
MLU002 Linear express
EDS type : MLU001
parameter: ratio between maximum feeding vol3 / ?.
1.84
3.06
tages (Kv=VHd/Vn»i) ;
a: K P =3.8;
b: K P =1.
Qi/KV
1.43
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By examining fig.3 one concludes that:
- an increase of KB allows a discrete reduction of the insulating material quantity, at
least in the first rising range of K B ;
- the reduction of Kp (associated to an increment of the maximum output frequency of the
feeding converter) implies favorable effects
on the reduction of the ratio Qi;
- the increase of the ratio Kv implies a considerable increase of the ratio Qi.
C. Armature magnetic material

Therefore, indicated with
KL = P.d/P*.
(42)
the ratio between the fed segments of the
track, the following relation is obtained:
L»d
LM

Led
LCI

Thus, on the basis of (10), (20), (42) and
considering (23)+(26), the ratio between the
corresponding phase resistances equals:
Rd _ Lad a« Ac«

The comparison between the two types of
system is not homogeneous and it cannot be
performed in quantitative terms: actually, the
presence of SC field windings in the EOS case
makes unnecessary the use of a ferromagnetic
core,
both with regard to armature and
vehicle, while it is necessary to employ a
ferromagnetic core in the EMS system.
On the other hand, the EDS system is characterized by the presence of some elements,
that are absent in the EMS system:
- levitation coils, all along the track;
- suitable magnetic shields, disposed on the
train for protection from fields.

(43)

„

Si ~ L^'ad'Acd ~

KL

1 + Kp fLld KB Ud"j2

2

[£ul'Kr'u.j .

Finally, on the basis of (15), again considering (23)+(26), the ratio between the armature
Joule losses becomes:
+ Kp

i£-£(£]"

(45)

Eq.(45) shows that the ratio between the armature Joule losses depends on the ratio between
the polar pitches (Kp) and on the ratio between the fed segments of the track (KL) .
Indicated with Pu the total useful power
given by the LSM and with P» the input power
absorbed by the fed armature segments, we
have:

D. Energetic characterization

P. = Pu + PJ

.

(46)

A significant index of the system energetics is the armature efficiency: in the present analysis, all the power electromagnetically transferred from armature to vehicle is
assumed to be useful power; therefore we have:

Therefore, the efficiency of the EDS armature can be written as follows:

Useful power
(39)
Useful power + Armature losses
As regards the armature losses, only the
armature wire Joule losses will be considered:
doing so, there is a lack in the losses evaluation for both the types of system:
- in the EMS case, because the losses in the
ferromagnetic material are not calculated;
- in the EDS case, because the losses in the
levitation coils disposed all along the
track are not considered.
On the other hand, in both the cases, these
losses are practically concentrated along the
track portion engaged by the train.
The calculation of the armature Joule losses
must be performed with reference to the track
sectors really fed: subdivided the total track
length into a suitable number of adjacent
sections, each having length Ps, the track
segment really fed usually consists of two
adjacent sections, the first of them being
partially engaged by the train; then we have:

Moreover, considering the following relations:

(40)
= 2-r»
where:
- Psd and Hsu, are the length of each section,
for the EDS and EMS systems respectively;
- Vad and r<.m are the corresponding fed segments of the track.
For each system, the length of the phase wire
corresponding to the fed segments of the track
can be expressed as follows (see (4)):
Pad

=

2 • Psd

(41)
Tarn Urn

Ft

1 +
2

Pjd

KP

PJ«

P»d = —^j , =j^ = KF , Pu» = 7).-P»« ,

(47)

(48)

one can write:
P i = P--^-»

,

(49)

from which, by insertion in (47), one obtains:

*• - 1 - ^ ^ • & • £ £ = •

(50)

By observing that:
PJ.

=

1

- 7J«

(51)

P*>
and solving (50) with respect to i)d, we have:

(52)

KL 1

It is interesting to find the parametric
conditions for which the different energetic
quantities assume the same value in the two
types of systems.
By imposing in (45) the equality of the
armature Joule losses, one obtains:
(53)
1 + Kp
Vice versa, the condition of equality
between efficiencies, imposed in (52), gives:
2
T|d =
KL = 1 + Kp •KF
(54)
PJ

KL =

Finally, by imposing the equality of the
absorbed power in (49) and taking into account
(52), we obtain:
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This condition can result not compatible with
a regular and reliable operation of the
system: as a natter of fact, too much short
Eq.(53) shows that, in case of adopting the
sections can make more critical the correct
same polar pitch in the two types of system
feeding sequence of the sections themselves.
(KP=1) , the equality of the armature Joule
In any case, the reduction of the length of
losses occur with K L = 1 .
each section implies a rise of the number of
In case of a value Kp=3.8 (situation of the three-phase switches (proportional to 1/KL) .
Linear express), the equality of the armature
Therefore the length of the armature sections
losses would occur with a value Ku=0.42; vice
must be chosen on the basis of a compromise
versa, the hypothesis of KL=I would lead, in
between the need of an acceptable efficiency
this case, to PJ=2.4 .
and the need to maintain a reliable operation
Fig.4 shows the dependence of the efficienand to limit the number of switches.
cy ratio Tjd/Tjm on the efficiency i)« of the EMS
system: one can observe that, being equal KL,
IV. CONCLUSIONS
the adoption of a value KP=1 implies 7?<i/j)«
values that are indeed more favorable than
In the present paper some parameters have
those corresponding to Kp=3.8: moreover, with
been analyzed for the comparison between EDS
K P =1,
it is sufficient to adopt KL=0.9 in
and EMS type MAGLEV systems, with reference to
order to obtain 7)<i=i?».
the problems of general design and energetics:
Vice versa, with KP=3.8 the efficiency i}d
this comparison, far away to allow a final
appears quite lower, approaching the T|« values
judgment about the superiority of one system
for KL values that are considerably lower then
with respect to the other one, allows a good
the previous ones (ijd=iji. occurs for K L = 0 . 3 7 5 ) .
(even if partial) evaluation of their characSimilar remarks about the reduction of KP teristics.
and/or of KL can be made referring to (55).
The adopted methodology has shown the deThe previous analysis shows the need, in
pendence of the quantities of active material
the EDS case with K P >1, of adopting, for the
(conductive and insulating materials) and of
length of the fed sections, a value lower than
the energetic quantities (armature efficiency,
that of the EMS case, with the aim not to
input power and losses) on the functional
worsen the efficiency excessively.
parameters (flux density, thrust, voltage) and
on the constructional parameters (polar pitch,
ratio between fed segments of the track, ratio
between the inductor lengths of the vehicles).
The studies have shown the advantages, in
case of the EDS system, in reducing the polar
pitch and increasing the average flux density
__J^L^____^
in the plane of the armature, with the aim to
compensate the negative effects of the concentration of the superconducting windings at the
extremes of the coaches only.
The analysis will continue, both as regard
the extension of the comparison to other
components of the MAGLEV systems, such as the
conversion-feeding
devices,
and in the
~K7=0.50
perspective of a comparison in economic terms.
Lt
Pail

= Pai

KL =

1 t Kp

I - KF-1)m
1 - TJ«

(55)
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Design Problems of Linear on Board Generators
in EMS MAGLEV Transportation Systems
Antonino

Di Gerlando , ivo Vistoli

Dipartimento di Elettrotecnica - Politecnico di Milano
Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32,
20133 Milano, Italy
Abstract - The power needed for feeding the
on board apparatus in the EMS MAGLEV systems
is obtained by linear synchronous generators
arranged in the field poles of the LSM.
In the present paper some operation aspects
of these machines are studied, with the a-'.m to
analyze their design criteria: different, topics are examined, in particular the interaction with the LSM operation, the winding configurations and a possible modular arrangement
of the generation-conversion units.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the EMS Maglev vehicles equipped with
long stator linear synchronous motor (LSM),
the feeding of the excitation and guidance
windings, together with that of the auxiliary
services, requires an adequate level of the on
board available power, that must be generated
during the motion of the vehicle.
Among the different possibilities, till now
only the solution consisting of a linear synchronous generator (LSG) has been studied and
experimented: it is an electrical machine
capable to obtain A.C. energy from the harmonic magnetic fields produced by the currents
circulating in the LSM armature windings. This
energy, suitably converted, is subsequently
used for recharging the batteries and feeding
the on board loads.
II. CALCULATION OF THE ELEMENTARY E.M.F.
The LSG, arranged in the LSM pole-pieces,
is obtained by inserting suitable windings,
sensitive to the harmonic m.m.f.s produced by
the LSM armature currents.
For studying the
LSG, some simplifying hypotheses are assumed,
that allow a handy design oriented analysis:
- the LSG armature currents are considered
perfectly sinusoidal;
- the effects of the harmonic m.m.f.s are
studied neglecting the presence of the teeth, except for the use of Carter's factors;
- the Fourier series of the m.m.f. waveforms
is operated by assuming periodic shapes;
- the end effects are neglected.
In the following, all the quantities concerning the LSG construction and operation
will be marked with the superscript '.
Named v the synchronous speed, the speeds
of the LSM armature harmonic m.m.f.s (measured
in an armature reference frame) equal:
Vn = V/n = 2-f-T/n = 2-f'Tn
(1)
with n harmonic order, f feeding frequency, Tn
polar pitch of the n-th harmonic m.m.f..
Considerations regarding manufacture and
operation aspects lead to construct a LSM
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armature winding characterized by unity values
both of the N° q of slots per pole per phase
and of the N° u of conductors in the slot;
then all the harmonic m.m.f.s are tooth harmonics and their winding factors equal unity.
The harmonic orders of the LSM n.n.f.s equal:
1 + 6-k

k = ±1, ±2, ±3,

(2)
from eq.(2), the positive values of n (7, 13,
19,...) correspond to harmonic m.ra.f.s running
in the same direction of the fundamental
m.m.f., while the negative values (-5, -11,
-17,...) correspond to harmonic m.m.f.s running in the opposite direction.
From (1), (2), the speed of the n-th n.m.f.,
measured with respect to the vehicle, equal:
v
(3)
n
then the frequencies of the e.m.f.s induced in
the armature of the LSG are given by:
6-f-|k|

2-Til

(4)

Eq.(4) shows the interesting result that the
LSG "sees" the harmonic m.m.f.s, two by two,
with the same frequency, multiple of a factor
|l-n| with respect to LSM feeding frequency.
In particular, both the 5-th and the 7-th
harmonic m.m.f.s induce e.m.f.s with frequency
f
= f's = f'7 = 6-f; the 11-th and 13-th
harmonic m.m.f.s produce f'n = f'13 = 12-f =
2 - f , and similarly for the higher harmonics.
Neglecting the presence of the teeth, the
amplitude of the flux density due to the n-th
harmonic m.m.f. is given by:
BnK

MnH _ Jio

(5)
71 Inl
and the corresponding flux per pole equals:
T" x-tc I
...
5

S

:

if"

;

a

n2

t

(6)

with U transversal width of the LSM (1 side).
Lastly, the e.m.f. induced in each of the 2
conductors forming a full pitch turn equals:

Observing eq.s (4) and (7), one can conclude
that it is sufficient to study the LSG operation and design referring to the 5-th and 7-th
harmonic m.m.f.s only.
Generally the phase harmonic e.m.f. equals:
E'n = k'«n-U'e'n ,
(3)
where k'wn and U' are the winding factor and
the number of conductors in series per phase.
From eq. (7), given the LSM and its operating
conditions, the e.m.f. e'n is determined:
then, the choices regarding the LSG can affect
the value of the other factors of eq.(8) only.
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III. CHOICE PROBLEMS OF LSG WINDINGS

In = 11(10)
A very important choice concerns the value
of the coil pitch x': to show its influence
By
calculating
the polar
pitch
factors
let consider fig.l. Named p the electrical
(k'rn=E'tn/(2-e'n)) ,
some particular
values
angle between the magnetic axes of LSM induccan be obtained, shown in Table I:
tor and armature, fig.l refers to two particuTable I
lar operating conditions:
- alignment between magnetic axes of LSM in- Polar pitch factor k'Tn as a function of x'/x
1/7
2/7
1/5
x' IT
ductor and armature (corresponding to (3=0) ;
1
0.901
0.782
k'rs
- time instant in which the current in the
1
0
k"C7
0.809
phase A of the LSM has the maximum value.
The l-st condition will be removed in the
From Table I one can observe that:
following, showing the effects of angles (8*0.
- a coil pitch x' equal to the polar pitch of
The 2-nd condition allows to represent easily
the 7—th harmonic m.m.f. produces the maxithe air-gap m.m.f. diagram and its fundamenmum 7-th harmonic turn e.m.f. and reduces
tal, 5-th and 7-th harmonics: in any case the
the 5-th harmonic e.m.f-, and vice-versa;
conclusions drawn for the e.m.f.s e's and e'7
- a pitch x' equal to the double of the 7-th
have general validity, because these e.m.f.s
harmonic polar pitch cancels the corresponhave constant amplitude and same frequency.
ding e.m.f., heavily reducing also the 5-th
The presence of only one turn having pitch x',
harmonic e.m.f..
in symmetric position with respect to the
Considering the same configuration of fig.l
field pole axis, allows to easily show the
for /3>0, one can realize that the 5-th and
phasor composition of the two elementary
7-th
harmonic e.m.f.s are not opposed each
e.m.f.s (e'n) to give the turn e.m.f. (E'tn).
other any more: this fact because, during the
Observing in fig.l the disposition of the 5-th
and 7-th harmonic m.m.f.s with respect to the variation of /3, the displacement angle (3n of
the two harmonic m.m.f.s is different:
LSG turn, one can deduce that the harmonic
turn e.m.f.s (E'ts and E't7) are two phasors
(3» = [n| /3
.
(11)
opposed each other (the central halfwaves of
Then, the phase displacement between the 5-th
the corresponding m.m.f.s are opposed) .
and 7-th harmonic e.m.f.s equals:
The amplitude of each turn harmonic e.m.f.
E'tn depends on the value of x': if we adopt a
AJ3
- /35 = n + 2-J3
(12)
value T ' equal to the polar pitch Tn of the
as shown in the phasor diagram of fig.3.
n-th harmonic m.m.f., the turn e.m.f. equals
It is worth to notice that in fig.3 E's and
the scalar sum of the e.m.f.s e'n, because
E'7 indicate the winding e.m.f.s of one phase,
these e.m.f.s are in phase; of course, the
considering that the angle (3 produces the same
choice of exploiting both the harmonics leads
displacement both on the turn e.m.f. (E'tn)
to adopt a coil pitch T ' within these limits:
and on the winding e.m.f. (E'n) .
From fig.3 one obtains the following expresT7 < X' < XS
(9)
sion for the amplitude of the winding e.ra.f.
From this, one obtains the phasor diagrams of E', resultant of the e.m.f.s E's and E'7:
fig.2: the phase angles is and fi of the figure can be calculated by means of the folloE'=/(E's)2+(E'7)2+2- (E's)- (E'7)-cos (A/3). (13)
wing expression, for n=-5 and n=7:
Before analyzing the different winding
structures, it is worth to do some remarks
ARMATURE M.M.F.
FUNDAMENTAL M.M.F
regarding the choice between three-phase or
single-phase armature winding;
- considering that there are no loads directly
connected to the LSG terminals, the number
of phases is not a constraint a priori;
- a three-phase generator produces, at the
D.C. side of the rectifier, a harmonic pollution level that is lower compared with
that of a single-phase generator;

LSM ARMATURE i

1

I

1 .

5

Ft !:

CTI

\c
\
/B

A

1

X

1*

m
1** .1

E'

E;t7

M

Fig.l. Alignment condition between the axes of
the LSM armature m.m.f. and 1 LSG coil (/3=0) .

Fig.2. Phasor diagrams of the 5-th and 7-th
harmonic e.m.f.s induced in the turn of fig.l.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-PHASE WINDINGS

Fig.3. Sum of 5-th and 7-th harmonic e.m.f.s.
- on the other hand, the room requested by a
three-phase winding is higher than that of a
single-phase winding, and it can be difficult to arrange it in the LSM pole-pieces.
Moreover, in case of a three-phase LSG the
two terns of e.m.f.s (due to the 5-th and 7-th
harmonic m.m.f.s, running in opposite directions) have opposite cyclic sequence: then, in
the harmonic composition there is an effect
similar to that shown in fig.4.
The dissymmetry level depends on the ratio
between the 7-th and 5-th harmonic e.m.f.s
amplitudes and on the angle £ (see eq.(12)).
In the choice of the coil pitch z' for 3-phase
LSG windings it is necessary to consider that:
- a value of x' within the limits of eq.(9) is
not acceptable for the dissimmetry: as a
matter of fact, even if the LSG does not
feed any 3-phase load, it would transfer the
dissimmetry to the D.C. side of the rectifiers, producing there high levels of harmonics which are non-characteristic and, what
is more, depend on the operating conditions;
- a pitch T ' that cancels the 7-th harmonic
e.m.f. eliminates the dissimmetry, but implies a severe reduction of the 5-th harmonic e.m.f. (see 3-rd column of Table I ) .
In any case, the possible compromise choice,
consisting in allowing a limited level of
dissimmetry, does not eliminate the construction difficulties, due also to the problems of
end winding crossings.

In the following the analysis of singlephase windings will be performed: these windings are intrinsecally easier to be constructed compared with three-phase windings.
The LSG is characterized by the presence of
some active conductors, distributed along the
air—gap surface of the LSM field poles: the
choices of the number of these conductors, of
their disposition in each field pole and of
their series and parallel connections are
conditioned by several elements:
- phase e.m.f. amplitude and its sensitiveness
to the LSM operating conditions;
- construction problems of the windings;
- number of converters necessary for a good
operation of the system, both in normal
conditions and in case of partial failure
(problem of the reserve);
- harmonic pollution of the rectified voltage.
The aaplitude of the phase e.m.f. constitutes
an important element for the choice: nevertheless, being equal the induced e.m.f., the
configurations that better satisfy also the
other exigences are to be preferred.
Given a single-phase winding with p' poles, q'
slot per pole, u' conductors per slot, U'
conductors connected in series (U'=u' -q'-p' ]i,
the winding factor (k'wi) that appears in
eq.(S) can be expressed as a product between a
distribution factor (k'dn) multiplied by a
polar pitch factor (k'tn) .
For a structure uniformly toothed, the two
factors have the following expressions:

sin
k'dn—
q' -sin

2

]
f
-^gj • "-p^Hp

(14)

with 7n given again by eq.(10).
As regards the expressions for the harmonic
elementary e.m.f.s (e'n), the phase e.m.f.s
(E'n), the phase displacement between the
harmonics (A/3) and their resultant (E'J, cq.s
(7), (8), (12), (13) are still valid.
In order to perform a homogeneous analysis
of the different winding configurations, the
following comparison conditions are considered:
- reference is made to the theoretical no-load
values of the rectified voltage (E'od) instead of the RMS values of the phase e.m.f.
(E'J; as known, for single-phase rectifiers
we have:
(15)

•as

Fig.4. Dissymmetric 3-phase e.m.f.s from harmonic terns of opposite cyclic sequence.

- the same total number of conductors U',
disposed in each field pole, is adopted.
The first hypothesis allows to extend the
comparison also to those cases in which there
are more than one winding portions within each
field pole, and the series connection of these
portions is made at the D.C. side of the rectifiers; the second condition allows a comparison being equal the number of active conductors, and it is intended in a generalized
sense, even in case of more than one winding
portion disposed within each LSM field pole.
The only elements that can be modified in
order to obtain different values of E'od are
the following:
- the subdivision of the winding;
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- the winding factor, by the choice of p', q',
x' .
The maximum allowed N° of poles of the LSG
winding is limited by the length of the field
pole (roughly equal to 2-T/3): the analysis
showed that it is practically impossible to
adopt a p' value more than 4, also in order
not to reduce the pitch x' excessively.
By observing the 1-st eq. of (14), one can
realize that the highest values of the winding
factor can be obtained for q'=l, because the
distribution factor becomes unity.
By studying different kinds of windings the
following general characteristics have been
deduced:
- in the range of practical interest of the
LSM angle 0 (60° s p < 120°), during the
increasing of the coil pitch z', at first
the function E»d(/3,T') increases, then decreases, with a maximum occurring for a x'
value depending on the winding type;
- the voltage E'od is an even function, with
respect to the position |3=u/2 (equal to the
angle for which the maximum occurs).
In order to estimate the characteristics of
the different winding types, it is necessary
to make reference to the data of a real EMS
MAGLEV system. To this end, starting from some
constructed prototypes (e.g. the Transrapid
06, studied in Emsland, Germany), a general
design of the LSM has been performed: to the
corresponding main data, shown in Table II,
the subsequent results will be referred.
Table II
General data of the LSM considered for the
study of the LSG of an EMS MAGLEV system
Operation data:
maximum speed
v = 415 km/h
maximum inverter frequency
f = 225 Hz
maximum thrust
Fx = 40 kN
rated armature current
I = 635 A HMS
air gap flux density
Bf = 0.63 T
Construction data:
mass of the vehicle
M= 1.2-10s kg
Total N° of poles (per side)
p = 102
N° of poles of each magnetic unit .... pu = 6
air gap
5 = 10 ram
field pole transversal length . . . U = 220 mm
polar pitch
r = 255 mm

TYPE OF SINGLE-PHASE WINDING

WINDING SCHEME

CASE 1
SINGLE EXTENDED WINDING
p ' - 4 : q'-2 ; u'=l
ONE RECTIFIER
CASE 2
SINGLE EXTENDED WINDING
p'=4 ; q ' = l : u'=2
ONE RECTIFIER
CASE 3
DOUBLE EXTENDED WINDING
2 x (p'=4 ; q'=l ; u ' = l )
TWO RECTIFIERS
CASE 4
DOUBLE WINDING WITH 2 COILS
2 x (p'=2 : q'=2 ; u ' = l )
TOO RECTIFIERS
CASE 5
DOUBLE WINDING WITH 2 COILS
2 x (p'=2 ; q ' = l ; u ' = 2 )
TOO RECTIFIERS
jf

CASE 6
CROSSED DOUBLE WINDING
2 X (p'=2 ; q ' = l ; u"=2)
TOD RECTIFIERS

OuO
TO
00

Fig.5. Synthetic description and schemes
some LSG single-phase windings (U'=8).
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Case: single extended winding with
p'=4; q'=2; u'=l.
It is a winding with slots uniformly distributed along the LSM field pole.

In fig.5 the schemes of some studied windings
are shown, together with their synthetic description: an analysis of their characteristics
helps to conveniently choose one of the types.
For now, just the winding disposed within one
LSM field pole will be considered.
In fig.6 the amplitudes of the no-load rectified voltage E'od are shown, as a function of
the angle /9, for the 6 cases of fig. 5; in
Table III the values of the ratio x'/x are
shown, corresponding (for @=n/2) to the maximum of the rectified voltage, together with
the value of this maximum (E'odcmaxi) .

i-i

Table III
Values of the ratio T ' / T corresponding to the
maximum of the no-load rectified voltage E'trn,
for |3 = rr/2 and for the 6 cases of fig.s 5, 6
(Total number of conductors: U'=8).
0
CASE N°
2
3
4
6
5
X' IX
167
155
171
17 3 1 7 3 1 2 7
Fig. 6. No-load rectified voltages E'...i of the
3 . 0 7 4 . 2 3 4 . 1 9 3 . 4 7 4 . 3 0 4 . 82
E' -Hi f m . i x ) (V)
6 windings of fig.5, as a function of p.
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An interesting remark concerns the value of
the coil pitch x' for which the maximum of
E'<.J occurs: it is exactly the intermediate
value between the polar pitch of the 5-th and
the 7-th harmonic m.m.f.s.
The low value of the rectified voltage (the
lowest among the 6 shown cases), together with
the constructional complications of two end
winding crossings, suggest that the adoption
of the structure N° 1 is not convenient.
2 nd Case: single extended winding with
p'=4; q'=l; u'=2.
It is a winding having a number of slots
halved compared with those of case 1, again
uniformly distributed: in confirmation of what
already observed as regards the distribution
factor (k'dn) , concentrating the active sides
of one pole in the same slot leads to increase
the value of the rectified voltage.
Another element in favour of this winding is
the absence of end winding crossings.
3r'' Case: double extended winding with
2-(p'=4;q'=l; u'=l).
The conductors are arranged in the same
slot structure of case 1, but they are connected in such a way to form 2 distinct windings,
whose
voltages are separately rectified and
added at the D.C. side of the rectifiers.
This subdivision partially reduces the negative effect of the phase displacement between
the elementary e.m.f.s: then an improvement
occurs, compared with case 1, with an increase
of the voltage E'idimi; nevertheless, this
voltage remains lower than that of case 2;
moreover, it requires the doubling of the N°
of the rectifiers and, above all, implies a
high N° of end winding crossings, with the
corresponding constructional complications.
4 th Case: double coil winding with
2(p'=2;q'=2;u'=l).
It shows a different connection among the
conductors, arranged in the same structure of
case l, from which it is evident the origin,
based on a simple central separation.
In this case the increase of the rectified
voltage, pursued by the subdivision of the
winding into two portions, implies the halving
of the number of end winding crossings of case
3, but the amplitude of E'odiiwx), compared
with that of case 2, makes this solution not
particularly interesting.

from the previous one, by approaching and
intersecting the two coils, up to obtaining a
sequence
of
uniformly
distributed
active
sides: this transformation leads to an important increase of the rectified voltage amplitude (it is the highest among the 6 cases).
On the other hand, this kind of winding
implies serious constructional difficulties:
here, the problem of the end winding crossings, considered important for some of the
previous cases, is much more worsened by the
simultaneous crossing of four end windings for
each field pole front.
The previous analysis leads to recognize
that the configurations of cases 2 and 5 are
globally more valid, both in operational and
in constructional terms: however the disposition of case 5 allows further improvement
opportunities.
As a matter of fact, applying to the configuration of case 5 the idea of approaching the
two coils, without reaching their crossing, it
is possible to obtain the disposition represented in fig. 7: the winding has the same
winding data of case 5, but the two coils have
the adjacent sides arranged in the same central slot. This slot has a double width compared with that of the slots at the opposite
extremes of the LSM field pole.
The winding represented in fig.7 can be called
"double winding with adjacent coils".
For a correct evaluation of this winding it
is opportune to take into account the effective room requested by the active sides, as
shown in fig.7: then, told b'c the width of
the slots in the extreme positions of the pole
(for the central slot, b'c is the distance
between the axes of two adjacent active
sides), the middle of the coils is at a
distance
y = 0.5(x'+b'c)
from the polar axis of the field pole.
Modifying the b'c value (to be defined during
the LSG design) changes the position of the
coils and varies the rectified voltage; the
values of E'od<a*x> are shown in Table IV for
3 possible values of b'c (and for p=n/2) : in
all the cases, the coil pitch r' corresponding
to the maximum value of E'od is equal to 1/6
of the polar pitch T .

5lh Case: double coil winding with
2-(p'=2;q'=l;u'=2).
This structure represents the natural evolution of case 2, from which it is obtained by
subdividing the winding in the central zone:
similarly to case 2, it has the advantage of
the absence of crossings.
In case of coil active sides arranged in uniformly distributed slots, the rectified voltage value is slightly higher compared with
that of case 2, but with respect to this case,
the number of necessary rectifiers is doi'ble.
6th Case: crossed double winding with
2-(p'=2;q'=l;u'=2).
This disposition can be considered derived

Fig.7. Double single-phase winding with adjacent coils arranged in three slots.
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Table IV
Maximum
values of the rectified
voltage
E'odimaxi of a double winding with adjacent
coils, as a function
of the slot width b'c;
coil pitch: T ' = 42.5 mm = t/6.
[mm]
10
20
30
E'odlm.ix)
[V]
4.53
A.A3
4.63
From the previous analysis one can conclude
that:
- the double winding with adjacent coils can
generate values of rectified voltage having
interesting levels, of the order of those
obtainable with the double winding with
crossed coils (case 6) ;
- quite wide variations of slot width b'c
implies low variations of E'od;
- the winding is easy to be manufactured.
In conclusion, this winding seems to be the
best one among the different examined singlephase windings.
As regard the dependence on the LSM operation
quantities (/3, f, I ) , the following expression
is valid:
(16)
E'od
-f-I
Chosen the traction diagram, consisting of a
first part with constant thrust and a second
part with constant power, it follows that E'od
linearly grows in the first part (up to 50 m/s
roughly), and then it remains practically
constant in the other part; moreover, the
study shows that (3 affects quite weakly the
voltage E'oii.
This behaviour is favourable to the dimensioning of the battery and of the on board generator system.
V.

THE

GENERATION-CONVERSION
LSG SYSTEMS

MODULES

OF

THE

A suitable configuration of the LSG system
implies the use of several modules in parallel, each of the kind represented in fig. 8;
the characteristics of the module are the
following:
- every electrical unit G contains all the
fore (or hinder) series connected coils of
each magnetic unit;
- among all the units G of one module, those
equipped with fore coils are paralleled to
the input of one rectifier, while the units
with hinder coils are paralleled to the
input of the other rectifier;
- the outputs of the two rectifiers of each
module are series connected and sent to a
step-up chopper.
This modular structure allows:
- operation in case of failure of one module;
- reduction of the D.C. side harmonic pollution, thanks to the series connection of the
rectifiers;
- decoupling of the voltage level of the high
voltage D.C. bar from the level of the
units.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper some design problems regarding the linear on board generators of the EMS
KAGLEV systems have been discussed. The analysis concerned:

Fig.8. Scheme of one LSG generation-conversion
module (G) and detail of one magnetic unit
equipped with fore series connected coils.
- the characteristics of the LSM harmonic
m.m.f.s;
- the LSG elementary and winding e.ra.f. amplitudes and phases;
- the choice between three-phase or singlephase windings;
- the distribution and connection of the LSG
active sides;
- the structure of the generation-conversion
modules.
The studies will go on, according to different research lines:
- winding configurations of the LSG;
- improvement of the model for studying the
operation;
- choices regarding the conversion devices.
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On-vehicle Power Generation at all Speeds for Electromagnetic Maglev Concept
S. Kalsi
Grumman Corporation, Bethpage, New York
Abstract"' The electromagnetic suspension (EMS) maglev
utilizes attraction force between two electromagnets for
generating levitating force. The Grumman EMS maglev
Ievitation magnets |1J are iron-cored superconductive type.
A significant amount of power ("150 kW) is needed on
vehicle for powering superconducting magnets and their
cooling system, for airconditioning and heating systems, and
for lighting. This power must be transferred to vehicle
magnetically because it is difficult to employ mechanical
sliding contacts at high speeds 134 m/s ("300 mph).
Grumman has adopted a power generation concept which is a
hybrid of the following two techniques. The first technique
lakes advantage of magnetic field variations in the airgap
between the levitation magnet poles and the rail. The airgap
field variations are caused by the slots in the rail. These
field variations induce power into coils located in the face of
each levitation pole.
The power generation coils are
designed such as to generate the required amount of power
when the vehicle is travelling at the full rated speed. This
generated power is a strong function of vehicle speed and it
drops as the vehicle slows down. However, the power is
required on vehicle at all speeds including standing still and
for this reason the second technique for power generation is
utilized. In this technique, the rail windings are supplied
with a single phase high-frequency (600 Hz) current. This
current creates a stationary magnetic field (with respect to
rail) that pulsates at 600 Hz. This pulsating field induces
power into the power generation coils. Because this power
generation scheme is primarily dependent on the transformer
action it is possible to generate the needed amount of power
at all speeds (from standstill to full-speed). The drawback of
this scheme is that the high frequency current (500 A)
imposes additional heat load in the traction windings. To
alleviate this problem, it is proposed that the power be
generated at low speeds with the high frequency excitation of
traction windings, and at high speeds with the airgap field
variations due to the rail slots. This hybrid power generation
approach provides required power at all speeds and it
eliminates a need to carry batteries on-board on the vehicle to
complement the generated power at low speeds.
I. INTRODUCTION
In conventional rotating machinery, slot harmonics of the
3-phase stator windings are utilized for generating power on
Manuscript received March 15, 1993. The work was performed as pun of
ihc F.MS Maglev System Concept Definition study supported hy the U. S.
Arim Carps of Engineers under contract DTFR53-92-C-000 04.

the rotor for the field excitation. Because of a large airgap
length in the Grumman maglev systems and its relatively
small stator winding current, it is difficult to pick up
sufficient power with this approach. Total power of 150 kW
is required on a Grumman maglev car under all operating
conditions. This power can be generated from the single
phase field pulsations at all speeds (from zero to full-rated
speed) as discussed above in the abstract. In the event of a
power system failure and loss of power on the rail, a small
amount of battery power is still required to keep the vehicle
levitated, to coast it to a safe station, and to brake it. These
batteries are single use high power density type.
II. POWER GENERATION WITH SLOT HARMONICS
The harmonic contents of the field profile at the pole
surface are given in Table I. The 19th harmonic has a
significant value that is used for power generation. The 19th
harmonic flux pulsations are caused by the airgap permeance
changes caused by the rail slots.
TABLE I

FIELD HARMONICS AT THE POLE SURFACE AT 134 m/i
Harmonic Order
1st
5th
7lh
Illh
13th
17th
19th

Peak Field (G)
8,884
-884
-150
627
106
- 361
1,593

The pole-pitch of the 19th harmonic is 41.7 mm which is
equal to the pitch of the rail slots. It is possible to
accommodate four concentric coils in a 200 mm wide
poleface. Each pole face has five slots (three slots 10x15 mm
and two slots 5x15 mm). The concentric coils have a bore
width of 32 mm and a cross-section of 5x15 mm. The
arrangement of coils in the poleface is shown in Fig. 1. The
performance of the power generation coils is summarized in
Table II. Total power that can be generated is 4.2 kW/pole or
200 kW for the whole vehicle with a 40 mm gap clearance.
The power generated on the vehicle is linear function of
speed and therefore, the generated power is proportionally
low at lower speeds. One possible alternative is to reduce
the airgap at low speeds thereby increasing the harmonic
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TABU: II

CHARACTERISTICS OF ON-VEHICLE POWER GENERATION BY
SLOT HARMONICS
Parameter
Slot harmonic
Pole pitch for the hirmonic
Coils per poleface
Amplitude of harmonic field
Flux linkages per coil
Time required to (rave) one
polepilch ai full-speed
Induce voltage- alt coils in scries
Coil current (single tum/coil)
Coil current density
Slot size (width x depth)
Coil cross-section (width x depth)
l_cakaj»e inductance
Terminal voltage - all coils in
scries
Power factor
Power generated

Unit
mm

Value
19

41.7
4

T
Wb
ms

0.1593
0.0012
0.31

V
(rms)
A

9.18

A/mm*
mm
mm
mH
V
(rms)
kW

478

6.37
10x15
5 x 15

0.67
8.85
1
203

III. POWER GENERATION WFTH HIGH FREQUENCY EXCITATION
OF TRACTION WINDING

The high frequency power generation approach is based on
excitation of the traction windings of the Linear Synchronous
Motor (LSM) with a high frequency (600 Hz), single phase
current.
The high frequency excitation approach can
generate power at all speeds (from zero to full-rated speed).
The main advantage of this approach is the minimizing the
need for storage betteries on the car. These batteries
represent additional weight which requires more powerful
levitation magnets for levitating themselves and the batteries.
The single-phase current in the traction winding creates an
additional I^R loss in the traction winding. To circumvent
this problem, it is proposed to generate only a fraction of
power by high frequency (transformer action) to complement
the power generated with the slot harmonics at speeds lower
than the full nominal .speed. At lower speeds, the traction
force requirement may also be less which in!urn requires
lower traction winding current than when operating at the
full rated speed. Thus at lower speeds, more high frequency
current could be carried in the traction winding without
imposing additional heat load on the traction winding.
Description of the high-frequency power generator

t

Tij!. 1.

The traction winding is supplied from an inverter with a
variable frequency current. The circuit diagram used for this
is shown in Fig. 2. The ac power drawn from the power
grid is first converted to dc in the rectifier section of Fig. 2.
The inverter section generates ac for supplying current to the
traction winding at desired frequency. Capacitors at the
output of the inverter are incorporated for over-voltage
control. Three phase traction windings are connected to the
output of the inverter.

Coils for Power Generator Mounted on lo the Pole Iron

field amplitude at the poleface. This does not work well. For
example at 20 mm gap, the levitation force increases for the
same excitation level in the poles. Because the levitation
force level must remain unchanged, it is necessary to reduce
the excitation proportionally which in turn reduces the airgap
harmonic field.
After adjustment of excitation for the
desired levitalion force level, the 19th harmonic amplitude is
comparable to the value for the nominal operation. Thus
reducing the airgap to generate more power will not work. If
the power is desired at all speeds then it would be necessary
to use alternate techniques.

Fig. 2. 600 Hz Current Supply for Traction Windings
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For power generation on a maglev vehicle, a single phase
AC is supplied through transformers shown in Fig. 2. The
frequency of this power is selected as 600 Hz to minimize its
effect on the leVitation and propulsion force components. The
600 Hz power is supplied through the single phase
transformers. The capacitors in the 600 Hz supply circuit of
Fig. 2 are for blocking flow of low frequency currents of the
traction windings through the 600 Hz transformer.
The power is induced into four coils located in each
poleface (Fig. I). Mechanism of power generation with this
technique is discussed below. If a single phase current is
supplied to all phases, the resultant space harmonic
waveform is that shown in Fig. 3.
The harmonic
components of this wave are summarized in Table III. Only
the fundamental and the 3rd harmonic are the dominant
components of the waveform and are also included in Fig. 3.
Because these harmonics are generated by a single phase
current in the rail winding, they are static with respect to the
rail but pulsate at the supply frequency (600 Hz).

Voltages are induced in the power generation coils both by
transformer action and by relative motion between the rail
and the power generation coils. The voltage induced in each
power generation coil by the transformer action is given by
the Eqn. (1) below.
Vt = (dBn/dt) 1 (2T/(nir)) Sin{(nx/T)(vt
Sin{(n*7T)(a/2)}
dBn/dt = w B n
where

Bn =

v,
T

n
V

a

1
t

TOTAL F61D

r~

-*

0)

^ F U N C W IENTAL

?

WHARMOM

•0

»

100

(1)

Peak field component of n t n harmonic

from Table-IH (T)
= Voltage induced by transformer action
in a power generation coil (V)
= Pole pitch (m)
= Harmonic number
= Linear velocity of maglev car (m/s)
= Coil bore width (m)
= Coil length - perpendicular to the plane
of paper(m)
= Time (s)
= Angular frequency (rad/s)

The high frequency traction winding currents also induce
speed dependent voltages in the power generation coils. The
voltage induced in each coil is given by the Eq. (2) below:
V s = 2 B n 1 v Cos{(mr/T)(vt

Sin{(nx/rXa/2)}

(2)

The Eq. (2) can also be used for calculating voltages
induced by the field due to slot harmonics (make r equal to
the slot pitch).
The various voltage components are
summarized in Table IV.

0ISTANCE ALONG THE RAIL (on)

Fig. 3

Field Produced by 600 Hz. Rail Current al the Poleface
TABLE ill

FIELD HARMONICS GENERATED BY 500 HZ SINGLE PHASE
CURRENT IN TRACTION WINDINGS
Harmonic

Value

Number

(G)

1

255

3

-90

5

17

7

II

9

-X

1 1

-II

U

8

IS

-X

17

•1/2

19

7

The traction winding must carry 500 A of high frequency
current to induce 5 V in each poleface coil. By mixing
contributions of both high frequency and slot hannonics it is
possible to generate the required power at all speed. Fig. 4
shows a plausible combination of the two schemes. In this
approach, at standstill the whole power is generated by high
frequency and at full speed the whole power is generated by
the slot harmonics. This way the total increase in the traction
winding I^R losses could be minimized.
TABLE IV

VOLTAGE INDUCED IN THE POWER GENERATOR COILS
Harmonic
.

Hijjh Frequency

Transformer
Voltage
(V/lurn)
2.66

2.57
Slot Harmonic

Speed
Voltage
al 134 m/s
(V/turn)
0.5
0.48

I
3

1.6

19

Space
Harmonic
Order
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The power generation scheme discussed in this paper
provides power at all speeds for use on a magiev vehicle. In
future work, mockups of the traction winding and power
conditioning equipment will be developed to demonstrate
feasibility of the high frequency power generation concept.
It is possible to extend this concept to Electrodynamic
Suspension (EDS) magiev vehicles.

WWER REQUIRED
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Fig. 4. Control of Power Generation n t Function of Vehicle Speed
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Present State of Development of Synchronous Long-Stator
Propulsion System for TRANSRAPID Maglev Trains
Dr.-Ing. habil. Uwe Henning
Siemens AG, Transportation Systems Group,
Erlangen, Germany

Abstract - The synchronous long-stator motor for the
TRANSRAPID maglev vehicle is a propulsion system
with proven service maturity. The overall concept is
described and new technology prototypes are
presented for the various subsystems and components. The main focus is on the converter and drive
control systems.
The converter system used features inverters
equipped with GTO thyristors. The results obtained
with a test converter system are discussed. The
concept of the digital drive control system is also
described along with the experience gained at the
TRANSRAPID test facility (TVE) in Emsland in
Northern Germany.
1. Propulsion system featuring neutral-pointclamped inverters with GTO thyristors
1.1

Task definition

The synchronous long-stator propulsion system for
the TRANSRAPID has proven its operational
reliability at the TVE test facility in Emsland in
Northern Germany. The concept has been
systematically refined for service maturity. The
propulsion system envisaged for revenue service is
based on the staggered arrangement of motor
windings. The motor stator sections on the left- and
right-hand sides of the guideway are offset
(staggered) relative to each other in the direction of
travel. They are fed by separate feeder cable systems
which are supplied at both ends from converters in the
adjacent substations. The converter system used
features state-of-the-art GTO thyristors.
12

Power section of the converter

A study of various concepts featuring 4.5 kV, 3 kA
GTO thyristors culminated in a design solution based
on neutral-point-clamped inverters and output
transformers. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the
converter system which is to be used in future
revenue service and produces output voltages of
variable magnitude and frequencies of up to 270 Hz.

The motor voltage is max. 10 kV (phase-to-phase), and
the output per converter is 15 M VA.
The input converter is fed by rectifier transformers
and consists of four 3-phase bridges connected in 12pulee sequence control. In addition to smoothing
reactors and back-up capacitors, the DC link circuit
features braking choppers and resistors to absorb the
energy generated in braking mode.
Each neutral-point-clamped inverter supplied with
two DC link part-voltages essentially comprises four
GTO thyristors and six diodes per phase. The output
voltage is adjusted by variation of the DC link
voltages, while the inverters are operated in the
lowest frequency range under pulse control. Between
0 and 32 Hz, the primary winding of the output
transformer serves as a current dividing reactor for
parallel connection of the inverters. In the 32 to 270
Hz range, the transformer increases the inverter
output voltage to the required motor voltage of 10 kV.
1,3

Test result*

To verify the operational reliability of a converter
featuring a neutral-point-clamped inverter, a test
converter system was set up and tested under
simulated revenue service conditions. The results
obtained provide the necessary basic data and
knowledge concerning the response and operation of
the system [1].
In order to reduce the fundamental frequency of
reactive power, the two voltage sources needed for the
neutral-point-clamped inverter each comprise two
fully controlled rectifier bridges. Fig. 2 shows the
control angle curve a. for the outer rectifier bridges,
as well as the control angle curve aj for the inner
bridges as a function of output voltage U rt of the
current controller. The rectifier bridges always
operate in set pairs, i.e. the two outer rectifier bridges
are always controlled together while the two inner
bridges remain at their maximum control limits, and
vice versa.
For sequence control of the rectifier bridges, the
fundamental frequency of reactive power curve was
calculated for the conditions of the test converter as a
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Fig. 1.

Block diagram of converter tyitem .

_L

| Normal control
[ Sequence control

180°

Fig. 2.

-1

Control curve and fundamental frequency of reactive power for tequence control of rectifier bridge!

function of limiting control angle (Fig. 2). The
comparison with normal control shows a considerable
reduction during the rectifier mode (first quadrant),
particularly in the low-voltage range.
On the output side, during operation of the neutralpoint-clamped inverters on the common output
transformer, the phase angles of both inverter
voltages are adjusted so that, when the voltages are
added up in the output transformer, a motor voltage is
obtained with minimum harmonics.
This is necessary to limit resonant currents in the
cable system of the long-stator motor. A method was
developed so that once the resonant frequencies of the

individual feeder sections are established, the phaseshift angle can always be controlled to minimize the
magnitude of the resonance-exciting harmonics (Fig.
3).
2. Digital drive control
2.1

Overview

The digital drive control system (DDC) developed by
Siemens in 1989 has proven itself at the TVE test
facility in Emsland [1]. The main functions are (Fig.
4): Vehicle position detection, speed control, current
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Fig.3.
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system
computer

Fig. 4.

Block diagram of digital drive control

control, serial data communication with BLT II
operations control system, target braking with
reference value generator and constant distance
control.
DDC is based on the components of the SIMADYN D
multi-microcomputer system. The processor modules
are designed to perform general open-loop and closedloop functions. High-speed current and voltage
measurement, current control and setpoint output to
the inverter, processing of all vehicle position
detection data, as well as phase-angle control and
maglev simulation - all these functions are implemented by a special signal processor module.

Processor sampling times were selected to meet
function requirements. For example, since resonant
frequencies of the distributed system (with output
transformer, feeder cable and switch section winding)
are at approx. 1.5 kHz, a sampling time of 100 us is
needed for current and voltage measurement
purposes.
The DDC has an enhanced test capability thanks to
more accurate inverter simulation, to the inclusion of
all switch section parameters, and to the creation of a
digital vehicle model including all vehicle position
detection and location systems.
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Fig. S.

Block diagram of difital currant control

2.2

Current control

The current control operates according to the
Transvector control principle, which means that the
stator current components are adjusted in parallel
(thrust current) and vertically (magnetizing current)
to the magnetic flux in the motor air gar according to
the speed control (vehicle control) setpoints (Fig. 5).
2.3

Vehicle position detection

Vehicle position detection comprises the functions of
phase-angle control, absolute position detection, and
load force sensing (with a controlled vehicle model).
The current control system is based on the principle of
field-oriented closed-loop control. To be able to break
the currents and voltages down as required into
components that are parallel and vertical to field
orientation, it is necessary to know the angle between
motor excitation and the stator (in this case, rotor
excitation = the magnetic levitation field of the
vehicle).
Phase-angle control determines this geometrical,
periodic load angle with the aid of a number of
measurement methods and also establishes the actual
vehicle speed.
2.4

Vehicle control

Vehicle control encompasses the target brake,
reference variable generator, and distance-speed
control functions.
The target brake constitutes the most significant
additional function in the new digital drive control
system. It enables the maglev to travel over the

guideway according to a specified route-speed profile
(which makes due allowance for the momentary
vehicle status, the position-related and speed-related
braking capability of the propulsion system, and the
ride quality conditions) and to come safely to a halt at
a preappointed destination [2J.
The position-speed message issued by the operations
control system to digital drive control defines the
sections of the route, each section with its own start
position and target position, limit speed, as well as
permissible acceleration and deceleration rates. The
first section of the route begins with the same start
position as the direction-of-travel message, which
serves to prepare the vehicle for entry of the actual
start position and relevant vehicle direction and
direction of travel. The speed permitted in each route
section is dictated by the limit speed, the permissible
speed at every target position is always zero. This
automatic zero position speed can be cancelled by the
transmission of a new position-speed message having
a start position identical to the destination of the
preceding route section.
This system makes it possible to determine a routespeed profile over the entire dedicated guideway, from
start position to final destination (Fig. 6).
The resulting route-speed profile defines the
dedicated, technically secured operation curve. The
drive command message can be used to select any
speed setpoint within this operation curve. If the
setpoint exceeds the limit speed of the particular
section, digital drive control restricts the drive
command message to the speed limit.
The reference variable generator provides the link
between target braking and setpoint selection
according to the drive command message, on the one
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hand, and the distance and speed control system, on
the other. It continually processes the data from the
internal route-speed profile and calculated target
braking curve and compares this data with the
specified speed setpoint. It selects the variables
currently needed and determines reference variables
without overshoot for distance-speed control and for
acceleration precontrol in accordance with ride
quality standards (acceleration/deceleration limit
value 1.5 m/s2, jerk limit value 0.5 m/s3).
2.5

Field experience

The functions of the DDC system were demonstrated
in high-speed trial runs in mid-December 1989, when
record speeds of up to 435 km/h were reached (Fig. 7).
To demonstrate and test the staggered arrangement
of motor windings, the DDC system was configured to
permit operation of switch sections 4 to 7
alternatively using the staggered motor-winding
method or the leap-frog feeder circuit arrangement.
The trial runs verified the principle operating
reliablility of the staggered arrangement of motor
windings.
The test runs performed with target braking control
showed that the vehicle can be controlled according
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the setpoints issued by the supervisory level and that
preselected destinations can be approached in almost
optimum time.
The performance of the ODC system at the
TRANSRAPID test facility demonstrates that it is
possible and expedient to use a digitally based drive
control system for maglev vehicles, as well as the
current control system for fundamental frequencies of
up to approx. 270 Hz tested with that control system.
It has also been proved that, on the basis of the
existing configuration, no major problems are to be
expected for future applications.
3. Outlook
The synchronous long-stator propulsion system for
TRANSRAPID has sufficient maturity for revenue

service. From a technical point of view, the basic criteria for the realization of a reference passenger-service
line have been satisfied.
REFERENCES
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Power Supply System for Superconducting Magnetic Levitation System
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Abstract - A development for the superconducting magnetic
levitation system as a new high speed transportation has been
progressing in Japan. Many kinds of running tests have been carried out at the test track with 7 km length in Miyazaki Prefecture
since 1977. Now, a new test track Is under construction in
Yamanashi Prefecture.
The driving system for the new test track employs a linear synchronous motor (LSM) with primary side on ground which consists of the superconducting magnets aboard the vehicle and the
armature coils on the ground. The 3-phase ac current with variable frequency and variable amplitude, which synchronizes with
the vehicle speed, is supplied to the armature coils. The power
converter Installed at the power conversion station feeds the driving power to the armature colls, and the vehicle speed is controlled by the amplitude of ac current The circulating current
type cycloconverters with a rating of 16 MVA have been used as
the driving power source for LSM at Miyazaki test track. This
type cycloconverters have great influence on the utility power system. Then, it Is deckled to adopt PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)
Inverter at Yamanashi test track. Therefore, PWM Inverter with
a rating of 10 MVA was Installed and some experimentations
have been carried out at Miyazaki test track.
The driving power Is fed to the armature coils through changeover switchgears and power cable which represents a threeManuscript received March IS, 1993. This development has been financially supported by the Japanese Government.

twisted cable combined with a aeutral wire. The change-over
switchgears connect this power cable to the armature coils which
are electrically divided into some section of a fixed distance.
Moreover, these change-over switchgears need to be operated
many times without maintenance.
This paper describes not only the new power supply system but
also the function, configuration, and characteristics of each component for the LSM with primary side on ground In the superconducting magnetic levitation system.
I. INTRODUCTION

In Japan, a new test track for MAGLEV, which employs
LSM (Linear Synchronous Motor) with the superconducting
magnets aboard the vehicle and the primary armature coils on
the ground, is now under construction in Yamanashi Prefecture. Feasibility tests for MAGLEV will be carried out at the
new test track.
The feeding system with three power converters shown in
Fig.l is adopted at the new test track. The adoption of this
system enables a vehicle to run even if one of the three power
converters does not operate.
The devices for power supply used in the new test track are
being manufactured at the factories of the specified makers,
and some of them have been completed.
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The prototypes of power converter and power feeding cable type cycloconveners with a rating of 16MVA have been used
were tested at Miyazaki test track. And 4 prototypes of as the driving power source for LSM at Miyazaki test track.
change-over switchgear were produced on (rial basis, and a life This type cycloconverter has great influence on the utility
test of more than 300,000 switchings has been carried out at the power system. Then, it is decided to adopt GTO (Gate Turnfactories. The result of these experimentations shows that this Off Thyristor) inverters with PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)
type devices for power supply can be employed at the new test control at the new test track.
track.
This paper gives an outline of these devices for power supply which have been already manufactured to be employed at
the new test track, and reports on the results of the experimentation which has been carried out at Miyazaki test track and the
factories of the specified makers.

1. Power Converters for the New Test Track

At the new test track, 2 groups of power converter are required, because 2 vehicles are operated at the same time according to the test plan. Each group of power converters consists of 1 converter and 3 inverters. A GTO inverter with
II. POWER CONVERTER
PWM control is employed in both groups. However 2 different type converters are employed in each group. One is a comThe power converters with large capacity, which supply the mon (reverse blocking triode) thyristor converter with firing
driving power to the LSM, arerequiredfor MAGLEV system. phase-angle control. The other is a GTO converter with PWM
In the LSM system, 3-phase ac current with variable frequency control. Table! shows the specifications of power converters
and variable amplitude, which synchronizes with the vehicle for the new test track. The main frames of converter and inspeed, needs to be supplied to the armature coils. The power verter have been manufactured, and are ready for installation at
converter installed at the power conversion station feeds the the new test track. The external appearances of the converter
driving power to the armature coils, and the vehicle speed is and the inverter are shown in Fig.2.
controlled by the amplitude of ac current. Therefore, the
power converter for driving LSM is required to have the fol2. Prototype Inverter Installed at Miyazaki Test Track
lowing capabilities;
(1) Changing the output frequency from dc to high frequency (around commercial frequency).
(2) Supplying necessary 3-phase currents even if an electromotive force of high voltage is present. The circulating current

In the actual use of PWM inverter, some problems need to
be solved such as changing the main circuit constitution of inverter between low speed and high speed circuit, suppression
of magnetic saturation in transformer and reduction of high
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TABLE 1 SPBCITCATION op POWEKCONVBHTEJI FOR T « NEW TEST TRACK

Convener

Inverter

Type of control
Capacity
Input voltage
Input frequency
Output voltage
Number of phases
Cipicity
Output current
Outpr* phase voltage
Output frequency
Carrier frequency
Element
Element composition
Cooling type

For North line
Firing phase-angle control
69(MVA)
66 (kV)
50 (Hz)
±3,450 (V)dc
3
38(MVA)
960 (A) sinusoidal wave
3,530x4(V)
0 - 5 6 . 6 (Hz)
500 (Hz)
GTOthyristor 4,500V - 3,000 A
4 S - IP-4A/fuUbridge
Water cooling

For South Line
PWM control
33(MVA)
66 (kV)
50 (Hz)
±2,625 (V)dc
3
20(MVA)
1,015 (A) sinusoidal wave
2300x3(V)
0 - 4 6 3 (Hz)
300 (Hz)
GTOlhyriJtor 4,500V - 4.000 A
3 S - I P - 4 A / f u l l bridge
Water cooling

Fig. 2 External appearance of in verier for the new test track

harmonics caused by PWM control. In order to confirm the
effectiveness of methods which solve these problems, a PWM
inverter with a rating of 10MVA produced on trial basis was
installed at Miyazaki test track, and the performance and characteristics of the inverter were confirmed by running tests.
2.1 Constitution of Inverter
A. Main Circuit Constitution
Fig.3 shows a diagram of the main circuit (bridge connection) and Table 2 shows the specification of the inverter. In
order to realize high output voltage with less harmonics, the
inverter consists of 2 unit inverters with an output transformer,
and it is designed such that the output voltage can be summed
up by cascade connection of the transformer, as shown in
Fig.3. However, in case of low speed, since the output frequency of the inverter is low, it is impossible for the inverter to

supply the necessary voltage from the output transformer.
Therefore, at the low output frequency, an inverter constitution
which has not the output transformer is needed.
In the system shown in Fig.3, when the output frequency is
low, one of the two unit inverters functions as a half-bridge
(HB) inverter which does not need the output transformer, and
the other unit inverter functions as a full-bridge (FB) inverter.
When the inverter is not operated at change-over sections,
the switching from the main circuit for low speed to the one for
high speed is done by opening and closing the switches (SWL,
SWH) shown in Fig.3. The frequency at which the main circuit for low speed is switched to the one for high speed depends on the maximum output voltage of the main circuit for
low speed and the capacity of the output transformer. In practical use, the switching frequency is from 6 to 8 Hz because of
change-over sections.
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Fig. 3 Main circuit of PWM inverter for Miyazaki lest track

TABLE 2 SFBOFKATION OP INVERTER FOR MIYAZAKI TEST TRACK

DC input voltage
Capacity
Performance Output voltage
(one phase) Output current
Output frequency
Carrier frequency
Type,
Structure

O-P, N O DC3.450V (DC3.650V)
3.024fcVA (3.195kVA)
ACl,680Vx2(l,780Vx2)
AC900A
0-30HZ
500Hz

Conversion type
Asynchronous PWM typed inverter
Cooling type
Water cooling
Element
GTO ihyriiier 4400V-3.000A
Element composition 2S-lP-4A/fuU-bridge

C. Filter
Many harmonics caused by PWM controller are contained
in the output voltage of PWM inverter. To reduce the harmonics content, a filter is installed at the output of inverter as
shown in Fig.3. The filter serves to suppress harmonics resonance occurring in feeding circuit in addition to reducing the
harmonics.
2.2 Output Control

B. Output Transformer
The output transformer for LSM drive, which is different
from the ordinary transformer used at the commercial frequency, is used at a very low frequency and under an unbalance between positive and negative output voltage caused by
asynchronous PWM control. Then saturation or asymmetrical
magnetization tends to arise in the iron core of the transformer.
In order to supply stable power to LSM under this situation, it
is necessary to so design the iron core of the transformer as not
to cause saturation or asymmetrical magnetization. Since the
maximum flux density of the transformer has been designed
for about 1.4 times the rated value, the flux does not attain the
saturation area in the rated operation. Moreover, the transformer does not produce output voltage under 2 Hz, and the
time required for current rise at starting operation or current
fall at stopping operation is set at integral multiples of output
frequency so that any residual flux does not remain in the iron
core of the transformer.

A. Output Current Control
In order to supply an output current to LSM corresponding
to the output current reference given from the speed controller,
the 3-phase output currents are totally controlled on d-q coordinates and also the zero-phase component is individually controlled to make the neutral line current zero. On the other hand,
in case of low speed main circuit where zero-phase component
does not exist, the d-q control without zero-phase control is
used.
B. Output Voltage Assignment Control
In order to prevent the magnetic saturation of output transformer in the main circuit for low speed, the >*2!o of the output
voltage from FB and HB is controlled. The output voltage is
wholly assigned to HB under 2 Hz. On the other hand, when
the frequency is more than 2 Hz, the output voltage from HB is
supplied depending on the V/f characteristics of output transformer. In the main circuit for high speed, 2 FB are assigned
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each to supply half the necessary output voltage.
C. Asymmetrical Magnetization Suppression Control
The magnetic saturation of output transformer can be basically avoided by large magnetic flux density in the iron core of
output iransformer. However, very low output frequency or dc
component contained in the output voltage, which is induced
by positive and negative output voltage irregularities caused
by PWM control, tends to asymmetrically magnetize the iron
core in the output transformer and finally leads to magnetic
saturation. Therefore, it is necessary by controlling the output
voltage of the inverter to prevent the output transformer from
being asymmetrically magnetized. When the exciting current
exceeds a specified magnitude, the asymmetrical magnetization suppression controller detects the occurrence of asymmetrical magnetization and prevents the iron core of output
transformer from being asymmetrically magnetized with the
imposition of a voltage for canceling the asymmetrical magnetization on the output voltage control signal being given from
the output voltage assignment controller.
2.3 Results of the Experimentation
In order to confirm the basic performance of the inverter in a
trial, running tests with and without vehicles were carried out.
The results are summarized as follows;
(1) PWM inverter is available for the power conversion device in LSM drive to supply stable power.
(2) Switching from the main circuit constitution for low
speed to the one for high speed can be done while the operation
is suspended at the ch jnge-over sections.
(3) Even in the area of low frequency, under the asymmetrical magnetization suppression controller, the output transformer is available.
(4) The harmonics in output voltage caused by PWM controller and the harmonic resonance caused by feeding circuit
can be reduced, if the filter is inserted at the output of inverter.

1. Change-Over Switchgear
The change-over switchgears connect the power feeding
cable to the armature coils which are electrically divided into
some sections with a fixed distance, and open or close according to the position of vehicle. Therefore, it is necessary that the
change-over switchgears can be operated many times with
quick movements. Vacuum switches are employed as the
main contacts of the change-over switchgear for the following
reasons;
(1) The size of devices can be small.
(2) Repeated operation can be done.
(3) High speed operation can be done.
(4) Total cost including maintenance cost is low.
Table 3 shows the specification of the change-over
switchgear used at the new test track. The switchgear contains
a disconnector and a switch of earth, which are used for maintenance of ground armature coils. The tanks of switchgear are
filled with insulation gas for the purpose of reducing the insulating distance.
Four prototypes of change-over switchgear were produced
on trial basis, and a life test of more than 3 00,000 switchings
has been carried out at the factories of the makers. The results
of these experimentations show that in the change-over
switchgears no wear was detected after the life test.
The external appearance of the change-over switchgear used
at the new test track is shown in Fig.4.
2. Power Feeding Cable
At the new test track, a cross-linked polyethylene insulation
power cable (X-cable), which represents a three-twisted cable
combined with a neutral cable, is employed as the power feeding cable, for the following reasons;
(I) The space for laying is small. (Particularly, this is imTABLE 3 SPECIFICATION OP CHANGE-OVER SwntHGE«»
For North Line

III. FEEDING CIRCUIT FACILITIES

The main parts of feeding circuit are change-over
switchgears and a power feeding cable in MAGLEV system.
Most of the change-over switchgears to be used at the new test
track were manufactured. A prototype of power feeding cable,
whose specification had been already completed, was experimented at Miyazaki test track.

VoIUge(kV)
Current (A)
Frequency (Hz)
Number of phases
Closing hour (ms)
Opening hour (ms)
Life of switching

Fi.<r South Line

(1.2)
(150)

0-60

12
1,015
0-60

4 (including neutral)
Less than 300
Less than 300
More than 300,000

4 (including neutral)
Less than 300
Less than 300
More than 300,000

24
960

(7.2)
(150)

( ) ; For neutral
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(2) Rear view

(1) Front view
Fig. 4 External appearance of change-over switchgear

portant at tunnels.)
(2) The cost for laying is low, because die cable can be mechanically laid.
(3) The influence on other facilities such as inductive interference can be reduced. The cross section of the power feeding
cable is shown in Fig.5.
In the output voltage of PWM inverter, many hannonics
caused by PWM controller are contained. The influence of the
hannonics upon the insulation life of X -cable has not yet been
clarified. Therefore, a long -term-deterioration test is carried
out on X-cable. As the stressing voltage, a harmonic voltage (2
kHz) is applied in addition to the fundamental voltage (50 Hz).
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Current control for Thrust Force Controlling Inverter of HSST
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Abstract — This paper discusses the current control
systems of the thrust force controlling inverter of HSST,
which improves the feeling of accoustic noise generated
from Linear Induction Motors (LIM). Since the maximum
allowable frequency of the inverter is limitted within a
small valne, due to the switching capability of GTO, any
other method is needed to suppress the noise, without
increasing inverter switching frequency. Some newly developed PWM and current control methods are compared
from the viewpoint of the perception of electromagnetic
noise and the current controllability, using some running
test data.

1

inverter.

Table 1: INVERTER SPECIFICATION
Input voltage
Output voltage
Output current
Capacity/cat
Slip frequency
Switching freq.

M
M
[A]
[kW]
[Hi]
[Hi]

HSST-04
750
550
800
740
17.5

HSST-05
750
550
800
740
12.5
max 210

HSST-100
1500
1100
800
330
12.0

INTRODUCTION

Tlie mechanical noise of HSST is very low, because HSST is a
Maglev car, and it doesn't have any mechanical noise generating components, such as gears, toitional shafts, or drives wheels to
transmit (lie power from motor to the vehicle body. Since the electromagnetic noise generated from LIM is greater than mechanical
noise, especially at low spced.it is required that electromagnetic
noise be suppressed to a level lower than that of conventional electric motor coaclies. The capacity of the cooling system for GTO
inverter was severely restricted in order to make the body light.
in consequence, the upper limit of switching frequency of GTOs
was liimltccl lo about ZOOlIz, while lOOHz is allowable in normal
I'lirlric motor coaches. Therefore, a way to improve the feeling
»r noise was chosen, instead of attempting to lower the absolute
c|iuutily of noise, by reconstructing the current control loop. The
current control systems of three types of experimental HSST car,
such as series 04, OS, and 100, are evaluated from the viewpoint of
both acoustic noise and current controllability, using actual running test data.

2 OUTLINE OF HSST
Table 1 shows the principal specifications of thrust force controlling
inverters. HSST-04 and -05 series were tested in transporting of
visitors, at 'US Saitama Exhibition and '89 Yokohama Exotic Showcase. Both series were designed for 200km/h service with 1500V
input voltage, however, their operating speed were restricted only
by 60 km/li with 750V, a half of rated voltage ; because the tracks
were tou short to run at a faster speed than that, in both exhibitions. On the contrary, HSST-100 series was desiged for lOOkm/h
operation, with 1500V rated voltage. It is composed of two motor
cars. Each of them have a driver's cab and 6 modules of 3 phase
MM coils. One inverter mounted on one car feeds (he 12 modules
of MM, in all. HSST-100 recorded HOkm/h in the test track.
Fig. 1 shows the main circuit diagram of HSST-100. The main
circuit of HSST-05 is fundamentally same as Fig.], but in each car
of HSST-05 has its own inverter and. 8 modules of LIM fed by the

3

THE RESTRICTION FOR THRUST
FORCE CONTROL

A LIM module of HSST is composed of three phased I.'M roil
and a pair of levitation magnet coils. Though each coil syUcm is
electrically independent, the normal force of LIM which acts across
the air gap between magnetic cores and reaction plates interferes
with the levitation force. Fig.2 shows the characteristic curve of
thrust force and normal force vs. slip frequency of LIM. The thrust
force reaches its maximum value when slip frequency equals to
5llz. But the normal force at that slip frequency still takes a large
negative value. The normal force gets to zero when slip frequency is
17.5Hz, while the thrust force considerably goes past its maxim
value. In HSST-04, the slip frequency was fixed at 17.51b. to keep
the normal force zero. In HSST-05 it was changed to I2.5llz to
improve the thrust force characteristics of LIM.

4

THRUST FORCE CONTROL

The fundamental equations of voltage, current, and thrust force
of LIM are shown by equation (1) and (2), as similar to rotary
induction motor with cage rotor.
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IIpre,i u ,i I .,i u are the detected LIM input currents. The current
components in d-q coordinates : j , i , are expressed by equation (4),
using equation (3).

KMMI force
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Fig.2 Thrust and Normal Force of MM

Fig.l Main Circuil Connection Diagram

It,.
Primary resistance
It?: Secondary resistance
/.,: Primary inductance £ j : Secondary inductance
M: Mutual inductance
Zp: Pole pitch
,: Primary angular frequency
(u.-, = 27r/,, / , : Jnverter frequency)
,: Motor angular frequency
(>•,„ = 2ir/ m , w, = u, - uin)
: Slip angular frequency
[w, = 2 x / , , / ( : slip frequency)
Primary current vector
i,\ Secondary current vector
i,
Thrust force
,
/ • '':
T in- spalial vector of primary current t , is defined equation is
as f

a

1.0

The magnitude of spatial vector of current t , is oxprosscd Inequation (7).

The steady state voltage equation is obtained as (8) from ( I ) ,
substituting p as jw.and using the relation u, = u,- u,n.

0 I

I

JW,M

Rl + ]U,l2

»» I

By eliminating i 3 from equation (2) and (8), thrust force can lx>
expresseed by equation (9), using the magnitude of spatial vector
/ of primary current.

1

T

w,R2M2
l

'

The magnitade of spatial current vector / given by equation (T).
As the slip angular frequency w, is fixed at a constant value, the
current vector I must be adjusted to control thrust force F.
The secondary flux interlinkage ¥ 2 is defined by equation (10).

4 -"»

•a)

Tlii' voltage spatial vector is also defined by the same form as
al ion( 11 replacing i by v. I'stng the relation i s + »„ + iw = 0,
rompoiK'iits of spatial vector are simplified as euations (5),(6).
.(5)
j + 2 ['
•(«)

Eliminating from the second column of equation ($), and (10),
* 2 is expressed by equation (11), using u, and t , . And using the
magnitude of ¥3 obtained from (11), and Hi rust forn' is rewritten
as equation (12).
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b. frequency control block
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Fig.4 Quasi-Circular Voltage I,ncus
a. current control block

/ 1 Y\I
Sawteeth Carrier

c

PWM control block

(b) HSST-05
Fig.3 Control Block Diagram
'I'll is means that the thrust force is controlled by adjusting
the secondary flux *2 with fixed slip angular frequency w,, while
torque is controlled by adjusting the slip angular frequency with
I lie secondary flux kept constant in usual vector control of induction motors.
,

5 CURRENT CONTROL METHOD
5.1

T h e current control of H S S T - 0 4 a n d - 0 5

The tlirusi force can be controlled by adjusting primary current /,
wit h fixed slip u,, as mentioned above. The command of the square
of current /' is made by solving the equation (9) for P. Actual P
is calculated from detected LIM current •„ and i v by equation (7).
Fig.3 sliou- (lie block diagrams of P control system, (a) and (b)
are the control systems of HSST-04 and -05, respectively. Both
systems Iiave many common parts. They are divided into three
p.trts:
•/. •. >i rrutiC control block

/•. frequency control block
c. PWM control block
Fig. I shows a quasi-circular vector locus obtained by connecting
C output vollage ' actors of inverter, alternately with appropriate
liming. 'Die flux Jeclor is expressed as a point on this locus, because llux of LIM equals to the time integral of the inverter output

voltage. The length of each side on this locus is the product of the
magnitude of output voltage vector and its output time. If the
output of inverter is controlled so that the flux vector traces along
with this locus, with a certain frequency f0, the lower /« is, tlularger the radius becomes. The tracing speed can br decreased,
without changing the radius of the locus, by output of zero voltage
vector on this locus with appropriate liming. The trace is interrupted when zero vector is output, and restarted when it removed.
Thus the average tracing speed can be controlled. Fundamental
behavier of each part of current control system is as follows.
a. Current conttol block
The fundamental difference between (a) and (I)), in l''ig.3, is how
to treat the error signal of current squared P. In (a) method,
error signal is directly transformed into an zero vector command
VZ, by hysteresis comparator, while in (b) met hod,it is indirectly
transformed, by comparing with triangular carrier wave, through
the average voltage command v* by PI amplifier. In both system,
zero vector command decides the actual zero vector output liming.
In VZ=0, zero vector is output, and VZ=l, zero vector is removed.
The average output frequency of zero vector is adjusted to be
4001k, from the limmit of GTO switching capability.
The perception of electromagnetic noise seems to he concerned
deeply with the zero vector generating pattern. The method using
instantaneous control, as shown in (a), generates noise of a random
nature, while the one using constant frequency carrier, ns in (l>),
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Fig.S 1ISST-1OO Control Block Diagram

produces nuise with a monotonous feeling.

0, 62 begins to decrease. Finally, when VZ reaches 1,0, = 0, = 0.
This corresponds to 1 pulse mode.

fi. Frecfiiency control block

Adding slip frequency command / " to LIM frequency fm, inverter
frequency command / * is obtained, shown as equation (13).

/; = /.»+ /;

• (13)

/ ' corresponds to the average tracing speed of vector locus in
Kig.4. Note that the instantaneous inverter frequency fa is equivalent to the instantaneous tracing speed, and the average tracing
speed (Increases to /o • VZ, because it will be stopping while zero
lector is applied. Here, VZ is the time ratio of zero vector. Therefore, the instantaneous inverter frequency /o is obtained by dividing the given average frequency command / * by the time ratio
VZ, as shown ill equation (M).

/o = rjvz

5.2

A feedforward of voltage command

The voltage command operating block, in Fig.3(b), oparates the
voltage command V*, using equaton (15). This signal is fed furward to the output of current PI controller. Effective stabilization
of current control loop can be obtained by this feedforward signal,
even if with approximate operation. In fact, by this feedforward
signal, P gain of current controller. Because it supplies almost all
signal which the PI controller must generate by amplifing error
signal. This method is applied to HSST-100.
(IS)

.(14)

By judging the polarity of frequency command / * , the rotating
direction controlling signal is generated.
r. 1'VVM control block

This Mock decides which voltage vector is suitable for inverter
vultage phase angle 0, from six non-zero vector V\ ~ Vg. 9 is caiculati'd by integration of frequency /o , in the period while VZ=1.
Wlii-ii VZ=0. zero vector Vb or V7, which can be reached by fewer
switching 11 limbers is selected. The voltage vector isoutpol for this
Mock, expressed by inverter switching state variables (Su.Sv.Sw).
Here. Sn.Sv,Sw=l, when inverter output is switched to positive
bus, and Sn,Sv,Sw=0, when switched to negative bus.
The plia.se angles 9\, 92 in Fig.4, arc gradually decreased to zero,
as V~2 increases to 1. At first only $i decreases. After $i gets to

5.3

Current control system for HSST-100

The line voltage for Series HSST-100 is raised up to tlie rated
1500V. It becomes more difficult to suppress electromagnetic noise
and stabilize the current control system, than in 7WV line voltage.
Therefore, current magnitude control was divided into two axis
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components, .iiid controlled independently, in order to improve
tin* stability uf control system.
Kig.fi shows the control block diagram. A direct voltage vector selection method was applied instead of the qasi-circular locus control method in IISST-05. An appropriate voltage vector
is instantaneously selected by judging in winch segment does the
voltage phase angle 9 exist; the segment given by dividing a cicle
into six equal ones. This method increase the freedom of voltage vector selection than quasi-circular locus method, which especially improves the stability of current control near zero frequency.
Zero vectors are controlled using constant frequency carrier signal.
This rvt<i Ypclor control method is as same one as HSST-05, which
li.'id comparatively ^ood reputation as for acoustic noise feeling.
The electromagnetic noise from MM has monotonous like the one
from chopper controlled DC motor. Uncomfortable stepwise tone
change of noise, raised by the step down of carrier frequency, in
convevtioii.il siibharmonic PWM method with synchronized carrier
signals, in acceleration and deceleration. In Fig.5, current control
is done by making ia and ig follow the current command «J and i j ,
respectively. Here, :'„ and ip are the a-axis and /7-axis components
of n - /i coordinates rotating witlt the inverter frequency ff. And
current commands t* and i'J are given by equations (19) and (20).
/* is given by solving equation (9) for current / , while »J is kept
zero ai any instant. By keeping /7-axis component zero, current
control system can be simple.

2xf,It2M2

.(19)
.(20)

>:< = o

i'liv detected MM input current i, and •„ are transformed to ij and
i,, in a stationary d - q coordinates by coodinatcs transformation
block, as shown in equation (5),(6).
And ;,; and iq are further transformed to in and ip in a rotatiouary <* — /? coordinate, using equation (21).
cosO
-sin9

sine 1 f i(
cos6 j [ i,

(21)

The current error signals (ia — ia) and (i'p—ip) are independently
amplified by each PI controllers. The outputs of PI controllers
impressed to the inverse transfomation block. At that time, the
feedforward signal of voltage command is added to the output of
I'l controller. Here, 0 can be obtained by integrating the inverter
frequency /,'. The output of inverse transformation block are given
to ['VVM bif.rfc.as final voltage commands v'd and wj in stationery
d-q coordii ate.s. One voltage vector is specified to every segment,
mentioned a'jove.
cosO ~sin6

cose

6

RESULTS OF RUNNING TESTS

Fig.6 shows the oscillograms of running test, (a), (b) arc of IISST05, HSST-100, respectively. A common feature to both is that no
stepwise change can be admitted in current waveforms, caused by
pulse mode change. In fact, step change in acoustic noise from
LIM could not be heard. The different points between (a) and (b)
are ; l)inslintaneous ripple of current amplitude in (a) is smaller
than in (b), because in (a), the output voltage vectors are programmed in regular order; 2) the current waveform, especially at
zero frequency in braking mode, is smoother in (b) than in (a).
This is because the degree of freedom in selecting suitable voltage
vector is higher, in (b) than in (a).

7

CONCLUSION

New current control systems for HSST are discussed from the view
points of noise perception and current controllability. The electromagnetic noise from LIM strongly depends upon the zero vector
control method. Zero vector control method by carrier signal with
constant frequency seems to have good perception of noise, because
it doesn't generate the stepwise tone changes in noise, which has
been one of the defects of conventional .synchronized subharmoiiic
PWM method. The instantaneous voltage vector control method
using 6 equally divided segments of a circle, has good current controllability.
Although the current control system of HSST-100 has tin- excellent features of both method, further improvement and reduction
of electromagnetic noise should be done.
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.(22)

The zerj vector command VZ is obtained by comparing the
magnitud ; of voltage vector with carrie: signal. If the voltage command is greater than the carrier, then VZ=1. Otherwise, VZ=0.
PWM control block outputs zero vector, if VZ=O. And it outputs
the specified voltage vector of the segment to which the angle 8
belongs, if VZ=1.
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A Novel Maglev System Driven by Air-Cored, Linear Induction Motors
E. Levi, Z. Zabar, L. Birenbaum, and S. Y. Yoo
Polytechnic University
333 Jay Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201
Abstract - The propulsion, suspension, and guidance
system, presented here, consists of two principal parts. The
first is a horizontal linear co-axial array of coils energized in
polyphase fashion. The second is an exterior conducting
sleeve with a longitudinal cut along the bottom to provide
an opening for mechanical support of the coils. The paper
presents some encouraging results of a preliminary study.

r

I. INTRODUCTION

Today's major competitors in the field of magnetic
levitation for high-speed ground transportation are
Germany and Japan, despite the early lead that the United
States had acquired in the 70's. Both the German and the
Japanese systems employ linear synchronous motors
which are energized by the wayside. The difference is that,
while the German motor utilizes iron cores to carry the
magnetic flux, the Japanese one lets the flux be carried by
air [1,2]. The main disadvantage of iron-cored motors is the
need to maintain an air-gap clearance between the two
parts in relative motion not exceeding 1 cm. At high speed
this is difficult to achieve and implies high trackmaintenance costs. The main disadvantage of the air-cored
motors is the need for superconducting magnets which, with
today's technology, are impractical, and expose personnel
and passengers to high magnetic fields. Moreover,
operation in the synchronous mode with energization by the
wayside necessitates the maintenance of a perfect match
between the vehicle's speed and the frequency of the
energy supply system, which requires expensive power
conditioning apparatus extending over the whole length of
the track. In both the German and the Japanese systems
the air gap through which energy is transferred from one
winding to the other is planar, and only a fraction of the
current-carrying conductors contributes to the generation of
useful forces.

i

Fig. 1: Proposed Maglev System with energization from the
wayside.
(a) vehicle, (b) air-cored linear induction motor, (c)
energized motor primary: array of circular coils, (d)
motor secondary: passive conducting cut cylinder,
and (e) vehicle support.

II. DESCRIPTION

The air-cored, induction, magnetic levitation system
wh:ch is the subject of this paper bypasses all of the above
difficulties. Since it is air-cored, it allows an air-gap
clearance of a few inches; since it is operated in the
induction mode, it allows energization by means of
constant, industrial-frequency supplies. Moreover, its
special topology with cylindrical air gap develops force
components which are strong enough to provide
suspension and guidance, as well as propulsion, and to
which the conductors contribute over their whole length.
The special topology and the presence of a massive
secondary sleeve also may solve the problems of high
compliance and hw damping which plague the other
Maglev systems [3].
A schematic representation of the proposed system
is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for energization by the wayside
and on board the vehicle, respectively. The energized part
of the motor or primary consists of an array of coaxial
circular coils or of a helically wound cylindrical solenoid.

— (a)

(e)

•~'Q. 2: Proposed Maglev System with energization on
board the vehicle.
(a) vehicle, (b) air-cored linear induction motor, (c)
energized motor primary: array of circular coils, (d)
motor secondary: passive conducting cut cylinder,
and (e) vehicle support.

Manuscript received March 15, 1993.
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The primary is divided into sections which are energized
sequentially by a polyphase system of alternating currents,
thereby producing a traveling wave of magnetic flux density.
This flux is coupled to the passive part of the motor or
secondary, which ideally would consist of a cylindrical
sleeve made of conducting material, such as aluminum,
located concentric and exterior to the primary.

Another feature deriving from the cylindrical
symmetry of the primary and secondary is that all portions of
the current-carrying conductors contribute to the generation
of useful forces. This tends to increase efficiency and tends
to minimize material stresses, size, and cost of the
apparatus.

The relative motion, or slip between the wave
(traveling along the primary) and the secondary would
induce purely azimuthal currents in the secondary sleeve.
The interaction between the primary and secondary
currents would create a longitudinal force component used
for propulsion and a strong radial centering force
component used for levitation and guidance. However, in
order to allow for mechanical support of the interior primary,
the exterior cylindrical secondary sleeve must be cut
longitudinally. In this case the currents induced in the
secondary maintain their azimuthal direction over most of
the cylindrical surface and turn longitudinal in the proximity
of the cut to close along its two edges (See Fig. 3). The ribs
which line the edges provide a low-resistance longitudinal
path for closure of the azimuthal currents, and also provide
mechanical strength. The currents which flow in the
cylindrical portion of the sleeve in the azimuthal direction
are denoted (Fig. 3b) by roman numerals I and III. The
currents which flow in theribin the axial direction are
denoted by roman numeral II.

The decision on whether to locate the energized
primary by the wayside or on board the vehicle depends on
economic considerations. Energization from the wayside is
advantageous when the density of traffic is high. The
primary is then energized in blocks of about 5 miles length
for the sake of efficiency and in order to allow for
emergency braking by means of phase reversal. In this
case, the vehicle carries only the passive secondary and is,
therefore, cheaper and somewhat lighter. When, instead,
the energized primary is carried by the vehicle and the
passive secondary lies along the road way, the track is
cheaper. However, energization on board the vehicle
implies the need for either current collection by catenary or
third rail or the needforprime energy store and conversion
apparatus located on board the vehicle. Tests conducted
by the Office of Research and Development, Federal
Railroad Administration, U. S. Department of Transportation
in the early 70's have shown that properly designed
distribution and collection systems can transfer the required
electric power to vehicles traveling at speeds in excess of
300mpri(134m/s)[4].
III. APPROACH TO THE DESIGN

777777v777''/

Fig. 3: Current path in motor: (a) front view; (b) side view.
(1) vehicle, (2) primary drive coils, (3) primary
support, (4) motor secondary: passive conducting
cut cylinder, (5) edge, and (6) support for the
secondary part.

These longitudinal portions of the secondary
currents, being in opposite directions along the two edges,
and having no counterpart in the primary, produce no
appreciable force and, therefore, degrade only minimally
the performance of the ideal motor in its propulsion,
levitation, and guidance functions.
A main feature of the concentric location of the
primary and secondary is the confinement of the magnetic
flux that is carried by the inner core of the primary and that
closes mainly in the cylindrical air gap between the primary
and the secondary. This makes it unnecessary to use iron
cores to reduce the magnitude of the magnetization-current
needed to establish the magnetic field, and to reduce the
exposure of personnel and passengers to the magnetic
fields.

This novel Maglev System is a spin-off of an ongoing
effort for the development of coil-gun-type electromagnetic
launchers. The approach to the design will follow parallel
lines. Determination of the dimensions of an electrical
motor and optimization of the design are of necessity
iteration processes that can be best performed using the
simplest mathematical model. Significant simplification can
be obtained by limiting considerations to the steady state.
On the other hand the physical dimensions must be
selected by making sure that .the maximum allowable
values of the electrical, mechanical, and thermal stresses
are not exceeded. These local stresses can be determined
only by using a field approach. To facilitate the analysis,
one must simplify the geometry.
An approach that has been successfully tested
reduces the primary and secondary windings to current
sheets at equivalent radii and proceeds to the analysis of
the cylindrical geometry by way of two intermediate-step
approximations, the planar and modified planar ones [5].
This procedure leads to the determination of the parameters
for the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 and, as an example, to the
dimensions listed in Appendix 1. In the figure, the
'Coupled* part represents the energized part of the primary
that is coupled to the secondary sleeve. The 'Uncoupled'
part represents the energized part of the primary that is not
coupled to the sleeve. A special problem that was not
contemplated in the previous work and that has been
addressed by numerical computation, arises because of the
loss in the symmetry of revolution caused by the cut in the
exterior secondary sleeve. This will be deait with in the next
section.
Once the optimal physical dimensions have been
determined, one can proceed to predictions of the transient
performance. In linear induction motors, this involves edge
and end effects. Whereas in the Maglev system described
here the edge effects are limited only to one part of the
motor, the passive sleeve, the end effect is particularly
371
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Fig. 4: Single-phase equivalent circuit of an air-cored,
linear induction motor.
Vph - phase voltage, Rb - primary resistance, Rs secondary resistance, S - slip, xex - reactance of the
exterior open space, Xjq - interior open space
reactance, x a1 , x a2 , x a3 - air gap reactances, nc and
n u denote the number of coils-per-phase coupled
and uncoupled to the sleeve.

suspension with energization by the wayside. That is the
situation in which the driver coils are fixed to the ground
and the sleeve is attached to the vehicle. The sketch on the
upper left-side assumes that the vehicle with the sleeve is
lowered with a displacement d. The sketch on the lower
right-side assumes that the vehicle is elevated.
Starting with the ideal case of a fully cylindrical
sleeve, a = 0°, it appears that the net force on the sleeve
opposes the upward and downward displacements equally.
The net transverse force is then a restoring one. As the
angle a of the sleeve opening is increased to 15° and 30°,
the force continues to be directed upwards when the sleeve
axis is below the driver coils axis, as shown on the left hand
side of Fig. 5. For a given displacement, the force increases
as a increases because the downward component of force,
that would have been produced by the missing section of
the sleeve, is absent. The net force thus opposes the
displacement that would be produced by gravity and
provides suspension. In contrast, in the situation depicted
on the right side, that is, in which the vehicle and with it the
sleeve have bounced upward, the net force is still upwards
for a relatively small value of d, but changes its sign for
sufficiently large displacements. As before, the reason is
that the cut eliminates those sleeve currents which would
provide a restoring force.

troublesome with "short stators." When the energized
primary is located on board the vehicle, the passive
reaction rail finds itself suddenly exposed to a magnetic
field, as it slides under the leading edge of the energized
structure. When the cruising speed of the train is higher
than the velocity with which the electromagnetic field
diffuses through the conductor, the voltage induced by
transformer action predominates over the motion-induced
voltage. The resultant currents oppose the inducing
magnetic fields, thereby causing a considerable reduction
in the attainable thrust. An analytical treatment of this
phenomenon and a bibliography on the subject are
presented in Ref. 1. The transient performance is being
handled using a computer simulation code based on the
mesh-matrix approach [6], This has been successfully
applied to electromagnetic launchers [7], albeit in a case
without edge effects.
IV. EDGE EFFECTS

The longitudinal cut in the passive sleeve which
constitutes the secondary of the new Maglev motor destroys
the cylindrical symmetry of the structure. Such a symmetry,
however, is violated also in the case of an electromagnetic
launcher, when the projectile sleeve is not exactly centered
within the barrel. In order to ascertain the in-bore dynamics
of the projectile in the barrel, a special computer simulation
code was formulated [8]. This program sums up the
contributions of all the current elements in the sleeve
according to Biot-Savart's law of force and, since the
computation is not symmetry dependent, it applies also to
the Maglev case. Studies of the Maglev dynamics have not
been performed. Only the steady-state performance has
been analyzed. As could be expected the cut in the sleeve
causes a loss in propelling force which is roughly
proportional to the loss in the sleeve area facing the
primary. More complex is the effect of the cut in the sleeve
on the transverse force which provides suspension and
guidance. Figure 5 shows the normalized net force fs on
the sleeve as a function of the normalized displacement d
between the axes of the energized coils and of the passive
sleeve, with the angle a of opening in the sleeve cut as a
parameter. The sketches in Fig. 5 show the case of

Fig. 5: Transverse force vs displacement between axes
with sleeve opening-angle as a parameter.

v. CONCLUSIONS

APPENDIX 1

The paper describes a new relatively simple Maglev
system driven by air-cored, linear induction motors. The
motors provide the necessary guidance and levitation
forces as well as the propulsion force. The concept itself,
the principle of operation, behavior of azimuthal currents
induced in the secondary passive part, and some basic
relations of the transverse forces acting inside the motor's
air-gap are presented. In conclusion, this preliminary
investigation has confirmed the potential of the novel
Maglev system, but it has brought to light the complexity of
the forces which govern its dynamics.

Example of Preliminary Design
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The following example of a single-vehicle MAGLEV
system gives an idea of the dimensions of the new
configuration presented here.
Performance Specifications
Cruising speed
Vehicle weight
Power

v = 400miles/h = 179 m/s
W = 50 tonnes = 4.9 x10 5 N
P = 65 MW

Traction force

F = — = 3.65 x 105 N

v
Clearance
c = 2" = 0.051 m
Application of the procedure outlined in Ref. 5 , once
for a system energized by the wayside and once for a
system energized on board the vehicle, yields the following
dimensions:
[A] Energization by the wayside at 60 Hz
Coils

ODC « 8 " = 0.2 m;
IDC * 5'/2" - 0.14 m; N c = 1
Material
aluminum
Weight
Wc = 2 x 43 kg/m - 2 x 70 tonnes/mile
Passive Armature....lDa = 12" = 0.3 m;
ODa = 1413/32" = 0.36 m
Length
la= 4x3.57 m
Material
aluminum
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Wa = 4x300 kg.

[B] Energization on board vehicle
Coils

ODC = 8" = 0.2 m;
IDC = 5Y2" = 0.14 m; N c = 1
Length
L = 4x3.57 m
Material
aluminum
Weight
Wc = 4x153 kg.
Passive Armature....IDa = 12" = 0.3 m;
ODa = 14 1 3 / 3 2 " = 0.36 m
Material
aluminum
Weight
W a = 2 x 84 kg/m = 2 x 135 tonnes/mile
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Power Electronics for Linear Synchronous Motor Propulsion Systems
David J. Perreault and Richard D. Thornton
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Laboratory for Electromagnetic and Electronic Systems
Cambridge, MA 02139 USA
Abstract - Drive requirements for linear synchronous motor
propulsion systems are described, and the potential converter
architectures for this application compared. A series connection
of current source converters is proposed which makes it feasible
to take power directly from a medium dc voltage distribution
bus through a chopper, reducing transformer and distribution
line costs. Design tradeoffs for series connected converters are
abo discussed. Finally, a brief discussion of the economics of
converter design is presented.
INTRODUCTION

Linear synchronous motor propulsion systems represent a
challenging application for power conversion technology.
Drives for this application must be designed to handle the
transition of vehicles between blocks of the LSM [1]. If a
load-commutated drive is used, such as the cycloconverter
system at Miyazaki, the system must be designed to only
deliver power when a back emf is present for commutation
[2]. Even if the system is force-commutated, such as the
German designs and the newer Japanese design [3], [4], the
converter must be able to handle the rapid load changes
which occur. Fault-tolerance is also a critical issue for any
commercially viable propulsion system. Power converters
for this application must be designed to survive at least a
single point failure in any device or winding and remain
operable to provide high availability. The special nature of
the load thus places stringent requirements on the power
conditioning equipment.
PROPULSION POWER REQUIREMENTS

The LSM requires power electronics for converting fixed
voltage, fixed frequency power from the utilities to variable
frequency power for exciting the N-phase motor windings.
The power converters must have independent control over the
magnitude, frequency and phase of the currents induced in
the windings. Depending on the motor design, the back emf
(and the desired current waveform) may not even be
sinusoidal.
The fundamental output frequency the power converter
must synthesize is determined by the vehicle speed and the
pole pitch of the motor (1).

/ - Jl

(1)
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Typical pole pitches for EDS suspension maglev systems are
on the order of half a meter or more, yielding maximum
output frequencies below 150 Hz. EMS systems typically
have a shorter pole length, and thus a higher maximum
output frequency. For comparison, the Japanese EDS design
has a pole pitch of 2 meters, while Transrapid uses a pole
pitch of 0.258 meters.
Table 1 gives a rough idea for the power requirements for
level travel at different speeds for a maglev vehicle capable
of carrying about 120 passengers. This table assumes
aerodynamic drag power varies as the cube of speed, eddy
current loss is proportional to speed, power loss in the
magnetic suspension is constant, and the linear motor losses
are proportional to the square of thrust [5].
These
calculations are in line with the 200 passenger TR07 maglev
vehicle, which is estimated to consume 4.2 MW on a level
guideway at 111 m/s, as well as other power analyses [6].
For a maximum speed of 135 m/s, the inverter must be able
to provide about 6.6 MW for level cruise. However, while
a typical maglev vehicle requires around 40-50 kN of thrust
for level cruise at these speeds, peak thrusts on the order of
120 kN are necessary to accommodate acceleration
requirements [5]. Thus, the inverter should be sized for
almost three times the power required for level travel at the
maximum operating speed. If the guideway is level and
straight, a reduction in acceleration may be acceptable, but
we will assume that the power converter should produce peak
power on the order of 10-20 MW.
While the power required is specified by the mechanical
requirements, there are possible tradeoffs between voltage,
current and number of phases. Most practical designs use
between 3 and 6 phases for the motor. The motor voltage is
determined by the length of the propulsion magnets, the
motor width, the average magnetic field, and the number of
turns per "slot" (1 or 2 being most common in today's
designs). Voltages which result vary from a thousand volts
to over 10 kV. This tradeoff has a major impact on the
design of the power converters.
Other parameters of major importance in the design of the
power converters are the inductance and resistance of the
motor windings.
Motor reactance per unit length is
determined by the materials and geometry of the motor
windings (along with the effects of any magnetic materials),
and determines the practical limit on block lengths [7],
Typical winding inductances can range from below a
millihenry to over twenty millihenries per phase, with typical
per phase resistances on the order of an Ohm [3], [4], and
[5].
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TABLE I
1 A S E U N E POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR LEVEL TRAVEL FOR A TYPICAL 120
PASSENGER MAGLEV VEHICLE

Speed
Power

mil
MW

30
0.86

60
1.23

90
2.45

120 135
150
4.86 6.65 8.91

CONVERTER ARCHITECTURES

Converter architectures for this application can be broadly
classified into 3 basic types: those that convert directly from
ac to ac, those that convert a controlled dc voltage to ac, and
those that convert a controlled dc current to ac [8], [9].
Direct ac/ac conversion requires an ac distribution bus, while
the dc link of the other methods may be created from either
ac or dc distribution using either rectifiers or choppers, as
required.
Cycloconverter
Cycloconverters use bridges of switches to directly
synthesize an ac output waveform from ac line voltages,
without any intermediate energy storage (Fig. 1). This type
of structure was employed in the MLU002 Japanese maglev
system to generate power at up to 34 Hz [2]. Despite the
large number of switches required, the elimination of energy
storage elements makes this converter an economic solution
at high powers if natural commutation is employed.
However, the lack of energy storage also leads to some
serious drawbacks. The output voltage an • the input line
current both have significant harmonics which vary with the
output frequency and load, making them hard to filter.
Furthermore, the converter fundamentally operates with I&?s
than unity power factor, and the power factor degrades as the
output voltage is lowered. These drawbacks, along with a
limited output frequency, make this converter an unlikely
candidate for a commercial propulsion system.

Tftr-m •
si

l a t e r a l

S W f t. C r-»
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S u p c> I

PhBSt
output

Voltage-Source Inverter
The Voltage-Source Inverter (VSI) is the most widely used
power inverter up to the low megawatt range (Fig. 2).
Sinusoidal output currents are obtained using sinusoidal or
programmed Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), or hysteretic
current control [10],[ll],[12]. This converter has the
advantages of a wide output frequency range, limited only by
switching losses or thyristor commutation, and frequencies of
over 200 Hz are easily achieved at the megawatt level. Input
and output harmonics are well defined, and both harmonics
and output voltage can be controlled via the PWM scheme.
Also, VSIs may be paralleled to increase power rating, with
the potential to improve waveform quality and fault tolerance.
Paralleled VSIs are the basis of the German and newer
Japanese designs [3], [13]. It may be preferable to use an ac
power distribution scheme with VSIs to allow the distribution
voltages to be easily converted to the lower dc link levels.
However, if regeneration is desired, two quadrant input
rectifiers are needed. Furthermore, the number and size of
the transformers required for this approach is significant.
Some designs, such as Transrapid, even need additional
transformers to boost the inverter output voltage for highspeed operation.
Current-Source Inverter
Current-Source Inverters (CSIs) function by switching a dc
current link to generate an ac output current waveform, and
are often used at the megawatt level. Two approaches are
widely used for current-source inverters. The first approach
is to generate quasi-square current waveforms using pulsecommutated SCRs, as outlined in [14], [IS]. The singlephase ASCI Inverter of Fig. 3 is of this type, with the
capacitors serving to both commutate the SCRs and absorb
the reactive energy stored in the out-going motor phase. The
second approach is the use of fully controlled switches (such
as GTO's) and a separate capacitive filter network, shown in
Fig. 4 for a single phase and described in [16], [17] for
three-phase bridges. The switches are controlled to generate
a PWM waveform in the filter/load circuit, yielding quasisinusoids! currents in the load.
The relatively high inductance of the motor windings poses
a major problem for the design of the inverter. The peak
output frequency of both types of CSIs is limited by the need
to commutate the link current between phases of the motor,
with typical maximum frequencies on the order of 60 - 120
Hz. The peak output voltages of a CSI are also determined
by the winding inductance. If the winding inductance is too
high, a CSI is probably not a good choice. As a rough
measure, assume the waveforms are sinusoidal, and compare
the voltage across the winding inductance to the magnitude of
the motor .xk voltage. If the inductive voltage is less than
half the motor voltage, then a CSI may be a good choice.
Otherwise, a voltage source inverter is probably preferable.
An advantage of CSIs for this application is the ease with
which they can be connected in series [18], [19], [20]. For
example, assuming that there are dual 3 phase motors, or a
6 phase motor, we can construct the circuit with two three

g. 1 A Cycloconverter structure.
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SERIES-CONNECTED CURRENT SOURCE INVERTER
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phase bridges in series, as described in [20]. We can carry
the series converter idea one step further by using a separate
H-bridge for each phase, and putting all the phases in series.
A series-connected design makes it feasible to take power
directly from a medium voltage dc distribution bus through
a chopper, reducing transformer and distribution less costs.
A degree of fault tolerance may also be obtained by this
approach. For LSM designs where the maximum frequency
not too high and reasonable care has been taken to reduce the
winding inductance, the advantage of the series-connected
CSI may be quite significant.
Other Alternatives
In soft-switched architectures, switching losses are
decreased by using a resonant or quasi-resonant auxiliary
circuit to obtain a zero-voltage and/or zero current switching
opportunity for the main devices [21],[22]. The reduced
switching losses which result can be used to improve
efficiency or waveform quality, or reduce converter size, at
the expense of complexity. Unless one of these benefits
becomes an overriding criteria in a design, these architectures
probably offer no advantage for this application.

As previously discussed, a series-connected current source
inverter (SCCSI) can be advantageous if the required output
frequency is not too high, and the winding inductance is
sufficiently low. The ability to drive the series-connected
converter directly from distribution level voltages eliminates
the transformers that would otherwise be necessary.
Furthermore, if bypass and breakout is provided for each
series-connected converter, it is possible to achieve a degree
of tolerance to single point failures in the converters or motor
windings.
The selection of a SCCSI design approach depends heavily
on the load parameters, including back voltage, current,
winding inductance and number of phases. Design selections
include the choice between quasi-square wave (QSW) and
PWM architectures, use of three phase or separate h-bridge
converters, and which quadrant is used to provide
regeneration.
Quasi-square wave vs. PWM architectures
The selection of a CSI architecture for a given design is
driven by the devices available and the parameters of the
load. One major concern when designing these converters
is the sizing of the filter and commutation elements, which
must be tailored to the load parameters.
For quasi-square wave architectures, the fundamental
limitation comes from commutation time requirements and
the need to absorb all of the energy in the motor phase.
Consider the single phase ASCI inverter of Fig. 3. The
capacitor size is selected as large as possible, while still
meeting commutation time limits at the highest frequency of
operation [10]. Unless a separate clamp circuit is used, the
capacitor has to absorb all the energy in the load, and will
charge to a peak voltage roughly proportional as:

(2)

which determines the ratings of the switches and capacitors
in the circuit. Thus, as the inductance and/or maximum
current increase, the device ratings grow in size, and
eventually make the approach impractical.
For the PWM circuit of fig 4, the limitations are somewhat
different. The capacitive filter should be sized such that a
quasi-sinusoidal current passes through the load, while the
switching harmonics are shunted through the filter. For a
simple capacitive filter then, the capacitance should be chosen
by the criteria of (3), while remaining large enough such that
the peak capacitor voltages are limited. The capacitor
voltage limitation implies that as the load inductance and

(3)
2-Ry/LC
Fig. 3 The ASCI qiuii-iquire wive CSI.
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Fig. 4 A PWM Current Source Inverter

current increase, so does the switching frequency.
In many situations, either converter structure is practical
from a design standpoint, and selection is based on
economics and performance characteristics. PWM converters
typically have smaller capacitors and link inductors than
QSW converters, but require fully controlled switches such
as GTOs. Furthermore, the waveforms available with the
PWM converter are essentially sinusoidal, while QSW
converters generate stepped waveforms, either of which may
be preferable depending on the motor design. Finally, the
dynamic response of the PWM converter is faster, but is
more sensitive to transients and requires a more complex
control system.
The simulated waveforms for the QSW CSI of Fig. 3 are
shown in Fig. 5, for a motor with LlkMC = 1 mH and a peak
back voltage of 1500 V running at 80 Hz. The simulation
assumes 130 /*F commutation capacitors, and the ISO"
conduction patterns employed in [19]. The simulated
waveforms of the PWM converter of Fig. 4 are shown in
Fig. 6 for the same motor parameters, a 60 /iF filter
capacitor, and an average switching frequency of 720 Hz.
Equations for simulating these circuits can be found in [19]
and [5]. The simulations illustrate the trade-offs between the
converters. For this motor design, the QSW converter
requires far more capacitive energy storage than the PWM
converter, and also requires higher device ratings. However,
if the back voltage was trapezoidal, this converter could
transfer nearly 30% more power than the PWM topology.
The PWM converter can generate an accurate sinusoidal
phase currents using relatively small filter elements, at the
expense of fully controlled switches and a high switching
frequency.
Single phase vs. three phase bridges
Most long-stator LSM propulsion systems designed to date
have used 3 phase stator windings, connected in a wye

configuration [23]. Depending on the space available for the
windings and voltage limits, it may be possible to wind the
LSM with separate single phase windings. In this case, one
has the option of driving each phase separately with an Hbridge, and series connecting the bridges.
The major criteria for selecting between s series
connection of single or three phase bridges is how the total
voltage compares with the distribution level voltage. It is
instructive to compare the two options, however, since the
distribution voltage itself is a design parameter.
The primary advantage of the three-phase bridge is that it
requires only half as many switches (and gate drives,
snubbers, etc.) as an equivalent set of single phase
converters. Comparing the device ratings of single phase
converters to a three phase bridge driving a Wye connected
load, we find that the voltage ratings in the single phase
converter are 1A^3 as large [19]. The penalty for using a
single phase setup is therefore not as severe as it would
appear.
The filtering requirements are also different for the two
topologies.
In general, because of the flexibility in
switching, the link inductance does not have to absorb as
large a volt-second integral in the single phase connection,
and thus the inductor can be made smaller. In one design, it
was found that the link inductance could be reduced 30-35 %
for the same current ripple [19]. For QSW converters, the
same total energy storage is required in the capacitors.
However, the increased commutation flexibility in the single
phase circuit allows larger capacitors to be used at a lower
voltage, reducing the device ratings in the circuit even further
[19]. Thus, while the single phase circuit requires more
switches, the reduction of switch ratings and link inductor
size help offset this cost.
The reduction in switches also implies that the three-phase
converter cannot generate waveforms with triplen harmonics.
This is desirable for sinusoidal back voltages, but may not be
optimal otherwise. Many linear motor designs have back
voltages that are substantially nonsinusoidal, and may have
third harmonics as large as 20% of the fundamental. For
LSMs with significant third harmonic terms, a series
connection of single phase QSW converters allows power to
be transferred via the third harmonic, increasing the thrust
for the same peak voltages and link current. Furthermore,
the use of single phase bridges increases the flexibility
available in generating PWM waveforms [18].
In the final analysis, a series connection of single phase
converters may be more expensive than a three phase
connection. However, it offers flexibility in control, a higher
stacked voltage, and the opportunity to use the independence
of motor phases for fault tolerance.
Input converter design options
One advantage of series-stacked current source inverters is
that they can be driven directly from a medium voltage
distribution bus. If a three-phase AC bus is used, then a
phase-controlled converter (either 6 or 12 pulse) can be used.
If allowed, regeneration can be provided by running the
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to be rated for the full 30 kV bus voltage. Alternatively, a
converter can be used which provides a positive output
voltage, but can reverse the link current to regenerate power.
This technique allows the simpler chopper implementation of
Fig. 8, but requires bidirectional switch implementations in
the inverter. The selection between these two approaches is
fundamentally an economic one. In either case, fault
tolerance and performance of the chopper can be improved
using interleaving of multiple converters [7],[24J.
ECONOMIC ISSUES
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Fig. 5 Simulated behavior of the QSW CSI of Fif. 3
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Fig. 6 Simulated behavior of the PWM CSI of Fij. 4

Consider the pricing of industrial variable speed drives.
Typically, companies manufacture standard "off the shelf
drives up through the 400-600 Horsepower range, while
drives above mis range are usually made to order. Most
standard lower power units are of the PWM voltage-source
type, employing various devices from transistor arrays to
GTO's. Higher power drives (1000-10000 HP) are typically
of the current-source type, either of the classic ASCI QSW
type or the recent GTO-based PWM variety. (One exception
to this is in the transportation industry, where weight and
volume are often important.) Information from high power
drives manufacturers indicate that a value of -75-125 $/kVA
is a reasonable figure for industrial power inverters at the
few megawatt level. Below a few hundred kVA, the price to
power ratio increases due to fixed costs, and may increase
above the 10 MVA level as well due to the lack of a large
market.
An important observation is that the power switching
devices often contribute to only about 5 or 10% of the total
cost. Three-phase transformers alone are estimated to cost
on the order of $20/kVA, and may therefore be a sizeable
fraction of the cost of an inverter station. Energy storage
elements, control, heat removal equipment, and skilled labor
can also represent a sizeable fraction of the cost. Thus,
while it is considered that a factor of 2 to 3 reduction in cost
may be possible via economies of scale, it is not clear that a
factor of 10 reduction is possible.
CONCLUSION

converter in the inversion region, while maintaining a
positive link current.
Alternatively, the series-stacked CSI architecture can be
driven through a chopper from a dc distribution bus, with an
attending reduction in transformer and distribution costs. The
dc bus can be used for transmitting regenerated power from
a braking vehicle to one which needs the power. By using a
30 kV bus, it is possible to transmit power at least 30 km, so
the probability of finding a vehicle to absorb the power is
relatively high. The 30 kV bus could be created using
separate +15 kV and -IS kV voltages, halving the maximum
voltage to ground.
Regeneration can he provided in one of two manners with
this type of system. One method is to use a chopper which
can generate positive or negative output voltage, while
maintaining a unidirectional output current. One possible
implementation of this approach is shown in Fig. 7. The
disadvantage of this method is that the chopper devices have

Drive requirements for linear synchronous motor
propulsion systems have been described, and the potential
converter architectures for this application have been
compared. A series connection of current source converters
has been proposed, which makes it feasible to take power
directly from a medium dc voltage distribution bus through
a chopper, reducing transformer and distribution line costs.
Design tradeoffs for SCCSIs have also been discussed,
including the selection between single and three-phase
topologies, QSW or PWM converters, and appropriate input
converters. Finally, a brief discussion of the economics of
converter design has been presented.
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Analytical evaluation of the influence of the armature coils distribution on the thrust
of linear synchronous motor for Maglev
Marco Trapanese
Centra Ricerche sui Sistemi Elettrici di Poienza - Consiglio Nazionalc dcllc Ricerche
c/o Dijiartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica - v.lc delle Scienze 90128, Palermo, Italy.

Abstract - The paper deals with the role of the annature
structure on the thrust of a superconducting linear synchronous motor for EDS (ElectroDynamic Suspension) Maglev.
All the coils of the motor have been analitically modelled as
filiform square shaped coils. Double and single layer armature structures can be described by the model and have been
examined. It is shown that the thrust of the single layer structure is smoother than the thrust of the double layer structure.
The role of the spatial distribution of the coils is also examined. It is shown that exists a critical dimension, which is
derived, (hat states the maximum dimension of (he allowed
irregularities on the armature coils position. Irregularities,
which are larger than this critical dimension, are shown to
affect seriously the average thrust.
I. INTRODUCTION

The thrust of superconducting synchronous linear motor
has unavoidable oscillation even if the time dependence of
the armature current is perfectly sinusoidal. These modulations are generated by various causes: the spatial localisation
of the annature coils, the imperfectly assembly, the structure
of the secondary etc. Such modulations have been widely
investigated with numerical techniques [1-3], but there is still
a lack of analytical investigation, which could allow to focus
the role of each machine parameters on (his phenomenon. In
this paper an analytical model of linear synchronous motor
for EDS (ElectroDynamic Suspension) Maglev system is
introduced. Such a model allows to estimate the thrust oscillations and to get some insights on the influence of the armature coils distribution on the above mentioned oscillations.
II. SIMPI1F1ED MODEL OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR FOR MAGLEV

The fundamental structure of (lie superconducting linear
synchronous motor for EDS system is shown in Fig. 1. In
the motor the field coils and the annature coils have race
(rack configuration. It can be seen that (he annature coils are
vertically installed on the side walls and that the superconManuscript received March 22, 1991.This work was supported in par)
by MURST.

Armature coils

Superconducting Magnet
Fig. 1. Structure of a superconducting synchronous motor.

ducting field coils are vertically placed on the moving train.
The annature coils are supplied by a three phase current
system. The superconducting magnets arc used both to levitate and to set the excitation field. Thanks to Ihe presence of
the superconducting magnets the motor is an ironless core
type and this implies a lighter vehicle. Moreover, it must be
noted that the most recent design requires a double layer
structure for the armature coils.
Under the hypotheses to substitute (he objective structure
of (he coils with square shaped coils it is possible to develop
an analytical model of the motor which takes into account the
finite thickness of (he coils [4]. This model can be further on
simplified if one wishes to investigate only the propulsion
force, because it has been shown [4] (hat Ihe finite thickness
of the coils slightly affects the field calculation. Moreover in
order to calculate the propulsion force only the field produced by the vertical sides of a race track coil must be taken
into account. From these considerations it follows that the
model shown in Fig. 2 will be used to describe the real
motor. In this figure the series of coils of finite thickness has
been replaced by a series of filiform coils. The coils are supposed to be supplied by a three phase system of sinusoidal
current. The side AB is the vertical side of an annature coil
and is long L. The pole pitch is 3d and each coil is supposed
to be 3d horizontally long. From Fig. 3 it can be also seen
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law the x component of the flux density generated by the vertical sides of the coil must be calculated. In Fig.3 a cross section of the armature coils arrangement of Fig.2 is shown. The
field generated by one vertical side of the generic phase coil
can be obtained with the usual expression for the field generated by a filiform conductor of finite length:

I

B(x,y,z,xo,yo)=

* Y(x-x 0 )2 + (y-y 0 )2
172 + 7.

V(x-x())2+(y-y0)2+(l./2+/.)
.

U2-z

„
2

'
(1)

Fig. 2. Simplified model of synchronous motor for Maglev.

that the armature is supposed to be infinitely long and that
the moving magnet consists of one coil.

III. THE MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATED BY THE ARMATURE
COILS.

In order to calculate the propulsion force from Laplace's

where the coordinates of the middle point of the vertical side
arc x = x0, y = y0 and z = 0. L is the length of the vertical side
of the armature , Mo the vacuum permeability, x,y and z are
the coordinates of the point where the field is calculated. The
direction of the field is orthogonal to the plane identified by
the vertical side and the vector which connects its middle
point and the point (x,y,z). I is the peak value of the sinusoidal current which flows in the generic phase. The equation
(1) can be specialised to a particular phase specifying to
which phase the conductor belongs: that is equivalent to specify the coordinate xo.yo and the current phase angle <j>. The
y coordinate of the vertical side of the i-th coil can be expressed as:

(2).

Where i indicates the number of coil and can span from 00

to + °°, e can be equal to +1 or -1 and indicates respectively the front and back vertical side, f indicates the phase and
can span from 1 to 3.
In table 1 the coordinates of the 0-th coil and the phase angle
of each phase are shown.

TABLE I
Coordinates of 0-111 Armature coil and current phase angle

Phase

Xo

Y

V f=i

a/2

1.5d.-1.5d

0

Uf=2
Wf=3

-a/2
-a/2

3 5d 0 *}&

-2n/:
2^/3

0l> Y 0-l

-0.5d, -3.5.1

<I>

l i g 3. Cross section of arrangment of coils shown in Fig. 2
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The Yo column gives the coordinate of the front and the
back end of the armature coils. In the phase column the
indexes which identify each phase in the mathematical
expression are explicitly given.
It must be noted that in order to take into account the
double layer structure of the armature the Xo coordinate of
the i-th coils is given by:

synchronous speed, the y coordinate of the front end vertical
side can be expressed a1:

where ys is the position at t=0 and v s is the synchronous
speed. The x coordinate is assumed to be
x = xs

(3).
Moreover, it is important to note that the expression into
brackets in (1) represents the correction introduced from the
fact that the vertical side has a finite length. To obtain the x
component (which is the component needed to calculate the
propulsion force) of the field produced in a generic point x,y
by a single armature coil, the superposition principle can be
used. It must be stressed that the current is positive on one
side of the coil and negative on the other. Fig. 3 shows a geometrical sketch of the coils location. It follows that the x
component can be expressed as:
(4)

B*fi(x.y,z) = ji* -e B(x,y,z.Xif,yief)-

where all symbols have been already defined. The multiplication by e in (4) takes into account the fact that the sign of
current in the front side is opposite to that one in the back
side. The ratio that multiplies the magnetic field represents
the sin of angle a, which is seen in Fig.3
The x component of the field which is generated by all
coils of the three phase system can be derived summing (4)
over all coils and all phases. It is convenient also to insert the
time dependence of the current. Then the x component of the
field is:

B,(x.y.z.t) =

e=-l;i=—;f=l
y - yief

V{x -x.f)2 -Ky-yier)2

sin«ot+<pu)

(7).

The propulsion force can be calculated substituting (6) and
(7) into (5) and using Laplace's law, which in (lie case under
study assumes the following form:
f Lrf2
y(x,y.0

=

B«(x,y,z,t) i s dz

(8)

where if is the current in the superconducting coil and Ls is
(he length of the vertical side of the superconducting coil. Bx
is given at (5). Inserting (5) into (8) and exchanging the sum
with the integrals it follows:

e=l;i=oo;f=3
Fx(x,y.l) =

V

x 2I

-e —•- • "if) 2 *<y - Yief)2

B(x,y,z,x if ,y ief )dz. sin(cot + <pu)

(9)

/-Lj/2

where the factor two describes the fact that the front and
the back end of the superconduaing coil give a contribution
to (he total propulsion force
Each integral contained in (9) presents the following form:

"c B(x,y,z,Xif,yief) x

X

(6)

y=

(5)

C =

where the sin factor takes into account the lime dependence
of the field and is generaled by the time dependence of the
three phase current system, to is the supply frequency. I is
the time variable.

W)
V(x-x 0 )2 + ( y -y 0 )2

V(x-xo)2+(y-yo)2+(L/2+z)2
\J2 - z

III. THE PROPULSION FORCE

Supposing that the superconducting magnet is travelling at

r)dz

V(x-X0)2+(y-y0)2+(L/2-z)2
Such an integral can be easily performed and the result is:
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C =2(V(x - xif)? +(y-yie[)2-t<L/2+U/2)2 +

V(x -

(ID

Notice that (11) becomes simply equal to L« in the case of
infinite length of vertical sides of the armature coils.
Substituting (11), (6) and (7) in (9) one finds that the propulsion is:
0.006*00

l.OOf-Ot

Fx(x.y.O =
Fig. 5. Instantaneous Ihrusl vs. lime in a double layered structure
e=l;i=»;f=3
TABLE II
NUMERICAL PARAMETERS USED TO OBTAIN NUMERICAL RESULTS
Anpalure coils
superconducting coil

-2e
4lt

(12)

Equation (12) can be used to compare the time dependence of the propulsion force in the single and double layered
structure. Fig. 4 shows the time dependence in the case of a
single layer structure. Fig.5 refers to double layered structure
is adopted. The parameter used to obtain the numerical
results are shown in table II. It can be seen that the double
layered structure presents stronger thrust oscillation.

Yo = O.O
xi=0.2m
Ls=0.5ni
Is = 700kAt

d = 0.43m
vel = 100 m/s
L = 0.6m
I = 48kAt
a = 0.05 m (in (he double
layer case)

xC-

IV. THE INFLUENCE OF ARMATURE COILS DISTRIBUTION ON
THRUST

A. The average thrust
In order to get the role of armature coils distribution on
thrust, it is useful to calculate the average thrust that can be
defined as:

F= lim -M

F(x,y,t) dt

T-*»TJ.T

(13)

To simplify the integration it is possible to assume
L»LS

(14).

With (his assumption (12) becomes:

F x (x,y,t) = ^ S I L « x
It

x

e=l;i=~;f=3
X
[-ee=-l;i=-<»;f=I
i

Fig.4. Instantaneous thrust vs. time in a single layered structure
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It can be seen from (13) that to have 8 non null average
thrust the integral of F(x,y,z,t) on t must be proportional to T
(i.e. divergent when T goes to infinity). As a result it is interesting to study the integrals in (13) and it can be easily
shown that result is [5]

pitch is not constant the sum on i in (18) must be carefully
examined. This term can be expressed in this way:

[~V\(x,y,t> dt = ^ S 1 U x
e=l;i=oo;f=3
x
Z
I-e
e=-l;i=-~;f=l

-Lcos(<pt-i9-(y,-yief))l
(16).

The summation on e can be performed in (16) and it gives:

i:

Fx(x,y,t) dt

i=~;f=3
i=-~;f=l

-sin (-^-<yoir-yo-ir))x
•
2vs

^-(yoir + yo-if))

x lm(exp<j(<Pu -^-V

(17)

Equation (17) can be rewritten as:

Fx(x,y.t) dt=

f
B f-

xIm(exp(j(<Pf ~ y

s

+ ^-(yoif + yo-if)) x

(18)

where the dependence on i has been separated from that on f.
Equation (18) gives the average thrust but in order to get
more information on the role of the coils distribution some
more manipulation on the sum on i is needed. Moreover, the
only way to get an average thrust different from zero is to
make infinite the sum on i in (18). Under the assumption that
the pole pilch is perfectly constant and equal to 3d, it means
to have:

(19)

•f

X

8(6di-y)(exp(j^-y))tly

(20)

where the 5s are Dirac's functions. Their sum is the density
of Ihe probability of the position of the coils when the ideal
set of coil positions is obtained in the assembly phase. Such
an interpretation allow to model any deviation of the coil
position replacing the ideal distribution (which consists of a
set of Dirac's functions) with a distribution density suitable
to describe the real situation.

B. Some examples of the role of armature coils distribution
on thrust.
The equation (18) is suitable to analyse Ihe role of armature coils distribution on thrust. In real systems the armature
coils distribution can presents many kinds of defects:
(i) localised deviation of the coil from the ideal position
because of errors in the assembly stage, temperature effects,
weather effects and so on;
(ii) long range alteration of the pole pitch due to assembly
errors.
A localised deviation from the 'deal position can be
modelled assuming that the distribution of the position of Ihe
i-th coils is a gaussian distribution which has 6di as average
and a as standard deviation. This means that in order to calculate the average thrust the following expression must be
considered

1 A

(JT^yOdy

(21)

(A is the normalisation constant) instead of (he one expressed
in (20). Equation (21) can be easily calculated and gives:

which is the usual synchronism condition. When the pole
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= £ exM

iJe*{i/--SJ-a\

(22).

The equation (22) gives the same result of (20) multiplied
by an exponential factor. The exponential factor in (22)
when:

4 v
—' — Q ^ ^ 1 zz$ CF ^ ^

••

4Vs

w i t

— —— O O

K^^f

force of this model it is found that:
-the thrust oscillation of the double layered armature are
bigger than the ones of the single layer structure;
-the results of such a simplified model qualitatively agrees
with numerical and experimental analyses from other
authors; this implies that the model can be used to understand
the various aspects of the working condition of the synchronous motor;
As regards Ihe role of the distribution of the armature
coils:

-it has been shown that short range irregularities do not
affect the average thrust;
-it has been derived that the length that can be used to
define the short range is the pole pitch;
-it has been shown that long range irregularities strongly
*-£>/!11/*£» ilia i h m o t

reduce the thrust.
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2. SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF RELEVANT
SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Abstract - On the threshold of the first maglev demonstration
project TUV's safety experts have successfully completed in
the recent years the safety assessment of relevant subsystems
and components which may be regarded as prototypes for a
revenue application of TRANSRAPID. Safety and reliability
of the specific maglev properties such as contact-free
lcvitation, guidance, propulsion, and braking (key functions
of maglev technology) have been successfully approved.

In the past four years TUV's experts have successfully
completed the safety assessment of relevant TVE subsystems
and components which - on the threshold of the first maglev
demonstration project - may be regarded as prototypes for a
revenue application of maglev.

During test operation on TVE problems due to the stator
mountings became obvious which could affect the guideway
safety. The way to face the problems and to re-establish the
operational safety of the guideway is shown.

These items comprise a complete new vehicle (two-car
trainset), the TR 07, the OCS (Operational Control System)
to operate the TR 07, guideway components and the
operational safety of the entire system.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.1 The Maglev Vehicle TR 07 (Fig. 1)

In Germany, each transportation system must be examined
and certified prior to operation by an independent
organization in order to get release by the competent
supervisory authorities.

Of course the vehicle was and is in the centre of attention of
all development and safety assessment activities as the
levitation and guidance system may be looked upon as the
"heart" or "key" component of maglev technology.

TUV Rheinland - together with TUV Hannover - is the
responsible organization for safety certification of the
TRANSRAPID maglev system operating at die TVE test
facility. The process applied by TUV Rheinland when
achieving the overall TVE safety is called PASC (Erogram
Accompanying Safety Certification).

Following the safety goals met with the vehicle TR 06 the
vehicle TR 07 should provide passengers and employees with
the highest practical level of safety. This means that in an
emergency the TR 07 will no more stop at any spot along the
guideway (like TR 06), but is required to reach a station or
designated stopping place.

TUV Rheinland's work comprises study and approval of
safety proofs submitted by the developers/manufacturers or
operator of TVE, completed by acceptance tests on
laboratory and/or manufacturers' plant level and/or TVE
level.

This approach leads to fundamental system requirements
concerning a maglev vehicle with regard to the rescue
strategy; the resulting properties are

Since more than a decade, TUV Rheinland is involved in the
safety certification of maglev technology of the
TRANSRAPID type. In a series of reports addressing high
speed maglev safety [1, 2, 3] this report addresses the work
of the safety experts within the past four years on the
threshold of the first maglev demonstration project. In the
same time safety requirement goals covering specific maglev
system properties were established that must be met by the
maglev system developer [4].
Manuscript received March 15, 1993. This work was supported in
part by the German Federal Ministry of Research and Technology
under Grant No. TV 9106.
Fig. 1 TRANSRAPID 07 on TVE elevated guideway
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-

The requirements of the stresses in all mechanical and
pneumatic parts to control the vertical, lateral, and roll
motions of the vehicle under all loading conditions are met.

safe hovering
programmed braking
fire protection.

Before discussing the requirements on system level and how
they are met, the requirements on the maglev vehicle
component level shall be discussed in detail.

3)

2.1.1 Vehicle Components
The following items of the vehicle were identified to be
safety relevant, and were reviewed on behalf of the safety
assessment:
1)

Car Body (strength analysis; side/end doors; vehicle
couplers; interior materials (fire performance); glazing
materials (car end))

2)

Secondary Suspension (load assumptions; strength analysis)

3)

Levitation/Guidance System
- Mechanics (load assumptions; strength analysis;
supporting skids)
- Electrical/Electronic Equipment (safety devices in the
magnet control circuit; eddy current brake)

4)

On-Board Energy System (batteries; outside power feed;
linear generator feed; electrical safety; energy distribution;
wiring)

5)

On-Board Control System (on-board control inclusive door
and levitation/guidance control; hinge point control)

- Electrical/Electronic Equipment
o Magnet or Gap Control Circuit (basic unit of the
modular-oriented design of the levitation/guidance
system)
There was an extensive testing on the components of
the gap control circuit as their proper function and
behaviour under all normal and abnormal operations
determine predominantly the safety of vehicle and
passengers.
Among the components of the gap control circuit chopper with safety properties, controller, gap sensor
system, limitation of magnetic forces versus gap.
magnet with coils - the chopper, the gap sensor and
the magnetic force limitation device must meet
special safety requirements to ensure contact - free
operation especially between levitation magnets and
the stator packs of the guideway with the exception of
rare events with permissible loads.
To ensure safe hovering, the levitation/guidance
function can be safeguarded by a large number of the
aforementioned autonomous, decentralized units (64
levitation and 48 guidance gap control circuits).
Considering the maximum conceivable number of
failed units (due to faulty units, loss of some power
supply) the overall levitation/guidance function will
be maintained (see Fig. 2).
The requirements of ensuring contact - free operation
by the single unit and of the system properly "safe
hovering" are met as well.

The main results of the safety assessment are outlined briefly.
1)

Levitation/Guidance System:
- Mechanics
The magnets are connected to the leviiaiion frames by
means of primary suspension and links. Especially the
levitation magnets are connected together like a chain
with hinged supports; at these hinge points the skids and
the pneumatic springs of the secondary suspension are
allocated.
In each car of TR 07 two opposite guidance magnets we
replaced by the eddy current brake magnets.
The requirements of the stresses in all structural parts
under all loading conditions and abnormal operations are
met.

Car Body:
The requirements of the stresses in the structural parts under
all loading conditions and abnormal operations (e. g.
emergency braking), of the end doors to function as fire
walls are met.
The requirements of the side doors and their control in
accordance with the requirements of ICE-doors, of the
glazing materials (car end) in accordance with DB
requirements for high speed trains are met.
Requirements of fittings and linings in the passenger
compartment:
Due to a revenue application - oriented rescue strategy the
criterion for the assessment of fire behaviour with regard to
- avoidance of corrosive and toxic decomposition products
- increased resp. additional requirements of density and
composition of smoke gases and of heat release
have been increased.
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The guidelines for material selection are the recently
established fire protection requirements of passenger or
crew compartments for aircraft.
As to the TR 07 the requirements are met.
2)

Secondary Suspension:
(connection of car body to the levitalion frames)

Fig. 2

TR 07, allocation (schematic, one car) of magnet control
circuits with levitation choppers and power networks
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o Eddy Current Brake
The TR 06 skid brake system turned out to be unsuitable for a revenue application, so for the TR 07 a
maglev adequate, no - contact secondary (emergency)
brake system with safety properties was designed and
realized, which acts on the lateral guidance rail.
This brake decelerates the vehicle safely from highest
speeds below a pie-set threshold velocity (about 120 11G km/h), then there is a transition to a skid brake
system up to standstill of the vehicle. This is due to
loss of effectiveness of the eddy current brake at low
speeds.
As to a revenue application vehicle the skid brake
system will be activated at 10 km/h.
The sddy current brake consists of eight autonomous,
decentralized braking circuits with regard to activation
and connection to the on-board power supply. The
brake must be activated safely, if there is a failure in
the primary (propulsion) brake system. In a wide
speed range deceleration rates similar to the propulsion brake must be achieved (about 1 m/s , see
Fig. 3).
The single brake circuit must be specially qualified
and reliable. In the event of a failure there is no preferred direction. To realize the overall safety properties of the eddy current brake the principles of redundancy and failure-tolerant behaviour must be
applied. The eddy current brake has properties of an
active system.
Six out of eight circuits (loss of two redundancies)
determine the safely relevant braking distance.
The eddy current brake is directly controlled by the
OCS. After extensive testing it can be stated that the
requirements of a maglev adequate secondary brake
system are met.
4)

On-Board Energy System:
There was an extensive testing as well, because on the one
hand high fire protection requirements, on the other hand
functional requirements with due regard to safe hovering
and supply of safety relevant sinks had to be met
For this purpose, the TR 07 has eight battery-buffered 440
VDC-networks and eight battery-buffered 24 VDC-nelworks for safety relevant sinks (four per car). The networks
are mutually independent, electrically/ mechanically safely

o.a
Eight out of eight circuits
* Seven out of eight circuits
Six out of eight circuits

120

ISO

240

300

Vehicle speed (ka/h)

Fig.3

Braking characteristics of TR 07 eddy current brake
(result of T0V acceptance tests)

separated, and allocated in the car body underneath the
passenger compartment.
Electrical connections in critical areas and in areas with key
functions are executed in ground fault - and short circuitproof cabling.
The cables and lines are halogen-free and flame-resistant.
Preservation of function under a 3-hour flame effect is
given. The maximum voltage for operating equipment in the
passenger and crew compartment is 24 VDC.
The requirements of the on-board energy system with due
regard to safe hovering and fire protection are met.
5)

On-Board Control System:
The on-board control mainly serves to control and monitor
the levitation/guidance system and the doors. It receives all
commands from the vehicle-based safety computer (see later
on, OCS) where all safety-relevant functions of the TR 07
are concentrated.
The on-board control transmits the levitation and ssi-down
commands to the levitation/guidance system. To avoid setdown commands untimely or due to a failure during running
operation at high speed, the set-down command is
interlocked in each gap control unit unless vehicle speed v.
below a pre-set threshold velocity (see also eddy current
brake, transition to skid brake). The speed signal is
generated independently in each gap control unit.
The hinge point control disables partly the pneumatic spring
over the hinge point in case of failure of one adjacent gap
control unit. Should both adjacent units fail, then the spring
is completely disabled. In this case, skid-to-guideway
contact of individual skids is possible at any speed.
However, this is a permissible abnormal operation.
The requirements of the on-board control system with due
regard to safe hovering are met.

2.1.2 System Properties
Remarkable features of a revenue application-oriented rescue
strategy for high speed maglev vehicles are
-

increased fire protection requirements and

-

ability of programmed braking (emergency stop no
more possible at any spot of the guideway),

because vehicles will operate on guideway sections without
safety areas. The necessary technical prerequisite is "safe
hovering" - the property that defines the system and has
consequences for almost all subsystems.
"Safe hovering" characterizes the property of the high-speed
maglev train of being able to maintain its levitation function
even in the event of the maximum conceivable breakdown
and/or emergency at least to such an extent that limited and
short-term continued operation is possible to reach the next
station or designated stopping place.
Thus, the levitation function must have a safe life, since there
is no reliable failure direction for this as a whole.
This safe hovering is achieved by the so-called active vehicle
subsystems leviiation/guidance and on-board energy supply
with a structure of autonomous, decentralized and redundant
units with failure-tolerant behaviour; energy needs are
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covered from vehicle motion-starting at a speed of about 100
km/h-by way of linear generators. This ensures safe hovering
even without active propulsion, i. e. with sufficient motion
energy. In addition, interlocking of the set-down command in
each gap control unit (see above) contributes to safe
hovering.
The increased fire protection requirements are met by
appropriate material selection for the interior of the
compartment and by the energy supply safety measures. The
compartment does not contribute to fire propagation; one car
is considered a fire segment. In an emergency, passengers
must move to the adjacent car. The end doors (escape route)
have an approval of at least 30-minute fire barrier so that
there is enough time for rescue. The occurrence of a systeminherent fire in the car body underneath the passenger
compartment is unlikely.
TRANSRAPID vehicles are provided with two braking
systems of different principle which are controlled by the
OCS. This ensures programmed braking with both types of
brakes. Under normal conditions braking will first act on the
propulsion (thrust reversal); if a failure occurs or under
abnormal operations the eddy current brake must provide the
necessary deceleration.
The fire protection and programmed braking requirements
with due regard to the successfully achieved property "safe
hovering" have been met.
2.1.3 Summery TR 07
Based on its design, concept and the submitted safety proofs
the TR 07 has got release for operation on TVE. The
operational safety is ensured up to maximum speed on TVE
(up to now 436 km/h). It can be stated that safety and
reliability of the specific properties such as contact-free
levitation, guidance, propulsion and braking ("key" functions
of maglev technology) have been successfully approved. In
addition, TUV Rheinland's experts continue safety
certification through an ongoing test program on the TVE lest
facility.
2.2 Guideway components
There is made a distinction between the structural parts
(guideway girders etc.) of the guideway and the guideway
equipment (stator packs and their mountings etc.). The
structural parts must meet the local construction code,
whereas the equipment is considered maglev specific.
For the new double-span concrete and steel prototype girders
in the channel track a new type of stator pack mountings was
designed (due to problems with guideway integrity chapter 3
gives attention to the stator mountings).
The property of these mountings is a design that does not
threaten overall operation in the event of failure of one
component. The solution is "cold redundancy" where the load
is supported by one of two branches. If the first (operational)
branch fails the load is supported by the second (redundant)
branch for continuous safe but limited operation (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4

Stator mountings for (he double-span steel prototype girder
(cold redundancy, schematic)

Upon failure of the first branch there is a vertical drop of the
stator of max. 2 mm. This deviation of the stator functional
surface is permissible for the levitation function, but
measures for detection are required.
For this purpose an on-board measuring system to monitor
the stator pack functional surface integrity has been
developed, based on the principle of gap sensoring of the
levitation system. Data of the guideway as projected are
collected and stored in the measuring system as reference
data. With the existing measuring system there is an off-line
comparison between reference data and measured data
collected during a test run with TR 07 (e.g. at the end of daily
operation).
There is an online measuring system underway which allows
the aforementioned comparison during each test run. Basic
requirement is the reliable detection of a surface failure; a
system malfunction shall be detected safely.
It can be stated that the requirements of a safely operable
guideway can be met by means of redundant, failure-tolerant
stator mountings together with a stator surface measuring
system.
2.3 Operational Control System (OCS)
Though the actual OCS to run the TR 07 on TVE is a subset
of a future maglev revenue application OCS (one power
substation, one trainset, single-track guideway), it has been
designed as a complete system. The use of modular vehicle and wayside-based components in hard- and software
technology of future OCS's is a common concern; standard
safety computers of the wheel-on-rail technology are applied.
To make use of the efficiency of maglev, speed and location
informations must be generated to ensure best utilization of
speed and brake profiles. Due to the guideway-oricnted
propulsion system the components must be split up in mobile
(vehicle -based) and stationary (wayside-based) components
for purposes of vehicle control and safely. There is a need for
safe data links to and from the vehicle; the OCS utilizes a 40
GHz radio link system (see Fig. 5).
The basic safety objectives of TVE OCS are to provide a safe
switch travel when running through the northern and
southern loop, to supervise the speed profile, to provide
programmed braking (either with the propulsion or the
vehicle brake system), anC safe propulsion shut-off when the
vehicle brake is activated.
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connecting the stator packs to the guideway girders (suitor
mountings).
In the following outline the significance of the stator packs
will be highlighted:
-

they react with the levitation magnets, their bottom surface is
the functional surface for the gap control circuit
they produce the travelling magnetic field for the propulsion,
and provide vehicle power through induction for the linear
generators
by way of four fastening points per stator pack all loads
generated by the vehicle are introduced into the structural p«ti
of the guideway.

The latter elements are vertically allocated, prestressed screw
bolts.
Fig. 5

TVE operational control system (schematic)

TOV Rheinland's part is certification of the TVE OCS safety
properties. Key component is a 2 x 3 standard computer of
railway signalling systems to provide vehicle, wayside, and
communication links safety.
The following items are in the process of certification:
1)

2)

3)

Vehicle - based systems (safety computer specification;
hardware configuration, maglcv-specific hardware; location;
eddy current brake control; supply of OCS components;
source code (application software); executable code)
Wayside - based systems (safety computer specification;
hardware configuration; propulsion shut-off and switch
control; source code (application software); executable code;
input equipment (central operator's desk))
Communication links (safety computer specification; hardware configuration, maglev-specific hardware; source code
(application software); executable code; safe data links
procedure)

As to the status of certification process the safety proofs have
been submitted and studied. Adequate hardware and software
validation and verification procedures are utilized. The check
of the source code versus die specification serves to prove the
correctness of the code. By checking the specification versus
the computer environment and TVE system requirements the
validity is proved. It is emphasized that the computer
specifications are powerful documents within the safety
proof.
Further steps within the safety proof arc the OCS acceptance
tests on system level (scheduled in spring 1993) and a half
year safety test operation with minimum requirements of
daily OCS test rides and covered distance; safety critical
failures are not admitted.
If all steps of the safety proof have been successfully
achieved, there will be release for operation of TR 07 under
full control of the OCS (scheduled in autumn 1993).

These elements are the deciding factor for the positional
safety of ths stator packs (that means guideway geometry)
and - as far as the failure tolerance of the vehicle against
vertical deviations of stator packs has not been approved - of
high safety concern (see Fig. 6).
Experiences gained with the design of the stator mountings in
the recent years showed Die following:
-

-

due to the big number of stator packs (TVE: about 2000 per km)
material and mounting defects cannot be reliably excluded
the design with due regard to the stator packs and to the
guideway structure is similar to a rigid frame
stress values in the bolts gained by testing show dynamic
portions of about 30 % of the static or mean value; the
frequency is determined by the levitation magnet - even pole division and the vehicle speed
due to the rigidness of design there are distinctive eigenvalues
due to vehicle speed (c. g. northern guideway loop type
concrete: about 200 km/h; see Fig. 7, TR 07 test run).
the stresses are more unfavourable than the load assumptions the
original design was submitted to (number of load cycles;
amplitudes in case of resonance frequency)

The result is that the planned behaviour of the stator pack
mountings is not maintained, as critical deviations of suitor
packs due to failure of one mounting axle cannot be
excluded.

3. GUIDEWAY INTEGRITY
In the recent years the guideway turned out to be of major
concern; not the structural parts, but the elements for

Fig. 6 StatOi mountings TVE concrete guideway northern loop
(one mounting axle)
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These facts led to permanent guideway inspections, to
closing of guideway sections up to change of mounting
elements in guideway sections. Therefore the operable
guideway and the chance of test and visitor rides were
subject to considerable restrictions.

The two methods provide advantages in the safety assessment of stator mountings; due to the aforementioned
procedures they are no more safety relevant; failures are
permissible. Requirements of mounting elements are shifted
from safety to reliability requirements.

To solve the problems intensive r&d effort is made for new
design concepts. Two methods are pursued:

According to method 2), the strategy to achieve a safely
operable guideway is based on the following three pillars:

1)

-

collision-tolerant vehicle

-

limitation of stator deviation with additional mountings
("simple" or "quick" redundancy) to a maximum critical
value (about 15 mm)

-

on-board failure detection to monitor the stator geometry

2)

Wayside-based modification of the .mountings so that a
critical vertical deviation of a stator pack can be excluded (a
critical deviation could lead to a collision with a levitation
magnet)
This solution is called "cold redundancy with on-board
failure detection" and has been undertaken on the doublespan prototype girders (see 2.2, Guideway Components).
The requirements of construction due to (he small deviation
gap are still considerable (e.g. maintenance procedures).
- Vehicle-based modification to ensure collision-tolerance of
the maglev vehicle. This is - in terms of safety - the vehicle
property that a collision between a levitation magnet and a
critical deviated stator pack does not endanger passengers in
the vehicle and other persons outside near the guideway;
material damage of the vehicle and the guideway is
permissible.
Wayside-based modification of the mountings so that
critical deviations of the stator packs are limited to an extend
that collision occurs within the slopes provided at both ends
of the magnets.
The on-board failure detection may within this approach no
more considered safety-relevant. Its effect is increase of
availability, as collision probability decreases.

This strategy will be implemented in a guideway section in
spring 1993 and is in this moment reviewed by the safety
experts, precondition to operate T VE guideway as a whole.
4. COOPERATION TUV - FRA
Totally independent from the aforementioned safety experts'
activities procedures for release of maglev systems with
electromagnetic suspension (EMS) in the U.S. were
developed within the cooperation TUV-FRA. In Germany,
these activities are sponsored by the Ministry of R&T.
As a result of the cooperation, the German safety
requirements for high speed maglev (EMS) trains have been
translated in English language. During the next conference
there will be a report about the cooperation and the
requirements of high speed maglev trains.
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Abstract - This paper deals with the analysis of the
vertical dynamics of an electrodynamic levitation system
using superconducting coils and a passive damping system.
The vertical dynamics of the levitation system is
described by the motion equation and the electromagnetic
transient equations. The operation both in constant current
mode and in constant flux mode is considered.
The results show that the levitation system behaviour is
dilferent in the two operating modes and the effectiveness of
the damping system depends on its distance from the
levitation coil and its resistivity.
The analysis can be also utilised in the design of an active
control which allows the levitalion system damping
characteristics to be improved.
I. Introduction
In magnetically levitated transport systems with
electrodynamic suspensions (EDS-MAGLEV systems)
the repulsive levitation is achieved by means of a
magnetic force between a high magnetic field generated
by superconducting coils on the vehicle and a magnetic
field due to currents induced in normal conductors or
coils on the track, when the vehicle travels over it [1],
[2], [3].
E'dctrodynamic suspension systems provide a stable
force of repulsion, but have not intrinsic damping
characteristics. As persistent vertical oscillations are
unacceptable in vehicle suspension systems, some form
of damping needs to be introduced. Apatt from using a
conventional spring-damper secondary suspension
system, the main damping methods are the passive
damping and the active damping [4], [5], [6]. In this
paper the former method is studied.
In the passive method an aluminium or copper plate
acting as a shield is placed between the magnet and the
track, the shield being rigidly attached to the
superconducting magnet. Whenever there is a vertical
movement, the change in the magnetic field induces eddy
currents in the shield which in turn introduces some

damping force in the levitation system.
This paper presents a study of the vertical dynamics of
a simple electrodynamic levitation system using
superconducting coils and a passive damping system.
The vertical dynamics of this suspension system is
described by the vertical motion equation and die
equations that represent the electromagnetic phenomena
due to th: resulting action of die superconducting coils,
the track and the damping system.
Two mathematical models of this problem, which
differ in die approach used for describing die
electromagnetic transient, are considered. One of the two
models is based on die partial differential equation of die
time-varying electromagnetic field, which is generated
when a perturbation in vertical direction occurs. This
equation can be solved numerically by a twodimensional, finite-element analysis in die space
dimension and by a time-stepping procedure in die time
dimension, in die other model die electromagnetic
phenomena are represented by lumped parameter circuit
equations. The self- and mutual inductances of die
circuits are calculated as functions of die levitation
height by a finite-element analysis of stationary magnetic
fields. In both die models die vertical motion equation is
solved by a time-stepping procedure. The lift force per
unit length, which has to be introduced at each step in
die motion equation, is calculated by Maxwell stresses in
die former model and in terms of currents and directional
derivatives of mutual inductances in die latter.
As regards the superconducting coil, die operation both
in constant current mode and in constant flux mode is
studied. Considering a perturbation in vertical direction,
die responses of a levitation system without damping are
compared with die responses of die same system when a
damping system is incorporated. The results show that
die levitation system behaviour is sensibly different
according to die superconducting coil operating mode.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of a passive damping
system depends on its distance from die levitation coil
and its resistivity.

Manuscript received March 15, 1993. This work was supported
by the Kalian PFT2 Project.
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II. MODELS

A cross-section of a simple levitation system, normal
to the longitudinal motion direction, is shown in Fig. 1.
In the analysis the conductors on the track are regarded
as a conducting sheet.
In this paper we study the case of high-speed vehicles,
where the conducting sheet may be assumed to behave as
a perfect diamagnetic, so that the magnetic field does not
penetrate the track.
D

c
2

damper plate
.
E

•

y

4

3

O

i

eddy current layer

conducting sheet

Fig. 1 - Cross-section of the levitation system
Under the above-mentioned assumptions the boundary
represented by the line OCDEO in Fig. 1 is an
equipotential line of the magnetic vector potential.
The vertical motion equation may be written as

dv v
m—p = Fy - mg

dt

The nodal values of A, die current density J in the
superconducting coil and die flux $ linking the superconducting coil must satisfy the following equations
obtained by the same procedure illustrated in [7], [8]

Qc: A c

121 f'

l+l

«'d

in

(s + v )

superconducting
levitationcoil

r

In Eq. 3 A p is a column vector of nodal values of the
z-directed component A, of the magnetic vector
potential. Vector A p is related to the nodes of the
triangles that lie on the line 1234 denoted with T in Fig.
1. A r T is the transpose of Ar and W is a square matrix

(l)

(2)

where m and F y are the total mass and the lift force per
unit length respectively, and y is the levitation height.
Two different models for describing the electromagnetic transient are considered.

l ,)

G

A +U

• i[>

p

)r

TC J

-o

(4)
(5)

where the subscripts c and p indicate the coil and the
plate, respectively. The elements of the matrices in Eqs.
4 and 5 are functions of the levitation height y and,
consequently, of time t.
Eq. 4 is the finite-element field equation and Eq. 5
gives the total flux linking the superconducting coil.
When the operation in constant current mode is
considered, the coil current density has a specified
constant value, J=Jo=const., and in Eqs. 4 and 5 A and
$ are unknown. In constant flux mode it is
4N$0 = const, where #n is given. In this case A and J are
the unknowns which have to be determined.
hi conclusion, for a fixed operating mode, when the
levitation height y t , the vertical speed v y > t , the vector A t
are known at time t, die quantities v y> t+at, yt+Ai, At+At
and *t+^t (or Jt+At) at time t+At are given by Eqs. 1-5
and can be calculated with a step-by-step procedure. The
elements of vector Af are related to die nodes of die
mesh defined at time t+At and are obtained by linear
interpolation of die known values of A in die nodes of
die mesh defined at time t.
When die damper plate is not used, Eq. 4 becomes

S A - TP J = 0

(6)

A. Field Model

B. Circuit Model

This model is described by the partial differential
equation of the electromagnetic field. When a twodimensional, finite-element analysis is used for solving
the field equation, the lift force Fy calculated by
Maxwell stresses may be expressed as

The damper plate is replaced by N j short-circuited
coils having cross-section sizes so that die current
density can be assumed uniformly distributed. This
circuit technique is particularly useful when active
damping systems which use a control coil are studied, hi
this way die levitation system is described by a set of
(Njj+1) coupled circuits.
By die principle of conservation of energy it can be

Fv = — A? W A r

(3)
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stationary current.

shown that the lift force, in matrix form, is given by

F =i
y

2

(7)

dy

J

Li Eq. 7 i is the column vector of the circuit currents at
time t and M is the self- and mutual inductance matrix.
The elements of matrix M are functions of the levitation
height y. These elements are obtained by cubic splines
interpolation of the self- and mutual inductance values
calculated, for different levitation heights, by a twodimensional, finite-element analysis.
The electromagnetic dynamics is described by a
system of circuit equations which may be expressed, in
matrix form, as follows
di
d M
^ M
M —
^
v = u
R i• +
H
vv
y
dt
dy

1

V

1d
A

y

s

levitation coil

I1

11
i i i i i

I1I2UI4I
damping coils

Fig. 2 - Cross-section of the levitation system with damping
coils.
Fig. 3 shows a plot of the flux distribution due to the
superconducting coil current.

(8)

In Eq. 8 the voltage vector v and the resistance matrix
R are given by
R, 0
0 R2
R =
0
d*
dt

(9)

0

0

Fig. 3 - Hot of the flax distribution due to the
superconducting coil, y = 0.25 m, (fc=O. 10 m.

The self-inductance per unit length of the jth circuit is
where $ is the flux linking the superconducting coil.
given
by
With reference to the operation in constant current
mode the unknowns of Eq. S are the linked flux and the
currents in the damping circuits, whereas in constant
(10)
flux mode die currents in all the (N<j + 1 ) circuits are unknown.
Vertical dynamics can be analysed by solving Eqs. 1,
and the mutual inductance per unit length between the jth
2, 7 and 8 with a step-by-step procedure.
circuit and the kth circuit is expressed by
C. Inductance Matrix Calculation
The self- and mutual inductances required in the
circuit model are calculated by a two-dimensional, finiteelement analysis. Reference is made to the geometry
where A; is the z-directed component of the vector
shown in Fig. 2 where the damper plate is replaced by
potential due to the only current ij , N; and S, (or N^ and
N^=4 short-circuited coils. For a given levitation height
Sj() are the number of turns and the cross-section of the
y and distance d between the levitation coil and the
jth (or km) coil, respectively. In this way, the inductance
damping coils, the vector potential distribution is
array can be viewed as a 3-dimensional array Mkjh. The
determined supplying one circuit at a time by a
subscripts k and j identify the coupled circuits, whereas
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h identifies the discrete value of the levitation height. In
order to reduce the number of elements of the inductance
array, the calculation should be performed for few
values of the levitation height. However, the calculated
values can be opportunely interpolated to obtain
continuous functions.
1.20
1.00 -

With reference to a suspension system having die
characteristics reported in Table I, Fig. 4 shows the selfinductance of the superconducting coil (coil 5) and the
mutual inductances between this coil and the damping
coils (coils 1, 2, 3, 4), versus the levitation height. The
plotted values are related to coils with i turn. Fig. 5
shows the self-inductance of the damping coil 1 and the
mutual inductances between this coil and the other
damping coils.
III. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS

0.80

The characteristics of the levitation system studied are
listed in Table I.
TABLE I
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Fig. 4 - Self- and mutual inductances (for 1 turn) M55, M5]
. M52 , M53 , M54 versus levitation height.
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Fig. 5 - Self- and mutual inductances (for 1 turn) M j j ,
M 2 , M[3 , Mj4 versus levitation height.

Superconducting coil
Width
Cross-section
=
Rated Mmf
Rated levitation height =
Damping Coils
Number of coils
=
Cross-section of a coil =
Distance d
=
Total mass per unit length
=

0.45 m
50 mm x 80 mm (w x h)
600 kA
0.25 m

4
40 mm x 20 mm (\v x h)
0.10 m
10.000 Kg/m

The numerical results shown below have been
obtained employing the circuit model. The numerical
solution of the field model is very expensive and requires
large computational time, because the system geometry
varies with time. On the other hand the linearity of the
system and the use of short-circuited coils as damping
system, allows the circuit model to be properly
employed, resulting in low computational time.
In the analysis the operation both in constant current
mode and in constant flux mode is considered. The static
lift force as function of the levitation height, for the two
operating modes, is represented in Fig. 6. The forceheight curve corresponding to constant flux mode shows
higher values of stiffness.
To analyse the vertical dynamics, a step of 0.05 m has
been placed in the track, so that the levitation height is
reduced from 0.25 to 0.20 m.
Fig. 7 shows the resulting responses for the operation
both in constant current mode and in constant flux mode,
without passive damping system. As a consequence of
this perturbation, the frequency of the undamped
oscillations is around 1.39 Hz for constant current mode
and 1.48 Hz for constant flux mode.
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Fig. 8 - Step response with copper damping coils
d = 0.10 m.
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Fig. 9 - Step response with aluminium damping coils
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Fig. 7 - Undamped response for a vertical perturbation.
Fig. 8 shows the step response for the same
perturbation when copper damping coils are placed at a
distance d = 0.10 m. As it is possible to see, the
operation in constant current mode results in a lower
settling time.
The copper losses E; (j= 1,2,3,4) in the damping coils,
during the transient in constant current mode, have been
determined and the corresponding per cent distribution is
given by

By the comparison of Figs. 8 and 9 it appears that the
settling time increases considering higher values of the
damping coils resistivity. In order to show the influence
of the resistivity on the step response, we have
considered a performance index which represents the
time integral of the levitation height square error (ISE).
— Constant current mode
Constant flux mode

/e,2dt

E 2 =27% , E3=24% , E 4 =21%
Nearly equal values have been obtained in constant
flux mode.
Fig. 9 shows the step response in the case of
aluminium damping coils operating in the same
conditions as in Fig. 8.

Cu
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0.0
0.5
1.0
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2.0
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Damping coil reautirity (10~*0 m)

3.0

Fig. 10 - Performance index versus damping coil
resistivity.

3%

Fig. 10 shows the performance index as function of the
resistivity. The curves assume a minimum for an ideal
value which is about one third of the copper resistivity.
This result suggests that a similar analysis could be
carried out in order to determine the damping coil crosssection which minimises the performance index.
Finally, the influence of the distance d between the
levitation coil and the damping coils has been
investigated. The step response in the case of copper
damping coils, placed at a distance of 0.05 m, is shown
in Fig. 11. The analysis of Figs. 8 and 11 clearly shows
that a lower damping effect is obtained when the
distance d is reduced. A larger damping effect could be
achieved increasing d over the value of 0.10 m.
However, it is clear that the increase of d determines an
equal decrease in the clearance.
0.30

0.20

-i

0.0

Constant current mode
Constant flux mode

2.0

time (s)
Fig. 11 - Step response with copper damping coils
d= 0.05 m.
In order to attain a good ride quality, the damping
effect on the mechanical oscillation of the vehicle could
be improved by using an additional active damping
system. This could be obtained by an active control of
the current in one of the coils of the damping system.

the passive damping system is more effective in constant
current mode. The analysis has also demonstrated that
the levitation system performance improves as the
distance between the levitation coil and the damping
coils increases. Furthermore, the advantages of using
copper damping coils rather than aluminium damping
coils have been emphasised. The results obtained show
that an interesting investigation could be carried out with
reference to the cross-section optimum value of the
damping coils. A detailed study concerning this aspect
and the possibility of using a coil of the damping system
as control coil will be the subject of a future work.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper two mathematical models for studying the
vertical dynamics of EDS-MAGLEV systems have been
presented. The field model is suitable for the analysis of
levitation systems which employ a damper plate. The
circuit model has been adopted in this paper to
investigate the effectiveness of a passive damping system
which uses short-circuited coils. The levitation system
performance has been analysed both in constant current
mode and in constant flux mode.
Although the static lift force characteristic presents
higher values of stiffness in constant flux mode, the results obtained for a step vertical perturbation show that
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Abstract- The development of a control system for a
maglev application can largely be based on existing control
systems for fully automated rail based systems. However,
various aspects, unique to maglev, will require new solutions.
Foremost among these is the greatly increased speed. This,
coupled with the desire for very frequent service, are
requirements that go well beyond the capabilities of many
existing systems. Another difference, with similarly
significant effects on operational control system design, is the
use of a linear synchronous motor located on the guideway.
This greatly changes the design approach needed for
maintaining adequate levels of propulsion or motor control.
In this paper, those operational control system requirements
unique to maglev will be discussed aiong with the appropriate
architectural and technological responses.

I. Introduction
The hierarchical command and control structure will be
reflected in the developed architecture with three levels of
command and control functions. In this paper we shall
examine the requirements in four areas (physical, functional,
performance, and safely) then shall synthesize these
requirements into a control system architecture. The highest
level of control will provide centralized supervisory function
for the management of the flow of vchicles(c.g., the handling
of anomalies, diversions, delays, and emergencies). The
second lier at ihe protection level will assess the integrity of
the route and control the speed of the vehicles. The lowest
level controls the operation of the propulsion, levitation, and
guidance systems to maintain the required ride dynamics.
This hierarchical approach puts the responsibility for control
at the point of need and at the point which will limit the span
of control. An infrastructure of multiple communication
modes will provide operational knowledge of all vehicle
locations at all times and provide the necessary human
communications as well. In addition, the architecture will
reflect the need for responsiveness and availability in the

careful partitioning of centralized, decentralized, and
distributed data, processes, and control.
II. System Architecture Requirements
The maglev command and control system must be
designed around the realities of the physical components of
the system. Each of these components will include
computers and software which all together will form the
command and control subsystem. Functionality and
performance must be allocated to each component of the
system to ensure that all requirements arc met, including
passenger capacity and throughput, reliability of revenue
service and absolute safety. Each of these component will be
inter-connected as an integral part of an integrated system to
achieve the defined objective of a fully automated, fail-safe,
fault-tolerant high speed ground transportation system.
These components are: 1. Vehicle: the moving
component, it includes all the hardware and software devices,
the communication and controls equipment for levitation,
guidance and suspension subsystems; 2. Zone/Block: a
section of the guideway with a single wayside controller
which includes all the supporting structure, the wayside
power equipment, and all sensors, and communications
equipment; 3. Switch: a moving section of the guideway that
changes the route of the vehicle; 4. Station: a prime interface
between the passengers and the system which interacts with
one or more zones to move vehicles into or through the
slaiion and includes communications equipment and controls
and monitor station services such as ticketing, reservations
and station facilities; S. Ccntral(CCF): the top level element
of the maglev system which consists of data processing
equipment, displays, and terminals for operators to monitor
normal operations and alert them to abnormal situations, and
gives them the ability to override the automatic operation of
the system.
As the functions of the system are defined, they must be
allocated to these system components. A variety of global

Manuscript received March 15, 1993. Work supported in pin by National
Maglev Initiative Program under contract DTFR 53-92-C-00003.
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goals, both traditional and system specific, need to be
satisfied in a meaningful way to achieve system objectives.
Among the more important objectives are:
• Fully automated operation, thai is, no real-time operator
intervention, at the vehicle, zone, station, or central, is
required for normal operations
• Allocating functions to the most local level at which they
can safely and reasonably be performed to simplify the
cognitive overhead needed to produce a given element,
enhance its reliability, and reduce the span of control so that
malicious failure modes are constrained
• Accommodate future expandability, both in the extent of the
system and in ability to interface with adjacent maglcv
systems, and to accept future enhancements in technology and
functionality
• Provide redundancy and back-up paths to achieve extremely
high levels of availability
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tad

SWITCH

Maglcv Syslcm Components Diagram

HI. Control Function Requirements
Control system functions are traditionally divided into
three areas: operation, protection, and supervision. The
operation function regulates the movement of the vehicles by
directly interfacing with the motor. The protection function
prevents vehicle collisions. The supervision function allows
human operators to monitor and intervene in the operation of
the system. To these three, we have added a communications
function to tic the system together. Although the functional
characteristics of each area can be largely derived from

existing automatic rail systems, Maglev technologies do
introduce some new requirements and certainly change the
allocation of functions to the system's physical components.
(a) Operation Functions:
This set of functions concern monitoring and control of
components on the vehicle, along the guideway, and in the
stations. The most notable difference from common rail base
systems is that the motor, a linear synchronous motor, now
is part of and runs the length of the guideway. The length of
motor sections is a trade-off between the cost of the control
element, the efficiency of the section (related to length), and
the desired minimum separation between vehicles. The
length of these motor sections has obvious impacts on the
safe separation strategy to be employed. On-board functions
to control the cryogenics and the tilt mechanism are also new.
Some maglev approaches may not include any tilt capability,
but our simulation studies have shown significant speed
improvement on alignments where tight curves must be
accommodated. Finally, some level of automatic sensing of
the environment seems necessary for any system being
operated automatically while vulnerable to weather and
seismic effects.
Vehicle State Monitoring - reporting position and velocity
Cryogenic Control - maintain superconductors temperature
Propulsion/Braking/Lcvitalion Control - control velocity,
lcvitation gap and braking requirements
Secondary Suspension Control - control ride comfort
Switch Control - switch actuation and status reporting
Vehicle Systems Control - monitor on-board systems
Environment Monitoring - monitor local and regional
weather and seismic conditions
Station Control - monitor and control station subsystems
(b) Protection Functions:
These functions irust provide a fail-safe mode of
operation. Therefore, they can override the actions of the
control or supervision functions to ensure a vehicle always
remains in a safe state. The protection functions must
operate independently from the other functions. A function
which will assume greater importance with a maglev system
(because of its greater speed and decreased crash worihiness) is
that of ensuring guideway integrity and the absence of any
obstruction. Also, emergency braking control will be
different than for light or heavy rail systems since the braking
mechanisms are different.
• Vehicle Separation Control - maintain separation between
vehicles at least sufficient for a safe stop
• Vehicle Position and Identification - maintain absolute
knowledge of location and identification of all vehicles
• Route Integrity Control - detect any obstruction
• Emergency Braking Control - control emergency braking
systems on vehicle or on guideway
• Emergency Speed Control - speed control in the event of a
motor failure
• Emergency Response Management - ensure transition to a
safe slate in the event of any failure

(c) Supervision Functions
The supervision functions arc characterized by cither
requiring operator interaction or requiring global information.
They must not be required for safety and are not critical for
maintaining short term operations. But provision for
operator intervention is required to optimize long-term
operations. Schedules might have to accommodate on-line
and off-line stations and express and local service. Data
recording and analysis should allow feed-back of operational
problems into the route planning function and should allow
full characterization of system anomalies for subsequent
resolution. Finally, the operator should be offered guidance
in the resolution of any system problem. This will require
functions designed around all possible failure modes of the
system.
• Performance Monitoring - monitor and display to the
operator the performance of the entire system
• Alarm and Malfunction Reporting - alert the operator and
detect any malfunction
• Control and Override Automated Subsystems - allow the
operator to safely control any part of the system, including
the automated functions
• Failure Management - manage the response to an incident
to maintain safely and restore service
• Data Collection and Analysis- record and analyze data on
the entire system
• Route Planning and Dynamic Scheduling - off-line develop
the timetable and on-line detect schedule interruptions and
control schedule recovery
• Initiation and Termination Service - start and stop operation
of any vehicle or the entire system
• Station and Passenger Interface Control - provide
information to the passengers and monitor the movement
of passengers at all times

(d) Communications
The communications subsystem must provide a
transparent and error-free transfer of information (voice and
data) to and between all other subsystems in a fully automated
and fail-safe manner and with sufficient reliability to meet the
overall system availability goals. Two major factors will
direct the selection of a communications architecture and its
components. The first is the need to accommodate both
mobile and fixed point users. The other is the need to provide
both primary and back-up communications links.
• Vehicle Communications: In general, since radio frequency
bandwidth is limited, it will be desirable to keep the vehicle
communications to a minimum. The vehicle only needs to
report its status, position, speed and acceleration. It may
request a speed reduction (or a stop) based on unacceptable ride
comfort or an emergency situation. The vehicle will receive
route and schedule information such as station arrival time or
a route deviation for local verification and validation.
• Zone Communications: The zone is the primary point of
vehicle propulsion control as well as the primary collection
point for vehicle location and detection functions. It will be
in contact with adjacent zones for vehicle hand-eff. It will
exchange data with central on vehicle movement. The zone
may also act as the initial relay point for all vehicle
communications with other system elements and with
external elements.
• Station and Switch Communications: Stations and
switches, although different elements, have the same type of
requirement to communicate with the immediate and adjacent
zones to ensure safe operation with respect to vehicle
movements. Switches may receive control signals from the
zone or from central. Stations, in addition, will communicate
passenger related information to and from central and will
have to provide information to external agencies such as intermodal transportation services.
• Central Control Facility Communications: The Central
Control Facility, with its responsibilities for controlling
region wide vehicle flow, for monitoring and for emergency
and failure response, and for passenger handling, will require
relatively wide bandwidth communications with all other
elements of the system. In addition, emergency back-up
communications links, probable with significantly less
bandwidth, must be provided to most, if not all, other
elements.
IV.

Safety Critical Controls
Function Allocation Diagram

Performance Requirements

(a) Operational Headway Control:
The principle for headway control during normal
operations is to enforce a pre-dctermined vehicle separation
strategy which meets the system's requirement to provide the
highest level of safety along with maximum throughput.
The Operational Headway is the headway between vehicles at
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which the system is able to operate continuously and still
maintain schedules without vehicle bunching as a result of
normal disturbances and normal passenger induced delays.
The three most analyzed headway control strategies are:
constant-time headway control, constant-distance headway
control, and constant-safety factor headway control.

The following performance was achieved by a single vehicle:
Trip lime(hrs) 8.0
4.0
2.6
2.0
1.6
Speed(kmph) 100
200
300
400
500
Speed(m/s)
28
56
83
111
139
Stop Time (sec) 19
37
56
74
93
StopDist.(m) 365
1164
2478
4306
6649

• A constant-time headway control algorithm maintains a
constant time slot (e.g., 40 seconds) between vehicles at any
command speed. The command speed is dictated by the
supervision function. The maximum speed of a following
vehicle will be adjusted to maintain as a minimum a constant
lime slot between it and the leading vehicle.

The strategies yielded the following results:
Case I: Safety/brick wall stop

• A constant-distance headway control algorithm maintains a
constant distance between vehicles at any command speed. A
similar approach as the constant time strategy is applied
except the distance between vehicles is the determining factor.
In this approach, the speed of a following vehicle is adjusted
to maintain as a minimum a constant distance slot between it
and the leading vehicle.
• A constant-safety factor control algorithm provides the most
conservative approach to maintaining the separation between
vehicles. It ensures that the minimum time or distance to a
leading vehicle is maintained based upon the braking system
capability. The algorithm follows the same command speed
profile as the other algorithms, but then assess the speed of
both the leading and the following vehicle to use the most
conservative measure (either constant-time or constantdistance) to maintain the separation between the vehicles.
Another factor has to be considered in developing the
headway control algorithm. One of the characteristics of an
LSM is to require synchronous movement of the vehicle with
respect to the guideway based on the frequency generated by
the guideway. This allows only one vehicle to be present in
each block (motor section) at a time. Thus the selection of
block length will create a minimum separation between
vehicles at any speed and will limit the total number of
vehicles moving around the system.
(b) Operational Headway and Capacity Analysis
The general remarks are concluded as follows: 1. All three
headway control strategics arc able to meet the initial system
requirements; 2. the system capacity is based on off-line
stations; 3. the current capacity may be doubled through
multi-vehicles concept; 4. the constant distance strategy
provides the least system capacity; 5. the headway control and
the capacity requirements will be factors to determine the size
and the number of vehicles. Following arc parametric tables
which illustrate the maximum system capacity for the three
headway control strategies with system speeds from 100 to
500 kmph. This study was done for a hypothetical route
which featured many sharp lums. The constant parameters
used are: 1. Route distance: 800 km; 2. Normal braking rate:
1.5 m/sec2; 3. Vehicle Capacity: 120 passengers.

BIock(m)
H/W(sec)*l

2000
72

Vehicles/hr
Pphpd*2

50
6000

2000 4000 8000
36
48
72
100
12000

75
9000

8000
58

50
6000

63
7500

Case II: Constant distance >= 4000 meters
Block(m)
4000
4000
4000
8000
H/W(sec)*l
144
72
48
72
Vehicles/hr
25
50
75
50
Pphpd*2
3000
6000
9000
6000

8000
58
63
7500

Case III: Constant lime >= 40 sec
Block(m)
2000
2000
4000
H/W(scc)*l
72
40
48
Vehicles/hr
50
90
75
Pphpd*2
6000
10800
9000

8000
58
63
7500

8000
72
50
6000

Notes:
1. Headway, that is the time to cross the block at the average
speed.
2. Peak system capacity in Passenger per Hour per Direction.
V. Safety and Certification Issues
(a) Safety Requirements:
The high speed of the maglev vehicle, lack of physical
contact with the guideway, coupled with the need for the
vehicle to levitate and the cost of the guideway infrastructure,
impose significant weight, and therefore structural limitations
on the vehicle. It imposes different and more stringent, safety
requirements. However, designing vehicles for reduced weight
requires compromises in the ability of the vehicle to survive
collisions without major vehicle damage and without serious
passenger injury. The probability of low speed vehicle to
vehicle or vehicle to fixed object collisions must be as small
as that allowed for higher speed collisions. The allowable
probability for collisions needs to equal or improve on the
risk levels normally associated with aircraft if public
acceptance is to be gained.
The reduced headway between vehicles imposed by the
increased system throughput envisioned for some maglev
routes imposes further safety requirements. When compared
to existing light and heavy rail systems, maglev vehicles
could run closer together in time. Allowing high levels of
stopping force is unattractive except to avoid imminent
collision due to the potential for injury to passengers. Thus,
either the allowable stopping force which can be applied to
the vehicle must be increased or the C system design must
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include sufficient sensors and rapidily of control to allow
faster reaction to "brick wall" stopping situations.
Since the maglev system employs a lightly coupled drive
system, failures in the on-board magnetic and the guideway
mounted windings must be extremely rare due to the
catastrophic result of vehicle 10 guideway touchdown when
the vehicle is in motion. The reliability of the wayside
power and control is also critical and has a major safety
impact. Thus, the C3 system must be designed to ensure that
the span of control of any one motor segment along Che
guideway is minimized.
However, since wayside power
and control must be provided for each guideway section, and
the costs of the circuitry to provide needed functionality is
high, system cost conflicts directly with the safely needs of
the system. The final maglcv C2 architecture must provide
cost effective command and control while ensuring that
system and passenger safety is not compromised at any point
in the system design and operation.
(b) Certification Requirements:
Certifying the maglcv C^ system with responsible
government agencies prior to system use in revenue service is
crucial for public acceptance. Certification may be required
by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and is likely to
be required by each of the public utility commissions (PUCs)
in the states where a maglcv system is planned for use.
While the requirements for certification have not been
developed, the aircraft industry - which uses vehicles at
similar speeds and with similar crash avoidance needs - can
provide some guidance. The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) currently requires that aircraft systems be "designed so
that the occurrence of any failure condition which would
prevent the continued safe flight and landing of the airplane is
extremely improbable". It appears that the FRA and the state
PUCs will adopt requirements which are at least as stringent
for maglev failures which put at risk the lives of multiple
passengers.
Probabilities ar. small as 10-9 (some FAA requirements)
per operating Ivmr are not verifiable through testing.
Verification through analysis is possible, and is commonly
used in certifying aircraft systems. The system to be certified
must be designed so that multiple independent events must
occur prior to the catastrophic event occurring. If the
initiating events are independent, the probability of the
catastrophic event occurring is then the product of the
probabilities of the individual events. However, the
independence of the multiple events must be carefully proven.
For a C3 system, showing independence between system
elements requires a system partitioning which is carefully
architcctcd 10 allow certification. The layers of command and
control must be able to cither continue safe, albeit with
reduced functionality, operation or must be able to bring the
maglev system to a safe state under all conditions of failure,
including complete loss of functionality from one or more
layers. The ability of analysis techniques to provide accurate
certification of probabilities as low as 10"3 for software
intensive C3 systems has been questionable.

However, the last several years have brought advances in
the ability of the safety and reliability engineering disciplines
to predict software reliability, model the impact of software
reliability and hardware and software fault coverage, and
perform detailed analysis of software safety characteristics.
Absolute certification of software safety is not yet possible,
however, progress has been made. When recently developed
analysis methods such as software fault trees, backward
threading techniques and software Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis, used to assess each of the independent initiating
events for a hazardous condition, are combined with a
rigorous and carefully designed test program, a level of safety
assurance sufficient to allow revenue service can result.
VI. Cl System Architecture
The development of (he maglev command and control
system involves the allocation of the three categories of
function (operation, protection, and supervision) onto the five
available system components (vehicle, zone, switch, station,
Central Control Facility) into an architecture which can meet
the performance and safety requirements. The structure of the
system also must accommodate the hierarchy required for
safety (in which safety critical control functions should be
located close to the mechanism being controlled and with a
limited span of control) and the hierarchy required for efficient
operation (in which functions arc located at the lowest level
where all the required data is available).
The operation functions deal with a number of the listed
components and in general will be allocated to embedded
processors within those components in keeping with the
desire to reduce communications requirements and to limit the
span of control. For instance, with vehicle control functions
located in each vehicle, failure of these functions will only
incapacitate one vehicle, as long as the vehicle can be moved
out of the way.
Protection functions will be mostly allocated to the zones
along the guideway. The distributed nature of the guideway
subsystem, with each zone only comprising 4 km. of the
guideway or less, will limit the span of control of any
individual control element. Thus a failure in any one zone
would only affect that zone. If the zones are designed to be
short enough to allow un-powered passage of normal vehicle
movements, zone failures would only degrade, not stop,
revenue service.
With the exception of displays and sensors for passenger
control at the stations, all supervision functions will be
allocated to the Central Control Facility. This must be done
because these functions either require operator interaction or
because they require access to a global range of information.
Although supervision functions are not safety critical, they
are necessary to maintaining an expeditious flow of vehicles
(and therefore passengers). Since failure at the CCF could
affect expeditious traffic flow, some back-up to the CCF, at
least for its automatic flow control functions, should be
provided. A good candidate for this back-up capability is the
station.
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(a) Command and Control System Architecture:
As the allocation questions are answered, it is important
to look at each processing component to understand the
architectural nature of each component and iis relationship to
other components. This can be done by looking at the
control, processes, and data handling requirements of the
component and the resulting information transfer needs. The
following table shows those relationships:

Function

Supervision

PtOtKUCtJ

OpcWian

Central

Hiencchin!

MasiCf/Slsve

SufcJePoiK

Process

Ifcisrrjpmcom
Network

rfcierafieneou*
Network

Multiproceuor

Diu

Ditabuc
Management
Sy*cm

Replicated
Datribulcd Files

Local Filet

Approscfi

CcnXuliecd

Syvem
Function

Camm

WAN/LAN

Element

Centnl/Sutioa

Distributed
Prelection
Function
Redundancy
Point-io-Point

ZoneyBlock

Decentralised
Operational
Function
Embedded

Vehicle

functions. To increase availability, operation functions will
be implemented with redundant computers. The database
needs of most operation functions are modest and complex
database management systems are not required. While
specific command and control logic in the fully implemented
networked system will have much in common, there may be
parameter differences at each location (e.g., with respect to
specific route data or environmental data, etc.), or locations
will be configured slightly differently (e.g., a zone controller
at a station may have increased power ratings to handle the
initial movement of maglev vehicles).
(b) Communications System Architecture:
There will be a need for both data and voice
communications within the maglev system.
The
communications paths to and from the vehicle will be
implemented with radio frequency technologies since contact
between the vehicle and the guideway is not allowed. As
with all use of radio paths, data transfer requirements must be
kept to a minimum, the communications protocols must
allow for temporary interruption, and multiple paths must be
provided. Communications will be based on area network
topologies where the network provides intrinsic message path
management. This is a standard network methodology
whereby the network message integrity is inherently fault
tolerant providing both self-healing and self-optimization for
capacity requirements..

System Architectural Diagram

VII. Summary
The control responsibilities of the supervision functions
arc hierarchical in nature where these functions are controlling
the actions of subordinate components. The network of
components so controlled consists of a wide variety of types,
including stations, zones, switches, and vehicles. To exercise
effective control, supervision functions need a global view of
the system, with access to information covering all
components. A database management system will likely be
included in the implementation of the supervision functions.
The nature of the control exercised by the protection
functions must be local, affecting only a segment of the
guideway and the vehicles within that segment, and must be
absolute, capable of overriding commands from the
supervision function and stopping control actions of the
operation function. The processes of protection are
distributed into many small zones, each of which must be
aware of the activity and status of adjacent zones but only
capable of controlling the movement of vehicles within the
local zone. Database needs of the protection functions are
considerably less than for supervision functions. Further,
each zone will have the same range of information needs.
Communications paths (both primary and back-up) must
exist to some number of nearby zones (not just to directly
adjacent zones) and to vehicles within those zones.
The span of control exercised by the operation functions is
strictly local and independent of olher components of the
system. Each vehicle, for instance, does not require any
knowledge of any other vehicle to carry out its operations

Some of the command, control and communication
system requirements related to the functional partitioning and
allocation for a maglcv system can be found in existing fully
automated rail systems. However, new technologies, unique
to maglcv, new performance requirements, required for public
acceptance, and the continuing application of modem control
and communication technology to safety-critical subsystems
arc all critical to the future implementations of the maglev
system. In all of these areas, the implications are becoming
clearer through the on-going research efforts.
It is also clear that much work remains, both in the
determination of the complete set of requirements, and the
new technologies in designing a responsive control system
architecture to fulfill the needs for a convenience of access and
the speed of service.
It is recognized that if the maglev technology is to grow it
must be treated as part of a national intermodal transportation
complex. As such, a command, control and communications
architecture must anticipate a complex network control
problem. If a network concept is assumed from the
beginning, interoperability can become more viable. The
global assets management and scheduling concerns will
necessitate a network of real-lime data base management
system utilizing the Artificial Intelligence(AI) and Neural
Network capability as the key element in the development of
a new phase of the high-speed ground transportation systems.
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the results of a study of
speed brake and drag chute deceleration systems for
Maglev vehicles.
These systems offer practical
solutions to the need for additional braklag la both
routine and emergency decelerations.
Three type*
of drag brakes are discussed: vehicle surface brakes,
(both forward and aft opening), and plug brakes.
From the polnts-of-vlew of storage and operational
simplicity, the plug-type brakes appear most
feasible.
Based on incremental
deceleration
requirements of 0.2g, a total exposed brake area of
2
11.6 m is needed.
Various types of drag chute
designs, materials, and deployment methods are
also discussed.
Drag chute systems are sized for
decelerations of 0.2g and 0.8g, resulting In
requirements for 4.65 m and 9.30 m diameter
canopies, respectively.
NOMENCLATURE
a
CD
(CDS) O
D
Do
Fdecei
Fmax
Fs
Fsnatch
g
n
S
S re f
t
tj
tf

deceleration rate (m/sec2)
coefficient of drag
system steady state drag area (m 2 )
dragforce(N)
nominal diameter of canopy (m)
deceleration force (N)
maximum opening shock force (N)
steady-state drag force (N)
lines-taut snatch force (N)
gravitational acceleration (m/sec2)
permeability constant
instantaneous inflated canopy area and speed
brake frontal area (m 2 )
reference area (m2)
time (sec)
inflation time (sec)
filling time (sec)

v
vo
W
x;
p

velocity (m/sec)
velocity at time of drag chute deployment (m/sec)
weight (N)
instantaneous shock factor
density ofair(kg/m 3 )

Subscripts:
sb
speed-brake
veh
Maglev vehicle

INTRODUCTION

With the application of superconducting magnets, the
Magnetic Levitation (Maglev) vehicle has become a
promising new transportation system. While this new
technology has made high-speed trains both practical and
economical, it has also introduced certain design problems
that did not arise for traditional, low-speed rail systems. For
example, the superconducting magnets and mechanical
guideway brakes can provide a limited amount of braking
force, but they are inadequate in emergency situations. In
order to supplement the standard mechanical brakes on the
Maglev vehicle, aerodynamic brakes offer a relatively simple
and effective solution.
Two of the most common aerodynamic deceleration
systems are speed brakes and drag chutes. Speed brakes have
the advantage of controlling the amount of braking desired by
varying the amount of flat-plate area exposed to the flow,
thus making them practical for routine braking as well as
emergency situations. To reduce the required size of speedbrakes for emergency decelerations, drag chutes are a viable
compliment.
For the purpose of demonstrating practical applications of
these aerodynamic braking systems, representative Maglev
vehicle characteristics have been assumed and are listed in
Table I.
TABLE I
MAGLEV VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

Manuscript submitted March 15, 1993 to Maglev '93 Conference. This
work was supported by the General Motors Electro-Motive Division under
Research Agreement No. 92-PRI-S-0378 as part of the National Maglev
Initiative.
* Graduate Research Assistant.
** Associate Professor.

Cruise Velocity = 500 kph (139 m/sec)

Mass of Maglev Vehicle = 82.000 kg
C
Dveh = 0.24 (Ref. 1)
2

<CDSref> nh =3.5 m
Standard Sea Level Conditions
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SPEED BRAKES

Speed Brake Sizing
The sizing of speed brakes is dependent upon drag
coefficients for flat plates mounted on a surface. According to
[2], dive-brakes mounted perpendicular lo a fuselage result in
a coefficient of drag of about 1.17, based on the projected
frontal area of the brake. However, if guide vanes are inserted
in the flat plate to turn the flow outward and the brakes are
swept forward at an angle of 45°, the value of Co is increased
to about 1.48. Reference [3] suggests using a value of D/q 1.0 limes the flat plate frontal area. These three values of the
speed brake drag coefficient arc selected for the initial analysis
in the design study.
The sizing of the speed brakes is based on balancing the
speed brake aerodynamic drag force and the required
deceleration force. The following relationship results:
2a(W/g)

(1)

where the deceleration force is defined as
(2)

rdecel = ma = I - ^ l a
'8 '

Table II presents the results of the required speed brake
areas for various deceleration rates and the three coefficients of
drag. These deceleration rates are due to the speed brakes
only.

For all three types, the assumed configuration consists of
eight plates, one bank of four arranged radially forward of the
passenger cabin and a second bank of four similarly arranged
aft of the passenger cabin. It has been assumed that the
effectiveness of the aft plaies is not affected by the flow
around the forward plates. The dimensions of each plate arc
1.3S x 1.07 m, for a total speed brake frontal area of 11.6 in2.
The plate sizing is based on two constraints: first, the plates
in each bank do not overlap and, second, when two vehicles
pass each other, both with plates fully deployed, safety
clearances are maintained under all conditions, as shown in
Fig. 1.
1) Surface plates opening aft: This configuration consists
of curved plates which, when closed, form part of the outer
surface of the Maglev vehicle. They are hinged at the rear and
open aft, using a system of hydraulic pistons or wormgear
motors to control the motion of the plate. The proposed
layout is shown in Fig. 2.
Advantages: This system can be rapidly deployed by
using the vehicle's dynamic pressure to aid in opening the
plates and requires only a small motor to close the plates once
the vehicle has stopped. Alternatively, hydraulic pistons can
provide both damping during deployment as well as ihc
closing force. In case of total hydraulic failure, the plates can
still be deployed by using springs to push the edge of the
plate far enough into the slipstream to be fully opened by the
dynamic pressure. Variable braking power is achieved by
partial deployment of the plates.
nisarivaniayps- High stress concentrations at the hinge
will require a structural buildup in that area to carry the load.
In the case of opening restraint system failure, the plates may

TABLED
VARIATION IN SPEED BRAKE SIZE

Speed Brake Area <m2)
Initial
Deceleration
Rates

C D = 1.00

C D =1.17

C D =1.48

40.8
34.0
27.2
20.4
13.6
10.2

34.9
29.1
23.3
17.4
11.6
8.72

27.6
23.0
18.4
13.8
9.19
6.89

•68

•5g
4g
3g
2g
I5R

Speed Brake Design
Several different types of speed brakes for Magltv vehicles
have been investigated. The three types which arc discussed
here arc plates forming part of the outer surface of the vehicle
(both forward and aft opening), and plug-type plates that are
stored internally and deployed perpendicular to the outer
surface of the vehicle. An examination of the perceived
advantages and disadvantages of each of the three
configurations is presented.
Fig. 1. Speed brake placement and clearances.
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be torn off by the resulting forces. These disadvantages can
be reduced by using internal hinging systems.
2) Surface plates opening forward: This system is similar
to the previous system depicted in Fig. 2 with the following
exceptions: the plates are hinged at the front and the springs
are removed.
Advantages: Variable braking power is achieved by
deployment of the plates at less than 90° incidence to the
flow.
Disadvantages: Motor size or hydraulic system capacity
depends on the desired opening speed. The plate surfaces
facing the flow are convex, resulting in a drag coefficient less
than Ihe value for a flat or concave surface, and thus requiring
an increase in speed brake size. Preliminary estimates [2]
indicate an increase in required area on the order of 50%.
Finally, unpowered deployment of this system is not
possible.

direction of motion
Note: the piston and
support arm could also
be rotated 90* CCW
to lay flat.

3) Plug-type plates: These are flat plates that arc stored
entirely inside the Maglev vehicle and deployed perpendicular
to the direction of motion. Deployment and retraction are by
hydraulic piston or wormgear motor. The proposed layout is
shown in Fig. 3.
Advantages: A relatively simple and robust mechanical
system. Variable braking can be achieved easily by partial
deployment of the plates. A simple spring-loaded emergency
power-loss deployment scheme appears feasible.
Disadvantages: This system may be relatively slow to
deploy. It also appears to be the most demanding system in
terms of internal volume requirements, as each pair of plates
(two pairs forward and two aft) requires a 20-25 cm 'slice' of
the vehicle for stowage, structural, and deployment
considerations.
On the basis of the above analysis and the constraints
from the Maglev vehicle's general dimensions and passing
clearances, the effective speed-brake area is of primary
importance. This consideration eliminates the forward
opening configuration, as it would require significantly more
area than the other two designs due to its lower coefficient of
drag.
The plug-type system is selected over the aft-opening
surface-plate configuration due to its simple storage and
deployment scheme and better potential for accommodating
side view

s

1

plate

2T

<
1 - hinge
2 - latch
3 - springs

1

Jti

3 (typical)
stored

deployed

1 - support beam
2 - hydraulic pistons
3 - bearing housing
4 - cross beams
5 - frame rings
6 - surface bearings
Fig. 2. Surface plates opening aft.

bottom or other
side of vehicle

Fig. 3. Plug-type plates.
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Ihc aerodynamic loads. It is felt that these factors outweigh
the disadvantage of the increased internal storage requirements.
Speed Brake Structural Considerations
For a maximum braking load of 160 kN, and assuming
(hat this load is equally distributed between the eight plates,
the maximum load on each plate is estimated at 20 kN. The
plate thickness and construction arc based on this loading.
The criterion used in sizing the plate thickness is a tip
deflection of 20 mm at maximum loading. A reduction in the
allowable tip deflection would, of course, increase both the
thickness and mass of the plates.
Both steel and aluminum have been investigated
(assuming a solid plate) as possible speed brake materials.
As expected, the steel plate is a good deal thinner (22 mm vs.
32 mm for Al) but has nearly twice the mass (246 kg vs. 128
kg for AI). Taking the greater susceptibility of steel to
environmental damage into account an well, aluminum is
clearly the material of choice.
A significant reduction in weight is achieved through a
built-up aluminum plate arrangement consisting of five Cchannels sandwiched between two face plates. For example, a
55% decrease in mass is attained for only a 16% increase in
thickness when compared to the solid aluminum plate. For
this large decrease in mass, it is felt that the small increase in
thickness and complexity is more than justified. However,
this is only one possible solution, and may not be optimal.
In addition, composite materials may provide similar
performance at lower mass and/or thickness, and should be
investigated.
The internal vehicle structure must be able to carry the
aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the plates. This
can be accomplished by locating a fuselage frame ring directly
behind the plates and by supports, parallel to the hydraulic
pistons, attached to a support beam via a bearing housing.
Details of this arrangement arc presented in Fig. 3. In order
to balance both the force and moment on a single plate,
preliminary estimates indicate forces on the order of 30 kN at
Ihc frame ring and 10 kN at the support beam.

because of its tendency to rotate about its axis of symmetry.
The ribbon canopy drag chute remains as a potential
deceleration device. This type of chute is commonly used for
vehicle and aircraft decelerations at dynamic pressures up to
around 273 kN/m2, which at standard sea level atmospheric
conditions corresponds to a velocity of 668 m/scc.
The canopy deployment process, which can be divided into
distinct stages, is depicted in Fig. 4. The initial stage begins
at the time of drag chute deployment and ends at the instant
the suspension lines become fully stretched. Al this latter
time, the local maximum force, known as the lines-taut
snatch force, occurs. 11K inflation time is defined as ihc time
interval between the occurrence of the snatch force and the
maximum opening shock force. At this instant, the
maximum force for the whole system (Maglcv and drag chute)
occurs as the canopy inflates radially. During the final stage,
the interactive forces between Ihc drag chute and the Maglcv
vehicle return to their steady-state value. The filling time, tf,
is defined as the time interval from the occurrence of the
snatch force to the instant the canopy first reaches its steadystate diameter.
The estimations of the maximum shock force, steady-state
force, and the inflation time after initial deployment arc based
on the method presented in [5]. Since the Maglcv vehicle's
mass is around 82,000 kg, the infinite mass assumption is
valid when analyzing the drag chute opening shock forces.
The analysis method is outlined in (3)-(6). The total Tilling
time is calculated from

U-*±

(3)

where, according to [5], the permeability constant, n, for
ribbon chutes is equal to 14. According to Fig. 5, the shock
factor,
(4)

(C|,S)O

D R A G CHUM'S

Drag Cluae Design

S

Parachutes (or drag chutes) can be broken down into three
classifications: solid textile, slotted textile, and gliding
parachute canopies. Of these three subsets, only the solid and
slotted textile canopies are logical choices for use as an
emergency deceleration system for the Maglcv vehicle. The
solid textile canopy is typically used for personnel and cargo
recovery, but lies poor stability characteristics and high
opening forces. Slotted parachutes, such as the cross canopy
and ribbon canopy [4], arc commonly used for the deceleration
of ground vehicles and aircraft, and exhibit excellent stability,
good drag characteristics, and low opening shock forces. The
cross canopy design is dropped from further consideration

a

Note: rigurc nol
drawn (<> scale.

Time
Fig. 4. Opening forces during deployment of parachute
ior infinite mass assumption.
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is approximately 1.05 to 1.10 for tbe infinite mass case,
where the steady-state force is defined as:

(5)

Figures 6 and 7 present tbe velocity and distance traveled
by the Maglev vehicle after drag chute deployment for both
the 0.2g and the 0.8g emergency braking requirements. Both
figures include the aerodynamic drag contributions of tbe
Maglev vehicle, but the speed brakes are assumed to be
retracted.

The variation of velocity with time after deployment of the
speed brakes is calculated from the following relationship.
600

v (t) = v 0 [ l p <PDshS,b XgAV) tvo +1]"'

(6)

\
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The effects of several specified deceleration, rates on
parachute size, deployment forces, filling time, and
suspension line length are presented in Table III. Tbe results
are based on a typical drag coefficient for ribbon parachutes of
0.80 [4]. To achieve this drag coefficient, it is suggested [6]
that the suspension line length be approximately three times
tbe parachute nominal diameter.

RIBBON CHUTE SKING RESULTS;

1

Fig. 6. Velocity of Maglev vehicle after drag
chute deployment.
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Fig. 7. Distance traveled by Maglev vehicle after drag
chute deployment.

Drag Chute Materials
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Fig. S. Drag-area ratio versus dimensionless filling time (Ref. 5).

Both nylon and Kevlar materials have been investigated for
use in tbe drag chute system of the Maglev vehicle. The
main differences between the two materials arc summarized in
Table IV. Kevlar materials, while more expensive, have less
than one-half the weight and one-third the bulk of nylon
materials. For the specified 0.2g deceleration from the drag
chute system, an all-Kevlar design results in a mass of
approximately 10 kg and a packed volume of 0.03 m 3 ,
including suspension lines. Table V represents typical
weight savings compared to an all nylon construction for
parachutes incorporating Kevlar materials [7].
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TABLE IV
PROPERTIES OF NYLON AND KEVLAR MATERIALS

Elongation
Ult. Tensile Strength (kN/m2)
SlrciiRth-to-WciRht Ratio

Nylon 66 Kevlar 29
16-28 %
4-5%
5.59xlO 3
19.2xlO3
1.00
2.70

TABLE V

For a 0.8g emergency deceleration, the resulting 9.30 m
diameter for a single drag chute is impractical due to the
clearance requirements previously discussed. Two 6.58 m
diameter drag chutes would produce the required deceleration
force. This would require two mortars, resulting in
significant mass and volume penalties. In addition, the drag
chutes must be deployed one above the other to maintain
safety clearances between passing vehicles, resulting in a
more complicated suspension line arrangement

WEIGHT SAVINGS OF KEVLAR MATERIALS

Modification
Kevlar Suspension Lines
on Existing
Nylon Parachute
Reinforced Nylon Canopy with
Kevlar Radials and Suspension
Lines
All-Kcvlar Parachute

WeltBt Savlait
20-25%

30%
50%

Drag Chute Deployment
Due to the region of separated and highly turbulent flow at
the back end of the Maglcv vehicle, some method is needed to
eject the drag chute into a region of undisturbed air during
deployment. One solution is to utilize a deployment mortar
[8]. A typical mortar depicted in Fig. 8 has a mass of 36 kg
and a usable volume of 0.05 m3, which is more volume than
is required for the 0.2g drag chute design proposed above.
Assuming the mass of the mortar varies as the square root of
the volume results in a mortar mass of about 30 kg.
Table HI indicates a force of 169 kN must be carried into
the structure from the parachute suspension line bundle.
Reference [9] lists the ultimate tensile strength of Kevlar at
19.2 x 103 kN/m2. Taking into account a safely factor of
1.5, this results in a bundle cross-sectional area of 125 cm2.
This load will be carried by an arrangement of frame rings and
crosspieccs similar to that suggested for the plug-type speed
brakes.

1.00 m

CONCLUSION

Speed brakes and drag chutes have both been shown to be
useful aerodynamic braking systems for Maglev vehicles.
Speed brakes provide an effective method of decelerating a
Maglev vehicle in both ordinary as well as emergency
situations, while a drag chute is useful for providing
additional emergency braking power at only a small cost in
mass and volume. It is expected that Maglev vehicles will
utilize both of these systems in order to provide reliable,
efficient, and safe braking characteristics.
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Signaling System of Maglevetype HSST
Fumio Hashimoto
Railway Signal Devision, Kyosan Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Yokohama.Japan
I . Introduction

maximum speed of about 100 km/h in minimum operation
intervals of about 100 seconds each. Therefore the railway
The normal-conduction, maglevetype linear motor signaling equipment must be a cab-signal type with an ATO
railway system HSST was commercially operated in the system backed up by ATP.
Yokohama Exposition held in Yokohama, Japan, from
From this point of view, the function has been developed
March 25 to October 1, 1989, using Model HSST-15 as slepwise using a special test line. At first, the overrunthe YES89 Line (YOKOHAMA EXOTIC SHOWCASE). protective function in a point-control system using
It was the first maglevetype railway system in Japan, and transponders, as operated in the Yokohama Exposition, was
it accepted for railway business and was operated incorporated. It was then modified to a continuous-control
commercially for 6 months. Model HSST-M of the system using a pattern belt and, at present, testing has
system was demonstrated in die "Saitama Exposition''
been continued using the fixed-patlem-type ATP. In
held in the city of Kumagaya, Saitama Prefecture, in addition, the entire system has been developed into a
March 1988. Based on the experience and knowhow moving block system that can follow the location of a
acquired throughout these events, the development of an preceding train and the state of switches and controls of
urban-traffic-oriented maglevetype linear motor system following trains. Verification experiments for the latest
was launched toward a goal of practical applications. In system have been accumulated in the test line, satisfactorily
the meantime, a test system of 1.5 km in length was demonstrating system robustness for practical applications.
constructed in Nagoya in May 1991, and die system has
been tested to operate a train at a maximum speed of
IS. Configuration of the System
about HOkm/h.
This brochure describes an overview of the operation
Objectives of the testing using the test line include the
control system and its test results, which system is verification of safety, economic performance, and practical
equipped in die test lines, with a particular emphasis on efficiency of the system as an urban-oriented traffic system
die railway-signaling system and die automatic at a traveling speed of 100 km/h. The operation control
operation system, among other numerous subsystems.
system has been constructed aiming at smooth and safe
backup of these tests and capability of applying to nextH. Alterations o f the Operation Control Systems generation systems in terms of operation control.
for the H S S T
The test line consists of a single main track from the Ohye
Station to the Higashi-Nagoya-Ko Station via an
The first operation control system used for the HSST was intermediate branch location, and another route from an
intended for shuttling each train in a single track in the intermediate location to the shunting track via a turnout; in
Expositions. It was then developed into practical systems the former, a train is shuttled for testing at a speed of 100
capable of operating several trains at high speed and density, km/h, while testing in the shunt route is for operating trains
by incorporating various options in operation mode. Among in a curved branch track of 25 m in a minimum radius of
practical magleve lines, there is an example with two single curvature. In these tests, trains are operated in either
tracks arranged parallel to connect an airport satellite and a manual or automatic modes. In the automatic mode, test
terminal, which is operated in unman mode. This is a runs for long-term durability testing are applicable. The
typical application example for transportation between two configuration of the system for these operations is shown in
stations, like the HSST systems operated in the Sailama and Fig. 1.
Yokohama Expositions, in an extension distance of about
The system is classified into the following subsystems.
600 m. These systems were automatic operation systems
(1) Signaling system
provided with an overrun-protective function,
tn the
a) ATP equipment using transponders (emergency
Yokohama Exposition, the system achieved a zero-problem
braking)
record of operation throughout the period of 6 months, and it
b) Pattern-type ATP equipment (normal braking)
was proved that this type of operation system could be
c) Speed-detection equipment
applied practically.
On the other hand, fundamental
d) Continuous-detection-type check-in, check-out
requirements as an urban-oriented system include a
train-detection equipment
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Fig. 1 ConCgunlion of the system

e) Interlocking equipment
(2) Operation system
a) Program train operation (PTO) equipment
b) Manual train operation (MTO) equipment
c) Operation monitor equipment
e) Car monitor equipment
(3) Information transmission system
a) Wayside-cab information transmission equipment
(4) Supervision system
a) Wayside-cab supervision equipment

IV. Overview of the Major Systems
A. Signaling Control
For signaling control, two systems of the control
equipment are provided for the test track. The ATP
equipment using transponders was used in the signaling
control systems for the Saitama and Yokohama Expositions,
aiming mainly at overrun protection at both terminals in
shuttling transportation. With this equipment, a system can
be constructed by mainly using wayside transponders
without requiring power supplies on the ground where a
train is operated in a simple mode such as shuttling between
two terminals.
Consequently, simple and economic
signaling control can be applied without sacrificing safety.
However, with an urban-traffic type system in which a
number of trains are operated in a high density, it is
mandatory to incorporate a conventional continuousdetection, continuous-control system. Particularly where an
automatic operation or unman operation is intended, a
point-detection, point-control system will not be
satisfactory. The concept of a conventional continuous-

control system is not free from fixed blocking, in which the
position of a train is detected in each block section so that a
permissible speed is set for each section in order to control
train operation.
Consequently, the Irain-delcction
equipment and the hardware of the ATP equipment must be
constructed in each section. Particularly in the case where
trains are operated densely, a block section must be divided
into many subsections, requiring high construction cost.
Hence the conlinuous-pattern-type ATP equipment has
been introduced presently as a novel signaling control
system, because only one train is operated at the test track,
and the system has been operated for demonstration testing.
This
continuous-pattern-type
ATP equipment
is
constructed with the consideration that it will be improved
into a moving block system in the future. With the system,
operation of trains is controlled by receiving information on
the location and speed of trains through the wayside-cab
information transmission equipment.
For detecting the speed of a train in the maglcvctypc
railway, the system that operated successfully in the Sailania
and Yokohama Exhibitions is employed. Using train-speed
pulses, the system provides information on an absolute, failsafe distance for the continuous-patlem-typc ATP. In
addition to the detection of such information on absolute
distance, a conventional conlinuous-deteclion-typc checkin, check-out train-detection equipment, as used in new
traffic systems which vehicles run with the rubber lire, is
also incorporated for a trial. Although the latter technology
has already been established, it has been installed in order to
check noise immunity of the system, in particular.
An overview on the major equipment and apparatuses is
described in the following.
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1)

A TP Equipment

The ATP equipment performs blocking controls for
intermediate sections, and in addition it also carries out
overrun-prolcclivc controls at the same time by using a
pattern-type speed monitoring, so that a train can enter the
station section at as high a speed as possible, because the
overrun-allowance dis'ance from a regular stop point to the
dead end is only about 10 m.
Fig. 2 shows the protective patterns at the overrunprotection-initiating points, for the transponder-type and
the continuous-pattern-type ATP control systems.

120
100
80
60

With this example, a train receives ATP information on a
permissible speed of 115 km/h from an outside transponder,
and the train stores this instruction and the location of a
transponder that will receive a next instruction; and, when
the train travels at 70 kni/li, it receives an instruction of ATP
70 from the next transponder. Fig. 3 illustrates a state in
which an ATP is effected when the actual speed of the train
exceeds 70 km/li.
Fig. 4 shows an operation state of normal braking with
the continuous-pattcrn-type ATP equipment during running
of a train in the field.
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Fig. 4 Conlinuous-paltern-type

The final overrun-protective curve in Fig. 2 relates to the
transponder type, which was provided for backing up the
continuous pattern-type ATP and the moving block type
train control, which was first introduced in the present field
testing. According to an ordinary speed limit pattern of the
transponder type, the normal braking limit curve is
dominant in priority, and normally the final overrunprotective curve will not be in effect.
Therefore the
transponder-type equipment will not be needed where a
continuous-pattern-control-type ATP or a moving block
type is applied practically. Fig. 3 depicts the operation
status of emergency braking where the transponder-type
ATP equipment is used independently.
EnxigBDcy Brilcc Gmnrand

.-i -i i

Fig. 3

Emergency-braking response characteristics of
the transponder-lype ATP

normal braking

response

characteristics

This example denotes a state where a service braking
pattern (SBP pattern) is effected at 110 kni/h; where a train
follows the pattern at an actual speed of about 6 0 kni/h. The
minimum range resolution of the SBP pattern is 60 cm in
terms of absolute distance vs. permissible speed. The idle
time of braking is a total of 1.1 seconds, including about 0.6
seconds for monitoring the speed and 0.5 seconds to the
time of effecting normal braking. Delay time of releasing
of braking is about 1.2 seconds.
According to the continuous-pattern-type ATP control,
an ever-changing permissible speed must be immediately
and clearly indicated to the operator. Therefore a speed
meter with a speed-indication pattern, shown in Fig. 5, is
provided in the operator's cabin.
The outermost, fine
graduations show the permissible speed SBP pattern, in
which the width of a band indication increases or decreases
in 2-km/h graduation units as displayed in fine bands. A
wide-band indication inside the SBP pattern shows an
actual speed; like the SBP pattern, an actual speed is
indicated in a bar that extends and contracts in 2 km/li units.
The operator can easily operate the train at a speed lower
than an instruction given in the SBP pattern while
comparing it with the SBP indication. Specific interfacing
between man and machine is one of the most important
themes during designing of the equipment. An actual speed
is also digitally indicated on a center part, besides a bar
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indication.
The minimum
indication is 1 km/h.

graduation

of the digital

The accuracy of this speed-detection equipment was
tested in the presence of the officers from the Traffic Safely
Department, Traffic Safety & Public Nuisance Research
Institute of the Ministry of Transport. Measurement results
were satisfactory.
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Fig. S Indication of SBP pattern and speed

2) Speed-Detection
Equipment and Absolute
Detection Equipment

Distance

Both speed-detection equipment and absolute-distancedeteclion equipment use a pattern belt having openings in
30-cm intervals and a cab antenna having 3 coils in 20-cni
spacings. The configuration is shown in Fig. 6. This system
has been transferred from those used in the Saitama and
Yokohama Expositions. Charts for showing signal receiving
and pulse detecting are shown in Fig. 7. For speed
detection, three ranges of speed are defined for constructing
a detection logic. As a result, a stabilized accuracy of
detection is realized. The minimum detection speed in
effect is 0.5 km/li. In a range of 0.5 km/h lo 1.2 km/h,
pulses of a 10-cm width each arc used. In other ranges of
1.2 kni/h lo 3.6 km/h, and over 3.6 km/h, pulses of 20 cm
and 60 cm in width, respectively, arc employed for speed
detection. In addition, phases of the 3 antenna systems on
the cab arc compared with each other to confirm the
robustness of the fail-safe logic and for detecting backtraveling of a traiu.
The cab antennas arc installed
distributed ly at two locations of a car, in order to prevent
missing of signals in the turnout unit and to improve
reliability of the entire system.
Thus the system is
configured into a dual system. The relationship of speed vs.
pulse frequency is shown by the following equation.
F = K • V [Hz] (Where K: 2.778, V: speed lkm/h])
The absolule-dislancc-detection equipment accumulates
these pulses through a fail-safe process, which pulses arc
used as distance information for the continuous-palternlype ATP and moving block systems. Once Ihc system is
applied practically and a train passes a turnout, interference
between trains traveling in Ihc main track and the shunt
track may possibly cause a distance-measurement error or
missing of information. To prevent the occurrence of these
circumstances, measurement distance is compensated by the
transponders referring to a point of departure and so on.

ANTENNA
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ANTTENNA 2
ANTTENNA 3
SPEED PULSE _
Fig. 6 Speed-detection pattern and output logic
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Fig. 7 Speed signal receiving level

B. Operation System
The operation system includes a scries of controls, i.e.
leviialion control, departure control, inter-station consiantspced traveling control, fixed-location stop control, and
landing control. The automatic operation system in use is
substantially the same as those satisfactorily operated in the
Sailama and Yokohama Expositions, except for a feature of
the present system; the stcp-conirol-typc ATP has been
replaced with a pattern-type ATP, for backing up. Fig. 8
depicts an example operation pattern in actual traveling.
Fig. 8 shows part of traveling from departure lo arriving at
the terminal station. The train departs from the right end
and accelerates after passing through a 100R curve-speedlimit section of 50 km/li. And a permissible speed changes
from time to time according to a normal-braking pattern
from 100 km/h for the prevention of overrun at the terminal.
Under these restrictive conditions, irain speed is controlled
by the ATO. Because of a limited length of the chart, the
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curve does not extend to fixed-location stopping. However,
since the maximum overrun allowance is only about 10 m,
ihe final TASC(Train Automatic Stopping Control) pattern
is based on a fixed-location stop control to be effected from
about 10 km/h. The accuracy of fixed-location stopping is
about ±20 cm.

PTO (UOWh)

Fig. 8 Automatic operation following the normal-braking pattern

C. Information Transmission Equipment
The information transmission equipment functions as an
induction-radio-type poling-selecting system; information
from a number of trains is transmitted and received in one
wayside station. Major roles of the equipment include
sequential receiving of various information signals,
including traveling speed of a car, absolute distance range of
traveling, and operation status of the car, from the wayside
system, for each train; and an operation curve is displayed
on the wayside operation control equipment, while operation
records are stored into a log file during the test. Only one
train travels normally at present. Therefore Ihe train can
only respond to sequential poling. However in considering a
moving block test to be performed in the future, the
equipment is designed so that numerous trains can be
controlled. Fig. 9 shows an answer from a car in response to
poling from the wayside equipment.
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Fig. 9 Receiving level in the wayside equipment for transmitted
information

V. Noise Characteristics
Interference-noise characteristics of a magleve-type
railway system to other signal telecommunication systems
are one of the most important matters to be examined.

Sources of interference noise include the levitation coil on
the cab, the linear motor in the VVVF control, the S1V or
the like for supplying devices on the car with electric power,
which emit radiation noise, the feeder that carries a current
transmitted from a substation, and the return bus for
transmitting a return current from cars. Noise from these
sources interferes with the system via antennas and pattern
belts for signal transmission. Consequently their positional
relationship is a dominant factor. Fig.10 Shows the relative
position between cab antenna and driveng system in
YES'891ine.
Once the system is applied practically, the location of
electric feeders must be changed because of different girder
structures, for instance. Additionally, feeder voltages in use
include DC 750 V and DC 1,500 V. Therefore it was also
verified what effect might result from these factors. In the
test system, the electric power systems were installed on the
other side of the telecommunication and control systems,
separately on both sides of the girder located at the center.
Furthermore, signal transmission channels were provided at
a location satisfactorily apart from electric devices mounted
on a car. Fig. 11 illustrates an example of adverse effect
given to the cab equipment in terms of receiving levels of
the speed-detection equipment, typically for a frequency
band of 10 kHz to 100 kHz which was used in the
instruments for measuring interference noise. Fig. 11 relates
to an accelerating slate in which a maximum of car current
of about 500 A created a maximum noise-receiving level of
about -40 dBm. It resulted in a minimum of C/N of 20 dB.
Therefore absolutely no problems occurred in the related
equipment and apparatuses. Fig. 12 shows an example of
noise-receiving levels via a wayside pattern bell, with the
information transmission equipment. In this case, too, a
satisfactory C/N of a maximum noise level of about -44
dBm is assured.
On the other hand, in the test track as shown in Fig. 13,
feeder voltage is sel at DC 1,500 V with the positive and
negative feeders installed separately on both sides of the
girder. As a result, the pattern belt for transmission use was
constructed in a center part of the girder. Since the distance
between devices in Ihe car and the pattern bell was made
extremely close and it was feared that direct noise from a
power system on the car might interfere, then lioiseinimuiiily characteristics of the cab antennas, wayside
pattern belt, transponders, etc., were surveyed. Fig. 14
shows measurement results of the speed-detection
equipment on the car, which is considered less immune to
noise. Obviously, the maximum noise level was less than
-40 dBm, which results in a similar C/N level to that of the
Yokohama Exposition. Therefore no practical problems
were acknowledged. Although the occurrence of an adverse
effect on the wayside pattern belt was originally expected, a
satisfactory C/N level with a maximum noise level of less
than -50 dBm was obtained.
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Fig.lO Layout of tbe girder structure and the signal systems in the
Yokohama Exposition
Fig. 14

Noise level in the test track

VI. Conclusions

Fig. 11

Noise level on the car (Yokohama Exposition)
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With the present lest track, various experiments were
carried out according to the test and study items proposed by
the Cbmmittee as described at the beginning of the text.
Throughout the test period, various data, such as functions
and safety as an urban-oriented traffic system, were
acquired, and the robustness of the system for practica]
applications was proved. Based on these technologies, a
practica] system with high safety and economic performance
can be built according to local conditions.
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Abstract - The maglev train operation is safeguarded
and controlled by an operations control system which has
been developed to full advantage by Siemens. For
reasons of safety and economic efficiency, it is necessary
to automate this system's functions - with manual
intervention only being required, if at all, to overcome
disturbances. A multitude of interconnecting functions
are neccesary to carry out the tasks of an operations
control system. These functions are grouped according to
three main task areas and effected as subsystems central, decentral and mobile. During the course of
several research projects, these subsystems have been
further developed for maximum efficiency.
0 Introduction

train movements as well as the intercommunication
between these functions.
In order to fully utilize the advantages of a maglev
system, operations control is subdivided into three
functional groups [2]:
•
t
•

Central functions
Managerial tasks which are carried out centrally,
Decentral functions
Tasks involving the control and protection of train
movements, which are performed decentrally, and
Mobile functions
Operational control performed by equipment in the
vehicle which may be one-unit or multiple-unit. This
also applies to a maintenance vehicle.

When a traffic system is compared with a living
organism, the operations control can be likened to the
brain and nervous system. Only by means of an
"intelligent" operations control can the technical and
operational possibilities of a maglev system be fully
exhausted.
However long the line or however many branchings it
may have, our operations control system can be used for
electrodynamic or electromagnetic systems of levitation.
The technical means for implementing maglev operation
- as regards vehicles, propulsion, guideway and switches
- are fundamentally different from those employed in
conventional railway systems [1].

In order to implement these three functional groups
(central, decentral, and mobile), it is necessary to have
[3]:

1 Functions of the Operations Control System

When a maglev system is put into long-distance
operation, the control centre takes responsibility for all
the higher-ranking operational tasks of a maglev highspeed line which includes its peripheral systems. This
417

By operations control is meant all the functions and
equipment which serve to protect, control and manage

an operations control centre
decentral operations control
mobile operations control
data communication
station
depot
diagnostics system
2 Operations Control Centre

calls for widespread automation of operations to be
carried out, together with supervision, in the operations
control centre. For example:
planning
disposition
supervision
control
diagnosis
operational statistics

possiblities for communication and for receiving
information of all kinds - for it must be borne in mind
that in the not-too-distant future these will be state-ofthe-art features. To meet the high reliability and safety
demands set for maglev train operation, as well as to
cater for the large number of computer-controlled
subsystems, a very high-capacity communication network is required for data exchange and for visual and
aural information.
Mobile transmission

Manual intervention in operational procedures, e.g.
disposition and planning, is also carried out by the
control centre.
3 Decentral Operations Control
Another fundamental subsystem of operations control is
the wayside-installed decentral vehicle control. It is
responsible for setpoint optimization, as well as route
and vehicle protection. It communicates with its
partners - propulsion unit, vehicles, guideway (switches)
and the operations control centre.
Each decentral operations control has the task of
controlling and protecting one maglev train within one
substation section (for propulsion control). The guideway
to be supervised can be a part of a comprehensive maglev
system network in which multiple train operation is
automatically performed according to a time schedule or
to instructions from the control centre.
The components of decentral operations control are:
decentral transmission
decentral control
decentral protection
propulsion switch-off
4 Mobile Operations Control
To satisfy system requirements, some tasks of the
operations control system are performed in the vehicle.
The principal task of this subsystem is to protect the
vehicle. The vehicle safety equipment is in permanent
contact with the decentral operation controls. Actual and
required process variables are compared by the on-board
equipment. In the event of one or the other system
components failing, the vehicle safety equipment
ensures that values are not exceeded. It intervenes in the
process operation by enforcing a target braking to the
next station or stopping point.
5 Data Communication
A trend-setting transportation system must be able to
offer passengers, also during the actual journey, many

An extra-high frequency radio system, in the 40 GHz
range, is provided to carry out mobile transmission tasks
within the maglev system. Data is transmitted between
guideway and train, for route control and protection, for
propulsion operation as well as for passenger information and communication.
Stationary transmission
The principal task of operations control is to safeguard
and control train movements. To achieve safe train
control, each decentral operations control must be able to
exchange data with its neighbouring decentral
operations controls, approx. 30 km away, and with the
operations control centre.
This requires a linking of all decentral operations
controls with one another and with the control centre. A
ring, which is based on a local area network, is used as
communication system.
6 Station
Stations shall provide passengers with maximum
comfort. There should be a clear and comprehensive
system of information, easy-to-understand user
directions and passenger access instructions. Station
operations shall be integrated within the entire maglev
system.
The safety level is responsible for station train despatch.
Safety within the station mainly concerns the
supervision and control of doors, and the detection of
trains not running to schedule.
7 Depot
The same components shall be used for train handling in
the depot as for open line operation.
As the distribution of decentral operation control
corresponds to the distribution of propulsion units along
the guideway, only one maglev train can be provided
with propulsion and transmission per power substation
section. In other words, only one vehicle can be
controlled and safeguarded per power substation section
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by decentral operations control. A depot must be
provided with its own decentral operations control and
power substation for propulsion control in order to
provide independence from mainline traffic.
Depot operations can not be fully carried out according
to a time schedule. A relatively large number of
operations have to be manually executed via a work
station of the operations control centre, which is,
however, installed in the depot.
8 Diagnosis
A diagnostics system is a prerequisition for maintaining
operational readiness of all maglev subsystems and
associated components. In this way, operational efficiency is achieved. The fundamental aim is to prevent
component failure leading to restrictions in operations,
or at least to keep such restrictions to the shortest
possible time.
Diagnostic tasks may be divided into 5 areas:
collecting and storing process messages
displaying current data in graphic form
continuous supervision of process images
drawing up maintenance and inspection instructions
interpreting process images
9 Development Stage
The operations control system developed by Siemens for
maglev trains can be used both for electrodynamic
levitation and electromagnetic levitation. After a
decision was made to use electromagnetic levitation for
our Transrapid system, research using this form of
levitation was successfully carried out in three areas:
•

•

The development of an operations control system,
purely at the safety and control level, which could be
fully tested under realisitic conditions. Trials were
carried out in the Transrapid Test Facility in
Emsland in northern Germany. Only then was it
possible to realize our aim to operate high-speed
maglev trains.
The demand for a site-independent operations
control system, for functional changes in the vehicle
and a further development of the computer system,
resulted in a new operations control system, the
programs of which are effected as site-independent
logic. This system permits computers to be used on
any maglev network.
The special network
topography and the site-specific parameters are
deposited as configuration data.
This second
operations control system, developed in 1989,
consists of fail-safe functioning microcomputer

systems with very high availability. Continuous
trial operations have been carried out in conjunction
with the TR 07 vehicle at the Transrapid Test
Facility in Emsland [4,5].
• At present, the propulsion system at the Transrapid
Test Facility permits one-train operation only. To
perform tests on multiple-train operation, a longer
guideway with additional power substations for
propulsion control would be required [6].
Therefore, a simulation of multiple-train operation
has been provided at the Siemens laboratory in
Brunswick to test, in particular, the interaction of
subsystems when employed on a long stretch of line
such as from Hamburg to Berlin.
Our decentral operations controls meet the
requirements of multiple-train operation. They
protect each vehicle from collision by blocking the
sections which are already occupied by other
vehicles.
The main components of the laboratory test facility
in Brunswick are three physical decentral operations
control installations which were used originally, and
the communicaton links between them. Other
operations control equipment are simulated - for
testing intercommunication between the decentral
components and for performing train operations with
vehicles, guideway and propulsion units. By carrying out these simulated train operations, it has been
possible to prove that the distributed control, safety
and supervision of several decentral operations
controls are able to successfully interact with one
another within an information network.
REFERENCES
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I.

Introduction

We are now newly constructing a test line in Yamanashi
Prefecture for ascertaining the practical use of the superconducting magnetically levitated train, which i s expected
to be an epoch-iaking, ultra-highspeed lass-transportation
systei in the 21st century.
The fundamental research and developient for this JR-type
Maglev were started by Japan National Railways (JMR) at the
beginning of 1960's. And they have fairly advanced. For
exaiple, in 1979, an umanned vehicle attained a laxiiui
speed of 517km/h on Miyazaki Test Track. And a Banned vehicle attained a speed of 408km/h in 1987.
With the division and privatization of JNR in 1987, Railway Technical Research Institute (RTRI) took over JNR's
business and continues running tests of vehicles on Miyazaki
Test Track. However, Hiyazaki Test Track i s not suitable for
testing the practical use of JR Maglev, because It i s only
7ki in length with a single track and i t includes no tunnel
section. So a new test line which has an overall length of
soie 48km has been needed.
In 199B, under guidance of Minister of Transport and with
a state subsidy, RTRI, Central Japan Railway Company and
Japan Railway Construction Public Corporation foried a consortiui and started the construction of the new test line.
The Yamanashi Test Line has a length of 42.81a Including
about 35km of tunnel sections. On the new test line, we
intend to confiri the stable running at 550km/h and other
•atters to establish the actual service at 500km/h.
The enviromental iipact assessient for the construction
was coipleted in Septeiber 1990. By January 1993, we have
excavated about 4,0001 in total.
In this paper, we lainly state the data of noise, vibration and the magnetic field measured in Miyazaki test track
and all values predicted about trains running at 500km/h on

the Yaianashi test line, and at last, about booming noise
by micro-pressure wares.

II.

Noises

The noise sources of ordinary trains are mainly classified as follows (Fig. 1):
1) rolling noise caused by wheel and rail
2) current collecting noise caused by the
pantograph and the trolley
3) aerodynamic noise caused by friction
between the train body and the air
4) structure-borne sound
Since the Maglev vehicle begins to levitate at lBBka/h,
the rolling noise will never occur at 58Bkm/h. And it has
no pantograph or trolley, so it doesn't cause the current
collecting noise. The structure-borne sound is comparatively
small. So the noise caused by the Maglev vehicle is mainly
the aerodynamic noise(Fig.2).
The MLU0B2, test vehicle on Miyazaki test track, is
larger in cross-section and taller than the new test vehicle
which we are developing for the Yaianashi new test line. And
the HLU802 is different from the new test vehicle in shape
of the head. We measured noise level of the MLU002 running
at 300km/h. The place of measurement is 25m off the center
of the track at the height of 1.2m above the ground level.
The peak noise level was about 79dB(A)(slow) and its noise
was caused by aerodynamics.
If the direct proportion law between noise level and 6thpowered vehicle speed is right, we can estimate the noise
level of the MLU002 at 92dB(A), which is running at 508km/h.
To reduce the noise level of the new test vehicle for
Yaianashi test line, we took care about soie points as
follows; First, we reduced the cross-section area and
420

height of the vehicle. Second, we cut down partial projection at auxiliary guide wheel and coupling section. Next,
we iiproved the shape of the test vehicle-head. Finally, we
lade the surface of levitation and guidance coils flat. So
we estinate that we can reduce the noise level of the new
vehicle by about 16dB(A) in coiparison with the MLU002. The
noise level of new vehicle is estimated about 82dB(A) at
peak when it runs at 580ki/h and about 70dB(A) at 30Bki/h.
Though we c^n't lake easy coiparison because of the difference in tone and so on, -.?e suppose the new Maglev vehicle for Yaianashi is quieter than the Shinkansen and ordinary trains at the saie speed.

tion as Miyazaki test track, we estiiate the level of
the lagnetic field will be the saie as the MLU082. And the
new Maglev vehicle will lake about 2 gauss lagnetic field
at the point which is 4i off the edge of the infrastructure, and on the saie horizontal level of the new Maglev
vehicle.

V. Booming noise by

micro-pressure waves

When we decide the route of the train or the highway, it
is difficult for us to avoid the tunnels, because there are
•any lountains in Japan. We have to care for booiing noise
by ticro-pressure waves at the portal of the tunnels.
III. Ground vibration
The licro-pressure waves of the tunnel is a phenoienon
as follows; ffhen a high-speed train enters into a tunnel,
The load of the JR Maglev vehicle, which acts on the it generates coipressed waves in the tunnel. The waves
infrastructure and causes the ground vibration, is reiarka- travel through the tunnel at the speed of sound and they
bly snail in coiparison with the ordinary trains. There are burst as pulse when they arrive at the other portal of the
two causes. First, the new Maglev vehicle has a very light tunnel. If the level of licro-pressure waves is too high,
weight. It weighs only about half the newest Tokaido Shin- it generates booiing noise at that portal of tunnel.
kansen car. Second, ordinary train load is concentrated at
Since the Miyazaki test track has no tunnel, we have no
stall points of wheel, but the Maglev vehicle load is data on iicro-pressure waves of the Maglev trains.
distributed during levitation.
le estiiate the level of licro-pressure waves will be
ffe neasured the vibration level of the MLU002 running at low enough even if the new laglev vehicle runs faster than
3 0 0 W h . The place of leasureient was 12.5i off the center Shinkansen, because we reduce the cross-section area of
of the track. Its level was about 45-58dB.
the new laglev train by about 35% and increase the tunnel
it is difficult to estiiate ground vibration level accu- cross-section area by about 15t(Fig3).
rately because the ground condition and structure fori of
However, when the level of licro-pressure wares is not
the new Yamanashi test line are different froi those of the negligible, we would take leasures such as the tunnel
Miyazaki. However, if the new Maglev vehicle for Yaianashi entrance hood or wave-absorptive lethod with the level
runs at 500ki/h under the saie situation as Miyazaki test shaft. The tunnel entrance hood is used for Shinkansen
track, we estiiate the ground vibration at 60"65dB.
tunnel (photo 1). It is confined that the tunnel entrance
hood which has 20i length can reduce the level of the
licro-pressure waves by about 80X, and is effective against
the licro-pressure waves.
IV. M a g n e t i c f i e l d
The word of "lagnetic field" has two leanings, i.e., the
direct lagnetic field and the alternating lagnetic field.
The laglev train causes the alternating lagnetic field
around test line when it runs.
In Miyazaki test track whose viaduct has 8i height, the
MLU002 causes only about 0.5 gauss at ground level. If the
new Maglev vehicle for Yaianashi runs under the saie situa-

VI. Post script
We will finish verification of the conercialization
possibility of JR Maglev systei by 1997 fiscal year, through
enough running tests using the equipient.
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Abstract- The train control system of the
JR Maglev, a high speed mass transportation
system, Is composed of traffic control
system, drive control system, safety control
system, train position detecting system and
communication system.
On the basis of the train control system
of the conventional railway systems In which
train is driven automatically, the new train
control system has been developed for the JR
Maglev system.
I. Introduction
The JR Maglev train is driven by the
linear synchronous motor with the primary

side on the ground, which is composed of
super conductive magnets on the vehicle and
the ground coils.
In this paper, the structure and
functions of the train control system will be
discussed. The functions of the subsystems,
such as the traffic control system, the drive
control system and the safety control system,
will also be described. The train position
detection of high reliability and precision
will be mentioned, whose output is used for
synchronous control of the linear motor and
assuring the system safety. Communication
system between the vehicle and the facilities
on the ground will be also discussed in this
paper.
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II. Structure of the train control system
The MTO and the HTP are installed at the
power substation where converters are also
provided. The UTS is installed at station
yard and at the control center. Fig.1 shows
the structure of the train control systei.

III. Traffic control system
The traffic control systei is divided into
three parts, which are central traffic
control systei, local traffic control systei
and train operation control systei. The
functions and structures of these systeis
are shown in Fig.2.
A. Central traffic control systei
The central traffic control systei is
installed at a coiiand center and lanages the
data on the whole day train diagrai and
states of the operated trains. Its lain
functions are as follows.
a)This systei generates or changes the train
diagraa. It also gives an alari through
the man-iachine interface when a trouble
occurs.
b)This systea sends the train diagrai to the
local traffic control systeis every
morning before the train operation begins
or whenever the diagrai is changed.

control systei calculates the actual
train's running tiie between the stations.
c)The
local
traffic
control
systea
transfers
the train operating data
including the train running tine and the
train route to the train operation
control system.
C. Train operation control systei
The train operation control systeis are
installed at each substation and control the
trains according to the data given by the
local traffic control systei.
Its lain
functions are as follows.
a)Based on the position of the preceding
train, the train operation control systei
determines the block section in which the
following train has not its speed
restricted. This systei also orders a
change of the boundary of block section
according to the position of the trains.
b)0n the basis of the safety area assured by
the safety control systei, the train
operation control systei generates the
train speed coiiand and transfers it to
the drive control systei. This systei also
•onitors constantly the states of trains,
inverters and equipment along the railroad
and restricts the speed, acceleration or
deceleration of the train if necessary.
IV. Drive control system

The drive control systei is siiilar to the
automatic train control facility of the
The local traffic control systeis are automatic operational control system in
installed at each station and control the conventional railway systei. In the JR Maglev
trains according to the train diagrai systei with the priiary side on the ground,
delivered by the central traffic control the drive control systei is installed at a
system. Its nain functions are as follows.
power substation.
The drive control
systei
controls
a)According to the diagrai, the local inverters and section switchgears according
traffic control systei instructs the to the speed coiiand given by the train
routes in the station area to the yard operation control systea lentioned above. The
•ain functions of the drive control systen
safety control systea.
are as follows.
b)Comparing the actual arrival or departure
time with the schedule, the local traffic
B. Local traffic control systei
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A. Speed control

dynamic brake or the coil-shortenins brake.

The speed control unit generates a speed
control curve, considering the speed command
V. Safety control system
given by the train operation control systei.
The safety control systei is in charge of
Riding coifort for passengers, adaptation to
the varying running resistance and precise block control, train speed check and route
stopping at the station are also important control. The safety control systei determines
the blocking area which is equal to the
factors for deciding the speed curve.
In order to adjust the actual speed of the varying control area of the drive control
vehicle to the objective speed control curve, systei. This systei ionitors the speed and
the train continuously and
the speed control unit calculates the value states of
the safety brake if necessary.
of the current determined by the propelling- controls
independently of the other
or braking-force considering the actual train It works
speed given by the phase synchronous control subsysteis.
unit and gives the current to the inverters.
A. Block control unit
B. Phase synchronous control
Because an inverter can control only one
The phase synchronous control unit train, we defined the control area of the
generates a detailed phase synchronous drive control systei as the blocking area.
control signal which is necessary for the A few feeding boundary switchgears are
synchronous control of inverters. This signal provided between substations in order that
is based on the phase signal given by the interval between trains lay be shorter by
The block
train position detecting unit which is a part changing the blocking area.
of the safety control systei and it is given control unit is allowed to open one of these
to the inverters. The phase synchronous switchgears, and the opened switchgear
control unit calculates the speed of the determines boundary of block area. In this
vehicle froi a very little change of the way an optiial train operation is realized.
train-position, and gives the train position The following train is not allowed to love
into the blocking area occupied with the
and speed to the speed control unit.
preceding train.
C. Section control
B. Safety speed control unit
The section control unit controls the
The safety speed control unit generates
section switchgears according to the position
of the vehicle under the no current a safety speed curve under which the train
-condition. In order to switch the feeding can travel without collision or derailment.
boundary switchgears under the no-current The curve is generated considering the
condition, the section control unit allows distance between trains and route conditions.
the safety control systei to control the This unit ionitors the actual speed of the
feeding boundary switchgears considering the train and confins that its speed is under
states of the drive control systei. The the safety speed limit. When the actual speed
section control unit gives the starting- or of the train exceeds the safety speed liiit
of a failure of the
normal
stopping-tiling signals to the inverters. because
regenerative brake systei, the safety speed
control unit coimands the back-up brake,
which is called the safety brake. Three
D. Safety brake control
types of the safety brakes are provided and
When the drive control systei receives the one of them is selectively worked depending
safety brake coiiand froi the safety control on the situation. The kinds of the safety
systei, it stops the inverters, controls the brakes are as follows.
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VI. Train position detection

a)The dynamic brake (power consumption with
resistance) and the wheel disc brake.
b)The coil shortening brake(propulsion coils
are used as resistance) , the wheel disc
brake and the aerodynaiic brake.
c)The aerodynaiic brake and the wheel disc
brake.
C. Train lonitor and control unit
The train «onitor and control unit
watches the states of the train and conands
the safety brake in case of trouble. When the
coiiunication channel fails, this unit also
coiiands the safety brake.
D. Yard safety control unit
The yard safety control unit is in charge
of controlling the route switches and
platforirgates.
The interlocking device
developed for the yard safety control has an
additional function of controlling the doors
on the vehicle, unlike the conventional one.

Precise position detection of the vehicle
is indispensable for the JR Maglev systeu to
drive the vehicle with the linear synchronous
»otor whose primary side is on the ground.
Precise train position data is used for the
operational control, safety control and
control of the section switchgears. In the
Yaaanashi test line, the inductive wire will
be adopted as the position detecting
component.
A. Structure and principle of the train
position detection
The position detecting system is composed
of the transiitting antenna on the vehicle,
the inductive wire laid along the guideway
and the Local Position Detectors (LPD) which
are distributed along the inductive wire and
it calculates the train position fro« the
output signal of the inductive wire. The
working principle of the train position
detection is as follows.

—*•

x

Inductive wire will
transposition

v

w

3-phase position signal

Position detecting;
signal

Fig.3. Principle of train position detection
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The radio signal of 200 kHz is emitted
from the vehicle. The inductive cable
containing the inductive wires receives the
signal which represents the train position.
This cable in belt shape consists of 6 pairs
of receiving loops whose transposing cycle
P is equal to that of the propulsion coil on
the ground. This cable is coated with
polyethylene. As the vehicle travels, the
output-voltage of the inductive wire varies
in a sign curve shape. By processing this
sign curve, the LPD makes the 3-phase
alternating signal whose mutual lag is 2/3pi and generates the position detecting
signal which varies.from 0 to 2-pi as the
position of the vehicle does frost 0 to P as
shown in Fig.3.
The principle adopted in this process is
essentially the same as the mechanism which
nakes a moving lagnetic field from the 3phase alternating current in a motor system.
Thus the position of the vehicle is
expressed in terns of the phase angle which
changes froa 0 to 2-pi and the counted
number of P.
Precision of the train position detection
depends on production- and constructionprecision of the inductive cable and on
the processing error range of the LPD. The
standard deviation is expected to be about 30
am.
B. Structure of the train position detecting
system
The position detecting system ( Fig.2) is
composed of the transmitter on the vehicle,
the inductive cable of laid 1 - 3 km long
centrally in the guideway, the LPD and the
position detector (DPD) installed at the
power substation. Two LPDs are connected to
both ends of the inductive cable and have
a redundant structure. The LPD is composed of
band-pass
filters,
position
signal
aaplifiers, A/D converters, DSPs ( Digital
Signal Processor ) and micro-computers.
It detects the position of the vehicle by
digital signal processing and sends this
information to the DPD through the optical
fiber. The DPD is composed of DSPs and microcomputers. It receives the position signal
from the
LPDs distributed between the
neijhboring power substations, traces the
train,
detects its position and velocity

and gives these data to the drive control
system, the traffic control system and the
safety
control system at the power
substation.
VII. Communication system
The leaky co-axial (LCX) cable has been
used in the Tokaido-shinkansen and the
technology has already been completed. The
data transmitting speed through LCX is 256
kbit/s. The LCX cable is used for telemetry
or communication between the train and
facilities on the ground. The antenna on the
vehicle is always kept close to the LCX cable
on the ground and a stable transmitting
quality is attained. The vital information
such as
the brake comaand signal is
transmitted
through the inductive wire
besides the LCX cable. The position of the
LCX cable is determined on the basis of the
pressure of air draft caused by the running
train. The LCX cable is laid apart from the
inductive cable in order to reduce the
possibility of a complete failure of the
channel between the train and the facilities
on the ground. We are considering the
adoption
of ' the
millimetric
wave
communication technique to increase the
channel capacity in the future.
The facilities distributed along the
guideway
are
controlled
through
the
communication channel composed of the
optical fiber. With adoption of the loop-type
network, an equipment in the power substation
can control lots of equipment outside of the
substation through this network.

We discussed the structure and functions
of the train control system in this paper. We
shall construct a system for the Yamanashi
test line on the basis of this structure.
Development of the system has been
financially
supported by the Japanese
Government.
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Maglev Demonstration Project
Site Location Study

Lawrence C. Lennon
Director of Planning
Berger, Lehman Associates, P.C.

I. Introduction
In November 1991, the New York State Thruway
Authority (NYSTA) retained Berger, Lehman
Associates, P.C. (BLA) with its sub-consultant
Transrapid International (TRI) to conduct a
Maglev Demonstration Project Site Location
Study. The goal of this study was to identify four
sites along the Thruway, each between 25 and 50
miles long, which might be suitable for the development of a maglev demonstration facility. This
paper describes the site selection process and the
four alternative sites proposed for consideration by
NYSTA.
II. Study Area
The New York State Thruway, which extends 559
miles across the State, is the longest toll highway
in the United States. The Thruway's 426 mile
mainline connects New York City and Buffalo, the
State's two largest cities. The study area encompasses the Thruway mainline (1-87/90), the New
England Section (1-95) to the Connecticut State
Line and the Berkshire Section (1-90) to the
Massachusetts State Line.
HI. Maglev Systems
Three maglev systems were used in the evaluation.
These vehicle/guideway systems are the German
Transrapid (TR07), the Japanese Linear Motor
Car (MLU00X) and the U.S. Grumman (Configuration 002). They differ primarily in suspension
technology (electromagnetic suspension vs. electrodynamic suspension), guideway magnets
(superconducting vs. non-superconducting),
guideway type (channel vs. T-type), and the ability
of the passenger compartment to "tilt" when
traversing horizontal curves (tilt vs. non-tilt). The

Transrapid and Grumman vehicles were evaluated
using tilt and non-tilt options.
IV. Methodology

The study was conducted in three phases. During
the first phase, a database of existing conditions in
the study area was developed along with a set of
maglev design criteria. The database includes
information on Thruway horizontal and vertical
alignment, ROW widths and relevant land use and
environmental data. The maglev design criteria
covers guideway horizontal and vertical geometry
including required superelevation and transitions.
During the study's second phase a screening of the
study area was conducted to eliminate Thruway
sections less suitable for facility development due
to restrictive horizontal curvature. This was
accomplished utilizing a series of templates which
graphically presented tilt and non-tilt maglev
horizontal curvature requirements at various
speeds (See Tabie 1). These templates were
superimposed on 1 inch=500 feet scale aerial
photographs to identify speed restricted areas.
Approximately half of the Thruway was eliminated
from consideration based on this review. The
Thruway was sub-divided into four corridors: New
York City to Albany, Albany to Syracuse, Syracuse
to Buffalo and the Berkshire Section.
The Thruway sections which were retained for
further consideration after initial screening were
evaluated to identify one preferred site in each of
the four corridors. Sites were selected based on
their ability to accommodate high speed maglev
operations while minimizing adverse environmental impacts. Three of the four sites have both 25
mile and 50 mile long alignment options. The
"Berkshire Section" is approximately 23 miles long.
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Thus four sites were identified, one in each corridor. These sites encompass seven options when 25
and 50 mile alignment alternatives are considered.
V. Site Descriptions

Site 1 extends from Newburgh to Saugerties in
Orange, Ulster and Greene Counties. The 50 mile
long alignment option includes four existing Thruway service areas and two parking areas.
Site 2 extends from Utica to Syracuse in
Herkimer, Oneida, Madison and Onondaga Counties. The 50 mile long alignment option includes
three existing service areas and two parking areas.
Site 3 extends from Manchester to Rochester in
Seneca, Ontario, Monroe and Genesee Counties.
The 50 mile long alignment option includes four
existing service areas and one parking area.
Site 4 is on the Berkshire Section in Albany,
Rensselaer, and Columbia Counties. The 23 mile
long alignment option includes two closed service
areas. There are no parking areas along this
alignment.
VI. Maglev Simulation

The model used to simulate maglev operations at
the four alternative sites (seven alignment options)
is based on a system of differential equations
which describe the relationships between vehicle
motion, resistance and thrust, and between voltage
and current. It was previously developed by
Transrapid International to evaluate alternative
alignments and may be run for any maglev system
for which basic power and resistance data are
provided.
The model was used to generate a speed profile
for each alignment option based on alignmentspecific guideway geometry (i.e. grades, curves,
superelevation), vehicle tilting capabilities, and
selected passenger comfort criteria.
Primary among the passenger comfort criteria are
acceptable lateral acceleration and jerk (i.e. rate of
change in acceleration). The criteria utilized in
this study are equivalent to those employed by

Amtrak in their Northeast Corridor service.
The Amtrak criteria are conservative in that they
assume that passengers may stand up and walk in
the maglev throughout the trip and that railroad
criteria are appropriate for maglev vehicles.
Significantly higher levels of lateral acceleration
and jerk are experienced regularly by airline
passengers while seated. Higher acceptable levels
are also proposed by some proponents of maglev.
It is important to note that higher levels of acceptable lateral acceleration and jerk would permit
higher maximum speeds on curves and thus higher
average operating speeds.
The model was used to determine the operating
characteristics (speed, energy use) of the three
alternative maglev systems (Transrapid, Linear
Motor Car, Grumman), two of which had tilt and
non-tilt options (Transrapid and Grumman).
The simulation model was run in two modes:
Type A simulation and Type B simulation. Type
A simulation estimates a maglev's speed profile
and energy consumption based on an operation
designed to minimize energy consumption. This is
accomplished by minimizing the number and
magnitude of speed changes along a route. The
result is a relatively constant speed profile.
Type B simulation is designed to minimize total
travel time. This is accomplished using a more
dynamic speed profile which is closer to the local
speed constraints imposed by the guideway alignment. Under this operating scenario, both average
speeds and energy consumption are higher than
with Type A simulation.
In order to simplify the analysis, operations of the
five maglev options (Transrapid tilt, Transrapid
non-tilt, Grumman tilt, Grumman non-tilt, Linear
Motor Car non-tilt) were simulated for the 50 mile
alignment in the New York City to Albany corridor using both Type A and Type B operating
scenarios. The remaining alignments were modelled for both tilt and non-tilt Transrapid Type A
operations. This reduced the number of simulations while producing reasonable conclusions for
all the potential maglev system-alignment combinations.
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In general, Site 3 (Manchester to Rochester)
offers the highest average speeds (215 mph-tilt,
180 mph-non-tilt) and highest maximum speed
(275 mph-tilt, 205 mph-non-tilt) assuming energy
efficient operational mode. Operating in a maximum speed mode, a speed of 300 mph may be
achieved at this site.
Site 4 (Berkshire Section) has the most speed
restrictive geometry. A non-tilting maglev has an
average speed of 130 mph on this alignment
assuming energy efficient operations. A tilting
maglev would have an operating speed of 140
mph; a maximum speed of 200 mph could be
achieved over a section less than 5 miles long
assuming maximum speed operations.
Sites 1 (Newburgh to Saugerties) and 2 (Utica to
Syracuse) fall between Sites 1 and 4 in terms of
average operating speed and maximum speed.
(See Tables 2, 3, and 4)
VII. Cost Estimates
Conceptual construction cost estimates were
developed for four alternative sites, (seven alignment options). Each cost estimate contains a
guideway cost estimate, vehicle cost estimate, and
a support facility cost estimate.
The cost of a maglev support and maintenance
facility including workshops, control and communications equipment, and general purpose maintenance vehicle is approximately $40,000,000. The
required two-car maglev trainsets (two) will cost
an additional $30,000,000. These costs are common to all alignment options.

Guideway costs were estimated using both "high"
and "low" guideway profiles. The "high" profile
dual guideway is designed to cross over most
existing Thruway overpasses while compensating
for some of the Thruway's grade changes. The
"low" profile dual guideway is designed to reduce
guideway construction costs by reducing average
guideway column height. This is accomplished by
reconstructing Thruway overpasses to allow the
maglev to pass under. The cost of Thruway overover modification, approximately $2,000,000 per
overpass, is offset by guideway cost savings which
vary by location based on reduced guideway
height.
Generally a 50 mile long demonstration project
with a dual guideway will cost approximately $1.3
billion while a 25 mile long project will cost approximately $740 million. It is important to note
that these are approximate cost estimates prepared using small scale conceptual alignment plans
and without detailed geotechnical or topographic
data.
Within the limitations of this study there is no
appreciable cost difference between alternative
sites. All costs are given in 1992 dollars.
Implementation costs can be reduced by initially
erecting a single guideway on piers capable of
supporting a future dual guideway. The second
guideway could be added at a later date when
required. The 50 mile long single guideway would
then cost approximately $870 million while a 25
mile long guideway would cost approximately $500
million.
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TABLE 1

TABLE 3

MAGLEV SCREENING GEOMETRY

Speed/Criteria

SIMULATION SUMMARY
SITE 1 (NEWBURGH TO SAUGERTIES)
SO MILE ALIGNMENT

NonTilting Vehicle

Tilting
Vehicle

19,000 ft.
1,000 ft.
500 ft.

10,900 ft.
2.000 ft.
500 ft.

300 MPH Operation
Minimum Curve Radius
Spiral Length
Minimum Tangent
Between Spirals
2S0 MPH Operation
Minimum Curve Radius
Spiral Length
Minimum Tangent
Between Spirals
200 MPH Operation
Minimum Curve Radius
Spiral Length
Minimum Tangent
Between Spirals

Trip
Maojev
System

Tilt
Capability

Speed (mph)

Time
(min)

Maximum

A (1) 3(2)
13,300 ft.
1,000 ft.
400 ft.

7,600 I t
2,000 ft
400 ft.

8, 500 ft.
1,000 ft.
300 ft.

Grumman
(002)

Tilt
Non-Tilt

Transrapid
(TR07)

Non - Tilt

Linear
MotorCar
(MLUOOX)

4,800 ft.
2,000 ft.
300 ft.

16
21

15
19

Tilt

17

Non - Tilt

22
22

A

8

Average
A

B

215
160

260 185 200
215 140 185

17

215

19

160

260 175 180
220 135 155

19

160

215 140 160

NOTE:
(1) A - TYPE A - Energy Efficient Operation
(2) 8 - T Y P E 8 -Maximum Speed Operation

TABLE 2

TABLE4

SIMULATION SUMMARY
50 MILE ALIGNMENTS
MAXIMUM SPEED OPERATIONS

SIMULATION SUMMARY
50 MILE ALIGNMENTS
ENERGY EFFICIENT OPERATIONS

Maximum
Speed
Distance
(mph)
(Miles)

Speed (mph)

Site

Limits

1

Newburgh to Saugerties

Maximum
Average
Non Non Tilt
Tilt
Tilt
Tilt
160

215

135

175

2

Utlca lo Syracuse

130

240

150

185

3

Manchester to Rochester

205

275

180

215

4

Berkshire Section (1)

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Site
1
2
3
4

Limits
Newburgh to Saugerties
Utfca to Syracuse
Manchester to Rochester
Berkshire Section (1)

Non Tilt

Tilt

Non Tilt

Tilt

225 250
240 270
300 300
200 225

<5
10
5
5

10
5
20
<5

(i) Site 4 is 23 miles long.
(i) Site 4 is 23 miles long.
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The Environmental Impact of MAGLEV
A Comparative Study
Mark C McClintock
Rochester, New York

Abstract - The rising economic and environmental cost of
today's existing transportation infrastructure has necessitated
the development of alternative transportation means. ThU
study has been conducted to evaluate the environmental impact
of a magnetic levitation system. It was found that maglev
potentially operates at energy intensities lest than that of
airplanes or automobiles. Further reduction i* energy use can
be achieved by decreasing the operating speed of the maglev
system. Associated decreases in emissions are found as well.
The use of centralized power facilities for power generation will
allow the use of alternative fuels and will produce power more
efficiently than mobile sources such as jets or automobile
engines. Constructing maglev along existing rights of way for
highways and railways will substantially reduce the
environmental impact of the system construction by localizing
the construction impact to areas where an impact has already
been made.
I. Introduction
The automobile and the airplane have become extremely
successful forms of transportation in the world today, and are
now causing significant problems in congestion, air pollution
and fuel consumption. Other environmental effects include
land and resource consumption. Transportation accounts for
significant portions of emitted carbon dioxide and other
hazardous pollutants, and is the largest consumer of oil To
combat the increasing inefficiency and high environmental
cost of transportation, magnetic levitation, or maglev, and
other systems are being designed to transport people more
efficiently than present transportation modes.
This study is conducted to evaluate the impact of an
operational maglev system on the environment. It does not
assume the use of any specific maglev design or route, but is
intended to be as general as possible. The study is conducted
by comparing maglev elements to similar elements of other
transportation technologies and evaluating relative impacts.
Data is collected from raw data published in tables, from
previous studies on similar and related topics and from
conversations with knowledgeable people. When extrapolation is necessary, the method is explained. No original
laboratory studies are conducted due to lack of facilities.
The data is presented in two sections: system operation and
system construction. Finally, there is a brief analysis of
several theoretical routes for illustration purposes.
Manuscript received March 17,1993. This study w u conducted
independently.

II. Maglev System Operation
The purpose for the construction of a maglev system is to
achieve superior performance over conventional transportation modes for short and medium range inter-city trips. The
environmental impact of everyday operation of a maglev
system is assessed and compared to other transportation
modes. An evaluation of the economics associated with
emissions control, fuel economy and local environmental
impact is not possible in this report.
A. Energy Consumption
Energy consumption is of central importance to the
environmental impact of a maglev system because fuel
consumption and emissions are directly dependent on it.
The energy required for travel per person per unit length is
known as the energy intensity (El). This is used to make
inter modal energy consumption comparisons that are not
dependent on vehicle size, trip length or number of
passengers.
Calculation of individual El values are
discussed below, and results are contained in fig. 1. The
base figure is on-site energy consumption, and the net figure
contains allowances for the efficiency of power generation
and fuel shipments. Net fossil assumes only fossil fuel

Sourcet: (*)[!]: (b)[2); (c)[3J; (d)[4J: (e)[5,6.7,8J.
Fig. I. Energy intensities of pnmtry intercity transpoimion modes.
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powered generation, including coal, natural gas and
petroleum. Energy consumption figures for fuel powered
vehicles are computed from fuel consumption converted into
energy using the energy equivalent figures listed in table 1.
The energy consumption for the Boeing 737 is computed
from the following relation developed by John Harding of the
U.S. DOT [1]. The total fuel. 7". in liters consumed on a
flight is:
= 12491i + 3.721i/km

J

ID

5000
El 4000
(J/passm)
3000

(1)

Assuming a 61% load factor |2], and using the figures in
(able 1. we can calculate the energy intensity for the Boeing
737.

80 pass

(000

where D is the travel distance in kilometers. This is plotted
in Tig. 2. The El for the 737 changes dramatically
depending on the length of the flight. For the El contained
in fig 1, a flight length of 483 kilometers (300 miles) is used
because it is representative of the distances involved with
maglev travel. The 737 is more fuel efficient than the fleet
average for short haul air flight. It is used, however, because
it represents the latest widely implemented air technology
and the future of air travel and air fuel efficiencies in an
aging airline fleet.
The automotive El values represent a 1988 fleet highway
average of 8.5 kilometers per liter (20.0 mpg), and
occupancy of 1.7 passengers per car [2]. Several auto
makers have concept cars in development that have mileage
efficiency far in excess of current fleet averages. The Toyota
advanced prototype from [3] is included to indicate the
possible future for automobile fuel efficiency standards. This
small and fuel efficient model achieves a theoretical 41.7
kilomeiers per liter (98 mpg). It is unrealistic to expect that
we will see fleet averages in this neighborhood in the near
future as large and aging vehicles continue to adversely
effect the fleet average. However, the automobile fleet does
have the potential for significant improvement over current
standards. The Transrapid data is obtained from the
National Maglev Initiative (NMI) [4]. The US maglev data

2000

500
1000
1500
Flight distance (km)

2000

Fig. 2. Energy intensity of Boeing 737 as a function of flight distance.

is an average of data obtained from the four corporate
members of the NMI and their most recent System Concept
Definition (SCD) studies [5.6,7,8]. These values are for
constant speed on a level grade. Actual vehicle El's will be
dependent on the route, how many stops are made, and how
much hill climbing and acceleration and deceleration are
necessary. The German system figures are included due to
their experimentally verified nature, whereas the NMI
figures are theoretical.
Table 2 gives the fossil fuel consumption and power output
for US electric power utilities [9]. Using energy per unit fuel
equivalents we calculate the efficiency of fossil fuel power
plants to be 33%. We assume nuclear and hydro to be 100%
efficient
because their associated efficiency
and
environmental impact are not quantifiable in the same
manner as fossil fuel powered generation. Their impact will
be discussed later. With this allowance, we observe an
overall power utility efficiency of 41%. Assuming another
10% loss in power transmission, the above figures come to
30% and 37% respectively. These are the efficiencies
assumed in fig. 1.
Additional savings in energy will come from reduced
congestion at airports due to fewer airplane lakeoffs and
landings. An original analysis of these savings is beyond the
scope of this report. However, one was conducted by
TABLE 2
Power output, fuel consumption and efficiency of electric
power utilities by type.
Output
IO lS J

Fuel
Consumption

5.62
0.42
0.95
2.08
1.01
0.04
10.11
6.99

675 bill kg
31.2 bill liter
78.9 bill m3
no data
no data
no data

Energy
equivalent
of fuel

Efficiency

I [jW J

TABLE I
Energy equivalent of fossil fuels.
kgcoal
m dry naluraJ gas

liter kerosene (jel fuel)
liter gasoline
luer Diesel
liter crude oil
Source: (2|

25.6
38.1
37.6
34.8
38.7
38.5

million J
million J
million J
million /
million J
million J

Coal
Petroleum
Gas
Nuclear
Hydro
Other8
Total
Total fossil

17.28
1.09
3.01

0.33
0.39
0.32

24.51
21.38

0.41
0J3

a. Other includes geothermal. wood, wind, waste and solar.
Source: [9]
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Argonnc National Laboratories [10] and predicts potential
fuel savings of 1.1% - 3.9% based on a system wide 25%
reduction in laxi/idlc time. There will be a corresponding
reduction in emissions.
High speed transportation at sea level is obtained at (he
cost of high aerodynamic drag. A detailed drag analysis is
not possible here, however, a simple analysis is conducted
for illustration purposes. To a good approximation, the
aerodynamic drag is related to the square of the vehicle
speed, and the magnetic drag is constant. For this analysis
we will assume no grade, acceleration or head wind. The
energy used for propulsion at constant speed is directly
calculated from the force multiplied by a characteristic
length. Therefore, the energy required per passenger meter
is for propulsion is:

EAU)~cU2+m

(3)

where the constant c is a function of vehicle frontal area,
aonosphcric density, the drag coefficient Q and the number
of passengers per of vehicle. The constant m is the magnetic
drag. From |5], we will assume m to be 8% of EJU) at 134
meters per second, although this will vary according to
vehicle design and configuration. A constant vehicle energy
consumption regardless of vehicle speed is required for
maintenance of systems such as Icvilation, air conditioning
and lighting. A reasonable assumption for this is 5 kilowatts
per person, which we will call k f IJ. This value divided by
the speed gives the energy intensity for system maintenance.
Therefore, the total vehicle energy intensity is:
(4)
Fig. 3 shows a plot of EI(U) vs U, and the substantial
reduction in energy consumption if operating speeds are
reduced. The system could be operated at about half the
energy intensity by reducing operating speeds by
approximately one third.
800
TOO

too
J00
( J /pass m I|
400
300 -

\

200
25

50
75
100
Vehicle speed (m/s)

l-'ig. 3. HI as a funclion of speed formajjlcv vehicle.

125 150

B. Fuels and Power Production
One of the inherent advantages of maglcv is the
opportunity to use power that is centrally produced on a
large scale. The efficiency of the combustion process on
board airplanes, automobiles and other modes is already
included in the base numbers of fig. 1. Designed for operation in more constant operating conditions and with the use
of technologies such as fluidized bed combustion and steam
turbines, power plants can operate at higher efficiencies than
their smaller, space and weight constrained counterparts.
Typically the thermal efficiency for automobiles is 25% [11],
and for jet airplanes 20% - 30% [12].
By producing power centrally we have the option to use
other forms of power such as coal, gas, nuclear power, hydro
and experimental sources such as solar. Today fossil fuels,
primarily coal, account for 69% of all domestic electricity
production. Hydro-electric 10%, nuclear 21% and all other
forms, including wind. wood, refuse, geothcrmai and solar
less than 1% [2]. With the option to use alternative power
sources, dependence on petroleum product in the
transportation sector will decrease. This has environmental
as well as political benefits including decreased dependence
on foreign oil reserves. Our domestic oil reserves arc limited
and decreased consumption of these resources will hopefully
postpone or eliminate the need to attempt oil exploration in
ecologically sensitive areas such as the Alaska Wildlife
Preserve. Albeit not without large capitol investment,
existing power facilities may be upgraded with improved
technology as it becomes available. New forms of power
production may be incorporated into the transportation sector
such as solar as it becomes cost effective.
Although non fossil fuel sources do not produce emissions
in the same manner that fossil fuel plants do. they all have
their own unique environmental problems. Hydro-electric
power plants can be environmentally devastating to the
communities both above and below the dam due to flooding
of upstream land, and alterations of water flow patterns
downstream. Although nuclear power produces very little
gaseous emissions, it creates a small quantity of highly toxic
waste where no suitable means for disposal have yet been
implemented. Solar energy uses no fuel and has no
emissions but necessitates the use of large quantities of land.
Urban solutions include the use of rooftops and highway
medians for the placement of solar collectors. At this lime
large scale power production by solar means is not cost
effective, but this cost has been decreasing with
advancements in solar technology.
The effect of power production for the use of maglcv will
be determined on a regional basis and on the characteristics
of the maglev system. If a power plant is not operating at
full capacity, a maglev system may be able to use the excess
capacity thereby increasing the power plant's efficiency.
However, if the maglcv system exceeds a region's energy
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capacity, the construction of new power plants will be
necessary, with an associated negative environmental
impact. Power use on the utility grid is by no means
constant, and peak power demands can cause significant
problems for power utilities. The power grid must be
constructed to handle the peak power loads of the morning
and evening, and must then operate at sub optimal
conditions during the midday or overnight when demand is
low. Maglev could effect this in either a positive or a
negative sense. An analysis of ridership demand is beyond
the scope of this paper, however, some pertinent points are
made. If the maglev ridership is heaviest in the morning and
evening, say a rush-hour demand, this could adversely effect
the local power situation by aggravating the peak-trough
nature of power demand. If the maglev system operates at a
relative constant, a suitable power source should be able to
be arranged that would not aggravate local conditions.
Ideally, the peak maglev demand could be associated with
low demand periods, and would benefit the power demand
by smoothing out the peaks and troughs [ 13].
An increased emphasis is being placed on conservation
when the need for more power is raised. Many utility
planners believe that increased power demand by the
construction of new industry and civilian development can
be accommodated by an increase in conservation efforts.
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Amtrak electric I
Amtrak diesel I
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Fig. 4b. CO emissions on a passenger meter basis.
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Fig. 4 shows emissions on a kilogram per passenger meter
basis for the six criteria emissions from utility power plants
and from transportation. This data is taken from [14] and
linearly scaled to be compatible with the El values used in
this report. Emissions for electric powered modes are
calculated directly from kilograms of material per joule for
electric utilities [14].
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Fig. 4a. CO-, emissions on a passenger meter basis.
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Cooperation by maglev planners with local power utilities in
conservation efforts could have a substantial beneficial effect
on local power situations.
Because maglev vehicles do not require on board energy
production, no fuel is stored on board, and no filling of fuel
needs to take place. This has several environmental advantages. In the case of accident, there is no fuel to be leaked to
the environment. Storage facilities are not necessary and
neither is the transfer of fuel to the vehicles. The transfer of
fuel from storage tank to vehicle accounts for a significant
portion of automobile emissions. Evaporation of gasoline
can account for as much as 18% of automobile hydrocarbon
emissions. Emissions will be discussed if further detail in
the next section.

1.00

US maglev
High speed rail
Amtrak electric
Amirak diesel
Automobile
Airplane § 0 0 3
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Fig. 4f. SOx emissions on a passenger meter basis.
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Carbon monoxide. CO, is a colorless, odorless and
potentially lethal gas that is the product of incomplete
combustion. CO is responsible for headaches and decreased
brain function and is a contributor to tropospheric ozone.
Ozone, O-,, is produced through a complicated chemical
chain of events in the presence of heat. Ii is a contributor to
urban smog and causes a decrease in pulmonary function
and capacity. The other two primary contributors to ozone
are nitrogen oxides. NOX, and non methane hydrocarbons,
otherwise known as volatile organic compounds. VOC's
[15]. In addition to ozone. NOX is a component of smog and
some members of this family are possible carcinogens, as are
certain hydrocarbons. Carbon dioxide, CO 2 , is not a health
hazard directly. Life could not exist, as we know it, without
CO 2 .
Since CO 2 has been emitted in unprecedented
quantities by industrial processes, there has been significant
buildup of CO 2 in the atmosphere causing what has become
termed the "green house effect." This buildup of CO 2 in the
atmosphere, together with other gasses. is causing the
trapping of heat, and a potentially significant increase in
temperature, causing planet wide atmospheric changes [16].
Oxides of sulfur, SOX, are a natural product of fossil fuel
combustion, and can be reactive with other chemicals and
elements as cither an oxidant or a reduction agent. SOX is
primarily responsible for acid rain, which has been
responsible for widespread damage to forests and lakes and
the defacement of many historically significant structures.
Suspended particulates, TSP, is also a combustion product,
and is responsible for respiratory dysfunction and disease
[16].
Fig. 4 shows that a maglev system should cause a
reduction in emissions over the airplane and especially the
automobile in most areas. Because coal has a much higher
sulfur content than oil. sulfur emissions will increase with
the use of maglev.

although significantly
noisier than typical daily
transportation modes. Data is from [17] and US maglev
companies [5,6,7.8].
E. Magnetic Field Emission
The corporate members of the NMI have reported that
electromagnetic fields (emf) from their vehicles drop to
below 500 milligauss by 10 meters from the vehicle and
below 100 milligauss by 20 meters. For comparison sake,
some high power transmission lines emit as much as 500
milligauss at four meters. There is a lot that is still unknown
about the connection of magnetic fields and health effects,
and more study is necessary in this area. However, it seems
that at this point maglev does not emit magnetic fields
stronger than power lines, and possibly less than household
appliances [18].
III. Maglev System Construction
Any construction project is by its very nature
environmentally destructive. It will require the mining and
manufacture of materials, the transporting of said materials
and fuel, and will develop land previously undeveloped.
Local wildlife populations will be displaced. It will effect
wetlands and the local ecosystem. The construction will
consume large quantities of fuel while access roads will take
the construction effects out of the planned route and into
surrounding areas. Part of the nature of a long and high
speed project like the one we are discussing is that its route
is relatively inflexible. It is problematic to alter the course of
the guide way by a mile here and there to avoid ecologically
sensitive areas or any other obstacle. The guide way will
create an artificial barrier that will interrupt the migration of
wildlife. However, maglev has relative strengths in many of
these areas.

D. Noise Pollution
A. Rights of way and the guide way
Of major concern with a high speed vehicle traveling at
around level is the noise associated with it. Fig. 5 shows
relative noise levels for various transportation modes and
maglev. The figure shows maglev to be an order of
magnitude iess than the Japanese Shinkansen (bullet train).
Compact car
Full size car
Busses
Railroad
Shinkansen
TGV
Maglev
20

40

60

80

Noise level @ 25 m «1B)
Fig. 5. Noise level for various transportation modes.

100

120

It has been widely proposed to construct maglev along the
existing rights of way of highways and railways. Because
both of these systems are designed for much lower operating
speeds than maglev, the maglev system, out of necessity, will
be forced to be as flexible in its route as possible to allow it
to closely follow the existing corridor. A tight correlation
between the two routes will help to limit the environmental
impact of the maglev system by localizing its impact to areas
where an impact has already been made and the path largely
cleared.
Due to maglev's hijh rate of speed, many designs call for
the guide way to be elevated or subterranean. Current
proposals widely employ elevated guide ways, and evaluation of a subterranean system is not pursued. An elevated
guide way has several advantages to an at-grade guide way.
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and a few costs. An elevated system will foremost be a
visual blemish on the local scenery, as is the case of high
voltage power lines, forming an imposing object and obstructing views. As an advantage of elevation, the 'footprint' of
the guide way will be less than that of an at-grade guide way,
using less ground space and possibly reducing certain
aspects of the construction cost. A long continuous object
such as a highway is virtually impassable for all but the
largest animals. Median fencing or 'New Jersey Barriers'
create an impassable wall; effectively cutting off migration
routes and separating populations. Animal populations are
forced to develop new food sources when trapped in seasonal
feeding grounds off season [19]. Maglev proposals indicate
that the guide way will be significantly elevated, allowing
unobstructed passage of animals below the guide way. It is
not clear yet how the passage of high speed vehicles will
effect local animal populations.
Maglev is most desirable in populated corridors where
congestion is causing the consideration of further airport
construction. The Dallas airport is 7.20xI0 7 square meters,
enough land to construct a maglev corridor 25 meters wide
and 2881 kilometers in length. Typical maglev corridor
lengths are 500 kilometers to 1300 kilometers in length,
creating a significant saving in land over the construction of
new high volume airfields. This saving is increased if
maglev is constructed on existing rights of way using
previously developed land.

TABLE 3
Data on fuel savings and emission savings for hypothetical
scenarios.

Ground distance
Air distance
Air passengers
Auto passengers
El. air
Air travel
Saved energy
Saved fuel
Base fuel
consumption
Saved fuel
Aufo travel
Saved energy
Saved fuel
Base fuel
consumption
Saved fuel
Saved emissions
CO2
CO
NO*
SOx
VOC

B. The construction energy deficit
The construction of a maglev system will consume
millions of liters of fuel to power construction machinery
before any fuel is saved by the operation of a more efficient
alternative to the automobile and airplane. This 'fuel cost' is
known as the energy deficit, and the lime required to pay it
off will depend on local system characteristics
According to [20], approximately 106,253 liters of fuel
and lubricants are consumed for every million dollars of
highway construction cost. If we apply this to a maglev
system that will cost roughly S6 million per kilometer, we
find that maglev construction will cost about 637,500 liters
of fuel per kilometer. Over a 300 kilometer route this is 190
million liters of fuel. This is only an estimate. The fuel per
dollar figure that is used to calculate this is based on
highway construction and not elevated structures such as
maglev. These figures are only included to illustrate that the
construction of a maglev system will incur a significant
energy deficit that should be considered in an environmental
or energy analysis of the system.
IV. Hypothetical Route Scenario
For illustration purposes, lour corridors are selected and
route analyses are conducted making some realistic but

TSP

km
km
thousands
thousands
J/paiim

Boston
N.y.
370
306
3830
7660
4107

trillion J
million li
million li

826
22
128

768
20
113

550
15
79

1032
27
128

%

17

18

18

21

trillion J
million li
million li

665
19
220

568
16
18S

395
11
130

576
17
190

%

9

9

9

9

102
213

96
182
0.102
8.5
0.076
0.363
-0.298
-0.605
0.011
1.08
-0.012

71
126
0.075
5.9
0.060
0.254
-0.207
-0.421
0.008
0.75
-0.008

101
184
0.107
8.7
0.084
o._ :•,
-0.302
-0.614
0.011
1.09
-0.012

N.Y. Houston
L.A.
D.C.
Dallas San Fnra.
377
386
611
338
362
563
3210
2180
2010
6420
4360
4020
3904
3774
2231

million kg

air
auto
air
auto
air
auto
air
auto
air
auto
auto

0.110
10.0
0.068
0.425
-0.351
-0.709
0.012
1.26
-0.O14

hypothetical assumptions. Boston - New York - Washington
D.C., Houston - Dallas and Los Angeles - San Francisco are
analyzed. Annual air passenger figures are taken from 110],
and it is assumed from [21] that twice the air traffic will
represent the ground traffic. The ground mileage is the
shortest route along major roads and the air mileage is point
to point. It is assumed that there is a 50% penetration into
the air and auto markets. Given those assumptions, the
remainder of the data is directly calculated from the El data
and emissions data and is contained in table 3.
V. Conclusions
This study suggests several conclusions. The construction
of any new system will inherently have an adverse effect on
the environment, and therefore solutions employing the
existing infrastructure are naturally a more desirable alternative. However, typical systems are designed to fit in with the
existing infrastructure, thereby limiting (he potential
environmental threat of its construction. The construction of
a maglev system along existing rights of way will have
substantial environmental benefits over selecting a new right
of way. and should have much less of an impact than the
construction of new airports and highways.
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Once in operation, a maglcv system should help to reduce
congestion at airports and roadways. It should be capable of
transporting people short distances at speeds comparable to
airplanes, and with an El similar to or better than an
automobile. SO, emissions will increase, but this will be
offset by an overall reduction in emissions. The use of
centralized power facilities should reduce the dependence on
oil in the transportation sector, and will give transportation
the flexibility to use alternative energy sources. The precise
effect of a maglev system on the electric power supply
situation will be locally dependent on the maglev system and
the power utilities. Maglev's high energy intensity is largely
the result of its operating speed. If the operating speed is
reduced, the energy intensity will also reduce. Maglev has
the potential for a positive environmental impact if it is
thoughtfully integrated with the existing transportation
infrastructure.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

VI. Recommendations
13.
For the maglev system to have the most environmentally
beneficial impact as possible, it is recommended that while
the system be designed for speeds of 134 meters per second
or more, that operating speeds of 100 meters per second
should be considered in the interest of reduced energy
consumption and noise. The system should be constructed as
mu :h as possible along the existing rights of way of railroads
and highways for reduced impact. Efforts should be made to
thoughtfully integrate maglev with the local power grid for
maximum efficiency. A further study should be conducted to
evaluate the magnitude of the energy deficit that will be
incurred during the system construction, and how it
compares with the prospected energy savings during
operation.
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Abstract - This paper reports test results
on the support and guidance system , the
propulsion system ,electrical equipment system
and etc. obtained from basic tests conducted
for safety evaluation on the Nagoya test track
with electromagnetic levitation vehicle H-100.
I . Introduction
11-100 transport system is one of the normal
conducting magnetic levitation transportation
system .supported and guided by magnetic force
and driven by linear induction motors . The
maximum speed achieved by it's urban transit
type is on the order of 100 km/h . Since May
1991, the transport system has been tested by
Chubu HSST Development on the testing track at
One, Nagoya. As the Ministry of Transport of
Japan needs to set up ministerial ordinances
as technical standards on safety and reliability before this kind of system is put into
practical use, it has organized the "Committee
for Investigation and Examination of Technical
Evaluation Methods for Normalconducting Magnetic Levitation Transport System " ( Chaired by
Professor Eisuke Masada of the University of
Tokyo ) . Safety evaluation methods and testing
methods are currently examined , while test
results are analyzed at the same time for
evaluating safety.
This paper reports some examinations of
the safety evaluation technique and the test
results on the support and guidance system ,
the; propulsion system , the electrical equipment .system and etc. obtained from basic tests
conducted forsafety evaluation.
Jl. Method of Safety Evaluation
The procedure for examination to make H-100
system practicable as a public transport and
is under consideration by the above mentioned
committee is shown in Figure 1 .
As an example , an excerpt of readjusted
essential conditions regarding the support and
guidance system is indicated in Table 1 .
Then .problems to be examined to satisfy the
essential conditions are extracted , and followed by examination of l' the point of evalua-
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Piocedure of safety evaluation

tion at which one's eyes are directed to
evaluate the above problems to be examined 2)
method of technological evaluation , and3)
criteria for evaluation. After completion of
the above procedure , matters to be confirmed
in future will be readjusted , items to be
tested and method of test will be determined ,
and evaluation through testing will be executed. An example of test items thus determined
for the support and guidance system is shown
in Table 2.
HI. Support and Guidance System
For the support and guidance system , the
support force is obtained with the attraction
between electromagnets and the rail , and the
guidance force is obtained with restoring
force. The running tests were conducted at up
to the speed of 100 km/h on tracks including
100 m curve radius (100 mR) and 25 mR tracks.
In order to evaluate the support and guidance
gap , tolerance of the guidance gap ,
levitation force , and gap characteristics ,
measurements were taken on the levitation ,
guidance gap , levitation current. Figure ''
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t. Suspension and

Extract of prescribed test items
for suspension and guidance system
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riding Quality and vibration acceleration
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performance during power failure

( 9 ) Confirmatic
(10) Confirmation o the effect Of electromagnetic noise on signalling and lately system
t i l ) Confirmation o strength and wear <*r*n the irenicle is slk3ma v/itn skid

I'llt-2 The lcvltallon eup wavefora nt lOOkm/h running

shows levjtat.ion gap waveform measured during maximum allowable variation , no contact was
rail
and guidance skids
running LesL at 100 km/h .The following points made between
were identified after the running tests on the during the normal running. The guidance direstraight track. 1) The levitation gap varied ction was also found under control.
Figure 3. shows the guidance gap waveform
in proportion to the square root of the speed.
2) The maximum variation in the .levitation measured during the running on the 100 ml?
gap was slightly larger with a full-loaded track. The following points were identified
vehicle : approximately ± 3 mm with an empty- after the running test on the curved track.
1) The maximum variation in the guidance
loaded vehicle against ± 4 mm with a fullloaded vehicle. There was still some room left gap measured on the 100 mR track was slightly
against the maximum mechanical stroke of ± 6 larger with a full-loaded vehicle : approximamm , and the Jevitation gap was under control. tely ± 11 mm with an empty-loaded vehicle
3) The maximum variation in the guidance against ± 13 nun with a full-loaded vehicle.
2) The maximum variation in the guidance gap
gap was approximately 10mm with an emptyloaded vehicle , and 12 mm with a full-loaded on the 25 mR curved track was approximately 31
vehicle . With some room left in the 15 mm mm with an empty-loaded vehicle , and 35 mm
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running at 100m radius

with a full-loaded vehicle. The figures deviated largely from the calculated 21 mm . Estimating the module-rail positions based on the
measured gaps,the minimum possible gap between
the guidance skids and rail is approximately 2
mm , and no contact should be made .
3) The maximum variation in the levitation
gap measured on the curved track was approximately ±3mm , and the levitation gap was under
control also on the curved track.
Summarizing all test results on support and
guidance, including other support and guidance
characteristic values measured at various experiment beams , turnouts or slopes , the levitation control is kept within the designed
variation range , and it has been confirmed
that there is no problem in obtain the
levitation gap. As for the guidance control,
the required force was confirmed , but the
guidance gap was found greater than the calculated value on the 25 mR track , and the separation with the rail was sometimes narrowed .
The conLact, however, was made on the guidance
skids, and no problem was found in achieving
the strength. The remaining gap left for the
contact has to be studied further.
IV. Propulsion System
The propulsion system applied here is one
of the non-cohesion types obtained with linear
induction motors . The test was designed primarily to check the braking performance at various speed levels up to 100 km/h, and the
evaluation was made to check if the required
deceleration rate was obtained while stopping
the vehicle from high speed , if electric
brakes and mechanical brakes operated in coordination , and if sufficient provisions were
made, against regeneration failure.
rc •I shows the waveform describing the

c 4 - The waveforn of VVVK Inverter control
In the regular braking at lOOkn/h

inverter control measured with the normal braking applied at 100 km/h . When the brakes
were applied , if the designed electric brakes
were provided, the mechanical brakes ( driven
by hydraulic ) did not intervene ( thus , not
causing initial operation ) , and the electric
brakes provided all of the braking force all
the way down to approximately 42 km/h as regenerative brakes, returning electric power to
the contact line. It shifted to negative-phase
brakes , when the vehicle reduced its speed
below 18 km/h • The proportion of electric
brakes was reduced below 5 km/h , applying the
mechanical brakes to stop the vehicle in coordination of the both brakes. Furthermore, the
following points were identified and confirmed
in connection with the braking performance.
1) A failure of regeneration immediately
triggered the mechanical brakes ( with a few
hundred seconds of delay ) , without extending
the braking distance greatly.
2) The electric brakes , when applied at a
high speed, performed fairly constant deceleration rate, proving the braking function that
was designed taking into consideration end
effects.
3) Even when power failed (failure of power
supplied from power substations ) , the following sequence was confirmed .' Electric brakes
were activated within the speed range where
regenerative electric currents returned into
the power conduct line , and the emergency
brake command was issued to apply mechanical
brakes to stop the vehicle after the main
circuit was cut off with the intervention of a
low voltage detection device.
V . Electric Equipment System
Electric equipment for the magnetic levitation transportation system needs the following
considerations :
1) Examining the capacity of equipment against regeneration failures as the magnetic
levitation transportation system driven by the
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linear motors makes the full use of the Also , the resistance device switched by
electric brakes.
the chopper , installed as the regenerated
2) Ccn firming if the protection devicespower absorption device , was found effective
works in the arranged ground system against if the voltage setting of switching was propeline-to-ground fault.
rly selected.
3) Confirming that harmonics generated by
the magnetic levitation transportation system
VI. Electric Power Consumption
should not be larger than that of the conventional railroad system.
The H-100 system, as the normal-conducting
Table 3 shows the braking time and ground magnetic levitation transportation system, has
fauJt currents at the tiroe of ground faultvarious advantages derived from non-contact
with different ground system ( of the substat- and non-cohesion characteristics. On the other
ion ) . Jl lias been confirmed that with any of hand , it has disadvantages in the electric
these ground systems , the protection devices power consumption due to the low efficiency
are activated to stop power supply at thecaused by the linear induction motors, and due
substation after detecting ground failure.
to the large quantity of auxiliary power
required for continuous levitation controlled
Table 3 The braking time and the £ round fault current
by the electromagnets.
Table 4 shows electric power consumption
Grounded systea
BrakJn? time
Ground f a u l t
(as)
current
measured on the running pattern shown in the
Figure 6. Compared with the conventional veh(-JHtch resistance
cround system
6 1- 6 S
10 8 - 1 3 2
icle driven by the rotary induction motors
with
the VVVF inverter control, electric power
(-)Low resistance
M)
cround system
2-3 1 — 2 4 1
consumption of the H-100 system is greater
6 S-7 S
because of the higher auxiliary power requireResistance
(•)
(«A>
erounded
Ground
ment during coasting and low regenerative
3 1 6 - 4 4 4
9 9 - 1 2 0
fault
power . Compared with other new transportneutral
{-)
(•A)
ation systems ( people mover ) or monorail
system
Ground
3 8 2~4 6 2
10 6 - 1 3 2
fault
systems that employ rubber tires, however ,
electric power consumption per person required
Figure 5 shows the harmonic voltage distortion measured at the receiving end of the
substation. According to this measurement ,
the difference of the voltage distortions
found between without load and with the
maximum currents ( during power running ) was
only 3 % approximately , and the influence of
harmonics generated by the vehicle running was
small.

Table ./. Measuring result of enerty
consumption
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for running is not expected to rise because
VM. Conclusion
(1) the weight of vehicle is lighter, (2)
the time during the power running is shorter
Some of the test results of the H-100 system
due to the low running resistance , and (3)
the coasting time is longer due to the high obtained on the Nagoya test line have been
presented in this paper. Basic safety factors
acceleration and deceleration.
such as the support and guidance system ,
VJI. Abnormal Vibration
propulsion system and electric equipment ,
proved fairly satisfactory . There
The H-100 system uses chopper devices to have been
some problems to be solved : guidance
contro] the electromagnetic currents for theremain
force and module behavior particularly on the
levitation, and the V W F inverter to control sharp curve track (25'mR) , reduction of power
the propulsion with linear motors. The frequ- consumption for propulsion , and improvements
encies are different in the normal control in the general riding quality. Furthermore ,
range between the two , and they should not reliability and durability should be tested.
interfere each other . However, it has to be
confirmed that abnormal vibration should be Then , overall safety and reliability of the
system has been tested at the long-term
caused in relation with track system on the H-100
running
test now , in which safety against
ground.
troubles and reliability and durability of the
For the tests, (1) simulated speed signals system are to be checked.
were given while changing the inverter frequency, with the vehicle kept levitated still, to
confirm that no vibration was made between the
References
vehicle and the track ( to check the possibility o£ resonance of the inverter frequency and
the chopping frequency through the rail on the [1] Mizuma, et al. : Safety Evaluation Test of
track ) , and (2) with rail-fixing bolts Model H-100 EMS Maglev Urban Transit System
loosened , the vehicle was levitated still Japanese Railway Engineering August 1992, No.
and then driven, to check the possibility of 1 2 0 , P P 6 - 1 0
resonance on the vehicle (relationship between [2] Mizuma,et al. : Safety evaluation test for
the rail condition and the vehicle vibration). electromagnetic levitation transportation sysFigure 7 shows the vertical vibration acc- tem H-100 January 1993 , ISEM-Sapporo F-06
eleration of modules with the bolts loosened P P 203
when the vehicle was driven out of the
levitated condition.
K various kinds of tests were conducted ,
and under some conditions , harmonics were
found twice as much as the inverter frequency,
superimposed on the vibration acceleration or
levitation currents. Their absolute values ,
however , were very small and did not clearly
appear as the vibration.

Fie.7 The vertical acceleration of each nodule on the ratl
with Joose bolts
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A Dynamic Computer Simulation of a High Speed Maglev Vehicle
Cam de Pierre
Advanced Programs, Hughes Aircraft Company, Fullerton, California

Abstract - The Maglev Performance Simulation (MPS)
program is a computer simulation tool which provides
performance assessment of high speed magnetically levitated
transportation systems. Using MPS, a simulated maglev
vehicle is made to traverse a hypothetical route. The
performance of the vehicle, which is constrained by tbe
comfort requirements of tbe passengers, the dynamics of the
vehicle, tbe alignment of tbe route, and the desire to minimize
energy costs is determined by tbe total trip time. Trip times
for "standing" vs. "seat belted" comfort values are compared,
then radii of curvatures are relaxed, and tbe trip times are
compared with tbe initial route geometry. Speed vs. distance
graphs are generated, illustrating speeds at different points in
the route. Instantaneous propulsion power is provided in a
power vs. distance graph and the total energy is calculated for
the entire trip. A calculation is then made for the total energy
consumption of a hypothetical maglev transportation system
using 400 vehicles.
I. Introduction
The MPS program utilizes user defined inputs that
characterize the alignment route and the maglev vehicle. The
program allows flexibility in building any alignment route
geometry and specifying a maglev vehicle with a wide
variation of design parameters. The simulation process used
was as follows. First, an alignment route geometry was
defined in the program by inputting each geometrical
segment making up the route. Second, the Linear
Synchronous Motor (LSM) and the maglev vehicle were
defined in the program by specifying a baseline set of
characteristics. Third, ride comfort values were set to
correspond to maximum limits for standing passengers and
the simulation was run. Fourth, the ride comfort values were
changed to correspond to maximum limits for seat belted
passengers. A comparison of trip time was made between the
two runs using standing and seat belted comfort values.
Fifth, the standing ride comfort parameters were again used,
but the radii of curvature for tbe route geometry were relaxed
so that no radius of curvature was less than 1000 meters. A
comparison was made with the original standing ride comfort
values trip time. Sixth, the radii of curvature for the route
geometry were relaxed so that no radius of curvature was less
than 3000 meters and a comparison was again made with the
original standing ride comfort values trip time. Seventh, the
original alignment geometry and the standing ride comfort
values were used to simulate the energy consumption of the
LSM. Eighth, forward acceleration and braking limits were
reduced to determine the net effect on the LSM energy
consumption.
Manuscript received March IS. 1993. Work supported in part by
National Maglev Initiative under contract DTFR 53-92-C-0OOO3.

II. The Maglev System
The simulated maglev vehicle is approximately the size of a
short range commercial jet and can carry over 100
passengers. Tbe vehicle may traverse tbe guideway at speeds
up to 134 meters per second (300 miles per hour) with a
maximum banking angle of 45 degrees but must maintain the
ride comfort values for either standing or seat belted
passengers. Tbe simulated maglev guideway uses a boxbeam
design with an imbedded Linear Synchronous Motor (LSM).
The LSM induces motion of tbe vehicle by reacting against
the super-conducting magnets mounted on tbe vehicle. Tbe
levitation method is Electro-Dynamic Suspension (EDS)
realized by repulsive forces between super-conducting
magnets on tbe vehicle and embedded reaction coils in the
guideway as the vehicle is moving. Tbe speed of the vehicle
is directly proportional to the frequency of tbe waveform
impressed upon the LSM. Tbe LSM is modeled in tbe
simulation to provide limits on tbe vehicle dynamics, and to
calculate energy expenditure.
III. The MPS Program
Tbe Maglev Performance Simulation (MPS) is a modified
version of the simulation program written by Professor JE.
Anderson and specifically redesigned for high speed maglev
simulation. MPS permits tbe input of route data defined
separately in the horizontal and vertical planes. These
programs calculate tbe maximum speed through a curve
given tbe maximum ride comfort values of acceleration and
jerk. Curved guideways are obtained by solving numerically
the second-order differential equations for yaw and pilch.
For a plane curve, calculations are based on the exact solution
of the differential equation of the curve. Combined vertical
and horizontal curves cannot be solved exactly, so, the
corresponding values for such a curve are determined by
numerical solution of the differential equations for tbe space
curve. Using the maximum speeds allowed through tbe
curves and the power-limit of the LSM, as well as the
comfort-limits on the passengers, the speed profile that will
minimize the total trip time is determined. Using the
characteristics of LSM and the aerodynamic and magnetic
drag, as well as the dynamics of the vehicle, a power profile
and the total energy to complete the route are determined.
(a) Route Alignment
A hypothetical route was constructed with a total curvilinear
distance just under 800 kilometers, utilizing 52 horizontal and
52 vertical curves until 475 kilometers from terminal #1, at
which point it is straight and level until reaching terminal #4.
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The radii of curvatures are as small as 400 meters, and
elevation grades are as high as 10%. There are two terminals
at which the vehicle stops only momentarily in the
simulation. Terminal #1 is where the vehicle starts from,
terminal #2 is located 400 kilometers from terminal #1,
terminal #3 is 470 kilometers from #1, and terminal #4 is
where the vehicle ends its run.
(b) System Parameters
The system parameter inputs as shown in Table I allow the
user to modify inputs for both the vehicle and the
guide way []]. Maximum Desired Cruise Speed, V/, is the
maximum allowable speed of the vehicle assuming ideal
conditions. Vehicle Mass, Afv, is the total vehicle mass
including passengers and baggage. Since the maglev vehicle
is "flying" on a magnetic field, it is important to reduce the
weight of the vehicle for efficient use of energy, in the same
way that an airplane needs to be lightweight. Air Density, p,
Drag Coefficient, Crf, and Frontal Area, Af, are all used to
calculate the aerodynamic drag resistance. The Width of
Stator, VVj, is the width of the coil winding for the LSM. Pole
Pairs per Vehicle, Npp, refers to the number of superconducting magnets on each sided of the vehicle that are
synchronously linked to the excitation drive coils on the
guideway. Air Gap Flux Density, B, is the magnetic
inductance in webers per square meter (tesla). Magnetic Path
Length of Vehicle, Lm, is the length from the first to the last
super-conducting magnet Length of Stator, Ls, is the length
of the continuous magnetic drive coil attached to the
guideway. Field Winding Pole Pitch, Lp, is the distance
between magnetic poles of the LSM. /?£,, Ldm, Lam, Li, Rf,
Lf, and Go, are all used for the calculation of power
consumption for the LSM. The Number of Motors, Nm> is
the number of LSM's. The Number of Phases, NQ, indicates
how many phases are in the LSM coil arrangement.
Regeneration, fraction of output power, Pr, indicates what
fraction of power used in magnetic braking is recovered back
into the power grid. No regeneration capability was used in
this simulation. Current Limit, //, puts a limit on (he amount
of current that can be supplied to the LSM. Total Volt-Amp
(VI) Limit, P\t gives the total available power at the source
before multiplying by power factor.
(c) Ride Comfort Values
The ride comfort values given in Table II were used in the
simulation. These are derived from the Department of
Transportation's maximum allowable values for ride comfort
for standing and seat belted passengers [2]. The "standing"
ride comfort values are maximum allowed accelerations and
jerks that standing passengers can tolerate. The "seat belted"
ride comfort values are maximum allowed accelerations and
jerks that seat belted passengers can tolerate.
Again, referring to Table II, the Total Banking Angle, y/,
indicates the maximum angle deviation of the passenger from
level. Lateral Acceleration Limit, aml, is the sideways force
on a passenger. Lateral Jerk Limit, j m \ , is the sideways rate
of change of acceleration. Upward Acceleration Limit, amu,

TABLE I
SYSTEM INPUT PARAMETERS

Maximum Desired Cruise Speed
Vehicle Mass
Air Density
Drag Coefficient
Frontal Area
Maximum Grade
Width of Stator
Pole Pairs per Vehicle
Air Gap Flux Density
Magnetic Path Length of Vehicle
Length of Stator
Field Winding Pole Pitch
LSM Block Length Resistance
LSM Direct Magnetization Inductance
LSM Quadrature Axis Magnet. Inductance
Block Length Inductance-no field
Resistance of Feeder Cable
Inductance of Feeder Cable
Angle Between Current and Voltage
Number of Motors
Number of Phases
Regeneration, fraction of output power
Current Limit
Total Volt-Amp Limit

Vi

taJs

Mv

kg

P

kg/m3

Q
*f
mi

w,

m2

%
m

N

PP

B

tesla

Lm
Ls

m
m
m

LP
RL

u

a

henries
henries
henries

*f a
Lf henries
Go degrees
Nm
N
*
Pr

h
Pi

amperes

MVA

constrains the amount of "negative gravity" a passenger feels,
and Downward Acceleration Limit, amij, constrains the
amount of "positive gravity" that the passenger feels.
Vertical Jerk Limit, j m v , prevents "bumpy" rides. Fore-Aft
Acceleration Limit, amf, governs acceleration and
deceleration of the vehicle. Fore-aft Jerk Limit, jmj, governs
the "smoothness" of acceleration and deceleration of the
vehicle.
(d) Determination of Maximum Speed through Curves
Since a combined horizontal and vertical curve does not have
an exact solution, it is necessary to split up the guideway
curve into horizontal and vertical inputs, compute on the
horizontal and vertical inputs separately, and then sort them
together as a function of arc length. Each horizontal curve in
the simulation is made up of a spiral section going into the
curve, a constant curvature section, and another spiral section
going out of the curve. The speed of the vehicle is constant
as it transitions the curve. The spiral section of the curve is
TABLE H
RIDE COMFORT VALUES

Total Banking Angle
Lateral Accel. Limit
Lateral Jerk Limit
Upward Accel. Limit
Downward Ace. Limit
Vertical Jerk Limit
Fore-Aft Accel. Limit
Fore-aft Jerk Limit

V
"ml

Jml
a

mu
md

a

Jmv
a

mf
Jmf

Standing
30°

Seat Belted
45°

0.16 g's
0.25g's/sec
0.10 g's
0.30 g's
0.3 g's/sec
0.20 g's
0.25 g's/sec

0.20 g's
0.25 g's/sec
0.10 g's
0.40 g's
0.30 g's/sec
0.6 g's
0.25 g's/sec
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constructed by the MPS to maintain a constant jerk. It can be
shown analytically that the constant curvature section limits
the speed of transition rather than the spiral section of the
curve [4,5], Thus maximum speed through the curve is given
by
Vc=(amIR)m
(1)
where am[ is the comfort lateral acceleration, and ft is the
radius of curvature for the constant curvature section. If Vc
exceeds the maximum allowable cruise speed, V/ then Vc is
set to VI. The vertical plane curves are similar to the
horizontal curves, except that vertical offsets are much less
than the horizontal offsets. Equation (1) can be used for
maximum speed through vertical curves except that amu or
amd is substituted for ami, where amu is the comfort
acceleration in the up vertical direction, and amj is the
comfort acceleration in the down vertical direction. Again,
the speed of the vehicle is assumed to be constant through the
curve, and the spiral transition part of the curve is assumed to
maintain a constant jerk. If Vc exceeds the maximum
allowable speed, V/, then Vc is set to V/.

TABLE III
TRIP TIME COMPARISON

Total Trip Time
Average Speed

Standing
lh 59m 02s
7142 seconds
111.8 m/sec
(250 mi/hr)

Trip Time Difference
Average Speed Difference

Seat Belted
lh 45m 15s
6315 seconds
127 m/sec
(284 mi/hr)
13m 47s Faster
15.2 m/sec Faster
(34 mi/hr Faster)

initial and redesigned routes used the "standing" ride comfort
values. Fig. 3 shows the speed profile of this new route for
radii of curvature not less than 1000 meters. Fig. 4 shows the
speed profile for radii of curvature not less than 3000 meters.
Relaxing the radii of curvature to not less than 1000 meters
gave a trip time reduction of 2.6%. Doubling this would give
the trip time reduction for the curved sections, or 5.2%.
Relaxing the radii of curvature even more to not less than
3000 meters gave a trip time reduction of 14.2%, or 28.4%
for the curved sections alone. Thus, if radii of curvature
relaxation is to be done, it is very advantageous to go to not
less than 3000 meters, in terms of trip time reduction.

IV. Maglev Performance
Performance is determined by total trip time and total energy
to complete the route. Trip times were compared using
"standing" vs. "seated belted" ride comfort values for the
simulation run. Next, trip times were compared between the
original route and relaxed radii of curvature routes using
"standing" ride comfort values. Energy consumption for a
run was compared as a function of decreasing acceleration
and braking limits.
(a) Trip Times
The trip times (and average speeds) for "standing" and
"seat belted" ride comfort values to travel from station #1 to
station #4 on the route are given in Table III. Trip time is the
total time interval to traverse the route. The trip time for seat
belted passengers was reduced by 12% when compared to
standing passengers. Since about half the route bad no curves
that effected trip time, the reduction in trip time considering
only the curved sections of the route would be 24%, which is
a substantial reduction.
(b) Vehicle Speed Profiles
Figures 1 and 2 show the vehicle speed vs. distance
profile for "standing" and "seat belted" ride comfort values,
respectively. These speed profiles give the instantaneous
speed vs. distance of the vehicle for a given distance
increment. Many of the curves that required slowing down in
Fig. 1 were negotiated at maximum speed in Fig. 2. This
accounts for the savings of 24% in trip time for the curved
sections of the route.
(c) Radii of Curvature Relaxation
Two simulations were run after making the radii of
curvature not less than 1000 meters and not less than 3000
meters, respectively. Table IV shows (he total trip time for
the redesigned routes compared to the initial route. Both

(d) Instantaneous Power
Fig. 1 shows the power profile for the vehicle from zero to
800 kilometers using the "standing" ride comfort values and
the initial alignment route. The left y-axis scale is for the
upper c u m representing speed, and the right y-axis scale is
for the lower curve representing instantaneous power. Note
that the maximum required power for the vehicle was about
26 megawatts, even though the average required power per
vehicle was only about 9.7 megawatts. The average was
much lower than the 26 megawatts peak because very little or
no power is used when slowing down to negotiate the next
curve in the route. The vehicle coasts through a significant
portion of the route making the overall average required
power significantly less than the maximum peak power
required. During the first 400 kilometers (the portion
containing most of the curves) about 10.5 megawatts average
power was required, whereas in the second 400 kilometers
(mostly straight and level) it was 8.4 megawatts. Thus it can
be seen that the actual power requirements do not vary much
(about 20%) between a route with many tight curves, and a
straight and level route, however, a price is paid in terms of
reduced trip time for the route of many curves.
TABLE IV
REDESIGNED ROUTE ALIGNMENT TRIP TIME

Total Trip
Time
Average
Speed
A Time
A Speed

Original
Alignment
lh 59m 02s
7142 sees
111.8 m/s
(250 mi/hr)

No Radii of
Curvature less
than 1000 m
lh 55m 55s
6955 sees
114.8 m/s
(256.6 mi/hr)
3m 07s
3 m/s
(6.6 mi/hr)

No Radii of
Curvature less
than 3000 m
lh 42m 09s
6129 sees
130.3 m/s
(291.3 mi/hr)
16m 53s
18.5 m/s
(41.3 mi/hr)
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(e) Energy Demand for One Vehicle
The energy consumption for one vehicle to traverse the route
in the forward direction from Terminal 1 to Terminal 4 is
given in Table V. The energy required using the "standing"
ride comfort values for acceleration and braking is indicated
in the top row. The succeeding rows of the table show the
energy requirements as the acceleration and braking values
are reduced. The energy reduction from using an acceleration
limit of O.2g's and a braking limit of 0.2g's to using an
acceleration limit of 0.16g's and a braking limit of 0.16g's
amounts to a reduction of only about 5%. For the curved
sections only, this would double, giving a reduction of about
10%.
(f) Energy Demand for 400 Vehicles
A full up system with a vehicle every 4 km in the 800
kilometer hypothetical route would require 200 vehicles one
way, or 400 vehicle both ways. The total average demand
power will be the average power per vehicle times the
number of vehicles. If vehicle power usage is randomly
dislributed along the route, it would suffice to specify a
power supply requirement that is three standard deviations
greater than this total average demand power. For n
independent data sets all with the same standard deviation,
the standard deviation of the sum of the elements of all the
sets is equal to the standard deviation of one set times the
square root of n. For the simulated route with one vehicle,
the power mean was 9.7 megawatts with a standard deviation
of 7.8 megawatts. The total power required for a system of
400 vehicles would be 3880 megawatts with a standard
deviation of 156 megawatts. Three standard deviations
equals 468 megawatts and represents a reserve power
requirement of 12%. Thus, for 400 vehicles the total energy
required would be 3,880 megawatts (9.7 megawatts per
vehicle) plus 468 megawatts (3 standard deviations), or a
total maximum of 4348 megawatts. This is equivalent to the
output of 2 or 3 average sized power generating stations, an
average station producing between one and two thousand
megawatls.

TABLEV
TOTAL ENERGY PER VEHICLE PER TRIP

Acceleration Limit

Braking limit

0.20 g

0.20 g

0.16 g

0.20 g

0.20 g

0.16 g

Energy Required
69,984 megajoules
(19.440 kWh)
69,253 megajoules
(19,237 kWh)
66,838 megajoules
(18,566 kWh)

0.16 g

0.16 R

(18,376 kWh)

66,153 megajoules
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V. Conclusions
For the first half of the route containing the curved sections,
seat belted passengers had a 24% reduction in trip time over
standing passengers and radii of curvature not less than 3000
meters had a 28% reduction in trip time over the original
alignment. Requiring both seat belted passengers and not less
than 3000 meters radii of curvature will significantly reduce
trip times on route alignments that contain many curves.
Power requirements varied only about 20% between the first
half of the route with many tight curves and the second half
which was straight and level, but a price was paid in terms of
reduced trip time for the first half. A four hundred vehicle
fleet required a total of 4348 megawatts, 13% of which
represents power reserve.
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Abstract • When maglev technology is implemented, it
must not only be operationally efficient and safe, but it must
also be reliable and cost competitive to operate and maintain.
Unexpected failures and high maintenance costs must be
minimized.
This paper describes a system concept for an automated
preventive maintenance system that provides predictions of
degraded performance and imminent failures based on
closely monitoring key system parameters. Data collected
and monitored on each train are relayed to receivers at each
station as the train passes through. This information is then
analyzed at a central maintenance monitoring and control
facility, and provides notification by alerts or warnings of
impending failures in near real time to the trains. The
maintenance control facility can also electronically provide
diagnostic and technical manual information and
instructional procedures to maintenance users throughout the
system.
The system described provides an effective maintenance
management system for the maglev train and minimizes
maintenance costs as well as increasing system availability
and sustaining maximum ridcrship.
I. Introduction
Maglev train systems offer the potential to be one of the
key elements in the development of a new network of ground
transportation systems. When implemented, this technology
must not only be operationally efficient and safe, but it must
also be reliable and cost competitive to operate and maintain.
Operation and maintenance costs are the major elements in
the life cycle cost of transportation systems including the
maglev train. To maximize system availability and to ensure
safe operation, vehicles are maintained on a predetermined
schedule. Major components are replaced or overhauled at
the projected limit of their projected service life. In some
cases the projected life of a component may be far shorter
than the actual service life. This method of maintenance
results in premature replacement of serviceable parts and
increases maintenance costs. On the other hand, from time to
time a component may fail before it's projected life. This
results in a catastrophic failure with service interruption,
unscheduled maintenance and the potential for an impact on
system safety.
To improve the cost effectiveness and reliability of the
maglev train system, a maintenance concept must be
developed to reduce or eliminate unscheduled maintenance,

catastrophic failures and to maximize the useful life of the
major components.
The Automated Preventive Maintenance Systcm(APMS)
is a state of art fault prediction and diagnostic system.
APMS allows transportation systems such as the maglcv
train, conventional trains, trucks, and busses, to continuously
monitor their operational status and predict failures in time to
avoid costly unscheduled maintenance. The major benefits of
APMS are to:
• Continuously monitor vehicle performance and
provide status to a centralized maintenance support
center.
• Limit or eliminate the number of catastrophic
failures thereby minimizing service interruptions.
•
Significantly improve the safety of the system.
• Predict failures before they occur.
• Minimize maintenance labor by only performing
scheduled, just-in-time maintenance.
• Limit or eliminate down time.
• Provide real lime or near real lime readiness status
of all vehicles.
• Provide a cost effective solution to system
maintenance management.
•
Minimize unnecessary replacement by permitting
major components to be used to the limit of their
useful life.
•
Reduce the total number of trains required because
of the higher availability of system assets, i.e., fewer
spare vehicles.
• Reduce the requirement for special test equipment
because of the extensive use of built in test and
status monitoring systems.
II. System Architecture Requirements
The system design of the maglev automated preventive
maintenance system must be tailored to the design of the
maglcv train. All functions critical to the safe and efficient
operation of the maglcv train must be identified and sensors
installed and integrated to provide real time monitoring. The
data from these sensors are then collected, stored, formatted
and transmitted to a central facility for near real time
analysis. Safety alerts and critical condition feedback to ihc
trains is provided. All components of the system will provide
accurate data in a reliable, cost effective manner. The system
will provide a modular, flexible environment to allow
expansion and reconfiguration as required, and he fully
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integrated with the maglev command and control
environment to be fully effective. The integrated
communication system must have the capability to operate
reliably in an electromagnetic environment and require no
special licenses.
III. Arrhitecture Overview
The APMS consists of three major sub-systems. They
include the Status Monitor and Diagnostic Units, Network
Status Interface Units and Maintenance Control Center as
shown in Fig. 1.

Status Monitor and Diagnostic Unit (SMDU) - The SMDU
is a vehicle mounted, microcomputer based monitoring
subsystem. Included in this sub-system are sensors for
vibration, acoustics, environmental conditions and analog
and digital signals. The sensor data is processed and
formatted by the microcomputer and stored in memory. A
spread spectrum telemetry transceiver is interfaced to the
microcomputer. When the vehicle passes through the station,
the telemetry transceiver transmits the formatted SMDU data
to the station equipment. The SMDU can also receive
commands and/or message from the station equipment to
control the vehicle or display messages to the operator.
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Figure 1. Automated Preventive Maintenance System Block Diagram
Network Status interface Unit (NSIU) - The function of the
NSIU is to communicate with the train mounted SMDU
when the train is passing through the station or past a fixed
monitoring location. The status information received from
the train is forwarded to the MCC via a wide area network
(WAN) for processing. If a message for a unique train
address is sent from the MCC over the WAN, an NSIU will
transmit that message to the train as it passes through
stations.

support interface to the maglev train command and control
system to ensure the current maintenance status is available
to operations personnel. Additionally, jthc MCC provides a
centralized repository for all maintenance related functions
including a centralized diagnostic expert system,
maintenance technical data manager, spares manager and
maintenance scheduler.

Maintenance Control Renter (MCC) - The MCC is the
control center for the APMS system. By analyzing status and
maintenance related data gathered from trains, the MCC
prognostics processor determines the operational condition
of the trains and automatically alerts the appropriate
operation and maintenance crews that a repair activity is
required and provides them with the pertinent data to
facilitate the repair. The MCC also provides a maintenance

The SMDU as shown in Fig. 2 monitors the condition of all
maglev train systems and transmits the status data to the
NSIU as the train passes through the station or other
designated communication interface points. The SMDU
provides monitoring coverage for propulsion, guidance,
suspension, cryogenics, levitation, braking and all electronic
controllers. Sensors are used to monitor the acoustic
signature of critical train subsystems. Noise monitoring

IV. Status Monitor and Diagnostic Unit
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technology utilizing digital signal processing is applied to
detect abnormal sounds which might indicate a developing
failure. The acoustic subsystem is built on expertise
developed on underwater sonar signal analysis. Included are
data sensors for vibration, shock, temperature and humidity
which can be used to correlate internment malfunctions with
the environmental conditions at the lime of failure.
Additionally, all recorded data are time and track position
tagged to aid in evaluating operation.
A special version of SMDU will be used to monitor
fixed resources such as power systems, controllers, switches,

electronics and station equipment. These SMDUs will relay
information to adjacent NSIUs over telephone lines or
cellular phone connections.
All SMDUs will contain self test functions to ensure that
reliable status data is transmitted to the MCC. Each car of the
train and designated fixed resource will be equipped with an
SMDU. Each SMDU will have its own unique identification
address code. To minimize the possibility of interference, the
SMDU transceiver utilizes spread spectrum communication
technology to interface with the NSIUs.
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Figure 2. Status Monitor Diagnostic Unit Block Diagram
V. Network Status Interface Unit
The NSIU as shown in Fig. 3 is the communication interface
to the train's SMDUs. The NSIUs are located in each station
and at other designated points where communications with
the trains are required. The NSIU's provide a two way
interface to the MCC by transmitting monitored data to Ihe

MCC and receiving alert data from the MCC for
retransmission to the maglcv trains. The communication
mode to the SMDUs will be accomplished via low power
spread spectrum time-division-multiple-acccss (TDMA)
technology devices. This mode provides secure, reliable
communications and immunity from interference and does
not require an FCC license. Communications with ihe MCC
will be through the APMS via a wide area network.

/

Spread Spectrum
Tranceiver

Digital
Network
Interface

Interface
to MCC

Wide Area
Network

Figure 3. The Network Status Interface Unit (NSIU)
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VI. Maintenance Control Center
The MCC as shown in Fig. 4 controls the operation of the
maglev APMS. The hardware consists of an off-the-shelf
computer interfaced to the maglev NSIU's, maintenance
facility, and command and control system. The MCC
software provides the following functionality:
• Status Monitor
• Prognostics Processor
• Diagnostic Expert System
• Interactive Technical Data Manager
• Spares Manager
• Maintenance Scheduler

Microcomputer

Status Monitor- Through the APMS wide area network, the
status monitor receives and stores all monitored train
equipment operational status parameters from (he SMDUs.
All train and fixed resource failures arc correlated to
equipment serial number. A display of equipmeni status is
provided for the on-duly maintenance manager. The status is
continually updated and sent to the prognostics processor and
maglcv command and control system. The status mnniior
also controls all communications within the APMS.

Status Monitor
Prognostics Processor
Diagnostic Expert System
Interactive Technical Data Manager
Spares Manager
Maintenance Scheduler

LAN To Maglev
Command
and Control System

LAN To Maglev
Maintenance
Facility
WAN to all
NSIU's
Figure 4. Maintenance Control Center

Prognostics processor -The prognostics processor's function
is to predict expected failures in time to take corrective
action to prevent them from becoming an operational
problem. This is accomplished by continuously comparing
baseline data signatures to collected near real lime data over
time. Robust statistical trending algorithms are used to
analyze failures in all subsystems where degradation of
performance can be followed. Acoustical analysis built on
experience with underwater sonar systems and trend analysis
on spectral data is used to predict failures mat may have an
acoustical signature. Vibration monitoring using background
noise cancellation and digital signal processing techniques is
used to detect changes indicating an imminent failure. Since
false alarms can destroy confidence in the system as well as
increase cost of operation, all predictions are verified by
alternate methods as well as inserting operations and
maintenance personnel for confirmation if possible.
Diagnostics Expert System -The diagnostic expert system
provides an on-line troubleshooting capability for
maintenance personnel throughout the maglev system.
Maintenance personnel can access the expert level
troubleshooting knowledge base from throughout the APMS

by using a portable computer display or a data display on the
equipment. The diagnostic expert system uses second
generation artificial intelligence technology to provide
assistance to the maintenance technician. A functional
model of normal system operation is stored in the knowledge
base and the inference engine (reasoning mechanism)
generates an interactive procedure to verify correct
operation. The maintenance personnel perform the tests and
compare the results with data contained in the model to
determine correct operation. The diagnostic expert system
allows journeyman maintenance personnel to perform as well
as experts to keep the trains running.
Interactive Technical Data Manager - The interactive
technical data manager provides access to maglcv technical
data throughout the train system. The technical dam is stored
on a file server at the MCC and can be accessed at all
maintenance locations as required.
This approach
streamlines the maintenance process by eliminating bulky
technical manuals and ensures that up-to-date documentation
is available throughout the system. Maintaining the data
base is also much easier and more efficient than maintaining
paper documentation because a change need only he entered
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at the file server. The interactive technical data manager
uses hypertext/hypermedia display techniques to achieve an
interactive display-on-demand information system. Access
to and navigation through the maintenance data is rapid and
efficient.
Spares Manager - This function provides a tool for the
effective management of maintenance spares. It allows
maintenance personnel to fully control and report on the
status of equipment, parts and supplies used in the
maintenance of the maglev train system. It can provide
spares usage reports including cost and flags major parts
usage for analysis. Also provided are physical inventory
checklists, parts on order status, equipment and parts cross
references as well as identifying equipment using a specific
part. The inclusion of the spares manager provides for the
complete integration of all maintenance related functions at
theMCC.
Maintenance Scheduler - The maintenance scheduler
provides a tool for efficiently managing and coordinating
maglev train maintenance personnel as well as providing
reports on failure trends. It allows maintenance to be planned
rather than constantly dealing with unexpected events. It has
been shown that unplanned maintenance actions cost many
limes more than scheduled maintenance so a substantial cost
savings can be realized by using this function at the MCC.
The maintenance scheduler also provides a graphical display
of failure irends so that detailed analysis can be performed.
System status reports to management on repair costs, history,
parts usage, maintenance distribution, downtime,
catastrophic failures, and trends can also be generated.

VII. Summary
The maglev train requires an effective maintenance
management system that minimizes operation and
maintenance costs, and improves system availability. The
automated preventive maintenance system {APMS) satisfies
this requirement by anticipating failures and providing
maintenance personnel with the information needed to repair
them. APMS uses prognostics, artificial intelligence
diagnostics, and electronic information delivery technology
to provide an efficient maintenance management and aiding
system. Maintenance personnel will require minimal formal
training and their proficiency will be greatly improved
through the use of these technologies. Special support
equipment requirements will be greatly reduced, if not
eliminated, because status monitoring and built-in-test
diagnostics and maintenance data will be embedded in the
maglev train system. Overall, system availability will be
maximized and all repairs will be performed on a scheduled
basis. Through implementation of APMS, the necessity of
removing vehicles for unscheduled maintenance will be
eliminated.
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If maglev systems are to be commercially
and economically viable, they will have to
access the centers of major metropolitan
areas. The focus of this study was to
investigate the feasibility of using existing
railroad rights-of-way to access center-city
terminals, in one of three possible methods:
• maglev vehicles traveling over existing
railroad tracks with the use of steel guide
wheels and some means of exterior
propulsion (e.g. locomotive power.) A
modification of this alternative would be
to construct a "dual-mode" (or "at-grade")
guideway,
essentially
a
maglev
guideway outfitted with standard rails at
gauge;
• maglev vehicles transferring onto
modified railroad flatcars (i.e., in
"piggyback" fashion) and transported
over existing railroad tracks with
locomotive power; or
• constructing
new
grade-separated
maglev guideways on existing railroad
rights-of-way, either in an exclusive or
shared right-of-way configuration.
As a result of using existing railroad
corridors, certain mandated horizontal and
vertical clearance requirements must be
met. AREA clearance requirements were
compared with those used by Amtrak for
unrestricted operation on its nationwide

system, with the finding that Amtrak
clearance requirements were the most
restrictive. This information was used to
prepare a total of three summary clearance
diagrams for maglev equipment. Because
the Eastern U.S. Summary Clearance
Diagram more correctly addresses the high
platform station configuration, and high
platforms are assumed for maglev operations
(low platforms would necessitate a longer
station dwell time), this diagram was used to
assess the compatibility of present and
planned maglev technologies with existing
railroad infrastructure around the country.
The

present
and
planned
maglev
technologies investigated include:

• Grumman
"New
York
(Configuration 002) Maglev
• Transrapid
Maglev

Intercity

(Transrapid

State"
07)

• HSST Passive Intermediate Speed (HSST300) Maglev
• Japan
Railways
Vertical
Magnet
(Configuration MLU 002) Maglev
Each of the four maglev technologies were
superimposed upon the Eastern U.S.
Summary Clearance Diagram in two
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different modes of transportation - the
"piggyback" and the "at-grade" modes. Their
impacts upon the clearance diagram were
evaluated,
and
advantages
and
disadvantages of each transportation mode
were discussed.
The results of this preliminary feasibility
analysis for the four maglev technologies
and the two transportation modes were
summarized with the finding that both the JR
MLU 002 and the HSST-300 systems fit
within the required clearance diagram.
Both the HSST-300 and JR MLU 002
maglevs appear to be feasible in the
"piggyback" mode, but only the JR MLU 002
might possibly work in the "at-grade" mode.
The JR design has the significant advantage
of being able, with, minor modification, to
run on existing rails on its own or to be
accommodated on board a rail car carrier,
but its development is at least ten years
away and very little information was
available during the course of the study on
which to base meaningful conclusions.
At this time, the required clearance
envelope for unrestricted operation on
existing railroad corridors in the United
States precludes use of the Grumman and
Transrapid maglev systems in either the atgrade or piggyback modes due to their
excessive width and wrap-around body
designs. However, further investigation of
individual corridors in the United States

could identify facility and/or operational
modifications that would permit use of these
wider technologies to gain access to center
city terminals.
As a result of the above discussion, the
HSST-300 maglev technology was carried
forward in this study for the investigation of
a maglev-rail car carrier intermodal concept.
The maglev-rail car carrier intermodal
concept would allow the selected HSST-300
maglev to transition from the high-speed
maglev guideway to a modified rail car
carrier for transport over existing corridors
into center city terminals. Obviously, this
transition location would be as close as
possible to the terminal to minimize the
travel time in the "piggyback" mode. This
investigation showed that this transition
process is technically feasible and can be
achieved within a four-to-five minute time
span with little or no passenger disruption.
However, if this intermodal concept is
furthered as a means of accelerating maglev
implementation in the U.S., much more
work would be necessary.
To assess the feasibility of maglev systems
accessing existing center city terminals in
the United States, information on 15
selected cities was reviewed. These cities
anchor major metropolitan areas in some of
the most heavily travelled transportation
corridors on the west coast, midwest and
east coast, and were thought to be good
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candidates for some type of high speed
guided ground transportation in the future.
Special attention was paid to:
• the presence and location of existing
transportation terminals and their
effectiveness in serving the needs of the
individual metropolitan area;
• the physical characteristics of the
transportation corridors which serve
those terminals;
• characteristics of adjacent land uses, and
any proposed modifications;
• plans for major capital investment in
transportation facilities (e.g., transit
systems, multimodal facilities, major
rehabilitation, etc.);
•

restrictive
horizontal
and
curvature and clearances;

•

length and height of existing station
platforms and the presence of platform
gaps;

• characteristics
equipment;
•

of

current

vertical

operating

presence of electrification and power
pickup arrangements; and,

• present and future interfaces with other
transportation modes.
The individual urban areas were described
in terms of their existing transportation
infrastructure and future transportation plans
and the feasibility of implementing maglev
systems in these areas was assessed. In
assessing these individual urban areas,
certain assumptions regarding the viability of
certain corridors which access the central
business districts were made. Much of the

proposed corridor discussion assumes the
shared use of existing railroad right-of-way,
an important component of any future high
speed transportation network. Any proposed
alignments that are addressed assumes
acceptance of this shared right-of-way
concept, and have not been discussed with
the asset owners, adjacent land owners, city
residents,
environmental
groups
or
appointed/ elected officials in the individual
urban
areas.
Following
are
recommendations for those individual urban
areas.
San Francisco
The existing CalTrain terminal at 4th and
Townsend Streets does not serve the central
business district (C6D) well, as it is
geographically distant and has limited
intermodal capability. This deficiency is
being addressed in the study for a possible
new terminal, but the construction cost
estimate for either of the three alternatives
may delay
implementation
of this
worthwhile project. In an associated matter,
the planned alignment for this terminal
relocation project would severely constrain
speeds into and out of the CBD. Should the
proposed terminal project be delayed, an
alternative location for a terminal station
could be at the San Francisco International
Airport. The CalTrain corridor to San Jose is
well suited, for the most part, for higher
speed operation. Numerous grade crossings
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would require separation and some curve
smoothing would be desirable.

Los Angeles
Los Angeles Union Passenger Terminal
(LAUPT) is centrally located in downtown
Los Angeles and is fast becoming a true
inter modal terminal. As such, it deserves
further consideration as a future high speed
transportation terminal. The access into and
out of LAUPT is rather circuitous and would
have to be improved for a future high speed
(HS) system. One question to be addressed
in the near future will be LAUPT's ability to
absorb future HS activity along with its
present and proposed operations.
The
Southern Pacific Transportation Company
(SPTC) San Fernando corridor appears to be
rather well suited for higher speed
operation, but has numerous grade crossings
that would require separation in some
fashion.

San Diego
The old Santa Fe Depot is well located
within downtown San Diego, and is also
becoming a true intermodal terminal. The
railroad corridor which accesses the
terminal from the north is constrained by
existing land use and topographical features,
consequently speeds would have to be
adjusted accordingly.
North of State
Highway 52, the Interstate 5 alignment
should be followed until the railroad
corridor once again parallels Interstate 5.

St. Louis
The city appears to be furthering a planned
intermodal facility just west of Union
Station, however, a re-examination of the
Union Station site should be made. The old
terminal has undergone a dramatic
renovation and has a tremendous unused
capacity for additional transportation
infrastructure. Using Union Station as the
future intermodal terminal would also
negate the need for an additional Metro Link
station at Jefferson Avenue. If possible, the
existing MacArthur Bridge should be used to
cross the Mississippi River.

Chicago
Chicago Union Station (CUS) appears to be
a natural choice for a future maglev
terminal. There are no major physical
restrictions, an extensive station renovation
is being completed and the proposed Central
Area Circulator project would provide easier
interface with other activity centers and
transportation modes. The
SPTC/Amtrak/Santa Fe corridor which
parallels the DesPlaines River appears to be
well suited for higher speed technology.
One area requiring further study would be
the corridor's intersection with
Conrail/Norfolk Southern (NS) trackage just
south of the Chicago River. CUS1 ability to
absorb additional transportation operations
would also require study.
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Cleveland
The existing infrastructure and ambitious
plans for Tower City Terminal make the
terminal the restored focal point for
intermodal transportation in Cleveland. The
railroad alignments necessary for access to
the terminal are more circuitous and will
require extensive speed restriction. One
primary focus of future study should be the
improvement of these corridors for higher
speed operation.

Syracuse
Officials in Syracuse have recognized the
inability of their existing rail terminal to
serve as a future intermodal terminal and
have initiated studies for a new site.
However, there are some reservations about
the location of the proposed Park Street site
with respect to its proximity to downtown
and Syracuse University. The possibility of
sharing the Interstate 690 right-of-way north
of downtown and reusing the old New York
Central terminal should be re-examined.

Buffalo
Albany
The existing Exchange Street Station is in a
prime location to serve as a future maglev
terminal. Its intermodal transportation
capability is well documented, however,
run-through flexibility should be improved.
This improvement may be possible west of
the station by constructing a southbound
connection to the existing lakefront trackage
which parallels State Highway 5.
Rochester
The existing intercity rail terminal in
Rochester is in a fair location and could
serve as a future maglev terminal.
However, the trackage accessing the
terminal from both the east and west has
some constraining curvature and should be
straightened if at all possible. Additional
investigation into alternative terminal
locations should occur at some future time.

It would be possible to have the maglev
terminal in Rensselaer, which has adequate
bus and taxi connections into the greater
Albany area. However, other locations for
an intermodal terminal are being discussed
and it is too soon to tell if any of these
garner support. Another issue which will
impact the decision is the proposal to link a
future intermodal terminal in Rensselaer
with an extensive Riverfront development.
For the most part, the corridor running
through Albany / Rensselaer is suitable for
higher speed operation.
New York City
Penn Station is the intermodal terminal
facility in New York City and is undergoing
an extensive improvement project.
However, there are some problems in using
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this terminal as a future maglev station.
First, the tunnels under the Hudson and East
Rivers are very narrow and would not allow
wider equipment without modification.
Second, Penn Station suffers today from the
lack of operational capacity. Lastly, trains
accessing Penn Station from the north must
travel the Westside Connection which
includes a very constrained curvature as it
approaches the station. All of these issues
must be addressed adequately before Penn
Station could be used as a future maglev
station. If maglev access into Penn Station
is not possible for some reason, an
alternative transfer station outside the city
would have to be evaluated.
Pittsburgh
Penn Station is centrally located and could
serve as a future maglev station. However,
the hilly topography of the metropolitan area
creates a difficult climate for high speed
operation. Curves are tight and grades are
steep and magiev (or other high speed
technology) would have to overcome these
with expensive structures and bridges.

Philadelphia
The 30th Street Station is ideally situated for
use as a future maglev terminal. It is truly
an intermodal facility and appears to have
adequate capacity for additional
transportation infrastructure. Obviously, the
Northeast Corridor is perhaps the best
corridor in the nation for further high speed
improvements.
Boston
Tiie intermodality and commercial activity
present at the South Station Transportation
Center, coupled with on-going
improvements on the New Haven to Boston
corridor, makes this an ideal location for a
future maglev terminal.
Washinfton. P.C.
The unique mix of transportation modes,
commercial activity and the relatively high
speed Northeast Corridor makes Union
Station the likely candidate for a future
maglev terminal in Washington, D.C.
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